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INTRODUCTION.

1. Previous census reports of the Punjab have dealt in great detail with Pwfaee.

matters connected with religion, marriage customs, caste structure, languages
and other subjects not necessarily directly connected with the statistics which
it has been the object of the census to collect.

In view of the mass of information on these subjects which has been collected

in census reports, gazetteers and reports of ethnographic and ling:uistic survey,

it was considered unnecessary to deal vith them again in great detail and in their

place enquiry has been directed towards the economic and industrial conditions

of the two pro\inces.

The census operations have taken place at a time when Deputy Commis-
sioners and other local officers, already overburdened by the elaboration of their

routine duties during the last decade, were concentrating all their energies in

guiding the country through a critical period of change. At former censuses such
local officers had responded nobly to calls upon them for the provision of masses
of facts and information on subjects which were dealt with in the census reports:

I have felt that it would be impossible for them to respond to any such call at this

time, and have endeavoured to cast as little additional work as possible upon
them in connection with the actual census and to refrain from calling upon them
to send in reports on subjects of general interest. I find that I have issued only
thirty-nine general circulars throughout the operations, and that of these only
three asked for general information, the rest being entirely concerned with adminis-

trative details of the enumeration and preparation of statistics.

The inevitable result is that tliis report, following the lines of those prepared
for European countries, mil be confined in the main to an explanation of the

figixres which have been tabulated.

I have spared no endeavour to render these as accurate as possible, and
where there are any reasons for suspecting inaccuracies I have no hesitation in

pointing them out, so that as far as is possible the statistics may form a solid basis

on which statisticians may base arguments and test theories. Not being a

trained statistician myself I have tried to resist the fascinating temptation of

building up theories from the statistics, though I have suggested lines of enquiry
that might be taken up by those qualified for such work.

2. The dates of previous censuses are given in the margin, a short account previous

of them will be found in paragraphs 20 to 22. Some census®**

of the Tables published in Part II of this report repeat

figures for previous censuses back to that of 1881 : the

two which had been taken before that dealt with such
totally different administrative divisions that compari-

son with them is practically useless
; where figures for previous censuses have

been reproduced in this report they have been adjusted so as to refer to exist-

ing divisions and not to the divisions which w^ere in being at the time they were
originally prepared

;
they are thus already in a form suitable for comparison

with the newly recorded statistics.

3. Changes in the boundaries of administrative units that have taken
place since the census of 1911 are detailed in paragraphs 2 and 3 of this report, andAreas.

the only two important changes are the creation of the Delhi Province from portions

of the old Delhi District of the Punjab and the Meerut District of the United
Provinces, and the creation of the new district of Sheikhupura from portions of

the surrounding districts of Lahore, Gujranwala and Lyallpur.

4. A full description of the census operations is published in the Adminis-
trative Volume, Part IV, of this report; that volume being intended only for cemnr”**”
<iepartmental and local use, a very brief note on each stage of the operations is

given below. Very little change was made in the procedure gradually evolved
nnd improved at previous censuses.

5. I took over charge of my duties on the 31st March 1920, and took the

organisation in hand immediately. A preliminary circular together with the

first three chapters of the Provincial Census Code was issued on the 27th April

;

District Census Officers in every district and Census Superintendents in every

lat January 1855.

10th January 1868.

17th February 1881.

26th February 1891.

lat March 1901.

10th March 1911.
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State were appointed forthwith, and general village and town registers were pre-

pared on which to base the formation of census divisions.

Census 6. The whole countryside was parcelled out into blocks in which the
D^iMi and enumeration could be carried out by one enumerator

;
these blocks were grouped

in circles under supervisors, and the circles again grouped in charges under charge

superintendents. The existing revenue divisions were very generally followed in

fixing the boundaries of charges and circles, and the revenue agency was largely

employed as Superintendents and Supervisors. These divisions were first fixed

roughly and then revised after the completion of house-numbering showed where
mistakes had been made in estimating the suitable boundaries for blocks ;

ulti-

mately at the time of the final census there were 172,044 blocks, 13,943 circles

and 1,017 charges, and the enumeration w'as carried out by 164,425 enumerators

under the direction of 13,913 super\dsors and 999 charge superintendents. Most
of the supervising staff was recruited from amongst officials, whilst the enumera-
tors w’ere in the main voluntary non-official workers

;
all were appointed indivi-

dually under the Census Act and thus all gained the status of. public servants.

House- 7. The Census Divisions ha\dng been tentatively fixed the next step was-
Numbering, the numbering of all houses, this work was commenced on 15th September and

completed within two months. Each house wliich might be occupied on the census

night was clearly marked with a number, a separate series of numbers being kept
for each circle. This wwk was carried out by the supervisors. As a result just

over eight million hoirses were numbered, but to ensure that no person should

escape enumeration many buildings w'ere numbered which were not inhabited on
the census night, and on that night it was found that only a little over five and a

half million w^ere inhabited. This numbering formed a reliable basis for the supply,

of forms, and after it was completed the census divisions were revised and fixed

finallv.

The Pre-
^ complete issue of the Census Code had been published and this

Unrinarj was followed in August by a pamphlet of instructions for Charge Superintendents
Enumeration. Supervisors

;
short instructions for enumerators were printed on the covers

of the actual enumeration books.

During the progress of house-numbering the whole staff received training

in their duties
;
starting from the top each census officer instructed the officers

immediately subordinate to him so that the instructions drifted down from the
Provincial Superintendent to the enumerators. Test enumerations formed the
main part of the training.

The preliminary enumeration took place between the 1st February tiU the
1st March in rural tracts, in towms it w^as both commenced and finished a fortnight

later. At this enumeration all persons likely to be in residence on the 18th March
were entered up in the enumeration books

;
this procedure allowed ample time

for the careful recording and checldng of all entries and reduced the work at the
final census to a minimum. The enumeration book consisted of a cover,containing
instructions and forms of summaries to be filled up and detached after the census ;

a block list, which was a detailed list of the houses in the block and served to pre-

vent any buildings being overlooked either at the preliminary or final enumera-
tion

;
and a sufficient number of general schedules on which tlie actual particulars

concerning each person were recorded.

The Final
census took place between 7 and 12 o’clock on the night of

Census. the 18th March, every enumerator visited all the houses in his block and corrected
his enumeration book by striking out entries referring to people who were found
to have left since the preliminary’ record had been prepared and by adding entries

for all new-comers. This having l3een completed every entry in the book was
given a serial number—the nuuilier of occupied houses, persons, males and females
was totalled for the block, then for the circle and then for the charge. The charge
summaries were totalled for the district or town at district headquarters and then
telegraphed to Lahore and Simla.

Um of 10. The general schedule wa.s a tabular statement of lines and columns
w'ith a line for each person enumerated and a column for the record of each parti-
cular regarding him. In a few places, where Europeans were numerous and it

was possible to obtain the services of an English-speaking enumerator, these
forms were used in Engfish for the recording of Europeans

; but in general Euro-
peans are found in small numbers in blocks containing many Indians and in such
cases the enumerator could not be expected to fill up entries concerning them in a
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general schedule
;
to meet this difficulty Europeans were supplied a few days

before the census with an English form termed a “ household schedule ” on which
to fill in for themselves the entries regarding themselves and other members of

their households. In spite of very detailed instructions for filhng them’ up, these

household schedules were often carelessly completed and their collection and
correction was accompanied by much difficulty.

11. A few outlying portions of the Province are cut off by snow-covered

passes which render them completely inaccessible in March
;
in these a census

was held in the autumn of 1920 and the results of it treated as part of the March

„ . Census. The dates of such non-synchronous
Rangra District— . . . t i tx*

Kothis Kodh and Sowar .. 20-9-20 ceiiauses are giveii in the margin. In addition
LahuimdSpiti .. .. 29-8-20 to these there were other tracts where the pre-

Cnamoa State— t* ,• ii, i iii*
Pangi and Lahui .. .. 15-9-20 liminarv enumeration had to be held in the

Ba^hr stat^ autunui of 1920, though it was found possible to
Omni and Dodra Kuar .. lo- 12-20 r,i i.- t

hold the final census at the normal time. In yet

other tracts the presence of wild beasts rendered night-work unsafe, and the final

census was held at daybreak on the 19th March instead of the previous night.

12. Special arrangements were made to enumerate the persons travel-

ling on the census night and as each was enumerated he was provided with a pass

which prevented his being enumerated a second time : the work of this sort of the

greatest magnitude was the census on the railways. All railway stations were

made into separate blocks or circles in the district in which situated, a special

enumerating staff was posted to each at 7 p.m. on the night of the 18th March
and remained on duty till 6 a.m. next morning or until the last train had passed

through and the station was closed for the night
;
this staff enumerated everyone

found on the station at 7 p.m. and thereafter enumerated everyone arriving at

the station either by road or rail who could not produce a pass showing that he

had already been enumerated. In this way everyone entering or leaving a train

during the night was accounted for : there remained a few people on trains running
long chstances who had entrained before the station enumeration started and had
not left the train next morning

;
to ensure that these people were also counted

it was arranged that all trains running throughout the night should carry an enu-

meration staff
;
this staff spent the night enumerating the passengers and at 6 a.m.

all such trains were stopped and a final enumeration carried out of all those who
had not got passes.

The District census authorities were responsible for the station enumeration
which was however usually carried out through the agency of the station staff

;

the running train enumeration vcas conducted entirely by the railway authorities

themselves.

Non-Syn-
chrOEooB

Census in

Inaceessilile

Tracts.

Arrange-
ments for

Railways,
Fairs and
Migratory
Population.

The instructions issued provided for all contingencies, and it is unlikely

that more than a very few railway travellers escaped enumeration
; the above

description only indicates the broad lines on which arrangements were made.
Enumerating staffs were appointed to 762 stations in the two provinces and 69
running trains.

Especial arrangements for fairs and other large concourses of people were
put in train beforehand and were necessitated in thirty places.

All main roads were patrolled by enumerators, staffs were posted to ferries,

especial arrangements for troops on the march were made uith officers in charge
of such units. There remained such persons as were temporarily absent from
their houses, guarding their fields or doing other casual work in the immediate
vicinity ;

the orders contemplated that these should be recorded as though present
in their houses, and it is probable that very few escaped enumeration.

13.

As explained in paragraph 9, the totals for each district, State and Proyislouai

town were added up as soon as possible after the census ; these totals included all
'^®***®'

persons whether enumerated at their houses or whilst travelhng
;
their collection

from outlying tracts was one of considerable difficulty and motor-cars,
horse-men, camel-riders, and runners were employed in bringing them in.

The Kapurthala, Pataudi and Nabha States were all affie to telegraph
their provisional totals on the 19th March ; in British Territory the Delhi
Province was the first unit to report its totals which it did on the 20th

; the great
majority of totals had been got in by the evening of the 22nd March but the last
district, in which work had been delayed owing to a mistake in a cantonment,
was not able to wire its total till the 27th. The figures as reported by telegrani
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are compared with those finally tabulated below, and show a high standard of

accuracy for so hurried an operation.

Occupied Persons. Males. ! Females.

1

houses.
1

i

PUNJAB.
Provisional Total
Final Totals
DELHI.

5,523,073

5,532,
305j

1

25,093,7941

1

25,101,060;

1

13,726,146

13,732,048
11,367,648
11,369,012

Provisional Totals 112,835 486,741] 280,709 206,032
Final Totals , . . . .

!

114,683
1

488,1881 281,633 206,555

Slip copy-

iDg.

Sorting.

14. The next stage in the operations was to copy the entries concerning
each person enumerated on to a separate shp. These slips were issued in five

different colours, one for each of the main rehgions and one for all other religions
;

a distinctive symbol was printed on each to distinguish between males and
females, and between unmarried, married and widowed persons

;
there vere thus

five different colours and six different symbols giving a total of thirty easily dis

tinguished slips
; in addition special slips were issued for the recording of infirmi-

ties
; the other particulars recorded about each person were recorded by hand on

the slips, a previously arranged sy.stem of abbreviations being adopted.
This work was done as in 1911 by the super\’isors w'ho were collected at

tahsil headquarters for the work immediately after the census ; as the period

available was very short owing to the majority of supervisors being patw aris who
were required in their circles for crop-inspection, an option was given to local

authorities to have slips prepared from the preliminary record before the final

census. The intention of this option was that slips should be prepared according

to the provisional entries in the enumeration books so that the only copying work
to be done after the census wmuld be to destroy slips for cancelled entries and
prepare new ones for the entries made on the actual census night. 21 districts

and 10 states adopted the option and prepared slips beforehand, in only a few of

these was the experiment justifiedby the result; slip-copying after the census was
carried on by a staff collected together and constantly under supervision, that
done before the census was done by supervisors in their circles and' was only the
subject of supervision by charge superintendents when they \dsited the circles

;

it was very generally found that the sbps prepared before the census had to be
corrected or prepared afresh after the census and the experiment did not result in
the saving of time and led to a considerable additional wastage of slips. Although
very careful estimates of the numbers of slips required in each tahsil had been
made beforehand and a supply sent allowing a liberal excess for w^astage, vet in

many centres slips of particiilar varieties ran short and a break-dowm in printing
arrangements occurring at the critical time much delay resulted

; in many districts

it was found impossible lo complete the copying before letting the patwaris return
to their urgent revenue duties and in such districts the cop}dng had to be finished

after the crop-inspection was over. It was hoped to complete the slip-copying

by the 27th March and this could have been done in most centres had not the
supply of slips broken dowm

;
actually the shps came in very slowly and a consider-

able number of units had not sent in slips by the middle of May whilst the last

to be received arrived at the beginning of July.

15. Central sorting offices were opened at Karnal, Ludhiana, Lahore and
Lyallpur

;
and the completed slips were sent to these offices where large staffs

sorted them according to the various heads required for each table of the report.

I'he maximum staff employed and the dates of commencing and completing
the work in each of
these offices is shown
in the margin. The
Phulkian "

States,

Patiala, Jind and
Nabha, carried out
their own sorting
and tabulation, but
with this exception

Office.

SOTAFT.

Inspec-

tors.

Supervi'

sors.
Sorters.

Commence-
ment.

Completion.

Kamal 3 186 7t 1 April 1921. 21st August 1921.

Ludhiana 4 23 224 1st April 1921. 22nd August 1921.

Lahore 5 22 266 1st April 1921. 18th July 1921.

Lyallpur 4 22 211 6th April 1921. 17th July 1921.

all the sorting was carried out at the four central sorting offices.
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16. The results of the sorting were set forth on sorters’ tickets which were Compilation,

sent to the compilation office in Lahore where they v.'^ere compiled into District or

. other imits totals, and then finally arranged in the form in which they appear in

the Tables Volume of this report. This office was in charge of my Personal

Assistant who had a large staff of Inspectors and Compilers working under him.
The office opened on 1st May 1921, the first table was sent to the press on 17th
September 1921 and the last table was finally printed off on 17th January 1923.

The process of tabulation is a long and complicated one, any errors in the

previous operations, which have escaped detection, come to fight at this stage

when their correction involves long and careful investigation which is extremely
difficult to carry out.

17. The results of the census are published in four parts, the months in which PuiUeaCo**-

these were issued or in which it is expected that they will issue are as follows:

—

Part I. The Report . . . . . . during June 1923.

Part II. The Imperial Tables . . .
. „ May 1923.

Part III. Appendices to the Imperial Tables . . ., May 1923.

Part IV. The Administrative Volume . . June 1923.

18. The census of the two provinces has cost Government Rs. 3,59,224 of the

which works out at Rs. 14-0-8 for every 1,000 persons enumerated: this compares
'

with Rs. 1,23,907 or Rs. 5-1-11 per 1,000 in 1911. In addition to this sum of

Rs. 3,59,224, the total cost of the census includes Rs. 23,112-1-3 recovered from
Municipalities on account of cost of tabtdation, Rs. 11,550-7-7 recovered from
Indian States on account of the cost of forms, sorting and compilation

;
whilst

Indian States have reported a cost of Rs. 50,977-12-10 for the enumeration that

they themselves carried out. The Phulkian States have been omitted altogether

in reckoning these figures as they carried out the whole of the operations them-
selves.

19. First and foremost a very grateful acknowledgment is due to the Acknow-

official and non-official census staff that carried out the enumeration and slip-
'®'**™®®‘**

copying. With few exceptions this enormous body of workers gave its services

freely and without expectation of payment of reward
;

the non-officials were
honorary volunteer workers, whilst the officials undertook the heavy extra duties

without additional payment. All are deserving of the sincerest thanks and of

congratulations on the public spirit they exhibited, especial praise is due to the
patwari staff. Patwaris are hard-worked officials and many miscellaneous duties

beyond those directly connected with the revenue administration fall to their lot ;

they undertook the severe strain of census duty with very little grumbling and
carried it through as efficiently as they were able to do

;
in addition to forming

the backbone of the enumeration staff they carried through the slip-copying, which
is a monotonous and uninteresting work which has to carried through at high
pressure. Some small acknowledgment of the services of the enumerating staff

has been made by the presentation of sanads (certificates) for good work, these

were issued in three classes, and the numbers issued were 1st Class 242, 2nd Class

1,218 and 3rd Class 7,641; in addition at the close of the financial year 1921-22

I devoted all funds available for the purpose towards giving rewards for slip-

copying, but I only had Rs. 16,000 available and only Rs. 15,047 were actually

distributed, which only allowed small rewards l)eing given to the best of the

men.
Deputy Commissioners and District Census Officers, throughout the pro-

vinces, directed the operations in their respective districts
;

their work has
increased during the last decade and it could not be expected that they would find

much time available for personal superintendence, but so far as their time permit-

ted they all contributed to the success of the operations; amongst Deputy Com-
missioners I would especially wish to mention Mr. Harcourt in Gurdaspur and
Mr. Gordon Walker in Rohtak who took much personal interest in the work in

their districts. The work of Mr. Lane Roberts, who was in charge

in the Delhi Municipality, and of Mr. Blacker, who conducted operations

in the trans-frontier tract of Dera Ghazi Khan, deserves particular notice
;
both

these officers had exceptional difficulties which they surmounted with enthusi-

asm.
The darbars of the Punjab States appointed Census Superintendents to

take charge of census operations, in many cases these officers were able to devote

their whole time to the census, and all had more time to give to it than the busy
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officials wlio had to undertake the work in British districts without

any diminution in their other duties. Amongst a ^oup of very capable and

helpful officials I would single out Sardar Bachittar Singh in Patiala, Syed Abdul

Majid in Kapurthala and Syed Altai Hussain in Jind, but with one exception the

work of all was so good that I feel considerable diffidence in specially mentioning

any by name.
Five Extra Assistant Commissioners worked under me in the Census De-

partment
;
Lala Arjan Das worked as my Personal Assistant between 2l8t Janu-

ary 1921 and 31st August 1921 and was succeeded by Sheikh Abdul Majid who
had already been in charge of the Lahore Sorting Office. The Personal Assistant

was in general charge of the tabulation work
;
and both incumbents of the office

worked well, Lala Arjan Das gi\dng me material assistance in the preliminary

stages and Sheikh Abdul Majid preparing and checking the tables
;
the whole

work was new to Sheikh Abdul Majid, but he organised both the sorting and tabu-

lating work on soimd lines and justified his selection. The other three sorting

offices were also under men new to the work : they were Syed Abdrd Haq at

Ludhiana, Lala Bishamber Dayal Singh at Karnal, and Malik Chiragh-ud-din

at Lyallpur
;
the newness of the work led to several mistakes being made which

caused much trouble to rectify but on the whole the work was satisfactory, that

of S. Abdul Haq being rather more dependable than that of the others. .

20.

Owing to iU-health I was obliged to take leave from the 21st Septem-

ber 1922; pre^^ous to that date ill-health had delayed my work, and on relinquish-

ing my charge I had only written so much of the Introduction to the Report

which precedes this paragraph and Chapter I, but Parts II and III of the Report

had been completed and were Avith the Press. I relinquish charge without infor-

mation as to the identity of my successor who \rill write the major portion of the

Report and complete this introduction.

L. MIDDLETON.

20-9-22.

Inteoductory note continued.

21. I took over as Superintendent, Census Operations, on the 3rd October

1922, Sheikh Abdul Majid, B.A., LL. B., having remained in charge of the Office

after Mr. Middleton’s departure. As he has noted Mr. Middleton had completed

Chapter I of the Report, and this chapter alone contains a comprehensive survey

of nearly all the subjects dealt with in the census. Mr. Middleton also took to

England and completed there the whole of the Administrative Volume, Part IV.

22. My oAvn task has been to see a great portion of Parts II, III and IV
through the press and to write the eleven remaining chapters of Part I. Two months
were spent in gaining familiarity with all the phases of census work, and in the

remaining five months the chapters have been written rather faster than at the

rate of one a fortnight, so as to complete the report by the end ol April. Under
these circumstances I have had strictly to limit the time devoted to the investiga-

tion of those fundamental principles without which it is impossible to understand

the problems of migration, birth and death-rates, and age-distribution.

23. Throughout the chapters for which I am responsible I have sought,

wherever possible, to express results in a precise statistical form with due regard

to the probable errors of enumeration. Neglect of this consideration has led to

the formulation of inany utterly unproven and even demonstrably false proposi-

tions. Every census report in fact bristles wfith dogmatic statements and I

should hesitate to estimate how many are contained in the chapters WTitten by
myself. I am fully aware that that to make much unquahfied statements is con-

trary to the spirit of scientific progress, and would ask the reader to believe that

the limitations to which most of the statements are subject were in many cases

present to my mind even when they are not exphcitly set forth.

Nothing, in fact, is more conducive to dogmatic statement than the

masses of statistics contamed in a census report, yet no where is dogmatic state-

ment less justified or the critical spirit of present-day statistical doctrine more
necessary. Indeed modem statistical methods probably indicate more often

what conclusions are false than what conclusions are trae and even this seemingly

negative result may be reached only after patient and abstruse enquiries.



INTBODUCTION. Vii

24. In addition to the gentlemen whose services have been acknowledged
by Mr. Middleton, I wish to express my thanks to those who have specially assist-

,
od me, in particular, to Colonel W. H. C. Forster, I.M.S., Director of Pubhc
Health, Punjab, whose constant advice and criticism has been of the utmost value

in all matters relating to vital statistics and deaths from disease
;
to Mr. G. Ander-

son, C.I.E., I.E.S., Director of Public Instruction, who kindly devoted many
hours together with several departmental officers to the discussion of the problem
of education and its bearing on the general literacy of the province

;
to Colonel

Ward, I.M.S., Inspector-General of Prisons, who furnished me with some special

jail mortality statistics
;
to Mr. Calvert, I.C.S., Registrar, Co-operative Credit

Societies, whose unrivalled knowledge of the industrial and rural economics of the

Punjab has been freely placed at my disposal in the form of notes on my draft

ohapter on occupation
;
to Mr. R. Sanderson, M. A., I. E. S., Inspector of Schools,

Lahore Division, who has kindly supplied me with certain data regarding Albinos ;

to Mr. H. L. O. Garrett, M.A., I.E.S., for a note on recruitment in the Ludhiana
district

;
to Rai Bahadur Sir Ganga Ram, Kt., C.I.E., C.V.O., for information

regarding the Vidhva Vivah Sahaik Sabha, Lahore
;
to Mr. Faqir Chand, Auditor

of Statistics, North-Western Railway, for information supplied regarding the

number of passengers and density of traffic on the North-Western Railway
; to

Mr. Labha Mall, Assistant Librarian of the Punjab University Library, for

bringing to my notice several interesting books on population statistics
;

to the

authorities of the ’‘Civil and Military Gazette” Press, and in particular, to

Mr. Gilbert, whose unfaihng courtesy and energy has smoothed the task of getting

so much material into print
;
to Mr. K. C. Vidyarthi, Manager of the Bharat

Insurance Company, for his kind treatment of the Census Department which
rented offices in the Bharat Buildings. Finally, I must acknowledge the great

services rendered by my Personal Assistant, Sheikh Abdul Majid, B.A., LL.B.,

but for whom the task of completing the report within the short time allotted

would have been well-nigh impossible. The Chapters IV and IX on religion

and language are almost entirely his own, and I did little more than edit them.
Both my computers, Mr. Abdul Majid, M.A., and Mr. Balwant Singh, B.Sc., gave
great assistance in many laborious computations and both of them put up many
valuable notes. Good work was done by all members of the staff of whom
Mr. Barkat Ali, Head Clerk

;
Sheikh Mohammad Abdul Wahid, Recordkeeper

;

Inspectors Ata-ur-Rahman and Fazal Din, and my Stenographer ]^wa
Jagat Singh may be specially mentioned.

S. M. JACOB.

1-0-23.
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EEPORT
OF THE

CENSUS OF THE PUNJAB
AND DELHI, 1921.

CHAPTER I.

Distribution and Movement of the Population.

SECTION I.—DESCRIPTIVE.

1. Geographical position and boundaries of the prorinces. 2. External changes in boundaries since 1911.

3 . Internal changes. 4. Administrative divisions. 5. Natural divisions. 6. Land tenure. 7. Cultivation.

8 Ifrigation. 9. Communications. 10. Rural economy. 11. Industrial and economic.

SECTION II.—AREA, POPULATION AND DENSITY.

12. Actual, resident, normal and natv^ral population and the population recorded at the census.

13. Reference to st.itistical tables. 14. Area and population. 15. Popuhtion of administrative divisions.

16. Density. 17. Density in districts and states. 18. Density of rural population and its relation to agricultural

conditions.

SECTION III.—VARLVTION IN POPULATION AT PREVIOUS CENSUSES.

19. ECistory. 20. Past censuses. 21. Fluctuations in population, 1855—1901. 22. Variation in the

decade 1901-11.

SECTION IV.—THE CONDITIONS OF THE DECADE 1911-21.

23. General. 24. The war. 25. Relation between vital statistics and census results. 26. Public
health. 27. The influenza epidemic of 1918. 28. Connection between canal irrigation and mortality from fever.

29. Agricultural conditions of the decade. 30. Extension of cultivation. 31. Prices, wages and agricultural

debt. 32. Co-operative credit societies. 33. Joint-stock companies. 34. Trade. 35. Industrial develop-
ment. 36. Communications.

SECTION V.—MOVEMENT OF THE POPUL.VTION 1911—21.

37. Total variations in the Punjab and Delhi. 38. Variations in districts and pressure on resources.

39. Efiect of disease on variations in districts. 40. Effect of migration on variation in districts. 41. Summaiy
of causes affecting variations in district 42. V'ariations in density. 43. Future variations,

SECTION VI.—HOUSES AND FAMILIES.

44. Description of Punjab houses. 45. Definition of “ house ” for census purposes. 46. Number of

houses. 47. Number of residents in a house. 48. The family.

Section I —Descriptive.

1. The Punjab lie.s in the north-west of India and is a region of vast plains Geo^aphicai

at the foot of the Himalaya mountains which run along its northern border ; the b^darle*^
small province of Delhi forms an entrant into the southern portion of its eastern the Pro?inc«i,

boundary and until recently formed a portion of the larger province. The Punjab
lies roughly between the Jumna River on the east and the Indus River on the
west and takes its name, which means the “ Five Waters,” from five rivers which
traverse it from north-east to south-west and unite to pour their waters into the
Indus towards the extreme south-west corner of the province. These seven rivers

are the most important physical features of the country and have been determin-
ing factors in her hi.story and in forming her external and internal administra-

tive boundaries. The Sutlej enters in the north-east and runs in a west-south-

westerly direction to join the Indus at Mithankot in the south-west and thus
traverses the extreme length of the province

;
this river and the Jumna are close

together where they issue from the hills, but the latter then flows south and
follows the whole eastern border of the province before turning east through
the United Provinces to join the Ganges

;
the watershed between them gradually

widens until it merges into the plains of Rajputana with their own separate

system of rivers. This watershed forms the south-eastern part of the province

which adjoins the Rajputana States on the south-west, the boundary with
these States being an arbitrary and irregular line not based on any particular

physical feature. This south-eastern part of the province forms the Cis-Sutlej

tract of early Anglo-Indian nomenclature and was the first part to be occupied

by the British. The remainder of the province, the Trans-Sutlej region, forms a
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changes in

boiuidaries

since 1911.

Internal

changes.

vast triangle bounded by the Himalayas, the Sutlej and the Indus
;
this triangle

is divided into five smaller triangles by the other four rivers, each triangle being

known as a “ Doab” or land of two waters
;
the present districts of the province

are in general sub-divisions of these doabs and rarely lie on both sides of a river.

The Dera Ghazi Khan District on the right bank of the Indus and the Bahawal-
pur State on the left bank of the Sutlej, which do not fall into the description

given above, form outlying portions of the Punjab which are in many ways
distinct from it.

In the north-east the Punjab runs with Tibet for a short distance, on
the east it adjoins the United Provinces, to the south lie the States of Bikanir

and Jaisalmir and the Sind tract of the Bombay Presidency ; Baluchistan and the

Xorth-West Frontier Province lie across its western boundary, whilst Kashmir
State lies to the north.

2. Apart from a few unimportant transfers due to riverain action between
the United Provinces and the Karnal and Gurgaon Districts of the Punjab there

has been only one change since the last census, hut that a most important
one, in the boundaries of the Province. At that time the Delhi District was part

of the Punjab, but in 1911 it was decided to move the Imperial Capital to Delhi
and the district was remodelled and placed under a separate local government
as a separate province in the following year. The present province of Delhi
bears little relation to the old Punjab district of that name

;
that district consisted

of three tahsils—Delhi, Sonepat and Ballabgarh
;
at the time of separation the

tahsil of Sonepat with an area of 448 square miles was transferred bodily to the
Rohtak District, whilst an area of 280 square miles from Ballabgarh Tahsil was
transferred to the Gurgaon District. The major portion of the old district there-

fore remained in the Punjab and only the Delhi Tahsil and a small portion of the
Ballabgarh tahsil went to the new province

;
later on the Delhi Province was

enlarged by the addition of some 46 square miles from the Meerut district of the
United Provinces, and was thus brought to its present size of 593 square miles.

This being so care must be taken never to compare any statistics compiled
for the Delhi Province with those of the old Delhi District

;
in the Imperial Tables

wherever previous census figures are given for Delhi they have been carefully
corrected so as to refer to the area which now forms the province and therefore
form a basis for comparison. It was not found possible to make similar
adjustments in the majority of figures in the Subsidiary Tables and
miscellaneous statements given in this report

; in these, where comparison
with previous figures is required, they must be made between them and
the combined figures for the Punjab and Delhi in 1921. In order to provide
a basis for comparison in future the 1921 figures have been shown both in
the combined form and separately for each province.

3. Numerous trifling adjustments of boundaries of internal divisions
have taken place since 1911 ;

a complete list of these is given at the
end of this paragraph and it will be seen that tw'enty-four affect district bound-
aries and that twenty-five more affect the boundaries of tahsils but not of
districts. Necessary adjustments in figures for area and population at past
censuses have been made wherever these appear in this report, so that the figures
now published refer to the internal divisions as existing after all these transfers
had been effected. At the time of the census the Sheikhupura District was in
the course of formation, it was created in 1919 from parts of the Lahore and
Gujranwala Districts, some subsidiary transfers from Sialkot to Gujranwala taking
place at the same time. It was intended to add to it on the ist April 1921
by the addition of 159 villages from Jaranwala and this date being so close to the
census I was directed to treat it as though it had already been effected The
proposed transfer was much delayed and on the 1st April 1922 a general rewnsti^
tiition of the netv district took place

;
the major portion of the Raya Tahsil of

Sialkot was added to Sharakpur, the remainder being merged in the Zafarwal
Tahsil

;
the previously proposed transfer took place at the same time and the

enlarged Sharakpur Tahsil was split into two new tahsils of Nankana Sahib andShahdara. By this time it was too late to amend the census statistics, eitherbj mcfeding all the changes which Occurred on 1st April 1922 or by ofeitti*Wrthat ivhichlad been prematurely reco^isOd, the result is that the figS^ iftfes report do^not deal with the Lyallpur and Sheikhupura Districts eStly ^they stood at the time of the census.^
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The transfers connected with the formation of the Sheikhupura
District were the most important which occurred in the decade

;
others affecting

considerable areas were those from the Bhera Tahsil of Shahpur to the Phalia
• Tahsil of Gujrat in 1911, and from the Okara Tahsil of Montgomery to the Samun-
dri Tahsil of Lyallpur in 1912.

Of the twenty-five changes which occurred between tahsils within the same
district, and thus did not affect district boundaries, the most important are

those in connection with the creation of two new tahsils,—Jaranwala in the

Lyallpur District and Khanewal in the Multan District
;
whilst a third of some

magnitude was the transfer of thirty-seven villages from theMoga to the Feroze-

pore Tahsil in the Ferozepore District.

The Bhera Tahsil of Shahpur District and the Gugera Tahsil of the

Montgomery District have gone through a process of remodelling during the

decade and have had their names changed to Bhalwal and Okara respectively.

Some of the Punjab States have altered the boundaries of their internal

administrative divisions. In Patiala State the four tahsils of Payal, Ghanaur,
Banur and Mohindargarh have been absorbed in the tahsils of Sirhind and Dhuri,

Patiala, Eajpura and Narnaul respectively, whilst the old tahsils of Pinjaur and
Bhiki have been named Kandaghat and Mansa. In Nabha State the old tahsil

of Phul has been split up into three new tahsils, Phul, Jaitu and Dhanaula, whilst

part of the old tahsil of Amloh has been constituted a separate tahsil under the

name of Nabha.
All the changes to which reference has been made in this and the preceding

paragraph are noted in the following statement :

—

District. Tahsil. Dstrict i

1

Tahsil. Area
in Number of

Date.

From -which transferred To which traneferred.

square
tcileB.

NotiScation.

A.—Affectecg Pbovixcial Bouxdaeies.

1 .

•2.

Delhi .

. j

Sonepat . .j
Rohtak Sonepat 448 2922-S. 1 - 10-12

Delhi Ballabgarh .

.

Ghaziabad .

.

Gurgaon Ballabgarh .

.

280 2944.S. 1 - 10-12

3. Meerut, U. P. Delhi Delhi 46 984-C. 22-1-15

4. Delhi BaUabgarh .

.

Delhi Delhi 101 984-G. 22-1-15

5. Dhankor, D. P. Gurgaon Ballabgarh .

.

7 River action.

6 . MuzaSarnagar
and Saharan-
pur, U. P.

Kamal Kamal 28 River action.

7. MuzaSarnagar,
U. P.

Karnal Panipat •> River action.

8 . Kamal Kamal MuzaSarnagar and Saharanpur,
U. P.

8 River action.

9. Karnal .
.' Panipat . .1 MuzaSaraagar and Saharanpur,

j

' U. P.

B.—Affecting District Boundaries.

2 River action.

10 . Lahore Chunian Sheikhupura Sharakpur .

.

08 23035 30-10-19

11 . Lahore Lahore Sheikhupura Sharakpur 84 230S5 30-10-19

12 . Gujranwala .

.

Khangah Dog-
ran.

Sheikhupura Khaagah Dog-
ran.

880 23036 30-10-19

13. Gujranwala .

.

Sharakpur Sheikhupura Sharakpur 891 23037 30-10-19

14. Lyallpur Jaranwala Sheikhupura Sharakpur 104 10427 27-3-22

15. Sialkot Pasmr Gujranwala .

.

Gujranwala .

.

lOo 23035 30-10-19

16. Sialkot Daska Gujran-wala .

.

Gujranwala .

.

74 23035 30-10-19

17 Simla Ambala Kharar 3 148-Police 29-3-16

18. Sialkot Raya Amritsar .\jnala 0 504 30-7-15

19. Amritsar Ajnala Sialkot Raya 1 .505 30-7-15

20 .
Shahpur Bhera Gujrat Phalia 306 224 27-3-11

21 . Shahpur Bhera Gujrat Phalia 6 197 10-2-14

22 . Shahpur Bhera Gujrat Phalia . .1 2 3419 13-2-18

23. Montgomery .

.

Gugera Lahore Chunian 6 660 15-7-12

24. Jlontgomery .

.

Gugera Lahore Chunian 3 224 n-3-13

25. Montgomery .

.

Montgomery .

.

Lyallpur Samundri 3

177

223 11-3-13

26. Montgomery .

.

Okara Lyallpur Lyallpur 222
123

11-3-13

27. Montgomery .

.

Okara Lyallpur Samundri 4 13-1-12

28. Lyallpur Samundri Montgomery .

.

Montgomery .

.

3 450 24-7-11

29. Lyallpur Toba Tek
Singh.

Montgomery .

.

Montgomery .

.

1 208 26-3-15

30. Multan. Mailsi Montgomery .

.

Montgomery .

.

95 4534 30-6-15

31. Multan Kabirwala .

.

Montgomery .

.

Montgomeiy .

.

33 453i 30-6-15

32. Lysllpiir Toba Tek Jhang Shorkol S9 678 3-S-13

33. 'Lyallpur —
Singh.

Toba tek
Singh.

Jhang Shoikot 0 10844 B-4-rt
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District.
1

Tahsil. District.
'

Tahsil. Area
in

square
miles.

Number of

Notification.
Date.

Prom which transferred. To which transferred.

C.—^Affectisg Tahso. BorN'D.AEIES OSLV.

i

34. Ferozepore Moga Ferozepore .

.

Ferozepore .

.

182 , ,

35. Ferozepore Ferozepore .

.

Ferozepore .

.

Zira 1

36. Shahpur Shahpur Shahpur Bhalwal 3 681 22-7-12

37. Shahpiir Shahpur Shahpur Khushab 1 707 30-7-12

38. Shahpur Bhalwal Shahpur Sargodha 15 S-124 16-2-11

39. Shahpur Bhalwal Shahpur Sargodha 4 532 27-5-12

40. Shahpur Bhalwal Shahpur Sargodha 4 4423 26-2-18

41. Montgomery .

.

Montgomerv.

.

Montgomery .

.

Okara 35 453 30-6-15

42. Lvallpur Samundri Lvallpur Lvallpur 47 576 3-9-13

43 Lvallpur Samundri Lyallpur Jaranwala 151 577 3-9-13

44. Lvallpur Lvallpur Lyallpur Jaranwala 525 577 3-9-13

45. Lvallpur Samundri Lvallpur Toba Tek 40 576 3-9-13

Singh.

46. Multan Multan Multan . , i Khanewal 243 6966 25-3-18

47. Multan Lodhran Multan Khanewal 2 6966 25-3-18

48. Multan Mailsi Multan Khanewal 138 6966 25-3-18

49. Multan Kabirwala Multan Khanewal 509 6966 25-3-18

50. D. G. Khan .

.

Jampur D. G. Khan .

.

D. G. Khan .

.

2 26880 1-12-19

51. Patiala Banur Patiala Rajpura 162 Ijlas Khas .

.

25 Chet 1975
62. Patiala Ghanaur Patiala Patiala 185 ,, Order

63. Patiala Mohindargarh Patiala Namaul 299
64. Patiala Payal Patiala Sirhind 123

65. Patiala Payal Patiala Dhuri 152

56. Nabha Phul Nabha Jaitu 64

57. Nabha Phul Nabha Dhan.aula 180

68. Nabha Amloh Nabha Nabha 123 • *

Administra- 4. At the time the last Census Report was written the Punjab was divided
twe Divisions twenty-nine districts, each administered by a Deputy Commissioner, and

these were grouped in five divisions, each in charge of a Commissioner. The
separation of Delhi and the creation of the Sheikhupura District leave the number
of districts unaltered

;
the composition of divisions is however slightly altered as

the old Delhi Division, now known as the Ambala Division, has lost one district

;

whilst the Lahore Division, though scarcely altered in area, now includes six in-

stead of five districts. These administrative divisions of the Briti.sh Territory in

the Punjab are shown below in the order in which they appear in the tables of

this report and in all official documents :

—

mhala Diciaion. •Jullnnhir Division. Lakyre Division. Boualpin'Ji Division. 31ult:iii Divis'on.
1. HLsar. - Kangra. '

12. Lahore. 18. Gujrat. 24. Montgomery.
2. Rohtak.

1

8- Hoshurpur
;

13. Amritsar. 19. Shahpur. 25 Lyallpur.
3. Gu’-gaon. 9. lullundur. 14. Gurdaspu'’. 20. Jhelom, 26. .Jhang.

4. Karnal. 10. Ludhiana.
1

I'’- Sialkot. 21. Rawalpindi. 27 Multan.
5. Ambala. 11. Ferozepore.

!
10. Gujranwala 22. Attock. 28. Muzaffargarh.

6. Simla, 1 17. Sheikhupuia. 2-i' Mianwali. 29. D. G. Khan.

The Indian States which are dealt with in this report were at the time
of the census all in direct political relationship with the Punjab Government,
but since then thirteen of them have been placed in direct connection with the
Government of India and an Agent to the Governor-General has been appointed
who is not responsible to the Punjab Government. In the tables of the 1911
Census Report the forty-three States concerned were arranged in geographical
order with reference to their proximity to administrative divisions

;
of these

twenty- eight were grouped together as the Simla Hill States. Owing to the
change in political relationship these States have been re-arranged in the tables
of the present report as follows :

—

A.- -Having Political Relation? with the

Paniah Oo'ern'neht.
B. Having Politic il Rslaiiona with the Government of Ind>a.

1. Dujana. 1 5. Loharu. 12, Faridkot.
2. Pataudi.

1

Nahan 13. Chamba.
3. Kalsia. Bilaspur. 14. Patiala.

4. Simla Hill State-. i S. Mandi. 15. Jind.

(27 States). ' 9. Suket. 16. Nabha.
10. Kapurthala. 17. Bahawalpur.
11. Malerkotla.

It should be noted that the arrangement depends firstly on the closeness
of their relations with the province, and secondly, on the geographical position
they occupy

;
considerations of seniority, size or importance have not entered

into the arrangement.
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Total figures for all forty-three States have been shown for comparison
with previous Census Reports, and separate totals have been shown for the two
groups of States to permit of comparison should a separate report be prepared
for States in the Punjab Agency at future censuses.

To avoid a very possible source of error in making comparative researches

it must be remembered that the term " Simla Hill States” in all Census
Reports previous to this has included twenty-eight States whilst it now only
includes twenty-seven ; this change is due to the fact that Bilaspur State, which
previously looked to the Superintendent of the Simla Hill States as its Political

Ofihcer, now deals with the Agent to the Governor-General and can no longer be
included in the term.

The Delhi Province, consisting of one district of a single tahsil, has no
administrative divisions.

5. For many comparative statistical purposes the division of the country Natnial

by administrative divisions is unsuitable, and India has been divided up into

natural divisions distinguished mainly by their physical features, climate and
rainfall. Four of these cover the Punjab and are known as the Indo-Gangetic
Plain West, the Himalayan, the Sub-Himalayan and the N’orth-West Dry Area.

The whole of the Delhi Province lies in the first of these. It will be noted that

the names given to these divisions were chosen with reference to India as a whole,

and that the North-West Dry Area does not lie in the north-west of the Punjab.

Ho.u aAr;?Ai and umiihistkativk Divisiois.

F. indo'CAii^etie Plain Vest.

!!• Biaaiayan.

HI. Svib-Blt&axayaa.

rv, Sortn test Dry Area.

R

STKTtS m
LoHfH9v Sr«rc %

DuJ^**i* t

Patauho*’ - " • - d
- A

Na HAf* »

€>

Suf*£T~ - - w •• n

Kapurthala • e

9
PAAfOmot . - . M to

Cmamaa • - ' •

•

It

PATfAtA - - - - t1
J$r»0 • > - - - 15

Naoha • ~ • 14

BAHAftAt, PUA - IS
BllaSDUT kk.

The Districts and States which lie in each of these natural divisions are
I.—Indo-Oargitic Plain

Wesl.

1. Hissar.

2. Lnharu State.

3. Bohtak.
4. Dnjana State.

5. Gurgaon.
6. Pataudi State.

7. Karnat
8. Jullundnr.
9. Kapurthaia State.

10.

Ludhiana
11 Malerkotia State,

li Ferozepore.
13 Faridkot State.
14. Patiala State.

15. Jind State.

16. Nabha State.
17. Lahoie.
18. Amritaai.
19. Qujranwala.
20. Sheikbupuia.

I II.—Himalayan.

I 21. Xahan State.

I

22. Simla.

23. Simla Hill States.

24. Bikspur State.

25. Kangra.
26. Mandi State.

27. Suket State.

28. Chamba State.

III.—Sub-Bimalayan.

29. Ambala.
30. Kalsia State.

31. Hoshkrpur.
32. Guidaspur.
.33. Sialkot.

34. Gujrat.

35. Jhelum.
30. Rawalpindi
37. Attook.

noted in the margin
;
no change beyond

the separation of Delhi has been made
since the last census and statistics for

the natural divisions are comparable with
those recorded then without adjustment.
The second and third of these divisions

are very well marked, but it is diflScult

to fix a satisfactory boundary between
the first and fourth which gradually
merge into each other.

In the north-west the Punjab extends
beyond the outer range of the Himalayas
and the Himalayan Division includes

country on both sides of this range

;

cultivation is limited to the lower slopes^
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iv.—North WestihyAirea. valleys and foot hills, but amongst
38. Sh&hpur. 41. Bahawalpat State. thoSO is oftOU VOTV pich. Irrigation is
Zd. Mianwaii. «. MuzaSai^arh. derived fpom the numerous mountain
40. Montgomery. 46. Dera Ghazi Khau ^ , , , e • i »
41. LyaUpur. (including the Biloch Streams, the watcps 01 which are spread

« M^tan
Trans Frontiet tract). Qygj valleys and lower slopes by

small artificial watercourses
;
grazing is

plentiful and forests provide fuel and wood far in excess of local requirements.
The climate is temperate in summer and rigorous in winter, the highest hills

are covered with perpetual snows and in winter many of the tracts beyond
the outer range are cut oS from communication with the outside world by an
impassable barrier of snow. The rainfall for this division averages 57 inches
as compared with 26 inches in the province as a whole.

To the north-west of this area the Himalayas run into the Kashmir State,
but throughout the length of the province, separating the hill coimtry from the
unbroken plains, runs a strip of fairly level land broken by foot-hills in which
the proximity of the mountains affects the climate and rainfall. In summer the
temperature rises to much the same height as in the plains to the south, but the
winter is cooler, and throughout the year there is much more moisture in the
atmosphere. The water level is close to the surface and there is much irrigation

from wells : there is also some irrigation from intermittent torrents which descend
from the hills behind Gujrat

;
and parts of Hoshiarpur, Gurdaspur and Sialkot

are also irrigated by perennial canals which however give their main irrigation

after passing through them into the lower plains. The rainfall for this portion
averages 29 inches in the year.

The southern and major portion of the province lies in the plains, relieved
here and there on the west by an outcrop of bare waterless hills

; the eastern
part of these plains lies in the Indo-Gangetic Plain and the Western in the North-
West Dry Area. The two are mainly distinguished by the difference in rainfall
and in water-level

;
the former has an annual rainfall of 21 inches as opposed to

only 9 in the latter
: previous to the days of extensive canal irrigation the two were

very markedly different in fertility, and the western area consisted largely of bare
expanses of desert. The spread of canal irrigation has modified the contrast
and at the last census it was suggested that the districts of Shahpur, Jhang, Lyall-
pur and Montgomery, which lie on the dividing line and all of which receive much
canal irrigation, might advantageously be grouped in the Indo-Gangetic Divi-
sion. By nature they are more akin to the North-West Dry Area, and it is
doubtful whether an artificial change in their irrigation justifies their exclusion
from this division

;
such exclusion would render comparison with former statis-

tics extremely difficult; it has therefore been decided to retain the former system
of grouping in its entirety.

LkBB Tenure. 6. The Punjab is essentially an agricultural country farmed by
peasant proprietors

;
the whole area is divided up into blocks of land known

as villages
;

for each of these blocks the government maintains a collection of
revenue records, the principal being known as the “Record of Rights” and con-
taining lists of all the owners and tenants in the village together with detail of the
lands oy^ned or cultivated by each. The distinguishing mark of a village
is that it has a separate record of rights, and the term is applicable to the
whole tract of land dealt with in that record and not to the collection of houses
in which the villagers live. The most usual forms of tenure can be indicat-
ed best by a description of the way in which a typical village has come into
being

;
it must be understood that, whilst the process of evolution may be true of

a large number of villages, it must not be taken to be of universal application. In
its simplest form the village may be regarded as having been founded by one man
who, by merely taking possession or by receiving a grant from a local ruler, obtain-
ed the ownership of all the lands included within its boundaries ; he cultivated
some of these and regarded the remainder as his property, to be grazed upon or to
be broken up at his pleasure. On his death the members of his family inheritedMs rights jointly, and each member probably cultivated separate plots and added
to them by breaking up further areas in the waste, each however recognisine thatMs ri^ts were bounded by Ms share by inheritance. In the course of time family
dissensions, or mere convenience, led some members of the family to regard the
lands in their cultivating possession as their individual property but they had n
IIITonnds on wMch to base an exclusive claim to any portion of the unbroken
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waste. In early days this separate ownership probably grew up without special
* agreement ; hence in some cases it remained in the proportion of the shares by

inheritance whilst in others the separate properties varied in size by reason of
particular members of the family being more energetic in breaking up the waste
or being stronger than their fellows and being able to exercise their acquisitiveness

in excess of their theoretical right. In the course of time the custom arose,

and has been given the sanction of law, that separation of joint lands should be
by agreement or by application to the courts

;
such partition is usually made with

reference to ancestral shares, modified by the facts of existing possession.

The tenure of the village lands depends mainly on the extent and nature
of the partition that had taken place before accurate land records came into exis-

tence. If when these were first compiled the separate rights were found to be in

direct relation to the theoretical rights by inheritance, then the rights in the un-
divided waste were held to be in the same proportion, and subsequent partitions

were made on the basis of the family tree. If existing rights were found to be
irreconcilable with the theory of proportional inheritance, the rights in the waste
might be held to be in the ratio of the extent of existing rights of ownership in

the cultivated land, or perhaps in the ratio of the revenue payable by each member
of the village.

The original simplicity is complicated by the fact that original owners may
have sold or gifted portions of their separate holdings

;
in some cases such gifts

and sales have been understood to include the dependent share in the undivided
lands, in others not. In cases where a share in the waste has followed the transfer

of separated lands the effect is merely to introduce an outsider into the group of

owners and to modify the shares in the Joint property
;
in the reverse case the

outsider becomes an owner of a specific plot of land only, whilst the original group
of owners continue to have all the rights in the w’aste.

Each owner may cultivate his holdings or have it cultivated for him by
servants or tenants, the most usual form of rent being a specified portion of the

produce raised by the tenant.

Sometimes an owner may have had difficulty in securing tenants and has

had to offer unusual attractions to obtain them
;
he may have guaranteed a fixity

of tenure extending for their lives or even to their descendants
;
or he may

have gone away and neglected his land, and the tenants may have gradually

acquired prescriptive rights in his absence, which on his return he has found

necessary to recognise. In these and in many other ways has arisen a class of

tenant, Imown as an ’‘occupancy tenant,” who has an hereditary right to cultivate

the land on payment of a rent to the owner which may or may not be an economic

rent
;
in some cases such rent is merely nominal or is no more than the government

revenue.

Very similar to the case of an owner whose land is in the possesson of

occupancy tenants paying a nominal rent, is that of the superior and inferior

owner
;
in this case the inferior owner exercises practically all rights of ownership

except that he pays certain dues to a superior owner. Both occupancy tenants

and inferior owners may or may not have the power to transfer their rights to

persons other than their heirs, and in cases wffiere they have not this power an
attempt to do so may result in the land reverting to the full ownership of the

owner or superior owner.

It is probable that in early days the local ruler was recognised as the ul-

timate owner of all land within his territory, and that individual land owners

were regarded as holding from him
;
this view was gradually modified till it was

merely recognised that the ruler had a right to a certain share of the produce of

all lands, and this share was the original form of land revenue. In the present

day, though the land revenue is collected in cash, it is based on the theory that

government has a right to one-half of the net produce of the land after deduction

of the cost of cultivation from the gross produce, the cost of cultivation includ-

ing that portion of the produce which is retained by a tenant
;
in other words

government is entitled to one-half of the rent received by a non-working landlord.

In practice the cash land revenue nowhere approaches this theoretical right

;

but the important point is that land revenue is not a tax, but is closely related to

a rent.

Land revenue is payable to government, but there is a class of people

known as *‘)a^uFdars” who axe to the land revmiue of partkiolar tracts
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of land. Such tracts are known as their "jagirs'’ and originated either as direct

grants from government, or as a recognition of their former quasi-sovereign

rights over the area.

We have now' encountered the main features of the land tenures of the

Punjab plains
;
the commonest type is that in which a landowner owns individual

lands with full rights of alienation and disposal, together with a joint right in an
undivided waste, this joint right usually being capable of realisation as an
individual right by partition with the other sharers ; such an owner may let his

land from year to year to tenants who pay him a portion of the harvest as rent,

and he is responsible to government for the revenue assessed on his individual

land together with a share of that assessed on the joint village lands.

The theoretical account given above of the origin of this system explains
the fact that it is usual to find the individual lands of one owner scattered about
in small plots throughout the village ; repeated partition leads to more and more
scattered holdings, and it is quite usual to find an owner of no more than three
acres wdth thirty or more separate fields scattered about over an area of twn or
three square mdes. Repeated sub-division, and wide distribution of scattered
holdings are the bane of the indigenous system of land tenure ; it requires little

imagination to picture the w’aste of effort, and the difficulties as to trespassing and
rights-of-wny. wdth which it must necessarily be connected.

The description given above applies, almost universally, throughout the
central and south-eastern parts of the province

;
and it should be noted that

these w'ere the first parts to come under British rule, and also that the tenures in
thern resemble those in the United Provinces which had long been familiar to
British administrators before the Punjab came under their sway. In the sandy
stretches of the south-west, the hilly country to the north-west, and more
than all in the Himalayan tracts, the distribution of rights was originaUy very
different and the type of village described wras unknown

;
but the early British

administrators with pre-conceived ideas on these subjects managed to graft the
types of land tenure with which they w'ere familiar on to a countryside to which
they were totally alien.

In the south-west the population was still largely nomadic and pastoral
when it first came under British sw'ay

; dotted over the country were small hamlets
occupied by a few' persons wdio had built a well and cultivated a small patch of
land round it

; these people regarded the surrounding country as subject to their
grazing rights, but had no sense of any joint ownership in the waste, and ascrib-
ed their ownership to the fruits of breaking up the soil and not to inheritance.
Such small hamlets were artificially grouped in villages, and the theory of joint
o^wnership of the waste within the boundaries of such villages was artificially
introduced ; at the same time vast areas of waste which had never been subject
to the plough were found to be absolutely unappropriated and w'ere, in accordance
with local sentiment, declared to be government property.

In the north-west, strong warlike tribes had collected in fairly large vil-
lages for the sake of mutual protection, these villages being strongholds rather
than agricultural settlements. Scattered round these strongholds W'ere the
small hamlets of the non-w'arlike population, who existed under the protection
or subject to the tyranny of the leading tribes ; their settlements were too un-
iniportant to attack and usually consisted of a few houses built in the immediate
vicinity of tlie lands cultivated by tbeir owners.

In the Himalayas the dense forests and the precipitous nature of the
country rendered cultivation possible only in isolated patches. Anyone who
cleared and broke up a small area of land built his house in the clearing, and except
in the more continuous and fertile valleys man was not able to satisfy his
gregarious instincts. Each settler would collect his firewood and graze his cattle
in the surrounding forests, and thus gradually create a right over the waste in the
vicinity of his clearing ; where clearings were close together convenience led to
neighbouring settlers establishing joint rights in the waste, and as population
increased and interests began to conflict specified areas of waste would become
recognised as subject to the exclusive rights of user of several settlers.

Thus a whole valley, the whole of one side of a hill, or any other natural
division of the country might become subject to the rights of user of several
settlers who had individual cultivated clearings scattered about over it Thee
settlers with common rights would not necessarily be related and might belong to
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entirely different tribes or castes. A small tract of country, subject to the
common rights of user of persons residing in scattered residences over its surface,
is the natural unit of these hills

;
such units are known by different names in

• different localities, and in many of the hill states they form the administrative
unit and are known in English as villages

;
in others they are so small as to be

useless as administrative units and have been grouped together in blocks to suit

the local form of administration. Throughout the Himalayas the \’illage unit,

as demarcated for census purposes, is an artificial one
;
and no statistics

concerning the number, size or proximity of villages wdthin the Himalayan
tract are of any utility whatsoever.

A comparatively modern innovation in land tenure and in types of villages

has been introduced during the process of colonisation of government waste
lands in the west which have been rendered fit for cultivation by the introduction

of canal irrigation. On being irrigated these wastes were divided up into villages

of convenient size and the lands of each village which were fit for cultivation

were granted to settlers from the old districts. The grants took various
forms

;
some whole villages were let out to capitalists on payment, others were

granted to persons who deserved well of government
; more usually however

separate plots in each village were granted and the grantees were required to
take up residence and build houses on a site set apart for the purpose. In the
first instance the grantees were usually given rights of occupancy tenants holding
under government, various conditions being attached to the tenancies

;
these

always included the duties of taking up permanent residence and cultivating the
land allotted

;
other conditions such as the keeping of brood mares for horse-

breeding, the breeding of camels, the introduction of scientific methods of

agriculture, the cultivation of superior varieties of particular crops, and so

on, were sometimes enforced in addition. In all \fillages a certain area was
not allotted and was retained by government to be utilised as grazing
grounds or for some other common jiurposes.

After the settlers hadbeen some years inoccupationandhad demonstrated
their intention of taking up permanent residence and had made satisfactory

progress in breaking up and cultivating the lands allotted to them the majority
of those who did not hold on special conditions were allowed to purchase pro-
prietary rights in their tenancies. After they had done so the type of village

evolved closely resembled that in the south-eastern plains, the main difference

being that instead of the waste land being common property it was unallotted

and remained the property of government though devoted to the common
use of the villagers. Such villagers can, of course, trace no descent from a

common ancestor, and do not form such a corporate body as the inhabitants of

old villages
;
but at the time of colonisation efforts were made to group

together members of one or two associated castes coming from the same part
of the province, and though the villagers are not necessarily connected by
family ties, they are far from being chance collections of miscellaneous origin.

7. Of the twenty-five nullion inhabitants of the Punjab no less than four-

teen and three quarter millions are of agricultural occupation, whilst many more
follow agricultural pursuits in addition to some other occupation. Subsidiary
Table I at the end of this chapter presents a few agricultural statistics, and it

is necessary to explain the terms used therein. “ Cultivable area'’ includes land
actually under cultivation, fallows, and waste available for cultivation

;
such

waste does not include areas in which cultivation is forbidden by law or custom,
such as reserved forests or common lands set apart for a specific purpose. It

does however include common lands which can be made available for cultiva-

tion by partition even though such partition has not been effected. “Gross
cultivated area” means the area actually sown in any one year with no
deduction for failure of crops, any land sown at both seasons of the year

(t. e., double-cropped) being counted twice. “Net cultivated area” means the

area sown in any one year, the double-cropped area not being counted twice.

In other words net cultivated area refers to the area of land sown, whilst

gross cultivated area refers to the area of crops sown ;
to avoid confusion I shall

generally refer to gross-cultivated area as the sown area.

It will be noticed that both gross and net cultivated areas refer to areas

of a particular year and will fluctuate annually according to the nature of the
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conditions at the time of sowing ; neither of them include land which lies

fallow for the whole year, though such land may be regularly though infrequent-

ly cultivated.

According to the subsidiary table, 65 per cent, of the total area of the
province is fit and available for cultivation, whilst the net and gross
cultivated areas amount to 59 and 67 per cent, respectively of the cultivable

area
;
in other words the net and gross cultivated areas amount to 39 and 44

per cent, of the total area of the province. The table also shows that 40
percent, of the gross cultivated area, or nearly 18 per cent, of the total area, is

irrigated. The figures in the table however include many for States which,
owing to an incomplete system of land and crop survey, are of doubtful accuracy.
The conditions of agriculture within the States of the Punjab closely resemble
those in adjacent British Territory, and the figures which will be discussed
in this and the two following paragraphs are those for British Territory only
which rest on an unassailable basis owing to the completeness of the land revenue
records.

In the records-of-rights, which are re\dsed every four years, the term
cultivated area includes fallows which have been under crops sufficiently recently
to warrant the belief that their cultivation has not been permanently abandoned,
and this cultivated area is described as irrigated from wells or canals if it can be,
and has recently been, so irrigated, notwithstanding the fact that it was not so
irrigated in the year when the record was prepared.

According to the records-of-rights prepared in the four years 1914 to 1917.
which are representative of the last decade, the cultivated area amounted to 29,140
thousand acres in British Territory exclucling the tribal area across the border of
Dera Ghazi Khan. The total area of this tract -is 27,280 square miles, so that the
cultivated area amounts to 47 per cent, of the total. Of this twenty-nine odd
million acres of cultivated land, exactly one half was entirely dependent on rain
for its moisture, 17 per cent, could receive irrigation from wells, 27 per cent,
from canals and about 1 per cent, from other sources of irrigation

; whilst the
remaining 5 per cent, was liable to inundation from rivers.

Turning now to records of the area sown each year, the average for the
decade since the last census amounts to 27,887 thousand acres, or 45 per cent, of
the total area, a very slight difference from the gross cultivateci area shown in the
subsidiary table which includes Punjab States and was worked out from the
figures for 1921 and not for an average of ten years. Of this sown area 13
per cent, was actually irrigated from wells, 30 per cent, from canals, and rather
less than 1 per cent, from other sources

;
this shows that 44 per cent, of the sown

area was irrigated as compared with 40 per cent, shown in the subsidiary table.
Irrigated crops are less liable to failure than those which depend entirely on

UTigated. Unirrigat-d.
natural inundatiou for their moistme

;

Sown .. 12,130 15,7.57 the figures (averages of the ten years since last

Matutd ;; 11,261 iS v^hth and without
irrigation me shown in the margin, the units

being thousands ot acres
;
it will be seen that whilst rather less than 44 per cent

of the crops sown are irrigated, yet, owing to the smaller proportion of failure
amongst these, no less than 49 per cent, of the matured crops are irrigated -

remembering that the }deld of all crops is materially increased by irrigation
it is clear that considerably more than half the produce of the
grown on irrigated lands.

piovince is

The revenue department, in addition to

Crop.
Sown area inj Produce in

thousands otjthousands ol

acres. tons.

Value in

lakhs of

rupees.

Autumn crops

—

Sagar cane 412 258
Rice 829 401 181
Maize 1,123 379 171
Bajra 2,.355 279 147
Cotton .

.

1,540 373 (bales) 123
Jowar 1,021 110 33

Spring crops

—

Wlieat 8,951 2,840 1,620
Gram 3,873 2,840 1,620
Oilseeds .

.

1,172 l61 130
Barley .

.

1.099 308 126

a o dCtuailV
sowTi and matured each year, pre-
pares an estimate of considerable
accuracy of the total produce of the
principal crops

; the marginal table
has been prepared from these statis-
tics and estimatesm order to show
the relative importance of the
principal crops produced. It is of
course impossible to value grain
pijduced over a term of yeal

“

Afferent places, and the last column
of figures IS inserted merely as aninAcation of comparative values
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Government canal. 643

Private canals 40
Tanks 1

Wells 299
Other sources 12

1.000

and must not be given any meaning beyond this. It is calculated from averages
of norma] prices at harvest time in the largest producing districts

;
these

normal prices are fixed independently for each ^strict by the revenue depart-

ment, and were last revised in 1916-17.

The ten crops given in this table account for eighty per cent, of the total

area shown, and on them the agricultural welfare of the province principally

depends
;
amongst them it will be seen that the spring crop far outweighs the

autumn crop in importance, and that the value of wheat alone equals that of all

the others put together.

8. The importance of irrigation in provincial agriculture has been demon- irrigat

strated in the last paragraph
;
the sources from which

irrigation is derived are shown in the margin where
the source of supply for every unit of one thousand
acres is shown. Canals irrigating 688 out of every
thousand acres head the list in importance, and of these

the majority are owned and worked by Government.
Next come wells which irrigate 299 out of every 1,000 acres

;
these are in

general private property owned by the landowners or by groups of

landowners. The irrigation shown as from "other sources" is mostly by lift

from ponds, rivers and marshes, though it includes a variety of other methods
of little importance.

It may be noted that low-lying lands in the neighbourhood of rivers are

often inimdated at flood time and that this fact assists their cultivation
;
such

inundated lands are usually regarded as unirngated. The fertihsing floods are

often spread over a larger siuface by short cuts and dams than they would reach if

left to themselves, whilst sometimes inundation canals of considerable magnitude
carry the waters far beyond their natural limits

;
there is then no definite border

line between lands inundated directly from rivers and termed unirrigated, and
those which are irrigated by inundation canals.

The marginal figures show the percentage of the average matured area

which was irrigated from canals and
wells in the decade before the census

;

the districts have been arranged in order
to show in which irrigation plays the

most important part
;
the new district

of Sheikhupura is included with Gujran-
wala as separate figures for it were not
available. It null be seen that in eleven

out of the twenty-eight districts named
more than half the matured crops had
received the benefits of irrigation.

Lands irrigated from wells are the most
fertile in the province, for the expense
and labour of this type of irrigation

prevents its adoption except with the
prospect of a commensurate return, and
leads to an intensive system of culti-

vation, whilst the continual presence
of the cattle required to work the well
provides manure in excess of that avail-

able for other types of cultivation.

During the last decade the number of

masonry wells in use increased from
245,239 in 1911 to 265,879 in 1920

;
but

it cannot be assumed that the total

number of wells increased proportionate-
ly as irrigation from wells is extended in

seasons of Hght rainfall and contracted in other seasons
; considerable areas of

land can be irrigated from both wells and canals, and temporary conditions decide
which system is adopted. During the decade the largest area sown with well

irrigation was 3,875 thousand acres in 1920-21 whilst the smallest was 2,951
thousand acres in 1917-18; the latter year was one in which imirrigated cultivation

was more extensive than in any other of the decade.

Percent.^ge or m.\tured crops that are irrig.ateo.

Total.
From
canals.

From
wells.

Lyallpur 98 97 1

Montgomery 87 64 23
Multan 87 73 14

Jhang 8d 58 28
Lahore 78 56 22
MuzaSargarh 77 53 24
Gujranwala .

.

76 oo 21

Shahpur 75 64 11

Amritsar 70 40 30
Jullundur 54 54
Sialkot 6.8 5 48
Ferozepore 46 32 14

D. G. Khan .

.

43 32 11

Ludhiana 37 9 28
Karnal 36 22 14

Guj rat 36 21 15

Gurdaspnr 28 11 17

Rohtak 27 19 8

Kangra .26 26
Gurgaon 17 6 11

Hissar 16 15 1

Mianwali 12 5 7

Hoshiarpur „ 11 2 9

Attock 9 1 8

Ambala 6 , , 6

Jhelnm 5 5
Rawalpindi .

.

Simla
2

. .

2

British Territory •• 48 35 13
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Well irrigation demands a fairly high level of the sub-soil water. The dis-

tricts which employ wells most largely are Jullundur, Sialkot, Amritsar, Ludhiana,
Jhang, Muzaffargarh, Montgomery, Lahore and Gujranwala. Except for Jhang,
Muzaffargarh and Montgomery, these are all grouped together on the Southern
side of the Sub-Himalayan tract

;
to their North lie districts where there is suffi-

cient moisture for ummgated cultivation, whilst to their South the w'ater level

sinks and renders well irrigation more difficult. In the former districts the lift is so
small that the wells canbe worked by Persian Wheels which carry a continuous band
of earthenware pots

;
further South though wells are in use they are more scarce

and their depth is so great that the Persian Wheel has to be replaced by the less

efficient rope and leather bucket.

The well has lost much of its importance since the introduction of extensive
canal irrigation. Without its canals the Punjab would be unable to support its

population, and the main factor in the movement of the rural population for the
last twenty years has been the extension of the canal system. Districts such as
Jhang, Lyallpur and Montgomery which now support a dense agricultural popu-
lation were practically desert country before the canals opened them up, and were
then inhabited by a very sparse population of shepherds and graziers.

The inset map shows the areas commanded by the more important canal
systems of the pro\dnce and on the next page are reproduced a few leading figures
concerning them.

Mo. i3. CAMAL IHRIGATIOS IN THE PUNJAB.

vertical' Shading shows areas command^ ty canals opened since 1911.
Horizontal shading shows areas commanded by canals opened before 1911.
Dotted shading shows areas commanded by inundation canals.

1, Shahpur. R.Gujrat, 3. Gujranwala. A.Slalkot. S.Gordaspur, 6. Amritsar.
7. Lahore. 8. Sheikhupura. 9. Lyallpur, lo,Jhang. 11.Muzaffargarh. la.Dera Qhazi
Khan. 13. Multan, 14, Montgomery. iS.Ferozepore. le.Farldkot. 17. Ludhiana.
IS.Maierkotla. 19.Habha. 3o. Patiala. Zl.Hlssar. aa.Karnal. 33.Bohtak.
24.Delhi.
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PRINCIPAL CANAL SYSTEMS.

Name.
_c

6C.S

9

.2 a

2 .!

60

;

0 'TS e

la
1 a

3 “

c ®

®

§

e* a> »d 3d Q

Date of commence-
ment of construc-

tion.

Date of first ! Date of completion
irrigation. ’ of construction.

1 Western Jumna

2jsirhind

3 Upper Bari Doab
4[Lower Bari Doab
5 Upper Chenab
6 Lower Chenab

7 Upper Jhelum

8 Lower Jhelum
OUpper Sutlej (Inunda-

I tion Canals).

10 Sidhnai

lljlndus

|12Shahpur
IS'Chaggar

14 Lower Sutlej

15 Chenab
16 Muzafiargarh

329!

537
340
132

173

427

128j

1961

328i

1,890

3,423
1,545

1,186

1,178

2,242

642
992
394

68^

442
I

71
971

397
266!

422,

255
301

66
‘

34|

287

641

718

2,324

3,918

1,504

1,409

1,533

2,583

572
1,252

900

344!

423

63^

108!

905|
360'

675,

f Before
803U annexation

1888—Sirsa Branch
1,437 1867-68
1,163 1849-50
878; 1906
648 1905

2,317. 5 1884 (a)

1 1 1890
3481905
807! 1897
328 Some existed before /

I
annexation and i

some added later ; 1

1855-1870. (

270 1883-84

237'Existed before annexa-
tion.

37il862 to 1864

1820
1891-92
1883-84
1860-61
1913-14
1912-13

1887 (a) )

1892 )

1915-16
1901

1855
1884

:1888)
,1895 5
1886-87
1878-79
31-3-1917
31-3-1917

;i889-1900

131-3-1917

|31-3-1917

4858-59
1885-86

1886 il886

Prior to 1849 ;1849-50

5|
1896-97

288^

183 }- Before amiexation,

368; j

1870
1897

Were in opera-'

,tion prior to thej

annexation of

the Punjab;
iby the British

1870-71
1898-99

Some improve-]

ments were fin-

ished in 1895.

Ditto.

Some improve-]
ments were,

finished m 1896.

(a) As an inundation canal system.

Note. The average area recorded in column No. 6 is that for the ten years 1911-12 to 1920-21 inclusive. But

in the case of the three canals of the Triple Project which have not been in existence for ten years, the area

which they are designed to irrigate is shown instead.

The first eight of these are perennial canals with permanent headworks on

the large rivers of the province, so designed that the canals run even when the

rivers are at their lowest. The remainder are groups of small canals, few of which

extend very far inland from the rivers from which they take their supply, and in

general they only come into operation when the rivers are in flood.

The records of area actually irrigated are available back to the year 1887-88

when all the canals

then in existence

irrigated 2,341 thou-

sand acres, since then

the extension and
improvement of exist-

ing canals and the

construction of new
ones has led to a

steady increase in

irrigation as is shown
in the marginal dia-

gram. In 1920-21 the

total area irrigated

amounted to 10,274

thousand acresand the
greatest area ever irri-

gated in one year was

10,457 thousand acres

in the previous year.

The Western Jumna Canal, which was taken over in the early half of the

19th century, irrigates portions of the Karnal, Rohtak and Hissar districts, a,nd

small areas in Patiala State and the Delhi Province. The Sirsa Branch, which

irrigates portions of Patiala and Hissar, was first opened in 1891.

1887-8S. Ko. lrri£at.lo3 fro®

nnais In tha punjaC
le'fa-iTS TT! —1-L|

iaC9-90 29
1

1890-91 L,

ri83i-92 32j ! nelhl- 1307-1921.
1692-93 29

1

l.’O OppGStl^1893-94 29 (

16S4-9d“
ia9D-90 38

1
,

o-,-., tl.;.
1

•169C-9V 46 i

~ *

1897-90
1398-99 49
1899-00
19 :g-oi bC_

— ._j

190I-G^ 55
57

1

)

t 4 jJ

190 1-05 63 .. 4- -

'lyjt-cG G9 .1

TT^
60

'
1

1904-0^ 7 4

——

,

19:9-10
laio-ii

i

R ^

1012-13 84 - —4
id 13 -14" bT“ L_^
i914-ib
1915-16 RR r 1—

,

96
J

1918-19 90 1

1913-20
1920-21
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The Upper Bari Doab Canal has also been in existence so long that, as in the

case of the Western Jumna, immigration to the areas it commands had already

taken place before the first census and therefore cannot form the subject of

statistical study. It is supplied from the Ravi river and ipigates very large

areas in Lahore and Amritsar and a comparatively small area in Gurdaspur.

The Sirhind Canal was first opened to irrigation in 1883-84, it distributes

the waters of the Sutlej in Ludhiana and Ferozepore Districts, and in the Patiala,

Jind, Xabha and Faridkot States.

The Lower Chenab, with headworks at Khanki on the left bank of the

Chenab, was first opened in 1887-88 as an inundation canal and was opened as a

perennial system in 1892, but was extended and improved constantly and scarcely

reached its present scale of irrigation till 1911. It irrigates practically the whole

of the Lyallpur District and parts of Gujranwala, Sheikhupura and Jhang
;

the area which it commands was mainly uncultivable waste before it received

irrigation and the canal led to an enormous migration from the congested districts

to the newly opened up country. As the greater part of the land was government

property colonisation was carried out by government which granted land on

various conditions to residents of thickly populated districts
; most of these

grantees have now become owners of the land which they were first granted as

tenants. The result is that the whole tract is populated by persons who are

connected by relationship and social ties with inhabitants of different districts

all over the Punjab, and the colony is a focus of migration as the inhabitants and
their relations are constantly passing backwards and forwards between it and the

districts in which their ancestors lived and in which many of the inhabitants still

have proprietary interests.

The Lower Jhelum Canal is of much more recent construction and was
first opened to irrigation in 1901 ;

it irrigates a large portion of the Shahpur District

and a smaller area in Jhang
;
this too commands an area which was very thinly

populated when in its natural condition, and of which much was government
waste available for cultivation. Here too is now collected a population including

persons keeping in constant touch with their relations in districts scattered through-

out the province.

The other three large perennial canals that now contribute to the fertility

and wealth of the province have all been opened to irrigation during the decade
since the last census. They form collectively what has been known as the Triple

Chnal Project and are inter-related in a pecidiar way. The districts of Montgomery
and Multan included vast areas of waste, which, could they but be irrigated,

would have formed yet another area in Avhich to found a canal colony and
still further relieve the pressure of the ever-growing population of the old
districts. The difficulty was that the Ravi, the only river from which direct

irrigation could be obtained, was already pouring practically the whole of its

cold weather supply into the Upper Bari Doab Canal
;
the waste area avail-

able could have been irrigated from it in the flood season only, and that would not
have rendered it suitable for colonisation on a large scale. On the other hand the
Jhelum river carried a supply which at its lovrest was well in excess of the require-

ments of the Lower Jhelum Canal. The solution of the difficulty, which is now an
accomplished fact, was to use the surplus water of the Jhelum for the ultimate
irrigation of the tracts in Montgomery and Multan. The Upper Jhelum Canal
takes water from the Jhelum and irrigates part of the Gujrat district, but carries a
far bigger supply than is required for that irrigation alone

; the surplus, after
flowing right across the Gujrat District, is released into the Chenab river a little

above the head-works of the Lower Chenab Canal. Thus reinforced the Chenab
river carries a supply in excess of that required for the Lower Chenab Canal and
this supply is now taken off higher up the river by the Upper Chenab Canal
which irrigates large areas in Gujranwala and Sheikhupura Districts and still

has a large flow left which it empties into the Ravi river. This supply is then
taken out of the river on the opposite bank by the Lower Bari Doab Canal which
irrigates the Montgomery and Multan Districts and has thus opened up a new
area for colonisation. Actually no water of the Jhelum gets on to the land in the
Lower Bari Doab Colony, but it does cross the Chenab and by feeding the Low
Chenab enables the Upper Chenab to draw off some of the waters of th^
Chenab without prejudice to the Lyallpur colony and it is the waters from th^
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Chenab that cross the Ravi and
Multan Districts.

Work on the Upper Jhelum
Year. Acres.

. 1916-17 117,605
1917-18 177,006
1918-19 246,609
1919-20 298,857
1920-21 345,189

id their way into the Montgomery and

nmenced in 1905 and it was opened to

irrigation in 1915 and completed in 1917. It

was designed to take in a supply of 8,500

cubic feet per second at the head and to deliver

7,812 of these into the Chenab
;

it com-
mands 571,783 acres and is intended to irrigate about 348 thousand acres. The
total area irrigated during the first few years after it was opened is shown in the

margin. It irrigates a tract which is already inhabited and in the ownership of

the residents
;

it is therefore unlikely to cause immigration to any great extent

though it will add to the prosperity of the tract irrigated and enable it to support

a larger population.

The Upper Chenab which was commenced in 1905 and completed in 1917
was first opened to irrigation in April 1912.

It is designed to use 4,944 cubic feet per

second for irrigation and to pass on 6,750 into

the Ravi
; this allows for the irrigation of 648

thousand acres out of the 1,533 thousand
which it commands, and it has already worked
up to an irrigation approaching this figure as

will be seen from the figures in the margin.

The areas it irrigates in Sialkot and Giijranwala are in the hands of private

owners and give no room for colonisation, but there are large plots of govern-

ment waste in Sheikhupura which are already being colomsed rapidly.

The Lower Bari Doab was commenced in 1906 and completed in 1917
;
the

first irrigation was given from it in July 1913,

and the areas irrigated tiU the end of the

decade are shown in the margin. It is design-

ed for a supply of 6,750 cubic feet per second
at the head, which is the exact amount
rendered available by the outflow of the

Upper Chenab
;
this is to irrigate about 878 thousand out of the 1409 thousand

acres which are commanded by it.

None of the three canals could work up to their proper capacity imtil the

Upper Jhelum was completed in 1917 ;
and it is probable that the irrigation from

all three will increase considerably before they settle down to steady normal

Year. Acres irrigated

1912-13 123,236
1913-14 164,110
1914-15 211,882
1915-16 325,062
1916-17 437,477
1917-18 382,935
1918-19 426,864
1919-20 . . 342,656

1920-21 601,347

Year.

1913-

14

1914-

15
1913-16

1916-

17

1917-

18

1918-

19

1919-

20

1920-

21

Acres irrigated.

73,578
189,204
283,294
514,936
621,600
678,004
869,432
852,638

working.

9. The Punjab is fortunate in possessing an extensive system of rail'way

communications. The main line of the Northwestern Railway from Karachi enters

the province in the extreme south-west, and runs up to Samasata in Bahawalpur

State whence it di\ude3 and connects up with a system of lines running more or

less parallel with the great rivers and spreading out like the leaves of a fan till

they reach another main line which runs along the northern boundary of the pro-

vince from Attock via Rawalpindi and Lahore to Ferozepore and thence to Delhi.

Communi-
cations.
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This fan-shaped system of lines serves the whole of the western pa,rt of the pro-

vince within a triangle based on Cainpbellpur and Ferozepore with its apex at

Samasata.

Bhatinda and the other following the course of the Grand Trunk Road through
Amritsar, .Jullundur, Ludhiana and Ambala and thence through part of the

United Provinces. These two main lines have numerous cross-branches and are

also connected with other railways, such as the East India Railway from Delhi

to Kalka via Ambala ; and the Bombay, Baroda and Central Indian Railway from
Delhi to Rewari and thence to Bhatinda via Sirsa and Hissar

;
together these

various lines and branches form a very complete net-work over the central and
south-eastern parts of the province.

The only portions of the province not served by railways are the Himalayan
tract in the north-east, in which the only line is the short Kalka-Simla Railway,

and the Dera Ghazi Khan District and the eastern part of the Bahawalpur State.

The western part of the province, though well served by the fan-shaped system of

lines radiating from Samasata, lacks railway communication in a transverse direc-

tion ;
the presence of the rivers and the difficulties in connection with bridging

them have prevented the construction of lines running from north-west to south-

east.

The main external trade of the Punjab passes down the North Western
main line to Karachi, whilst the main lines to Delhi and thence direct to the ports

of Bombay and Calcutta and other towns of the Indian continent provide the other

most important external trade routes.

The following account of the construction of the Punjab railway system is

taken direct from Mr. Calvert’s “ Wealth and Welfare of the Punjab”:

—

“ The first railway line (Amritsar to Lahore) was put imder construction in 1856
and opened for traffic in 1861. Wood had to be used for fuel. The line from Lahore to
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Multan, which at that time was connected with Karachi by the boats of the old Indus Flotilla,
was opened in 1865. Coal was introduced in 1872, in which year one goods train left Lahore
daily for Ghaziabad. Through communication with Calcutta and Bombay was established
in 1883. Thereafter progress was steady, if not rapid, as the following details show

Main Line.

—

South to Lahore
Lahore to West
Lahore to North

Branches

—

Golra-Basal

Amritsar-Pathankot

Ra
j
pura-Bhatinda

Sind-Sagar

Sialkot (1884) Jammu
Raewind-Ferozepore
Southern Punjab, main line

Narwana-Kaithal
Kundian-Campbellpore
Ferozepore-Bhatinda

Wazirabad-Khanewal
Ludhiana-Jakhal

Kalka-Simla

Ludhiana-Macleodganj
.Jech-Doab

Shahdara-Sangla
Khanewal-Lodhran
Araritsar-Patti (1906) Kasur
Kasur-Lodhran
Khanpur-Chachrau
Chichoki-Shorkot Road

231 miles, opened in 1870
418 1878
242 1880

47 ,, 1881

67 1884

107 1889

342 : 3 1890

36 , , 1890

33
; 3 1892

400 j? 1897

23 ,

,

1899

120 1899

55 ,

.

1899

201 33 1900

79 33 1901

59 33 1903

152 , . 1906

149 1906

55 1907

56 .. 1909

54 1910

208 , . 1910

22 ,

.

1911

136 1911

Notes on the developments
this account up to date, srdl be found in paragraph 39.

whioh have taken place durinc the la«t decade, toaether with figuies bringing

The road communications are far less extensive and connected than the

railway system
;
the only coherent system of metalled roads is that connected with

the Grand Trunk Road which runs continuously from Calcutta to Peshaw'ar and
in its passage through the Punjab connects Delhi, Karnal, Ambala, Ludhiana,
Jullundur, Amritsar, Lahore, C4ujranwala, Jhelnm and Rawalpindi. This road

is metalled throughout its length and has recently been much improved by the

construction of road bridges over the great rivers of the Punjab, all of which it

crosses. Metalled feeder roads branch off from the Grand Trunk Road for short

distances throughout its length, the most important being—from Delhi to Gurgaon
and Rohtak and to smaller places beyond them

;
from Thanesar to Pehowa and

Ohachchrauli ;
from Ambala to Kalka and Simla ; from Rajpiira, near Ambala, to

Patiala and Sangrur
;
from Ludhiana to Malerkotia and Sangrur

;
from Ludhiana

to Ferozepore ;
from Jullundur to Hoshiarpur

;
from Lahore to Ferozepore and to

Sheikhupura ;
from Gujranwala to Hafizabad and to Sialkot

;
from Wazirabad to

Sialkot and thence to Jammu
;
and from Rawalpindi into Kashmir via iMurree.

Other isolated systems of metalled roads are in existence round about
Lyallpur ;

from Multan to Muzaffargarh and thence to Dera Ghazi Khan, in

which the presence of a boat-bridge over the Indus only affords through communi-
cation in the cold weather : and from Pathankot to Dalhousie and through the

Kangra Valley to Kangra, Dharmsala and Baijnath.

Numerous unmetalled roads traverse the country in all directions, except

in the west which is badly provided with road communication
;

these roads are

often metalled for a few miles where they approach a town or a line of railway.

Unmetalled roads provide all that is needed for the indigenous system of trans-

port of agricultural produce by bullock cart, but are of little use for lighter

vehicular traffic or for motor transport.

The extensive canal system of the province supplements the road communi-
cations to a very large extent

;
the main lines of the canals run between broad

banks and usually one of these is kept open to bullock carts and other heavy
traffic whilst the other, though unmetalled, is kept in excellent repair and, except
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in the rains, provides a first-class motor road which, though not open to the

general public, can be used by permission when occasion requires.

The rivers and a few of the canals provide facilities for waterborne trans-

port but the strength of the current prevents any regular up-stream traffic and
they are mainly used for floating timber from the forests of the Northern hills to

the railway system of the plains.

Except in the west the combined systems of communication are excellent ;

but in the west the scarcity of metalled and even of unmetalled roads allied with

a railway system which has few lines running from west to east leaves much to

be desired and the communications are sadly behind the requirements of the

rapidly increasing population of the canal colonies.

The postal and telegraph systems of the province are very complete, and
the most inaccessible spots have unexpectedly frequent deliveries. The postal

authorities have done much to hasten the improvement of road communications
in the hills by the adoption of motor services beyond the limits of the railways.

Railway and Canal telegraph lines extend to tracts beyond the reach of the

Government telegraph system, and these can be used for official purposes and, in

cases of emergency, by the general public.

A notable development of the past decade has been the extension of the

telephone system
;
many towns have small systems of their own and trunk lines

connect Delhi, Ambala, Kalka, Simla. Jullundur, Amritsar, Lahore and Rawal-
pindi and extend into the North-West Frontier Province.

Civil wireless telegraph stations are in existence in Delhi, Jutogh (Simla)

and Lahore
;

there is also a military radio station in Rawalpindi, whilst the
Royal Air Force maintain stations in Lahore and Ambala.

10. Under former rulers the revenue necessary to support them and their

large armies and numerous courtiers was collected in kind and was only limited

by the cultivators' ability to pay
;
and the authorities were always ready to

eject him in order to install anyone who would pay more revenue. Anything
which a man produced in excess of his requirements was taken from him in the
form of revenue, whilst, even had he been able to keep a surplus from the revenue
collector, the absence of communications and markets prevented him from
profiting by its sale. In these conditions there could be no rent over and
above the revenue, and land possessed no capital value.

The village was in every respect self-supporting
;
it had its own carpenter,

blacksmith, potter, weaver and other artisans, all of whom rendered services to
the agriculturists for which they were paid by shares of the harvested grain

;

petty shopkeepers existed in every village and were mainly paid in kind. Cash
was practically unknown to the cultivator

;
the only form of capital he could pro-

duce was sunk in jewellery which was generally concealed on account of the in-

security of the times. As a result of these conditions no members of the rural
community possessed fluid capital

;
land had no value both because there was no

one to purchase it and because there were no excess profits to be made from it

;

sales of land were practically unknown before the advent of British rule.

The immediate result of the British occupation was to introduce security
of tenure and a greatly reduced revenue.* The reduction immediately created a
surplus, and, with the growth of communications, markets came into existence
and this surplus became saleable. This encouraged extension of cultivation,
the more so because the land revenue was fixed for long periods and during their
continuance no extra revenue was demanded on account of new cultivation.

As cultivation was extended and the surplus for sale became larger and larger
a very large export trade was slowly established. In old days, there being
no surplus even in normal years, the failure of the monsoon rendered famines
inevitable

;
at the present day irrigation renders the results of a bad monsoon

less disastrous whilst the deficit in produce does not lead to famine so much as
to reduction of export. The normal export provides a margin up to which produce
may lie decreased without stinting the province. Export also tends to prevent
violent fluctuations in price as, unless the produce of any year is insufficient to
meet provincial requirements, prices will be governed by world prices and will

not vary so readily as a result of local seasonal conditions.
1 —

* In ancient daya the rerenue demanded a%-er»ged about .30 per cent, of the gross produce and rose to
oonsideiably more provided it could be taken without annihilating the producer; it is estimated that the
present revenue amounts to about 5 per cent, of the gross produce.
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All these facts have led to an amazing increase in the productivity of the
land and the prosperity of the people. The creation of an agricultural surplus

. led to the possibility of rent and with its advent arose the new relation of land-
owner and tenant, the former being able to live without expenditure of his own
energy and resources ; land immediately gained a commercial value and sales and
mortgage became common.

The whole course of British Rule has been marked by rapidly increasing
land value ; up to about twenty years ago the land values were only such as
were warranted by the increase in production and prices, but there is little doubt
that during the last twenty years they have been more than economic. This is

mainly due to speculation in land, encouraged by the steadily rising prices
; it has

been rendered possible by the fact that cultivators have no means of investing
capital except in land or jewellery. With them spare cash has generally gone in

unproductive expenditure or in land purchase ; and the fact that purchase of land
may not return interest on their money is no bar to such purchase.

The increasing prosperity of the people and increase in land values has
been accompanied by a great increase in indebtedness. Directly the British

occupied the country the revenue, though reduced, was made payable in cash
and was fixed irrespective of seasonal variations (in former days the revenue
though excessive had perforce been limited by the produce available;) at the same
time the British paid the army and the large number of labourers employed on
public works in cash. The cultivator, who had no experience of cash transactions,

was suddenly asked for regular payments in cash
;
and at the same time other

classes of the community became possessed of cash which they spent in the new
markets, thus creating a cash capital which drifted to the local shopkeepers
and moneylenders. The conditions necessary to the growth of borrowing were
brought into operation—the cultivator needed cash and possessed a valuable

commodity in his land on which he was able to raise credit, and the local

shopkeeper had amassed a cash balance and was in a position of power when
dealing with the cultivator who had no knowledge of cash values

; the cultivator

in spite of his increased prosperity immediately began to borrow from the

moneylenders. In the early days of this movement, when land values were still

small, the moneylender advanced money against the coming crop
;
communica-

tions and markets being yet in their infancy the price of the future crop was
entirely dependent on the season and hence the moneylender’s business was
risky ;

on this account he was entitled to, and did, charge very high rates

of interest. As land value increased, and as the moneylender found that

the new courts of law would enforce his claims, he began to advance money
against the land rather than against crops, and in doing so did not reduce his

traditional high rates of interest. The growing impoverishment and financial

subjection of the agricultural classes caused great anxiety to government as far

back as 1872 ;
many remedies were tried, amongst them the introduction of elas-

tic systems of revenue varying with the nature of the season, and the advance of

government loans to agriculturists. All these proved insuffiicent to stop the

evil and, after much discussion, the Land Alienation Act of 1901 was introduced ;

under its provisions a member of an agricultural tribe may not sell land to any-

one except another member of such a tribe nor may he mortgage the land to a

non-agriculturist unless tlie terms of the mortgage include provision for automa-
tic redemption. Since the passing of that Act the financial position of the agri-

cultural classes has undergone steady improvement, sales and mortgages are still

extremely frequent, but the balance is in favour of the agriculturists. On the

other hand the Act does not appear to have reduced the credit necessary to the

conduct of cultivation nor has it led to a decrease in the value of land, which is

still freely transferred amongst the agricultural tribes. In some cases members
of agricultural tribes have taken to moneylending but, even so, transfer of land to

them is less harmful than to the professional moneylender for they are interested

in land and realise the factors necessary to its productivity. Continued sub-division

of holdings encourages sale for many owmers have holdings smaller than that

which they could cultivate and are potential purchasers
;
the scattered nature of

holdings may render one plot far more desirable to the neighbouring owner than to

its own owner whilst the small size of the plots renders their purchase well within

the credit of the villagers. The absence of industries and opportunities

for investment and the lack of economic knowledge allow small owners to purchase
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land at more than its economic value. As a result sales and mortgages are still

excessive in number and extent but do not prejudice the agricultural community
as a whole.

The enormous amount of capital sunk in the purchase and mortgage of

land has not been a source of benefit to the land itself
;

the major portion has
been dissipated and the only forms of permanent improvement left by the ancestors

of the present population are found in the existence of wells and of a
few small embankments to prevent floods, in a certain amount of levelling and in

the existence of trees which afiord timber and shade. Exceptions to this may be
found in the hills where the pressure on resources has led to the laborious terrac-

ing of otherwise uncultivable hill-sides and, possibly, in the new canal colonies

where a more enlightened spirit is beginning to be manifested. On the other hand
government has created improvements which affect vast areas, such, for instance,

as the great canal and railway systems and the less advanced road systems. It

is unfortunate that the direct financial profits which have attended the construction
of canals and railways were not also available from roads, for whilst the former
are well up to the requirements of the province the latter are woefully undeveloped.

The ancient system of cultivation naturally was limited to the production of

food and other local requirements and land was|not devoted to the crops for which
it was most suited. The absence of surplus did not encourage extension of culti-

vation and hence plenty of land was available so that each cultivator was able to
raise his crops without resort to laborious intensive cultivation. The exten-
sive system of tillage and limited nature of crops entailed work only at
certain periods of the year and produced the habit of wasting long
periods in idleness

;
it demanded little manuring and was accompanied by

the existence of long fallows and failed to introduce any knowledge of
rotational systems of agriculture. The habits of centuries cannot be changed
in a short period and though holdings are now small they are still cultivated by
the wasteful extensive method. T^e is an enormous difference between the
results produced by the various cultivating castes, yet the difference between
the best and the worst is nothing to the difference which could be made in the
best by the introduction of scientific methods and continuous labour.

With the introduction of communications the cultivator found that, of his
traditional crops, that which had the most easy sale was wheat

; as a natural
result he has concentrated his surplus production on this crop and a great export
trade has grown up in it. In 1870 wheat was grown on about 5^ million acres

;

since then the area of the province has been greatly reduced, yet the average area
under wheat now amounts to nearly 9 million acres in British territory alone.
When the British first occupied the country there was no export of wheat, but
during the decade 1886-95 the export averaged 278 thousand tons, and during
the last decade, in spite of artificial restrictions, the export by railwav and river
of wheat and wheat flour averaged over 840 thousand tons per annum.

”

Whilst accurate statistics are not available, it appears to be true that the
price of land has risen more than wages of labour, and that wages of labour have
risen more than the price of produce which itself has risen more than the cost of
production. The non-working landlord takes a fixed share of the produce and
pays the land revenue

;
the land revenue has represented a diminishing share of

the produce and hence the landowner has been taking an increasing share in
produce of increasing value and gains by the general prosperity. The tenant
takes a fixed share of the produce and has to bear the cost of cultivation ; the former
has been increasing more rapidly than the latter and therefore the tenant
is also improving his position. The labourer is better off than before because his
wages have risen more rapidly than the price of produce. All classes have bene-
fited with the exception of the owner who cultivates through paid labourers and
those who have bought land on borrowed capital. If these statements are true
it must follow^ that owners desire tenants and that tenants desire tenancies ; this is

verified by the fact that during the last fifty years the number of tenants and the
proportion of the total cultivated area which they cultivate has risen very greatly.
The tenant has no security of tenure beyond that created by his scarcity value
in consequence he is not encouraged to improve the land

;
practically all improve-

ments, such as the sinking of wells and planting of trees to provide timber are
carried on by owners and not by tenants. To this extent the increase in the propor-
tion of land cultivated by tenants is an economic loss.
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11. The Punjab sufEers from many disadvantages tending against indus-
trial progress. All industries collect round sources of power and at the termini
of cheap lines of transport. The Punjab possesses inferior coal in the west and

. iron in the north, whilst oil has recently been discovered in the extreme north-
west

;
this separation of the natural supports of industry militates against its

establishment. Water-power exists in the Himalayas but at present is not made
available

;
schemes for its utihsation are now in progress and may provide the basis

on which to found industry.

The Punjab is at an enormous distance from the sea
;
on three sides it is

surrounded by sparsely populated countries which will never provide large
markets for its industries, and on the fourth side it adjoins the United Provinces with
similar means of production

;
it must therefore look for its markets either to itself

or to distant countries. In so far as it provides its own wants it is assisted by its

isolation which, by adding enormous freightage to the values of imported articles,
creates a natural system of protection. In so far as its industries will supply dis-
tant markets, this same fact places them at a great disadvantage with similar
industries elsewhere , it follows that the opening for industries in the province is

limited to the production of local requirements, especially those of a bulky nature,
and of commodities for export which are of small bulk in relation to their value,
or which replace raw materials, which are at present exported, by partly manu-
factured materials of lesser bulk. As regards local requirements there is a large
opening for food, clothing, building materials, and all commodities used in agricid-
ture

;
such industries are already springing into existence

; instances are afiorded
by flour mills, ice factories, tanneries, woollen mills, glass works, saw mills and
cement works, but the absence of any manufactures of agricultural implements is
most noticeable and is due to the primitive implements which are at present employ-
ed. Instances of industries for export are given by carpet factories and cotton
ginning factories ; the former produce articles of high value in relation to bulk
whilst the latter lessen the bulk of raw material which is needed for export. The
further manufacture of cotton into yarn or cloth does not lessen its bulk so that
spinning and weaving factories would have to compete in foreign markets on
even terms with old established factories elsew'here. The exports of the province
consist almost entirely of raw material amongst w'hich w'heat, pulses, oilseeds,
raw cotton and wood largely predominate. Wheat is scarcely more bulky and is
far less perishable than flour

;
no flour mills, beyond those necessary to supply

local requirements, could ever be successful. Manufactured wooden articles
occupy more space than timber and their production must also be limited to local
requirements. Ginned cotton is of less bulk than its products. None of these
raw materials therefore provide an opening for export industries. Oilseeds on the
other hand greatly exceed their most valuable product in bulk

; if the oil were
extracted locally greater profits would accrue by reason of the smaller expense
of transport, and at the same time the oil cake and other bye-products would form
an asset to the Punjab. The export of machinery is rendered impossible on account
of its bulk in relation to value, w^st the scattered nature of the mineral resources
of the Punjab almost prohibits its production even for local use

; but the isolated
position of the province renders it imperative that all repairs to machinery should
be done within the province

; at present the enormous waste due to machinery
being out of action whilst spare parts are being awaited is so great that the training
of skilled mechanics and erection of extensive repair shops is a erjung necessity.

At the present time the demand for industrialism comes from those seeking
to employ capital and from the middle classes seeking employment outside the
literary professions which are over-crowded

; it does not come from a desire toempby unoccupied labour
; agriculture employs all the available labour and is

providing that labour with increasing profits. A great extension of industrialism
can only take place by withdrawing labour now employed in agriculture and
inust therefore be accompamed by a decreased agricultural production or by
the adoption of agricultural methods which would increase the produce perman employed. ^

The intorial community, though it may produce the wealth necessary
to support itself, must yet have a source from which to draw its food. Its existence
therefore depends either on import or on local agricultural surplus : in ancient
times neither of these existed and industrialism was impossible

; at the present

Indnstrial

snd SeoBomie
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time there is a local agricultural surplus but large imports of food are prohibited
by geographical position, hence all industrial life must depend for its food entirely

on the surplus provided by agriculture. As long as the agricultural surplus is

devoted to local needs, including the support of the industrial community, a bad
season must create scarcity and famine which at once set back the prosperity of
all classes

; to avoid this there must be a surplus which is exported so that in times
of scarcity the local population can be supported by reduction of exports. For
a long time the production of wheat has been such that export has been possible

and the local population has been kept from famine
;
but although of recent years

war conditions have sent up wheat prices enormously, yet in 1921 the supply of

wheat happened to be so short that the whole of the wheat crop was required in

India with the result that the price rose to previously unknown heights. This
fact shows that the export of wheat has not yet become sufficient to provide a
perfectly safe margin. This being so the growth of a large industrial population,
unless accompanied by greatly increased agricultural production, will be a source
of danger.

The problem before the Punjab is that industrialism is required to employ
capital and brains but that the necessary labour cannot be obtained except by its

withdrawal from agricultural pursuits
;
whilst, even if it could be found, means

for its support in safety would demand increased agricultural production.

The solution would appear to be that the capital and brains should first

of all be directed to the improvement of agriculture so that it may provide food

for the industrial conmiunity without a diminution in the export of food which
forms the necessary safety margin against famine and, at the same time, the

improvement must be so great as to set free labour which is at present employed
in agriculture. The difficulty is lessened by the consideration that in so far as

the industrial labour is drawn from agriculture it will not add to the food

necessities of the country.

The existence in trade of a whole series of middlemen, the functions of whom
could be exercised by one man, provides another source from which industrial

labour could be drawn without increasing the drain on the agricultural surplus.

Adoption of advanced intensive cultivation increases the amount of labour

per unit of area, but, unless pushed very far, it also increases output per man.
The solution is not to be found in crowding men on to the land or in reducing the

area under cultivation but in occupying those prolonged periods in which the

farmer with his present system spends in idleness
;
much can be done in this

direction by the introduction of crops which require labour in the ofi-seasons
;
if

scientific rotation and artificial manuring were introduced more autumn crops

could be grown without prejudice to the spring crop
;
the catch-crops which are

grown near towns after the spring crop has been harvested could be encourag-

ed, and permanent improvements could be carried out in the off-seasons which
would economise effort in the busy periods (for instance, the amount of daily labour

which could be saved and the increase in area commanded by a weU which could

be caused by the construction of permanent waterproof channels are enormous).

Capital could be employed in planting orange groves and fruit orchards which,

after they were established, would employ less but more continuous labour than

wheat cultivation, and yet would yield a greater return.

Up to a certain point the desired result of increased production accompanied
with less but more continuous labour could be obtained by intensive systems of

cultivation, but up to a certain point only. The most paying crops are usually

of a perishable nature, their production must be limited to supplying local markets.

(The production of fruit for export would have to be accompanied by the growth

of a canning industry which on account of heavy freights would compete on un-

even terms with established industries elsewhere).

We have seen that owing to its isolated position the Punjab can never

import the bulk of its food, and moreover it must export produce which is suitable

for its own food so that scarcity years may be tided over by reduction of export.

Hence wheat must always remain the principal product and the principal agri-

cultural export of the country
;
the production of perishable and valuable crops

must be limited to supplying local markets, or must be raised by rotation with
wheat and must not monopoli^ the laud.
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Though the Punjab is only just beginning to embark on centralised manu-
iacture it has always possessed cottage industries

;
much attention has recently

been directed to the possibility of improving and encouraging these. It is a matter
. of general experience that manufactures tend to drive out cottage industries

;

the latter lack two of the three essentials—labour, capital and organisation—and
are therefore at a disadvantage. These two missing essentials, capital and organi-

sation, can be supplied by co-operation, and in this movement lies the great hope
for the success of cottage industries in this country. But in other countries where
cottage industries have survived in competition with mass production it will be

found that they are supplementary occupations of people engaged in other pur-

suits
;
in India they are the monopoly of particular castes and their adoption by

others is largely prevented by prejudice. If the farmer and his family could be

persuaded to spend their spare time in cottage iudustries they could largely

dispense with the services of the occupational castes
;
much of the work of the pot-

ter, the carpenter and the weaver could be dispensed with and the members of these

occupational castes would be set free for employment in centralised industries

without adding to the existing demands upon the produce of the land. The day
however is yet far ofi before the farmer will consent to consider the matter

;
at

present the tendency is in the reverse direction and the artisan classes are adopting

agriculture as a subsidiary occupation to their own. It will be noted in the chapter

on occupations that the factory hands employed in carpentering, machine fitting,

and even weaving comprise a remarkably small proportion of those who are car-

penters, smiths and weavers by caste.

The following conclusions may be drawn from this paragraph and give some
indication of the lines on which successful development may be expected

;
the

present tendencies in development will be dealt with in the chapter on occupation.

Industrial development is hampered by the separation of raw material and

power. Isolation and enormous freightage encourage manufacture for local

markets, but prevent manufacture of bulky articles for export
;
they encourage

partial manufacture of raw materials resulting in diminution of bulk.

The demand for manufactures comes from a desire to employ available

capital and organising ability. Labour is not available in large quantities without

being drawn from agriculture
;
some could be rendered available by recruitment

from amongst unnecessary middlemen and from amongst the artisan classes whose

present work could largely be taken up as supplementary employment by others.

The food of both agricultural and industrial population must be produced in the

province, and exports must largely consist of food of the same nature. To support

industry agriculture must be made to yield more produce per man employed
;

this must be done, not by ousting wheat, but by growing valuable crops in conjunc-

tion with wheat and more especially those which provide labour in those seasons

which are now spent by the farmer in idleness.

For the sake of clarity I have treated the desirable changes in agriculture

as forming a condition precedent to the establishment of industriahsni ;
but it is

clear that these changes and the growth of industrialism should take place con-

currently and would then be mutually beneficial.

Note .— desire to render my acknowledgements to Mr. Calvirt from whose “ Wealth and Welfare of the

Punjab” I have freely drawn in paragraphs 10 and 11.
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Section II.—Area, Population and Density.

12. The term “ population,” used alone and without definition, leads

to many misunderstandings and it is necessary to lay down early in this

report what is meant by the expression when used in it. The simplest meaning
and one which I shall call actual population" is the number of persons within

the boundaries of a particular place at a particular time.

For statistics which are to form the basis of administration the actual popu-
lation has disadvantages

;
for instance a place of pilgrimage may be practically

deserted throughout the year and crowded on one day
;
its actual population at

any moment on that day is a useless item of knowledge for those administering

it at other times
;
statistics of actual population are affected by fortuitous move-

ments of the people which upset their normal distribution.

Going to the other extreme we can apply the term population as referring

to the number of persons residing in a particular place. Here we are at once con-
fronted with the difficulty of defining residence : but however we define it, we shall

not get a satisfactorj' basis for statistical work
;
many places habitually contain

a large proportion of persons who do not reside in them,—an extreme instance is

afforded by the city of London ; the administration of such places must provide for

these non-residents who, though varying in composition, are always present. It

would no doubt be possible to lay down a definition of “ resident population" which
might be of use for special purposes in relation to a small unit, but never one which
would apply to a large area

; for instance in the Punjab alone there are many persons
who are imdoubtedly residents of the Punjab but not residents of any parti-

cular district.

An indication, but certainly no definition, of what is meant by ^‘normal

population” is the number of persons within the boundaries of a particular place at

a particular time when the conditions afiecting the movements of persons in that

place and the locality around it are normal. Such a normal population would
include a normal number of visitors and exclude a normal number of people
temporarily away from the place. Population varies both by reason of migration
and by reason of births and deaths; the latter cause of variation is in constant pro-

gress and leads to a gradual permanent change, and that change is one which most
certainly affects the normal population. Hence the necessity for inserting “ at a

particular time in any attempted definition of normal population-, a necessity

which complicates the process of calculating that population. An average of

actual popIllations, recorded at fixed intervals over a considerable period of time,

might be regarded as the normal population for the middle of that period, and pro-

vided the period was of sufficient length this method would eliminate the effect of
abnormal migrations

;
but the method assumes that the excess of births over

deaths is a regular factor and altogether overlooks the fact that there are seasonal

variations in normal populations. Take for instance the case of a hill station which
is practically deserted in winter and crowded in summer

;
such an average of actual

populations would not give a normal population for any given time of year.

The icrm" natural population" will be found in various subsidiary tables

in this report, it relates to the population which would exist had there been no
migration

;
that is to say it refers to the actual population diminished by the number

of persons in the area dealt with who were born outside that area, and increased by
the number of persons born in that area but living out.side it. Like all adjustments

in population statistics it is an approximation
;
we have no method of ascertain-

ing the total number of emigrants to all parts of the world w'ho are still alive
;
and

in practice the number of those added to the actual population only includes

those enumerated at recent censuses elsewhere. However as most of the Punjab
emigrants go to other parts of India, where the census was held on the same date as
in the Punjab, the error from this source is not great. Apart from this numerical
error it is evident that the whole course of the emigrants’ lives has been altered by
leaving their birth-place, and in particular that their children, being born outside
their district of birth, are not reckoned amongst its natural population whilst the
children of immigrants are included.

It has been mentioned in the introduction that the final enumeration in
connection with this census was carried out between 7 p. m. and midnight on March
18th, 1921 ;

though a preliminary census had been held so as to simplify the work
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at the last moment, all entries in the preliminary records which were not in accord-

ance with facts in existence on the census night were deleted. The census figures

are therefore, in the main, figures of the actual population on the night of the 18th

March
;
births and deaths which occurred during the five hours the enumeration was

in process may or may not have been recognised but the point is of little importance.

Some parts of the province were however inaccessible at the time of the census and

in these, as explained in the introduction, a census had been carried out in the pre-

vious autumn
;
that census too was one of actual population. Between the autum-

nal censuses of these inaccessible tracts and the final census in the remainder of the

province a certain number of persons must have passed in and out of them
;
pro-

bably very few had gone into them as they are largely deserted during the cold

weather even by their residents, and no visitors from outside would willingly visit

them before the passes closed and so be shut off from the outside w^orld. Such few

persons, if any, wiio were in them in March but not at the time of the autumn census

were not enumerated at all : on the other hand considerable numbers of those enu-

merated in the autumn had probably brought flocks of sheep and goats over the

passes before they closed and spent the cold weather according to their custom as

nomadic shepherds in grazing these flocks in the foot-hills and plains. These people

would in the ordinary course be enumerated again in March and thus appear twice

in the census records, but to prevent this all had been provided when first enume-

rated wath a pass stating the fact, w*hich they were directed to retain and to show

to anyone attempting to enumerate them again. The people concerned are illite-

rate shepherds and it is far more likely that these passes are treasured amongst

their possessions as mystic certificates granted for some unknown reason than

that they w'ere put to their proper use
;
however, here too, the numbers concern-

ed are far too small to affect the accuracy of the general census to any appreciable

degree even if double enumeration did occur.

The statistics therefore deal with the actual population on the 18th March

of the main area of the two pro^dnces, and with the actual population of small por-

tions of the Punjab at different dates in the previous autumn, pro\ision having

been made to avoid these overlapping by an endeavour to prevent double enumera-

tion.

The statistics in their final form deal wdth census units, that is with districts

and states, towns and, in the Provincial Tables, with tahsils. Visitors to any of

these units are shown amongstthe population thereof, wdiilst residents w'ho were

away at the time of enumeration are not shown. People wdio were enumerated

whilst actually travelling are show n amongst the population of the place within

theboundariesofwhichthey happened to be at that moment
;
but in one Table,

No. Ill, they have been shown separately.

13. The ImperiaJ Tables wath which this chapter is mainly concerned are RefenDce

the first, which shows tlie area, number of inliabited liouses and the population of
Tabl«f*^*****

all administrative divisions, and the .second, which shows the variation in

population of these divisions since 1881. Table XI, which gives statistics of

birth-place, should also be consulted with reference to movements of the

people. The first of the Provincial Table.s printed at the end of Part II

of the report gives for tahsils the same details that Imperial Table I gives for

districts and states. In addition seven .subsidiary tables dealing with points

discussed in this chapter are printed at the end of it.

The areas cpioted for districts and states are those of tlie most recent survey

conducted by the Survey of India Department, adjusted for sub.^equent changes

in boundaries
;
but it should be noted that surve} figures are not available for

tahsils and other small units and that figures for these have been taken from the

revenue records. Throughout this report .survey figures will be quoted wherever

available, and in other cases the less accurate revenue record figures will be given.

14. The area and population of the Punjab, with its political divisions. Area an#

and Delhi are given in the margin. The Population.

Punjab as a whole exceeds the British Isles

in area by about one-eighth and its popula-

tion amounts to nearly two-thirds that of

England and Wales
;
the population of the

British Territory included in it is compar-
able with that of Spain though it is con-

tained in an area not much greater than

Area in i

squan
mile.s.

1

Popiilaiion.

Punjab 136,90.-)! 25,101.000
British Territory 99,846* 20,685,024
Punjab States 37,059 4,416,036

(A) 6,820! 408.019
(B) 31,239' 4,008,017

Delhi 593,'

1

488,188
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Population

ot Adminis-
trative Dlvi>

lions.

half of that country. The Punjab States in the aggregate exceed Ireland

in area by about one-sixth and have much the same population ;
the recent

administrative change which has been effected since the census places the principal

Punjab States, with a population of just over four millions, in direct political

relationship with the Government of India and leaves a number of small states with

a total population of only just over four hundred thousand under the political

control of the Punjab Government.

The population of the Punjab is compared with that of the largest provinces

in India in the marginal table and
it will be seen that the province
ranks sixth in respect of total

population, whilst if British Terri-

tory alone be considered it takes

the fifth place on the list. Delhi

with its' population of 488,188

comes at the other end of the list

of Indian provinces, of which it is

the smallest both as regards area

and population.

The areas and population of the

four natural divisions of the

Punjab are shown in the margin
;

they contribute 46, 7, 23 and 24
per cent, of the total population

respectively.

15. Of the five di\fisions into which the twenty-nine districts of the Punjab
are grouped for administrative purposes, the largest is Multan with an area

of 31,207 square miles, whilst Lahore, tvith very nearly five million inhabitants,

ranks first in population.

Amongst districts, Kangra with an area of 9,978 square miles is by far the
most extensive

;
but it includes much uninhabited mountainous coimtry and only

ranks fourteenth in respect of population. Lahore District with 1,131,336 persons

heads the list in respect of numbers
;
Simla with 45,327 persons and an area of only

101 square miles is the smallest district in both respects.

1

Population.

Province. British

Territory.
States. Total.

Madras
Bengal
United Provinces

Bihar and Orissa

Bombay
Punjab

Note.—OOO’s omitted.

42.319

46,69.5

45.376

34,002

19,348

20,685

5,460

897
1,135

3,960
7,410
4.416

47,779

47,692
46,511

37,962
26.758
25,101

Natural Division. Area.
;

Population.

1

Indo-Qangetic Plain, West
Himalayan
Sub-Himalayan
North-West Dry Area

1

39,296!

22,050

19,478
58,081,'

11,446,716

1,737,801

5,838,869

6,077,674

^ Spot repreaenta 25 ,ooq pe. tii'A

ST 'VTr S

L ott/mu Srjir£ ,

OOJ»K* - - • - t

P^rAu'*:n - 1
K/lt S/N - - . - 4
Nahah - 5
^AnO! - • 6
5 t/MfiT- - • • T

APvATMALA B
Mt,L£AHOTt.A

Fariohot- - IQ

CHAmaA II

P»TlAtA
• 2

Jt f^O - - 13

f^A^HA

15
Bli a^pur.
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Average Population of

British Districts.

Bihar and Orissa .. 1,762,009

Bengal .. .. .. 1,667,698
Madras . . 1,667,370
United Provinces . . . . 945,329
Punjab .. .. 713,277
Bombay . . . . . . 683,990
Assam . . . . 633,853
Central Provinces .. .. 632,117
Delhi .. .. .. 488,188
North-West Frontier .

.

The Punjab States

Bahawalpur with an area

The average size of a district is 3,444

square miles and the average population

713,277 persons ; the district is the true

administrative unit throughout India and
the average population of districts in

diSerent provinces is compared in the

margin.

450,268

vary enormously in size and political importance ;

of 15,003 square miles is the largest but ranks below
Patiala in population, having only 781,191 persons against 1,499,793 in the latter

state
;
at the other end of the scale come the collection of hill states in the

neighbourhood of Simla, one of which is only four square miles in area whilst

another only has a population of 185 persons.

The proportion of the whole population of the Punjab enumerated in each
district and state is shown in diagram No. 3 in which the lengths of the strips

opposite each unit represent the total population
;

the diagram also shows the
relative population of British Territory and of the Punjab States.
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Belgium .. 666
England and Wales .. 649
Germany .. 332
France .. 195
Scotland .. 161

Ireland .. 137
Spain .. 107
Norway .. 22

*16. The mean density per square mile is 183 in the Pimjab and 823 Demttj*

in the Delhi Province ; as the latter consists of a large city with a very small

area of surrounding country the density of the total population is of little

interest.

Figures of the mean density of some leading European countries accord-

ing to their latest census returns are quoted in the

margin, and give a comparison which will assist Euro-
pean readers to visualise the extent to which the Punjab
is populated. Amongst the figures quoted are those for

Belgium and Norway which are respectively the most
heavily and lightly populated coimtries in Europe. It

will be seen that the Punjab is comparable with France as regards density,
but it must be remembered that towns are comparatively few and far between
in the province and that the general distribution of the population over the rural
countryside is thicker than in that country.

The density of the Punjab is very close to the mean density for the whole
of India, which is 177 persons to the square mile

;
a curious fact is that both in

India and the Punjab the density in British Territory is far heavier than that
in Indian States

; in India as a whole the density is 226 and 101 in British and
Indian territory respectively, whilst in the Punjab the corresponding figures

are 207 and 119. An examination of the figures, district by district and state

by state, shows that this marked difierence is not due to any peculiar character-
istic of the Punjab States but is merely due to the fact that these happen to be
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situated in the less densely populated re^ons ;
for instance the Bahawalpur State,

the Simla Hill States and Chamba, which between them cover nearly two-thirds

of the area occupied by the Punjab States, happen to be in the extreme

south-west and north-east which are the two most sparsely populated tracts in

the province.

The density is compared with that in other Provinces and States in India

in the margin
;
it mil be seen that the

eastern half of India is the most densely

populated and that the density

decreases from north to south

;

though the west is less thickly

populated throughout it shows the

same general feature of a diminish-

ing density from north to south.

It should be noted that whilst the

thickly populated United Provinces

adjoin the Punjab on the east, the other three sides of the province are

bounded by Rajputana, Baluchistan, the North-West Frontier Province, and
Kashmir which are amongst the most deserted parts of the whole of the Indian
continent.

Di^ktsand
though designed to show the distribution of popula-

atatM* ^Iso forms a rough \dsual guide to the density, for the proximity of the spots

representing units of 25,000 persons is in direct relation to density. Diagram
No. 5 however shows the same thing in a more usual way though it is inferior

in that it does not show minor differences of density
;
the actual figures for density

are given in diagram No. 4 in which districts and states have been arranged

Brith^h TerritCfrv. States,

India 226 India 101

Delhi 823 United Piovinees 191

Bengal 6ti8 Bengal 165

United ProTinces 426 Punjab 119

Bihar and Oriaaa 409 North-West Frontier 111

Madras 297 Rajputana 76

Punjab 207 Kashmir 39
Ajmer-Merwara 18,3 Baluchistan 5

N.-W. F. Province . 168
Bombay 157

Assam 143
Central Provinces 1.39

in order according to the density of the total population. Delhi comes at the head
of the list, but this is purely owing to the ar ificial nature of its constitution

;

omitting the urban area the density of its countryside is very close to that of
the neighbouring tracts of Gurgaon, Rohtak and Jind which appear a long way
down the list. The greatest density is found in the next ten districts and states
on the list, and the map shows that all these are contiguous

;
with the excep-

tion of Lahore they all lie in or alongside the sub-montane tract, where rainfall
is comparatively heavy and the sub-soil water level is high. The solitary excep-
tion of Lahore, which lies further from the hills, is not in reality an exception to
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the generalisation that the most heavily populated tract lies at the foot of the

hills, for the density of this particular district is due, like that of Delhi, to the

inclusion of a large urban area in its midst.
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This group of densely populated districts is situated then in one of the most
fertile parts of the province

;
other very fertile parts depend on canal irrigation

for their fertility to an extent which this does not ;
hence whilst this region may

not now-a-days be strikingly more fertile than others, it undoubtedly has been so

in the past
;

the denseness of its population can therefore be ascribed

at once to its capability of supporting a heavy population. The next

twelve districts and states on the list, with the one exception of Lyall-

pur, all lie in two well-defined areas
;
firstly the remainder of the sub-montane

strip, and secondly the south-east corner of the province. At one end of the

sub-montane strip come Ambala and Kalsia, at the other Gujranwala, Gujrat,

and Eawalpindi. Why should not these have populations rivalling that in the

first group of districts ? And why should Jhelum, which lies in their midst, come
so far below them again ? Ambala and Kalsia, though close to the hills and possess-

ing an abundant rainfall, are less fortunately situated as regards rivers than the

tract to their west and in consequence the level of the sub-soilwater is lower; irriga-

tion from wells is difficult and there is practically no canal irrigation. Gujranwala

spreads well beyond the sub-montane tract, and only a small portion of it has

the characteristics of that tract ;
the remainder is largely irrigated from canals,

parts of which are of recent construction. Jhelum and Rawalpindi lie in a part

of the sub-montane tract where the country is broken by outlying hills and is

much less fertife than that to the east. It is not surprising that these come well

below the rest of the sub-montane tract in their ability to support a large popu-

lation, and when it is noticed that Rawalpindi owes its position in the list

very largely to its urban population it becomes evident that here again density

bears a direct relation to agricultural resources. Gujrat is a level tract and its

natural characteristics Lie between those of Sialkot and Jhelum. Taking the whole

strip of sub-montane country from Ambala to Rawalpindi, it would appear that

density is directly dependent on agricultural conditions ; so closely dependent in

fact that it seems probable that the law of diminishing returns has come into

operation.

Turning now to the south-east corner of the province, where the density

is coD^arable with that in the less favoured parts of the sub-raontane tract, we
find Gurgaon, Dujana, Nabha, Rohtak, Karnal, Ferozepore, Patiala, Jind and
Faridkot, which all Lie in one block, with a very even density

;
these all lie in

the Indo-Gangetic Plain and conditions in them are similar ;
Loharu and Hissar

however, which lie near them, have a much less dense population ; this is natural

for they border on the desert country of Rajputana and have little irrigation.

Part of Ferozepore resembles Hissar, but there is much canal irrigation and this
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tias been sufficiently long established to have made its efiect felt through many
generations

;
forty years ago the density in Ferozepore was less than that of any

district in tins tract except Hissar. Lahore by nature is more closely connected
with this tract than with the sub-montane tract, and its rural population does
not show a much greater density. This block of country is so nearly homo-
geneous as regards agricultural conditions, and population is spread so evenly
through it, that here again we are drawn to the irresistible conclusion that
pressure of population on produce must be the determining factor in the

density,

By arranging all the units in this area according to density of rural

population, as in the margin, several points, tending to

confirm this conclusion, are brought out. Delhi’s rural

population lives in the immediate vicinity of a city and
this always makes for intensive cultivation and heavy
population. The rural area of Lahore is afiected in the
same way, and in addition is far more widely irrigated

than any other in the tract. Pataudi and Gurgaon both
carry a heavier population than the average of the
tract, but in both there is a tendency for it to dechne,
and, as will be seen in the paragraph on the agricultural
conditions of the decade, the pinch of poverty is more

often felt here than elsewhere in the province. Next comes a group in which
the density is practically identical and lastly come two imits where it is much
lower

;
in these two however we are faced with a rapid expansion of population

in the last forty years.

The remaining units on the list attached to diagram No. 4 lie either in

the western plains or in the

oahi
Lahore
Pataudi
Gurgaon
Karnal
Rohtak
Xabiia
Diijana

Ferozepfjie

Patiala

Jind
Faridkot
Hiasar
Loharu

310
290
284
275
239
239
239
238
229
227
218
217

140

82

fFt.'/crn Plain=!. Himalayan Tract.

Lyailpur .. 2s9 Bila?pur .. 219
Sheikhupuid .. 241 Mandi .. 148
Jbantr .. 149 Suket .. 123
Montgomery .. US Nahan ..112
Sliahpui

. . 143 Kangra 76
Multan .. 134 Simla Hill .States . . 56
Muzaltargarli . . 9o Chamba . . 42
Mianwaii .. bl
U. G. Khan .. 56
Bahawalput . . 50

or in

Himalayan region
; there is no possi-

ble connection between the two,
though it happens that they are
intermingled when arranged in order
of density

;
these are separated and

the density of their rural populations
is shown in the margin. In the west-
ern plains the density varies enor-
mously

;
as regards soil and climate,

these plains are fairly homogeneous, but their cultivation depends almost entirely
on irrigation. The units at the head of the list are copiously irrigated and
have been colonised by government agency ; the population in all these irrigated
units is increasing by leaps and bounds and nowhere shows any sign of having
reached a state of equilibrium. Here then although density has no connection
with the theory of diminishing returns yet it is directly connected with agricul
tural conditions for the present rapid increase is entirely*due to increased fertility

;

but as there is as yet no pressure on resources it does not vary in direct propor-
tion to fertility. The units at the lower end of the list consist of wide stretches
of dry plain in which no cultivation is possible without irrigation

;
in them cultiva-

tion is confined to specially favoured plots in which inundation or laborious
well-irrigation renders it practicable

;
the population may be near the maximum

that the present agriculture can support, but the advent of canal irrigation
would immediately alter the po.sition. Further discussion of the density in these
western plains is best left to later paragraphs concerning movements of the
population, for there is nothing .static in the present conditions and the present
density is merely a stage in a continuous movement.

In the Himalayan tract the relative density of the different units is abso-
lutely traceable to their di.stance from the outer eclge of the hills : Bilaspur which
adjoins Hoshiarpur and nowhere penetrates far into the hills, has the greatest
density : next come Mandi, Buket and Nahan which lie further in but do not run
up on to the higher ranges ; and lastly come Kangra, the Simla Hill States andChamba, in which the sparseness of population is in direct ratio to the proportion
of the total area which lies in and behind the main ranges.

^ ^

The only district which has not been dealt with as part of a distinct tract
IS Att^k

;
this, if regarded as part of the Sub-Himalayan Division, shows a remark-

ably low density, but it has none of the natural characteristics of that division •
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it lies largely amongst arid dry hills in an inhospitable country, and forms no
exception to the rule formulated below.

To sum up, density vanes everywhere in accordance with agricultural

resources to the exclusion of all other factors
;

it is so directly proportionate

that the conclusion that there is pressure on these resources is irresistible
; yet

this same direct proportion also indicates that other factors have not yet been
brought into play and hence that the pressure on resources is not extreme, for

in that case industrialism would have been forced into existence and would have
led to variations in density independent of agriculture. An exception to the rule

exists m the irrigated portions of the western plain where population is rapidly

increasing and as yet has received no check by its pressure on resources
; whilst

the beginnings of more acute pressure are observable in the extreme east of the

province where there is a steady decline in population in Ambala and C4urgaon,

and a diminishing rate of increase in other districts.

18. In discussing the distribution of the total population in the preced-

ing paragraph it has been impossible to avoid some reference to the incidence lation and^'ts

of the rural part of the population ;
in this paragraph the distribution of the relation to

rural population will be discussed in greater detail with a view to discovering ^n^oM**
its relation to agricultural conditions. The discussion will be limited to British

territory so as to avoid basing arguments on the incomplete and, in some cases,

unreliable agricultural statistics which are all that are available for the states.

Suffice it to say that an examination of such figures as are available reveals no
peculiar points in connection with any of the states, all of which appear to

resemble adjoining British districts in regard to the matters which mil come
under discussion.

In any tract which is entirely self-supporting and has no imports and
exports the presence of a town would create a drain on the produce raised and
thus lessen the amount available for the rural population

;
in such tracts it would

be natural to discuss the relation between total population and agricultural

conditions. But the Punjab is not such a tract ; its communications are suffi-

cient to ensure that the needs of a town are ultimately met from produce raised in

distant parts of the country
;

here the presence of a town affords a market for the

produce of the vicinity and increases the value of agricultural lands by encourag-
ing intensive cultivation which necessitates a denser agricultural population.

Of two equal areas of land of equal quahty that which is nearer a town is more
productive

;
its owner adopts more intensive systems of farming so as to supply

the town with produce of high value and obtains part of his own food by
purchase, and in doing this he benefits because the money value of that food is

raised on a smaller area than would be required to raise the food itself. As a

plot of land will maintain its ov^mer in greater affluence if it be situated near a
town, it follows that it will support a larger rural population than a similar

area in the depths of the country.

Hence before we can examine the relationship between density and
cultivation, we must exclude the urban part of the population

;
and, even after

we have done this, we may expect a greater density of the remaining rural

population in such districts as contain large urban communities.
It may be argued that, though agricultural land in the neighbourhood

of a town demands a dense ayricidtural population, it may not support such a
dense rural population as land elsewhere because the agricultural commtinity is

able to supply its needs from the town and is therefore not allied \vith such a
large supplementary population of artisans and petty traders. This argument is

not applicable to the Punjab where it is well known that villages in the neighbour-

hood of towns have just as many menials, artisans and petty shopkeepers as

those elsewhere.

If we omit the urban population from our statistics the density in the British

territory of the Punjab drops at once from 207 to 185 persons per square mile.

In England and Wales, by omitting the population of all urban areas with a popula-

tion of five thousand or more persons, the density drops from 649 to 172 persons per

square mile. This fact assists us in visualising the distribution of rural popula-

tion over the Punjab coimtryside, but it forms the basis of no comparison for

the rural population of England is not primarily dependent on the produce of

the tracts in which it lives.
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Diagram No. 5, in the previous paragraph, shows the density of the rural

population as well as of the total

• Density of rural

population in

, British Territory

per square mile.
1

Percentage of

net cultivated

to total area,

1921.

Punjab
1

IS.5 40
.Jullundur 49:i 70
Salkot I 479 70
Amritsar i 467 70
Gurda=pur 418 04
Hoshiarpur .

.

397 4S
Ludhiana 337 73
Delhi 310 56
Gujrat 304 54
Ambala 299 57
Lahore 290 61
Lyallpur 289 69
Gurgaon 277. 68
Sheikhupura .

.

241 4S
Bohtak 239 60
Karnal . .

*
.

.

239 49
Guj ranwain .

.

237 53
Rawalpindi .

.

230 40
Ferozejiore 2-29 77
Jhelum 1.57 3.5

Jhang 149 31
Montgomery .

.

Ufe ; .34

Simla 144 1 15
Shahpur . . .

.

'

143 39
Hissar UO 71
Multan 134 30
Attock 116 1 34
Muzaffargarh .

.

90 16
Dara Ghazi Khrft 79 16
Kangra . . .

.

'

76 8
Mianwali 61 17

X. X

inconvenient form and the figures are

repeated in the margin with the

districts arranged according to the

density of the rural population.

There is practically no manufacture
outside the towns and there is very
little room for error in assuming that

the rural population is entirely

supported by local agriculture ; by
this I do not mean that its food,^

clothes and other requirements are

produced locally, but that its only
primary source of wealth is the local

agricultural produce and all its re-

quirements are satisfied by that
wealth.

A comparison of the two columns
of figures shows at once that, with
very few exceptions, density follows

exiewi of cultivation
;
and, further, that

variations in density are greater than
variations in the extent of cultivation.

We can therefore lay dowm the two
following principles as being of

general, though not universal, appli-

cation :

—

density of rural pupulatim
primarily depends on the proj>ortion of land which is cultivated, and density
increases at a greater rate than that proporticm. The latter principle admits of
twm explanations

;
it may be due to the Malthusian theory of diminishing returns

which postulates that an increase in population leads to a disproportionately
small increase in resources and therefore leads to a reduced standard of living

;

or, it may be due to the fact that the actual cultivation in tracts whicli are
capable of wide cultivation is superior in quality as well as quantity.

Probably both explanations are partly true : for imstance, there can be no
doubt that the cultivation in Jullundur, in addition to being more thickly distri-

buted, is very far superior in quality to that of Dera Ghazi Khan
;
yet it is possible

that the extension of cultivation in the former district has been pushed to such
limits that the poorest land under cultivation is inferior to land which may be left

uncultivated in the latter.

More detailed comparison of the two columns of figures reveals the following
exceptions to the general rule ;—Hoshiarpur, Sheikhupura, Simla and Kangra are
far more densely populated than other districts wdth similar proportions of cultiva-
tion. and on the other hand Ludhiana. Ferozepore and Hissar vary in the opposite
direction.

In Sheikhupura there has been much colonisation in the last few' years and
the cultivated area is in the process of very rapid extension.

Simla and Kangra lie in the Himalayan tract
; they and the states which

adjoin them all have large area.s of waste which is not unproductive and numbers of
people earn or supplement their income by collecting wood and forest produce or
by grazing herds and flocks in the.se w'astes. In this tract the underhung assump-
tion that the rural population is dependent on local agriculture is incorrect. To
a far less degree the same remarks apply to Hoshiarpur. In Simla a large propor-
tion of the inhabitants make a living by suppljung the transport necessary to the
exi.stence of the summer capital in their neiglibourhood ; and in both Kangra
and Hoshiarpur an exceptionally large number of persons earn their living in the
army and in domestic service t&oughout the length and breadth of the
province.

Ferozepore and Hissar lie on the borders of Rajputana and much of their
land is of poor .sandy quality in w'hich the cultivated area is devoted to raising
crops of low value

; the sparseness of their population may be ascribed in the main
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to the inferiority of their cultivation, but at the same time it must be noted that the

population of these two districts (especially that of Ferozepore) has been increasing

-since 1881 at a far greater rate than in any other districts of the Eastern Punjab.

We may conclude that in these two districts, whilst the quality of the soil precludes

a dense population, the present density is exceptionally light and leaves room for

future increase. The case of Ludhiana does not admit of such obvious

explanation and must be left for discussion till a further stage has been reached in

the analysis of the statistics.

Having established these principles, the next step is obviously to exclude

the waste and to calculate

the incidence of the

rural population on the

cultivatio'n. This has
been done in two ways
and the results are shown
in the margin

;
in the

first the incidence is

calculated on the area of

land under cultivation, in

the second upon the area

of matured crops. The
basis of the two sets of

figures are given by the

net cultivated area of

1921 and the average of

the matured areas record-

ed in the nine years 1912-

13 to 1920-21
;
the latter

period was chosen as it

eliminates the complica-

tion due to the changes
in the Delhi boundaries
w’^hich took place before

1912-13; unfortunately
separate statistics for

matured areas in Delhi,

Gujranwala and Sheikhu-

pura were not available and these di.stricts have been omitted from the second

set of figures. The first thing to notice is that the first set of figures gives the

incidence on cultivated area without making any allowance for its quality, and

hence afiords data from which to discover the extent to which density on cul-

tivation varies with the quality of that cultivation.

Only one feature of the quality of agricultural land—namely the area of

matuied crops it produces—is capable of quantitative measurement
;
the second set

of figures shows the incidence after this has been eliminated. If we had reliable

figures for yields for each district and coidd combine them so as to get average

yields for all crops, we could then carry the process a step further and by calculat-

ing the incidence of rural population on actual produce we should see at once the

extent to which pressure on subsistence is present in each district ; failing this

the incidence on matured area gives some indication of that pressure though it is

affected by the differences in yields for which allow^ance must be made before any

conclusions can be drawn.

I shall now examine the first column of figures in an attempt to trace if any

connection exists between incidence of rural population and the quality of

agricultural land. It has already been stated that cultivation in the -Punjab is

affected more by rainfall and irrigation than by difference in soil, and I shall

endeavour to trace the connection between density and these factors, first, by
considering raw/aH in districts where the irrigation is similar and, second, by con-

sidering irrigation in districts where the rainfall is similar.

Turning to the statistics for irrigation given in paragraph 8 it is seen that,

out of the twenty-eight districts there mentioned, twelve have less than 28 per cent,

of their crops irrigated, seven have between 36 and 54 per cent, and nine have over

70 per cent, irrigated.

Net cultivated area of 1921. Average area of matured crops.

Punjab 460 Panjab .. 513

Kangra 984 Simla .. 928

Simla 972 Hoshiarpur 805

Hoshiarpui 831 Kangra 749

Julluudur 701 Gujrat 664

Sialkot 682 Sialkot 648

Amritsai 670 Jullimdur .. 636

Gordaspur 652 Rawalpindi .. 633

Rawalpindi .578 Gurdaapur 617

Muzadargarh oGK Montgomery 583

Gnjrat 559 Amritsar 581

Delhi 552 Muzaffargarh .. 562

Ambala 522 Karnal 556

Sheikhupura 499 Multan 546

Dera Ghazi Khan 490 Ambala 538

Karual 486 Gurgaon .. 523

Jhang 482 Jhelum 507

Lahore 472 Rohtak .. 496

Ludhiana 448 Jhang .. 476

Gujranwala 443 Ludhiana .

.

.. 468

Jhelum 443 Dera Ghazi Khan 462

Multan 442 Lahore 458

Montgomery 430 Attock .. 437

Lyallpur 417 Mianwali 412

Gurgaon 407 Lyallpur 406

Rohtak 398 Shahpur 406

Shahpur 365 Ferozepore . . 370

Mianwali 361 Hissar 306

Attock 340
Ferozepore 297

Hissar 196
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Taking the first group of twelve districts, which have little irrigation,

and arranging them in order of

incidence on cultivated area, we
get the figures reproduced in the
margin. With the solitary excep-

tion of Hissar the incidence varies

throughout according to the rain-

fall, and the extent of irrigation

appears to have no appreciable

effect. The exceptional case of

Hissar has already been explained

and these figures support the ex-

planation given.

We can now enunciate another
principle ;

—

in tracts with less than

one-third of the cultivation irrigated^

the incidence of population on culti-

vated area is primarily determined

hy the rainfall.

Treating the next group of seven districts, with moderate irrigation facihties,

in the same way we get

the marginal table which,
though it is not so strik-

ingly convincing as that

which preceded it, will yet
be found to support the fol-

lowing principle :

—

ivhere

irrigation extends to more
than one-third of the

cultivation, but not less than

one-half, the incidence on
cultivation depends primari-
ly on the extent of irrigation

hut is also affected by great

Districts with less than
28 per cent, irrigated.

Incidence.

!

1

BainfaU. Irrigation.

Kangra 984 74 63
Simla 972 63 0
Hoshiarpur .

.

831 35 11
Gurdaspur .

.

662 34 28
Rawalpindi .

.

638 32 2
Ambala 522 32 6
Jhelum 443 26 5
Gurgaon 407 26 17
Rohtafc 398 20 27
Attock 340 20 9
Mianwali 361 12 12
Hissar . . ... 196 16

;

1

16

Distriota with from 36 to

54 per cent, irrigated.
Ineidenoe. Rainfall.

1

Irrigation.!
Well irri-

® gation.

Jnllnndur .. .. 701 27 64

1

I 64

Sialkot 682 32 53 48'

Gujrat 559 26 36 15

D. G. Khan .

.

490 6 43 11

Kamal 486 30
1

36 14

Ludhiana . . .

.

448 26 37 28

Perorepore . . .

.

297 20 46 14

differences in rainfall. Here again an exception to a general rule is afforded by
Ferozepore, the light density in which has already been explained.

The remaining districts, which have more than 70 per cent, of their matured
crops irrigated, when
arranged in the same way,
show that, where irrigation

is widely extended, the

rainfall becomes a negligible

factor in regard to its effect

on density. The figures also

indicate that the extent of

well irrigation is a more
important factor than the

extent of irrigation from
canals. The significance of

the figures is somewhat
obscured by the fact that
Lahore, Montgomery, Lyall-
pur and Shahpur *

are all

districts in which population
has increased by over 10 per cent, in the last decade and is obviously not in a static
condition, so that in them density cannot be expected to be fully influenced
by agricultural conditions. In fact the figures indicate that Lyallpur and Shahpur
are lightly populated in comparison with other districts, and that in them further
large increases may reasonably be anticipated.

Districts with over 70

per cent, irrigated.

f

1

;

Incidence.

I

1

Rainfall.
Canal

irrigation.

(

Weil
irrigation.

Amritsar
1

670 24
j

40 30

Muzaffargarh ' 568 6
1

1

63 24

Jhang
:

482
1

1 i

10 58 28

Lahore
1 i

18
i

i 56 22

Gnjranwala .

.

!

443
1

23 55 21

Multan 1 442 7
1

73 14

Montgomery 1 430 : 10 64 23

Lyallpur

j

417
: 13 97 1

Shahpur 365
'

15 64 11
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By grouping districts according to rainfall and examining the effect of rainfall

— — r " and irrigation on density of popula-
inoi- irriga-

IpainfaU. tion witliin these gToups, though we
deuce, tion.

j cover much the same ground and
— arrive at many of the same conclu-

over 30 inches—
98

1

. 20 74 sions we are able to throw a little

!! !! 972 0 63 further light on the subject. This

;; ;; ^.2
j

53
j

^2 converse process is shown in the

spur . . 652
I

28
j

34 margin, and tends to establish the

;; ;; 622 I 6 32 following principles :—where the rain-

,r !! 486 i 36
I

30 fall exceeds 30 iiiches fer annum it

between 20 and 30 j

' outweighs other foctOTS in determin-

—
i

,
ing density ofpo'pulation over euUiva-

• • •

•

j ^ tion ; where it lies between 20 and 30

t . . . . 559
j

36 26 inches it is still the main factor, hut

ana 448 ' 37 26 differences in the extent of

nwaia . . 443 ! 76 I 23 irrigation also have a considerable
•• ••

I J® I 25 effect ; where it is less than 20 inches

,k . . . . 398 I 27 20 ceases to have any appreciable effect.

^

• • '
2W ’ 46 20 We can now examine the figures

, for incidence on matured areas which,

fi?garh^** 568 : 77 6 already e^lained, eliminate

iiupura .. .. 499
,

76 15 part of the Variations due to differ-
Ghazi Khan . . 4W > 43 ^6 gnces in quality of land, and tend

«
"

!! 472
I

78 I
18 to reflect pressure on resources, this

^ornery I! «o ! w 10 tendency being partially obscured

3ur . . . . 417 98 13 by the fact that differences in yields
• • ••

i I2 12 have not been eliminated. The list of

r ... . . 196
j

16 16 districts is headed by Simla—where
1 fliorA ara ftOR mpmbpTs of the rural

population to every square mile of matured area, which allows just over two-thirds

of an acre of matured crops per head— and runs down to Hissar in which there is

an average of just over two acres of matured crops to each person. It includes

districts in which conditions are obviously exceptional, and it will simplify the ex-

amination to exclude these at once. We have already seen that Simla, Hoshiarpur

and Kangra form such exceptions, for in them the rural community has extensive

resources in addition to those afforded by agriculture whilst even so the inhabi-

tants resort, to outside service in very large numbers indicating that the present

resources of the districts are insufficient to support the population
;
a view which is

supported by the fact that in Kangra and Hoshiarpur the rural population has

only increased by five per cent, in forty years whilst in Simla it has declined by four

per cent, in the same period.

Montgomery, too, is a district that must be removed from the list because

it owes its position in it to fortuitous circumstances
;
the matured area based

on an average of nine past years gives very misleading results in a district where
large areas have been irrigated, colonised and brought under cultivation in the

last few years. On general grounds it is probable that this district is very far from
being in the congested state suggested by the figures

;
like other newly colonised

tracts the areas allotted are more than sufficient to support the colonists and for

many years the newly broken soil will probably yield increasing returns and enable

the population to expand rapidly without detriment to the general standards of

prosperity and comfort.

At the lower end of the list Lahore, Lyallpur, Shahpur and Ferozepore are

aU districts in which population has been increasing very rapidly during the last

decade, whilst in Hissar population has been increasing steadily since 1881. This

fact, taken together with their low position on the list, indicates very clearly that

there is little pressure on resources and that further increase in population may be
anticipated without anxiety. At the same time it must be noted that the very low
figures for Ferozepore and Hi.ssar are partly due to the presence of poor soil and
that the capacity for increase is not nearly so large as the bare figures indicate

;

this is particularly true in Hissar where absence of irrigation and a light rainfall

render the crops peculiarly liable to disastrous failure
;
under present economic

conditions a district where the crops fluctuate excessively cannot support nearly
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SO many people as a district in which the crops maintain the same average with-

out much variation from year to year.

By the omission of the nine districts mentioned the list is reduced to a form

in which it is far more suitable for comparative purposes
;
it now includes districts •

in which the incidence lies between 664 and 412 persons to the square mile
;
or in

which the average matured area per head varies between 0‘96 and 1‘55 acres, a

difference which could easily be obbterated by differences in }delds
;
this being so

it is obviously wrong to jump to the conclusion that there is greater pressure on

agricultural resources in districts at the head of the list than in those at the bottom ;

we have, in fact, come to the point where figures fail us and quantitative analysis

must tdeld to general considerations based on local knowledge.

The list showing incidence of rural population on matured area, in its

reduced form, together with a few leading statistics for each district is reproduced

below

—

Incidence

of

rural

population

on

matured

area.

Rainfall

in

inchew.

ed
'

15

i
1c

‘S

&
cd
.*3 ^

5 a
S-3

1o^ !

PfToontage

of

wel)

irrigation.

Percentage

of

area

under

wheat.
Percentage

of

area

under

jjulses.

Gain

per

milk

by

migratb-n

inside

the

Province.

Increase

per

cent,

in

popula-

tion,

19il—

1921.

Increase

per

cent,

in

popu-

lation,

1881

—

1921.

Gnjrat 664 26 21 16 8 —48 5 13

Sialkot 648 32 5 48 43 2 —176 1 0
Jxdlundiir 636 27 0 54 34 11 —136 2 4
Bawalpindi 633 32 0 2 42 1 24 4 21

Gtudaspnr 617 34 11 17 36 5 —93 2 3
Amritsar 581 24 40 33 —113 5 4
Mozafiargarh 562 6 63 24 46 7 —4 0 29

Kamal 666 30 22 14 18 2 3 —3
Multsui 546 7 73 14 39 4 63 9 60
Ambala 538 32 0 6 27 8 —59 —1 —

8

Gorgaon 523 26 6 11 7 17 —33 —7 —10
Jhelnm 607 26 0 6 49 4 —68 —7 —3
Bohtak 496

1
20 19 8 —5 8 4

Jhang 476 10 o8 28 46 5 —112 9 46
Ladhiana 468 26 9 28 27 —34 10 —8
Dera Ghazi Khan 462 6 32 11 32 4 —19 —7 28
Attock 437 20 1 8 48 8 —15 —1 15
Mianwali * - 412 12 5 7 35 28 5 37

Probably JuUundur has the richest cultivation of any district in the

province
;

it possesses an ample rainfall, excellent soil, very extended well irriga-

tion, splendid marketing facilities, and an agricultural population largely com-
posed of castes which supply the best and most intensive farmers known in the
Punjab. Sialkot resembles it very closely, but does not have quite such good
marketing facilities and raises a larger area of wheat and a smaller area of crops
of “market garden” variety.

Gurdaspur and Amritsar are situated in the same fertile tract
;
the former

is differentiated by a heavier rainfall and less irrigation, the latter by the exist-

ence of much canal irrigation which is unfortunately accompanied by water-

logging
;
their slight inferiority in the way of natural advantages is certainly

more than counterbalanced by the lesser incidence of their rural population.

These four districts stand apart from the rest of those on the list by
reason of the excellence of their agricultural conditions, and their position near
the head of the list does not necessarily indicate undue pressure on resources,

though it leads us to look for indications of its existence in other directions
;

evidence of its existence is afforded by the fact that population has remained
practically stationary for over forty years, and that at the present time there ia

a marked balance of emigration over immigration. As regards natural advan-
tages these districts may perhaps be graded in the order JuUundur, Sialkot,
Amritsar, Gurdaspur which is not the same as the order in which they appear in
the list and we may conclude that the margin of surplus is less in Sialkot than
JuUundur, and less in Gurdaspur than Amritsar.

The natural advantages in Gujrat are certainly leas than ia the four dis-
tricts mentioned above, yet its rural population has a smaller relative area of
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crops
;
there can be little doubt that pressure of population is verv severe in this

district. The recent opening of the Upper Jhelum Canal has improved the

conditions and will continue to do so ; until the district has had time to settle

down under the new conditions it is not possible to estimate their effect. It

may safely be asserted that Gujrat has become dangerously congested, but that

the situation may be saved by the new canal
;
even with the amelioration in

conditions which will be caused by the new irrigation it is unlikely that the district

will support a considerably greater population than that already in existence.

In the Sub-Himalayan tract and west of the foregoing districts lie Jhelum,

Rawalpindi and Attock
;

in respect of irrigation and composition of their

crops these three districts are rtmarkably similar and all are characterised by the

presence of low hills containing much unfertile land. In respect of population they

are remarkably dissimilar, yet Rawalpindi with the highest incidence shows a ten-

dency to increase whilst the others do not. Rainfall amounts to 32 inches in

Rawalpindi, 26 inches in Jhelum and 20 inches in Attock ; the forests of Rawal-

pindi form an asset of the rural popidation in addition to its crops : easily acces-

sible irrigated lands in Shahpur and in the colonies to the south have attracted

many emigrants from Jhelum for several generations past. These facts help to

explain the large differences in density but it is still impossible to avoid the

conclusion that Rawalpindi is far more congested than the province as a whole,^

that Attock supports far fewer people than it is capable of doing, and that the

declining population of Jhelum is not caused by pressure on resources.

Proceeding down the list we come to Muzaffargarh which adjoins Jhang
and Multan and resembles them in many of its agricultural aspects. The in-

cidence on matured crops is 562, whilst it is 546 in Midtan and only 476 in Jhang.

These three districts have low rainfall and copious irrigation
;
in all there has

been a very great increase in population since 1881, and in all that increase has

followed extensions of irrigation. The extensions in Muzaffargarh are of less

recent date than in the others, and it has had more time for population to adjust

itself to existing conditions
;
in it a definite check has recently occurred in the

increase of the inhabitants. In Multan and Jhang the increase has been greater

and is still continuing at a rapid rate
;
a very slight check has occurred in Jhang

owing to the fact that attractive employment in new colonies has drawn away
some of the people who, though quite well off in their own districts, saw chance

of improving their position by migration. We may conclude that Muzaffargarh

is nearing the point when production limits population, though there is certainly

no indication that pressure on resources is unduly heavy : and also that Multan
and Jhang have not reached that point everything points to the conclusion that

Multan and Jhang are lightly populated and may expect to see a further rapid

increase.

Ludhiana. Ambala, Karnal, Rohtak and Gurgaon all lie in the eastern

plains and have many characteristics in common : it \vill be convenient to dis-

cuss them together. The presence of light sandy soil is reflected by the statistics

quoted which show that the proportion of wheat is far lower than anywhere else in

the province ; it is replaced by pulses and inferior crops to which the soil is more
suited ; this inferiority gets more marked from north to south which is the order

in which the districts have been mentioned. The figures for incidence on crops

vary from 556 in Karnal to 468 in Ludhiana
;
they are too near those for the

rich tracts round Jullundur to reflect the enormous difference in the quality of

crops : they are at much the same pitch as in the extensive tracts of rich irriga-

tion to the west which are undoubtedly fit to support a greater density than
these eastern plains. In short, they indicate that the whole of this eastern

tract is overcrowded ;
which indication is supported by the facts that except

in Karnal and Rohtak there is great loss of population by migration to other

parts of the province, and that except in Rohtak there has been an universal

decline in population since 1881.

In these districts agricultural and political conditions have remained
unchanged for a great many years

;
here, if anywhere in the province, population

might be expected to have adjusted itself to conditions. In one way this expecta-

tion is realised for in the tract as a whole population appears to have approached
nearer the limit of resources than elsewhere in the province

;
in another way the
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expectation is completely falsified, for the variation in density as between the

districts shows no relationship with the variations in their resources. One
explanation accounts for both these points ;—the inhabitants are Hindus of a

less enterprising nature than the Sikhs who live east of them
; affection for their

ancestral lands, strong throughout the province, is perhaps strongest here
;

they have submitted to straitened conditions without an effort to escape from
them by seeking permanent employment elsew^here, and though there is emigra-

tion it is mainly local
;

the only extensive movements to Lyallpur and other

canal colonies have been from Ambala and Ludhiana. This one featme accounts

for the tract having become overcrow’ded as a whole, and also accounts for the
overcrowding being markedly different from district to district.

It has already been indicated that the order Ludhiana, Ambala, Karnal,
Rohtak, Gurgaon, is one of diminishing quality of the soil

;
Ambala has the

heaviest rainfall but practically no irrigation
;
Ludhiana and Karnal with rainfalls

not far below that of Ambala have 37 and 36 per cent, of their crops under irri-

gation, but the former district is more favoured than the latter by reason of the
greater extent of w'ell irrigation

;
in respect of natural advantages Ludhiana is

better off than Karnal which is again better off than Ambala. Gurgaon and
Rohtak have less rain and less irrigation than either Ludhiana or Karnal, and
both grow much less wheat

;
the heavier rainfall in Gurgaon is offset by more

extensive irrigation in Rohtak
;
on the whole there is little to choose between

the two though probably advantages in the soil give Rohtak a stronger position

than Gurgaon. It is difficult to k^now how to place Ambala with respect to

these twn
;

it excels in soil and climate but has practically no irrigation.

Arranging these five districts in the order of their natural advantages, or,

Ludhiana . . 468 in other words, in the order of their capacity to support

Ambafa !! Ms Population, and noting the actual incidence of population
Rohtak 496 on crops in each, we get the surprising result shown in the
Gorgaon 523 niargin. Ludhiana with the greatest capacity supports the

least people, whilst throughout there is no relation between the burden of popu-
lation and the capacity to bear it. We may conclude that the pressure on
resources is heaviest in Gurgaon and not much less severe in Ambala and Karnal,
whilst in Ludhiana it is very much less than in any other of the five districts.

This conclusion is supported by the fact that the population of Gurgaon and
Ambala has rapidly fallen off since 1881 to an extent which is not accounted
for by migration. The decrease in the same period in Ludhiana does not affect

the conclusion as it all occurred in one decade and was due to epidemics of plague.

Loss by migration is also heaviest in Ambala, Gurgaon and Ludhiana
;

in

Ludhiana the inference raised by the loss by migration is partly nullified by the
fact that the inhabitants are less conservative than in the other four districts,

and that a greater proportion of them received grants of land during the colo-

nisation of Lyallpur.

The only districts not yet discussed are Dera Ghazi Khan and Mianwali
which appear at the end of the list

; Mianwali, with little rain and scarcely any
irrigation, appears to be in the position on the list which its natural disadvantages
render appropriate, and the figures give no indication as to whether there is or

is not any considerable pressure on resources. Dera Ghazi Khan also appears
to occupy a position warranted by its circumstances, though a comparison
with the much more heavily populated districts of Multan and Muzaffargarh

—

than which it has much less irrigation—tends to show that there is room for

expansion.

The principles, and the particular local points, which this lengthy para-
graph tends to establish, may be summed up as follows :

—

Towns may create a drain on the agricultural resources of the province but
within districts their existence tends to enable the countryside to support a
hea\ner rural population.

Density of rural population depends primarily on the proportion of the
land cultivated, and secondly on rainfall and irrigation.

Where rainfall is under twenty inches per annum, density on cultivation
depends entirely on irrigation

;
where it is over thirty inches, entirely on rainfall.

Conversely where less than one-third of the cultivation is irrigated, the
incidence of population on cultivation depends on rainfall

; where over two-
thirds is irrigated, irrigation is the determining factor.
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Quality of soil only finds third place in the factors afiecting density, and
is practically without effect except in the south-east of the province.

In general the existing distribution of population is in very close agreement
with these principles

;
so close that as a general proposition it may be asserted

that the population throughout the province has approached sufficiently near
the limit of resources to render that limit operative in determining density.

At the same time minor differences of distribution occur which are not in

accordance with the present extent of resources, and these minor differences

indicate that the various districts may be grouped as follows :

—

(1) Districts where there is severe pressure on resources

—

Kangra, Hoshiarpur, Simla, Gurgaon, Ambala and Gujrat.

(2) Districts where the pressure is felt but in a less degree

—

Karnal, Rohtak, Rawalpindi, Sialkot, JuUundur, Amritsar,
Gurdaspur, Ludhiana and, probably, Gujranwala and Delhi.

(3) Districts where the population is suitable to the resources available

—

Mianwali, Jhelum, Muzaffargarh and, probably, Dera Ghazi Khan.
(4) Districts where resources could support a greater population

without detriment to its welfare

—

Ferozepore, Hissar and Attock.

(5) Districts which are under-populated

—

Montgomery, Lahore, Lyallpur, Shahpur, Multan, Jhang and,
probably, Sheikhupura.

It must be noted that this grouping is arranged for present conditions,
indicating the position at the moment

;
it does not allow for future changes

in conditions, such as probable extensions of irrigation and cultivation. It is

difficult to assign positions to Gujranwala and Sheikhupura on account of the
absence of separate statistics and they have been placed in groups containing
adjoining and similar districts.

Section III—Variation in Population at Previous Censuses
19. The Punjab stands at the ancient gateway of India and through it history,

have passed the successive swarms of immigrants and invaders who were the
progenitors of by far the greater part of the present population of the Indian
continent. The Aryans, the Scythians, the Greek armies under Alexander,
and the long succession of Mohammadan raiders and conquerors have all

swept across its plains and have all left their mark on the province and the great
country beyond it.

In it the Hindu religion had its birth and in it the most ancient sacred books
of that faith were written

;
one of the greatest characters in the history

of Buddhism was born in the province
;
but the Buddhist faith has practically

disappeared, whilst the centres of Hindu learning and culture have been driven
eastwards before the Musalman invaders who left behind many settlers of their
faith and forced that faith upon a large number of the earlier inhabitants. The
Punjab also is the home of the Sikh religion, which, starting as a peaceable revolt
against the complexities and Brahmanical subjection of Hinduism, developed
under Mohammadan oppression into a military and political organisation. Musal-
mans now compose 51 per cent, of the population whilst Hindus have declined in
numbers till they only include 35 per cent, and from amongst them have arisen
the Sikhs of whom 12 per cent, of the population is composed.

Throughout its history the Pimjab had been the scene of constant violence
and bloodshed which culminated in the 18th century in an orgy of rapine and wild
disorder

;
early in that century the Sikhs, with their rising military power,

raided and ravaged the eastern parts of the province and extended their exactions
to the central and northern tracts

;
their depredations were followed by the inva-

sion of Nadir Shah, the Persian, who swept through the Punjab destroying and
laying waste, and the desolation was completed by a series of great famines which
occurred in the middle of the century. Thereafter the country was the scene of
constant invasions by the Duranis from the west and of struggles for supremacy
between the Sikhs and Mahrattas

;
in the middle of fifty years of bloodshed

and disorder the countryside was again desolated by a terrible famine in 1783.
At the beginning of the next century some measure of peace was restored

owmg to the rise in supremacy of the great Sikh leader Maharaja Ranjit Singh,
whilst in 1803 the British became masters of the territory now roughly inclucTed
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in the districts of Dellii. Crurgaon, Hissar, Kolitak and Karnal and also extended
their protection to the States in the eastern part of the Province. Famine and
fever however waged constant warfare against the population during this com-
paratively settled period. After Ranjit Singh's death a .state of anarchy arose

which constantly threatened the peace of the British borders and led to the first

Sikh war which ended in March 1840 and resulted in the occupation of Lahore
and the cession of the Jullundur Doab to the British

;
two years later insurrec-

tions in the south-west led to the second Sikh war and the establishment of

British rule throughout the province.

The country was suffering the natural effects of centuries of warfare and
violence

;
a harrowing picture of the conditions which prevailed occupies several

pages of Mr. Ibbetsou's Census Report of 1881. The south-eastern districts of the
province, ravaged in turn by Sikh and Mahratta, were desolated

;
each group of

villages was at deadly enmity with its neighbours, and much of the countrvside
was practically a desert inhabited only by a few tribes of marauchng nomads. The
hill country, which had long been suffering under local strife, had been overrun
by the Gurkhas before the Sikhs gained supremacy : the desolation caused by
the Gurkhas was little relieved by peace under the Sikh Government which
forcibly collected a revenue which impoverished the people and left them scarcely
sufticient for the barest existence. In the west the Sikh rule had had least

hold and the country was in a violent state of disorder
;
might was right, loeal

leaders were in constant warfare and every second or third year the countrv was
invaded by Sikh armies who laid it waste with all the excesses natural when wild
and uncultured men are let loose amongst their hereditary religious enemies.

In the centre and south-west the Sikh rule was stronger and more equitable
but, though some approach to government was maintained, the main object was
to wring from the cultivators the last farthing which could be extracted without
compelling them to abandon their fields. Tlie Sikhs promoted and extended
cultivation as far as possible under a system which held forth the minimum of
inducement to the cultivator, but they respected no rights and recognised no pro-
perty when such respect or recognition conflicted with their pecuniary interests.

Little wonder that the peace and security afforded by the British adminis-
tration, combined with government activity in developing and improving the
resources of the country, led to material progress at a rate wliich elsewhere would
be little short of miraculous. It is this material progress, hampered at first by re-
cuiTing famine.s and always by disease, that has most affected the spread of popu-
lation, and the account of the Punjab since it came under British rule may be con-
fined to these subjects.

The progress made during the last ten years is detailed at some length in
Section lY of this Chapter and it is unnece^ary to deal with it here. Figures
illustrating the development of the province from 1863 to 1911 are given in the
following table : these have been taken from past Census Reports and other sources ;

in compiling the table it was found that figures obtained from different sources
varied considerably and those which have been entered cannot be verified as accu-
rate though they are quite near enough to illiustrate all that is required of them.
In some cases the figures do not refer to the actual year recorded above them, but
to a preceding or following year

;
no attempt has been made to adjust the figures

for sub.sequent changes of boundaries and they all refer to the province as it exi.sted
in the year under which they are entered :

—

1868. 1881. 1891. 1901. 1911.

Cultivated area. .Square miles 31,513 36,756 40,424 43,587 46,325
15,536
9,753

Irrigated area. Square miles !).3.5C> 11,170 11,699 14,6.50
Irrigated by State Canals l,I9.'> 1.758 2,364 3,868 6.631
Metalled Roads. Miles .

.

839 1.467 2,239 1.932
Railways. Miles .

.

.32 293 1,056 1.821 4.264 5,369
7,278

347

Number of .Schools 1.806 2.098 9.640 7,479 I

Number of scholars in thousand'
Number of literate per mille— 72 168 246 259

Males 47 61 65 63
Females 1 2 3

Exports in lakhs—Maunds 103 160 249 . 566
Rupees . . 373 694 1,1S0

1 2,688Imports in lakhs—Maunds , . 63 122 251 !

Rupees
Price of wheat, in rupees per

710 920 1.546 i

1

2,984

maund 1-2-9 2-2-7 2-3-3 2-1-8 2-8-0
i 2-12-0
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The railway mileage for 1901 and 1911 is that recorded in the Census Report ol 1911,

but in the Punjab Administration Report for 1911-12 the total railway mileage was shown
as 4,043 miles ;

apparently the latter figure only relates to the North-Western Railway.

1860.

1868-69.

The growth of cultivation, irrigation, communications and export, whilst

adding to the prosperity of the people, have been the great safeguards against

famine which has become of less and less frequent occurrence as the country has

been developed ;
the most severe famines which have occurred since annexation

iire noted below

—

1851-52. Drought almo.st amounting to famine.

Severe famine throughout the country east of the Sutlej
;
the price of wheat in

Delhi rose from 24 to 8 seers per rupee within 12 months. Government relief

was organised on a large .scale in Rohtak and Karnal and neighbouring dis-

tricts.

A far more severe famine in the same part of the country, government relief was
given freely, over ten million daily rations were distributed but even so death
from starvation was considerable. Fever, cholera and small-ixjx followed in

the wake.

1877-78. Drought almost amounting to famine, accompanied by imprecedented cattle

mortality.

Scarcity throughout the province, severe in the south-east but scarcely sunount-

ing to famine.

Severe scarcity approaching to famine conditions in the south-east.

Famine in Hissar, a small amoimt of relief being necessitated.

Scarcity in the south-east, famine relief works opened in Gurgaon.
Famine conditions reappeared in Hissar and Gurgaon.
Fodder scarcity.

Fodder scarcity in the south-east.

Scarcity not accompanied by famine in the south-east.

Scarcity conditions in the Ambala Division and in Dera Ghazi Khan.
An e.xceptionally bad year, necessitating remissions and suspensions of revenue
and the granting of concession rates for carriage of fodder. No famine occurred,

test relief works were opened in Hissar but proved unnecessary.

It may be said that no disastrous famine has occurred since 1868 ; scarcity

•conditions in recent years have never produced famines
;
the agricultural conditions

which prevailed in 1920-21 were such as would have led to severe famine fifty years

before, but the establishment of a normal surplus of produce and the existence of a

good system of railway communication sufficed to ward off famine without the help

of government relief works.

It will be noticed that the south-east of the province has suffered most on
every occasion of scarcity, and this fact adds weight to the quantitative analysis

of agricultural conditions which has been set out in paragraph 18.

Deaths have been registered in the Punjab since 1 867 and births since 1880 :

the system of registration is not such as to ensure that
all the occurrences are recorded, but it has undergone
steady improvement, so that the earlier figures on
record are probably much below the truth. The
recorded birth and death-rates foi' the inter-censal

periods are given in the margin and according to them
births over deaths was greatest in the period 1881 to 1900 and was

nearly equalled in the last decade. Since 1880, when births were first recorded,

the number of deaths has exceeded the num.ber of births in eleven out of the

forty-one years. These exceptionally unhealthy years, wath the birth and death-

rates recorded in them, are shown below

—

1897.

1900.

1901-02.

1905.

1908.

1911.

1913.

1916.

1919.

1920-21.

Rate per mille.

Period. Birth-'! Draths

1868-1S80 26

>881-1890 39 31

1891-1900 .. 41 33

1901-1910 .. 41 44

1911-1920 . . 44 37

the excess of births over

Year Death-rate. Birth-ratt. Lons per mille. Chiej cause.

1890 47 39 8 Fever.
• 1892 49 38 11 Fever.

1900 48 41 7 Plague.
1901 36 36 1 Plague.
1902 44 44 Plague.

1903 49 43 6 Plague and fever.
1904 49 42 7 Plague.
1906 48 44 4 Plague.
1907 62 41 21 Plague.
1908 61 42 9 Fever.
1918 81 40 41 Influenza.

The ravages of plague for twenty years, and particularly between 1900 and
1907, constituted the most serious drain which the province has had to face ainc
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it entered upon a peaceful history
;
it is to be hoped that the enormous death-roll

of 1907 marked the culmination of its attacks, and that the cpmparative freedom

which has since been enjoyed may continue. The whole period that plague has

been present in India has been one of continuous research and efiort on the part of

the medical profession
;
knowledge of the disease and its causes has made great

headway and, which is more important still, the people in general have learnt the

simpler precautions which shoidd be taken against it and have outgrown their

earlier prejudices against those precautions.

All previous figures for mortality have been slight compared with those

of the year 1918 when the country was paralysed by the influenza scourge, an
account of which will be found in a subsequent paragraph. Had it not been for this

visitation the last decade would have been the healthiest on record
;
the average

death-rate, omitting 1918, was only 31’6, and though the rates recorded for the

period 1868—1890 were less than this the improvement in registration must out-

weigh the recorded difference
;
on the other hand the birth-rate of 44 for the last

decade is the highest on record in the province.

Pfiit Censuses. 20. The census with which this report is concerned is the seventh taken
in the Punjab. The census of 1881 was conducted with far greater detail and
accuracy than the two which preceded it and is the first for which the
majority of the statistics can be compared with those of later date. Since then a
census has been held every ten years

;
the administration of each has been founded

on that of the preceding one and the experience gained on each occasion has
resulted in all probability in each census being a little more thorough in its

administrative details and accurate in its statistical results. The dates of these

censuses with the name of the officer deputed to superintend the operations and
the territory concerned are noted below

—

Date. , Superintendent. Territory.

Ist January 1855 . . Sir Donald McLeod . . British Territory only
;
including the

present Punjab and the North-West
Frontier Province but omitting Delhi,

Hissar, Rohtak. Gurgaon, and part
of Kamal.

10th January 1868 . . Mr. A. Roberts . . British Territory only
; including the

present North-West Frontier Province,

Punjab and Delhi.

17th February 1881 .. Mr. D. J. Ibbetson .. British Territory and the Punjab States,

the former including the same territory

as in 1868.

26th February 1891 . . Mr. E. D. Maclagan . . The same territory as in 1881.

1st March 1901 . . Mr. H. A. Rose . . The same territory as in 1891 but with
separate statistics for (1) the Punjab
including Delhi and (2) the North-
West Frontier Province.

10th March 1911 .. Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul, The Punjab including Delhi and the
R.B., C.I.E. Punjab States.

18th March 1921 . . Mr. L. Middleton . . The present Punjab and Punjab States
with separate statistics for Delhi.

The following account of the territorial changes which have occurred since
1855 will be of assistance if this report is compared with those of past censuses ;

—

In 1855 the Punjab did not include Hissar, Rohtak, Gurgaon, Karnal, Simla,
Sheikhupura, Attock, Mianwali, xMontgomery, Lyallpur and Muzaffargarh as
separate districts, but did include Thanesar, Gugera, Leiah, Khangarh, Dera Ismail
Khan, Peshawar and Kohat which no longer appear amongst its administrative
units.

Between 1855 and 1868 Hissar, Rohtak, Gurgaon, Karnal and Sy'sa were
added by transfer from the old North-West Provinces

; Thanesar was abolished as
a district and its area distributed between Ambala and Karnal

; Simla was recog-
nised as a district and its administration separated from that of the surrounding
Hill States. The new districts of Muzaffargarh, Montgomery and Bannu were
created by rearrangement of the bound.aries of Khangarh, Leiah, Gugera and Dera
Ismail Khan and the first three of these ceased to be districts.

' °

No changes of importance occurred between 1868 and 1881, but between
1881 and 1891 Sirsa was abolished and its area distributed between Ferozepore
and Hissar. ^
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In 1901 Alianwali was formed out of parts of Bannu and Dera Ismail Khan ;

Rawalpindi was increased at the expense of Hazara ; and the districts of Peshawar

and Kohat, with the remaining portions of Hazara, Bannu and Dera Ismail Khan,

were removed from the province to form the new North-West Frontier Province.

In 1904 a new district of Attock was formed from parts of Rawalpindi

and Jhelum, and in the same year Lyallpur was formed from parts of Jhang, Mont-

gomery and Gujranwala. In 1909 and 1910 Muzaffargarh and Gujranwala were

enlarged at the expense of Mianwali and Lahore respectively.

Changes which have occurred since 1911 are given in detail in paragraphs 2

and 3 of this chapter, and complete the history of the growth of the present limits

of the Punjab and Delhi Provinces.

In addition to the changes in territory which are noted above many minor

changes in boundaries, both internal and external, have occurred between the

various census dates ; the tables prepared at the present census show figures for

1881 and onwards, accurately adjusted for all such changes, but con-

tain no reference to the statistics of 1855 and 1868. It is now extremely

difficult to adjust the figures of these two censuses so as to apply to existing

administrative divisions, but the following attempt supplies a few leading statistics

which may be accepted as approximately correct. The 1855 census showed

12,717,821 persons as enumerated in British Territory
;
Mr. Ibbetson worked out

the 1855 population of that territory, together with that of the south-eastern

districts which had been incorporated in the Punjab after 1855, at 15,161,321

persons, a figure which was also accepted by Mr. Maclagan. This figure however
includes 1,209,736 persons in the districts which have gone into the North-West
Frontier Province

; of these about 218,000 were in what is now Mianwali and

991 ,736 in the area now lost to the Pimjab : hence the 1 855 population of the present

Punjab and Delhi was about 14,169,585 persons. Of these about 597,440 were

in the old Delhi District and of these again about 325,405 were in that part of the

old Delhi District wliichnow forms Delhi Province.

At the time of the 1855 census a careful estimate of the population of the

Punjab States was prepared and that part of it connected Avith the present Punjab
States amounted to 3,750,606 persons.

The 1868 census resulted in the enumeration of 17,611,498 persons, and minor
territorial changes led Mr. Ibbetson and Mr. Maclagan to take 17,609,518 as the

figure to compare with those for 1881 and 1891. This figure includes 1,718,200

persons residing in the old districts of Dera Ismail Khan, Bannu, Peshawar, Kohat
and Hazara

;
of these about 239,000 were in the area now known as Mianwali and

the remaining 1,479,200 in the area since transferred to the North-West Frontier

Province. Hence the 1868 population of the present Punjab and Delhi was about
16,130,318 and of these 608,850 were in the old Delhi District and of these again

about 331,619 in the part of it which is now included in the new province of

Delhi. We can now compare the total population at all seven censuses as follows :

—

21 .

Tear. Prenent Punjab. Punjab States. Present Delhi.

1855 13,844,180 3,760,606 325,406
1868 15,798,699 .

.

331,619
1881 16,938,910 3,861.683 3,50.499

1891 18,652,202 4,263,280 372,766
1901 19,942,227 4,424,398 405,409
1911 19,578..573 4.212,794 413,447
1921 20,685,024 4,416,036 488,188

Accepting the figures given at the end of the last pan

Years.

Punjab.

British

Territory.
States.

Delhi.

18.55-1868

1888 1881

1-09 )

0-56 {
0-11 f 0-15

{.0 44
1881-1891 101 lot 0 64
1891-1901 0-69 0-.38 0-88

1901-1911 —018 —0-48 0-20
1911-1921 0-57 0-48 1-81

mutiny, was one of extreme quiet and
which had preceded it. The 1868 census

the first census was taken have been
as shown in the margin.

It is possible that the increased
accuracy of records at each census, at
any rate up to 1891, accounted for an
appreciable amount of the apparent in-

crease and, if this is so, the actual rate
of increase has been more steady than
that shown by the figures.

The period between the censuses of
1855 and 1868, though it witnessed the
great progress compared with the times
report estimates that the cultivated area
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increased by nearly 32 per cent, in the thirteen years
;
the only perennial canal

which was open at the time of annexation was the Western Jumna which then
irrigated some 625 square miles in Karnal and Delhi

;
by 1868 it was irrigating

750 square miles whilst 470 more were irrigated by the Upper Bari Doab
which had then been open for eight years ; inundation canals irrigated rather

over 500 square miles at annexation and 800 by 1868. Between 1855 and
1868 the number of miles of railway open to traffic rose from 32 to 468;* and in

the latter year there were 760 miles of telegraph line in operation and an annual
delivery of ten million letters within the province.

This peace and progress was naturally favourable to the increase 6f popu-
lation and, though there was a severe fannne in 1860, it is not surprising that the
annual rate of increase which amounted to 1*09 in British Territory should be
higher than any that has been recorded since.

In the 1891 report it will be seen that the increase between 1855 and 1868
is given as 16‘1 per cent, and that there was difficulty in accounting for this

great increase. Possibly much of it was fictitious and due to incomplete enu-
meration in 1855 in the wilder districts now included in the North-West Frontier
Province ; the omission of that area from the figures reduces the increase to 14‘1

per cent, which is not improbably great.

The next inter-eensal period was one of even more marked peace and
progress

;
great attention was paid to the construction of metalled roads and

railways, the length of which had risen by 1,881 to 1467 and 1,056 miles respective-

ly
;
the number of patients treated annually in government dispensaries rose from

471 to 1,368 thousand; the number of school-children more than doubled, and
the post and telegraph services were enormously improved. But the initial

bound with which the people of the province had recovered after their long exist-

ence amidst anarchy and oppression had reached the top of its trajectory in

1868 and thereafter was losing momentum ; cultivation increased by only 17 per
cent., extension of canals progressed somewhat less rapidly than before and the
irrigated area rose by only 19 per cent. ; the increase in population was only half

that in the previous period and was at the annual rate of 0-56 per cent.
;

it is

probable however that the rate was greater than this up to 1878 after which
followed three years of scarcity and sickness.

It is useless to discuss the rate of increase in population in the Punjab
States previous to 1881 for the only record of that population is given by the
estimate prepared in 1855 which did not rest on actual enumeration.

During the decade ending in 1891 the increase in population was again
rapid and at the average rate of TOl per cent, per annum

;
the aggregate increase

of 10’
1 per cent, was only accompanied by an increase of just under 10 per cent,

in the area under cultivation, and, though the area irrigated by State canals rose
by 64 per cent., the increase in irrigation of all sorts was very slight.

The rapid increase in population occurring in conjunction with a dimi-
nution in the rate of extension of cultivation is all the more surprising when it

is noted that the recorded death-rate was 31 per mille as against 25 per miUe
in the previous period, and that in the year before the census was taken it rose to

39 per mille and was largely in excess of the birth-rate. It is true that material
progress other than agricultural had been rapid, but this has little immediate
effect on population, and the only circumstances in which the decade appears to
have been more favourable than the previous period was the total absence of

famine. The Census Report of 1891 ascribes the rapid increase entirely to this
one feature and supports this theory by comparative examination of the rates
of increase in different tracts.

The average rate of increase in the Punjab States was 104 per cent, as
compared with I'Ol in British Territory, whilst the balance of migration during
the period was from the States to British Territory

;
if this migration be eliminated

the annual rates come to O' 99 and Til respectively. A large portion of the
population of the States lives in the south-east of the province which had
always been the part most affected by scarcity and famine

; in a period in which
population increased rapidly on account of freedom from scarcity it is natural
to expect the greatest increase in the tracts previously most liable to scarcity.
A comparison of the figures for States with those of adjacent districts shows

• The railway mileage of 1868 is shown as 293 in the Census Report of 1891 and an in tt.t nf
19 81 : departmental reports show that 410 miles were open in 1872.
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that the greater increase was due to accident of position and not to any peculiar

difference between the States and British Territory.

The next ten years were marked by much extension of canal irrigation

and the foundation of the first of the great canal colonies. The area irrigated by
State canals increased by 71 per cent, and the total amount of irrigation by 26

per cent.
;
but on the other hand the extension of cultivation was practically

confined to the newly irrigated colony lands and the total increase amounted to

less than 8 per cent.

The limits of cultivation were being approached in the long settled tracts,

and whilst famine was ceasing to be a deciding factor in spread of population

its place was being taken by density and pressure on resources.

There was no actual famine during the decade but great scarcity prevailed

more than once in the south-eastern districts, yet communications and distri-

bution had so improved that this scarcity did not affect the numbers of the

population and in these districts the increase was not less than in those which

did not suffer.

Both the death and birth-rates showed an increase over those for the

previous decade, partly due no doubt to more complete registration, but the

excess of the latter over the former remained the same
;
there were however two

bad years, 1892 and 1900, in which the deaths largely outnumbered births and the

period cannot be described as healthy. It was in this decade that plague first

made its appearance and commenced its long and bitter warfare against the

health of the province.

With increasing density and a less rapid extension of cultivation a dimi-

nution in the rate of increase of population was natural and the drop in that

rate to 0*69 per annum is fully accounted for by these factors.

The rate of increase in State Territory was 0 38 per annum, but part of the

difference was due to migration from the States to British Territory, and if this

be eliminated the rates of increase for British and State Territory come to 0'67

and 0‘46 respectively. Except in Patiala, where the increase was much less

than in adjoining British distncts, the detailed figures are very similar for states

and districts which lie near each other.

We can sum up the principal factors in the variation in population in the

four inter-censal periods which have been discussed as follows :

—

1855-68. A period of resilient recovery from oppression, enabling a depleted popu-

lation to increase at a rate impossible under normal conditions.

1868-81, A period starting under more normal conditions allowing less but yet ample

room for increase and therefore showing a declining rate, the decline in

the rate being intensified by scarcity and disease in the last few years.

1881-91. A decade free from scarcity and famine which allowed a rapid increase in a

country not yet fully populated.

1891-1901. A decade in wtich pressure on resources began to be felt and in which ex-

tension of cultivation was almost entirely confined to tracts opened up by
new canals. Clolonisation was as yet so recent as to have led to no ap-

preciable increase in population as a result of relief of pressure. Health

conditions somewhat adverse.

Though these may be the principal factors it must be realised that no
aumming up can attempt to do more than indicate a few which stand out

amongst the multitude of conditions and fortuitous events which affect the

growth of population.

22. In connection with changes in population the decade 1901-11 was Vaiteti»H

marked by one overwhelming

Year. 1

Dkath-bats non
Birth-rate.

All cansea Fever. Plagne.

1901 3S 25 1 30
190S 44 24 9 44
190? 49 26 10 42
19M 49 19 20 42
1909 47 19 17 44
1909 36 20 6 44
lOOT 61 20 30 40
1908 90 30 2 42
1909 31 21 2 30
1910 33 17 7 42

1901-10 44 23 10 41

feature rendering all others in-iMi.

significant in comparison, this

was the terrible prevalence of
disease

; fever, to which the
greatest mortality in the pro-
vince is invariably due, was more
widespread and fatal than ever
and was accompanied by epide-
mics of plague of great violence.
The crude birth and death-
rates for each year of the decade
are shown in the margin and
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Dbath-eatb from

Year.

All causes. Fever. Pla,jue.

Birth-rate.

1868-18S0

I

25
’

16

i

!

1881-1890 31
1

39

1891 1900 33 23 41

1911-1920 37 23
1I

3

i

44

compared with those for other

census periods
;

in comparing
these it should be noted that by
omitting the totally exception-

al year 1918 from the decade

19ll-20 the death-rate from fever

is reduced to 18 and the total

death-rate to 32.

As far as any violently fluc-

tuating quantity can be said to

fever may be placed at about 18 ;

the decade except the last and
have a normal, the normal death-rate from
this normal was exceeded in every year of

the rate rose to an unprecedented height in 1908. Plague was unknown m
the Punjab before 1896 and recent experience leads to the hope that it reached

its maximum intensity during the decade and may eventually disappear

;

every part of the province except the dry tracts in the west and the hill

districts in the north-east suffered severely
;

one of its worst features was
that it caused a greater mortality amongst females than males and thereby

accentuated the disparity between the sexes which has always been a feature

of the Punjab, and hence not only reduced the population but affected it in

such a way as to lower its reproductive capacity.

In every year of the decade except 1906, 1909 and 1910 more deaths were
registered than births, and for the whole decade

the vital statistics, which are reproduced in the

margin, showed an excess of deaths over births

amounting to 557,447 in British Ter’itoiy alone

;

but, owing to migration and other disturbing

causes, the census results showed an increase

of 46,672 males and a decrease of only 402,979 females resulting in a total

decrease of about 355 thousand. This decrease amounted tc r8 per cent, of the

1901 population and was accompanied by a decrease of over 211 thousand or 4'8

per cent, in the Punjab States, the most important of which are situated in the

tracts most affected by the epidemics
;
the decrease in the Punjab as a whole

amounted to 2 per cent, and was accompanied by a decline from 854 to 817 in

the number of females to a thousand males.

1

1901-10. Females.

Deaths 4,459,990 ' 4,38.3,: 18

Birth.s 4,340,338
1

3,945,923

Di Serenee 119,652
i1

437,795

In the middle of this period of disease and death occurred the terrible

earthquake of 1905 which was felt almost throughout the province and was
most intense in the western parts of the Kangra District

;
in the zone of greatest

destruction this earthquake caused over 20,000 deaths amongst a population

estimated at about 375,000.

As a result of government activities material progress, though necessarily

hampered by the unfavourable health conditions, was very great. Irrigation

from government canals was extended rapidly
;
the Lower Jhelum Canal was

opened in 1901 and by 1910 had brought water to 1,166 square miles of previously

unirrigated land
;
the area irrigated from the Lower Chenab was increased by 602

square miles; 1,105 miles of new railway routes were opened, the most important

being those serving the new' canal colonies ; the post and telegraph services were
extended and improved.

Colonisation of the dry areas brought under canal irrigation was pushed
on throughout the decade and, after the abnormal health conditions, formed the

most important factor in the growth and movement of population. Whilst the

population of the Indo-Gangetic plain and of the Sub-Himalayan area dropped by
8'9 and .5'9 per cent, respectively and whilst that of the hill tract only increased

by 2'0 per cent, there w'as an increase of no less than 17’8 per cent, in the
North-West Dry Area which includes these colonies

; this was due both to

immigration and to partial immunity from plague
;
the increase of 655,551 persons

was accompanied by an excess of births over deaths amounting to 440,648 and
more than one-eighth of the population were recorded as immigrants from else-

where at the census of 1911.

The colonisation, being entirely provincial, had no direct effect upon the
total population of the province, but indirectly, by transferring persons from
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congested to sparsely populated tracts, it must have encouraged its growth
; by

chance it also encouraged its growth by removing persons from districts which
were afterwards most affected by disease to tracts where it was less severe. It is

impossible to isolate the various factors affecting the growth of colony population,

but that the “natural increase” is accelerated in the newly colonised regions

appears to be indisputable from a consideration of the position of the LyaUpur
District, which consists entirely of canal colony, in the following groups selected

from the census statistics of 1911

—

() Districts in which the greatest increase in population occurred

between 1901 and 1911

—

Lyallpui- 45‘5 per cent., Shahpur 29‘8 per cent., Jhang 21'1

per cent., Multan 14’ 7 per cent.

() Districts in which the proportion of immigrants per mtlle of

total population was greatest in 1911

—

LyaUpur 660, Delhi 245, Shahpur 211, Lahore 211.

^c) Districts in which the birth-rates were highest in the decade
1901-10—Jhang 78, Gujranwala 48, LyaUpur 47, Sialkot 46.

(d) Districts in which the death-rates were lowest in the decade
1901-10—
Dera Ghazi Khan 25, LyaUpur 26, Mianwali 29.

(e) Districts in which the proportion of children under ten years of age

to persons between 15 and 40 years of age was highest in 1911

—

Mianwali 1 0, LyaUpur 85, Montgomery 84, Jhang 83.

(/) Districts in which the proportion of children under ten years of age to

married women between 15 and 40 years of age was highest in

1911—
LyaUpur 229, Montgomery 227, Mianwali 222, Jhang 220.

That LyaUpur comes very near the head of a list of twenty-eight

districts (Simla has been omitted as being abnormal) in lists c, d, e and f in-

dicates very clearly that in colony tracts the reproductive power of the
population is higher than elsewhere

;
allowance must

be made for the facts that plague was not so preva-

lent in LyaUpur as in many districts, that colonists

include many of the most virile of the population,

and that the proportion of aged persons amongst
them is small

;
but on the other hand the colonisation

of LyaUpur had mainly taken place before 1901 and
the marginal figures show that most of the increase during the decade was
by natural reproduction and not by the immigration of persons in the middle
periods of life.

The fact that the Shahpur District which may be taken as typical of

the new .Jhelum Colony, appears high up in fists a and h but not in c, d, e and /
confirms the general conclusion

;
that district was so newly colonised in 1911

that the population had not had time to show the effect of the new conditions
in which it lived. It can be concluded that in the decade 1891-1900 the colonisa-

tion of the Chenab Colony effected a movement of population but had not begun
to affect the increase of population, and that in the decade 1901-10 the
.Jhelum Colony showed the same feature whilst the Chenab Colony was begin-
ning to take effect on the increase of population whilst losing its influence on the
movement thereof.

The result of a declining population in a province which was beginning to
feel the effect of density of population in its settled tracts, associated with Govern-
ment extension of irrigation facilities, is iUustratedby the curious figures for ex-
tension of cultivation and irrigation shown below

—

o

/»crease par ant. in Lyillpnr
by agi-qroups.

Total . . . . 8-3

0—10 .. „ 21 3
10— 15 .. .. 0'6

15—40 . . 3-2

40—60 .. 2 1

60 and over .. .. lO'J

Irrigated from State canals
Irrigated from private canals
Irrigated from wel s

Irrigated from other sources
Total irrigated area
Cultivated area

I

Area in square uiles in
INCBEASE IK THE DSOADS

1900-1910.

1900. 1910. Total. Per oent.

6,631 9,733 3,122 47
1,287 802 —483 —38
6,492 4,663 —1,827 —28
240 316 —76 —32

14,6)0 15,.336 886 6
4.1,387 46,323 2,738 6
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The increase in area irrigated through government agency was almost
nullified by the decline in other sorts of irrigation.

The new canal irrigation was largely in tracts which had previously been
unculturable (we have already noted that the Lower Jhelum Canal irrigated 1,166
square miles and that that of the Lower Chenab was extended by 602 square miles,

all of which had been practically desert waste before), and hence was necessarily

associated with new cultivation
;
yet the total increase in cultivated area was le^

than the increase in area irrigated by State canals, showing that, outside the
colonies, cultivation must have remained practically stationary.

The figures suggest two rather contradictory conclusions ;—that diminu-
tion of labour by disease and emigration resulted in contraction of effort, and that
cultivation in the old districts had already been extended so far that it could go
no further ; the first indicates a body of labour only just sufficient to cultivate the
land, the second indicates a pressure of population on resources. The history of
previous periods however all goes to show that the latter is the correct inference,
and the former may be largely discounted on the ground that 1900 was an excep-
tionally dry year in which all wells were worked to their utmost capacity.

The public health and agricultural progress of the decade form gloomy
subjects, and it is a relief to turn to the brighter picture afforded by the economic
aspect of the peoples’ life and the extension in trade and industrial effort.

The harvests of the decade were, on the whole, above average, prices fluctuat-
ed considerably but showed a marked rise above those of previous periods

; wages
rose practically in proportion to prices, so that consumers did not suffer whilst
producers flourished. The position of the agricultural community was strength-
ened by the passing of the Land Alienation Act of 1901 and at the same time
a growing interest in co-operative credit societies which sprang up in districts
scattered throughout the province led to a great improvement in the economic
position of those who joined them.

The average wages of agricultural labourers and of artisans in towns are
shown in the i^t table and compared with the average price of wheat

; there
being no material on which to base an index number, the purchasing power of

AvEBAOK MOIiTSI,T WAOBS.

Prioe of whMt
pet maond.

*. p.
2 8 0

2 4 0

2 4 0

2 0 0

2 8 0

2 8 0

2 12 0

4 0 0

5 12 0

Agricultural.

Rupees Maunds of

wheat.

Rs. a. p.
7 7 0 2-98

7 11 0 3-42

6 12 0 3-00

7 8 0 833

7 2 0 2-86

8 4 0 8-30

0 14 0 S‘69

10 3 0 2-88

10 7 0 2-78

Urban {artisam).

Rnpeee.

Re. a. p.
18 0 0

19 8 0

18 4 0

18 2 0

21 4 0

22 8 0

24 0 0

30 14 0

27 0 0

tends to regulate the pnce of a large number of other commodities, helps to indi-
cate the real fluctuations in wages.

The number of factories employing twenty or more operatives rose from
132 in 1900 to 443 in 1911: both the volume and value of imports and exports was
more than doubled in the decade

; towards the latter end of the decade there was
a boomm company promoting, and although most of the companies were unsound
or even frauduleiit their flotation showed the growth of a more enterprising spirit
amongst those with capital and indicated that there was scope for more heahjiv
enterprises.

' ^
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Section IV.—The Conditions of the Decade 1911-21.

23. The decade opened in hopeful circumstances
;
two years had gone by in

which the general health had been good and promised a freedom from the epide-

mics and hea\^ mortality which had marked the previous eight years
;
a succes-

sion of satisfactory harvests, high prices for produce accompanied by a rise in

waoes sufficient to” cover that rise, and a rapidly increasing export, and import

trade had left both the agricultural and trading communities in a condition of

prosperity ;
the presence of capital and a desire to utilise it was indicated by the

rapid expansion of joint-stock enterprise, and a real step forward in industry bad

been taken and had resulted in the number of factories doubling within the space

of ten years. The terrible wave of disease had left a diminished population with a

reduced capacity for reproduction, but on the other hand bad been most severe

in the more densely populated tracts and had helped to equalise the distribution

of the people ; the opening of canals in the deserts of the west and the colonisation

of the areas commanded by them had gone far to reheve the pressure in the

districts from which the colonists had been drawn, whilst in those parts which

had been first colonised the population was increasing rapidly and exhibited a

marked increase in vitality.

Unfortunately the first autumn crop of the decade was a bad one, but it was

succeeded by a good crop in the following spring, so that on the whole the first year

was an avera<»e one ;
it was succeeded by two years of fair harvests and the fourth

vear of the decade 1914-15 produced bumper crops at both seasons. This period

was one in which the public health was excellent, the death-rate was low, and the

birth-rate increased each year showing the miirvellous recuperative powers of the

people whose fertihty had suffered much .as a result of the widespread fever epide-

mic of 1908. During the first three years of the decade the exports from the

province increased at a very rapid rate and were associated with a rather smaller

increase in imports resulting in the balance of trade turning in favour of the pro-

vince
;
joint stock enterprise continued to boom and, though a large number of

companies failed, there was a great rush to' register new companies of all natures.

This wave o£ good health, prosperity and enterprise now received a check.

The boom in company promoting came to a sudden end
;
the majority of ventures

had been unsound from the start and were doomed to failure, and in 1912-13 a

larve number of fraudulent pro%rident societies were woimd up
;
in the following

year there was a banking crisis and ten banks tailed, to be followed by nineteen

more in the next year ;
thereafter joint stock enterprise declined, its unsoimd

nature having shaken the faith of the would-be investor.

The outbreak of war in August 1914 was accompanied by less disturbance in

the life of the province than might have been expected ; its one inimediate effect

was to reduce the amount of exports and imports but it had little effect on prices

till 1917 ;
though the people of the Punjab responded magnificently to the call for

recruits and added lukre to their ancient martial traditions in every war area,

and though the reality of war was brought home to every village throughout the

province, the direct effect of the war on population statistics is too small to be

traceable.

In 1915 a severe outbreak of plague put an end to the period of increasing

good health and vitality and the year showed a rising death-rate associated with a

declining birth-rate ;
the harvests of 1915-16 were both of them bad, the produc-

tion in the province was no longer able to nullify the effect of the war on prices and

in 1917 commenced a period in which prices rose too rapidly to allow the economic

svstem of the country to adjust itself and in which distress and hardship made
itself felt. The strain on the railway systems of the country re.sulted in a dis-

location of communications and markets, and to some extent the province reverted

to its condition of earher days in which local variations in production had undue

effect on local prices.

Pohtical disturbance, engineered from Germany and America, in the early

(lays of war had produced a feeling of re3tles.sness and the economic pressure

enhanced this feeling and provided a fertile field for the dissemination of pohtical

propaganda of a virulent anarchic type.

Disastroas harvests in 1918-19, and the unparalleled loss of hfe which ac-

companied an epidemic of influenza in the latter part of 1918, brought matters to a

chmax ;
open mutiny had to be quelled by force in the spring of 1919 and left an

Geoersl.
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aftermath of racial feeling accompamed by industrial unrest resulting in strikes and

open opposition to authority.

Good harvests in 1919-20 proved insufficient to stay the upward rush of

prices, and a general failure of crops in 1920-21 created a previously unknown
position in which the margin of export proved insufficient to regulate prices which

therefore became dependent upon local supply and demand and soared to heights

hitherto unknowm,—so high that wheat was actually imported into India from

Australia in spite of the heavy freightage charges.

The decade closed amidst a general gloom contrasting strongly with the

cheerful circumstances in which it had opened
;
in that gloom however there were

yet signs of better times to come ;
the population was showing a recovery from the

effects of the influenza unequalled anywhere else in India; the agricultural com-
munity had weathered the storm with remarkable buoyancy and a magnificent

spread of co-operative endeavour had placed large numbers from amongst it in a

position to reap full benefit from any improvement in conditions
;
trading returns

were increasing rapidly in value if not in bulk and joint stock enterprise, cleansed

by the failures of the earlier years, was beginning to make slight progress on
sounder lines.

Tbe War. 24. The Punjab, with its courageous and head-strong Sikhs of the plains,

its determined Musalman fighting races of the Salt Range, its disciplined and
steadfast Dogras of the foot-hills, and closely associated as it is with the cheerful

and pugnacious Gurkhas of Nepal, has long been known as the Sword-Arm of

India. These elements in its population with many others, some of whom had
already been tried and tempered in the furnace of war and some who had not,

all combined to add further meaning and point to that name during the long

struggle in which the British Empire had to call upon its resources in men and
material to the uttermost limits of its boundaries and outposts.

On practically every front in Europe, Asia and Africa the Punjabi was at

some time or another to be foimd fighting and laying down his life in a struggle of

which he but dimly realised the meaning
;
in his distant home-country his relations

were training and rendering themselves fit to join him, all sections of the people

were contributing in service or cash towards the success of the venture in which he
was engaged, and the countryside itself was raising produce and even surrendering

the capital improvements it had collected in times of peace in the same great cause.

At the census of 1911 the number of men enumerated in the province who
were employed in the Imperial and Indian State Armies were 65,283 and 9,375 res-

pectively, these numbers including reservists and men on leave in the province
;
it

was independently ascertained that there were at that time, apart from reservists,

94,701 Punjabis serving in the Imperial iVrmy
;
of these 23,310 were stationed in

the Punjab, 69,173 in other parts of India and 2,218 outside India.

At the beginning of 1915 there were over 103,000 Punjabis, of whom 86,967
were combatants, in the Indian Army ; during the war no less than 395,493 men were
enlisted in the province and the total number who served in the army during the
continuance of war was only just below half a million. Detailed figures for districts

and States are reproduced below by the courtesy of Mr. M. S. Leigh from whose
war history they have been abstracted

; they are inserted here, not as a tribute to
the magnificent efforts they illustrate, but as statistics showing the distribution of

the martial races in the Punjab and throwing some light on the monetary resources
of its inhabitants as sliown by their contributions to objects connected with
the war

—
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Di&trict or State.

Number

of

males

of

mili-

tary

age,

in

thousands.

Combatants

in

the

In-

dian

Army

on

1st

January

1915.

Number

of

men

who

served

during

the

war. Number

of

fatal

casual,

tics.

Total

contributions

to

War

Funds

and

Chari-

ties

in

thousands

of

rupees.

Total

contributions

to

War

Loans

in

thousands

of

rupees.

Kangra 123 5,796 17,113 823 129
)

616
Eoshiarpar 153 5,901 21,153 791 114 1,365

Jullundnr 138 3,286 16,404 572 177 3,827

Ludhiana 90 5,995 23,341 622 180 2,909
Ferozepore 166 2,224 1 20,539

r

325 441 5,971

Lahore
1

182 1,501 10,800 322 306 16,417

Amritsar j
152 5,328 23,500 804 239 4,329

Gurdaspur
i

144 2,395 19,204 502 229 2,415

Sialkot 166 2,709 15,339 450 69 1,733

Gnjranwala 158 1,643 14,843 271 225 2,136

Gnjrat 129 4,510 27,335 672 83 1,016

Shahpur 108 2.834 15,500 210 277 1,742

.Thelnm 82 8,652 31,881 990 203 1,104

Rawalpndi 90 8,524 .36,292 1,336 213 3,921

Attock 84 2,849 18,851
;

383 104 1,169

Mianwali 56 1,1.59 5,000
j

187 269 623

Montgomery 89 14 3,002 i 25 130 1,229

Lyallpur 149 338 8,266 102 369 6,479

Jhang 85 44 955 9 105 1,390

Multan 136 39 4,700 16 176 2,990

Muzaffaigarh 95 18 2,042 6 118 649

Dera Qhazi Khan 89 10 1,047 8 65 612

BRITISH DISTRICTS 3,367 80,146 423,006 11,208 5,171 86,941

Dnjana 4 .. 1,266 7 8 19

Pataudi 3 450 50 224
Ealsia 10 1,014

i
3 138 363

Loharu 3 6 378
1

1 7 35
Nahan 23 • • 1,207

i
32 i 684 37

Mandi 29 . . 1,124 8 96 628
Suket 9 240 : 3 i

191 94
Kapurthala 46 271 0.914

;

1,108 1,401

Maleikotla 12 178 3,934 1 61 j 1,870 336
Faridkot 23 88 2,769 ! 45 1 672 1,789

Chamba .
.

g.. 22 8 499 1 27 269 384
Patiala .

.

243 3,898 37,020 , 780
1

8,232 4,600
Tmd 46 1,283 8,673

j
311 2,013 1,150

Nabha 43 ; 1,086 7,000
1

184 994 3,253
Bahawalpnr

‘i
131

i 3
j

4,085 1 9 611 11,636

STATES _l 647 i 6,821 ! 75,563 ! 1,586 16,943 26,028
Contributed by the staff of various Government departments.

j

372

TOTAL PUNJAB •• 4,014
1

86,967
1

498,569
1

12,794 22,486 112,969

Close on one-eighth of the total number of males of military age joined the

army ; in Rawalpindi and Jhelmn Districts more than one man in every three served

with the colours during the war. Contributions to war funds and war loans amount-
ed to thirteen and a half crores or to over five and a half rupees per head of popula-
tion,

The imhreot effects of the war have been roughly indicated in the preceding
paragraph and will be treated more fully in the succeeding paragraphs which
deal with several phases of the provincial life which were materially influenced by
war conchtions.

It comes as a shock to the imagination to compare the mortahty directly

caused by the war with that due to natural causes
;
though war casualties w^ere

amongst the pick of the population they were numerically insignificant when
contrasted with the death-roll caused by the slightest of epidemics

;
indeed it is

undoubtedly true, as observed by Mr. Leigh, that the war saved more lives in the
Punjab owing to the collection of men in cantonments where the ravages of influenza

in 1918 were met by efficient medical precautions and remedies than it wasted on
the field of battle. It is possible that the absence of so large a proportion of the
able-bodied from their homes indirectly afltected the population by lowering the
birth-rate, but so many of these men were able to visit their homes on leave that
the efiect was not great enough to be discoverable from statistics. With regard
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to its effect upon the numbers of the population the war is an almost negligible

factor of a decade which it itself will render unique in history as long as civilisation

lasts.

Relation 25, We have aheady had to refer to vital statistics, and, before discussing

staU^to'and
decade in detail, it is necessary to examine the theoretical rela-

cenaus tion between them and census results and to try to estimate the extent to
Hasuits. which reliance can be placed on their accuracy. The system of registration of

births and deaths, which is the basis of the vital statistics, was fully described in

the Census Report of 1911 and need not be discussed at length : suffice it to say

that it depends on periodical reports made at police stations by petty village

officers. The illiteracy of the majority of the individuals responsible for the

reports combined with the difficulty of ensuring any effective check on the

accuracy of their reports renders many omissions possible but does not lead

to the registration of any events which have not occurred, and it is therefore

probable that the statistics show too few births and deaths
; on the

other hand the ratio of error by omission is probably m uch the same from year

to year and from district to district, hence in normal times the vital statistics

should give an accurate comparison of conditions in different places and at different

times. On the whole, deaths arc more widely known than births and possibly the

vital statistics tend to omit more births than deaths, in which case they lead to an

expectation of a larger population than is revealed by an ensuing census, as was the

case in 1911 ;
on the other hand severe epidemics, such as the influenza epidemic of

1918, form occasions on which it is impossible for the village officer to keep account

of the deaths which are occurring on every side, and in some localities they may
carry off all those officers w hose duty it is to make and receive reports

;
a priuri the

number of deatlis registered during such epidemics may be expected to be far less

than those which actually take place.

There is no satisfactory way of comparing vital statistics with census results

for areas subject to fluctuating migration
;
using the term native to indicate a

person born and enumerated in the area concerned, the following diagram shows
immediately that the solution of the problem is impossible ;

—

'Natives in 1921.
' Emigrants in 1921

(

Deaths in the area.

Immigrants in 1921

.

Outsiders and deaths
outside the area.

We have figui^s for the first two quantities on the left and for the first three

quantities on the right of the diagram ;
each of the seven linos show's the origin and

goal of an unlaiown number of persons ;
in mathematical language w’e have seven

unknowns connected with five knowm quantities by only five equations
;
there is

no one correct solution to such a problem and hence to correlate vital statistics

with census figures we must import various as.sumptions as to the nature of the

stream of migration.

Without resorting to mathematical reasoning we can illustrate the impos-’

sibility by (|uoting an extreme case :—suppose that soon after the census of 1911 a

great wmve of miirration entirely altered t!io constitution of the population of any
tract and that a return wave occurretl before the census of 1921, then the vital

statistics refer to persons who wmre in the tract neither in 1911 nor in 1921 and

hence have no connection wnth the census figures.

Subsidiary Table V at the end of this chapter contrasts the increase in the

actual and natural populations of all districts with the excess of birtlis over deaths

Natives iu 1911.

Births' in the area

Eiuiarants in 1911

Immigrants in 1911.

Outsiders.
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during the decade, that is, with the natural increase
;
but before that table can be

of any use it is necessary to understand how far the three sets of figures should
agree if they were absolutely accurate, and I therefore explain the connection
between them below :

—

The increase in actual population exceeds the natural increase

by the excess of immigration over emigration in the decade.

The natural population of 1921 equals the natural population of 1911 plus
all births in the district minus deaths amongst persons born in the district . But the
deaths amongst personsborn in the district equal the deaths in the district minus
the deaths amongst immigrants plus the deaths amongst emigrants. Hence the

increase in natural population exceeds the natural increase by the excess of deaths

amongst immigrants over deaths amongst emigrants.

To compare the figures we want, in tlie fimt ease, to know the excess of im-
migration over emigration in the decade, and in the second case, to know the excess
of deaths amongst immigrants over those amongst emigrants

;
neither of these

quantities are known and neither of them can be calculated from the figures

available.

As a matter of fact the tw’o equations which have been mentioned are
identical :—the immigration during the decade equals the immigrants enumerated
in 1921 minus those enumerated in 1911 minus the deaths amongst immigrants

;

similarly, the emigration diuing the decade equals the number of emigrants
enumerated in 1921 minus those enumerated in 1911 minus the number of deaths
amongst emigrants. If we substitute these equivalents in the first equation it

reduces itself to the second equation.

We can however establish a direct connection between the census figures

and the vital statistics provided we assume that the stream of migration is con-
stant and also assume some reasonable death-rate as being applicable to
migrants.

The death-rate in the Punjab has averaged 36*2 per mille during the last

decade, but 44*7 of the deaths have been amongst children of less than five

years of age so that the death-rate amongst the remainder has only been 20
per mille. Most of the migration of the Punjab is within the province and the
migrants include few children of tender age, hence it is reasonable to assume a
general death-rate of 20 per mille amongst them.

With this general death-rate one fiftieth of the inunigrants present in 1911
die each year and at the end of the decade only four-fifths of
them survive. Of 1,000 new immigrants coming in during
the year 1911-12 ten die in that year and twenty in each
of the nine remaining years so that 810 survive at the end
of the decade

;
of 1,000 new-comers in 1912-13 ten die in

that year and twenty in each of the remaining years so
that 830 survive

; and so on. Thus out of 10,000 new
immigrants who come in during the decade only 9,000
survive as shown in the margin.

The immigrants in 1921 are made up of the survivors of those present
in 1911 and of the survivors of the new immigrants who came in during
the decade, hence the number of immigrants enumerated in 1921 equals
four-fifths of those enumerated in 1911 together \vith nine-tenths of those who
have come in since that year. Hence the number of immigrants of the decade
can be calculated from the census figures and in an exactly similar way the
number of emigrants during the decade can also be calculated.

The excess of immigrants over emigrants during the decade has been
calculated according to this method for every district and state and the results
are entered in column 11 of Subsidiary Table IV.

But, as we have already seen, the total increase in any district is made
up of this excess and of the excess of births over deaths

;
hence we can calculate

the excess of births over deaths from the census figures alone and compare the
result with the numbers actually recorded.

As the system of registration precludes the possibility of more births or
deaths being recorded than actually occur, any error in the vital statistics must
be in the direction of showing too few

;
and if calculation from the census figures

shows a greater excess of births over deaths than the recorded figures the error
must be in the number of births recorded and vice versa.

810
830
850
870
890
910
930
950
970
990

9,000
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Recorded Calculated Difference
District. deaths. deaths. per cent.

Attock 168,959 197,076 16-6

Gujrat *^267,052 300,735 12-7

Mianwali 115,762 127,117 9-8

Lyallpur 258,860 183,870 9'7

Jhelum 170,358 186,306 9-4

Gurdaspur 324,812 352,541 8-6

Jhang 162,445; 175,448 8-1

Sialkot 359,708j 388,609 8-0

Muzaflargarh 187,897 201,612 7-3

Rawalpindi 191,626 203,480 6-2

Multan 265,634 280,362 5-5

Kangra 257,856 269,209 5-2

Hoshiarpur 316,059 329,577 4 ‘3

Ludhiana 203,639 211,410 3-8

Hissar 294,117 304,337 3-5

Karnal 353,466 358,998 1-6

Dera Ghazi Khan 146,043 165,504 1-3

Ambala 273,820 275,420 0-6

Amritsar 363,498 365,328 0‘5

Recorded Calculated Difference

births. births. per cent.

Ferozepore 457,256 457,689 0-0

Jullundur 353,093 356,354 0-9

Lahore 485,359 493,501 1-7

Montgomery 229,082 280,902 21-3

Shahpur 268,459 336,711 25*4

Simla 8,286 21,202 155-9

40 per mille amongst migrants and
districts at random we find tiiat

The inset table shows the corrections that must be applied to the idtal

statistics in order to make them
agree with census results, pro-

vided the assumptions on

which the calculations have

been based do not vitiate the

argument
;
but before we can ac-

cept these corrections we must

see how far those assumptions

are justifiable. The assump-

tions that have been made are :

—(1) The death-rate amongst
migrants is about 20 per miUe

;

(2) the same number of immi-

grants come in and the same
number of emigrants go out
every year

;
and (3) once an

immigrant comes to a district

he does not leave it and an
emigrant never returns.

The first assumption is based
on general grounds and it is

safe to assume that the death-

rate amongst migrants is not
far from 20 per mille

;
for the

sake of argument let us assume
the impossibly high death-rate of

work out the result
;

selecting a few
in Attock the recorded deaths should

be increased by 14'9 instead of 16 6 per cent. ; in Multan by 6'8 instead

of by 5 5 ;
in Kangra by 3'1 instead of 5 2

;

whilst in Shahpur the recorded
births should be increased by 17*4 instead of by 25*4. The result of

assuming an impossibly high death-rate ig to alter the conclusions but
sbghtly, hence the result of 20 per mille not being an absolutely correct

death-rate for migrants will afiect the results very slightly indeed. In other

words the first assumption scarcely affects the accuracy of the result.

Now take the second assumption
;
by assuming that the migration was

constant we found that nine-tenths of the migrants of the decade survive at the

end of it
;
if all the migration occurred directly after the 1911 census then four-

fifths of them would survive, whilst if it all occurred just before the last census

the whole of them would survive
;
in other words, the difference caused in the

figures in column 11 of Subsidiary Table IV would have to be increased or
decreased by only one-ninth even if the whole migration took place in 1911 or

in 1921, hence the difference necessary in them on account of the slightly

fluctuating nature of migration must be very slight indeed.

The third assumption however leads us further astray as much migra-
tion is temporary

;
if an immigrant both arrives and departs during the decade

he has no effect at all on the statistics
;

if however he was enumerated as an
immigrant in 1911 liis subsequent departure is equivalent to an unrecorded death.
Similarly a man who both emigrates and return* during the decade does not
affect the calculations, but if an emigrant enumerated in 1911 returns during
the decade his arrival is equivalent to an unrecorded birth in the district.

The third assumption therefore affects the accuracy of the result in
districts in which the immigrants and emigrants recorded in 1911 were largely

temporary migrants and have since returned to their homes.

Having analysed the effect of the assumptions on which they are based
we can now examine the results. At the head of the table are districts in which
either (1) the deaths have not been fully registered, or (2) immigrants in 1911
have since returned to tlieir homes. Amongst the districts at the head of the
list are Attock, Lyallpur, Jhelum, Giudaspur, Jhang, Sialkot and Muzaffargarh
in all of which the balance of migration has been away from the district and
probably several immigrants recorded in 1911 have since left them

; in these
our third assumption has probably resulted in magnifying the correction which
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is necessary in the recorded deaths. Amongst the districts at the foot of the list

Ferozepore, Lahore and Montgomery are districts which have been gaining by
migration and to which no doubt many old emigrants have returned, in them the

correction to be apphed to the number of births on record has probably been

exaggerated.
On the whole our-third assumption has tended to enhance the correc-

tions which the figures show to be necessary
;
yet, even as they stand, these

corrections show that remarkably little error exists in the vital statistics
;
in only

five districts out of twenty-five does the error exceed ten per cent. It has

always been recognised that vital statistics are inaccurate but I have been unable

to find records of any attempt to gauge the extent of the inaccuracy, I believe

that this attempt establishes the fact that the vital statistics are far less erro-

neous than their most friendly critics have imagined.

Having, I hope, proved that the method employed does not lead to violent

errors and also that the majority of the vital statistics are very close to the truth,

I must give some reasons to account for the exceptional cases of Montgomery,

Shahpur and Simla. In the last case this is easy for more than two-thirds of the

population of this district is urban and almost entirely consists of periodic or

occasional visitors ;
this district forms an example of the fictitious case, men-

tioned early in this paragraph, of an area in which the vital statistics refer to

persons who were present in the district at neither census.

In Montgomery the immigrants constituted 11 per cent, of the total

population in 1911 and no less

than 20 per cent, in 1921 ;
in

Shahpur the immigrant pro-

portion of the total population

dropped from 21 per cent, to

11 per cent, in the decade ;

where the stream of migration

is so great as this any assump-
tion concerning it must lead

to appreciable error and in

these two districts, at least, I

abandon reliance on the

accuracy of the conclusions I

have drawn. The existence of

these exceptions renders it

necessary to indicate the

districts in which violent fluc-

tuations in the proportion of

immigrants at the two censuses
most affect the results ; this is

done by the inset table in

which I have tried to place
those districts for which the
results must be least reliable at

IMMIQKANTS AND EMIGRANTS EXPRESSED AS PEEOENrAOES
TRB Total Population.

District.

Immigrants.
1

Emigrants.

1911. 1921. 1911. i 1921.

i

Simla 47 31 35 28

Shahpur 21 11 0 5

Montgomery 11 20 20 15

Hissar 17 12 4 7

Gujrat 4 7 15 12

Jhelum 7 5 12 16

Ferozepore 21 19 14 12

Rawalpindi 13 15 9 8
Ambala 17 15 19 19

Jhang 5 4 16 14

Sialhot 8 7 25 27
Amritsar 12 11 22 26
Kama! 13 12 11 10

Kangra 5 4 6 7

Attock 4 3 6 6
Muzaffargarh o 4 4 4
•Jullandur 11 11 22 26
Ludhiaaa 16 16 24 20
Hoshiarpur 7 7 18 20
Lahore 21 21 12 13

Gurdaspur 9 9 19 19

Multan 11 11 5 5
Mianwali 4 4 7 7

Dera Ghazi Khan 3 3 4 4

the top. Except in the first three districts the fluctuations have been insufficient

to afiact the results materially, whilst the figures in the lower part of the table
show how very constant the stream of migration must be throughout the greater
part of the province and therefore support the conclusion that the results

are little affected by the second assumption on which they were based.
Before leaving this subject it is perhaps necessary to meet an argument

by which the whole method might be attacked, which is that the discrepancy
between vital statistics and census results has been assumed to be due to errors

in the former rather than in the latter. My reply to this is that census figures

for total population are subject to very little error
; those for immigrants and emi-

grants are however affected by birth-places being incorrectly recorded, for instance
an immigrant father may give his own birth-place for every member of his
family forgetting that some members were born after his immigration

; the
error therefore is limited to one of the four figures for immigrants and for
emigrants of 1911 and of 1921. Using the same method, but assuming that
the vital statistics are correct, we find that the error in Attock would be any one
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of the following :

—

(1) Immigrants of 1921 should be 46,065 instead of 16,830.

(2) Emigrants of 1921 should be 495 instead of 29,732.

(3) Immigrants of 1911 should be 51,078 instead of 19,446.

(4) Emigrants of 1911 should be—3,516 instead of 28,116.

All these errors are far beyond the bounds of possibility, hence it is

reasonable to assume that the comparatively small correction in the vital statistics

is the one to be adopted. Similarly in all other districts it will be found that
there is either a small error in the vital statistics or an impossibly large error in
the census figures, and hence it is entirely justifiable to use the census figures as
a check on the vital statistics but not to invert the process.

Pubtto Health. 26. Except for the devastating epidemic of influenza which swept over
India in 1918 and caused the largest number of deaths which have ever occurred
in the Punjab in one year since any record of vital statistics has been maintain-
ed, the health of the province maintained a high general level throughout the
decade.

Compared with other provinces in India both the birth-rate and the death-
rate of the Punjab are high

;
in 1916, 1919 and 1920 the Punjab showed the

highest birth-rate in any of the ten large reporting provinces in India
; in 1911,

1914 and 1915 the Punjab birth-rate was only exceeded by that of the Central
Provinces, whilst in the remaining four years of the decade only the United
Provinces and the Central Provinces showed higher birth-rates. In 1915 the
Punjab was unfortunate in showing the highest death-rate in India, and in 1917
Bombay was the only province returning a higher death-rate

;
in the other eight

years the Punjab has stood third on the list three times, fourth twice and seventh
twice, whilst in 1920 it took ninth place.
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In reading the following brief account of the health conditions of the
decade, great assistance will be found from reference to diagrams numbers 9,
10 and 11 which will be found to illustrate the characteristics of the years in a
way which enables each to be regarded in association with the others :

—
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1911 was described at tbe time as an exceptionally healthy year except for

the occurrence of plague, which disease contributed 8'9 to the death-rate of the

year. The healthiness was mainly due to a defective monsoon which resulted in a

freedom from fever which only contributed 15‘3 to the death-rate and was lighter

than in any previous year since 1887. There was an outbreak of cholera in the

Sialkot District, but though severe for a time it was not of sufficient extent to affect

the death-rate of the province to any appreciable degree. A glance at the diagram

shows that the birth-rate of this year was exceeded five times in the decade and

that in six subsequent years the death-rate was lower
;
yet at the time the birth

and death-rates were described as high and low respectively, showing at once how
much more favourable the conditions of health were in this decade than the last.

1912, described as the healthiest year since 1886, cjiiite eclipsed the pre-

vious year in the brightness of its vital statistics
;
another weak monsoon resulted

in an even further decline in the death-rate from fever, plague abated and there

were no epidemics except one of small-pox. The total death-rate of 26'6 was the

lowest for many years and was accompanied by the very high birth-rate of 4o‘3,

due probably to the effect of three consecutive healthy years on the fertility of the

population.

1913 started with a legacy from the previous year in the shape of small-pox,

and this disease continued till the middle of the year causing a greater mortality

than it had done for seventeen years previously
;

in February it accounted for

8,551 deaths, the highest number ever recorded from it in a single month. An
early and weak monsoon produced conditions unfavourable to the spread of plague

which showed a mildness unknown for many years
;
the conditions were also un-

favourable to fever, and though fevers accounted for more deaths than in the two
previous years they could not be termed severe. The death-rate rose to 30*2,

the birth-rate just exceeded that of 1912 being 45‘4 which was the highest recorded

in the province since 1900.

1914 proved to be yet another healthy y«ar
;
the continued sequence of

these had a cumulative efiect on the birth-rate in each year and in this year it rose

to 46‘3, the highest for any year in the decade
;
this rate had been exceeded only

once since 1878, namely in 1899. This year marked the end of a series of years in

which the fertility of the people gradually recovered after the prejudicial effect of

the great malaria epidemic of 1908. In this year the mortality from both fevers

and plague increased, and though neither of these were heavy they showed an
appreciable effect on the total death-rate which rose to 32’0.

1915 was a bad year in comparison with those preceding it
;
heavy rain in

March and April delayed the hot weather and produced conditions favourable to

the flea, the chief disseminator of plague, and a severe epidemic of this disease

resulted
;
in respect of other diseases the year was a healthy one. The total death-

rate rose, entirely on account of plague, to 36’3 and at the same time the birth-rate

dropped to 43'6.

In 1916 a heavy and prolonged monsoon caused an increase in malaria,

and more than half the deaths of the year were caused by fevers. In other

respects however the year was a bright one
;
plague was less than it had ever

been in the Punjab since it first made its appearance in the province, in fact in

July the province was declared to be free of plague for the first time for twenty
years. The total death-rate dropped to 30’7 and the birth-rate rose to 45’6 being
the highest recorded in any province in India.

In 1917 heavy rainfall in April and May followed by a monsoon which gave
much rain from June right on into October, produced conditions in which an
epidemic of fever was inevitable

;
from September onwards malaria was rife and

the epidemic was the worst since 1908. Plague on the other hand was very light

and the year was the lightest small-pox year on record. The birth-rate reached
practically the same figure as in the previous year, but the death-rate rose owing
to the fever epidemic to 37'9.

The first nine mouths of 1918 shewed little indication of the dreadful visit-

ation of disease and death which swept the province in the closing months of the
year. Plague was severe in March and April, but otherwise all diseases were less

active than usual
;
it is true that two epidemics of influenza appeared in August

and September, the first in Lahore, Simla and Amritsar, and the second univer-
-sally spread over the province from Gurgaon to Attock

;
but the influenza was of

a mild form and caused inconvenience but no alarm, in fact the death-rates in
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these two months were the lowest during the year. But in October influenza of a

most malignant type spread over the whole countryside, and the death-rate for

the month leapt up to 13'9 per mille against a normal average of 2-8
;
in the next

month it increased to the staggering figure of 34-2 and in December declined to

7'0 against a normal average of 2'9.

The next paragraph deals with this outbreak of malignant influenza and in

this review of the years of the decade suffice it to say that the death-rate for the

year rose to Sl’O whilst the birth-rate dropped down to 39-6
;
population which,

according to vital statistics had been increasing rapidly and steadily throughout

the decade, now fell within the short space of three months to very little more
than it had been at the end of 1913 five years previously. Though the outbreak

lasted but three months, the death-rate for the year rose to the highest figure on
record, and that for November to a figure incomparably higher than had ever been

recorded before in a single month.
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The
Influenza

Epidemics
ot 191d.

1919 proved to be a very healthy year
;
small epidemics of cholera and

small-pox formed unpleasant features but did not prevent the death-rate from drop-

ping to the lowest on record since 1912. A very short-lived monsoon resulted

in little fever, and plague was light. The low’ death-rate was mainly the result of

the absence of fever and plague, but it is a matter of speculation how far that

absence was due to the weeding out of the weaklings by the awful mortality of the

previous year.

There was no recrudescence of the influenza though a few cases were reported

and caused anxiety to the medical authorities, but the disease left its mark upon
the year in the shape of an exceptionally low birth-rate. It is noteworthy however
that the low birth-rate of 40' 3 returned in the Punjab was yet the highest return-

ed by any province in India
;
and that the death-rate of 28'3 was exceeded by

eight out of the other nine large provinces
;
which two facts illustrate the marvel-

lous recuperative powers of the population.

1920 was again a healthy year
;
there was little rain except for some unusual

falls in May and there was little fever. The Punjab again took pride of place in

India in respect of its birth-rate of 42‘9, which, though low, was considerably in

excess of that of the preceding twelve months
;
and again its death-rate of 28'

6

was exceeded by six other provinces.

To sum up, the decade may be described as an exceptionally healthy one
with the exception of the one appalling outbreak of influenza in 1918

;
in a series

of particularly good years 1915 and 1917 stand out as less healthy than the rest

owing to epidemics of plague and fever respectively. This series of good years

has resulted in a high birth-rate, which however was brought dowm with a rush in

1918 and has not yet reached its former level though it has improved in each of

the subsequent years.

At the end of the decade there were most cheering signs of a rapid recovery
after the desolating events of 1918; the death-rate was exceptionally low and though
the birth-rate was naturally at a low ebb after the exceptional mortality amongst
young adults in 1918 it was yet improving

;
both in respect of its birth-rate and

death-rate the Punjab was comparing most favourably with other parts of India,

and renewing its depleted population at a greater rate than any other province.

27. Rumours of the existence of influenza in the Punjab arose in July of

1918, but no cases were definitely reported till August when the disease appeared
in recognisable form in Simla, Lahore and Amritsar

;
the disease was then in a mild

form witli very low case mortality and caused no anxiety
;
it was more prevalent

amongst Europeans than Indians. This light epidemic died out and was succeed-
ed by a second in September which was of much greater extent and spread through-
out the length and lireadth of the Punjab

;
but it too was of a mild variety and

caused few deaths. The mild form of the disease in both epidemics is illustrated

by the fact that the death-rates in August and September were lower than the
average for those months and were less than in any other months of the year.

In October the disease appeared for the third time
;
it was now in a malig-

nant form and was allied with a very fatal tT’pe of pneumonia
;
by the middle of

the month it had spread throughout the plains of the Punjab and reached the
hill districts soon after. It appears to have been spread mainly by returning
military units, post office and railway employees and general travellers

;

the infection was extremely rapid, the period of incubation being rather less than
two days.

From the middle of October to the middle of November the state of the
province beggars description. Hospitals were choked, dead and dying lay
by the sides of the roads, burial grounds and burning ghats were strained beyond
their capacity and corp.ses lay awaiting burial and cremation. Terror and con-
fusion reigned supreme, the postal and telegraph ser\’ices were disorganised, and a

harassed and depleted medical service struggled valiantly but ineffectually to cope
with the disease. During this period large numbers of the educated classes earned
the gratitude of the sufferers by devoted self-sacrifice and social service, whilst
medical students throughout the province rendered every assistance within their
power.

The disease proved especially fatal to young adults including women of
child-bearing age, and was said to single out pregnant women more than others.
It was capable of treatment, and even elementary knowledge of simple rules of
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health would have rendered it far less disastrous
;
as far as can be ascertained the

case mortality was rather under five per cent, amongst Europeans, about six per

cent, among Indians of the higher classeswho were ableto obtain medical attention,

and anything over fifty per cent, amongst the Indians of the countryside who had
no knowledge of the treatment to be adopted and could not obtain medical aid.

In towns though the medical staff could not attend all cases, they were able to do
a great deal more than in rural tracts by the publication of advice as to simple

precautions and expedients, with the residt that the mortality in urban areas was
only 36 per mille as against 51 per mille in rural areas.

During the first five years of age males were more subject to attack than
females, but above this age the mortality amongst
females was much in excess of that amongst males ;

the greatest mortality was amongst persons of 15
years of age and upwards each succeeding age
group after this showing a greater death-rate from
the disease than that below it. This is clearly'

shown by the marginal figures which show the
death-rate for each group amongst both males
and females.

It must be noted that no separate returns of

deaths by' influenza were prepared at reporting

stations
;
in its various phases the malignant

type resembled sometimes pneumonic plague and
sometimes relapsing fever: it was almost invariably
returned under the head of fevers, and separate

figures for it have been compiled by the medical authorities by deducting the

normal number of deaths in each month from the total recorded during the epide-

mic
;
this method was no doubt rough and was more likely^ to result in minimising

the number df deaths than in exaggerating it for it is probable that during the epide-

mic the mortality from other fevers was less than the normal for the time of year.

It is, however, not from misclassification so much as from failure of the registration

system that we may expect errors to exist in the returns prepared for influenza
;

with the countryside being devastated by the scourge it must have been impossi-

ble for village chauJcidars to give in accurate reports of the number of deaths
;

it is extremely probable that a great deal of the mortahty never foimd its way on
to the death registers, and that the vital statistics grossly underestimate the num-
ber of deaths caused by the epidemic. As far as the statistics can be trusted,

the incidence of the death rate in the different districts of the province is given

below—
Death-rate from influenza by districts.

Guigaon .

.

.. 123-1 Amritsar .. 42-2
Rohtak .. 96-2 Muzaffargarh .. 41-6
Ludhi ana .

.

.. 77-4 Lyallpnr .. 41-2
Hissar .. 67-2 Mianwali .

.

.. 411
ilontstomery . . 63 4 Jullundur .. 40-3

Karnal . . 60-8 Gujrat .. 39-8
Ferozepore .. 57-5 Shahpur .. 36-5
Lahore .. 56-0 Jhelum .. 351
ilultan .. 53 -9 Attock .. 32-0
Dera Ghazi Khan . . 53'.) Sialkot .. 29-3
Gujranwala . . 46-4 Hoshiarpur 20 0
Gurda-ipur .. 45 ’7 Rawalpindi . . 25 -9

Arabala .. 44-9 Simla .. 23-9

Jhang .. 44-5 Kangra .. 22-9

The mortality was heaviest in the south-east of the province, but there is

some doubt as to the figures for Gurgaon as in that district there was an epidemic
of relapsing fever going on concurrently with the influenza and it was impossible
to separate the figures for the two

;
the hill districts were affected least, and

it may be noted that it was in these that the epidemic appeared and disappeared
latest.

By the end of November the influenza was rapidly disappearing in the
plains, but it was nearly a month later before the hill districts were free. Though
the epidemic died out as quickly as it appeared, and didjiot recur in the last tw^o

years of the decade, it left behind it a population depleted of its young adults
and its effect on the birth-rate will probably be traceable well into the next
decade.

Age.

Death-rate

Males.

per mille.

Females.

Undir 1 30-36 27-47
1—5 37 05 36-82

5—10 25-22 29-58

10—15 28 42 40-91

15—20 43 50 59-67

20—30 47-46 59-10

30—40 50-22 63 01
40—50 52-72 60 30
.50—60 66-68 80-16

60 and over 77 00 92-74

All ages 45-71 54 78
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The diagrams which illustrate the preceding paragraph show far more
clearly the effect of the epidemic than any description can do

;
note for instance

the enormous rise in the death-rate of 1918 and the sudden drop in population in

the midst of a period of continuous and rapid increase as shown by diagrams 9

and 10; and, more striking than all, note the course of the death-rate by months
over the whole decade as shown in diagram number 1 1

.

28. It has often been said that the spread of canal irrigation is accompanied
Connection ^ deterioration in the health of the people, due to the conditions of canal-

irrigated tracts being favourable for the production of malaria. In paragraph 62

tion and of the 1911 Census Report this drawback of canal irrigation was made the subject

from^feve-
comment, and a diagram was inserted to show the cormection between it and

fever mortality
;
in examining that diagram I have failed to see that it supports the

theory that it is said to illustrate.

The theory is an important one and I have gone into the available statistics

in great detail, but can find nothing in support of it; it is however so widely accepted,

that I insert a diagram illustrating one of the many ways in which I have attempted
to test it. The basis for the fever mortality figures in this diagram are those for

rural tracts only, and by omitting the figures for 1918 from the totals of the decade
I have eliminated the influenza epidemic, which spread without any relation to

irrigation
;
separate figures for malaria are not available but it constitutes the

principal disease amongst those tabulated as fevers. For irrigation figures I have
chosen those given in the Season and Crop Report for 1918-19 as they appear
to be representative for the decade as a whole.

Ho. 14. CAHAL IRRIGATI05 and MORTALITY from FEVERS,

The first Column of figures shows the nu.m'ber of deaths from
fevers, per mine of population, during the decade 1911-20
omitting the year I9ia.
The second column of figxires shows the number of acres
irrigated from canals in every square mile, in the represent-
ative year 1918-19.
The figures in the first column are plotted In a curve, and
those in the second column are indicated by horizontal lines
opposite to them.

Muzaffargarh
Mlanwaii.
Cujranwai a.
Karnai.
Multan.
Ambaia.
D.G.KUan.
Kangra.
Hissar,
Amritsar.
Attock.
Hoshlarpur.
Rawalpindi.
Montgomery.
Gurgaon.
Slalkot.
Rohtak.
Jhelum.
Jhang.
Gujrat.
Lahore.
Jullundur.
Shahpur.
Lyaiipur.

^

Gurdaspur

.

Perozepore.
Ludhiana.
Slnaa.

226 51 —
212 5
205 167 —
200 68
190 123 —
182 1
181 34 —
177 18 —
175 31
174 217
17 4 2
17 4 11 _

171 I

168 131 —
167 24 —
159 25 -
156 64 _
154 -

150 112 —
150 87 —
148 213 -
143 -

142 141 -
138 456 -
137 57 -

129 144 -

llo 52 -

113 -

The diagram shows at a glance that there is no obvious connection between
canal irrigation and fever

;
six widely irrigated districts have a very low fever death-

rate, the most widely irrigated of all is exceptionally free from fever. Only two
widely irrigated districts have high fever mortality, whilst two more have a
mortality close to that for the proifince as a whole. Mianwali and Ambala, with
practically no canal irrigation, suffer severely from fever

;
Lahore, Shahpur,

Lyaiipur and Ferozepore with widespread canal systems are remarkably free.
Moreover in those irrigated districts w^hich do suffer severely from fever

there are special causes for its prevalence, which, though they arise from canal
irrigation, are not necessary concomitants of it

; these districts are, Gujranwala,
Karnai, Multan and Amritsar.
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In Gujranwala, Karnal and Amritsar the presence of water-logging has long

been recognised as inimical to health and its eradication has been the subject of

much thought and endeavour
;
in Multan, surrounded by rivers, there is a very

large area of irrigation by inundation, which leaves water lying on the surface far

longer than irrigation from perennial canals. If these four districts were omitted

from the diagram, the majority of irrigated districts would be left congregated at

the bottom of it, almost indicating that canal irrigation is beneficial in combating

fever
;
but I certainly do not put this forward as a theory and I limit my conclu-

sions to the negative assertion that statistics show no connection between fever

and canal irrigation except when accompanied by water-logging.

The introduction of canals may lead to an increase of fever, but does not

brinor an increase sufficient to render the tract more liable to fever than tractso
where canals are unnecessary.

29. The following statement in which sown and matured areas are shown Agricultural

as percentages of the average sown and matured areas for the decade and failed

areas as percentages of the sown areas, gives a rough idea of the nature of each

harvest and the result on the total produce for each year of the decade.

This statement together with diagrams numbers 7 and 8 which illustrate

this paragraph should be refer-
Tear.

1911-

12

1912-

13

1913-

14

1914-

15

1915-

16

1916-

17

1917 18
1913-19

1919-

20

1920-

21

Kharif.

Sown.
I
Failed.

69
106
111

112
81
118
111
78
no
104

31
24
24
18
27
10
19
41
17

36

habi.

Sown.

Ill
9t
90
115
100
111
122
79

101

78

Failed.

14
13
10
7

24
16
II

10

10
25

Total.

Matured.

93
99
99
122
84

119
123
74
110
75

red to as the note on each of the

years of the decade is read and

will then be found to reflect

most of the characteristics of

those years. The scales of the

two diagrams should be care-

fully noted, other^^dse they will

give a wrong idea of the relative

importance of spring and

autumn crops ;
for in order

to show the variations in

the latter, they have had to

be shown on a much larger

scale than the spring crops.

The decade opened dis-

astrously ;
there were no

early rains in 1911 and
kharif sowings were very

much restricted in conse-

quence and covered a smaller

area than in any other year

of the ten ;
this was in one

way fortunate for an intense

drought which lasted from

the middle of June till the

latter end of August caused

very heavy failure.

The canals stood the

strain upon them very well,

but irrigation on their lower

reaches was scanty ; and the

water in the rivers w’as so

low that many inundation

(^nals failed to function at

all ;
in freely providing water

for fodder crops the Govern-

ment canals did good work

and saved the lives of thou-

sands of cattle, for fodder

scarcity was acute.

Most unusually heavy

falls of rains occurred on

October 26th and continued

for some four weeks, entirely

changing the agricultural

outlook and enabling the

people to attempt to recoup
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their losses by sowing spring crops on a larger area than usual. A wet January
raised hopes of a record spring harvest, but extreme drjmess in the next two
months dashed these hopes

;
showers in April saved the wilting crops and the

resulting harvest was well above normal.

The result of the miserable kharif and good rabi was a total of matured crops

for the year only 7 per cent, below average.

1912-13. A wet April assisted the sowing of cane and cotton
;
a weak and

fitful monsoon which

arrived rather late

and ceased earlier

than usual, was not

favourable to kharif

crops, but neverthe-

less the sown area

was above average.

Irrigated cotton did

particularly well, as

it usually does in

years of little rain,

and the season also

proved favourable for

cane
;

other kharif

crops though showing

a marked improve-

ment over the previ-

ous year were not

good
;
failure amongst

bajra and jowar was
extensive and led

to a scarcity of fodder

in the ensuing cold

weather.

The early cessation

of the monsoon led to

reduced rabi sowings,

and an exception-

ally dry October

anclNovember created
rather a gloomy out-

look, but later on
there were plenty of

showers and an aver-

age crop resulted.

1913-14 was another

normal year with-

out specially marked

characteristics
;
the early part of the year was wet and led to increased kharif

sowings, cotton and jowar were both sown in much larger quantities than usual.
The early part of the monsoon produced copious precipitation but August was
an exceptionally dry month and the monsoon withdrew completely in September.
Cotton and cane did remarkably well, but jowar and bajra failed badly

; the
harvest was in general good in the west but poor to bad in the south-east

; this
accounts for the low outturn of jowar and bajra which are more extensively
gro^\^^ in the south-east than elsewhere

; their failure again led to cold weather
fodder scarcity in iliis part of the province. In spite of the early cessation of the
monsoon, which interfered with the working of inundation canals, the heavy
rains before August left the ground so moist that in the west the rabi sowings
were in excess

; but elsewhere they were restricted and the sown areas and
produce of the spring staples fell off considerably.

The year 1914-15 was marked by an early monsoon which gave excessive
rain in July and again in the latter part of September, but suffered a prolonged
break in August. Sown areas were again above the average but there was a
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decline in cane and cotton as the ground was dry at the time these two crops had
to be put down, whilst the low price of cotton in the previous year also tended to
prevent wide sowings. The heavy rain in July did much damage to maize, the out-
turn of which was poor

;
the south-east part of the province suffered most from the

August break and once again the jowar crop was a bad one
;
bajra which was more

advanced at the time of the break did not suffer and did better than in the previous
year. On the whole the kharif crop was more successful than in the preceding year,

but maize, cotton and sugar were produced in much smaller quantities.

Early winter rains combined with the moisture in the soil from the down-
pours of September encouraged wide rabi sowings

;
more rain than usual in Feb-

ruary and March were favourable to the crops, and, except for rather unsettled

weather at harvest time, the seasonwas particularly good and resulted in the largest

sown and matured areas ever recorded
; a noticeable feature of the season was the

enormous rise in the production of gram, this due to the fact that extension of

sowings are almost always in unirrigated lands as the cultivation of irrigated lands

is not subject to much fluctuation.

Two fair years and a good one had placed the farming community in a strong
position when 1915-16 opened, and it was fortunate that this was so for it turned
out to be a trying year with two bad harvests.

The country was dry at the time of kharif sowings and very small areas were
brought under cultivation in unirrigated tracts

;
a scanty and ill-distributed mon-

soon, which was 41 per cent, in defect in the aggregate, caused widespread failure

amongst all crops
;
the Himalayan and Sub-Himalayan tracts however escaped the

general misfortune
;
all crops except maize showed a great falling off in sowings, and

all except rice, maize and sugar faired badly and produced Httle, the three excep-

tions being crops which are most widely grown in the two tracts which escaped

the general failure of the monsoon. Cotton sowings were restricted even more
than others, the continued low price caused by war conditions prejudicing this

crop.

A thoroughly bad kharif did not destroy the optimism of the farmers,

and, in spite of the bad monsoon, two periods of rain in September enabled

them to sow rabi crops almost up to the normal extent. The sub-soil water was
low, rivers were low and canals were running under difficulties ;

all depended on

the winter rain and this proved to be very scanty with the result that failure

was very heavy, practically one-quarter of the sown area failing to mature at

all whilst the outturns on the matured areas were imusually^ poor.

The year was a trying one, but the peasantry stood it well thanks to

their prosperous condition when it opened
;
in the south-east, which had failed

to participate to the full in the good fortune of the previous three years, the

pinch was felt most and some slight distress made itself felt.

Conditions looked gloomy when 1916-17 opened, but some rain in June
improved matters and helped cotton and cane sowing. The monsoon started

in the latter half of July and gave very heavy precipitation throughout August

;

it slackened off again in September and finished up by giving very heavy rain in

the beginning of October
;

it was very much more heavy and prolonged than

usual. Kharif sowings leapt pu, maize which had been widely sown the previous

year showing less increase than others, and cotton also did not share to the full

in the extension. The heavy rains proved beneficial to the kharif crops, but were

rather too heavy for jowar whilst the cotton crop was a very variable one ; in

the result excellent yields were given by all crops except jowar, and all except

this and maize and cotton showed a very’' much greater production than in the

previous year
;
this undoubtedly proved the best autumn cropping season in the

decade. The heavy monsoon left conditions excellent for the rabi sowings, which

did not fall far short of the records of 1914-15
;

all rabi crops shared in the widely

extended sowings, particularly gram
;
ydelds were good, but that of wheat was

moderate and the total produce of this crop did not show so much increase as

might have been hoped from the extension in sowing.

The y^ear which followed, 1917-18, was a curious one full of contradictory

features. The early spring was dry but rains in April and May led to an exten-

sion of cotton and cane sowings
;
the monsoon started on the 2nd June and was

continually active till it withdrew on the 25th September
;
its early start, and

its extreme violence caused floods and prevented kharif sowings, and the area
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under all crops except cane and cotton fell considerably. The season was one of

such continuous rain that all crops except cane suffered more or less severely,

and the produce of all except this one crop fell.

The continuous rain gave no opportunity for careful tillage before the rabi

sowings, but the moisture in the ground was so excessive that a large area of

very hastily prepared land was sown and the total area under crops was far in

excess of that in any other year in the decade
;
a dry winter did no harm and the

amount of failure was small, hence the matured area for the crop was very far

above normal—so much so that in spite of the poor kharif the cropped area of

the year was a record beating even that of 1914-15. Yields however were not good,
due partly to the fact that the heavy monsoon and its accompaniment of a

severe epidemic of malaria prevented careful preparation of the ground and also

the usual attention which is paid to the growing crops. As regards total

produce the year was most disappointing
;

all kharif crops except cane
showed a marked decline, and though the produce of rabi crops was far

above normal only those of gram and barley exceeded the figures registered

in 1915 and again in 1920, in both of which years the matured area was less

than in this year. On the whole the year was good but disappointing, huge
areas of matured crops producing yields of very moderate amount.

1918-19, the black year for India owing to the wave of disease which swept
the country at the end of 1918, was also a black year agriculturally for the
Punjab. Light rains in March and April assisted the sowing of cane and cotton,
but the areas did not reach those of the previous year. The monsoon gave no
rain except fitful showers in June and was much in defect throughout July;
it improved during the first half of August and then gradually withdrew com-
pletely ceasing at the beginning of September, and altogether it only gave half
the normal rainfall. As a result of the drought kharif sowings were "very much
restricted and the sown crops suffered badly, the produce of all crops except
cotton fell off very markedly, that of bajra being particularly low. October
and November were hot and dry, rivers were low, inundation canals started
running late and left off early, and even the perennial canals carried much less

than the usual supply
;
conditions were thus most unfavourable for rabi sowings

and the influenza epidemic still further restricted them so that the sown area
dropped to only 79 per cent, of its average for the decade, but as the major
portion of this area was irrigated there was not a great deal of failure except in
the south-east of the province.

Both harvests were very poor, the kharif approximating to the wretched
one of 1911 whilst the rabi was the worst, except for that of 1921, in the whole
decade

;
the matured area for both harvests together was the lowest recorded

during the decade. The only crops which did not do badly were cane, cotton
and maize, most of which were either irrigated or grown in the Himalayan and
Sub-Hiinalayan tracts which were not quite so rainless as the rest of the
province.

By the end of the year the agricultural community in the Ainbala Division
and in the Dera Ghazi Khan District were reported to be suffering from the
adverse conditions

;
cattle had suffered throughout the province

; war conditions
and a closure of goods traffic owing to railw'ay strikes still further affected the
situation and there were few breaks in the general gloomy outlook. Prices W’ere
high owing to the reduced cropping and an increased demand for export, but
there was insufficient surplus grain for this to benefit the smaller proprietors.

In 1919-20 the monsoon gave heavy rain for two months commencing in
the middle of July, and there was showery weather both before and after it. October
and November were unfortunately dry and restricted the rabi sowings, but all
sown areas of both seasons show'ed large increases over the preceding year though
they were not abnormally high

;
failure was lighter than usual and the yields

were very much better.

Excessive heat in the early summer melted the snows rapidly and the
monsoon, though short, was heavy

; the rivers therefore ran at a high level
and the inundation canals had full supplies.

The figures for area indicate a good year not far above normal, but refer-
ence to diagram number 8 shows that the ultimate produce of both harvests was
exceptionally good

;
probably this was the best year of the decennium though
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the figures for area disguise the fact and point to 1914-15, 1916-17 and 1917-18

being better.

1920-21 marked a return to the agricultural conditions of 1918-19, rain

was lacking throughout the year and canals suffered from the lowness of the rivers.

The monsoon set in late in June but was very weak except in the south-east

and in the Himalayan and Sub-Himalayan tracts
;
throughout the next three

months it was greatly in defect and it was followed by a rainless autumn.
The kharif sowings were not restricted as much as might have been

expected, but failure was very heavy
;
the rabi sowings were the lowest recoltled

for over ten years and the small area sown had a higher percentage of failure

than in any other year. The rabi crop was the poorest recorded for many years

and the kharif was comparable with those of the bad years 1911, 1915 and
1918.

The year was one of mild distress
;

resort had to be made to suspensions

and remissions of revenue and to the granting of concession carriage rates for

fodder ;
famine test works were opened in Hissar, and, though they proved to

be unnecessary, this fact marks a nearness to famine conditions which had long

been unknown in the Punjab.

The decade since the last census thus consisted of four good years, three

moderate ones and three bad ones
;
but it is .useless to attempt to compare

cropping and produce returns with those of former decades as cultivation in the

Punjab has not yet attained a state of eqmlibrium and its constant extension

renders the comparison of the results of years separated by any considerable

period useless as a test of the conditions of such years.

The decade has been free from famine, and straitened conditions have
only been experienced in the south-east which did not share equally with the rest

of the province in the good years.

The diagrams attached to this paragraph do not indicate that the fluc-

tuations in cropping are making any progressive change, all can be traced to the

nature of the seasons and to temporary price conditions
;
no crops except cotton

appear to be gaining at the expense of others, and even with cotton this tendency

may be due to the fact that prices were low at the beginning of the decade and
improved rapidly towards the end rather than to any permanent disposition to

sow it more extensively.

30. The figures for the year 1920-21, when compared with those for 1910 Extension of

given in paragraph 22, show
a decline of 17 per cent, in

cultivated area associated with
an increase of 30 per cent, in

irrigated area, but examma-
tion of the figures for inter-

mediate years shows that this

comparison does not give a
true indication of the changes
which have occurred. The
actual figures for each year of
the decade, together with
those which have already
been given for 1900 and
1910, are shown in the inset

table
;

they show that the
comparison of figures recorded
at ten year intervals is not
a satisfactory gauge of pro-

gress
;
fluctuations from year to year totally eclipse progressive changes.
It is at once evident that years of favourable rainfall when the sown

area is most extended are also years in which irrigation, and particularly that
from wells, is restricted; and that well-irrigation- is most mdespread in dry
years when the sown area is smallest; the years 1917-18, 1918-19 and 1920-
21 indicate this very clearly. 1900 was a dry year and 1910 was one of good
rainfall

;
the comparison of figures for those years tends to magnify the increase

in cultivation and decrease in well-irrigation ; this consideration supports the

Areas in square miles.

Ye’.ri

73

S g
eg

<0

'Cu
HH

Irrigated

from

private

canals

Irrigated

from

well.M.

Irrigated

from

other

sources.

Total

area

irrigated,

Gross

cultivated

area.

(Sown

area).

1900 6,631 1,287 6,492 240 14,650 43,587
1910 9,753 802 4, 665 316 15,536 46,325

1911-12 10,877 648 5,344 243 17,112 41,107
1912-13 10,978 774 5,628 279 17,659 42,984
1913-14 11,029 745 5,877 270 17,921 42,701
1914-15 11,857 827 5,020 25U 17,954 49,556
1915-16 11,632 754 5,633 226 18,245 40,475
1916-17 12,612 814 5,364 265 19,055 49,538
1917-18 12,003 802 4,611 262 17,678 51,356
1918-19 11.767 609 5,982 194 18,552 34,146
1919-20 13,601 765 5,525 310 20,201 45,487
1920-21 13,274 701 6,056 211 20,242 38,377

Dacade 11,963 744 5,504 251 18,462 44,573
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Prices,

Wages and
Agricultural

Debt.

assertion made in paragraph 22 that by the end of the decade 1901-11 cultiva-

tion was nearing its limit of extension rather than that labour was scarce.

If we examine the general trend of the figures throughout the last decade,

rather than the figures for the first and last years, it is evident that irrigation

from state canals has actually increased by 22 per cent, in the last ten years,

that the irrigation from private canals and from wells has remained practically

unchanged though varying from season to season, that irrigation from other

sources shows a slight regular decrease, and that the total cultivated area does

noffshow any regular extension sufficient to be traceable amidst the fluctuations

due to seasonal differences.

During the decade the area irrigated from state canals has permanently
increased by about 2,400 square miles without any corresponding increase in

the cultivated area of the province
;
this striking fact is not due to the separa-

tion of Delhi with its small area of cultivation which is roughly about 350
square miles and is insufficient to affect the figures.

We have seen that by 1920-21 the three canals opened during the decade

^ j, jj, 539
were irrigating 2,811 square miles and, as most of the

Upper ChLab 940 irrigation from the Lower Bari Doab and some of that
Lower Bari Doab .. 1,332 from the Upper Chenab is of land which was pre-

'

2,811 viously uncultivated, it is clear that the cultivated

area m settled tracts has, on the whole, declined.

Each decade has shown a rapidly decreasing rate of extension of cultiva-

tion outside the areas rendered cultivable by new irrigation
;
in the last three

decades this has been very marked and it is evident that the province has now
reached a stage when it can expect no increase in the area under cultivation

except by the opening of new canals or the adoption of a different system of

agriculture.

Though practicable schemes for still further extending the canal systems
of the province are in progress, the problem of convejdng available water
to available wastes is becoming more and more complicated

;
the time is already

approaching when the whole of the cold weather supply in most of the great
rivers vdll be used for irrigation

;
storage of the excess waters of the rainy season

does not hold out a prospect of providing a means for extending irrigation at
a rate bearing comparison with that of the last seventy years

; even if all

engineering difficulties are overcome the wastes suitable for cultivation under
irrigation are not inexhaustible.

Of the three great obstacles to increase in population-—war, pestilence

and famine—the first was removed directly British Government was established,

the last was gradually removed by the growth of communications and of an
agricultural surplus, and the second will be .reduced as knowledge of even the
simplest rules of hygiene spreads amongst the people

;
all now depends on the

maintenance of the agricultural surplus ; its existence has depended on the
extension of cultivation which in the past has been rendered possible, in culti-

vable areas, by settled conditions and, in uncultivable areas, by the construc-
tion of canals ; the first po.ssibility of extension has now been exhausted, the
end of the second is in sight ; the system of agriculture mu.st be changed so as
either to raise more produce from the present cultivated area or to bring under
cultivation areas which are at present regarded as uncultivable.

31. There is a very distinct difference between the prices realised by
farmers at harvest time and the subsequent prices realised in the larger grain
markets

;
the former reflect the nature of the seasons more, and the demand for

export less, than the latter.

The following short account refers to harvest prices:—In 1911-12 the prices

of ail grains remained high, being assisted by a brisk demand for wheat for export,
but that of cotton dropped considerably

;
in the next year cotton improved whilst

wheat went still higher. In 1913-14 cotton and sugar, of which there had been
good crops, declined in price ; wheat rose slightly and the coarser food grains went
up on account of scarcity.

1914-15 was an excellent year for the agricultural community; prices
were high except for cotton which suffered owing to exports failing off on account
of the war

;
jowar and bajra fetched high scarcity prices, but, as these are mainlv

grown for home consumption, this told rather' against than for the Puniab
peasant proprietor. The next year was one of poor crops and prices rose all
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round, that of cotton rose briskly as a demand for export once more asserted

itself
;
in this year complaints about the high wages demanded by agricultural

labourers began to be heard and scarcity of labour was, perhaps for the first

time, a real handicap to the farmer.

In 1916-17, with the return of good harvests, prices showed a tendency to

drop all round, but cotton and wheat were not affected
;
the year was one which

fully restored the position of the people which had been somewhat shaken in the
previous year.

A general slight increase in prices occurred in 1917-18 but the outstanding
feature of the year was the price of cotton which soared above anything previously
known

;
the next year was marked by high prices caused by poor cropping and an

increased demand for export, but there was insufficient surplus grain for this to

benefit the smaller proprietors.

In 1919-20 excellent harvests following after a bad year resulted in a general
drop in prices, but wages continued to rise rapidly ; the bad harvests of 1920-21
forced up prices once more, and they attained the highest general level reached
during the decade.

Turning from harvest prices to those obtaining in the principal grain mar-
kets of the proffince which are shovui in diagram No. 16, we find a very rapid and
practically continuous increase throughout the decade.

The outbreak of war in 1914 caused a sudden rise in prices at the end of

that year and this continued the next vear and was enhanced by a poor monsoon.
In 1916 wheat exports were severely restricted, prices hitherto unknovTi creating

a position of grave anxiety, and a big check ensued
;
in the following year exports

were again restricted but military requirements necessitated a considerable export

of wheat and gram and the prices of these two started to rise again. In 1918 and
1919 poor production combined with export for military purposes caused a further

rise and in the latter year record prices were reached
; in 1920 exports were still

under control and good harvests resulted in an abatement of price.

How long the phenomenally high prices reached in the decade vdll continue

after the adjustment of trade following the conclusion of the war it is impossible

to foretell, but there is little prospect of prices ever falhng to pre-war level and
much of the rise must be perinanent. The miserable crops harvested in the last

year of the decade have since caused the unparalleled position in which India has
had to import wheat from xTustralia and local prices have broken loose from the

control afforded by export.

Regular wage censuses have been held in the province in 1909, 1912and 1917;

amongst other statistics available in the reports are the normal daily wages of

urban labour in some of the principal cities and the normal daily wages of
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rural labour in every district
;

it is difficult to estimate average wages

obtaining in tbe province from these data but an attempt has been made as

follows :—where the normal wages vary between two limits the mean of these

has been taken for the unit concerned
;
in towns this has been multiplied by

the number of people in the category concerned and the average worked out

accordingly
; in rural areas the average of district mean w'ages has been taken

without any attempt to allow for the varying numbers of people concerned in

each district. The results are probably of sufficient accuracy to allow' comparison

of the three sets of wages and have been incorporated in the table reproduced

below :

—

Class or labour.

Daily wages ix
AXSAS.

INCREASE PER
CENT.

Wages expressed in
MAUNDS OF WHEAT

PER MONTH.

1909. 1912. 1917. 1909-12.
i

1912-17. 1909. 1912.

1

1

1917.

Orban—
i

1

1

i

1

i

1

1

1

Iron and hardware .

.

12
1

16
i

!

17*5 33
1

^ 6-0 9-4 7-7

Brass and copper 16’7o ; 16 18 -H 12J 8-3 9-4 7-9

Carpenters .

.

15‘5 18 19-75 16 10 7-7 10-6 8-7

Cotton weavers 4 -20 6-25 9 47 44 2-1 3-7

Masons and builders 15-25 17-25 19-5 13 13 7-6 10-2 8-6

General unskilled .

.

6-25 7 8-75 12 25 3-1 41 3-9

Rural—
General unskilled .

.

5-33 O'D 6-7 3 22 2-7 3-2 2-9

Carpenters 11-5 12-23 15-33 6 25 5-7 7-2 6-8

Blacksmiths 9-75 13-75 14-25 4 4-9 8-1 6-3

Masons 12*75 14-75 16-5 16 12 6-4 8-7 7-3

Ploughmen .

.

2*2 4-1 5*5 86 34 1-1
1

2-4 2-4

The low' wages of rural labour and especially those of ploughmen are mainly
due to the fact that they are usually accompanied by some payment in kind. In
calculating the figures in the last three columns the price of wheat has been taken
as Rs. 3-12-0 in 1909, Rs. 3-3-0 in 1912 and Rs. 4-4-0 in 1917.

Variations in wages ahvays show' a drag over those in prices, and as the
price of wheat w'as low'er in 1912 than in 1909 and 1917 it is natural to find that
wages in that year had a comparatively high purchasing value. Without
going into minor variations w'hich the accuracy of the figures does not w'arrant,

the table shows that wages have been increasing rapidly and that, except in the
case of one class of urban labour, the increase during the period 1909-17 more than
compensated for the rise in prices.

Comparison wdth the figures given in paragraph 22 shows that urban wages
and also the w'ages of unskilled agricultural labour had rather less purchasing
pow'er than in the pre^dous decade. It is unlikely that the immense rise in prices
since 1917 has been fully reflected in w'ages and it may be expected that the report
of the wage census to be held in 1922 w'ill show’ a drop in the purchasing power of
all classes of wage.

Up to about 1907 the purchasing power of w'ages had risen steadily, but
since then there appears to have been a slight drop and it may be anticipated that
the next enquiry will reveal a distinct drop. Turning back to paragraph 10 it is
clear that tins involves increased gains to the non-working landowner but does not
necessarily lead to greater profit for the employer of urban labour

; this being so
it is reasonable to expect that in the near future agricultural W'ages will rise at a
greater rate than industrial wages.
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Year.

ill
i" 3

!

° S -j

i & s -

pi
!

Area out ot every
10,000 acres of

cultivated land
which was

- "3

<

-g

Si

S
s

5
1

pi

o
rc

1911 11-9 69 88 44 129
1912 12 0 74 91 54 123
1913 11-7 79 <J6' 60 107
1914 11-5 88 102 44 249
1915 11-6 83 87 49 180
1916 11-5 82 76 38 216
1917 H-4 78 67; 35 227
1918 10-9 69 69: 35 252
1919 10-9 72 90 49 184
1920 10-7 90, 120! 49 275
Mean 11'4 78| 89 46 194

32.

OOO’s omitted

—

Share capital

Loans from members
Loans from non-members
Loans from other societies, and

central banks
Loans from Government
Beserve fund

Total

Es.

8.94

6.95

4,20

9,26

77
17

30,29

It is interesting to examine tlie effect of a decade of rather unfavourable
seasons and of rapidly rising prices and
wages on the economic position of the
farmer; the marginal table indicates that

that position has undergone slight but
steady improvement, the proportion of

land under mortgage has steadily fallen,

more land has been freed from mortgage
than has been mortgaged, and the price

of land has risen considerably.

The fact, that the first three columns
do not agree is due to the fact that the
proportion of the total land which has
been cultivated has varied from year to

year
;

all the transactions involved in

the table covered uncultivated as well

as cultivated land.
The beginmngs of the co-operative credit movement amongst the

people of the Punjab were described in paragraph 55 of the last census report.

In 1911 there were four main t}pes of society, two primary and the
other two secondary. The usual primary type
was an agricultural credit society devoting its

energies to advancing money to its members at
favourable rates to enable them to pay off' old debts
and to sur^dve the temporary strain of unfavour-
able seasons

;
of these there were then 1,074

societies scattered over twenty-three districts.

Original members owned shares in the societies

which they subscribed in instalments over a period of ten years after which the
shares were returnable

;
three-quarters of the profits were divisible amongst

members as non-returnable shares and the remaining quarter was indivisible and
was to be utilised to form a reserve fund

;
other sources of working capital were

loans and deposits from both members and non-members and from other societies

of the same type or from the central banks and unions wliich will be described

below. The available working capital of these 1,074 societies is detailed in the

margin and consisted of about 30j lakhs
;
of this sum 9j lakhs were in the form

of loans by one society to another and formed part of the working capital of

both the loaning and borrowing society, and therefore were counted twice over
;

it however cannot be called capital of the societies as a whole and omitting

this item they worked with a capital of about 21 lakhs of which 1 6 were owned
either directly or indirectly by the members and 5 came from outside sources.

This type of society has retained premier place till the present time
;
certain

modifications have been introduced
;
for example, during the year 1911 the system

of granting Government loans to societies of this t}p)e was abandoned as they
could exist without this help

;
in 1916 all members who did not ovm shares in

societies were struck off the rolls, these members ha\dng formerly been admitted

on a nominal payment but never ha\dng been full and useful members of the socie-

ties. It was found that with members o^vniug shares of various amounts those

who held large shares welcomed high rates of interest for the sake of the profit-

sharing thus losing sight of the true co-operative principle, and in 1918 an attempt

was made to eliminate the three-quarter divisible share of profits
;
nearly all the

societies formed since then have adopted the principle of indivisible profit and
many of the old societies have followed suit.

In 1921 the number of primary societies of this tvqie
—

" agricultural

credit”—was 7,605 scattered over every district of

the province and including 196,691 members
; the

worldng capital was over 216 lakhs and was made
up as shown in the margin

;
in 10 years the

capital has increased from 30J lakhs to 216
lakhs

;
that part of it which is not derived from

other societies and central banks has increased

from 21 to nearly 133 lakhs and whereas in 1911

OOO’a omitted

—

Share capital

Loans from member.!
Loans from non-members
Loams from societies

Loans trom central banks
Loans from Government
Reserve fond

Total

Rs.

51,72

14,13

14,81

2,07

Si, 28
37

51.75

2,16,13

Co-operative

Credit Socie-

ties.
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OOO’d omitted

—

Loans to members. Recoveries,
Year. R<. R?.
1911 22.79 itvas
1912 . . 35,19 16,4.2
1913 02,55 29.16
19U 71,59 39,83
1915 30,04 30,82
19ltj 33,25 25,35
1917 31..5S 33,41
1918 33,04 32,49
1919 47,10 3S.79
1929 67,19 49.30
1921 S2 89 41.72

only 76 per cent, was owned by members now 89

per cent, is so owned. This marvellous advance in

members and resources has been accompanied
by a steady increase in useful endeavour

;
the

main object of such societies is still the creation of

funds to be lent to their members and the amount
of loans lent out and recovered each year is noted

in the margin (each year ends on 31st July).

It is the principle of these societies to advance
loans only for legitimate objects and to encourage

thrift. The objects for which loans have been borrowed have been tabulated

for representative societies from time to time
;

each time tliis has been
done the results have been somewhat similar and the following figures are

typical and represent the averages of 1917 and 1918 in the form of percentages

of the total money given out in loans :—payment of old debt and redemption
of mortgage 2.5 ; purchase of cattle 21 ;

payment of revenue 14 ;
marriage

expenses 7 ;
household expenses 7 ;

purchase of seed 6 ;
trade 5 ;

purchase
of fodder 2 ;

payment of rent 1 ;
repayment of takavi (Government loans) 1 ;

and
miscellaneous 11. In 1915 a very interesting summary of some of the work done
revealed that the members owed about 724 lakhs to the societies but that by reason
of their borrowings they had paid off at least 82 lakhs of old debt and mortgage
and regained possession of over 8,000 acres of land, whilst they had also accumu-
lated savings of 50 lakhs in the societies' funds. Xor did this alone represent

their financial benefit, for, by reason of their greater affluence, they had beenpajfing
off many old debts from their private pockets without resorting to loans from the
societies, and it is estimated that co-operators are now patting off old debts at the
rate of twenty lakhs per annum. Apart from the main object of creating funds
from which to provide credit the societies brought into being a corporate feeling

which could be directed by the leading members with the result that at various
times they have launched out into other branches of work, amongst which mav be
noted the purchase and distribution of improved implements and of improved
seed, the sale on commi,ssion of agricultural produce resulting in selection and
grading of produce and encouragement to plant good seed

; the qorporate spirit

has also led to a desire for education, funds have been provided for scholarships and
for school buildings and dispensaries

;
the inspecting staff has received training at

agricultural colleges which they pass on to the members, members themselves have
sent representatives to agricultural courses, and demonstrations of scientific methods
of agriculture have been arranged in the villages

;
it has further led to joint social

endeavour in the direction of restricting marriage expenses and other extravagant
expenditure, and of submitting disputes to arbitration.

These varied interests have led to the formation of societies which are not

1

I

1

No.

XrMBEK OF MCMncr.s.

Individualsj .Societies.

1

Purcha.<o and sale ..| 17! 1,.337 1,845

Production .rnd =ale . .i 19 59 i 191

Arbitration 87 10,299

Consolidation of holdings 60 1,098

Night school-? 45 784
1

Silt clearance 3 49 .

P.ecdamation of Cho i

wastelands 8 371

Thrift and savin^^s .-y

37 ..

j

Cattle and sheep breeding . 11 20d

Irrigation .. ..' 1 16

Cattle purchase .. o 92 , ,

Cattle insurance .. ..j

1

37 529 ••

primarily credit societies and
which have not been included
in the figures given above

;

figures for these are given in the
margin

;
they are all societies of

agriculturists and have all grown
out of the primary form of so-
ciety of which there were 1 ,074
inexistence in 1911. The objects
for which they work are indi-
cated by their titles and they
are working for the good of their
members in many subsidiary
ways. Members of these
specialised societies are probably
neaily all of them members of
credit societies as well, so that
we must not add them to the
numbers of agricultural co-
operators

; and taking 196,691
as the number of members of
agricultural credit societies and
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OOO’s omitted

—

Share capital

Members’ loans and deposits

Non-membars’ loans and deposits

Loans from societies

Loans from central banks
Reserve fond

Rs.

3,13

1,78

52
48

1,81

99

8,74

noting that about 80 per cent, of the societies are amongst Musalmans, we find

that one in every 20 persons actively engaged in agriculture and one in every
13 agricultural Musalinan workers belong to co-operative credit societies and
from being a benefit to a few selected progressives in 1911 the movement has

become one of general application affecting the whole of the agricultural life of

the province.

So far we have dealt only with agricultural credit societies and their present

day descendants. The other primary societies existing in 1911 were described as

urban, and of them there were eleven, four of which were purely “ credit
”
societies,

two “ credit combined with produce and sale ofstores ” and five " industrial consist-

ing of four weavers’ societies and one blacksmiths’. The co-operative movement
in non-agricultural circles is necessarily more varied though less extensive than

amongst the agricultural classes. These
eleven societies marked the beginning of a

movement which has led to the formation by
the end of July 1921 of 303 societies of which
57 are amongst weavers; they include 116
“ credit ” societies and 180 ‘'purchase and sale ”

societies
;
their aggregate capital is shown in

the margin, and they have 15,371 members.

This form of co-operation has not captured the imagination of the people

whom it helps to the same extent as the agricultural credit system
;
many societies

have been formed and have been dissolved owing to lack of interest and the true

co-operative spirit
;
industrial societies have needed much supervision to render

them successfid ;
but gradually types suitable to each class are being evolved and

the existing societies are the results of a process of survival of the fittest and are

doing an immense amount of good work
;
amongst the credit societies may be men-

tioned societies amongst employees of the Xorth-Western Eailway, the Telegraph

Department,the Punjab Civil Secretariat, the Dhariwal Mills, and of various Munici-

palities and District Boards, but the multiphcity of detail is too great for a full

exposition here. This completes a short analysis of the primary societies and

we must now turn to the secondary societies which exist to supply capital and to

organize the efforts of individual primary societies
;
these are of four main forms,

the Central Banks and Unions
;
the Supply Stores and Supply Unions

;
the first

two are large credit societies that transact business with the primary credit societies,

supplying them mth capital in the form of loans and accepting deposits and

loans from those which have surplus capital to dispose of
;
besides supplying their

own capital in the cause of co-operation they pool the capital of the primary

societies and enable them to help each other in a way they could not do by
themselves.

Members of the central banks include both individuals and societies and since

1916 at least half the shares issued have been reserved for societies ;
on the other

hand the union is an association of societies only and has no individual members.

The share capital of the central banks is transferable but not returnable and the

liabihty is limited by shares
;
these banks pay a dividend on shares whilst the profits

of a union are indivisible. The rival advantages of the two forms of secondary

society are difficult to estimate
;
the central bank is possibly more efficient in pro-

viding loans for it controls outside capital, but on the other hand the desire for

dividends may lead to an unduly high rate of interest
;
the union is not affected by

the greed of profit sharers and its supervision is much more efficient. The same

difference which exists between central banks and unions differentiates Supply

Stores and Supply Unions
;
the former include individuals amongst their members

and the latter do not. The former exist only in towns and have achieved little

success, societies which are members of them are leaving them and seeking to join

supply unions instead
;
here again the defect of the supply stores is found in the

selfishness of individual members.

These large banks and unions control a large amount of credit and have

inspired confidence to such an extent that they are able to obtain large cash credits

from the Bank of Bengal and other financial corporations. The progress amongst

* Note .—In Punjab British Territory the number of actual workers whose main employment is

agriculture is 3,860,900 and the corresponding figure for Musalmans is 2,092,574.
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Joint Stock
Companies.

central banks and unions is exhibited in the following table

CestbAL Basks. Usioxs.
Weavers’
Stores a

PLY U

Central
SD Sup-
NIONS.

1921. 1911. 1921. 1911. 1921. 1911.

Number • • 31 8 63 1 4 0

Number of ) individuals 2,063 577 0 0 0 0

members. ^ aouietics 4,873 0 1,942 63 S5 0

OOO’s /Share capital 11,50 1,28 1,78 7 3 0

omitted Loans from individuals 52,53 4,24 9,37 90 26 0

Loans from central bank-5 18,42 \ 6
10,56 i 11

1,47 0
Loans from societies 8,58 i 10,32 2 0

Loans from government 35 0 30 0 18 0

Reserve funds 3,92 1 95 0 14 0

Working capital .

.

95,30 5,59 33,28 1,08 2,10 0

Year’s profit 2,32 15 27 1 0 0

money-lending classes but it is now an accepted fact and open opposition is rare
;

its existence in many cases has led to a reduction of the money-lenders' rate of

interest. The first few years of the last decade were ones of rapid expansion and

enthusiasm. The financial crisis which occurred in 1913 following on the closing

of the Peoples’ Bank in September of that year, followed by the outbreak of war,

resulted in widespread contraction of credit
;
the co-operative societies suffered

considerably but there was no such run to withdraw deposits as in the case of

ordinary banks and the Post Office Savings Bank. The period 1914-1917 was

however necessarily one of consohdation rather than expansion
;
the central banks

in order to meet an anticipated withdrawal of deposits were unable to loan all the

requirements of the primary societies
;
a succession of poor harvests combined vith

war conditions strained the banks to their utmost, and in some cases members had

to resort once more to the \dllage money-lenders. On the whole the societies

survived splendidly and the lull in expansion w^as made an opportunity for cancel-

ling unsuccessful societies and removing undesirable members, so that by 1918 the

co-operative movement was once more expanding rapidly witli a body of members
purged of undesirables. Since then progress has been continuous, and much as

the movement has benefited the Punjab in the past this is nothing to what may be

hoped for in the future.

33. The history of joint stock enterprise during the past decade is of

interest in indicating several features of the commercial and financial life of the

province. At the time of the last census there was a boom in companies of doubtful

character; ignorance of business methods amongst the promoters, and still more a

well-founded belief in the ignorance and credulity of those who would be their

creditors and clients, led to the flotation of numerous hopeless ventures. The
following statement shows the number and capital of companies in existence on
the 31st March each year. It also shows similar details for the new companies

registered and for companies which ceased to work in each year :—
XeW COMI>A>IEb KEt:iS-

TERED.

C'OMPA\IE.S WHICH WERE
LIQUIDATED OR OTHER-

WI.bE DISSOLVED.

COIIPAKIES EXISTING AT
THE END OF THE YEAR.

Year.

No.

Capital OOOO’s
omitted.

Xo.

Capital OOOO’fe

omitted.

No.

Capital OOOOO’s
omitted.

Nominal.

.

5
*6

^ 1

i

i
:

&
1

Subscribed.

.

S
o

t-

O
CO

Paid

up.

1910 11 , , .. ..

1

1 149 5,80 2,77 1,86
1911-12 57 64,7 4,8 1.7 12 28,2' 1,6 1,0 194 0,23 2,91 1,94

1912-13 23 88,7 1.0 3 44 87,5 16,7 4,3 155 6,36 2 57 1,67

191.3-14 21 2,02.6 7,8 1,4 31 1,07,6! 49,3 21,0 140 7,58 2,68 1,62
1914-15 6 39,2 0 0 52 4.03.2 72 1 25.6 99 4,43 2,14 1,50

1915-16 5 3,4 0 O 10 40,1 17,7 7,6 88 4,08 1,99 1,47

1916-17 8 1,28,4 5.5,2 16 86,7' 5,2 2.1 80 4,91 2,68 2.19
1917-18 7 13,5 1,0 1.0' 4 19,5 9,3 7,9 83 5,46 3,08 2,02
1918-19 0 0 0| 0 8 23,7; 15,1 14,6 76 5,24 3,63 3.17
1919-20 9 86.9 12.2| 6,2 6 18,1 7,6 7.0 79 5,95 3,82 3,25
1920-21 23 1,37,9 19,2 4,9 5 10,7i

1

7.2 ‘X
’'>

97 7,59 4,39 3,55

A'ole.—

I

q 1912-13 eighteen companies were tr.insferred tu Delhi and in 1914-15 one company was
transferred to Bombay ; in 1913-14 one company was transferred from Delhi and in 1918-19 one company from
the North-West Frontier Province.
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It will be seen that during the first year of the decade the rush to found new
companies continued and in the next two years, in spite of a large number of failures,

many new companies were founded; in 1914-15 however a record number of failures

was accompanied by practically no new enterprise. The number of companies

continued to decline imtil 1919, since then there has been some increase. The
capital invested in these companies has not decreased at the same rate as the

number of companies ;
in fact, since 1916 capital of all classes has shown a steady

increase. The reason for this is that companies which have failed were in many
cases petty concerns with small nominal capital of which very little was paid up.

The companies which have survived throughout the decade have been of a more
satisfactory type vdth a larger capital of which a far larger proportion is paid up.

In 1911, of the total nominal capital of 580 lakhs, only 48 per cent, was subscribed

and 32 per cent, paid up
;
but in 1921, of the nominal capital of 759 lakhs, 58 per

cent, was subscribed and 47 per cent, paid up. At the time of the last census an
objectionable feature of joint stock enterprise was the flotation of a large number
of provident societies of a fraudident type

;
in 1911-12 no less than 36 societies of

this type were floated whilst in the following year 27 came to grief
;
at the same time

banking enterprise of unsoimd nature was rife, and miscellaneous trading companies

with insufficient resources were also being floated in large numbers. In 1913-14

the existence of the misound banking businesses ended in disaster, 10 banks with

paid up capital of 19 lakhs closed their doors, amongst them the Peoples' Bank
with a paid up capital of 12| lakhs ;

in the following year 1 9 more banking companies
failed and, as a result of the damage to the finance and credit of the community,
22 trading companies also came to an end. These failures were inevitable on

accoimt of the unsound nature of the companies concerned, but they were expedited

by the stringency caused by war conditions and their numbers were added to on
account of the greater regulation of joint stock enterprise following on the passing

of the Companies xA.ct of 1913. The eft’ects of the crisis lasted throughout the

decade, but by 1916-17 most of the totally unsound companies had vanished and
of the 80 companies on the registers 78 were reported to be engaged in active busi-

ness. In this year the Trust of India, the Associated Hotels and the Banyan Trust

were all floated with a large capital of which a large proportion was paid up, and in

the following year these firms and the Alliance Bank of Simla, all of which are

connected with one large English firm of bankers, increased their capital
;
the

large increase of capital in these tw'o years shown in the statement was entirely

due to English enterprise and the paid up capital of Indian firms actually decreased.

The next two years, though producing few nev." companies, were years inw’hich the

existing companies were extremely active. The year 1919-20 showed a re\dval of

joint stock enterprise, in that a large number of neu' companies were formed and
capital was increased all round ; it should be noted however that the Registrar of

Joint Stock Companies stated that though there had been an increase in the number
of new companies floated there was little sign of any growth of healthy joint stock

enterprise. The marginal state-

ment shows the nature of the

companies existing in 1911 and
in 1921. The most imjtortant

of these are banking and loan

societies. During the decade 37

new banks were started and 42
dissolved. No less than 23 were
floated in the first three years ot

the decade whilst 29 failed in the

two years 1913-14, 1914-15.

Those existing in 1921 are on a
much more satisfactory basis

than those of 1911 ;
about 45

per cent, of the nominal capital

is paid up, whilst of the 42
banks which failed, less than 10
per cent, was paid up. Insm-
ance societies, which numbered
14 in 1911 and are now reduced
to 4, included the fraudulent
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provident societies whicli have been mentioned above
;
38 societies have been floated

and 44 dissolved during the decade, whilst others have now been classified under
other heads. Of the 44 societies dissolved, 22 existed for less than 12 months and
14 for less than 2 years

;
they had nominal capital of 71 lakhs of which only 4

lakhs was paid up ;
the province is well rid of such questionable businesses. The

number of trading companies shows a decline from 58 to 44 in the 10 years, but
during that period no less than 63 companies were registered while 70 failed,

indicating the unhealthy state of joint trading ventures. The decline in

joint industrial enterprise is most marked
; 34 mills and presses existed

in 1911 whilst only 9 remained in 1921 ;
this is partly due to the registering

centre of several such companies being transferred to Delhi, but the Punjab
returns show 24 such companies which have been wound up

;
these 24 companies

had a nominal capital of 97 lakhs of which 29 were paid up. The existing com-
panies have a nominal capital of 21 lakhs of which 15 are paid up and include

many sound and prosperous concerns. To sum up we may say that the past

decade has been one of evident disaster for joint stock effort amongst the
Punjab population

;
the wave of optimistic investment and fraudulent flotation

in the early years led to a shaking of credit and a disruption of trade from
which the province has not yet recovered

;
joint stock enterprise is therefore

a subject of distrust, which prevents it from taking its proper place in financial

and industrial expansion. Though the existing companies are mainly on a

sound basis many of the largest and soundest of them are not indigenous but
owe their capital and management to European firms.

34. The main trade of the Punjab and Delhi is carried on by rail and river

with other parts of India or with
foreign countries through the ports of

Karachi, Bombay and Calcutta
;
the

weight and value of the imports and
exports are registered on the railways

and at river posts, the value is in

many cases arbitrarily assigned and
must not be taken to be more than a

rough guide. The total imports during

the decade, figures showing the average

net import or export of the main
articles of trade, and others showing
the direction of the main streams of

trade are given in the margin
;
all these

figures are in lakhs of rupees. In the

previous decade both imports and
exports had more than doubled, in this

decade imports have increased steadily

and have again doubled, but exports

have fluctuated and at the end of the

decennium only exceeded their initial

value by about fifty per cent. Until the

end of 1918-19 exports and imports

tended to vary together and the balance

of trade was first on one side and then

on the other, the total trade for the

first eight years showing an adverse

balance of only 419 lakhs against the

Punjab, an insignificant sum well

within the margin of error due to
unregistered trade and to the arbitrary values assigned to registered goods

;
in the

last two years however the balance of trade was against the Punjab to the
extent of 882 and 2,196 lakhs.

The registered movements of gold and silver show an annual average net
import of 530 lakhs

; so that as far as any record exists the unfavourable balance
of trade is not met by export of treasure, and indeed it is well known that the
province absorbs vast quantities of gold and silver which disappear from cir-
culation and yet are not exported. It seems to follow that during the last two
years of the decade the province was living on credit and that unless there is a

Year. Exports. Imports.
1911-12 2,763 3,001
1912-13 3,202 3,176
1913-14 3,411 3,159
1914-15 2,758 3,123
1915-16 3,129 3,363
1916-17 3,390 3,429
1917-18 3,864 3,852
1918-19 5,225 5,058
1919-20 4,405 5,287
1920-21 3,946 6,142

Average net exports. Average net imports.

Wheat 877 Cotton goods .. 1,059
Raw cotton 494 Sugar . . 446
Gram and pulses .

.

492 Metals .. 261
Oilseeds 112 Coat and coke .. 139
Hides and skins .

.

74 Jute .. 136
Wheat flour 67 Provisions 87
Wool 38 Oils 85
Jowar and bajra .. 7 Wooden goods 78

Apparel 51
Dyes and tans 29
Spices 27
Drug.s 25
Net Total .. 350

Main directions of Trade.

To or from Exports. Imports.

United Provinces 640 834
Rajputana 254 173
Bombay 135 187
Sind 181 123
Bengal 15 199
Kashmir 21 73
Ports of

—

Madras 23 15
Bombay 461 645
Karachi 1,559 963
Calcutta 181 496
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great expansion in export there will be a diminishing import in thp near
future.

The steady increase in imports indicates a steady increase in prosperity
and in the general standard of living, they have doubled in ten years and quad-
rupled in twenty whilst the increase in the number of people for whom they are
imported has only been about three per cent, in twenty years.

That exports have failed to keep pace with imports is due to the fact that
they consist almost entirely of agricultural produce dependent in amount on the
nature of the seasons, combined with the definite governmental control on
exports which was instituted during the war in an attempt to check the advance
in prices of food. Every single article that has any considerable net export
is a direct product of the soil, and the bitterest opponent of Malthusian principles

would hesitate to maintain that a trade which doubles itself every ten years can
be made up entirely of agricultural produce on the export side. The trade of
the Punjab has been rendered possible in the past by the vast extension of
cidtivation and irrigation

;
it may be rendered possible for a short time in the

future by further extensions and by increased yields due to the spread of more
scientific agricultural methods

; but the time is rapidly approaching when
imports must be replaced by more local manufacture if the standard of living

is to continue to rise.

Afghanistas.

The nature of the principal imports indicate the needs of society in a simple
state, and also show at once the main directions in which industrialism should
be directed to meet the needs of the province.

In connection with the figures for trade with particular places, it should
be noted that the balance of trade with foreign countries through the ports of
India is in favour of the province, whilst that with other parts of In^a is

heavily against it. In so far as imports of manufactured goods are concerned,
it is more hopeful for the Punjab that the adverse trade balance should be
with India than with foreign countries, for it will be easier for it to substitute

its own manufactures.

A small volume of trade passes over well defined routes leading to Afghanis-
tan, Central Asia and Tibet

;

imports and exports are regis-

tered at trading posts and the
total value of these in thou-
sands of rupees during the last

decade is shown in the margin
;

the total amount is so small
that its effect on the resources

of the province is negligible,

and the nature of the articles

included in it indicates the
impossibility of any great
expansion.

Of the imports from Afghan-
istan no less than 62 per cent,

have been in fruit, vegetables
and nuts whilst the only other
items of importance have been
ghi, hides, and sldns, raw wool
and drugs

;
the exports have

consisted of 25 per cent, manu-
factured leather goods, 25 per
cent. Indian cotton piece-

goods, 18 per cent. English
cotton goods, and small quanti-
ties of rice and iron.

The registration of trade with
Central Asia was only placed on
a satisfactory basis in 1913-14
and for the last eight years of
the decade the principal mer-
chandise imported and exported

Imports, Exports.
1911-12 , , 37 23
1912-13 67 151
1913-14 58 71
1914-15 . . 15 51
1915-16 27 185
1916-17 . . -25 85
1917-18 27 598
1918-19 32 61
1919-20 28 110
1920-21 109 254

Centeal Asia.
Imports. Experts.

1911-12 179 121
1912-13 357 187
1913-14 1,095 1,737
1914-15 877 1,497
1915-16 1,141 1,329
1916-17 1,022 1,210
1917-18 1,342 2,969
1918-19 1,532 3,793
1919-20 1,091 4,257
1920-21 2,046 4,400

Tibet.
Imports. Expoiis.

1911-12 , , 248 50
1912-13 367 48
1913-14 426 31
1914-15 318 37
1915-16 427 32
1916-17 , , 585 50
1917-18 , , 579 29
1918-19 665 18
1919-20 581 38
1920-21 •• 660 36

Genteae Asia.
Imports. Exports.

Raw silk 56% Cotton piece-goods . . 48%
Charas 31% Manufactured silk .. 14%
Raw wool 8% Paints and colours . . 9%
Lire animals 2% Hides and leathei 8%

Indigo 7%
Tea 3%
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was as shown on the left
; the imports of raw silk and of charas are by far

the most important and supply a considerable proportion of the quantities

available in the provincial markets
;
amongst exports it is sad to note that less

than one-fifteenth of the cotton piece-goods are manufactured in India.

Eighty per cent, of the imports from Tibet consist of raw wool whilst borax
accounts for another eight per cent., the only other imports of any size are of

live animals and salt
;
the exports are neghgible.

the Punjab and Delhi together

and has been compiled from
the occupational tables for

1911 and 1921, shows that

the number of persons depen-

dent on industry has not in-

creased so fast as the total

population and that, in con-

sequence, the proportion of

the former to the latter has
dropped from 203 to 195 per

mille.

As the industrial communi-
ty is largely composed of

village artisans, who foUow
their hereditary occupations

irrespective of the clemand

for their services, very little

weight can be attached to

the figures and, though it is

clear that there has been no effective demand for increased industrial labour,

it need not be concluded that the industrial life of the provinces has suffered a
reverse.

On the other hand the figures for the number of factories and other industrial

establishments emplo}ing twenty or more people show a considerable advance in

the organised industry of the two provinces
;
in 191 1 these numbered 443 and em-

ployed 49,324 operatives whilst by 1921 they had increased in number to 538 and
were emplopng 62,424 persons. The persons employed in these establishments

mainly fall within the occupational groups “ Extraction of minerals ” and “Indus-
try” in which there were 1,802,752 actual workers engaged in 1921 ;

hence in these

particular occupations there is only one man employed in these establishments to

every twenty-nine who either work by themselves or in small groups of less than
twenty

;
the advance in factory production, though considerable, is not such as

to have any appreciable effect on the population in general or the industrial

community in particular.

coT.mun;- 30. Owing to the war and to financial stringency the decade has been one
caio s.

which the communications of the province have imdergone little extension.

Eailway requirements in Mesopotamia and other Eastern war areas were supphed
almost entirely by the Indian Railways, which depleted their staff, plant and rolling

stock and even tore up some of their permanent way in a magnificent effort to meet
the necessities of the military authorities.

Economic conditions led to serious strikes on several of the railway systems

of the country including the North-Western Railway which had to reduce its

services of passenger traffic and entirely discontinue goods bookings for certain

periods
;
a serious shortage of coal, due to strikes in the mining centres and to

shortage of rolling stock required to import it into the Punjab caused even more
serious interruptions in traffic facilities.

With their attention entirely devoted to supplying military demands and
to maintaining their home services with as little interruption as possible, the

authorities could not attempt to carry out any but the most urgent construction

within the pro\dnce, with the result that only 487 miles of new branch lines were
opened during the decade, whilst in 1917 the Sutlej Valley Railway from Kasur
to Lodhran with 208 miles of track was dismantled to provide permanent way
material for military lines. The new lines, of which those affording increased

Industrial 35. The following table, which refers to

Percentage of total.

Nature of employment.
1911. 1921.

per cent.

Exploitation of animals and vege-

tables 60-0
1

59-9 5-7

Extraction of minerals 0-1
!

01 —36-2

Industry 20-3 i
19-5 1-4

Transport 2-9
I

20 —27-0

Trade 6
‘5

j

7-0 13-5

Public Force and Admirtistration 1-7
1

1-7 5-7

Liberal Arts and Professions .

.

2-0
j

2-2 —S-2

Domestic Ssrvice 2-1 ; 2-C 30-5

All others 3-9
j

5-0 38-2
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communications in the Ferozepore, Jullundur and Hoshiarpur Districts are the
most important, are shown below :

—

1 .

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Sliorkot Boad to Jaraawala

Khanpnr to Chachran

Jakhal to Hissar

a. Lohian to Phillaur via Nakodar

b. Jullundur City to Hoshiarpur

c. Ferozepore Cantonment to Jullundur City via
Lohian and Kapurthala . .

”
.

.

d. Nakodar to Jullundur City

e. Jullundur City to Mukerian

/. Phagwara to Rahon taa Nawaahahr

g. Nawashahr to Jaijon

Sialkot to Narovrai

Mandra to Bhaun

88

22

50

39

23

72

19

45

26

19

243

33

46

miles opened in 1911.

„ 1911.

„ 1913.

„ 1913.

,, 1913.

„ 1912-14.

,. 1914.

„ 1915.

1915.

„ 1917.

„ 1913-17.

1915-16.

„ 1915-16.

In addition to the construction of these 488 miles of new line, the Eailway
system was vastly improved by the doubling of the line from Ambala to Lahore and
from Lahore to Rae^vind which was completed during the decade.

Between 1911 and 1920 the mileage of metalled roads rose from 2,619 to
2,937 ;

the whole of the increase was in roads maintained by local authorities and
mainlyconsists of short stretches of road serving local markets and railway stations.
Little has been done to extend the system of through road communications, but a
great deal of improvement has been effected on the one great road of the province

;

as a result of the doubling of the railway line from Ambala to Lahore the old rail-

way bridges over the Sutlej and Beas were abandoned and these have been convert-
ed into road bridges

;
a road bridge has been constructed over the Ravi to replace

the old bridge of boats, and another over the Chenab at Wazirabad was under
construction at the time of the census and has since been opened for tra£&c

;
works

of less magnitude have overcome the temporary dislocation of road traffic which
used to occur as the result of floods in seasonal torrents which cross the road near
Ambala and other places

;
the Grand Trunk Road now runs without a break right

through the province and traffic on it suffers no interruption at any time of year.
The length of unmetalled roads has risen from 20,857 to 22,106 miles in

the same period.

In spite of the financial stringency there has been much activity on public
works not directly connected with communications, and the decade is marked by
small beginnings in the introduction of electricity. The Simla Hydro-electric scheme
which provides energy to Simla and also pumps water to that station from a distance
of thirteen miles was commenced in 1908 and completed in 1914 ; Lahore has been
provided with electric bght and energy for fans by the Lahore Electric Supply
Company which started distribution of current in 1912

;
in Mianwali District the

construction of the Nammal Dam has provided irrigation to 18,000 acres of cultiva-
ble land and has marked a new development in the irrigation system of the pro^dnce

;

in Lyallpur an experiment in agricultural economics has been initiated by the’
construction of a grain elevator on American lines

; in Lahore much progress
has been made in the extension and construction of public buildings including
hospitals and a veterinary college, and a step forward in the svstem of treatment of
criminals has been marked by the conversion of the old district jail into a Borstal
Institution where youthful offenders are afforded a chance of reclamation.

Section V.—The Movement of the Population, 1911-21

.

37. The census showed an increase of 1,309,693 and 74,741 persons in the Toiaivana.

Punjab and Dellii respectively, being increments of 5-5 and 18-8 per cent, on their and
populations in 1911. Delhi

Taking the two provinces together the numbers of immigrants and emi-
grants have increased by 52,713 and 1,332 respectively resulting in a total gain by
migration of only 51,381 persons which forms a negligible factor in the total in-
crease. In the Punjab 2-5 per cent, of the total population, and in Delhi 38-1 per
cent., consists of imrmgrants

;
hence the census statistics for the Punjab illustrate

the natural increase in the countryside whilst those for Delhi do not’.
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Percentage of increase.
.—Total area.

Punjab
Persons.

. . 3'5
Males.

4-9
Females.

63
Punjab, British 5-7 6-0 6-5

Punjab States 4-8 4-4 5-3

Delhi .. 18-8 21-1 130

1.—Urban area
Punjab . . 12-2 13-5 10-4

Punjab, British .. 12-9 14*5 10-8

Punjab States 8-2 8-1 8-4

Delhi .. 20-1 25-9 12-5

.—Rural area
Punjab 4-8 3-9 5-9

Punjab, British 4-8 3-9 6-0

Punjab States . .
4‘5 4-1 50

Delhi . . 14-8 15-7 13-7

Figures showing how the total increase is distributed between British and
State territory, between town and coun-
try, and between the sexes are given in

the margin. Immigration accounts for

the increase in Delhi being so much
greater than that in the Punjab

;

though this immigration was mainly
caused by the creation of the new
capital it is large in the rural as well as

in the urban area. That the rate of

increase has been larger in British

Territory than in the Punjab States is

entirely due to the fact that much of the
State territory is situated in parts

of the province where the increase

has been smaller than elsewhere, it is due to locality and has no traceable con-
nection with any difference in administration.

Vital statistics show a slower rate of natural increase in towns than in rural

areas, and that the actual increase in towns has been so much greater than in the
country must be due to a movement of the rural population towards them. The
increase in the Delhi urban area is exceptional and is fully accounted for by the
creation of the capital, whilst the rapid increase in the rural area is also due to
immigrants attracted by the vicinity of the city and illustrates the universal fact

that the countryside can and does support a larger rural population in the vicinity

of large towns than elsewhere. The greater rate of increase in urban than in

rural areas in the Punjab is an entirely new
feature of census statistics, for the first time
the proportion of the population living in

towns has increased
;
this new feature is shown

both in British and State territory but far less

in the latter, the difierence is in reality greater

than the figures indicate as part of the increase in the urban population of the
states is due to a mere terminological change under which the headquarters of

many States have been for the first time treated as towns in the census
statistics.

Number of urban
population.

Punjab
Punjab, British

Punjab States
Delhi

to 1,000 of the rural

1911.

108
111
92

1,583

192L
116

120
95

1,657

Number of females to 1,000 males.

Punjab
Punjab, British

Punjab States

Punjab Urban Area
Punjab Rural Area
Delhi
Delhi Urban Area
Delhi Rural Area

1911. 1921.

817 828
818 830
814 820
739 719
826 841
793 733
752 672
860 845

In the Punjab as a whole there are now 671,285 more females and 638,408
more males than in 1911 and, though the
difference between these numbers is small yet
owing to the previous disparity between the
sexes, this constitutes an increase of 6'

3 per
cent, amongst females as against only 4’

9

per cent, amongst males. This higher rate of

increase amongst females has done much to

remedy the evil results of the plague in the
previous decade which by 1911 had left only 817 females to every 1,000
males, and the proportion has now risen to 828. In all urban areas, except those
in the Punjab States, males have increased faster than females showing that the

drain of the towns on the rural population has been largely confined to male work-

ers. Amongst rural areas that of Delhi is the only one showdng a rise in the

proportion of males
;

this is quite possibly due to the fact that the stream of

migration to this partially suburban area has affected the sex distribution in the
same way as it has done in true urban areas.

The change in age distribution has been almost as striking as that in the
proportion of the sexes

; whilst the increase in
the total population of the Pimjab and Delhi
has been 5'8 per cent, there has been a decline in
the number of persons between 15 and 40 years
of age associated with a very large increase in
the numbers of old people and young children.

Increase per cent, in difierent age groups.

All ages

Under 10
10-14 inclusive

15-38 „
40-59

Over 00 ~

6-8

10-8

101
—OT

4-2

18-3
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Death-rate of 1918 divided by the mean
death-rate of the decade.

Age. Male. Female.

0-1 114 1-14

1-4 1-56 1-52

5-9 2-53 2-61

10-U 300 3-17

15-19 3-67 3-80

20-29 3-69 3-75

30-39 . . 3 -42 3-37

40-49 2 '88 312
50-59 2-69 2-89

Over 60 1-85 2-00

All ages 2-lS 2-26

The influenza epidemic of 1918 is responsible for this change in age distri-

bution as can be seen from the marginal table in
which the death-rate of 1918 is shown as a
multiple of the mean death-rate for the
decade

;
in that abnormal year the death-rate

amongst young children was increased by less

than 50 per cent, whilst it was quadrupled
amongst young adults and only doubled
amongst the aged.

The plague epidemics of 1901-11 lessened
the reproductive power of the population by
lowering the proportion of women, this defect
has been remedied during the last decade but

it has been replaced by a decline in the numbers of persons of the procreative
ages. The defect observed in 1911 was one that might have been permanent,
that observable in 1921 is one which carries its owm remedy and will be removed
by the mere passage of time

;
on the other hand the immediate position is worse

than in 1911 for whereas in that year every 10,000 of the population included
152 women of child-bearing age (15 to 40) it now includes only 143.

38. Subsidiary Table III shows the increase per cent, in the population of

each district and state recorded at each census since 1881; it should be noticed that
increase percent, in population and increase per cent, in density are identical when
used with reference to a fixed area

;
omission to note this elementary fact has led

to some curious remarks in past census reports.

It will be my object to discover what permanent features and conditions

influence the increase of population and then to discuss the temporary or fortuitous

conditions which have interfered mth the influence of the former during the last

decade. In paragraphs 17 and 18 the pressure of existing population on existing

resources was discussed at length and the districts were collected in five groups
according to the extent of that pressure. The discussion was based on the static

conditions of the moment, but the conclusions can now be compared with the
actual movements of population in the past with a view to determining whether
they account for those movements and, if not, whether they require modification.

The following lists of districts show them arranged within these groups
according to the extent to which their population has varied during the last forty

years and during the last decade :

—

Percentage of increase in Total population.

1881 to 1921. 1911 to 1921.

Group 5 97-7

Lyallpur 2,
313*7

Montgomery . . 97-0

Shahpur . - 87 '6

Sheikhupura 81-6

Multan 60-1

Lahore 47 1

Jhang 46 0

Group 4 . . 30-2

Ferozepore 46'9

Hissar 21-5

Attock 15-3

Group 3 18-2

Mianwali 36-6

Muzaffargarh 28-8

Dera Ghazi Khan 28-4

Jhelum —3*5

Group 2 2-8

Rawalpindi 20-8

Gnjranwala 7-6

Rohtak 4-3

Jullundur . . 4-2

Amritsar 40
Gurdaspur 3-5

Sialkot —0-3

Kamal —3-2

Ludhiana —8-3

Group 1 , , 1-5

Simla . , 28-6

Gujrat 13-3

Kangra 4-8

Hoahiarpnr 2-9

Gurgaon —10-6

Ambala . . —180

Group 5 15-9
Montgomery 42 3
Sheikhupura 19-8
Lyallpur 15-6
Lahore , . 13-0
Shahpur , . 11-6
Multan 9-3
Jhang . . 8T
Group 4 6-3
Ferozepore 14-4
Hiasar 1*5

Attock —1-3

Group 3 —21
Mianwali , , 4-9
Muzaffargarh —0-2
Dera Ghazi Khan —8*6
Jhelum , . —6-7

Group 2 40
Ludhiana 9*7
Rohtak 8*0
Amritsar 5-5
Rawalpindi 3-9
Kamal 3-4
Gnjranwala 2-9

Jullundur , , 2*5
Gurdaspur , , 1-8

Sialkot . . 0*7

Group 1 .. —0-2
Simla 17-9
Gujrat 4-6
Hoehiarpor 1-0
Kangra —0-6
Ambi^a —1*4
Gurgaon • • —«*6

Variations
in Districts

and Pressure
on Resources.
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All examination of the figures shows at once that the increase in population

during the last forty years has been greatly influenced by the pressure on resources.

In the first list the only districts which appear to be wrongly grouped are Feroze-

pore. Hissar, Attock, Jheluiu. Rawalpindi, Simla, Gujrat, Kangra and Hosliiarpur ;

and five out of these nine districts can at once be eliminated for special reasons :

—

The misplacement of Ferozepore is too slight to be of any significance ;

the increase in population of Rawalpindi and Simla is largely due to the presence

of growing towns, apart from the urban population the increase in these districts

has been 1
1
'8 and—18’8 per cent, respectively; we have already seen that the people

of Hoshiarpur and Kangra depend very largely on earnings of service outside their

districts, and these earnings enable the population to increase in excess of the

numbers which could be supported by the resources of the districts.

The list shows that in twenty-five out of twenty-nine districts the increase

in population during the last forty years has been governed by the extent of

pressure on resources. Everyone would expect that pressure on resources

would affect the increase of population, but the figures go further and tend to show
that this one factor has actually governed the increase to the exclusion of all others.

Cause and effect are so strikingly connected that we are at once led to ques-

tion the grouping of the four districts which appear to form exceptions to the

general rule, Hissar, Attock, Jheluni and Guirat. Are we to recognise these as

exceptions to a^ general rule proved by all other districts, or are we to argue in a

circle and assume that they were wrongly grouped in paragraph 18 ? Hissar,

Attock and Jhelum are all marked by two characteristics ;—their dependence
on rain and the inferior quality of much of their soil : the arguments in paragraph
18 were based on statistics extending over a term of years, and it was noted that

in districts where crops suffered violent fluctuations they could not support such
large numbers of people as in districts where they gave the saftie average outturn
but were less liable to fluctuate from year to year : I am doubtful as to whether
sufficient weight was given to this point and therefore whether these districts

should not have each been placed in the group below that in which they are shown
above. As regards Gujrat I can find no reason for modifying the conclusions

drawn in paragraph 18.

The increase during the last decade does not show the same striking agree-

ment with the arrangement of districts by groups though it shows some traces of

the influence of the retarding force of pressure on resources
;
the same is true of the

increase in other decades and it is evident that a period of ten years is insufficient

for this one factor to prevail over the other innumerable influences which affect

increase.

Effect of

Disease on
Variations in

Districts.

The second list indicates that during the last decade the increase has lieen

much less than might hav^e been expected in Hissar, Attock, Muzaffargarh. Dera
Ghazi Khan, Jhelum, Sialkot and Gurgaon; whilst in a less degree Shahpur. Mul-
tan, Jhang, Mianwali and Gurdaspur exhibit the same feature of an unexpectedly
slow rate of increase ; and. on the other hand, Ferozepore, Ludhiana, Rohtak and
Gujrat show an increase in population larger than that which might be expected
from their natural advantages and their previous history.

39. The first influence to which we turn is naturally that exerted by disease
;

the health of the decade has
Excess in death-r.^tes due to exceptional causes.

District.

!

Plague
1915.

Fever
1917.

Influenza

1918.
Total.

Gurgaon 0-0 1-7 12 3 140
Rohtak • •! 0-0 0-3 90 9-9
Montuomerv ..1 GO 2 0 fy‘5 9-1
Ludhiana o-s 0-2 7'7 8-7
Gujrat 10 4 0 8-4
Gujranwal.i .. 11 21 4-6 7-8
Dera Ghazi Khan .

.

.. «0 2-3 .7 -4 7*7
Hissar .. 00 0-7 H'7 7-4
Lahore Oti Oi> .5 '6 71
Sialkot 1-7 1-3 2-9 6-9
Shahpur 11 1-9 3-7 (i’7

Jhelum ..! 2-0 0 0 8*0 0-7
Gurdaspur

. . 1 -J 0-6 4-6 H’o
Multan ..’ 0-0 1-3 5-4 6-4

Jhang 0-2 1-7 4-5

been uniformly good except for

the epidemics of plague, fever

and influenza in 1915, 1917 and
1918 respectively. Apart from
these the death-rates of the
various districts have been
mainly governed by local con-
ditions, but these epidemics
spread over the province irres-

pective of conditions and the
additional death-rate caused by
them may be described as
fortuitous

;
their influence was

a chance feature of the decade
quite independent of theperma-
nent forces which affect growth
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of population. The figures in the margin show the extra death-rate caused by
these diseases in the fifteen districts where their aggregate effect was greatest

;

the figures show the excess of the plague and fever death-rates in 1915 and 1917

over the normal death-rates from those diseases, and the total death-rate from
influenza in 1918 all of which was abnormal.

Of these fifteen districts which suffered most heavily, nine are amongst
those mentioned in the previous paragraph as showing a smaller increase than
expected, but on the other hand three of them are amongst those in which the

increase was characterised as unexpectedly high. The exceptional epidemics

of the decade do not go far in accounting for the abnormalities in increase of popu-
lation noted in the last paragraph.

40. Migration will be discussed in detail in Chapter III but a few of the EUect of

conclusions which will be found in that chapter must be mentioned here
fiction in”

order to explain some of the features of the recent changes in distribution of the Districts,

population. Migration must not be regarded as a cause of the changes in district

population but rather as the means through which such causes operate. It has

already been shown that the changes in distribution over a long period have been
almost entirely attributable to pressure on resources, and, as migration has always

been taking place, it follows that it too is also governed in the long run by this

pressure
;

it is therefore unnecessary to examine the normal trend of migration

in this paragraph and attention will be confined to the abnormal or temporary
migration that has occurred during the last decade, such migration whilst not in

itself accounting for the abnormal changes in population noticed in paragraph 38
may throw considerable light on the causes which have produced them.

The main types of migration which vfill be noticed as peculiar to the last

decade are that due to the establishment of the canal colonies and that due to

the scarcity conditions which prevailed at the time of the census.

The statistics show that a canal colony passes through five stages in its

evolution ;—before being irrigated it supports a small population living in widely

scattered villages or else of a nomadic nature ;
immediately after irrigation it

receives a great influx of colonists who include the government grantees and large

numbers of persons seeking employment as their tenants and artisans
; the grantees

are selected mainly from the most congested districts but also include persons from
elsewhere who have particular claims, the tenants usually accompany the grantees

and their composition shows the same characteristics ;
after the grantees have

established themselves and the pioneer work is completed many of the tenants

and labourers find that the keen demand for their services shows signs of abate-

ment and large numbers return to their original homes or, if opportunity occurs,

move on to another freshly colonised tract ; those who leave the colony consist

mainly of those who came originally not because of severe pressure in their

own districts but because of attachment to grantees coming from districts which
are not overcrowded ; after this exodus of superfluous tenants and of the un-
successful colonists the population settles down to permanent residence, immi-
grants continue to arrive in small numbers but the old immigrants die out and
are replaced by their children so that even without any emigration the number
of immigrants rapidly grows less

;
the final stage is reached when the original

stock of immigrants have all died out and the colony is inhabited by persons

born within its boundaries and in this stage it ceases to bear the distinctive marks
of a colony and begins to rank with the old districts in its effect on migration.

Bach stage except the last is temporary and the migration which accompanies

it is peculiar to the time and is not a permanent feature of pro^dncial movements
of population.

The exact operation of these processes is somewhat obscured by the fact

that the different colonies are not coterminous with districts, for which alone

census statistics are available. Montgomery and Sheikhupura contain much
land colonised during the last decade but both also include some land which was
irrigated and colonised before the decade had commenced : separate statistics for

Sheikhupura before the last census are not available and it has to be considered

in conjunction with Gujranwala. These districts show the first stage in the

process of colonisation
;
in Montgomery the excess of immigrants from the non-

colony districts over the emigrants to them has risen from 10,433 to 84,491 in

the decade and allowing for deaths .since 1911 probably 76,141 of the present
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immigrants have arrived during the decade
;
in Gujranwala and Sheikhupura

the excess has risen from 74,272 to 136,172 during the decade and probably 76,287

of the present immigrants are of recent arrival. Part of Multan has also been

first colonised since 1911, but so much of it was previously irrigated that the

figures are much less strildng in it the balance of migration
'

' from non-colony

districts has risen from 26,498 to 42,032 during the decade and the actual immi-

gration during the decade has resulted in the presence in 1921 of 20.834 new
colonists.

The next stage in colonisation is illustrated by Shahpur
;
part of this had

already been colonised in the pre\’ious decade and the last ten years have witness-

ed the process of consolidation and the exodus of superfluous tenants and
labourers. The full effect is obscured because a large part of the district is

not colony land and the migration to and from that part follows different laws,

even so the statistics give striking proof of the theory
;
the balance of migration

in favour of this district from the non-colony districts has dropped from 83,762 in

1911 to 38,965 in 1921, this decline of 44,797 is partly accounted for by deaths

amongst the old colonists but allowdng for this it is still probable that actual

emigration during the decade has resulted in the enumeration of 28,043 persons

elsewhere in 1921 who were inside the district in 1911.

The colonisation of Lyallpur took place before the census of 1901 which
naturally revealed an enormous increase in population entirely due to immigra-
tion : the census of 1911 showed a decrease in the number of immigrants far

larger than could be caused by deaths and must have been partly attributable

to actual emigration ; the present census shows a drop in the balance of

migration from 392,374 to 322,472 which is a decrease of no less than 69,902,

yet this decrease is more than accounted for by the normal mortality amongst
old colonists and it is probable that actual immigration exceeded emigration

during the decade by about 9,000 persons of whom 8,573 now survive.

These statistics illustrate the three intermediate stages in colonisation,

but it must be noticed that the figures for the Jhang district do not fit in with
the rules enunciated, this district is however exceptional in many ways and the

migration between it and non-colony districts has been too small to form the

basis of any conclusive arguments.

These remarks apply to the migration between the six true colony districts

and the non-colony districts
;
the figures for migration between the six districts

themselves are even more striking
;

during the decade Shahpur has lost large

numbers to Gujranwala, Montgomery and Jhang, and a few to Multan, whilst

practically no movement has taken place between it and Lyallpur
; Lyallpur has

lost to every district except Jhang
;
Montgomery, Sheikhupura and Multan have

all gained heavily from the older colonies whilst amongst themselves the only

considerable movements have been from Montgomery to Sheikhupura and from
Multan to Montgomery.

The actual figures for the gain in the population of 1921 due to the migra-

tion of the decade are as follows :

—

Canal
Colonies.

other
British

Districts.

Punjab
States.

Outside
Province.

Total.

LyaUpur
Shahpur
Gujranwala and Sheikhupura
Multan
Montgomery
Jhang

—22,451
—13,215

36,903
6,861

3,289
—11,387

8,573

—28,043
76,287
20,834
76,141

1,663

—5,559
244

1,363

—3,683
4,718
—178

1,731

—1,278
4,723

—1,024
4,302
437

—17,706
—42,292
119,276
22,988
88,450
—9,465

Total 0 155,455 —3,095 8,891 161,251

It will be seen that Shahpur has lost both to colony and to non-colony

areas, Jhang and Lyallpur have lost to colony areas but have gained from
non-colony areas, and the three new colonies have gained both from colony and
non-colony areas. The gain of each colony from non-colony areas indicates its

present force of attraction, but the loss of one colony to another is the result of two
attractions in opposition ;

roughly we can say that the migration away from
LyaUpur, Jhang and Shahpur represented by the first column of figures is an
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Birth-place. 1911. ' 1921.
!

New
j

Colonists.

Sialkot 288 223 ! 211

Amritsar 159, 118: 115

Jullundur 127 155, 240

Gurdaspur 97 97 96

Gujrat 97 49 —96
Hoshiarpur 82 99; loO

1 .

Ludlriana 51 40 8

Lahore 36 46 75

Jhelum 32 35 40

Ambala 30 30 29

Ferozepore 16 23 43

Mianwali 11 17 36

Muzaffargarh 9 10 18

Hissar 6 8 13

Kangra 3 1 —6
Rohtak 3 2 0
Gurgaon 3 4 7

Rawalpindi 3 5 10

Kama! 3 1 —

i

D. G. Khan 2 1 —

1

Attock 2 6 19

Simla 0 0 0

exceptional feature of tlie decade due to tlie formation of new colonies, whilst all

other figures are normal for these three districts ;
on the other hand all the figures

for Montgomery, Sheikhupura, and Multan are abnormal features of the decade.

We can now turn to the effect of the canal colonies on the non-colony

districts
;
in 1911 there was a balance of migration of 590,003 in favour of the

former and by 1921 this had risen to 627,924, this constitutes an increase of

37,451 but allowing for deaths amongst the old colonists it is probable that no
less than 155,455 of the new^ balance in favour of the colonies is due to migra-

tion of the decade. The figures in the margin
show the birth-place per raiWs of the balance

in 1911 and in 1921 and of the new colonists

who have come in during the decade. The
figures in the first two columns are very similar

in the case of most districts, shoudng that the

sum total of the attraction of the colonies

has operated on these districts in much the

same way since 1911 as before that year;
there are however exceptions and these are

particularly noticeable on reference to the

last column of figures which show that

Amritsar, Gujrat, Ludhiana. Kangra, Karnal
and Dera Ghazi Khan have sent a far smaller

proportion of migrants to the colonies during

the last ten years than before
; of these the

last three have always sent so few as to

render the effect on their population prac-

tically negligible; on the other hand Jullundur,

Hoshlarpur, Lahore, Jhelum, Ferozepore,

-Mianwali, Muzafiargarh, Hissar, Gurgaon,

Rawalpindi and Attock have increased their contributions to the colonies.

The majority of these changes can be ascribed to one reason which is the

temporary migration which occurred at the end of the decade in consequence
of the widespread failure of crops.

Taking the average matured area for the period 1910-11 to 1919-20 as a
normal for the basis of comparison, the percentage of the normal area w'hich was

harvested in 1920-21 is showm in the marginal

list
;
those districts which appear near the bottom

of the list naturally supplied large numbers of

temporary emigrants looking for employment,
and out of the eleven districts which have
supplied a greater number of colonists than
usual seven appear at the very bottom of the list,

the other four being Jiillundur, Hoshiarpur,
Lahore and Muzafiargarh. Residents of Jullundur,

Hoshiarpur and Lahore have secured very large

grants in the Montgomery district and this may
account for the increase in emigration to the colo-

nies though it is also possible that it has been
temporarily increased owing to scarcity. The
enhanced emigration from Muzaffargarh has been
almost entirely towmrds the adjacent district of

Multan, and, though the area cropped in each
district bore much the same relation to the normal,
yet it is quite certain that owing to failure of the
inundation canals there was a certain amount of

temporary emigration from the former to the latter. ^

Reference to a map will show that Ludhiana and Amritsar are situated

amongst districts where the failure was greater than in themselves, this being

so it is natural that the inhabitants should regard their position as favourable

and would resort less than usual to emigration ; the falling off in emigration from
Gujrat is clearly due to the fact of the introduction of new irrigation which caused

Montgomery .. 125
Lyallpur .. 102
Jhang .. 96
Amritsar .. 93
Gurdaspur 87
Sheikhupura .. 87
Shahpur 85
Muzaffargarh .. 83
Jullundur 83
Multan 81

Ludhiana 78
Kangra 77
Lahore .. 77
Ambala .. 77

Gujrat .. 76
Simla . . 75
Hoshiarpur 72
Kamal 71

Rohtak .. 69
Gujranwala .. 67

D. G. Khan .. 67

Sialkot 63
Gurgaon 62
Ferozepore .. 59
Mianwali .. 58
Rawalpindi .. 42
Attock .. 26
Hissar .. 20
Jhelum .. 19
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many persons who had previously sought more or less permanent labour in

the colonies to return to their ancestral lands.

Summing up it is clear that Lyallpur, Jhang and Shahpur have lost many
inhabitants and that Sheikhupura, Montgomery and Multan have gained many
o^ving to the conditions pecuhar to a decade which witnessed the colonisation of

the latter three districts
;
and also that scarcity conditions in 1921 led to much

temporary migration from Jhelum, Hissar, Attock, Eawalpindi, Mianwali,

Ferozepore. Gurgaon and Muzaft’argarh to the colonies
;
whilst variations in the

acuteness of the scarcity led to less migration than usual from x\miitsar and
Ludhiana.

Scarcity conditions have affected the migration between non-colony

districts themselves as well as between them and the colonies
;
and in the case of

districts near the boundaries of the Punjab States and of other provinces it has

also affected migration across the border, but in these last cases it is impos-

sible to trace its influence as we have not got the agricultural statistics for the

states and extra-provincial districts. Comparison of the balance of migration

{i. e.. the number of immigrants minus the number of emigrants) in favour of each

district in 1911 and 1921 gives an indication of the changes in the course of migra-

tion, and the effect of these changes on the population is best illustrated by giving

this balance per mille oi the 1911 population. For instance; in 1911 Hissar

showed 136,396 immigrants and 116,814 emigrants and thus had a balance of

migration of 19,582 in its favour but in 1921 the balance was 39,211 against it,

so that the difference in the balance in the two years was

—

58,793 which amounts
to —73 per miile of its population in 1911. Changes in the course of migration

have therefore accounted for a change of —73 per mille in the population of

the district since 1911.

The effect of changes in migration, calculated in this way, are shown in

the following table which gives separate figures for migration with British dis-

tricts of the Punjab, with Punjab States and with areas outside the province :

—

Change in the balance of migration between _1911 and 1921 per mille of the total population of 1911.

With Punjab
British

Territory.

!

With Punjabi
State?.

1

i

Beyond the
Punjab.

Total.

Montgomery 169

i

9
'

27 205
Gujranwala and Sheikhupura 114 1 5 120

Simla 114 39 —43 110

Gujrat 49 0 —3 46
Multan 24 —4 —4 16

Ludhiana 21 15 3 39
Amrit-sar 16 0 —

5

11

Rawalpindi 13 0 15 28
Rohtak 10 4 31 45
Jhang: 5 —1 0 4
Karnal 4 —6 -4 —6
Gurda^pur 4 O

1 3

Ferozepore 1 —9 13 5
Dera Ghazi Khan 2 —7 —3 —12
Ambala —3 —4 —14 —21
Lahore —4 0 —13 —17
Gurgaon —6 2 19 15

Muzaffaigarli . . . .

' —6 —3 —1 —9
Kaniira —7 —11 1 —17
Attock —8 —1 1 —8
Mianwali —8 0 15 7

iSialkot —12 1 —3 —14
FFosbiarpur —17 1 —3 —19
Hi.-j.sar —27 —23 —23 —73
.Jullundur —30 — 1 -6 —37
Jhelum —32 1 —13 —44
Shahpur —91 0

i

—1 —92
Lyallpur —136 — 11 — ] —148

The di-stiicts are arranged according to the figures in the first column, for

it is only for British Territory that we have crop statistics which enable us to

gauge the influence of the scarcity conditions. The position of the canal

colonies in this statement has already been explained. Apart from these, and
Simla, the migiation from which is entirely artificial, and Gujrat which has

been newly irrigated, it i\il] be found that every district high on the list reaped
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a higher percentage of a normal crop in 1921 than adjacent districts whilst

the reverse is true of those districts low on the list. The only exception is

found in Jullundur, which sent many grantees to Montgomery, and a few of

the districts near the middle of the hst in which the change in balance of

migration with other districts has been very small. The table affords very
striking proof of the fact that the main changes in the stream of migration in

the two census years are due very largely to temporary migration resulting from
the scarcity conditions which prevailed at the 1921 census.

Had we got figures showing the severity of the scarcity in the Punjab
States and in districts of the surrounding pro\finces it is probable that reference

to these and to a map would show that the figures in the second and third

columns are as much due to variations in that scarcity as are those in the first

colunm.

41. Turning to the second column of figures at the beginning of paragraph Summary

38, which shows the percentage of increase in each district during the last decacle,
Aifeetufg***^

we can now’ see the effect of the conclusions arrived at in the last two paragraphs. Variations in

In the group of districts at the head of that list we have seen that Montgomery,
Sheikhupura and Multan owe a great deal of their increase to migration which is

a feature peculiar to the decade which witnessed the first colonisation of large

areas within them
;
on the other hand this same feature of the decade has had an

opposite effect on Lyallpur and Shahpur in wdiich there would have otherwise

been larger increases. Shahpur has been passing through the adjustment stage
of colony growdh and has lost many superfluous labourers and unsuccessful colo-

nists, its rate of increase has therefore been less during the decade than before

and in all probability less than it will be in the near future. Lahore's rate of

increase has been checked by extensive migration to Montgomery, but on the
other hand it will be shown in Chapter II that it has been accelerated by an influx

of immigrants from other districts to Lahore City. Multan being yet in the early

stages of colonisation is likely to show a far greater rate of increase in the near
future. Jhang has been affected, like Lyallpur, by the drain on its population
caused by the newer colonies. In short, peculiar features of the decade account
for the great differences in the rate of increase in these seven districts and but
for these they wmuld have showm much less wide variations.

In the next group each of the three districts suffered from extremely bad
harvests in 1921 and there was much temporary emigration from them all, but
in the case of Ferozepore this w'as nullified by temporary immigration from
adjacent parts of Rajputana w’hich suffered even more severely

;
Hissar in parti-

cular suffered so severely that instead of exercising its normal attraction on the
residents of Rajputana and the United Provinces it actually sent emigrants to

them in large numbers.
In the next group Mianw’ali w’hilst losing by exceptional emigration to the

canal colonies gained by temporary immigration from the country to the w’est

which suffered more severely from scarcity than it did itself
; Muzaffargarh and

Jhelum lost large numbers by temporary emigration in 1921 and had it not been
for this would almost certainly have show'ii considerable increases instead of

losses in population. Dera Ghazi Khan, though this is not borne out by recorded
statistics, had also a bad year and lost by temporary emigration

;
but the main

reason for its small rate of increase is to be found in the attraction exercised on
its population by extensive newdy irrigated lands in Bahaw’alpur State.

The nine districts in the next group do not appear to have been affected

very considerably by peculiar features of the decade, but the five w’hich show
the greatest increase certainly ow'e part of that increase to temporary immigra-
tion from neighbouring districts during the scarcity of 1921 ;

increase in Jul-
lundur W’as checked by the grant of lands in Montgomery to members of its

congested population
;
Sialkot wdiilst sending large numbers of emigrants to the

canal colonies did not exceed its previous records in that direction, but it

lost considerably more emigrants than usual to non-colony districts.

In the last group Simla gained at an artificially high rate merely owing to
the presence of the town of Simla, the March population of w’hich exceeded that
of 1911 by a very large amount owing to the innovation in various Govern-
ment departments of remaining at the summer headquarters throughout the
year. Gujrat gained exceptionally owing to new irrigation w’hich brought back
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numerous emigrants wlio had sought employment in the canal colonies at a
time when their own lands were dry and comparatively unproductive. Ambala
lost by increased emigration, whilst Gurgaon lost more than any other district

by epidemics of disease.

It is thus seen that the temporary features attending the close of the decade,
and the colonisation which occurred during the
decade, all tend to account for the cases where
increase in population during the last decade does
not appear to have been in accordance with that
which would have been caused by pressure on
resources acting alone. Unfortunately it is quite
impossible to make any numerical estimate of that
part of the migration of the decade which was
temporary or due to changes in colonisation

;
were

it possible to do so we could eliminate it and then
get further figures indicating where to look for

further pecuhar influences of the decade
;
vuthout

it it is scarcely logical to look further as it in itself

may be sufficient to account for all the peculiari-

ties noticed in paragraph 38. It may perhaps be
useful however to indicate how the increased attrac-
tion of the large towns has affected the population
of the various districts. We have figures for im-
migrants to towns but not for emigrants from them;
the marginal statement shows the excess of the

^ recorded in 1921 over those recorded in 1911 to the cities and
towns of Lahore, Amritsar, Multan, Rawalpindi, Ambala, Jullundur, Sialkot and
Ferozepore

;
immigrants from the districts in which each town is situated have not

been included as they have no effect on the population of such districts. It is

interesting to observe the rival influences of pressure on population and proximity
to the toi\ms which have operated to produce this change in the urban popu-
lation, but detailed comments must be reserved for Chapter II.

Variations The increase in density per square mile is indicated in the following
in Density, map, the striking feature about which is that it shows that the changes in density

during the last decade have been characterised by a great increase in the central
parts of the province accompanied udth little change or with actual decrease in
the outlpng districts ;• -
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The actual change in the number of persons per square mile is a somewhat
misleading guide to variations in population; for instance Montgomery, Sheikhu-
pura, Lyallpur and Lahore have all gained over forty persons per square mile
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during the decade but their populations have shown very different features in

their increase ;
Montgomery had an extremely light population in 1911 and its

gain of 46 persons to the mile has been caused by a very rapid increase and yet

has still left the countryside sparsely inhabited; Lahore with a much denser

population to start with has needed a comparatively small increase in it in order

to give it 48 more persons to the mile
;
whilst Sheikhupura and Lyallpur show

intermediate rates of increase. If however the change in density is shown as an

increase per cent, on its initial amount it becomes sjmonymous with change in

population. In the following marginal table the first and second columns of

figures show the change in density expressed in these two ways and it will be

noticed that the second column is identical with the statement given at the begin-

ning of paragraph 38. The third and fourth colunms show the change in density

of the rural population per square mile of cidtivated area ;
it is to a comparison of

columns two and four that attention should be paid as the latter shows how far the— increase per cent, in mean density

Changes in Density between 1911 and 1921.

District.

Mean density

per square
mile.

Density of rural

population per
cultivated square

mile.

Actual. Per cent. Actual.
1

Per cent.

Montgomery 46 42-3
1

-71 —14
Sheikhupura 41 19-8 0 0
Lvdllpur 40 15'6 21 5
Lahore 48 130 107 29
Shahpur 17 11-6 —20 —5
Multan 13 9-3 —56 —11
Jhang 13 8*7 —9 —2

Lerozepore 32 14-4 45 18
Hissar ‘ 3 1-5

4 4
Attock 0 —1-3 3

Mianwali 3 4-9 —20 —

5

Muzafiargarh 0 —0-2 13 2

D. Ct. Khan —4 —6-6 86 21
Jhelum —12 —6-7 —4 —

1

Ludhiana 35 9-7 66 17

Eohtak 20 8-0 58 17

Amritsar 30 5*5 51 8

Rawalpindi 10 3 9 44 8

Karnal 91 3-4 39 9

Gujranwala 8 2-9 0 0

Jullundivr 15 2-0 40 6

Gurdaspur 8 1-8 27 4

Sialkot 4 0-7 19 3

Simla 68 17-9 —41 —4
Gujrat 14 4-6 —30 —

5

Hoshiarpur 4 1-0 38 5

Kansra 0 —0-6 57 6

Ambala —5 —1-4 16 3

Gurgaon —22 —6'0 10 3

(orin population) is nulhfied by a

corresponding or even greater in-

crease in cultivation
;
for instance

in Montgomery, Shahpur, Jhang,

Slianwali and Gujrat whilst popu-
lation and mean density have
increased the incidence of the rural

population on the cultivated area

has actually decreased owing to an
extension of cultivation which
more than balances the increase.

In Simla the apparent increase in

mean density is entirely due to

urban gro^vth and beyond the limits

of the one town the density of the

population has decreased very con-

siderably. The reverse conditions

are observable in Attock, Dera
Ghazi Khan, Ambala and Gurgaon
in which the bad seasons of 1921

caused a restriction of cultivation

so great that a decline in popula-

tion was accompanied by an
increase in its incidence on the

cultivated area
;
in these districts

it is clear that even though there

was temporary emigration in 1921

it was insufficient to leave the
remaining population with means

of subsistence equal to that which they enjoyed in 1911.

These cases are the most striking for in them an increase in mean density has

been accompanied by a decrease in the incidence of the rural population on the

cultivated area which provides its means of subsistence, or vice versa
;
but in a

less deforce every difference between the figures in the second and fourth columns

shows the same facts
;
in Lyallpur increase in population did not keep pace with

increase in cultivation, in Jhelum a decrease in cultivation was accompanied by

a very far greater decrease in population, and in all the districts not yet mentioned

the increase in population was not so great as the increased pressure on resources

owing to those resources being less in 1921 than in 1911.

43. No profit can be derived from an attempt to forecast the future Future

movements of anything so susceptible to innumerable and fortuitous influencesVariations

as the population of districts, yet the whole course of observation and argument

given in this section tends to show that, apart from temporary disturbing causes,

there is a normal difference in the rates of increase in the different districts of the

Pimjab. In paragraph 18 the various districts were classified according to their

apparent present capacity of supporting an increased population, in paragraph

38 it was shown that the past increase over a long period has been roughly in
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accordance with that present capacity, in paragraphs 39 to 42 the reason for the
increases in population during the past decade not being in accordance with that
capacity has been found in various facts such as epidemic disease, canal colonisa-

tion and scarcity at the time of the last census which were all peculiar features of

the decade. It therefore appears reasonable to conclude that the variations in

the next decade will also reflect the varpng capacity to support increased
population mentioned in paragraph 18, except in so far as peculiarities in con-
ditions may operate to prevent that result. It is impossible to foretell the
chances and changes of the next ten years, but a few coming events have
already cast their shadows before them and may be mentioned as influences

likely to affect the future spread of population. In the canal colonies, Lyallpur
is likely to experience little change in her rate of increase though it must
inevitably diminish as pressure becomes felt

;
Shahpur having passed through

the stage of consolidation and ejection of superfluous labour is likely to show
a somewhat augmented rate of increase

;
Sheikhupura, now fully colonised, is

Likely to follow the example afforded by Shahpur in this last decade and to lose

many of its immigrants and therefore to show a lessened rate of increase
;
in

Montgomery and Multan the present rapid increase is likely to continue for some
years of the coming decade before being replaced by the slower rate which
accompanies the stage of colonisation to which I have referred as consolidation.

Schemes for fresh irrigation from the Sutlej, if they are completed within
the decade, should lead to great increases in Ferozepore and Bahawalpur

; and
similarly if the Bakra Dam, which has so long been mooted, comes into operation
it will enable the south-eastern districts to support a larger population which will

probably be brought into being by increased immigration from outside the pro-
vince.

Increased industrialism is likely to lead to an increase of urban population,
of which there are already a few tentative signs, and may lead to a movement
of population towards Lahore, Amritsar and other large centres.

And finally the return of the temporary emigrants of 1921 should give an
apparently accelerated rate of increase in all the districts which suffered most
severely from the scarcity prevalent at the time that this census was taken.

Section VI.—Houses and Families.

1 44. The types of buildings in which the various races of the Punjab reside

are so numerous and varied that it is extremely difficult to give a definition of

the word “ house ” which will apply to even approximately the same unit in

different parts of the country. Undefined, the word may be applied equally well
to a collection of buildings inhabited by large numbers of persons connected by
very indefinite social ties and only characterised as a separate unit by the exist-

ence of either a common courtyard or common approach, or to every indi’vfidual

room of one compact building. The main difficulty arises from the custom which
obtains in many parts of the province of the various members of a family
separating from each other in some particulars and not in others

;
such separa-

tion may be complete in every way and involve separate establishments housed
in completely separate buildings and owning separate property, it may however
involve the mere separation of feeding and cooking arrangements whilst the
different members contimre to use parts of the same ancestral building and to
own their property jointly

;
the word “ house ” at once begins to be confused

with the word " family ” and both are extremely indefinite terms.

In the compact villages of the south-east it is usual to find a large number
of branches of the same family occupying one ancestral group of buildings situated

round a common courtyard, but that group may consist of perfectly distinct

buildings and the lives of the branches residing in each may be entirely separate
and independent ;

the group of buildings however represents what was once the
house and common residence of a single simple family, and it is often impossible
to draw the dividing line between a group of houses and a house formed of a group
of buildings. In towns the difficulty is even greater, whole lines of buildings
may open on to one common courtyard or on to a semi-public lane or alley
possessing only one approach from the public streets

; here any definition based
on the possession of a common courtyard or entrance is manifestly absurd as
both the buildings and the people inhabiting them may be entirely independent

;
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on the other hand a single compact building may be composed of flats and

rooms having separate entrances from the public highway and inhabited by

persons who have no relations with one another.

Definitions based entirely on structural features or entirely on the

connection between the inhabitants are equally faulty, and, in connection vnth.

the census, it has always been recognised that it is impossible to lay down a

definition which will be of any use in statistics; all attempt to define the house as

a statistical unit has therefore been abandoned and the definition adopted has

been devised with the sole purpose of ensuring that the enumerating staff should

overlook no building likely to have inhabitants and should not include in one
“ house ” a group of buildings so large as to make the complete enumeration of

its inhabitants a matter of difficulty. The definition adopted will lie discussed

in the next paragraph, but before coming to it it is best to give a rough idea

of the types of buildings which are met with in various parts of the province.

As a general rule the type of house follows the type of village; in the eastern

plains, where compact villages sprang up on account of the necessity for mutual

protection, the same consideration led to the various branches of a family hanging

together and living round a common courtyard with a single entrance
;
the

necessity of mutual protection has disappeared but the type of village has been

fixed and lack of space obliges successive branches of the family to go on extend-

ing and enlarging the old buildings even though they may separate • from each

other by the establishment of individual cooking arrangements.

In the west, where the \’illages are smaller and more scattered, family

dissensions lead not only to the separation of cooking arrangements but to the

erection of entirely separate buildings and a discontinuance of all mutual rela-

tions except perhaps in connection mth the ownership and cultivation of land
;

here houses are smaller and more easily distinguishable, most have their o\vn

courtyard but the buildings are for joint use as much as courtyard.

In the hills, where people live in scattered hamlets, each little family

builds its own house near its fields and large groups of buildings inhabited by
any but the closest relations are uncommon.

The actual structure of the houses has been fully described in previous

cengus reports but has little bearing on the subjects to be dealt vdth in this report;

suffice it to say that the material used depends on the locality; mud is the most

common material and may be used in the form of unbaked bricks, unshaped

clods, or roughly moulded slabs
;
wood and stone are largely used in the foot-

hills ;
thatch and matting in the riverside areas of the plains. An interesting

series of names for the previous t}q)es of house common in the Montgomery Dis-

trict (before colonisation) is mentioned in Mr. Rose’s report of 1901 as illustrating

the varying extent to which those who used them were of nomadic habits, these

oXQ—kotha built of mud walls and roof, kliudi of mud walls and thatched roof,

jhugi of walls of matting with thatched roof, chhann with both walls and roof

of thatch, and pakhi which is a mere temporary shed of screens.

During the last decade there has not been a vast change in the type of

houses built, but it is noticeable that burnt bricks are being increasingly employed

and that buildings are becoming more and more commodious throughout the

canal colonies ;
in towns the burnt brick is becoming an almost universal

building material and, though in walled towns lack of space has led to extensions

in an upward direction and to the construction of more and more, additional

stories, there is a very marked tendency amongst the educated and more wealthy

classes to resort to buildings of the European bungalow t}q)e outside the limits of

the more congested areas.

45. In 1881 the distinguishing feature insisted upon in the definition of Definition

a ‘‘ house ” was the possession of a common courtyard, a fact which led to the of “House”

selection of inconveniently large units for enumeration in the south-eastern parts

of the province ;
in 1891 no rigid definition was attempted but the main points

insisted on in a long series of instructions were:—the situation within a common
enclosure, the existence of a common courtyard with express exception of lanes

and semi-public spaces in towns, and the exception of outhfing huts and shelters
;

in 1901 the definition was made even more mde and practically came to being
“ every place likely to be occupied ” and the actual selection of individual units

was left largely to the discretion of the local census officers.
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In 1911 a far more rigid definition was attempted and this has been followed

at the present census and is contained in the instructions issued to the enumerat-
ing stafi as follows ;

—

In rural tracts.
—“ House ” means a structure occupied by one commensal

family with its resident dependents, such as widows and servants. Such
detached structures, as have no hearth, but are likely to have one or more
persons sleeping therein on the mght of the final enumeration, should be treated

as separate houses, so that no person may escape enumeration.

In to\vns and cities.
—

" House ” means a structure intended for the

exclusive residence of one or more commensal families apart from other

residents of the street or lane, and includes serais, hotels and the like, when
they are not large enough to form blocks

;
shops, schools, and other institutions,

having no hearth, but which may possibly have some one sleeping therein on
the mght of the final enumeration should be numbered as separate houses.

It will be seen that, in rural tracts, the old method of treating all buildings

with a common courtyard as one house has been abandoned in favour of the

separation of each part of a group of buildings which has a separate chulha
or hearth. The possession of a separate chulha is universally recognised as

the distinguishing mark of the partial separation of a branch of a family from the
other branches and parent stem

;
though the separation may be incomplete yet

once it has taken place the branch is no longer a member of what is termed a

confocal group and its interests and acti\fities rapidly diverge from those of the
other branches. Hence in rural areas the definition of house is based on the

degree of separation amongst the people residing in it and practically amounts
to the residence of a separate family.

On the other hand such a definition would be impossible to apply in

towns and cities and here the distinguishing mark of a house has been made to

rest on the nature of the structure, though it also includes a modification

based on nature of the inhabitants.

This definition has survived the test of two censuses and has been found
to fulfil the two main requirements which are:

—

That the definition should cover all buildings in which it is likely that
people may be found on the census night.

That the inhabitants of the unit selected should be so closely connected

that their final enumeration can be completed by reference to one
man and without moving from place to place.

But there is one point in which the definition fails and that is that it

leads, on account of unintelligent zeal on the part of enumerators, to the selec-

tion of large numbers of places as houses ” which are most unlikely to be

inhabited on the census night. This fault not only leads to unnecessary labour in

house-numbering and patrolling but, as the directions provide for the enumera-

tion as if at his residence of a man who is temporarily absent guarding the
’

crops or attending to his well, the treatment of shelters amongst the crops and
at the wells as houses may lead to double enumeration.

46. The number of occupied houses according to the present census is

5,532,305 in the Punjab and 114,683 in Delhi, and is an increase of only 241,973
over those returned in 1911. The marginal figures show the

1881 . . 25 average number of houses per square mile recorded at the
1891 . . 27 last five censuses, but, owing to the change in definition

1901 .. 30 referred to in the last paragraph no comparison can be
• • •10 established except between the last two figures

;
the small

•• increase in the number of houses is shared unequally
by the four natural divisions as can be seen from

Subsidiary Table VH
; of these, the sparsely populated Himalayan tract

naturally has the most wfidely separated houses and only has 17*5 houses
to the square mile as opposed to 70 in the densely populated Sub-Himalayan
districts. The changes in the natural divisions since 1911 require little

comment, the slight decline in the number of houses in the Sub-ffimalayan
tract is so small as to be within the margin of error due to individual variations
in the interpretation of the definition, and the only feature of note is that the
increase in the North-West Dry Area with its large canal colonies hasbeen so small.

The towns of the PunjaHb contain on the average 3,174 houses as against
109 in the average sized village

;
in Delhi the city and its suburbs include no less
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than 74,188 inhabited houses whilst the outlying villages contain an average of

129.

It is to be regretted that the enumerators treated so many places as houses

which were not really likely to be occupied on the census night,—in the preli-

minary returns over eight million houses were entered and on the census night

only 5' 6 millions were inhabited
;
though the temporary migration due to the

drought at the time of the census must have left many houses unoccupied it is

impossible to gauge the number which were temporarily deserted owing to

the inclusion of most unlikely places for human habitation in the preliminary

returns.

47. Throughout the two provinces the average number of residents in Average

each house is remarkably constant, and amounts to 4‘3 in Delhi and in the Sub- Rodents ?a

Himalayan tract, 4'5 in the Himalayan Districts, 4'6 in the Indo-Gangetic Plain a House,

and 4’8 in the North-West Dry Area. As the definition of house in rural areas

practically ensures that the residents will form one family these figures may also

be taken as representing the size of normal families and they show at once how
far removed the Punjab is from other parts of India in its family customs

;
in it

the Hindu joint family system is practically non-existent and the enormous
imdivided families of Bengal and elsewhere are unknown, the family almost

tallies with the European separate family of father, mother and children.

The remarkable constancy of the number of residents to a house is main-

tained amongst the individual districts
;
Lyallpur shows o‘5 persons to a house

and Jhelum only 3‘8 but every other district has an average of between four and
five people to the house.

Another remarkable feature of the figures for houses is that, in spite of the

difference in definition, the number of residents to a house in urban areas (4’4)

is very near that in rural areas (4'6).

48. The constitution of families in the Punjab shows every possible grada- The Famiijs

tion from the individualistic systems common in Europe, where every married

man with his wife and young unmarried children form a separate family, to the

true Hindu joint family system, in which all members of a family connected

together by descent from a distant ancestor live together, own their property

in common and pool all their individual earnings in the joint coffer for unchal-

lenged administration by the head of the family
;
but, except in rare cases, the

family resembles the former type far more closely than the latter.

In rural tracts, if the father's house is a small one, and it usually contains

but one living room, the marriage of a son necessitates the immediate building

of another room
;
and, though he may continue to use the same courtyard and

even the same hearth, it is generally found that within a short time the dissen-

sions of the womenfolk, who have not been brought up from infancy amongst
the family, make life inconvenient so that, sooner or later, a separate hearth is

established or, more commonly, an entirely separate establishment is set up.
The result is that throughout the country the family using one hearth

almost invariably consists of but father, mother and unmarried children with
possibly a few dependents of a previous generation

;
but in the east, where vil-

lage sites are compact and building space is very limited, such families have much
more tendency to live in close association in one group of buildings than in the

west, where there are fewer difficulties in the way of erecting separate houses.

Considerations of space do not form the only reason for variety in the

degree of separation common from village to village and from district to district
;

as a rule the higher and more orthodox castes of Hindus tendto greater community
in living than those whose traditions are less restrictive, and far more than Musal-
mans who live much more individualistic lives throughout the province

;
this fact

is partly due to the greater survival of ancient customs amongst the orthodox
Hindus but is also largely due to the fact that the proprieties observed by all

civilised races discountenance close association between persons who are not
prevented from marriage by ties of relationship, so that the existence of strict

exogamous customs amongst high caste Hindus permits a wider circle of relations

to live together than would be possible amongst peoples where even close rela-

tionship is no bar to marriage.

Whilst the large imdivided family is practically unknown in the province,
its influence can be seen in business relations and in the forms and conditions of
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agricultural tenure
;
but even tbe continuation of joint ownership and of joint

endeavour in business and agriculture is more a matter of convenience than a

result of the force of tradition.

In towns and cities, where the want of building space prevents the easy
separations of rural life, Hindu families almost invariably show a far greater

degree of the joint constitution
;
and, amongst trading classes, the existence of

established business firms controlled entirely by the family has still further aided
the survival of the ancient systems. But even amongst these old family firms

the ties are beginning to change from those of a joint family, whose property and
earnings are common and subject to the control of the head of the family, to
those of mere partnership, where the capital is held in shares and the profits

are subject to periodical distribution.



SUBSIDIARY TABLE 1.

Density, Water-supply and Crops.

District ob State anb
Nateeal Dmsion.

PUNJAB

I. InboGangetic Plain
West.
1. Hissar

2. Loharu State

3. Roiitak

4. Dujana State

5. Gurgaon
6. Pataudi State

7. Elamal
8. JuUundur .

9. KajrUTtkala State .

10. Ludhiana
11. Malerkotla State .

12. Ferozepore

13. Faridkot State

14. Patiala State

15. Jind State

16. Nabka State

17. Lahore
18. Amritsar
19. Gujranwala
20. Sheikhupura

n. Himalayan—
21. Nahan State

22. Simla
23. Simla Hill States .

24. Bilaspur State

25. Kangra
26. Mandi State

27. Suket State

28. Chamba State

in. Seb-Himalayan—
29. Ambala
30. Kalsia State

31. Hoshiarpur
32. Gurdaspur
33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat
35. Jhelum
36. Rawalpindi
37. Attock

IV. Noeth-West Dry Abea
38. Montgomery
39. Shahpur
40. Mianwali
41. Lyallpur

42. Jhang
43. Multan
44. Bahawalpur State .

45. Muzafiargarh
46. Dera Ghazi Khan .

DELHI

I. Inbo-Gangetio Plain
West.
1 . Delhi

Note.—Figures in column 2 have been calculated from survey area figures, as given in Imperial Table 1. Figures in columns
3 to 7 and 9 to 12 for British Districts have been calculated from areas given in the agricultural statements for 1919-20, and those
for' States from figures supplied by Census Superintendents. Rainfall recorded in column 8 is that recorded at the headquarters of
Districts and States, and is an average for all years for which a record exists ; rainfall figures recorded for natural divisions and for
the Pimjab, being averages of those for units, is meaningless. In the following cases figures have been computed from statistics for
neighbouring places :

—

Columns 3 to 6.—Pataudi, Patiala, Nahan,
Column 4.—Dujana, Kapurthala.
Columns 9 to 12.—^Nahan, Mandi, Chamba.
Column 8.—Dujana, Jind, Nabha, Bilaspur.
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CHAPTER I. SUBSIDIARY TABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE H.

Distribution of the Population classified according to Density.

Province or Naterai
Division.

Tahails with a population per square mil of

Under 100.
1 150—299

1

(inclusive).

300—449
(inclusive).

450—599
(inclusive).

600—749
(inclusive).

750 and over.

Area.

Population

(OOO’s

omitted).

Area.

Population

(OOO’s

omitted).

«8

<

ac

Oo
Se

C ^
l-S
e3

1.°§"=
p-

Area

Population

(OOO’s

omitted).

c

<

ooo
c dr

e8 *1^

s a
S'®
PM

sU
<

Population

(OOO’s

omitted.)

1 2 3 4
1

5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13

PUNJAB 44,002 3,430

1

45,635' 10,389 18,591 6,869 5,525 2,832 867 615 966
(37-99) (13-66) (16-05) (27-37) (4-77) (11-28) (-75) (2-45) (1-04) (3-85)

1. Indo-Gangetic 1,862 202 22,3011 5,291 3,790 1,716 908 390 966
Plain West (1-77) (58-721 '(46-22) (27-65) (33-11) (4-52) (7-93) (2-53) (3-18) (8-44)

II. Himalayan 11,658 766 32 49 35
(73-14) (26-35) (53-34)

(
-20)

( o8) (
-31)

in. Sub-Himalayan 3,571 339 6,174 1,343 5,222 1,943 3,809 1,924 428 290
(18-60) (5-80) (27-19) (33-28) (19-83) (32-95) (2-23) (4-97) ••

IV. North-West Dry 26,911 2,123 12,960 2,828 2,833 1,126 .. ..

Area (63-02) (34-93) (30-35) (46-54) (6-63) (18-53) . . ••

DELHI (Indo-Gangetic . .
\

.. 593 488
Plain West) • • • • • • • • m

XoTE.—The figures within brackets show the percentages of the total area and population.



SUBSIDIARY TABLE UL

Variation in relation to Density unce 1881.

District or State amd
Natural Division.

1

PUNJAB

1. Indo-Gangetic Plain
West—

1. Hissar

2. Loharu State

3. Bohtak .

.

4. Dujana State

5. Gargaon .

.

a Pataudi State

7. Elamal
8. JuUundur
9. Kapurthala State

10. Ludhiana
IL Malerkotla State

12. Ferozepore

13. Faridkot State .

.

14. Patiala State

13. Jind State

16. Nabha State

17. Lahore
18. Amritsar .

.

19. Gujranwala
20. Sheikhupura

II. Himalayan

—

21. Nahan Stale

22. Simla

23. Simla Hill Stales

24. Bilaapur State .

.

23. Eangra .

.

26. Mandi State

27. Suket State

28. Chamba State

in. Spb-Himalayan— .

.

29. Ambala
30. Kalsia State

31. Hoshiarpur
32. Gurdaspur
33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat
35. Jhelum . .

36. Rawalpindi
37. Attock

IV. North-West Dry
Area—

38. Montgomery
39. Shabpur .

.

40. Mianwali .

.

41. LyaUpur .

.

42. Jhang
43. Multan
44. Bahauialpur State

45. MuzaSaigarh
46. Dera Ghazi Khan

DELHI ..

L Inoo-Oangstio Plain
West

—

1. Delhi

Percentage of variation Increase (-J-).

Decrease (—).

1911
to

1921.

1901
to

1911.

1891
to

1901.

1881
to

1891.

Mean density per square mile.

1921. 1911. 1901.

1

1891. 1881.
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Note.—Owing to change® in boundaries the figures for 1911 and 1921 cannot be compared in the cases of Bohtak, Gurgaori, Gujran.
wala, Sheikhnpura and Delhi,
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

Comparison with vital statistics (For Britirii Territory only).

Distmct anb Natcbal Division.

In 1911-1920 total

number of

Numberper cent, of
population of 1911. Excess (-h)

or deficiency

(— ) of births

over deaths.

Increase (-)-) or

decrease (— ) of
population of
compared with 1911.

Births, Deaths, Births. Deaths. Natural. Actual.

PUNJAB AND DELHI

PUNJAB

8,706,574

8,511,15

I
Indo-GangeticPlain West (Total)! 4,032,958

Ijtdo-Gangetic Plain
(Punjab.)

1. Hissar

2. Rohtak
3. Gu^aon
4. Kamal
3. Jullundur

6. Ludhiana
7. Ferozepore

8. Lahore

9. Amritsar

10. Gujranwala

11. Sheikhupura

Htmalay-an

—

12. Simla

13. Kangra

Sttb-TTtmat.ayan—

14. Ambala
13. Hoahiarpur

16. Gurdaspor
17. Sialkot

18. Gujrat
19. Jhelom
20. Kawalpindi

21. Attook

Noeth-West Dey Area

—

22. Montgomery
23. Shahpur
24. Mianwall
25. Lyallpor

26. Jhang
27. Multan
28. Muzaffargarh

29. Dera Ghazi Khan

DELHI

Indo-Gangetic Plain West

Delhi

WesJ 3,837,537

377,232
356,501

336,510
388,117
353,093
247,486
457,256
485,339
431,570

404,4131

289,126

8,286

280,840

2,397,803 2,072,

283,896
378,297

388,490

449,019
315,520
182,993
202,907
196,681

1,986,687

229,082
268,459
143,568
435,144
231,722

330,897
205,505
142,310

195,421

195,421

195,421

1 206,152! + 1,183,0

+ 1,108;

+ 576,728 + 617;

+ 542,6

+ 70,714 + 11,921

+ 57,438
- 47,824

+ 33,913 + 27.713

+ 51,621 + 20,624

+ 29,461 + 50,430

+ 134,931 + 138,591

+ 99.499 + 130,481

+ 39,589 + 48,578

+ 104,671

+ 18,8511

9,946 -t-

8,905

54,177 -t-

4,708
23,693 -h

17,937; -h

27300, +
43,179' -1-

11,442| —
6,1941 -f

2,792| —

+ 468; + 535,018 + 525,6

166,909
214,742
115,76
258,860;

162,44

265,63

187,897|

146,043

182,565

182,565

182,565

+ 176,284 + 248,860

+ 12,856|

+ 12,8561

+ 12,85^

+ 212,276

+ 74,917

+ 16,828

+ 131,601

+ 45,756

+ 76,051
- 983
- 30,808

+ 74,741

+ 74,741

+ 74,741

n A Vital Rtatiatica for 1911 referred to the old district of Delhi and none are available for Delhi for 1912 ; the 6gurea for 1911

have ^nltited Kohtak ; the average for the years 1913 to 1920 has beento for tte^ar 1912 in Delhi.

“
121 Futures for the actual population of 1 91 1 (columns 4, 5 and 8) are those given m Imperial Table H oU921.

(3).’ N?^al statistics being^vailable for the trans-frontier tract of Dera Ghazi Khan, its population has been omitted m calcu-

lating colmi^^d^^^
of 1911 and 1921, bom in unspecified parts of the Punjab have aU been included when calculating the first

F^r^detaila wiU be found in Subsidiary Table V of Chapter VI ; births and deaths registered in cantonments are not

included in that Table as ttiey are not recorded by sex. ....
(6). This table includes 38,078 births and 40,650 deaths registered m cantonments.



SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Variation by Tahsils classified according to density.

(a). ACTUAL VARIATION {BRITISH TERRITORY ONLY).

Natitbai Division.

PUNJAB

Indo-Gangetic Plaia

West.

Himalayan

Sub-Himalayan

North-West Dry
Area.

DELHI

Indo-Gangetic Plain

WesjL -

Variation in tahsils with a population per square mile at the commencement
OF DECADE OF

Under 150.
150—299
(inclnsive).

2
1881-1891
1891-1901
1901-1911
1911-1921
1881-1891
1891-1901
1901-1911
1911-1921
1881-1891
1891-1901
1901-1911
1911-1921
1881-1891

1891-1901
1901-1911
1911-1921
1881-1891
1891-1901

1901-1911
1911-1921
1881-1891
1891-1901

1901-1911
1911-1921
1881-1891

1891-1901
1901-1911
1911-1921

- 144,582
- 112,325
- 835,475

-r 106,844
- 86,265
- 392,642
- 164,010
- 9,424
- 44,351
-{- 54,955

+ 5,218
- 2,776

+ 1,802

-h 6,523

44,042
- 19,145
- 15,768

-f 218,839
- 720,725

+ 1.37,189

— 497,244
-1-1,276,262

-(-2,135,950

+ 400,648
-

1
- 47,634

-f 247,660

-t-1,090,534— 251,768
— 200,100

+ 237,456
— 2,956
— 1,545
— 750,709

-f- 201,794

+ 112,163

+ 41,880
+• 405,931

-f- 589,352

+ 936,209

+ 612,081

600—749 750—899 1,050

(inclusive). (inclusive). and over.

-f 883,288

-I- 101,621
-(- 477,390

-I- 439,972
-(- 123,098

+ 635,628
- 447,364

+ 657,206

+ 288,217
- 288,217
-(- 162
- 519'

+ 471,973'
- 245,7901

4- 353,279'

+ 9.746 )

+ 571,313
- 226,461

23
604;040

31,824

- 1,193
- 27,593

-f- 337,682
- 23,157- 313,597
- 2,012

+ 285,842
-1- 246,485
- 853,634
- 384,301

-I- 196,810

+ 143,963
- 341,264
- 426,284
- 9,847

-t- 35,003

+ 98,879

-f- 102,522
- 512,370

+ 6,980

11,745
75,862

8,038
413,447
11,745
75,862

8,038
413,447

+ 663,544
4- 89,096
- 369,055
4- 541,069
4- 327,617
4- 396,353
- 369,055

4- 541,069
4- 33,061
- 3,391

4- 302,866
- 302,866

448,188

4- 488,188

! : ^
: : 1- ^

'

Note —Figures for 1 91 1 and 1921 are based on those given in Provincial Table I, 1921 : adjusted figures have been used for 1901.

Adjustaent of the figures of 1891 and 1881 (as given in the reports of those years) being impossible, they have been taker

\
without change.

(6). PERCENTAGES OF VARIATION (BRITISH TERRITORY ONLY).

Variation per cent, in tehsils with a population per square mile at the com-

MENCEMENT OF DECADE OF

_
/ ^

.

—— - '

l’LUral Division. Decade.
150-299 300—449 450—599 600—749 700—899 1,050 and

150. (inclusive). (inclusive), (inclusive). (inclusive). (inclusive). over.

NAt.bBAL Division. I Decade.

PUNJ-^B

Indo-Gangetic Plain

West.

Himalayan

Sub-Himalayan

Sorth-West Dry Area

DELHI

Indo-Gangetic Plain

4- 23-5

4- 31-3

4- 40-1

4- 5-4

4- 2-8

4- 140
4- 49*5

4- 85-0 4- 56-3

4- 21-3



CHAPTER I. SUBSIDIABT TABLBS.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Persons per house and houses per square mile.

Nattjbal Division.

Acerage number of person s per house. Average number of houses per square mile.

1921- 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881. 1921. 1911. 1901.
\

\
1891.

i

i

;

1881.

1 2 3 4 5 C 7 8 9 10 ‘ 11

Punjab and Delhi 4 '5 4*5 6-2 6’6 6-8 411 39-6 29-7 27-2| 25-1

Punjab 4'5 .. 40-4 •• * •

Indo-Gangetio Plain West (Total) 4 •5 4-4 0-7 7T 6-8 « 65*7 64-4 47-1 41-8: 40-oj

Indo-Gangetic Plain West (Punjab) 4-6 .. •• •• 63-81 .

.

Himalayan 4‘5 4-6 5*0 5*4 6-3 17-5 17-1 15-4 14-7 12-2

Sub-Himalayan 4-3 4-3 6*1 6-7 7*5 70-1 71-2 53-1 48-0 40-9

North-West Dry Area 4-8 4-7 5-9 5-7 5-9 22-. 21-0 15-3 12-6 11-6

Delhi 4-3 •* .. . . . . 193-4 . . »

Indo-Gangetio Plain West 4-3 « * • •• •• 193-4 •• •>
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CHAPTER II.

Cities, Towns, and Villages,

19. The definition of village, town and city. 50. Namber of towi's and cities and population.

51. Accuracy of the census figures. 62. Comparison of the urban and rural population. 63. Geneial move-

ment of the population. 54. llural population. 55. Distribution of population in villaees and towns. 60. Area

of villages. 57. Number of persons per occupied house in villages. 68. Inter-relationship of pi pulat.on per

village, of aiea per village, and of persons per occupied house. 59. Boundary and village site positional

efficiency. 60. Number of persons per building in selected towns and cities. 61. Number of inhabitants per

room 62. Reference to the statistical tables.

49. The definition of “ tdllage " used in the census instructions was

identical \idth that of an estate under section JII-1 of the Punjab Land Revenue

Act. Though tliis definition is based on the technique of the Punjab Land
Revenue system, and is therefore suitable for use amongst a staff largely drawn
from revenue officials, it will be desirable to explain its meaning to those unfamiliar

with Punjab conditions. The definition is as follows :

—

“
‘ Estate ' means any area (a) for which a separate record of rights

has been made
;
or (6) which has been separately assessed to land

revenue or would have been assessed if the land revenue had not

been released, compounded for, or redeemed
;
or (c) which the

Local Government may, by general rule or special order, declare

to be an estate.”

It should be noticed that the definition applies to a demarcated area of

land and not to a group of residential .sites.

While, tlierefore, every distinct village will liave a distinct area of land

comprised in a single closed boundary, it not infrequently liappens that a revenue
“ village " contains no residential site, the owners and cultivators residing in

buildings on the residential site of another " village. ” In such cases the persons

concerned are enumerated in the latter village and not in the former. As a general

rule in the plains there is one residential site to each \allage vdth, here and there^

a hamlet or a feAv temporarily occupied cottages built at a distance from the

main village site for the protection of the outhung fields, or for the herding of

cattle adjacent to a grazing ground. In the "Western Pmijab, in tracts into which
canal irrigation has not yet penetrated, the well is generally the nucleus of a few
residential houses belonging to a single owmer and his family, and this well is

separated by a considerable distance from similar wells and groups of buildings.

In the hills, again, the presence of large residential sites is exceptional, and the

houses of the landowners lie scattered over the face of the countryside. Through-

out the Himalayan tract the accepted definition of a village renders it misleading

as a basis of residential statistics. For example, in the 1868 census report the

Kangra district was shown as including 7 towns vdth a population of over 5,000
persons whereas, as a matter of fact, not a single town existed. Each of these

7 places vdth over 5,000 inhabitants was an enormous tract of waste land inter-

spersed with cultivation, and its inhabitants lived in small hamlets scattered about

over its surface.

For all practical purposes a village in the plains may be tliought of as a

cluster of houses inhabited by people owning and cultivating the surrounding

land
;
but the actual unit is included udthin the boundary of the land, whether

cultivated, culturable or unculturable. and not merely within the limits of the

residential buildings.

To a very large extent Punjab villages are self-supporting and independent ,

but, in the case of smaller 5’illages it not infrequently happens that the agriculturist

buys liis seed, markets Ms produce and finances his more serious items of expendi-

ture, such as those incurred at weddings or burials by recourse to a neighbour-

ing and a larger village. The larger the village the greater is the probability of

finding in it a more efficient doctor, carpenter, ironsmith, or pottery-maker, and
with an increased demand for more skilled devices and for better appliances, the
more will recourse to distant large Milages from the smaller Milages be encouraged.
This tendency will hasten the transformation of a large Milage into a larger one
and from a larger Milage into a town. In the Punjab the slowness iMth which
towns have been formed indicates how little the rural population has had to leain
hitherto from the urban population.
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~ For census purposes a town has been defined as including

—

(1) every municipality,

(2) all civil lines not included within municipal limits,

(3) every cantonment,

(4) every continuous collection of houses inhabited by no less than

5,000 persons which the Provincial Superintendent may decide

to treat as a town for census purposes,

(5) the capital of every State except the Minor Simla Hill States.

It is clear that this definition aims at a rapid dichotomy (certainly one of the

features of a good definition), rather than at a scientific discrimination betw'een

towns and villages. A better criterion coidd probably be based, in the Punjab,

on the relative proportion of persons engaged in agriculture to the total popu-

lation or, on the percentage of persons born in the towm or village resident in that

town or village. The possibihty of applying these tests will be glanced at later.

The census definition of town is the same as that adopted at the 1911

census, except for the addition of category 5.

Of the places which have been treated as towns in the present census 51 are

places with less than 5,000 inhabitants. Of these 51 places 28 have necessarily

been included by virtue of the first three clauses of the definition, w^hilst four

come in under the fifth clause. The remaining 19 are included either, because

at the time of selection their population was estimated at over 5,000, or on account

of special reasons, the chief of these bemg the presence of a bazaar.

The net result is that there are 187 towns included in the Punjab and Delhi

at the- present census. The figures in the margin

iNumberot show the number of places classed as towns or
census. towns and cities during the last 5 censuses. The figures prior

to 1911 are swollen by the inclusion of aU places
—— of 5,000 inhabitants and over in the list of towns,

and no deduction as to a change in economic con-
22s ditions should be made from the crude numbers

2S0 quoted. Allowance for the varying classification

will be made at a later stage.

1921
1911
1991
1891
1831

50. As noted above, the places now treated as tow'ns and cities in the

Punjab are 187 in number, and have an

Places treated as towns in 1921 and not in 1911. aggregate population of 2,901,098 perSOnS

as against the 174 towns and cities with

Town. District.
Popu-

;
lation.

Moga Perozepore
!

1

14,14.9

Bfighbanpora Lahore 10,251

Hafizabad Gnjranwala 8,854

Meham Bohtak 7,820

Khanewal Multan .5,647

Shown Jhelum 3,572

Sultanwind Amritsar 5,572

Shorkot Jhang 5,317

Safidon Jind 5,199

Nurpur Shahpur 5,117

Toba Tek Singh Lyallpur 5,041

Shahdara Sheikhupura .

.

4,998

Jhawarian Shahpur 4,559

Mitha Tiwana Shahpur 4,153

Dujana Dujana 4,127

Bhalwal Shahpur 4,082
Ahmadpor Jhang 4,045

Ichhra Lahore 3,584
Sheikhnpura Sheikhupura .

.

3,487

Pataudi Pataudi 3.342
Snket Suket 2,.554

Sillanwali Shahpur 2,205
Phnlerwan Shahpur 1,926
Amloh Nahan 1,.543

Total 2d 123,145

2,567,282 inhabitants in 1911. The places

which have been treated differently at the

last two censuses are noted in the margin,

and it would be wrong therefore, to speak
of the change in the urban population as a

rise from 2,567,282 to 2,901,098 without
consideration of the effect of the altered

classification.

A truer basis of comparison for the

changes in the urban population of the

Punjab will be set out in para. 3 below.

The omission of Shahpur from the

list of towns in 1921 needs special justi-

fication. At one time it was the Head-
quarters of the district, but these have
been transferred to the more easily acces-

sible and rapidly growing town of Sar-

godha. In 1911 3,131 inhabitants of the

inhabitants of Shahpur lived in the

civil lines, whilst the population of the

town proper is only 5,608, and has been

declining rapidly during the last 10 years.

The other omissions need no special

remark. They are all of places which

Namber ol

towns aii4

eities and
popnlatton.
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had a population of less than 5,000 in

1911, and all have been declining rapidly

since 1901. The new inclusions comprise
13 touTis with a population of less than
5,000, but three of these are the capitals

of States, and one the headquarters of a

district. All the others are rapidly grow-
ing places of markedly urban characteristics,

and the majority of them are in the canal

colony areas where a town, once success-

fully established, usually exhibits a

mushroom growth.

No formal definition of city
'
’ was

adopted for census purposes, but for

administrative convenience Government has
decided that Dellii, Lahore, Amritsar, and Multan should be classed as cities

in this report. Rawalpindi, tvith a population of over 100,000, which owes a
very large part of that population to the existence of Cantonments, and is not an
industrial centre, has not been classed as a city. On the other hand, Multan has
been ranked as a city although its population is recorded at the census as
only 84,806, its normal population being temporarily reduced owing to its partial

desertion at the time of the census on account of a severe epidemic of plague.

Aeeaiaej ot 51- As it is necessary before making any deductions from the statistical

fl*^res***”^”*
data collected at a census to have a clear idea of the probable accuracy of the
enumeration and classification, a few remarks on this subject are here interpolated.
So far as the present writer has been able to discover no systematic objective
test of the accuracy of the census figines has been applied to them, and each Pro-
vincial Superintendent has formed his own subjective estimate, which naturally
varies with his behef in his own thoroughness and the degree of rehance that he
places in the enumerators and supervising staff. While no doubt each Superinten-
dent is perfectly entitled to have his own opinion on the accuracy of the census
work, at the same time this opinion will have only a slight scientific weight unless
it is supported by the internal evidence of the figures, or by a corroborative inde-
pendent test. In this matter of the emuneration of the tahsil, district or provin-
cial population by sexes and religions it is impossible to do more at the present
stage than to guess at the amount of error. «At the same time I must confess to
scepticism as to the high degree of accuracy which has been claimed for the figures

by many Census Superintendents. Famiharity with the inaccuracies of the
statistical data collected in India from similar sources as those on which the census
figures are based, emphasises the need of caution.* In the Punjab I have found
gross errors in price statistics, in the revenue records, and even in the recorded
areas of crops, which are reputed to be as accurate as any in the world, and in the
estimates of yield on which the final outturn of the crops is computed. Vital
statistics too are known to be very unreliable. A priori, therefore, there is good
ground for doubting that the census figures possess the extreme accuracy which
is claimed for them.

The weight of high authority is against the view taken above, and it is only
with extreme diffidence taht I venture to differ from the opinions hitherto express-
ed on this subject. Thus Sir Denzil Ibbetson in his report on the 1881 census
writes

—
‘T beheve that the results of the census, so far as regards the actual enu-

meration of the people by sexes, are wonderfully accurate . . . The probabil-
ity of the concealment of females, the only ffirection in which any suspicion of

material error can arise is discussed on the chapter of sex.” Sir Edward Maclagan,
present Governor of the Punjab, says on page 28 of the census report of 1891,
“ there is very little doubt, that, as far as actual enumeration goes, the census
of 1881 was carried out with remarkable accuracy, and almost every district

officer is of opinion that the present census also was extremely accurate.” Sir
Edward Maclagan remarks however that “ as regards the absolute value of the
figures (of births and deaths), I believe them to be utterly unreliable.”

Mr. H. A. Rose, in his report on the 1901 census seems to have entertained
no doubts as to the absolute accuracy of his figures.

Rai Bahadur Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul on page 197 of Part I of the report
of the census of 1911 saj^, “no statistics compiled at an Indian Census are

Places treated as towns in 1911 but not in 1921.

Town, District.
Popu-
lar;on.

Shahpur Shahpur 8,739
Garhshankar Hoshiarpur 4,923
Miani Hoshiarpur 4,870
Chawinda Sialkot 4,695
Kalanaur Gurdaspur 4,606
Anandpur Hoshiarpur 4,041
Akalgarh Gujranwala 3,943
Dasuya Hoshiarpur 3,597
Khanna Ludhiana 3,319
Famkhnagar Gurgaon 3,158
Khudian Lahore 2,992

Total 11.. 1

1

48,883
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probably more removed from the actual facta as those of “age.” He then sum-
marises the various causes which led to a preference for grouping children under

one age rather than another ; but, he does not appear to have doubted the

accuracy of his totals independently of the age grouping.

Mr. Middleton in an interesting examination of the errors in the vital

statistics of the province based his calculation on the assumption of absolute

accuracy in the census totals at the two decades 1911 and 1921. The line of

reasoning adopted is open to criticism.* but the point here insisted on is the

assumption of complete accuracy in the census figures.

Mr. Thompson in his report on the present 1921 census of Bengal, reaches

the conclusion that the Bengal census figures have a high degree of accuracy, and

that possibilities of excess enumeration would be likely to counterbalance the

probabilities of omissions. He says “ it may be considered very unhkely that

the census total is out as much as 1 per miUe and it is probable that it is very

much mere accurate.”

Practically the oidy dissentient view is expressed in the Actuarial Report

of Mr. Acland (Chapter 5, Government of India Census Report, 1911, page 158,

volume I, part I) when, after describing the fitting of the provincial age data by

a graduation formula, he says “ in the case of the Punjab the figures were not foimd

amenable to treatment by this method, and this was one of the many indications

that the figures in this province are not complete or reliable;” and, again, on page

166 “ Iwas ultimately driven, reluctantly, to the conclusion that no useful purpose

could be served by pubhshing the mortality table for female lives in the Punjab,

and have thus had to follow, in this respect, the course adopted by Mr. Hardy,

in his report on the 1901 census.”

Mr . Gait in paras. 264—267 of volume I, part I, of the Government of

India Census Report of 1911, has dissented very vigorously from Mr. Acland’s views.

At this stage I would have preferred myself not to express any opinion,

but, as some measure of the inaccuracy of the data has to be implicit in all the

arguments that may be advanced as to the spatial or temporal variation of the

population, it is necessary to adopt a conventional standard of the probable

inaccuracy. As a working hypothesis, therefore, I have assumed that the mean
error for the totals by religions and sexes by each territorial division is 1 per cent.

This figure has been adopted because, on one hand, most, if not all. Census Super-

intendents regard the figures as considerably more accurate than this, and,

on the other hand, because all the Pimjab statistics that I have yet come across

in 17 years’ experience have average errors in excess rather in defect of this amount;

and partly also because as a District Officer in Jullundur the concealment of the

existence of female children was a matter of continual report and observation.

Lastly, even the most cursory examination of the age distribution figures indicates

that there must be an enormous number of omissions of children under the age of

5. In 28 out of 29 districts in British Territory in the Punjab there is an excess

of persons in the age group 5—9 over that in the group 0—4 years of age, and this

can only be accounted for in five ways

—

(1) By an excess of immigrants who in March 1921 would be between
the ages of 5 and 9, or an excess of emigrants who would in

March 1921 be of the ages of 0—4.

(2) By a great excess in the number of the births in the years 1911

—

1914 as compared with the birth in the years 1915—1920.

(3) By a differential death-rate adversely affecting the children bom
in the quinquennium 1915—^1920.

(4) By the transfer of children from the 0—4 age group to the 5—9 age

group by misstatement or inisclassification.

(5) By the actual omission of children below the age of 5.

In the first place it should be noted that the discrepancy in the numbers

of the two age groups occurs for male as well as for female children and, there-

fore, no explanation is valid by reference to mere concealment of female births.

As to the first possibility, it may be said that there is no reason to suppose

that Punjab families during 1915—1920 emigrated when the bulk of their chddren

were between the ages of 0—4, as compared with the numbers that emigrated when
the children were aged 5—9 ;

nor, on the other hand that families from outside the

*Vide Appendix I for an analysis of the errors arising from incorrect censns figures in judging of the accuracy

<A vital statistics.
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province particularly selected that period to emigrate at which their children were
between the ages of 5—10. It seems probable indeed that those tribes which are

essentially nomadic in their habits such as the Odh, Purbia or Gadaria travel with
equal facility whatever the age of their children. The discrepancy between the

numbers in the age groups can, therefore, not be explained from this cause.*

As to possibility (2) a complete test can only be applied after allowance

for the number of deaths among the children born during the decade 1911—1921.

This test was not applicable owing to the fact that deaths are not recorded in

the annual Sanitary Reports for each year of age, and all that is now possible

to do is to point out that the number of births during the two quinquennia of

the decade 1911—1920 (inclusive) were as follows :
—

Quinquennia. Males. Females. Total.

1911—1915 .. 2,269,989 2,070,721 4,340,710

1916—1920 .. 2,175,653 1,956,743 4,132,396

It will thus be seen that there has been an excess in the number of births

in the quinquennimn 1911—1915 which will however explain t less than 5 per
cent, of the excess in the numbers of age group 5—9 over that in the age
0—4 at the census of 1921.

As to possibility (4) namely, the transfer from age group 0—4 to age group
5—9 owing to the misstatement, Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul makes some valuable

observations in para. 288 (a) of his Punjab Census Report for 1911, but the net
result of the various influences leading to misstatement of children’s ages would
not appear to be any inflation of the age group 5—9. In fact as Pandit Hari Kishen
Kaul points out there would be a considerable incentive to exaggerate the ages

of male children between the ages of 5 and 10, in order to allow of their employ-
ment without infringing the provisions of the Factory Act. Such exaggerations

will often be ludicrous in the extreme, the age of a boy of 8 or 9 often being stated

at about double that figure. Any depression of a girl’s age from over to imder
10 years, helping to swell the age group 5—9, will therefore be more than oSset
by exaggerations in the ages of male children. The discrepancy in the age groups
cannot be accounted for on this basis. While, therefore, it is not asserted that
the above qualitative analysis is complete, it suggests that some paErt of the dis-

crepancies in the first two age groups is due to the omission of children between
the ages of 0 and 4 years of age. According to the tables by Mr. Acland for the
1911 census the age group 0—4 should contain 317,742 males as against 256,778
females in the age group 5—9. These figures apply of course to a stationary popu-
lation, but if we use them as approximately valid to the Punjab population figures

we find that the age group 0—4 should be 23*7 per cent, in excess of the age group
5—9, and not, as we find, anything up to 14 per cent, in defect.

Evidence as to the unreliability of the census of the number of inhabitants

per building carried out in Lahore, Amritsar, Rawalpindi and JuUundur, though,
of course, the accuracy to be expected is much less than that of the census proper,

is afforded by the statistics themselves. Thus by adding up the number of bidd-
ings with the specified number of inhabitants per building, it is found that in the

case of wards 1—6 of Lahore City, there must be no less than 117,140 inhabitants

as against 92,533 enumerated in the census. The difference of over 24,000 cannot
be accounted for except by the inaccuracy of one or the other of the enumerations.

In the case of ward 3 of Rawalpindi C’ity the discrepancy is even more marked.J
Summing up, therefore, an average inaccuracy of one per cent, would

appear not to be an unreasonable working figure for the totals by religion and sex.

In the absence of proof to the contrary the assumption of greater accuracy would
be extremely unwise, and the possibility of even greater errors in particular

classifications must be borne in mind in all the succeeding chapters.

oitte”^rbM Owing to the differences of definition and the consequent changes in the
and Borai number of places classed as towns at the various censuses, a perfect comparison
Population. percentage of the urban population at various epochs is not possible.

• It might be argued, of coarse, that there might have been a long influx of very young children during 19H
1915 (who would be between 5—9 in 1921) or an efllux of very young children during 1916—1921, or, that large
numbers of chUdten between 5—9 had come into the Punjab just before the 1921 Census. William of Occam’s razor
would cut through most of these assumptions.

f In view of the iuacoaraoy of the vital statistics one cannot !:« confident that the births did really fall ofi
in the last half of the decade, when administrative lontine was lees rigid owing to the war and to internal disturb-
anoes.

J Other oases in which the figures are open to suspicion will be referred to later on. In the present chapter
such an instance is dealt with in paragraph 51.
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Census.

Percentage of

the urban
population

of the
Punjab ex-
cluding

Delhi.

1891 10-7

1901 10-6

1911 9-8

1921 10-3

actual classification of towns used at each of the
censuses, is shown in the margin. Roughly speaking
therefore, the urban population of the Punjab can
be put at 10 per cent, of the whole, and there is

no sign of a marked tendency for persons to flock

into the towns and cities. Further details will be
found in the subsidiary Table iV attached to this

chapter, which gives also the figures for Delhi Pro-
vince, where the urban population is now 62'4 per
cent, of the whole.

Another way of looking at the changes in the urban population, which
avoids one of the pitfalls of classification, is to consider the changes of popula-

tion of only those towns which have been classed as towns at all 5 censuses since

1881. This mode of comparison is open of course to the objection that it omits
from later censuses those towns which have sprung up in recent years ; for example,
in the Lower Chenab, Lower Jhelum and Lower Bari Doab Colonies, and also it

omits from the earber censuses those places which were properly classed as

towns in 1881 or 1891, but have since ceased to have distinctively urban charac-

teristics. With this warning in mind, reference may now be made to subsidiary

Tables VII and VIII, which give the actual population of 157 towns and cities

;
classed as towns and cities at all 5

Punjab Towna which steadily m population ceUSUSeS since 1881 iuclusive, and also

the changes in population whether
positive or negative in each of the
4 inter-censal decades. Table VIII is

instructive in this respect as it shows
that since 1881 only 24 towns and
cities have made uninterrupted pro-

gress throughout the last 40 years.

These towns are noted in the margin.

On the other hand 9 towns have been uninterruptedly on the down grade during
the last 40 years. These towrns are noted in the

Punjab Towns which have steady margin in Order of population. Of these steadily
diminuhed m population since lesi.

Ambala District Contributes 2,

Lahore. Bathinda. Jaitu.

Jullundur. Montgomery.
I

Pathankot.

SiaJkot. Kot &.pura. Jampur.
Gujranwala. Fazilka. Bhakkar.

Kasur. Faridkot. MuzaSargarh.

Jhang Maghiana. Muktsar. Karor.

Simla. Mianwali. Delhi.

Bohtak, Leiah. '

;
1

Campbellpur.

Pind Dadan Khan. Dera Baba Nanak.
Sadhaura. Dinanagar.

Rahon. Buria.

Sujanpur. I

Faridabad.
Da^hai.

Gurgaon and Simla 1 apiece.

In both marginal lists the towns are shown
in descending order of population as found at the
1921 census.

Adopting the same classification, viz., counting the m’ban population as

the number of persons residing in the 158 places classed as towns or cities at each

of the last 5 censuses, the percentage of urban on total population is as noted in

the margin. These figures are lower than the
percentage of the urban population given previously,

the reason for this being, of course, that some
towns have been excluded in the latter classification,

owing to their not having been treated as towns
at each of the 5 censuses. Both sets of figures,

however, show the same general trend, namely,
that of a fall in the urban population in 1901 and
1911, and a subsequent rise in 1921. Those in

favour of the industriahsation of the Punjab will deplore, while those who desire

the maintenance of agriculture in its premier position may approve of the absence
of any marked tendency of the population to congregate in towns.

53. In respect of urbanisation the truth of the matter is that, up to the Geneni
present, the movement of the population of the Ptmjab has been towards occu-
pying the desert spaces which canal irrigation-has rendered fertile, and it is only tion.

when this process has been completed and the mother liquor ceases to be m a
state of flux that crystahsation in the shape of towns will take place. The
general movement of the population has been ably discussed by Mr. Middleton
in chapter I ; but, as it is relevant to the subject in hand a different presentation

Census.

Percentage

of urban
on total po-
pulation.

1881 9-6

1891 9-5

1901 9-0

1911 9-4

1921 9-6
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of the data is proposed. For this purpose reference is made to the diagrams Nos.

17, 18, 19 and 20 showing the isopleths of population density for the 4 censuses

from 1891—1921, inclusive. These diagrams show very clearly what the movement
of the population has been’ Thus, before the introduction of canals it is clear

that the lines of equal density of population ran roughly parallel to the lines of

equal annual rainfall, the most densely occupied area being that lying between
20" and 35" of annual rainfall. With the introduction of the colony canals the
lines of equal population density, which ran originally very close to each other,

have in the recent decades moved towards the south-west. No more than 20
years ago a comparatively small area of land round Multan formed a population

oasis. In 1891 the contour line of a 100 persons per square mile, w^hich enclosed

the oasis of Multan, was distant no less than 160 miles from the general contour line

of density 100. Since 1891 how^ever, owing to the development of the Lower
Jhelum, Lov/er Chenab and Lower Bari Doab Colonies the general 100 density

line has advanced tow’ards Midtan at an average rate of about 10 miles per
annum, and in 1911 Multan had been turned, from the point of view' of population,

from an island into a narrow-necked peninsula. The whole trend of events, as

to which a great deal more might be said, in particular about the shape and
changes in the isopleths round Amballa and Delhi, is very clearly brought out
in the diagrams.

With the construction of the Sutlej Valley Canal, the Bhakra Dam and the

Sindh-Sagar Canal there will be a tendency for the population isopleths to resume
their original parallelism wdth the lines of ec^ual rainfall, the reason for this being

that in the Punjab, whether wholly rmirrigated or wholly irrigated, the density

of population must depend on the differential advantage conferred by the rainfall.

So long as the Punjab was, and is, only partially irrigated by perennial canals,

the canals and not the rainfall ^vill be the dominating factor in deciding the shape
of the density isopleths. It should be noted that while the isopleths of lower
population density have moved out rapidly in a south-westerly Erection in the
last 30 years, the isopleths of higher population density have moved at a less

rapid rate. Thus between 1891—1921 the isopleths of 200 persons per square mile

have moved in a south-westerly direction from Lahore to an extent of about 70
miles, viz., at a rate of 2'3 miles per annum as compared with the annual rate of

movement of 10 miles per annum of the 100 density line, while the 300 density
isopleths have only moved during the same interval at a rate of a little over 1

mile per annum. It seems probable that the movements of the isopleths will

continue in the same direction for some years to come, wdth a tendency, as suggest-

ed above, to a greater parallelism with -the isohyets, provided of course there is

no untoward interruption of the Punjab’s colony development.

As noted, therefore, the population of the Punjab has, of recent years, been
too much in a state of flux towards sparsely populated areas for the formation of

towns to have taken place. It may be possible to hazard a guess that when the
movement of population becomes very slow, or ceases, the process of formation
of towns is likely to be accelerated. At any rate so much may be asserted that

the cultivator in the canal colonies is beginning to appreciate the fact that in order
to be a successful farmer he must sell his produce successfully, as well as grow it

successfully, and he is, therefore, desirous of more and better organised markets
close to the areas on which he raises his crop

;
and though something has been done

in the past to provide these facilities, no one would venture to assert that he has
at present either adequate markets or adequate means of reaching them. When
means of communication have been improved there is likely to be a rapid growth
of the numbers and extent of Punjab towns. Want of good roads and railways
are undoubtedly the limiting factors in preventing villages turning into towns
with more readiness than they have done in the past.

Bmi po- 54. The diagrams wMch have been printed in the foregoing sections give
pniation. the general population density, viz., the density based on the pop^ation in both

towns and villages, this course being necessary because the rural density by tah-
sils, without which detail it would be impossible to draw the isopleth curves,
was not available for all the Punjab censuses. Apart from this fact, however,
the general population density has a value of its own. For the purposes of discus-
sion of the purely rural population, reference may be made to diagram 21 which
shows the rural population density per square mile. The figures required for
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drawing this diagram were obtained

—

(1) by excluding from each tahsil the population of the towns of that

tahsil, and

(2) by excluding from the area of the tahsils the so-called revenue

area of the towns situated in that tahsil.

It was by no means easy at this stage to obtain reliable figures of the

revenue area attached to towns, as it involved reference to all the districts of the

Pimjab. Where, however, there was a clear error in the return sent in, a further

reference was made to the revenue authority concerned, and the figures finally

used may be accepted as approximately correct. The aforesaid revenue area

includes a good deal more than the mere sites of the tovvTis concerned and the

adjoining waste, and in some cases the arable land included in the revenue area

exceeds the area under buildings and roads in the town itself.

Similarity between diagram 21 of the density of rural population with that
of diagram 20 of the general population density is evident. The three islands of
high density round Jullimdur, Anuitsar and Sialkot are shown in both diagrams,
while, as was to be expected, the border density curve of a 100 persons per square
mile is almost identical in both cases. On the other hand, the projections of
advancing population in the Lower Jhelum and Lower Chenab Canal Colonies are
even more marked than before. It is rather unsafe to argue from lines of
equal density based on tahsil figures only, but, as it stands, diagram 21 shows that
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the maximum population density gradient lies between Uaska and Gujranwala.

A diagram of population density based on a smaller divisioir of area, say an
assessment circle or a zail, would be considerably more accurate than the dia-

Dlstribution
now presented ; but time forbids its preparation.

55. The actual distribution of the population in tovcns and villages for each
of 500 persons is given in the

ol population
in Tillages and
towns.

Fre'iuency uf towns and villages with a population
between the limits named.

British Territory only.

group
margin.

This distribution could he fitted

with a Pearsonian curve of type J,* but
is extremely doubtful whether it really

represents the facts as it is certain that

the frequency of villages with a very

small population decreases as the popu-
lation diminishes, the modal population

being probably between about 3 to 5
hundred persons per village.

The mean popidation per village

for British Districts is 54:6, and for the

areal distribution of the various sizes of

^’illages diagram 22 may be referred to.

This diagram is a remarkable one be-

cause it shows that, udth the exception

of Multan, the location of villages with
a population of 800 persons and over

constitutes a well-defined series of knolls,

running roughly parallel to the Hima-
layas, but distinctly further away from
them than the area of greatest density

of population. This fact is conformable with (but not necessarily explicable by)
the South-westerly movement of the population, which has resulted, apparently,

in people who are emigrating to a new territory preferring to attach themselves

to villages already built rather than to build new ones. The inevitable dependence
of the old Pimjab on the rainfall is very clearly sho^wii by the line of 500 persons

The actual values of the constants found for this tlistribution were, after applying the full correction for

abruptness at the beginning of the range and Sheppard’s corrections.

Pupulalii m
limits.

Ffe-

quenoy.
Population

limits.

i
Fre-

:
quenc\

.

i

1—199 21,958 10,.500—10,999 .

\

.300—999 7,.528 11,000—11.199 . 5
1,000—1,199 . . :?,o77 11,.500—11,999 .

, 1

1,.500—1,999 .. loy 12,000—12,199 . • »

2,000—-2,199 .. 106 12,.3iK)—1-2,999 .
1

1

2,300—2,999 .. 211 13,000—13,499 . 1 1

3,000—3,199 .

.

161 13,500—13,999 .
1

0
3,.500—3,999 .. 97 11,000—11,499 .

!

-

1,000—1,199 .. 57 11,.500—11,999 . 1

1,.300—1,999 .. 52 15,000—15,499 .
o

.-.,000—0,199 .

.

33 1.3,.500—15,999 .
' i)

•3, .500—.5,999 .

.

21 16,000—16,199 .

]
1

0,000—15,199 .. 14 16,500—16,999 . 1 0
0,.5')0—0,999 .. 11 17,000—17,199 .

' i

7,000—7,499 .

.

9 17,500—17,099 . 2

7,.500—7, 990 .. 13 18,000—18,199 . 1

8,000—.8,100 .

.

8 18,.500—18,999 . (»

8,.500—8,999 .. o 19,000—19,499 .
!

9,000—O.l'.Hl .. 1 19,.500— 19,999 .
' 0

9,.500—9,999 .

.

10,000—10,199. .

4

3

Ovt*r 20,'.mj0
;

24

A<2’

.f^3

= •4533

= 3-2821

/, 4= 31-9162

which give ^ — p ^=io5'3\.

This makes the criterion k < 0 and a type I curve is indicated.
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per village
,
thi line being roughly concurrent with the isohyets of 25" of annual

rainfall.

This line demarcates the submontane area of villages with a low population.
The only other area with a small population per village is in the Lower Bari Doab
Colony between Khanewal and Chunian. The villages in this area should tend to
increase in size in future years, though the rate of their doing so will be restricted
uidess the peculiar deflocculated condition of the soil particles which renders the
soil of large tracts in this colony * practically unculturable, can be remedied.

56. Closely associated wdth the population of each village is the area of Area of til-

land comprised udthin the revenue limits of each. The averages worked out for
******

purposes of diagram 23 are based on the same tahsil areas as those used in
section 6, namely, the area of a tahsil less the so-called revenue area of the
towns within the tahsil. For details subsidiary Table X may be referred to.
As was to be expected the correspondence between the average area of villages
and the average population of tahsils, is by no means complete, the correlation
being represented by the co-efficient 0'572, a relationship which is still further

*Wheii dry the true ‘ bara ’ soil approaehcs the hardness of talc.
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diminished when the effect of the number of persons ])er house has been elimi-

nated. This point is discussed in paragraph 58.
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gap betw'een the number of persons per house in Malerkotla and the rest of the

Punjab.

IWAGRAM 2.A-

ffAlfl^ALPINOt
(j

i

S/At.KO'r\>

niAQRAM SHOWIHG AViRAGLNUHBER

sons PLR OCCUPIEID HOUSUBY TAHSILS )

CENSUS t92l

SCALLIItiCH^ so MILLS

Kvcra^e^or ivhote PunJ(/b EJeciucfiny Oeifi/

5 tf.s personr Per occi/Piccf hovf^,
V HV~c - ' .

<4. 5 ^
^

Jij

Y i.

^CUKDAiPUHj

J/MIRiTJARJ
^UAHORZ

0 V L R C.,

L
4-5

JULLUnOUR

MUL TAM

U N D L R
4-.S

BHATINM

\ HirSAR

V^A ROHrAK
OeLHt

As the point is of considerable interest from an economic point of view,

a closer statistical analysis wdll be desirable.

Excluding Malerkotla, the observed frequen-

Persons' ’’ersons
' of Tahsils OP States in the Punjab, which have

I wnev
*

q^enev ^ giveu number of persons per occupied house, is

house, i house. - noted in the margin.
—

1 This frequency distribution gives the folloiv-

I ^
g, ing values for tlie moments about the mean, the

3-7 .. 1 48 .. i;i mean itself being at 4‘546 persons per occupied
3'8 . . 0 4 9.. s house '—

3-

9 .. 2 50
,

5
.

40 .. ,5 5 1 .. I 2 /(2—Ololo

4-

1 .. 10 5-2
: 1 /ii 3=00165

4-2 .. 9 rys .. i 1 «,=0-0656
4-3 .. 11 5-4 .. i 3 .

4-4 . . 13 5-5 .

. I

1 From which we obtain

—

l.").. lOoO.. 0 1 ft 1 a t rt. "I a
4-t> .. 12 5-7

,

1 Pj—ii 12+ 0^16

^

/32=3-81+ 1-17

Thus both /3i and ySa-

3

differ from zero by less than their probable errors

arising from random sampling, and therefore the distribution is of the Gaussian

type. The appropriate curve to fit the data has the equation

14-423e
—{X—4 -646)2

referred to zero persons per house as origin.
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Inter-rela-

tiosshlp o{

population
per village, ot

area per vil-

lage, and of

persons per

oceupled
Bouse.

Now if the social and economic conditions of Malerkotla are continuous

with those of the Pun]ah generally in respect of the number of persons per house,

we can calculate the probability that it forms a part of the aforesaid Gaussian

distribution. Malerkotla has 2‘7 persons per occupied house, and that differs

from the mean by 5 07 times the standard deviation. As the area of the Gaussian

curve to the left of this is 1‘987 x 10"’ of the whole, the probability that out of

132 states and tahsils, one should have only 2'7 persons per occupied house is

2‘63 X 10"^ or about 1 in 38,000. A dispassionate statistician, therefore, examin-
ing the figures from a distance, might justifiably lay odds of nearly 38,000

to 1 against Malerkotla being in the Punjab !

As Malerkotla is in the Punjab, and is very centrally situated at that, the •

only conclusions we can come to seem to be either,

(1) that the economic and social life of Malerkotla are most abnormal,

the explanation being probably that suggested by the official

referred to above, or

(2) that the enumeration of persons or houses, is incorrect, the in-

accuracy vitiating the conclusion as to the ‘ normal ’ character

of the general Punjab distribution, or, that there is a particu-

larly large inaccuracy in the Malerkotla census.

As to alternative (2) the enumeration in Malerkotla gave 80,322 persons

and 30,096 occupied houses, so that an error of 3,322 in the number of occupied

houses, or of 9,996 in the number of persons would be required to bring the number
of persons per occupied house to 3‘0, which even then would form a very marked
outlier from the general Punjab distribution. Both these are errors of over 10

per cent., and this is more than we ought to expect
;
but that there is some error

of enumeration seems an unavoidable deduction from the argument, imless we
invoke the aforesaid rare hazard of a 1 in 38,000 chance.

The average number of persons per house for the Punjab States is 4'5,

exactly the figure for British Districts only.

58. Por a full examination of the effect of the area of villages, and of the

number of persons per occupied house, on the population, it would be necessary

to take each village separately. This would entail an amount of labour dispro-

portionate to the issue, until such time as Government ceases to require that

Reports shall consist of soporific literature only.

Herein, therefore, only the correlations of these associated conditions

have been calcrdated for tahsil averages only : and, further, to secure homogenity,
certain tahsils, which have special populations or areas, owing to their proximity

to the frontiers of the Province, have been omitted. These tahsils are Kulu,
Hamirpur, Khushab, Pindigheb, Talagang, Mianwwi, Bhakhar, Isakhel, Sanawan,
liciah and the Biloch Trans-Frontier. This leaves 103 tahsils and Delhi Province,

or 104 units in all, for comparison.

The following crude correlations result :

—

Correlation of population and village . . .. =‘572+ ‘045

Correlation of population and number of persons

per occupied house . . . . => ‘337 ±'059

Correlation of area of village and number of

persons per occupied house .. .. ='282±’061

All these correlations are over 4 times their probable errors, and, were the
matter to be left there, one might suppose that there was an association between
the average area of villages and the average number of persons per occupied house.

The suggested dependence, however, would be erroneous, as further exami
nation will show. For convenience the population of a village will be called ‘ P
its ‘ revenue ’ area ‘ A ’, and the number of persons per occupied hoiise ‘ H
The letters all denote talisil averages. The full results are then as follows :

—

j

Mean.
i

1

I

Standard devi-

ation.
CV>.efiicient of

variation.

Population . . . »

1

. . . i 580 poraons 251-46 43-4 %
Area . . . j

2'5 sq. miles 1 1-474 59-0 %
Persons per house ..

i
. -

'

. . . <*‘0 persons
1

-381 8-5 %
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The partial correlation co-efficients which represent the association of any two
of the variables, when the effects of association with the third variable have
been eliminated, are

—

Population and area .. ^ p „ =-528±-018

Population and number of persons per house .. r ,j. p. A.='224i-050
Area of village and number of persons per house . . r h. p.='115:i;-065

Thus, we see that r „ p is less than double its probable error, and there is no
true association between the area of the village and the number of persons per
occupied house.

The conclusions we may draw tentatively (subject always to the limitation
imposed by averaging Tahsil figures) are that the villages with the larger area
have the larger' population, and that the villages with the larger population have
the greater number of persons per house : but. we are definitely not entitled to
conclude that the villages with the larger area have the greater number of persons
per occupied house.*

We finally reach the following equations expressing the probable popula-
tion average of the villages of a Tahsil in terms of the average area and the number
of persons per house, with similar expressions for the average area, and for the
persons per house—

P=88-372A-hl26-479 H-219-0S6
A=-00'4 P -f -388 H -f-OSG
H= 034 A -0004 P-f4-183

If we call AP, AA, and AH the proportional departures of P, A and H relative

to their standard deviations the above equations reduce to

—

AP=-518AA-fl92 AH
AA=-682AP-flOO AH
AH='132AA4--264 AP

Thus the Tahsil average population of a village is increased 5 % for a 10 % increase

of average area, but is increased less than 2 % for a 10 % increase in the number of

persons per occupied house.

Similar results may be deduced for the effect of variations of population

per village, and of persons per house, on the probable area of the village. From
a sociological point of view, however, probably the last equation is the most
important, as it shows that 10 % changes in the area of villages, or in the popula-

tion, produce changes of only 1'3 and 2'6 % respectively in the number of persons

per house. This result is consistent with the conclusion that the number of per-

sons per house is practically uninfluenced by the changes in population, or by
the changes in the average ar^ of villages from Tahsil to Tahsil.

59. Frequently as important as, sometimes even more important than Bonndaiy

the area of a village available for cultivation, is the position of the village site in site position^

that area, and the form of the boimdary. The point to be considered is that a efficiency,

cultivator in order to plough his land has to reach it, and must, unless he builds

a special cottage near his own fields—an exceptional occurrence in the Punjab

—

walk daily to and from his house to the fields, taking with him his plough and
bullocks. His womenfolk, too, unless they are high caste Mohammedans, will

have to travel an equal distance to bring the cultivator his midday meal.

The consequence is that in addition to the 15 miles of soil which the culti-

vator and bullocks have to cover in order to plough a single acre of land, there is

added the double distance from the "vilage site to the cultivator's fields. This

is not a matter of which the mere consolidation of holdings, however, efficiently

carried out can be a complete remedy. There is an irreducible minimum of dis-

tance which has to be travelled by the cultivator, independently of the proximity
of his fields one to another, and this irreducible minimum I propose to call “ the

mean scalar distance." This mean scalar distance is thus a mathematical concept,

a full expression for which, and the calculation of its values in certain theoretical

and practical cases is considered in greater detail in Appendix 3 to this Keport.

Clearly the most efficient boundary-shape of the \illage area, and the
most efficient precincts of the village site will be those for which the mean scalar

distance is a minimum. There are thus two possibilities.

* The argument above merely gives quantitative precision to the syllogism ‘some A is B, some B is C. There-
fore some A is not necessarily C.’
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Firstly, that the village boundary should be altered so as to make its

shape approximate to its most efficient form.

Secondly, that the village site should be in a position in which the mean
scalar distance is a minimum for the particular boundary.

Thus, in regard to shape it is clear that a circular boundary with the village

site in the centre makes the mean scalar distance less than for any other boundary

or position. As, however, it is impossible for all villages to have a circular boundary

without leaving a lot of intervening waste-groimd, the most efficient boundary for

a number of villages of equal area is hexagonal. So long as villages have the

same area there are only 3 possible regular figures which can represent their

contours. These are the Hexagon, Square, and Equilateral Triangle, and the

following results have been obtained for their mean scalar distances from their

respective centres :

—

Shajoe of boundary. Mean Scalar Distance from centre of figure.

CSrcle ‘376126 X square root of area.

Hexagon .

.

‘377197 X square root of area.

Square ‘382598 X square root of area.

EquilateralTriangle .

,

‘103647 X square root of area.

If therefore we take a \dllage of 2‘7 square miles in area, which is the average

size of a village in the Punjab, we find that the cultivator has to travel,

on an average, 1J miles each working day in simply going to and from his fields.

This is the most favourable case of a village with an hexagonal boundary, with the

village site in the centre. All this distance may be regarded as wasted effort',

and this fact, no doubt, has limited practically the size of Punjab villages.

As regards the position of the village. site in relation to the boundary this

is even more important, as entailing wasted time and labour in travelling to and
from the fields, than is the shape of the boimdary. For example, we have the

following values for the mean scalar distance from the vertex of the

triangle :

—

Figure. Mean Scalar Distance from the Vertex.

%

Equilateral Triangle . . . . . . .

.

‘923940 X square root of area.

Isosceles right-angled triangle from the vertex containing

the right angle •765196 X square root of area.

Isosceles Triangle from the vertex with an angle of 120" ‘699137 X square root of area.

These values show how enormously the mean scalar distance is increased as the

village site departs from its central position.

The practical calculation of the scalar mean distance for some actual villages

with irregular boundaries is given in A^endix 3. The concept will repay full

mathematical examination. ^
Number of

^ special building census was held in February 1921 in Lahore City,

Persons per Lahore Civil Station, Amritsar City, Jullundur City and Eawalpindi City and the

^e^dtoim obtained, which are exhibited in Subsidiary Table XII, might have been
and cities, extremely valuable but for the fact that they appear to be vitiated by serious

errors. Thus if we take colunms 10—18 of Subsidiary Table XII for wards 1—6 of

Lahore City and calculate from it the number of inhabitants in those wards on
the assumption that the centroid of the frequency of group 1—5 inhabitants is at 2,

that the centroid of the frequency of group 6—10 inhabitants is at 7 and so on, we
find that the total number of inhabitants in wards 1—6 works out at 117,140 as
against a census figure of only 92,533. This excess of nearly 25,000 persons cannot
oe explained by the difference in date of only one month between the building
census and the census proper, and the only conclusion appears to be is that in the
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building census figures the recorded number of inhabitants per occupied building

represents the total family whether some members of the family happened to be
residing elsewhere or not. The same uncertainty does not attach to the figures

for the number of persons per occupied house (with the exception of Malerkotla

State) quoted in paragraph 8 above, and it is possible, therefore, that the greater

number of persons per building in the towns somewhat exaggerates the relative

congestion in towns as compared to villages.

For pmposes of the building census the follo\\Tng definition was adopted ;

—

“ Every building which is entirely separate from, or has no internal

means of communication wfith, the adjoining buildings, consti-

tutes a separate building, for the purposes of this schedule.

Any building with one common entrance constitutes one build-

ing only, no matter how' it is divided up internally. For
instance a serai forms one building : a liaveli built round a

courtyard forms one building ; but if a row of houses is all

built adjoining each other, but have separate entrances from
the street and no internal means of communication with one
another, they form separate buildings.”

The following figures of the number of inhabitants per inhabited build-

ing may now be noted :

—

City and ward.

1

Inhabitants. Inhabited houses.
Inhabitants

per inhabited
building.

Lahore Qty

—

Ward 1 11,924 3,171 3-760
o.

• 21,436 6,058 3-538

.. 3 18,238 3,112 5-860

» 4 11,672 2,590 4-507

5 , , 20,145 1,905 10 '575

» 6 •• 9,118 1,615 5-646

Total • • 92,533 18,451 5-015

CSvU Station t • .. •• •• 44,857 10,378 4-322

Rawalpindi CSty—-

Ward I * • • • • 6,158 800 7-697

2 • • • • 1,492

» 3 • • • « * 35 30-429

„ 4 1,752 358 4-891

5 • • 3,768 564 6-681

9 • • 5,979 983

„ 10 • • .. 327 5-260

Total •• 21,934 - 3,270 6-708

The figures for ward 3 of Eawalpindi City suffer from some serious inaccuracies

of which the Eawalpindi Municipality has no explanation to offer, arising most
probably from doubt as to the ward boundaries, a doubt which exists even in

respect of Lahore, Capital City though it is.

61. From the point of view of health, so far as this is affected by Number of

congestion, the number of inhabitants per room is even more important than the
p°r rTOm**

number of persons per inhabited budding.* The required information is given in

columns26—30 of SubsidiaryTable XII,which shows the frequency of the number of

buildings, with the number of persons per inhabited room, between stated limits.

For statistical purposes the limits adopted in the building census are not fine

enough for accurate curve-fitting
;
but in the case of Amritsar Cfty, for which the

original schedules were available, I was able to get a slightly finer grouping at the
beginning of the range. A frequency curve of type III has been fitted to the data
of division 11 (the most congested division of Amritsar City), and to the whole
of Amritsar City comprised in divisions 9, 10 and 11. The results are shown

*But in this connection it must be borne in mind that among the poorer classes, the number of persons per
inhabited room is practically the same as the number of persons per inhabited building, so many of their houses con-
sisting only of a single living room. That 5 or more persons should be able to sleep for 7 or 8 hours in a closed
room (probably with their heads under their resais as well) of perhaps only 2,000 cubic feet, whereas the allowance-
for health is usually put at 3,000 cubic feet per hour per person, is a matter which might well be investigated by a
physiologist.
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grapliically in diagrams 25 and 20. It slionld be noted that for the whole of

Amritsar City the mean number of inhabitants per inhabited room is 1-779, while

for division 11 it is 2-036 inhabitants. In division 11 again the modal, or the most
commonly occurring case is to find 1-021 persons per inhabited room, w-hile in the

whole of Amritsar the most commonly occurring case is that for -713 persons per

I inhabited room. Thus in the whole of Amritsar City the most usual condition

is to find rather more than one room per person, while in congested division 11
'' the most frequent occurrence is to find just under one room per person. It is

interesting to observe that in the case of division 11 the beginning of the range of

the fitted curve is at -149, corresponding to 6-7 rooms per person, while in the

case of the whole of Amritsar City the range begins at -0154 corresponding to 65
rooms per person. Whether in fact in Amritsar there is a plutocrat living solitarily

in some vast mansion with this number of rooms, I am unable to say, but the con-

clusion is suggested by the above calculations, and it is not inconsistent with the
largeness of Amritsar's population, and the known wealth of its Khatri traders.

Reference to 62. It has not been possible to do more at this stage of the Census than at-

tempt here and there descriptions, in as precise a mathematical form as may
be, of the salient features of the distribution of the population in rooms,
houses, villages, towns and cities. The broad outlines of such distributions have
been described again and again, and it will serve no purpose to re-iterate the
commonplaces as to the conditions of Pimjab urban and rural life. The discus-
sion of the inter-relationship of the various factors, which govern such distributions
is. no doubt, fascinating. But we must

(1) be sure of our facts, and

(2) express them in precise quantitative form
before attempting to examine the causal nexus which binds them. Disregard
of these two important points has led to much premature, and, at times valueless
speculation. Keplerian description {farms componere magnis) must precede
Newtonian theory, and to attempt to reverse the order of discoverv has led to
vast waste of paper and print.
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The following references will help those who wish to pursue at leisure

particular Lines of enquiry ;

—

Imperial Table I shows the population by sexes in urban and rural areas

separately. It also shows the number of occupied houses in towns and villages

for all the Punjab districts and states and for the Delhi Province. It is interesting

to note that this table shows that the congestion of persons in houses in rural

areas is greater than it is in the towns, as the average for the whole of the Punjab
is 4‘56 persons per house in the rural areas as against only 4’40 persons per house

in Punjab towns. The data only refer to occupied houses.

Imperial Table III gives the towns and villages classified by population.

The unit of grouping in this table is not uniform and this makes them difi&cult

to manipulate from a statistical view-point. A classification with an equal base

unit of 500 persons up to a range of 20,000 has already been given in para. 55

above. Imperial Table III will enable the classification to be continued above

the range of 20,000 inhabitants per town or village.

bnperial Table IV gives the towns classified by population with variation

since 1881, and may be referred to in connection with subsidiary tables 7 and 8

which have already been discussed in paragraph 52.

Imperial Talile V shows the towns arranged territorially with population

by rehgion, further analysis of which will be made in Chapter IV in considering

the relative tendency of certain religious groups to congregate in towns.

Imperial Table VII
,
part (c), gives the details of age, sex and civil condition

^ X for cities and selected towns, a list of these being
Lahore Cltv. Julluudur Town. .... o
Amritsar City. Siaikot Town. given in the margm.
Multan City. Fero^pore Town. Imperial Table VIII (C) gives details of

Ambaia To^m,
“ literacy by religions and age tor tne same cities

and selected towns as those mentioned above.

Imperial Table XI (B) gives the details of birth-place by districts for cities

and selected towns.

Imperial Table XVII gives the details of occupation by districts, states and
cities, as to which the reader may be referred to Chapter XII for further inform-

ation.
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I. Distribution of tbe population between towns and villages. II. Number per miHc of the total population of

each main religion who live in towns. III. Towns classified by population. IV. Cities and f-elected Towns. V. Distri-

bution of population in groups of places according to size, and in Rural Territory from 1891 to 1921. VI. Population of

urban classes and of rural territory as constituted in 1921 with increase. VII. Population of places classed as Towns in

each of the last five Censuses according to the Population classes in 1921. VIII. Increase (-f) or decrease (— ) in the

Population of Towns in the inter-censal periods. IX. Rural Density of tahsils (British Territory only). X. Persons and
area per village of tahsils (British Territory only). XI. Persons per house in tahsils of British Territory and States.

XII. Results of Building Census.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

Dbtribution of the population between towns and villages.

Average popu-
LATIOX PER

Number per
mille RESiD-

District or State and Natural Division.

PUNJAB

I.—Ineo-Ganoetio Pn.Ais West

1.

—Hissar

2.

—Loharu Stali

3.

—Rohtak

4.

—Vujana State

5.

—Gurgaon

6.

—Pataudi State

7.

—Kamal

8.

—Jullundur .

.

9.

—Kapurthala State

10.

—Ludhiana .

.

11.

—Malerlcotla Stale

12.

—Ferozepore .

.

13.

—Faridkot State

14.

’

—

Patiala Stale

15.

—Jind State .

.

16.

—Nahha State

17.

—Lahore

18.

—Amritsar

19.

—Gujranwala

20.

—Sheikhupura

II.—Himalayan .

.

21.

—Nahan State

22.

—Simla

23.

—Simla Hill States

24.

—Bilaspur State

25.

—Kangra

26.

—-Ma^i State

27.

—Suket Stale

2%,—Chamba State

III.—Sub-Himalayan

29.

—Ambala

30.

—Kalsia State

31.

—Hoshiarpur .

.

32.

—Gurdaspur .

.

33.

—Sialkot

34.

—Gujrat

35.

—Jhelum

36.

—Rawalpindi

37.

—Attock

IV.—Nobth-West Dry Area

38.

—Montgomcry

39.

—Shahpur

40.

—Mianwali

41.

—Lyallpur

42.

—Jhang

43.

—Multan

44.

—Bahawalpur State

45.

—Muzaffargarh

46.

—Dcra Ghazi Khan

I.—Indo-Gangetic Plain W'est

1.—Delhi
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SUBSIDtA.BY TABIiHS.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.

Number per milh of the total population of each main religion who live in towns.

Number PER mille. WHO !JFE IN TOWNS.
1

1

Natural Division. s

1^,

Hiudu.

1

1

5
!

'e
cc
3

s

‘C

a ’c
^

)

j:

K
£

'

=5 '

(L,

Remarks.

1 2 3 4 3 6 8
i

9

PUNJAB 103 119. 102 160 519 52 932; For details of the Na-

L—Indo-Gangetic Plain West 136 137
I

173 161 460; 31
i

9501

tural Divisions see

Subsidiary Table No.
IL—Himalayan 33 25

;

135' 8^ 421; 195 1 .000
'

I.

EEL—Sub-Himalayau 92 120 80
!

183 801; 59 892'

EV.—^North-West Dry Area 73 195i 53j
77 676j 50 860,

DELHE
E.—Endo-Gangetic Plain West .

.

624
624

535
535

809{
809!

660
660

822;
822

966
966

i,ooo‘

1 ,000
;

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.

Towns classified by population •

Increase per cent, is the population
OF PLACES CLASSED AS TOWNS AT THE

FORMER OF THE TWO CENSUSES IN EACH
SUB-COLUMN.

Number Proportion Number
iNumoer

females

Tovras.
“rbanpo- for 1000
pnlation. males.

1911-1921. 11901-1911. 1891-1901. 1881-1891,

ISCBEASE PEB CENT. IN
THE T7KBAJI POPtrLATIOSj

OF EACH CLASS FROM
1881-1921.

(o). In pla-

ces classed

as towns
in 1881.

PUNJAB INCLUDING
PUNJAB STATES
I.—1,00,000 and over

II.— 30,000—1,00,000

VI.—Under 5,000

DELHI
I.—1,00,000 and over

Note.—^The table is of slight value owing to the changes of definition of the term ‘ town and the variations in the number of

towns in each class in the different censuses.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Cities and Selected Towns.

Gty or Selected Town.

i
; Number Number Population|

Population
j
of persons of females of foreign

in 1921.
I
per square to 1,000 bom per

j

males. mille.

PEECEJfTAGE OF VARIAXIOS.

, 1911-1921.1901-1911. 1891-1901. 1881-1891.

1 2

Eahore City 281,781
Amritsar City .

.

160,218
Multan City 84,806
Rawalpindi Town 101,142
,Ambala Town
JuUundur Town
Sialkot Town .

.

70,619
Ferozepore Town 54,351

Delhi City 304,420

9 10

-fl2-4 4-79-1
-10-0 4- 5-5

-f 8-6 4-23-5
4-39-3 4-90-9
4-17-5 4-13-1

4-27-0 4-36-2
4-20-4 -1-54-3

-j-27-5 4-37-3

-l-ll-l 4-75-6
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

Distribution of population in groups of places according to size, and in Rural Territory 1891 to 1921.

Pi*i cent, of total

population.

1921. 1911. : 1901. 1891

lOO-ol 100-0

89-4| 89-:

56-3 51-4 51 •’

56-3 51-4 51-'

43-7 48-6 48-:

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Population of Urban Classes and of rural territory as constituted in 1921 with increase.

Class of place-s.

Punjab, including Punjab States

Territory Urban in 1921 .

.

Towns having in 1921.

L—100,000 and over

II.— 50,000 to 100,000 .

.

III.— 20,000 to 50,000 .

.

IV.— 10,000 to 20,000 .

.

V.— 5,000 to 10,000

VI.—Under .5,000 ..

Territory Rural in 1921 .

.

Delhi

Territory Urban in 1921

Territory Rural in 1921

Number of

places in

1921.

POPtnt.ATION. ISCEEASE 1911-1921.

1921. 1911. Number. Per cent.

24,977,915 23,791,367
123,145

2,473,533 *2,334,44.5

12.3,145j

543,1411 467,926
408,990! 408,567
510,687; 449,534
391,157, 347,001
24,396

485,140! 4.57,419

54,139
134,418: 150,115
44.610:

f22,504,382t21,456,9-22 1,047,460

123,14.5j

488,188j 413,447 74,741

304,420 232,837 71,583

183,768 180,61(N

* These figures denote the pro
portion living in places classe

as towns in both censuses, an
are therefore comparable.

t These figures denote the popu-
lation living outside the places
classed as towns in both cen-
suses.

Fact-note.—^The towns entered against ‘‘ b ” were not treated as towns in 191 1, and their population in that year cannot be obtained
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Places classed as Towns in each of the last five Censuses, according to the population classes in 1921.

1 Lahore ,

.

2 Amritsar
3 Rawalpindi

4 Multan .

.

5 Ambala
6 JuUundur
7 Sialkot .

.

8 Ferozepore
9 Ludhiana

10 Patiala .

.

11 Gujranwala
12 Bhiwani
13 Kasur
14 Jhang Maghiana
13 Simla
10 Panipat
17 Batala
18 Rohtak
19 Malerkotla
20 Rewari .

.

21 Kamal .

.

22 Gujrat .

.

23 Hissar .

,

24 Hoshiarpur
25 Dera Gfmzi Khan
28 Namaul
27 Bhatinda

28 Wazirabad
29 Bahawalpur
30 Jhelum .

.

31 Jagraon .

.

32 Chiniot .

.

33 Bhera .

.

34 Kaparthala
35 Siraa

36 Kaithal
37 Hansi .

.

38 Nabha .

.

39 Montgomery
40 Kotkapura
41 Fazilka .

.

42 Sonepat .

.

43 Faridkot
44 Ba«i
45 Jagadhri
46 Phagwara
47 Shahabad
48 Jind
49 Jhajjar .

.

50 Sangrur
51 Jalalpur Jattan
52 Muktsar
53 Patti

54 Khnshab

TOTAL

TOTAL

TOTAL

1921 1911 1901 1891 1881

2 3 4
!

a 6

Class I.--100,000 AXD OVEE.

281,781, 228,687 202,964 176,854
: 157,287

160,218' 152,756 162,429 136,766; 151,896
101,142 86,483 87,688 73,795, 52,975

543,1411 467,926 433,081 387,41 5| 362,158

Class ][I.—50,000 TO 100,000.

84,806 99,2431 87,394 74,562
1

68,674
76,326 80,131 78,638 79,294 67,463
71,008 69,318 1 67,735

i

66202 52,119
70,619 64,869 57,956

1

55,087 45,762
54,351 50,836 49,341 50,437 39,570
51,880 44,170 48,649 46,334 44,163

408,990 408,567 389,713 371,916 317,751

Class ][11.-20,000 T() 50,000.

47,531 46,974 o3,o4o 55,856 53,629
37,887 30,307 30,092 27,678 23,661
33,270 31,100 35,917 35,487 33,762
31,018 24,783 22,022 20,290 17,336
:lO,139 25,914 24,382 23,290 21,629
27,494 19,405 14,505 13,836 13,258
27,343 26,342 26,914 27,547 25,022
26,122 26,430 27,365 27,223 24,281
25,240 20,361 20,323 16,702 15,699
24,564 23,880 21,122 21,754 20,621
23,129 24,780 27,295 27,934 23,972
22,845 21,961 23,559 21,963 23,133
21,974 19,090 19,410 18,050 18,396
21,416 17,162 17,647 16,854 14,167
21,285 17,449 17,549 21,552) 21,363
20,731 18,466 23,731 27,886 22.309
20,410 21,350 19,489 21,159 20,052
20,154 15,037 13,185 8,536 5,084

482,551 430,791 438,052 433,597 397,374

18,645
18,494
18,060
17,731

17,513
17,027

16,242
16,241

15,477

15,425
14,750
14,601

14,063
13,829
12,981

12,304
11,560
11,544
11,395
11,329
10,840
10,800
10,799
10,792
10,539
10,439
10,009

Cl,4S3 tv.—10,000 TO 20,000,

TOTAL

17,146
18,414
19,678
15,039
14,085
15,202
16,367

14,629
12,912

14,576

13,620
8,129

10,644
10,985
12,014
11,673

11,125
12,045

11,779
11,054

8,783
10,617
9,041

11,615;
8,834'

7,987

10,159

338,1S2

18,069
18,546
14,951
18,760

15,685
18,680
18,519
15,800
14,408

16,523
18,468
6,602
9,519
8,505

12,990

10,405
13,738
13.462

14,108

ll,009i

8,047
12,227

11,852
10,640

6,389
8,187

11,403

357,492

15,786
18,716
12,878
18,116
13,476
17,428
16,747
16,415
15,768
15,190
17,108
0,159
7,730

7,563
12,611

8,3191

13,810
13,029
12,331
11,473
8,116

11,881
8,820

11,065
5,271

7,495

9,832

332,133

16,462
13,635
21,107
16,873
10,731

15,165
15,237
12,292

14,754
12,656
17,116
3,178

6,196
6,851

13,077
6,593

12,896
12,300
10,627
10,218

7,136

11,650
9,139

12,839
3,125
6,407

8,989

307,240
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SUBSIDIABY TABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Places classed as Towns in each of the last five Censuses according to the population classes in 1921.

c

uS
QQ

To> -n.

1

55 Find Dadan Khan
56 Camijbsllpur
57 Snmana ,

,

58 Kakodar
59 Pinli Gheb ,

.

60 Palwal
61 Mian« ali

62 Abohar . ,

63 Kamalia ,

.

64 Gurda-pur .

.

6.5 ilohindargarh . , .

,

66 Kartarpur ,

,

67 Leiah
68 Kalabagh
69 Hazro
70 Raikot •• • •

71 Urmar Tanda
72 Sunam . ,

73 Ahmedpur Sharqi .

.

74 Sultanpur » . .

.

.

.

75 Jaitu ,

,

76 Baniala . ,

77 Chunian , ,

78 Sadhaura
79 Rupar . .

80 Jandiala . • .

.

81 Bsri ,

.

82 Chakwal . • ,

,

83 Pathankot . . .

«

84 Jampur .

.

.

.

85 Kunj ah

86 Pakpattan . , .

,

,

,

87 Peshawar . . .

,

88 Dhanaula . .

89 Mandi .

,

.

,

90 Nurmahal ,

.

91 Shujabad . . .

.

.

.

92 Sahiwal
93 Dadri . , .

,

94 Sanaur ,

,

95 Talagang
96 Hardo Daska . ,

97 Bhakkar , ,

98 Isa Khel , ,

99 Khem Karan . , .

,

100 i
Dinga ••

101 ,
Tarn Taran .. ..

102 iliani .

,

.

,

.

,

103
1

Dharmkot . , .

,

104 Bahadurgarh . .

105
1

Rahon . . . • .

.

106
,

Hodal . , . .

107 Eminabad . , .

.

108 !
Dajal

109 i
Nahan .

.

110 i Chamba
i

111
1

ilajitha .

,

.

,

112 ‘ Bhakdaur .

.

113 iluzaffargarh . .

114 Nawashahr . . .

.

115 Hariana
116 i Bawal .

.

117
j

Ourgaon
118 !

Gohana
119 1

Taunsa . , .

.

120 Banga

TOTAL

Population.
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SUBSIDIABY TABMS.

SUBSIOIABY TABLE VH.

Places classed as Towns in each of the last five Censuses according to the population classes in 1921.-

Class of Population.
!

i

1

1

!

1921

1

1

1911 1901 1891 1881

1

1

1
o 3 4 r

».» 6

TOTAL POPUIiATION PraJAB 25,101,060 23,791,3671 24,366,625 22,915,482 20,798,896

Urban Population (as x)er statement annexed) 2,411,901 2,247,279 2,193.912 2,172,223 2,005.098

Rural Population .

.

22,689,150 21,;>U,08S' 22,172,713 20,743,259 18,793,798

Percentage of Urban Population on total Population .

.

9-61 9-45j 9-00 9-48 9-64
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CHAPTEE n. SUBSIDIARY TABLES.

Q O

txi

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VUI.

Increase (-{-) or decrease (—) in the population of towns in the inter-censal periods.

Town.

Class I.—100,000 and ovek.
1 Lahore
2 Amritsar
3 Rawalpindi

Class 11.-50,000 to 100,000.
4 JIultan
5 Ambala
6 Jullimdur
7 Sialkot
8 Ferozepore
9 Ludhiana

Class 111.-20,000 to 50,000.
10 Patiala
11 GujranwaJa
12 Bhiwani
13 Kasur
14 Jhang-Maghiana
15 Simla
10 Panipat
17 Batala
18 Rohtak
1 9 Malerkotla
20 Rewari
21 Kamal
22 Gujrat
23

I
Hiiai

24 f Hoshiarpur
25 ^ra Ghazi Khan
26 «amau]
27 Shatinda

f
*V.—10,000 TO 20,000.
id

pur

32 Chiniot

33 Bhera
34 Kapurtha^
35 Siisa

36 Kaithal
37 Hansi
38 Kabha
39 Montgom^y
40 Kotkapiira
41 Fazilka
42 Sonepat
43 Faridkot
44 Basi
45 Jagadhri
46 Phagwara
47 Shahabad
48 Jind
49 Jhajjar

Sangrur
'aLlpur Jattan
duktear
Patti

Khushab
Class V.—5,000 to 10,000.

Pind Dadan Khan
Campbellpur
Sumana
Nakodar
Pindi Gheb
Palwal
Mianwali
Abohar
Kamalia
Gurdaspur
Mohindaigarh
Kartarpui
Leiah
Kalabagh
Hazro
Raikot
Urmar Tanda
Sunam
Ahmedpur Sharqi
Sultanpur
Jaitu
Bamala
Chunian

1921. 1911. 1901. ' 1891.
Soria]

;

'

No. Town.

3 4 5 6 1 2

I

Class V.—5,000 to 10,000-— IT i + 78 Sadhaura
“T — 4“ — 79 Rupar
"r — 4" 4* 80 Jandiala

81 Beri
—

H- 4" -r 82 Chakwal
— 4“ — -p 83 Pathankot
_r )

— — 84 Jampur
-r ~ 4- 4“ 85 Kunjah

1 — 4- 86 Pakpattan
4“ 4- 87 Peshawar

88 Dhanaula
-r — — 4- 89 Mandi
4" 4- 4- 4~ 90 Nurmahal
+ — 4- 4“ 91 Shujabad
-r 4* “T~ _{_ 92 Sahiwal
-r 4- 4“ 93 Dadri
f- 4“ j_ 94 Sanaur

— — 4- 95 Talagang— — 4- 4- 96 Hardo Daska
-f ~r 4* j 97 Bhakkar
-r 4- — 4" 98 Isa Khel— — —

-i- 99 Khem Karan
"T — -4 — 100 Dinga

— 4~ 101 Tam Taran
“7” — 4- T* 102 Miani
-T — — 4- 103 Dharmkot
4- — 4“ 104 Bahadurgarh
— -p — -r 105 Rahon
"r -f 4" “T” 106 Hodal

107 Eminabad
4- -r — 108 Dajal

-f — 4- 109 Nahan
— -4 r — no Chamba
— — "4 ”7“ 111 Majitha
4- — •4 4- 112 Bhadaur
-4 —

“T 4" 113 Muzaffargarh
— 4" “i“ 114 Nawashahr

•4- — 4- 115 Hariana
”r — — 4" 116 Bawal
4^ —

*T- 4“ 117 Gurgaon . . -

4* 4- — 118 Gohana
4- + 4* 4- 119 Taunsa
4- T* 4" 4" 120 Banga
4- + 4- “ Class \T.—Undeb 5,00
4“ — 4- — 121 Phul
4" 4" 4- -1- 122 Dhannsala
4- — + 123 Sohna

4- 124 Sujanpur
— 4- + 125 PhiUaur
4- T + 126 Ramnagar
4- 4- — + 127 Zira
4- — 4- “T 128 Ferozepur-Jhirka .

.

4~ — + — 129 Rojhan
— 4_ — — 130 Faridabad
i- -f 4- + 131 Dera Baba Kanak .

.

_L. — 4- + 132 Thanesar
— — 4- + 133 Khanpur

1.34 Chachrauli— — -- — 135 Sharakpur
4- + 4- 4- 136 Sirhind
4- + 137 Dina Nagar
4- — 4- j-

» 138 Rajanpur— + 139 Dera Bassi
__ — 4- + 140 Jalalabad
4- 4- 4- + 141 Ballabgarh
— 4-

1 + 142 Buria
+ 4- — — 143 Karor
4-

(
— + 144 Alipur

— — 4- 145 Bakloh
— — 4- -f- 146 Ahmedpur Lamma
“7" 4- 4- + 147 S-ambrial .

.

4" ” — + 148 Munee
-4 4- + 149 Kasauli

“i-
— 4 _L 150 Mithankot

4“ — — + 151 Khangarh
4-

1

— — — 152 Dalhousie
— 4- — 153 Loharu
— + 154 Dagshai

4-
i

4- 4- + 155 Subathu
a.

i

1
]

— 4- + 156 Sanawar
I I — — + 157 Attock

1 1 Delhi

1921. 1911. 1901. 1891.

3 4
1

5
1

6

4“

—
+

—

-i-
— + +— — — +

+ — + +
“T 4“ + +
4~ “r 4" +
4- 4~ 4“ —

-f — +— — — +
~r — 4* —
— — 4“ +— — — +
+ — —

— +

+
—

0
+ — -r —
4" "T -r 4-
— — 1 +
4" 4~ +
4- — — +
4" — 4_ + -

— + —
+ — T~ +
4- — —

+ _ — '4'

4“ — 4* —
4" 4_ +— 4' -}- +

+ — 4" +
4* — — -1-

4“ — + +
+ 4- + +
+ — 4“ -t-— — +

— + +“ -r + +— — — +

+
+ 4“ +

+ _ +
- — +

+

- -
4-

—

4- 4-
1

+
- +

1

4“ +

+— + + 4-
— — — +

+ — +
+ — + —

+ — — +— — +—
_

4"

+
+

+ + -f 4“

+ + + —
— + + 4"
— — +— — +
+ — j-

+ + + —
+ — -

1 +
+ +

-L
1

u_
-f —

— -1- — +— — —
— 4- —
+ +— + 4- +
4- + J + / +
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1

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

Ktiral Density. Census 1921.

District.

I

Places classed as towns in

each of the last five censuses.

Total
area less

revenue
area of

towns in

column
3.

(Square
miles).

Population
of tahsil.

Urban population. Rural population.

Number of
rural popu-
lation per
square
mile of

rural area.

o
e£}

a
o
!2!

Name. 1921. 1911. 1921. 1911. 1921. 1911.

1
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 mm

1
“

1 1PUNJAB (BRITISH TER-
RITORY) ' 20,685,024 19,578,57: 2,044,183 1,891,961 18.640,841 17,686.612

Hissar Tahsil 79i 136,272 126,806 21,41£ 17,162 114.85' 109,64f>1 144 137
Hissar , , . 21,41£ 17,162 , . 1 . , ,

Hansi Tahsil 77‘ 177,043 167,963 15,42£ 14,576 161,618 163,38' 1 198
2 Hansi , , 15,42£ 14,676 . ,

,

, ,

GQ
GQ Bhiwani Tahsil 73 126,01£ 119,081 ’92,74£ 87,98: 12< 119

!Zl
a Bhiwani , , . , . . . . . . , .

Fatehabad Tahsil 1,17 7 195,801 199,934 , 195,801 199,934 16«

Sirsa Tahsil 1,63 3 181,67f 191,103 16,241 14,62£ 165,438 176,474
4 Sirsa •• * 16,241 14,62£ •• •• • •

Rohtak Tahsil 50.immm 178,356 25,246HSfn 175,69£ 167,981 348 313
a Rohtak , , , 25,246 , , , , \mm

Jhajjar Tahsil 202,028 189,65' 178,62: 27]
6 Jhajjar , , , , , , , , ,

,

7 Bah^urgarh , . ,
1

5,95£ 4,990 , . . . .

.

o 8 Beii , . 7,454 7,798 . , , , ,

,

Gohana Tahsil 542 175,291 161,111 6,438 155,673 314 287
9 Grohana 5,438 , , ,

Sonepat Tahsil 441 182,176 173,345 12,981 169,195 161,331 384 366
10 Sonepat •• •• 12,981 •• •• ••

Gurgaon TahsU 39SRVRff 112,312 9,865 10,599 ROBI 259 258
11 Gurgaon . . .

.

5,461
12 Sohna 4,758 5,138 ,

,

Ferozepur-Jhirka Tahsil .

.

98,285 114,598 4,542 6,719 93,743 308 368

o 13 Ferozepur-Jhirka •• , * , 4,542 5,719 ,

Nuh Tahsil 112,119 128,599 ll’2,119 128,599 280 321
a Paiwal Tahsil 356 131,760 136,572 i’5,206 14,953 116,554 121,619 327 342
p5
D 14 Palwal , , 9,352 9,485
o 15 Hodal . , 5,854 5.468 ,

Rewari Tahsil 416 147,256 23,129 124,127 126,316 298
CO 16 Rewari .. 23,129

BaUabgarh Tahsil 8,058 72,546 269 279
17 Ballabgarh ,

,

, * 3,721 4,053
18 Faridabad •• •• • • 4,337 4,487

Kamal Tahsil 226,739 22,845 21,961 244
. 19 Karnal 22,845 21,961 .

<1 Panipat Tahsil 445 173,796 171,579 27,343 26,342 146,453 145,237 329 326
a 20 Panipat . , 27,343 26,342
P3 Kaithal Tahsil 1,246 275,722 15,477 12,912 209

, 191
*<

>4
21 Kaithal . , 15,477 12,912 .. ..

Thanesar Tahsil 151,778 15,773 243 252
22 Thanesar , , , , 4.719
23 Shahabad •• •• •• •• ••

Ambala Tahsil 352 187,926 195,385 80,131 mssm 115,254 317 327
24 Ambala . , . . 76,326

Kharar Tahsil 372 142,894 134,167 4,111 138,783 *373

25 Sanawar . , 899 884
< 26 Kasauli 3,212 3,194 ..

Jagadhri Tahsil Knm 15,118 16,317 111,586 lb,982 277
27 J igadhri . . •• 11,544 12,045
28 Bada . . .

,

3,574 4,272 ..

Naraingarh Tahsil 436 112,447 7,630 7,774 oaiiil! I30^^1
29 Sadhaura . 7,774 ..

Rupar Tahsil 286 116,155 108,556 6,935 108,549Bmi^ 155
30 Rupar •• 6,935 •• • •• ••

< Simla Tahsil 42 27,593 23,284 4,183 103
1-3 31 Simla , . 27,494 19.405
a 32 Dagshai . , 1,745
72 33 Subathu , . , 1,581 1,847

to Kot Khai Tahsil 32 10,843 "323 ^9

Kangra Tahsil 417 118,374 119,628 4,904 6,923 iKlInni 272
34 Dharmsala . , . , 4,904 6,923

o Dehra Tahsil 495 124,638 126,525 124,638 126.5251 252 256
?! Nurpur Tahsil 51^ 95.470 IiinnTiil 184 193

Hamirpur Tahsil 593 166,701 166,701 286 283
Palampur Tahsil 523 137;052 132,688 262 254
Kala Tahsil 1,335 122,027 gKjjJy 122,027 124,803 91 93

I
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

Rural Density. Census 1921.

Total
Places classed as towns in area less

each of the last five censuses. revenue
area of

towns in

column
»; 3.

35
Hoshiarpur Tahsil
Hoshiarpur

SB 36 Hariana

37
Dasuya Tahsil
Urmar Tanda
Garhshankar Tahsil
Una Tahsil

JuUundur Tahsil
38 JuUundur
39 Kartarpur

Nawashahr Tahsil
40 Bahon
41 Banga
42 Nawashahr

PhiUaur Tahsil
43 PhiUaur
44 Nurmahal

Nakodar Tahsil
45 Nakodar

< 46
Ludhiana Tahsil
Ludhiana
Jagraon Tahsil

•< 47 Jagraon
48 Baikot

Samrala Tahsil

Ferozepore Tahsil
49 Ferozepore

Zira Tahsil
50 Zira
51 Dharmkot

Moga Tahsil
Muktsar Tahsil

52 Muktsar
53 Jalalabad

Fazilka Tahsil
54 Fazilka
55 Abohar

Lahore Tahsil
56 Lahore

Chunian Tahsil
57 Chunian

Klasur Tahsil
58 Kasur
59 Khem Karan

I

Amritsar Tahsil
611 Amritsar
62

Population of

tahsil.

1921. 1911.

5 6

247,196 241,033

215,600 20'8,86o

232,772
231,851

236,814
231,857

289,396 278,101

177,692 l’7b,738

164,806 163,248

190,650 1*89,833

Urban population.

161,340 155,369

153,2651 160,84

Number of

rural popu-
lation per

square mile
of rural area.

1921. 1911.

11 12

438 433

414 404

456
336

*463

336

583 556

568 547

540 *631

’^9 ”sos

Lera Baba Nanak
Pathankot Tahsil
Pathankot
Dalhonsie
Bakloh

721 Sujanpjr
Siudcargarh Tahsil

234,146 224,515

2*75,695 2*69,706

129,502 1*3*2,103

2*1*2,849 2*10,447
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

Rural Density. Census 1921.

Total
I

Places classed as towns in each area less|

of the last five censuses. revenue
area of

towns in

column
3.

Population of tahsiJ, I Urban population.

Sialkot Tahsil
73 Sialkot

Pasrur Tahsil
74 Pasrur

Zafarwal Tahsil
Raya Tahsil
Uaska Tahsil

75 Sambrial
Hardo Daska

Gujranwala Tahsil
77 Gujranwala
78 Eminabad

Wazirabad Tahsil
Wazirabad
Ranmagar
Hafizab^ Tahsil

Gujrat Tahsil
82 Gujrat
83 Kunjah
84 Jalalpur Jattan

Kharian Tahsil
85

I Phalia Tahsil

i Shahpur Tahsil
86 Sahiwal

Khushab Tahsil
87 Khushab

Bhalwal Tahsil
88 Bhera
89 Miani

Sargodha Tahsil

Jhelum Tahsil
90 Jhelum

Find Uadan Khan Tahsil
91 Find Dadan Khan

Chakwal Tahsil
92 Chakwal

Rawalpindi Tahsil
Rawalpindi
Gujar Khan Tahsil
Murree Tahsil
Murree
Kahuta Tahsil

Attock Tahsil

96 Campbellpur
97 Attock

Kndi Gheb Tahsil
98 Pindi Gheb

Talagang Tahsil
99 Talagang

Patehjang Tahsil

Mianwali Tahsil
100 Mianwali

Bhakkar Tahsil
101 Bhakkar

Isa Khel Tahsil
102 Isa Khel
103 Katabagh

(Square 1921.
miles).

1921. 1911.

8

Rural population.

1921. 1911.

9
219,850

10

218,620

133,879 141,194

1^.936
196,936
141,087

156,930
194,207
135,466

250,864 230,823

12’2,971

.. •
126,596

l’82,766 189,928
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

Rural Density. Census 1921.

Places classed as towns in each

of the last five censuses.

.2 M
s a
•S 3
o

area less elation of tahsil
revenue
area of

towns in

column
3.

(Square
miles).

Urban population.

Montgomery Tahsil

Montgomery
Kamalia
Okara Tahsil

Dipalpur Tahsil
Pakpattan Tahsil

106 Pakpattan

Lyallpur Tahsil^
Samundri Tahsil

Toba Tek Singh Tahsil

Jaranwala Tahsil

Jhang Tahsil

107 Jhang-Migiuana
Chiniot Tahsil

108 Chiniot
Shorkot Tahsil

Multan Tahsil

109 Multan
Shujabad Tahsil

110 Shujabad
Lodhran Tahsil

Mails! Tahsil

Khanewal Tahsil

I Kabirwala Tahsil

MnzafEargarh Tahsil

111! Muzaffargarh
112 Khangarh

Alipur Tahsil

113 Alipur
Sanawan Tahsil

Leiah Tahsil

114 Leiah
15 Karor

Dera Ghazi Khan Tahsil

! 16 Dera Ghazi Khan
Sanghar Tahsil

117 Taunsa
Rajanpnr Tahsil

118 Rajanpnr
119 Mithankot
120 Rojhan

Jampur Tahsil

1

121 Jampur
122 Dajal

Biloch Trans-Frontier

Delhi Tahsil

1 Delhi
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE X.

Statement showing average population and area per Village in Tahsil. Census 1921.

PUNJAB (BRITISH
TERRITORY) . •

Hissar

<) Hansi

g Bhiwani

a Eatehabad

ROH- TAK.

Robtak
Jbajjar
Gobajia
Sonepat

Gurgaon
!
^ Ferozepur-Jhirkao

i ^ Nub
, o Palwal

Rewari
p
o Ballabgarb

Kamal

18,640,842 90,757

Naramgarh

195,801 1,177

165,438 1,636

260,245 1,246

196,936 484
141,087 276

250,864 926
122,971
182,766

267,674
251,334 1,022

255,545 557
244,187 664
278,294 1,037

158,709! 2,51

155,062

Simla

§ Kot Khai 110,678 1,486

102,063 1,187

<! I
Debra

Ph
o
5
w

Mnktear
Fazilka

PS
O I Chrmian

.1 Gnidaspiir
PS

^1 Pathankot

I
Shakargarii

122,027 1,33

Dipalpur
Pakpattan

LyaUpnr
Ep PS Samundri

0'9H ? Toba Tek Singh
Jaranwala

d
<; Cbiniot
S Shorkot

^ Multan

I

-al Shujabad

^ Lodiran

a Khanewal
— Eabirwala

H MnzaSargaih
PS

Q I Sanawan
Leiah

^'1 Dera Ghazi Khan
•<

•SGgI Rajanpnr

p I
Kloch Trans-Vnmtie

» Delhi
P

138,438 1,525

140,928 3,122

199,158 1,543

20
134,199 1,339

188,768 51
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE XI.

Statement showing average number of persons per house (in TahsU or State). Census 1921.

PUNJAB

1 Hissar

2 Hansi
3 Bhiwaim .

.

4 Fatehabad
5 Sirsa

6 Robtak
7 Jbajjar

8 Gob^a
9 Sonepat .

.

10 Gurgaon
11 FeroTOpur-Jbirka
12 Nub
13 Palwal
14 Rewari
15 Bdllabgarb

161 Kamal
17 Pan!pat .

,

18 Kaitbal
19 Tbanesar .

!

20 Ambala
21 Kharar
22 Jagadbri .

23 Naraingarb
24 Rupar

25| Simla
261 Kot Kbai .

.

27 Kangra
28 l)ehra

29 Nurpur
30 Hamirpur
31 Palampur
32 Kulu

33' Hosbiarpur
34 Dasuya
35 Garbsbankar
36 Una .

111,980!

52 Amritsar .

.

53 Tam Taran
54 Ajnala

55 Gnrdaspur
56 Batala
57 Patbankot
58 Sbakargarb

59 Sialkot

60 Pasrur

61 Zafarwal

62 Raya
63 Daska

2 64 Gujranwala
<! 65 Wazirabad
^ 66 Hafizabad

67 Kbangab Bogran

68 Sbarakpur

69 Gujrat
70 Kharian
71 Phaba

72 Sbabpur
[S 73 Kbushab
P 74 Bbalwal

75 Sargodba

76 Jbelum
77 Pind Dadan Khmi
78 Cbakwal .

.

Number of

occupied
houses.

Population.

37 JuUundur
38 Nawasbahr
39 Pbillaur .

.

40 Nakodar .

.

79 Rawalpindi
80 Gujar Kban
81 Murree
82 Kabuta

41 Ludhiana .

.

42 Jagraon
43 Samrala .

.

83: Attock
84; Pindigbeb
851 Talagang .

.

86 Fatehjang

44 Ferozppore
45 Zira

46 iloga
47 Muktsar
48 F,azilka

49 Lahore
50 Cbunian
51 Kasur

87! ilianwali .

.

3 88; Bhakkar .

.

< 89' Isa Khel .

.

90. Montgomery
91; Okara

921 Dipalpur .

.

93j Pakpattan
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE XI.

Statement showing average number of persons per house (in Tahsil or State). Census 1921.

Tahsh..

Population

Average
number
of per-

sons per
house. .a ^

£ a
•3 s
Q 2

State.

Number
of Population

occupied
houses

94 Lyallpur .

.

93 Samundri .

.

96 Toba Tek Singh
97 Jaranwala .

.

98 Jhang
99' Chiniot

100 Shorkot .

101 Multan
102 Shujabad .

103 liodhran .

104 Mailsi

105 Khanewal
106 Kabirwala

107 Muzaffargarh
108 Alipur

109 Sinawan .

.

110 Leiah

111 Dera Ghazi Khan
112 Sanghar .

.

113 Bajanpur .

.

114 Jampui ..

Biloch-Trans Frontier
Tract

PUNJAB STATES

A.—Hayinq FounoAi.
BEEATIONS WITH TEX
PCKJTAB GoTBBXHXET

1 Dnjana
2 Pataudi
3 Kalsia
4 Simla Hill States

B.—Hatotq pounoAi.
BEI.ATI0X8 WITH THX
Govxbiwxiit ox
IiniiA ,.

5 Loharu ,

.

6 Nahan
7 Bilaspur .

.

8 Mandi
9 Suket

10
1

Kapurthala
III Malerkotla

12| Faridkot .

.

13! Chamba .

.

14; Patiala

13] Jind

16; Nabha ,

.

17: Bahawalpur

981,768 4,416,

25,833
18,097

57,371
306,718

891,297 4,008,017

4,028

31,161
22,683
39,455
11,435
65,491
30,096
31,823
29,386

338,683
62,580
55,164

169,3121

20,621
140,448
98.000

185,048

54,328
284,275
80,322

150,661
141,867

1,499.739

308,183
263,334
781,191

1 Delhi (Tahsil) 114,683 488.188







CHAPTER III.

Birth-Place.

General

iMtioa.

63. Generalisation. 64. Immigration and Emigration Streams, Extra-Provincial. 66. Immigration
and Emigration Streams, Intra-Provincial. 66. TrafiS? returns and the Intra-Provincial figures of Inrth-place.
67. Further analysis of Bailway statistics, and their application to Census data of migration. 68. Trgffip
returns and Extra-Provincial figures of birth-place. 69. Some diScalties of interpretation. 70. Jfaya or Atman t
71. Graphic presentation of the data. 72. Comparison of the statistics with those of 1911. 73. Immi-
gration from and Emigration to other countries. 74. Reference to tables.

63. The present chapter with the title of “Birth-place” replaces the chapter
on “ Migration ” of the Census Report of 1911. The new title is more appropriate
than the old, in that it more accurately describes the actual entry in the Census
Schedules, which defines the district of birth of each person enumerated. For
every person, then, actually in the Punjab between sunset and sunrise on the
18th March 1921, we are able to state more or less correctly in which districj; he
or she was born. The working assumption has already been adopted that the
chance that a given person wiU be included in the Census Schedules is 0'99. The
next question that arises is, what is the chance that a person having been entered
in the Census Schedules, should have his or her district of birth correctly entered?

Now, of 20,685,024 persons enumerated in British Territory in the Punjab,
17,850,279 represented themselves as born in the districts in which they were
enumerated ; while in the Punjab States out of 4,416,036 persons enumerated,
3,730,163 persons are classed as having been bom in the State in which they were
enumerated. Thus 86 and 84 per cent, respectively of persons found in British
Districts and Punjab States, a&med that they were born in the self-same district
or State in which they were enumerated

;
or, taking the Punjab as a whole 86

per cent, of the persons resident in British Districts and States, claimed to be born
in the very district or State in which they were enumerated. It seems unlikely
that there were many people who erroneously stated that they were bom in a
district or State other than that in which they were resident, whereas, there may
have been many misstatements, in all good faith, by persons who, having come
to reside in a district or State when quite young, were under the impression that
they were born in that district or State. Further, sentiment in Indian village life
is intensively conservative and the term ‘‘ pardesi ” (hailing from another country)
is one that every immigrant is usually anxious to divest himself of. This may not
be trae of the Canal Colonies where the percentage of immigrants is very high,
and where, so far, there exists no temptation for a man to class himself as one of
the indigenous “ Jangli ” inhabitants

; but it is certainly the case in the old-estab-
lished districts of the Punjab, and it is probable that the number of persons
residing on the 18th March 1921 in the districts in which they were bom, waa
less rather than greater than the ascertained figure of 86 per cent, of the total
population.

Then, again, there seem to be possibilities of misstatement in respect of
the birth-places of married women, particularly of Hindu and Sikh married women,
who are frequently introduced to their prospective husbands by middlemen, who
may find it desirable to conceal a woman’s antecedents. In the Central Punjab-
misrepresentations both of a woman’s caste and birth-place have often been tho
subject of litigation, and the number of cases which appear in the courts must bo
but a small fraction of the cases in which the husband has been successfully
deceived.

All the latter class of cases would involve false entries in respect of birth*
place in the Census Schedules. Lastly, a small number of fugitives from justice,
if enumerated at all, would be almost certain to give false rephes to all the sche-
duled questions.

In consequence, it is not likely that we should be carrying caution too far
in adjudging that the probability of an error in the recorded entry of birth-place-
is 1 in 100. If this figure is tentatively accepted, the chance that any one indivi-
dual is recorded in the schedules, and has a correct entry in respect of place of



birth, will be 0 99 x 0‘99=0'9$ n§»rly. l^u^we mayeosidadeih^t
«a Average e^or of 2 per eent. (m the true Quiebei^) iu the nniijbe^ ^QWH fliP

bom in any distridi or 3t^-
64. Now it has been posable to give only a very gmeral eoBn^nsion as to

the accuracy of the Census fi^ee in respect of place of birth, and as it is based
(Ml a variety of assumptions, it must be guardedly applied. «re»Bii^

Accmrding to the Census figures the number of persons bom in the Punjab
wjd reading outside it, and the number of persons bom outside the Punjab and
residing in it, on March 18, 1921, were 649,386 and 627,137 respectively;
while the corresponding figures for the 10th March 1911 were 516,612 aod
660,219 resj^tively.

Now if we adopt the approximate assumptions made by Mr. Middlettm
in para. 25 of Chapter I, viz.—

(i) that the annual streams of immigration and emigration have bees
constant throughout the decade,

(ii) that the annual death-rate airiong immigrants and emigrants
can be represented as a definite annual decrement of 20 per mi lie,

we find that the annual numbers of eznigrants from, and immigrants irho
the Punjab duiirg 1911-1921 were, in round numbers, 14,000 and 11,000 respec-
tively. The figures arrived at above, exclude, however, the number of pemms
who may have left the Punjab and returned to it, or who may have entered the
Punjab and left it during the decade. This omission, which no appeal to Um
Census figures can possibly rectify, may account for ten times as many emigrants
from, and immigrants into, the Pimjab each year, as the 26,000 persons who are
calculated to cross the provincial boundary each year. As about 800,000 persons
m-e bom each year in the Punjab, of whom 45 per cent.* reach their 16th birthday,
it may be ^d that 14,000 out of 360,000 adult persons, or, say just imder 4 per
cent., emigrate, in the restricted meaning of the word, which implies that they
stay away from the Punjab long enough to affect the Census returns.

65. Using the same assumptions as those denoted (i) and (ii) in the above
paragraph, the armual number of persons moving from one district to another,
and staying long enough to affect the Census returns, has been calculated, and the
results are tabulated in Subsidiary Table V to this Chapter. The table has been

**

calculated from Mr. Middleton’s formula, which can be most conveniently express-
ed in the following notation;— ^

Let (A-»-B) denote the number of persons born in district A, who moved,
annually between the years 1911 and 1921 into district B, and did not retm»
prior to the 18th March 1921.

J^t (A B) denote the number of persons born in district A and emimera^-
ed in District B in the Census year
Then we have

, . ,

(A-B)=A5 [5<AB)^-^(AB)^u|
and, similarly

,

(B -hA)3= A [5 (B A) 1^1-4 (B A) „„]
Now the application of the formula to the 812 pc«sible reraprocal paths
between the 29 districts of the Pimjab, results, as will be seen in Subsidiary
Table V, in no less than 225 negative values for the number of travellers annuEdly
of the type (A-hB), between 2 districts. The most probable explanations
these negative values are, firstly, that a number of perswis residing in 1911 in a
district other than the one in which they were bom, left the district before 1921,
or that the death-rate amo^ emigrants was greater than the assumed rate of 29
per miHe. While recognising, therefore, that Mr. Middleton’s formula is the
outcome of a logical attempt to solve the very difficult problem of migraticm
Kinematics from Census Statics, it does not seem to me to have succeeded, as the
number of cases in which the formula breaks down, and gives a negative result,
throws doubt on the numerical accuracy of the positive results. Having said
so much in criticism, however, it is only fair to add that, qualitatively, the streams
of intra-provinciri emigration seem to be correctly indicated by Table V, and it
may be taken to show the direction and relative strength of the intmr-district

* This figuieis adopted from Punjab life Table P (Males) from the Actuarial Report on the Census of 1911,VoL 1, Part I of the India Report, page 187. The table for females -was not construct^ for the Punjab, but in
and Ondh (Table 0) the percentage of females who reac^i 16 is 45-8, so the above figure is probably apjKOfibniitely
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currents of migration. What the absolute strength of the currents is can only be
formed by direct observation, or by building up equations of far greater complex-
ity than any which have been applied, at any rate, to Indian Census data.

As examples of the results of the inter-district migration which are con-
District to or from which the annual sentaneous with one’s independent belief as to
atreams of migration are greatest.

instance the large anHUal
currents which exist to and from the districts

named in the margin. The districts named are
those for which the calculated streams of popu-
lation are greatest.

It will be observed that of the 8 districts

which have the greatest annual number of

pemons arriving and leaving each year,* Lyall-

pur, Lahore and Amritsar appear in both
categories, a fact which is in conformity with
the greater volume of business transacted in
these cities, and in the case of Lahore of its

importance as the headquarters of Govern-
ment, both of which facts involve lengthy
periods of changes of residence. Excluding the
newly formed district of Sheikhupura, the
districts between which there has been the
largest calculated migration are those noted in
the margin.

Besides the clearly-marked population
drift towards the Colony areas of Montgomery
and Lyallpur, it is apparent that there are
considerable movements of people from Hissar
to Ferozepore, and from Hoshiarpur to
Jullundur. As Jullundur herself is pouring
out her population towards the colonies it is

striking that her numbers should be so strongly
reinforced from the neighbouring district of

Hoshiarpur. t

Between many districts of the Pxmjab the streams of migration are of
course, sluggish, or practically stations^. Thus, naturally, relatively very few
persons go each year from the plains districts to the hills, the Musabnan of

the North-West does not readily migrate to the Hindu-populated areas of the
South, whilst the Sikh, favourably situated in the Central Pimjab, is too ardent
of gain to journey often beyond his district except to the canal colonies, or to
Australia and America. Thus from Lahore to Kangra, from Attock to Rohtak,
and from JuUundur to Kamal or Mianwali, to mention only a few instances, the
annual movement of persons is, so far as the Census returns go, practically negli-

gible.

Tfafflo 66. So far we have dealt only with those movements of the population
retanu^^and which reflect themselves in the Census statistics : but it is now necessary to

proftacin^* emphasize what a small fraction of the total volume of circulation these census-
of reflected movements represent, and, how difficult is the interpretation of the

census figures of birth-place.

As a rule in Census Reports the number of persons enumerated in Area B,
having been bom in Area A, are spoken of simply as the emigrants from Area A,
or the immigrants into Area B. If this use were equivalent to definitions of the
terms “ emigrant ” and ‘‘ immigrant ”, no exception could be taken to the practice
on logical grounds. It so happens, however, that the terms ‘‘ emigrant ” and
“ immigrant ” have coimotations which differ from the “ birth-place ” definition,

and a good deal of confusion of thought arises in consequence. Thus Mr. Gait
(Vol. I, Part I of the Census of India Report for 1911

,
pages 89 and 90) distinguishes

five classes of migration, viz., casual, temporary, periodic, semi-permanent, and
permanent. In the last class alone, apparently, is there a change of domicile.

*It is necessary continually to remind the reader that these fignres refer only to those emigrants ana immi-
Igrants who affect the census returns, and that actually the number of persons going to and from the districts named
is far in excess of the marginally noted figures.

t But the possibility of a large correction for droulatian ” discussed in paragraph 67, has to be home in
anind.

From
uatcuiatea persons
leaving district

each year.

Jullundur 6,837

Amritsar 6,545
Sialkot 5,514
Hoshiarpur 6,238
Gnjranwala 4,909
Lahore 4,592
Gurdaspur 4,301
Lyallpur 4,179

Calculated persons
To reaching district

each year.

Sheikhupura 21,690
Montgomery 10,242
Lyallpur 5,225
Lahore 4,776
Multan 3,652
Gujrat 3,072
Amritsar 2,357
Ferozepore 2,339

Largest inter-district streams of migration.

From
District.

To
District.

Calculated

aimual
changes of

residence.

Jallaadur .

.

Montgomery .

.

2,089
Lyallpur Montgomery .

.

1,487
Lahore Montgomery .

.

1,423
Amritsar Lyallpur 1,282
Hissar Ferozepore 1,258
Jullundur Lyallpur 1,081
Jhang Lyallpur 991
Hoshiarpur .

.

Jullundur 896
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The distinguishing characteristics of the various types of migration are clearly

-given, but nowhere is the important point explicitly stated that the census figures

necessarily give only a partial measure of the volume of permanent and semi-

permanent migration, and a wholly inadequate measure of the temporary and
casual forms of migration.* This point, namely the extent to which all kinds of

migrations are- repeated in the Census figures of birth-place, must now be examin-
ed, though without any refinement of analysis.

To come down to bed-rock, it is clear that a full solution of the migration

problem would involve a knowledge of every movement of every single human
being from the place in which he or she was bom, from birth till death. Clearly

the census schedules do not give us this information, and this at once forces us

from the physical to the statistical plane. What are the elements of a full sta-

tistical solution ? The answer is that it involves a description of the frequency

distribution of the number of persons who leave their homes for (a) all the possible

varying lengths of time and (b) for all possible lengths of journeys.

Then the broad classifications could be sub-divided minutely according to

age (both at departure and return), sex, religion, caste, and finally according to

the objects of the migration
;
but, in the beginning, if we could get any idea of the

number leaving their homes for a day, a week, a month, a year or several years,

a step towards a grasp of the fundamental problem would have been made.
In the Punjab practically the only material we have for forming any con-

clusions as to the journeys made by persons in the Punjab, are contained in the

traffic statistics of the North-Western Railway.
The figures for the total number of passengers carried of all classes,

both ordinary and mihtary, for

the last decade are as shown in

the margin. These figures are

swollen by the large numbers of

troops entrained during the war
years from 1914-15 to 1917-18

;

but the traffic since the close of

the war has exceeded anything
obtaining before, so that by taking
an average of the last 10 years,

we shall not be exaggerating the
present volume of passengers carriedi

The total mileage of the North-
Western Railway system is (October
1922) 5,719 miles (5,308 broad-gauge
and 411 narrow-gauge), out of which
2,072 miles lie in the North-West
Frontier Province, Sindh, Balu-
chistan and the United Provinces :

so that 3,647 miles of the North-Western Railway lie in the Punjab, to
which must be added a few hundred miles of foreign lines also in the Punjab.
We shall not, therefore, be far wrong in assuming that 2/3rd of the marginally
noted numbers of passengers travelled in the Punjab. We may, therefore, con-
clude that in the decade 1911-1921, about 46,000,000 passengers travelled annually
by rail in the Punjab. As the geometric mean of the populations of the Punjab
-and Delhi in 1911 (24,187,750) and 1921 (25,589,248) is 24,878,630 we may put
the average number of railway journeys made in the Pimjab each year as very
nearly 2, for each man, woman and child.

Now we have already estimated in paragraph 64 that the total number of
persons travelling each year, and staying away from their birth-place long enough
to affect the census returns is approximately 25,000 for extra—and 70,000 for
intra-provincial migration, so that the journeys made by these persons are far
too few sensibly to affect the 46 million journeys made each year in the Punjab,
rmd our estimate of roughly 2 journeys per caput of population per annnm may
be provisionally accepted. As going and returning count as 2 journeys, on the
average each person in the Pimjab makes one trip away from his home each year.

Paasengera carried by the North-Western Railway.

Total number

Year.
of passengers
(ordinary and

military).

Calendar year 1911 53,559,788

„ 1912 .. 54,047,738
Quarter ending 31st March 1913 .

.

14,043,893

1913-14 I ending 30th September 1

(. „ „ „ 31st March j
61,349,543

1914-15 „ „ „ „ „ 62,456,482
1915-16 „ „ „ „ „ 66,899.142
1916-17 „ „ „ „ 66,000,705
1917-18 „ ,, „ ,, 56,832,990
1918-19 „ „ „ 57,764,583
i919-20 „ „ 58,059,030
1920-21 „ „ „ „ 68,895,111
1921-22 „ „ „ „ „ •• 73,790,248

Total •• 693,699,253

Whether the eSect of periodic migration is reflected in the Census figures, of course depends on whether the
•Census tables place while the particular seasonal pilgrimage is in swing or not.
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To this number must be added, if we are to determine the inter-district

traffic, all the persons who travel by road, and subtracted all journeys made within

the confines of a single district (we may tentatively assume the equality of these

two numbers), leaving us still with one trip per annum of each individual in the

Punjab and Delhi, from one district to another. This estimate of one trip per

anmim per person is based on the assumption that the whole population contributes

to the 46 million journeys made annually. If, however, we were to exclude

the stay-at-homes, that is the persons who do not go outside the limits of their

district from one year’s end to another’s, who would probably form about one-

third of the population, the trips per head of the travelling population would
amoimt to 1^, annually, instead of one.

The question now arises “ can we form any estimate of the length of time

that persons generally spend away from their native district? ” A cultivator

may leave his home in JuUundur and Hoshiarpur in early youth and settle, until

he feels death approaching 50 years later, in one of the canal colonies, a Govern-

ment servant may spend 30 years of his life in district after district other than the

one in which he was born, a woman may five Avith her husband for the great part

of her married life returning to her parents after 10, 15, 20 or more years, a student

may spend 4 or 5 years in a University town, a merchant may leave his home for

a few weeks to fix up a business deal, a marriage party may be away for a few
days, and countless litigants will make a single day’s journey to put in an appear-

ance on behalf of a relation who has been “ entangled ” in a case in another
district, or to prosecute their own suits on appeal.

As 14 persons out of 100 of the population of the Punjab were absent from
their native districts at the time of the census, if we assume that the ammmt of

travelling, and visiting, and settling being done at the census was normal, it

follows that the average time spent away from his or her home district by each

inhabitant of the Punjab is about 51 days. Since the average number of trips

(to and fro journeys) is one per head of the total population, it appears that the

average duration of each trip is practically 7 weeks, and the time spent outside

the limits of the district by each member of the travelling pubhc is (on the «ame
assumption as before regarding the proportion of the stay-at-homes) is about 2|
months in the year. This represents the total average time spent outside the
district of birth on each journey completed either by retmn to the point of depar-
ture or by death.

We reach, therefore, the conclxision that while the 14 per cent, of persons-
'\ enumerated in 1921 in Pimjab Districts other than their district of birth, is made

•
^

up of groups of persons, staying some a few days, some a few weeks, some a few
\ months and some for a few or several years, the average duration of absence

'
.being 2f months for each trip abroad, we are quite imable to specify from the

(vensus figures, what proportion of this period is contributed by persons staymg
away from their home districts for short or long periods. In particular it appears
tio be unjustifiable to assume, as is commcmly done, that the greater portion of

^e 14 per cent, of persons found in other than their native districts at the time of

^he census, is composed of long-term settlers. This being so the indiscriminate
• use of the expression ‘‘ emigrant ” or “ immigrant ” to the persons absent from their

^ district of birth, at the moment of the census enumeration, is to be deprecated.*

-^mther 67. It is obvious that in general there will be an association between the dis-

R^ay fance to w'hich a man departs from his birth-place and the time which he spends

atatistics, away. Thus a man might go to a neighbouring district for a few hours, but he

^Mtion to
hkely to go from the Pimjab to Assam, Burma or America for less than

Census data several months. On the other hand there must be many cases in which a woman
®f migration. Qjjy moves from one district to the adjoining one on marriage and then stays in

her husband’s house for the greater part of the rest of her fife. As again the
The basic idea which it has been sought to express, though simple, appears to have been neglected in Indian

Ceasus literature, so far as I have had access to it. and it will be well to express the argument in definite algebraio

form. Let Sj- be the number of persons who stay away from their district of births for x to (x-f-^x) days in
the year. Then, the chance that one of these persons will be enumerated at the census in a district other than his
own will be xly where y is the number of days in the year, so that the total number of persons enumerated

(y
away from their homes will be / xn dx. It is clear that nx is much greater for values of x less than 1 month, thanJo ®

it is for longer periods, and it is probable, therefore, that/ 3 months r y
xn ^dz xn dx

X
o 3 months.

Unless, therefore, we are prepared to apply the term “emigrant ” to persons mal-ing visits of 3 months and
under, it might be wrong to apply the term to more than a fraction of the crude figures obtained from the census
of the numbers enumerated in places other than their native district. *
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longest migrations (in time) made by Punjabis will be mostly composed of colony
settlers, so that the duration of a visit (using the phrase to cover all journeys
whatsoever) will first increase, and then finally decrease with the distance. On
this subject the Eailway statistics afford us some precise information of a limited
type.* Thus the statement below shows the average lead of 1st, 2nd, inter and
3rd class passengers on the North-Western Railway since 1911

—

Period.

Average lead of passengers (ordinary and military).

I class. II class. Inter class. III class.

Miles. 1 ililes. Miles. Miles.

Half-year ending 30-6-1911 . . 122-061 117-81 54-08 40-56
„ 31-12-1911 .. i 99-60; 101-59 46-38 41-00
n 30-6-1912 . . 123-53 92-88 54 -.52 40-14
7i 31-12-1912 . . 131-40 103-16 53-43 39-34

Quarter ending 31-3-1913 130-10 112-27 53-27 40-58
Half year ending 30-9-1913 120-04 95-94 52-16 37-05

31-3-1914 136-07 117-16 53-94 39-47
»» 30-9-1914 133-84 111-69 54-14 37-53

31-3-1915 150-50 150-31 53-62 40-43
S9 30-9-1915 139-38 128-49 51-99 39-11
99 31-3-1916 153-90 132-35 53-77 41-38
99 30-9-1916 153-91 143-47 50-93 40-01
99 31-3-1917 . , 169-63 141-44 53-89 46-25
99 30-9-1917 . . 164-17 150-08 55-90 45-92
99

31-3-1918 . . 155-51 146-38 60-26 48-60
99 30-9-1918 176-15 157-22 62-47 50-25
99

31-3-1919 . . 149-50 157-17 64-85 53-06
99 30-9-1919 , , 178-24 105-83 65-27 5236
99 31-3-1920 , . 177-70 119-84 66-69 54-76

Year ending 31-3-1921 172-87 109-30 65-71 49-15
»>

31-3-1922 • • 154-58 99-92 63-63 44-02

Taking from the table the distance travelled by each class of passengers
in the year ending the 31st March 1922 and multiplying the figures by the relative

numbers of passengers we have approximately

—

Relative number Distance Relative

of 'passengers. travelled. passenger-miles

Miles,

1st class 1 155 155
2nd class 6 100 600
Inter class 24 64 1,536

3rd class 475 44 20,900

Sum 506 23,191

The average distance travelled by all passengers, which is the quotient
of the sum of the relative passenger-miles divided by the sum of the relative num-
ber of passengers, is thus found to be 45 miles. These distances may be compared
with those for the year ending 31st December 1912, which are

—

Relative number Distance Relative

of passengers. travelled. passenger^iles.

Miles.

1st class 1 127 127

2nd class 4 98 392
Inter class 22 54 1,188

3rd class 563 40 22,520

Sum 590 24,227

Thus the average distance travelled by all passengers on the North-Western
Railway in 1912 was 41 miles, so that the mean distance per passenger has increas-

ed by 4 miles during the decade. Seeing that with this increase the speed of
travel has decreased from 20’36 miles per hour for passenger trains and 14‘27 for
mixed trains in 1911, to 19‘41 and 13’05 miles per hour respectively in 1922, the

*I am indebted to the courtesy of the officials of the North-Western Railway for supplying me with a great
mass of statistics, of the most interesting character, relating to Railway traffic, such as passenger density for every
mile of the Railway, number of trains run, and so forth, of which time forbids examination, beyond that given in the
present and foregoing sections. Mr. Fakir Chand, Auditor of Statistics, N.-W. Ry., has been most particnlarly helpful.
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Traffic

retuim, and
extra-Frovin-

elal figures ol

birth-place.

approximate average time spent on railway journeys by passengers in passenger

trains from station to station, bas increased from 2'01 tours to 2’32 tours. If

we include, say, 10 to 15 minutes as tte average time spent in tte train by passengers

at tte terminal stations, tte average time spent on journeys will be about 2f
hours. We might have anticipated therefore that about one-ttree-hundredth of the

population would be enumerated in Railway trains, that is to say, 8,000 persons.

As a matter of fact 69 trains with a total of something less than 14,500

passengers were enumerated on the census night*, so that the census figures are

in sensible agreement with the calculation made from the known volume of passen-

ger traffic, and the knovm average lead and speed of transit.!

The ascertained mean length of journeys by rail in the Punjab has been

seen to be a httle over 45 miles for each passenger. The modal (or most usual)

length of journey will also be less than 45 miles, and the conclusion reached is that

the majority | of the journeys made by rail on the North-Western Railway are

less than 45 miles in length. This implies that a very considerable proportion

possibly 50 per cent, of the rail journeys made are between adjacent districts or

between two different points of the same district, and, as we have seen, the dura-

tion of the visits so made wiU on an average be below 2f months so that the term
“ migration” in the restricted sense cannot be applied to them. §

Finally, then we may say, in general, that the census figures showing the

percentage of those born outside the confines of a particular district and enu-

merated in it, are made up of two parts, namely

—

(i) immigrants proper, as defined by Sir Denzil Ibbetson for the

Punjab {vide para. 134, page 58 of vol. 1 of the Punjab Census of

1891, a classification followed by Sir Edward Maclagan in Chapter

X, page 273 of the Punjab Report for 1901), or by Mr. Gait {vide

para. 134, pages 89 and 90, Part I, vol. 1 of the Government
of India Report for 1911),

(w) the circulating population, made up mostly of persons who are

making short trips on business, or for social ceremonies.

To interpret the whole, or even in the greater part of the birth-place figures

as the outcome of migration, except to and from places at great distances, and
especially for foreign countries, as any form of migration, is to fail to recognise

the true meaning of the census returns.

68. Of the 25,101,060 persons enumerated in the Punjab 627,137 or 2-5 per
cent, were born outside the Punjab. On
the other hand 549,386 persons born in
the Punjab were enumerated outside the
Province, of whom 530,899 were enume-
rated in other parts of India. The
details of the persons born outside
India (so far as they have been re-

ported) are given in the margin.
In paragraph 64 of this chapter we

have found the armual emigration and
immigration from and into the Punjab
to be approximately 14,000 and 11,000
persons respectively, and we may now
compare these figures with the traffic

returns of the North-Western Railway
showing persons crossing the boundary
of the Pimjab and Delhi. The figures may

Emigrants outside India.

Province where enumerated. Punjab, Delhi,

Persons. Persons.

Hong Kong 1,192

Kenya 4,823

Sudan 16

Nyasaland 20

Tanganyika Territory 326 2

Straits Settlements 1,877

Federated Malay States 7,789

Unfederated Malay States .

.

1,373

Ceylon 174 21

Cyprus 122

Southern Rhodesia 15

Somaliland Protectorate 125

South Africa 186

Fiji 449

Grand Total 18,487 23

•Between 7 p.m. on the 18th March 1921 and 6 a.m. on the 19th. The arrangements for train and station

enumeration were very thorough, a supervisor and enumerators (one of whom was a female) being responsible

for each train, the supervisor and male enumerators accompanying it throughout the night. The nett effect of the

scheme of enumeration was that it gave the number of persons actually in transit at 6 a.m. on the night of the 18th

March 1921. Any person arriving at a station after that time was enumerated at the station itself, except for a
certain number who were aci ommodated in a special enumeration van. Unfortunately there are some rather

serious errors in the compilation of the returns for running trains. Thus the only train enumerated in the

Amritsar District was 5 Up, which could not contain more than 1,000 passengers, and actually contained

403 though 2,362 persons are shown in transit. The figures given in the last column of Imperial Table

III 'for Amritaar include 1,959 persons, who were counted in the platform enumeration, and do not belong

to a ranolne train at all. .vijv 1. 1. , ^ ,

tConversely one might have deduced the mean speed (given the lead) or the mean lead (given the speed) of

journeys by rail from the Census figures of numbers of passengers. This converse process is appropriate to the
calculation of the mean time spent on journeys by road.

,,,
IHalf the total number of journeys will exceed, and half willM short of the value of the median journey. The

median value could have been found approximately, given the mode, from the well-known formula, mean-mode=3
(mean

journeys should be classified under the heading of “ c^ual ” migration in Mr. Gait’s

scheme: but his restriction of the term to movements between villages precludes this; and we are

forced to believe that a great proportion of the movements winch affect the census figure have been ignored.
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•contain a certain amount of overlap, as, while the exact number of passengers

reaching and leaving the Punjab between the following stations is known :

—

Sarsawa and Kalanaur . . For the United Provinces,

Attock and Khairabad 'j

Mari Indus and Kalabagh
j North-West Frontier Province,

Taxilla and Usman Khatar
|

Ehushalgarh and Nak Band j
Dhandi and Eeti .. For Simla and Baluchistan,

yet these may include some of the through passengers received from foreign lines

at Delhi and Bhatinda.

The traffic figures of passengers

Passenger traffic entering and leaving the Punjab
from and to the Provinces named, in 1922.

to and from the Punjab and Delhi of

all classes, for 1922, are those noted in

the margin, from which it will be observ-

ed that a total of over 4 million persons

pass annually across the Punjab borders

by rail as compared with the 25,000

whose movements are ascertained from

the census returns.

Following the same fines of reason-

ing as in the preceding paragraph

dealing wth the internal movements of

the population of the Punjab, we conclude

that the average dui'ation of stay outside the Province of persons crossing the

border is ^ 2 ^ months. Thus the trips made outside the Punjab

last, on the whole, nearly double the time that intra-provincia,! trips do.

Province. Entering
Punjab.

Leaving
Punjab.

United Provinces .

.

759,339 813,309
North-West Frontier Province 777,392 719.038
Sindh 276,870 302,593
Other Provinces t»ia Delhi 132,210 78,231
Other Provinces via Bhatinda 132,837 155,544

Totals 2,078,648 2,068,715

Here again it becomes largely a question of an appropriate defimtion of

migration, but if we adopt 3 months as the dichotomic period below which a visit

to another province, or abroad, is not classed as a migration, we find that a very

considerable portion of the percentage of Punjabis enumerated elsewhere

must be put down as due to the circulation of short-term visitors, and not to

migration proper. As journeys by road have been excluded,* and as these

would swell the figures of trans-frontier railway traffic, the figures for the average

duration of a visit must be correspondingly reduced. We may, therefore, provi-

sionally estimate the duration of extra-provincial journeys as about 5 months.

If this figure seems lower than it ought to be compared with the 2f months’

duration of intra-provincial joiuneys, we must remember that, on the one hand,

it includes an enormous number of visits, between adjoining districts whicn happen

to lie in different provinces, and, on the other, that the number of permanent

settlers in other provinces from among persons born in the Punjab is very very

small. Both these causes will tend to depress the average duration below expect-

ation, the tendency being to associate extra-provincial migration only with long

period visits made to Bombay, Bengal, Burma, Kenya, the Malay States, England

or America.

69. It is, so far as the speedy completion of their work is concerned,, a

great advantage which some writers enjoy, that they are prepared to disregard tepreti^oS!

the existance of logical fallacies so long as the facts advanced are supported by
figures. To a writer of this type the fact that 11 ’5 per cent, of the

population is recorded as having been born outside the district in the case

of Multan, 14'6 per cent, in the case of Rawalpindi, and 32’8 per cent, in the

case of the Kalsia State, is proof that there is a relatively larger number of

immigrants into Rawalpindi than into Multan, and into Kalsia than into either

of the other places. One possible fallacy, arising from the necessary inclusion

of movements which I have classed under the term “ circulation, has been

dealt with in paragraphs 68 and 69, but it seems possible that an even subtiler

fallacy may lurk behind the apparent simplicity of the data. It might take

months, or even years, to analyse do^vn to its elements the concept which I shall

.attempt to expound, and only a preliminary examination of the principle will

*The exclusion is unavoidable, as no statistics of road-traffic are available.
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be set forth. In its extreme forms the principle is simple and indeed
obvious, and we may start by examining the figures shown in the margin.

^ , u -
I.

The entries in rows 1 to 4
laole showing the percentage of persons born in a given area who *11 i Vii t_ . i

were (or would be) enumerated in that area. Will uOUDilCSS DC ftCCCptcd ftS

indicating that with the di-

minution of extension, the
percentage of natives must
decrease, or the percen-
tage of foreign-born must
increase. The entry in row
5 is an obvious deduction
from the assumption of
ah initio mobilitv of tbe

Area.

Approximate
land area in

square miles.
|

Percentage of

natives.

1. The world 55,000,000 100
2. India (1911) ! 1,803,000 99-7

3. The Punjab (1921) ..
i

137,000 97-5

4. Average British I^trict or State
in the Punjab ( 1921) 3,400 861

5. A point on the earth’s surface 0 0

organism.

Actually the percentage of foreign-born in every area will never be a single-

valued function of the area itself or of the population
; but for our present purpose

we may say that, in general, the percentage of foreign-born in any region increases

as the area or population of the region diminishes. This is not a humano-sociolo-
gical or economic law, but a law of animal movement in relation to the properties
of space. Now, just as there is an increase in the percentage of foreign-born down
from the world (0) to the average of a Punjab district or State (13’9), so it seems in-

disputable that the percentage of foreign-born must increase continuously (though
as a multiple-valuedf function of the area) as the districts or States considered
diminish in area or population. Though it is clear that the law is true as a general-

isation covering wide variations of area, it is important to see to what extent it

holds for the variations in size which occur in the different districts and States of
the Punjab. If it does hold we can predict that there will probably be a negative
correlation between the population of a district and the percentage of foreign*

born. Actually we find a correlation of
—

’24±‘098 subsisting between the two
variables, and the law therefore is applicable even within a comparatively limited
range of variation of area.J

The equation expressing the percentage of foreign-born (F) in a district or
State in terms of the population (P) of the district or State, is

F =• 15-9—5-57 X 10“ ®P.

We have thus reached the important conclusion that it is idle to make deduc-
tions from the percentage of immigrants into a district or State till the crude-

percentage has been corrected for the size or population of the district or State
concerned. An approximate correction would be to subtract from the crude per-

centage of foreign-bom the number deduced from the above regression equation.
What the full correction would be,- were an exact investigation of this point
carried out, must be left to future discovery.§

In closing this section I will merely put before the reader a question, which
will pointedly show the importance of the foregoing discussion, in preventing
the formation of hasty and fallacious judgments on the problem of migration.

The following percentages of persons foreign-bom to the areas named and
enumerated in the self-same areas are recorded for the 1921 Census :

—

Area. Population. j

Percentage of

1 foreign-born.

Rolitak District . . .

.

772,272 12-3

Dujana State 25,833 26-3

JuUundur District 822,544 10-9

Kapurtbala State . . .

.

284,275 171

It would not be tru of the motionless vegetable kingdom, where the percentage of natives wiU always be

cent, per cent.

j-I m ke no apology for borro-sring an occasional phrase from the technique of that reservoir of accurate

expression, to wit mathematics, though I am well aware that there is a tendency for the classical man to regard any
idea he cannot grasp instantaneously as either erroneous or futile. It is time he became more Socratic in his outlook.

JThis correlation co-efficient, as well as the regression equation which follows, are found after exclusion of the

Colony districts of LyaUpur, Montgomery, Shahpur and Sheikhupura.

§ Unless my very limited knowledge of the literature of Census enquiries is in error, the point has not been
elucidated so far. G. H. Knibbs in a most detailed and illuminating treatise on “The Mathematical Theory of Popu-
lation” printed as Appendix A, Volume 1 of the Census of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1917, does not deal with
the matter in his chapter on migration.
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Dujana State is in the Rohtak District. Kapiirthala State and the JuUundur
District adjoin. Is the percentage excess of foreign-bom in the two Punjab States

to be attributed to political, sociological and economic causes ? I leave the reader

to ponder the question for himself in the light of the arguments adduced in this

paragraph, and to admit that but for these arguments his answer would have been
an immediate, but unjustified affirmative.*

Should the reader desire, in spite of all that has been said, to compare the

percentage of foreign-bom persons in one district with that of another which

differs widely from it in population, he may, provisionally, apply the corrections

in the following table, which will reduce all districts to a standard population of

500,000.

Table giving the corredion to he applied to the observed percentage of
for^gn-bom m any district, to reduce it to the common basis of a district of a
population of 500,000.

The correction must he subtracted from the observed percentage whm it

is negative, and added when it is positive.

Population of District.

Ccwrection to percentage of

foreign-bom (*.«., persons

not born in District).

50,000 • • —2‘6 per cent.

100,000 • •
-2*2

200,000 -1-7

300,000 -M
400,000 -0-6

500,000 • « 0
600,000 • •

-1-0-6

700,000 « « +1*1 >»

800,000 * a +1*7

900,000 • • +2*2

1,000,000 • « +2*8 „
1,100,000 • • +3*3 ,,

1,200,000 • « +3*9 „

70. Anjr one who has followed with any degree of attention the reason- vva, oi

ing of this and of the preceding chapter, will have perceived that more caution is
Atman t

desirable in drawing conclusions from statistical material than has been customaiy
in the past. One is, in fact, almost tempted to assert that knowledge based on di-

rect appeal to statistics is the “ MayS, ”, or “ great illusion ” of the old Vedantic
philosophy, and that though the substance can be resolved from the shadow,
it is only by steadfast vision aided by the crystal lenses of mathematics shaped by
such master minds as those of Laplace, Gauss, Francis Galton andKarl Pearson.

To flaunt unanalysed figures on printed pages is, perchance, but to increase

the number of dancing shadows, making the perception of truth more, rather than
less difficult than before.

t

71. With the warnings emphasized in the preceding paragraphs in mind Graph

the data of birth-place summarised in graphic form for the whole of the Punjab
will now be presented. Once, again, the most appropriate form of presentation
appears to be that of systems of isopleths drawn on a small scale map of the Punjab,
showing the most prominent features of the place-to-place variation of the birth-

place statistics. The isopleths in each case are drawn from the tahsil figures.

Now the census schedules do not record the numbers of persons enumerated in

each tahsil who were bom in that particular tahsil, but only the percentage
of persons born in the district in which the tahsil was situated and enumerated in

the tahsil. Naturally, the proportion of persons born in a given district and enu-
merated in a tahsil in that district, will be greater than the number of persons
bom and enumerated in the same tahsil. Thus, at the outset the percentage figures

of foreign-born persons in each tahsil will be greater (though how much greater
it would only be possible to calculate by elaborate mathematical reasoning)

the figures adopted for the purpose of the diagrams.

If time permits (an unlikely contingency) I hope to examine in an Appendix what correction should be-

applied to the crude figures of foreign-bom for a given area and population and rate of movement.
fThus, if, in respect of this problem of migration, a metaphor may be permitted, it is as though one instan-

taneously observed myriads of flying-fish emerging from and disappearing into a sunlit sea, and attempted to deter-
mine by intuition alone the movements made below the surface.
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The diagrams consist of

—

Diagram 27, isopleths of percentage numbers bom in each district and

enumerated in each tahsil or state

;

Diagram 28, isopleths of percentage of persons enumerated in each tahsil

or district and bom in a contiguous district or state

;

Diagram 29, isopleths of percentage of persons enumerated in each tahsil,

but bom outside the Punjab.

As regards diagram 27, the modification just noticed must be applied,

and, if we may lapse for a moment into an interpretation, with all the examples

of statistical fallacies confronting us, we may conclude that the Lyallpur and Mont-

gomery colonies contain the largest number of emigrants ! Also the greater

proportion of the stay-at-home population of the Punjab is included in the Rawal-

pindi and Multan Divisions (excluding the colonies) and in the Himalayan and
Sub-Himalayan tracts. The reader will, doubtless, observe impatiently that

these conclusions coxild have been reached without any elaborate refinements

of analysis. Very possibly this is so, but if he supposes that a cursory glance

of the figures will throw light on the relative amoimt of migration into the various

districts within these wide limits, then he will fall into a grievous error due to one

or other of the fallacies previously examined.

y-
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Diagram 28 shows the percentage number of persons in each tahsil who were
bom in contiguous districts, contiguous that is, not necessarily to the tahsil

itself, but to the district in which the particular tahsil is situated. These figures

must be interpreted in the light of the remarks regarding the circulation of the
population, and, where there are areas within which the percentage of persons
bom in contiguous districts is high, say over 10 per cent., the characteristic

must be attributed as due in part to the great daily movement of the population,
and not as wholly due to immigration proper. These figures are particularly

in need of correction for the rapidity of the population circidation, for the length
of the boundary line between each district and its neighbours, and for the presence
or absence of natural barriers of inter-communication.
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Lastly, diagram 29 which shows the percentage of persons enumerated

in each Punjab tahsil and State and bom outside the Punjab, the figures at first

sight seem to be perfectly straightforward, and it might appear as if there were

no obstacles to an appreciation of the shape of the isopleths. We observe, for

instance, that the regions of high percentage numbers of foreign-born, say, above

5 percent., are included in three narrow strips, one along the Jumna adjoining

the United Provinces, the next in the areas of Ferozepore and Hissar which adjoin

Rajputana, and the third in two narrow pieces of territory belonging to the Murree
and Sialkot tahsils adjacent to Kashmir. For the rest, the percentage of persons

bom outside the Punjab, enumerated in the various Punjab tahsils is very small,

and there are large tracts comprising the central districts of the Punjab, and a
long narrow region running parallel to the course of the Chenab from Chiniot in

the Lyallpur district to Rajanpur in the Dera Ghazi Khan district, together with
the tahsils of Pindigheb, Talagang, Khushab, Chakwal and Fatehjang, in which the

percentage of persons bom outside the Pimjab does not exceed O'o per cent. The
long strip lying along the Chenab referred to above includes Jhang, and grazes

Lyallpur, and it is clear that the canal colonies have not become the happy hunting

ground of the speculator from outside the Punjab, though this is less tme of Mont-
gomery (3 per cent.) and Khanewal (2 per cent.) than it is of Lyallpur (I’l per

cent.), Sargodha (1‘7 per cent.) and Shahpur ('S per cent.).
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72.

Humber of persons bora it ths spoiled loeuWiea and
enumerated wilhin the Province.

The figures for some of the salient birth-place statistics will now
given in comparative form for ygg ^tn
1921 and for previous censuses,tiio5e of I9ii.

though mostly without any
attempt to solve the many
difficult problems of interpreta-

tion which they present. Thus
the table in the margin shows

the change in the number of

persons per mille enumerated
the 'districts of birth, in

Bom in Enumerated in 1901. 1911. 1921.

Punjab District or State Same District or State 976 944 861

Contiguous District .

.

District 19 41 75

Non-contiguous District District 6
1

15 39

Outside the Province .

.

The Province
1

..

1

25

m
contiguous districts, and in other districts of the Province, since 1901.

The extent to which the other Provinces of India contribute to the

foreign-born population of the Punjab is shown in the following table :

—

Immigration from other Provinces to Punjab and Delhi.

Province or State. 1921. 1911. Province or State. 1921. 1911.

Bajputana Agency .

.

257,716 248,152 Mysore 304 273

United Provinces 269,239 219,913 Baroda 119 225

75,344 72,369 Andaman-Nicobar .

.

72 109

North-West Frontier Province .

.

34,868 35,271 Assam 496

Bombay 11,223 10,583 Bihar and Orissa 1,140

Bengal 5,950 5,136 Gwalior 3.250

Eastern Bengal 483 Cochin 36

Baluchistan 3,609 3,704 Travancore 9

Central India Agency 913 3,630 India, unspecified .

.

1,806 1,155

Burma .

.

1,667 1,550 French and Portuguese Settle- 188 100

Central Provinces and Berar 2,844 1,500 ments
Madras .

.

2,136 1,110

Hyderabad 1,466 689 Total 674,395 605,952

Districts.
Emigrants
to Burma.

Immigrants
from
Burma.

Amritsar 2.388 211

lAhore 1,659 263

Jhelnm 867 70

Patiala 607 116

Rawalpindi 956 72
laidhiana 865 301
JuBundur 685 26
Gujrat 1,074 55
Unspecified 11,837 503

)f persons from Gujrat emigrated to

Burma, as in 1911 the districts of

Lahore and Ludhiana contained the

greatest number of immigrants from
Burma. Of course a certain number of

the recorded immigrants from Burma
are not Burmese at all, but merely

the children of Punjabi emigrants bom
while their parents were residing in

Burma. Further details are given in

the marginal table.

The variation in the proportion of

Proportion offemales to ma’es of Puajtb and Delhi.

Pbopobtios of females
TO EVEBY 100 MALES.

District.
Immigrants.

|

Emigrants.

1911. 1921, 1911. 1921.

HrtTDU.

Kangra 126 142 145 152

Amb.'Ua 184 192 150 157

Rohtak 331 354 234 .329

Kamal 193 243 193 240
Hissar 179 263 189 157

Jind 208 218 259 336
Average 202 232 196 240

MtrSALMAN.
Attock 122 101 94 74

Dera Ghazi Khan 68 69 71 54
Jhelnm 167 158 84 78
Rawalpindi 83 68 148 138
Gujrat 174 93 96 102
MnzaSargarh .

.

79 75 72 74
Mianwal? 76 63 85 79
Average . .

- 110 90 90 84
Hindu.

Delhi 214 129 261 342

females to 100 males enumerated outside

their district or State of birth since 1911
is shown in the marginal table. I am
very loath to believe that the differences

between the 1911 and 1921 figures is the

result of any change in the fundamental
customs of the country, and that Hindus
are more inclined than ever to choose
their wives from distant districts, or that

Musalmans tend to go less further afield

for their brides than in 1911. The de-

crease of the relative number of foreign-

born females in Delhi from 214 per cent,

to 129 per cent, is rather more than one
could wisely attribute to the result of

random sampling. A very full adhoc
enquiry would be necessary" in order to

decide whether the Delhi Hindus were
relying on the locally bom women as their

brides more than they did 10 years ago.

The truth probably is that in the course
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Immigra-
tion from and
Emigration
to other
eoontries,

of the last decade there has been a vast influx of foreign-bom male labourers who
have not brought their female relatives with them at all, and, until these males
either settle down in Delhi, or depart from the Province, the comparative small-

ness of the number of foreign-bom females will continue. When the Delhi Pro-
vince emerges from its position of unstable economic equilibrium it seems probable
that the percentage of foreign-bom females to males will revert to about its old
figure of 200, provided, of course, that the composition of the Hindu population
is not materially altered by the formation of the new Province.

73. The numbers of persons bom in foreign countries and enumerated in

the Punjab and Delhi in 1921 was
Countries. Total Punjab.

1

Delhi.

Asiatic countries 18,227 17,953 274
European „ 19,184 16,273 2,911
African „ 646 683 63
American ,, 331 307 24
Australasian „ 149, 136 13

Total 38,537 35,252 3,285

38,537 of whom 35,252 were enumer-
ated in the Punjab and 3,285 in the

Delhi Province as compared with the

total of 54,267 enumerated in 1911.

The details are given in the marginal
table. The corresponding figures for

1901 were 39,504, and Eai Bahadur
Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul in comparing
the 1911 and 1901 figures attributes

the increase largely to the development of commerce and industry. If this

explanation is accepted the decrease in the number of foreigners in 1921, to
about the same numbers as in 1901, would be explained by the setback to com-
mercial relations caused by the war. Most of the decrease it will be observed is

due to a falling off of more than 10,000 persons bom in Asiatic countries other

than India. The decrease in the num-
Countries. Total. Punjab. Delhi.

Afghanistan 10,685 10,603 86
Clans 42f 423 3
Nepal 4,913 4,780 133
Tibet 1,684 1,678 6

The details of immigrants from

Countries of birth. Total. Punjab. Delhi.

United Kingdom of Great Bri-
tain and Ireland 18.903 16,068 2,836

Portugal 66 51 5
Germany 7 5 2
France 56 40 15
Belgium 35 35
Italy 21 14 7
Malta 7 4 3
Spain 16 8 7
Switzerland 14 6 8
Russia 2 1 1

Holland 2 2
Austria Hungary .

.

, , . ,

Greece 6 2 3
Sweden and Norway 3 2 1

Turkey in Europe 6 2 4
Denmark, Gibraltar and Ice*

land 20 17 3
Unspecified 33 16 17

Total 19,184 16,273 2,911

Birth-place. Total. Punjab,
j

1

Delhi.

England and Wales 14,714 12.722! 1,992
Scotland 1,306 1,197; 109
Ireland 2,883 2.149 734
Unspecified •• ••

1

••

Total 18,903 16,068 2,835

ber of Europeans in the Punjab is

possibly to be explained by the reduc-

tion of the British Army
;
but on this

point I have no exact information.

The details of the enoigration from
Asiatic countries is shown in the
marginal table.

luropean countries is shown in the
marginal table. The most notable

difference between the 1911 and 1921
figures is the reduction in the number
of Germans from 76 in 1911 to 7 in

1921. Belgians have decreased from
61 to 35 and Maltese from 60 to 7.

I am surprised to see that only 6
Greeks were enumerated in the
Punjab in 1921 as the Firm of Messrs.

Ralh Brothers alone would supply
that number.

Of immigrants from the British

Isles of whom the details are given in

the marginal table, the Irish alone ap-
pear nearly to hold their own, having
decreased only from 2,915 in 1911
to 2,883 in 1921, whereas the Scots
have fallen from 1,790 in 1911 to 1,306
in 1921, while the English and Welsh
have fallen from 18,596 to 14,714.
Possibly in its present condition
Irishmen find their native country less

pleasant to return to than does the
Scotsman, Englishman, or Welshman.
The details of emigration from the
Punjab and Delhi to places outside are
given in Subsidiary Table VI, but thig

table is very incomplete, and contains no record of the number of Pimjabis in
Europe or America.
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74. The chief figures as regard birth-place are given in Table XI, Part A,
which gives the detail for Districts and States, Table XI, Part B, which gives details

for cities and selected towns, and Table XI, Part C, which gives details for Delhi
Province and Delhi City. A word of warning is necessary as regards the entries

in the first row “ Punjab” of Table XI, Part A, as this does not mean that the figure

entered opposite the row, and imder any particular column, gives the number of

persons enumerated in the particular district who were bom in the Punjab. It

simply means the total number of persons enumerated in the particular district.

The actual number of persons enumerated in any district and bom within the

Province is shown in row 3 of Table XI, Part A. Provincial Table XI gives the

birth-place of immigrants into various canal colonies according to caste, age and
occupation

;
part I applies to the Lower Chenab Colony, II to the Lower Jhelum

Colony and III to the Upper Bari Doab Colony. In addition to the Imperial and
Provincial tables 7 subsidiary tables are printed as appendices to the present

chapter.

Subsidiary Table! gives details of birth-place by natural divisions, that is

to say, according to the grouping of districts and states into Indo-Gangetic Plain

West, Himalayan, Sub-Himalayan and North-West Dry Area.

Subsidiary Table II gives a classification of emigration on the same basis

of natural divisions.

Subsidiary Table III compares the figures of birth-place by natural divisions

for 1911 Avith those of 1921 for both the Punjab and Delhi.

Subsidiary Table IV gives the details of migration between the Provinces

of the Punjab and Delhi and the other parts of India, the other parts of India

being named in alphabetical order under the classes British Territory and Federated
States separately.

Subsidiary Table V gives the calculated number of persons travelling

between districts of the Punjab during the decade 1911-1921 as determined solely

from the Census figures of birth-place.

Subsidiary Table VI gives the details of persons enumerated outside the

Punjab and Delhi. So far as the figures relate to persons enumerated in other

parts of India, this table may be accepted as being as correct as any of the Punjab-

figures, but, as has been already noted, the figures are very incomplete in respect

of countries outside India, and, in particular, of places in Europe and America.

Subsidiary Table VII is one specially prepared by Mr. Middleton to show
the effect of what he calls the “ balance of migration,” which phrase Mr. Middleton

defines as equal to the number of immigrants minus the number of emigrants..

Actually as we have seen, the number of immigrants and emigrants to any parti-

cular district or State in the Punjab is not known to any great degree of approxi-

mation, and to use the cmde figures of birth-place without any correction for the
“ circulation ” nor for the effect of area and population seems to me likely to be

a fertile source of fallacious inference.

Subsidiary Table VIII shows the birth-place of persons according to the

Tahsil or State of enumeration.

Subsidiary Table IX gives the percentages based on Subsidiary

Table VIII.

Mr. Middleton has further proposed two other functions which he calls " the co^efiScient o mi ration ” and
“ the effect of migration. ” The co-efficient of migrati n he defines as equal to imm''grants minus emigrants divided

by imm grants plus emigrants. “ The efiect of migration ” he defines as the number of immi rants minus emigrants,

d. Tided by total population. Had Mr. M ddletmi remamed to develop the ideas of which these functions uem
the syuthscis, no doubt the results would have been of conaiderabie interest.

^fereat*
to taU0
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J.

1. Showing birth-plaoe of persoas enamerated in each district and State of the Panjab. II. Showing place of enamwiticm

of persons born in each district or State of the Punjab. III. Showing birth-place by nataral divisions. IV. Showing tnrth-ptace

of (o) persons enamerated in the Punjab and bom in other Provinces and States in 19 i 1 and 192 1, commonly clashed as imm^rants,

(6) persons bora in the Punjab and enumerated in other Provinces and States in 1911 and 1921, commmly known as emigrants,

V. Shewing caJceJieii number of persons passing annaallyftorn each district in the Punjab, to every other district in the Punjab,

VI. Showing the details of emigrants enumerated ont^ide the Punjab and Delhi. VIL Migration to the naaal oolonies, 1911 and

1921. Vni. Showing the birth-place of persons according to tahsil or State of enumeration. IX. Showing the peroentagea

based on Subsidiary Table VIII.

SUBSmiART TABLE I.

Immigration (actual figures).

BoBW IH (OOO’a OMITTEJ).

District, State and Natural Division

where enumerated.

District, State {or

Natural Division).

o
H

PUNJAB
2

124,4741

a
r®

3 4
13,413 11,0611

1. INDO-GAXGETIC PLAIN WEST 1 10,599^

1. Hissar

2. Loharu State

3. Rohtak
4. Dujana State

6. Gurgaon
6. Paiaudi State

7. Eamal
8. Jullundur .

.

9. Kapurtkala State

10. Ludhiana
11. MahrkMa State .

.

12. Ferozepore

13. Faridkot State

14. Patiala State

15. Jind State

16. Nabha State

17. Lahore
18. Amritsar
19. Gujranwala
20. Sheikhupura

HIMALAYAN

21. Nahayi Stale

22. Simla -

.

23. Simla Hill States.

.

24 Bilaspur Sta’e

25. Kangra
26. Mandi .^tate

27. Suket State

28. Chamba State

SHB-HIMALAYAN ..

29. Ambala
30. Kalsia State

31. Hoshiarpur
32. Gurdaspur
33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat
35. Jhelum
36. Rawalpindi
37. Attock

4. NORTH-WEST DRY AREA

38. Montgomery
39. Shahpur
40. Mianwali
41. Lyallpur
42. Jhang
43. Multan
44. Bahawilpur State

45. Muzaffai^arh
46. Dera Ghazi Khan .

.

DELHI

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN WEST

Delhi

716
19

677
19

584
12

730
733
2.36

475
66

894
108

1,266
232
200
895
824
543
315

1,675

1261

31

287j

881

732
1751

63!

1361

5,935|

401
10

393
12

344
8

421
424|

142

285]

42

506i
67

756;

1451

1291
502'

474
308
177

876

69
20
148
48
378
90
28
71

5,477 21,985

582

1

38

865!

775!

S69|

7681

451
486'

495

5,374

558
637
343
505
549
788
697
.548

483

303

303

303

4,664

315

340

2.5|

479]

441
4841
410'

229
254
254

2,914

301
347
180;

273
293
426i

381
297i

265

178

178

178

284
7

240
4

309]

3091

94
190
24
388

41

olOl

87|

71

393
350
235
138

799

67
11

139
40
354
85
25
65

432

53'

1

551

6

60
70
44
78
12

1351

31

1831

61

a
73I

63
87

34

12
7

27|

2,49a 189 71

242 56
I3I 16

386. 53!

334
385
358
222
232
2411

2,460

257
290
163
232

362
316|

251
218

125

125

125

61
38
37
14
17
7

173

65
49
4

124
2561 13

43
31

16]

4

210

15
1

12

17

21

131

26|

4
61

11

60
19|

13
4
24
30

18

ns

he

I'Aer parts of
the Province.

Contiguous
parts of other

Provinces,

irtt.

Non-Con-
tiguoue parts

of other

Provinces, ie.

Outside India

X CO OD OB

•£ • Si JD
a
a

(6
s 1 a

0)
4
a 4 a

H s H A H s H S

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19
•• •• •• 444 204 240 148 89 59 35 28

222 38 25 13 287 111 176 83 54 29 8 7

38 11 4 7 18 6 12 18 9 9 • •

'43 "e ~2 ~i I2 ”6 lo ‘12 *4 "s
“

4 1 1 , . 1 1 , . , , , ,

11 6 1 5 68 16 62 9 3 6 , , , ,

3 . , , , , , 1 1 , , , ,

43 11 5 6 15 5 10 13 6 7 , ,

4£ 15 7 8 4 2 2 1 1

31 3 1 2 , , , , 1 1 , ,

52 9 5 4 5 3 2 , » •

8 2 1 1 , , ,

74 17 11 6 28 16 12 23 15 8 1 1

20 9 4 , , . . 3 2 1 , , , ,

123 14 7 7 22 6 16 15 8 7 . • . . ,

42 5 2 3 , , , , 10 4 6
36 4 2 2 7 1 6 3 2 1 , , • •

52 87 60 27 , , , , , , 47 34 13 4 3
4S 23 15 8 , , 9 6 3 1 1

33 10 6 5 , , , , 7 5 2 , , , ,

42 113 66 47 •• •• •• 7 6 2 1 1 ••

16 9 4 S 5 3 2 10 7 3 6 3

4 4 3 1 .. 2 1 1 ..

7 6 2 , , , , , . 4 3 1 2 1

4 6 2 3 , . 2 2 1 1

4 3 1 2 , ^ , . , , . . . . . ,

16 2 1 1 1 1 , , 2 1 1 2 1

3 2 •• 2 •• •• •• •• •• ••

1 "l
~1

••
~2

1 1

118 33 18 15 78 39 39 49 29 20 13 10

37 12 8 4 7 3 4 22 12 10 2 1

9 2 1 1 . , . , 2 1 1 , , . .

38 8 4 4 . 2 1 1 , . , ,

34 10 6 4 11 4 7 3 1 2 2 1

26 11 7 4 14 4 10 4 2 2 2 2

18 7 4 3 8 3 6 4 2 2 , ,

£
p < 4 2 2 3 2 1

*3 22 le 21 IS 6 16 12 4 6 6

4 3 .. 2 1 1 4 3 1 1 ••

7E 441 25i 182 3£ 22 If 42 27 IE 9 6

2i 7£ 48 31 .. 10 7 3 2 1

2: 28 1£ K .. .
s

3 2 1 1

S 3 2 2 1
e

4 1 1 1

) 5t 346 198 142 10 7 3

6 4 1 1

H 46 25 r 11 e .5 2 2
12 2,3 K 1C 22 U £ 8 4 4

2 2 1 1

2 3 2 2 1 1 1 1 •• 3 1

•• •• •• 66 29 37 lie 72 44 3 3 , ,

-• •• 66 29 37 116 72 44 3 3 , ,

•• •• •• 66 29 37 116 72 44 3 3 ••
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auBsmiASY

District, State and Natqxal Division

where bom.

Emigiatioii (actual figures).

Enumerathd in (OOO’s omitted).

Dithrict, State (or

Natural Divition).

Oontiguoue
Other parte of parte of other

the Province. Protrlneee,

"S o
o

I ^ S o
E-i I S ^ H

PUNJAB •

1. INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN W^S'

1. Uissar

2. Loharu State

3. Rohtak
4. Dujana State

6. Gurgaon
6. Pataudi State

7. Kamal
8. JuUundur
9. Kapiirthala State .

.

10. Ludhiana
11. Malerlcotla State

.

12. Ferozepore

13. Faridkot State

14. Patiala State

15. Jind State

16. Nabha State

17. Lahore
18. Amritsar
19. Gujranwala
20. Sheikhupura

2. HIMALAYAN

21. Nahan State

22. Simla . . .

.

23. Simla Hill Statee .

.

24. Bilaepur State

25. BiangTa
26. Mandi State .

.

27. Suket Slate

28. Chamba State

3. SUB-HIMALAYAN .

.

29. Ambala
30. Kalsia State

31. Hoshiarpur
32. Gurdaspur
33. Sialkot

34. Gnjrat

35. Jhelum
36. Rawalpindi
37. Attock

4. NORTH-WEST DRY AREA

38. Montgomery
39. Shahpur
40. Mianwali
41. LyaUpur ,

.

42. Jhang
43. Multan
44. Bahatoalpur State

45. Muzafiargarh
46. Dera Ghazi Khan .

.

DELHI ..

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN WEST

5,374 2,914

8 9 10
11

j

12

'321

152

14

22

Ici So

.23 44

23 12

91 54

32
1

19

95I 61

82] 49

4 15 16

3 2 1

11.. 1

1 1 ..

23 li

Females.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE lU.

Migraticm between natural divisions (actual figures) compared with 1911.

NiTMBKB ENUMBBATED (003 *3 OMITTED) IN NaTUEAL DIVISION.

Indo-Gangttie Plain
Weit.

PUNJAB

DELHI

PUNJAB AND DELHI

1921 I 24,5a

1911
I

23,52l{

North-
West Dry

Area.

l,7ia 5,6

l,7ia 5,701 5,9

Indo-Gangetio Plain West .

.

(Punjab) 1921
|

11,101 1 StJ 10,59

(Delhi) 1921

8 164 334

311 302 31 3021

Lido-Gangetic Plain West, f
Punjab and Delhi . . 4

1921
I

11,140 359 10,630 35»

1911
I

10,737 10,217

6 166 331

171 341

Himalayan

1921
I

l,724j

1911 I 1,707

2! 18 2 1.67

16 1,658 31

Sub-Himalayan .

,

North-West Diy Area

5,477 2

37 e.44:

27 5,374
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Migration betwem the Provinces of the PnnjiA and Delhi and other parts of India.

Notb.—This table is divided into 3 parte

—

(i) Showing the total figures of immigration to and emigration from the whole of the Punjab and Delhi Provinces (with
details of British Territory and Punjab States) taking aU the other Provinces of India together.

(»») Containing details of migration between the Punjab and Delhi Province (British Territory and Punjab States) and the
British Territory of each of the other Provinces.

{Hi) Giving similar details of migration between the Punjab and Delhi Province (British Territory and Ehmjab States)
and the Feudatory States of the other Provinces.

Province or State.

Emi- Emi-
Immigrants to Punjab grants grants Emigrants from Punjab

and Delhi. from from and Delhi,

Pimjab. Delhi.

Excess (+) or de-
ficiency {—) of

migration over
emigration.

1911. Varia- I 1921. 1911.
tion. I

I.—TOTAL

1. British Territory

2. Punjab States .

.

n.—BRITISH TERRI
TORY.
Total

1. British Territory

2. Punjab States

Ajmbb Mebwaba

1. British Territory

2. Punjab States .

.

Anoamass AiSS Nico-
BABa
1. British Territory

2. Punjab States .

.

1 . British Territory

2. Punjab States

Baluchistan (Dktbicts
AND ADMINISTEEED
TK3E1TOR1ES).
1. British Territory

2. Punjab States .

.

Bengal

1. British Territory

2. Punjab States .

Bihab and Obissa .

1. British Territory

2. Punjab States .

Bombay

1. British Territory

2. Pimjab States .

Bubma

1. British Territory.

2. Punjab States

Cbntbal Provinces
AND Bebar.

1. British Territory

2. Punjab States

1. British Territory

2. Punjab States
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CHAPTER III.
SUBSIDIARY TABIRS.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Migration between the Provinces of the Punjab and Delhi and other parts of India—continued.
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OHAFTEB lU. SUBSmiABY TABI^.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Migration beiwetn the Provinces of the Punjab and Delhi and other parts of India

—

coniinued.

Province or State.

Immi-
grants

to

Delhi.

Immigrants to Punjab
and Delhi.

Emi-
grants
from

Punjab.

Emi-
grants

from
Delhi.

Emigrants from Punjab
and Delhi.

Excess ( 4- )
or de-

ficiency (— ) of

migration over
emigration.

1921. 1921. 1921. 1911.

,

Varia-

tion.

1921. 1921. 1921. 1911. Varia-

tion.

1921. 1911.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

Gwaliar State 1,793 1,«7 Xot Not C
2,530 722 3,252

1 Not r ••
J

-2 ••

1. Punjab States 220
^avail-
t 1-. l-vT^x

avail-
i 365i .

.

365 yavail-
i r. ‘Ul/A

-145
2. British Territory .

.

1,57.3 1.457 3.030 j

aDi6. a Die.
2,165 722 2,887 j

aDiC. -143

Hyderabad 1,115 351 1,466 689 +777 *1,618 1,112 *2,730 4,869 -2,139 -1,264 —4,180

1. Punjab States 142 142 123 -1-19 317 .. 317 399 -82 — 175 -276
2. British Territory .

.

973 351 1,324 566 -4-758 4.55 1,112 1 ,567 2,214 -647 -243 —1,648

Kashmir 75,159 185 75,344 72,369 --2,975 *52,427 *52,427; 59,707 -7,280 -422,917: 4-12,662

1. Punjab States 3,387 3,387 2,658 -4-729 631 631 1,207 —576 4-2.756- 4-1,451

2. British Territory .

.

71,772 185 71,957 69,711 -f-2,246 51.767
1

' ' 51,767’ 58,500 -6,733
'

! t

-20,190 4-11,211

Madras States is- 39 6 45 27 !
--18 *53i .

.

*53l 43 ' ^10 -8! -18
CLDDINQ COCHIK AITD 1

-

Tbavascore.

1. Punjab States 2 2 1 +1 -2 —1
2. British Territory .

.

39 6 45
’

27 35 35 lOj -r25 -plO 4-17

COCHIM 33 3 36 2Wm *T .. *7 3 ! 4-4
1

+29; -1

1. Punjab States .

.

•• 1 Not f .. ..

2. British Territory .

.

’’
33 3 36| 2 -r34 j available! .

.

4-36i -42

Tbavascobe 6 3 9 19 -10 *42 *42j 39 -rS -33! -20
1

1. Punjab States 2 2 1 -rl -2 -1
2. British Territory .. 6 3 9 19 '-10 35 35 9 -426 -26! -vlO

Mysore 258 46 304 273 -31 956B 1,216 1,662 -446 -912 -1,^

1. Punjab States 3 3 14 -11 16 16
t

is' -2 -13 -4
2. British Territory .

.

255 46 301 259 --42 940 260 1.2001 1,644 -444
!

'

-899! -1,38a

N.-W. P. Province 211 -211 66 20,245! 3,673! 4- 16,572 -20,245 -3,462
(Agencies and Tri-
bad Areas).

1. Punjab States 19 -19 403 321 -r82 -403 -302
2. British Territory .

.

192 -192 19,776 66 19,842 3,281 '4-16,561 -19,842 -3,089

Punjab States 4,029 Not Not \ 1 ..

2. British Territory .

.

4,029 i available available 1

Rajputana Agency .

.

222,173 33,729 255,902 246,609 4-9,293 63,387 2,137 65,524 85,526 —20,002 4-190,378 +161,083

1. Punjab States 70,814 70.814 64,422 4-6,392 16,766 16,766 21,871 — 5,105 4-54,048 -{-42,551

2. British Territory .

.

151,359 33,729 185,088 182,187 -2,901 46,621 2,137 48,758 62,674 -13,916 4-136,330 4-119,513
1

Sikkim 3 -3 *43 , .. *43 147 -104 -43! -144j

1. Punjab States 9 -9 —9
2. British Territory .

.

3 -3
. . 138 -138 —135

United Provinces 1,466 944 2,410 1,523 -887 1,531 71 1,602 807 -795 -r808 T-7ie
States.

-

1 . Punjab States 465 465 567 -102 23 23 177 -l.>4 -r442 -r390
2. British Territory .

.

1,001 944 1,945 956 r989 U.508 71 1,579 630 -r919 4-366 +326

India Unspeciited .

.

1,581 225 1,806 1,155 -651

1. British Territory .. 1,554 225 1,779 1,140 -639 , .

2. Punjab States 27 27 15 -12

French and Portu- 145 43 188 100 4-88

guese Settlements.
1. Punjab States 14 14 27 -13 .

.

. .

2. British Territory .

.

131 43 174 73 -rIOl
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SOBfllSIAST TABUS.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Migration between Um Provinees of the Punjab and Delhi and other parts of India

—

concluded.

f Exclude immigrants from Punjab to Delhi and § Exclude emigrants from Punjab to Delhi and vice t>ersa.

trice e^so. ’Include 24,242 persons of Punjab Notb.—The emigrants from Punjab States (A and B) wi
unspecified as below :— specified their birth places are as below ;

—

Part II. Part III.

ombay
elhi

21,228 Baroda
40 Bombay

Hyderabad
21,268 Kashmir

Madras
Cochin
Travancore

Part II.

Ajmer-Merwara
Andamans and Nicobars
Baluchistan
Bengal
Bihar and Orissa
Bombay
Burma
Central Provinces and
Berar

N.-W. F. Province
United Provinces

IPunjab Punjab
Statei- States

(A). (B).

Part III.

(A). (B).

. . 550 Baluchistan

. . 66 Baroda
6 1,272 Bengal

961 673 Bihar and Orissa

101 345 Bombay
8 3,436 Central India Agency

142 992 Central Provinces
Gwaliar

. . 415 Hyderabad
. . 805 Kwhmir

4,496 Travancore
Mysore

1,217 13,050 N.-W. P. Province
Rajputana .

.

United Provinces States

Pnnjal Punja

I
State.- States

69 16,u
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TABLE

V.

Showing

calculated

annual

number

of

persons

travelling

between

districts

in

the

Punjab

in

the

Decade

1911—1921,

as

affecting

the

number

of

foreign

bom

in

each

Districtj

i.
e,,

of

persons

who

made

the

journey

one

way

only.
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SXTBSIDUBT TABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Showing tho detiub of emigrants enumerated outside the Punjab and Delhi.

PBOVUiCES AMD STATES IM INDIA BEYOND THE
PROVINCE

(A).—PROVINCES AND STATES ADJACENT TO
THE PROVINCE

(I).—Bbitish Terbitokt

1 Baluohistan
2 N.-W. P. Province (Districte and adminiatered Terri-

tories)

3 U. P. of Agra and Ondh

(II).—Fstoatoey States

4 Baluchistan States .

.

6 N.-W. P. Province (Agencies and Tribal areas)

6 United Provinces States

7 Kashmir
8 Raj putana Agency

(B).—OTHER PROVINCES AND STATES IN INDIA

(I).—Bbitish Tesbitoet

9 Ajmer-Merwara

1(^ Andamans and Nioobars

11 Assam
12 Bengal

13 Bihar and Orissa
14 Bombay Presidency

13 Burma
16 Central Provinces and Berar

17 Coorg
18 Madras Presidency

(II).—FetidATOBT States

19 Assam States
20 Baroda State

21 Bengal States

22 Bihar and Orissa States
23 Bombay States

24 Central India Agency

26 Central Provinces States
26 GwaUar State
27 Hyderabad State

28 Madras States

29 Cochin State

30 Travanoore State

31 Mysore State . . . . ,

.

32 Sikkim

Pbovihob wbbbb bobm.

Punjab.

Persons. Males. Femaks.

2 3 4

466,089 295,173 170,918

333,407 195,481 137,926

195,165

35,593

128,740

29,116

66,426

6,476

76,936

82,638

138,242

56,344

43,281

66,741

20,592

39,367

71,501

20,179

1,531

62,427

63,387

19,970

1,180

23,420
21,669

132,682 99,692 32,990

116,183

4,028

1,754

88,440

2,936
1,620

27,748

1,093
134

3,088

16,754
2,219
12,027

869
3,727

6,718 4,842 1,876

41,764 13,839

20,938
7,674

1

625

17,423

6,270

1

339

3,515
2,404

286

16,499

90
746

11,252

70
667

6,247

20
188

72

1,139

1,862

34

796
1,447

38

343
415

3,476 1,945

1,971

2,630
1,618

1,321

1,661

1,159

660
869
459

4
7

42

2
6

24

2
2

18

956 678 278
43 23 20

34,010 181,187

7,823
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI

—

concluded.

Showing the details of emigrants enumerated outside tiie Punjab and Ddhi

Pbovikck whkbb bobn.

PSOnWCE WHBBG KNCMZRi.TXD.
Punjab. DUki.

o
Persons. Males. Females, Males, Females.

1
eg

1 2 3 4 S 6 7

OTHER ASIATIC COUNTBIES 12,527 10,940 1,587 21 17 4

33 Ceylon 174 121 53 21 17 4
34 Cyprus 122 114 8 . ,

35 Hong-kong 1,192 1,038 154 •• ••

36 Federated Malaya States 7,789 6,693
37 Unfederated Malaya States (Johore, Kedah, Kelantan,

Trengganu and Brunei) 1,373 1,281 92
38 Straits Settlements 1,877 1,693 184 •• •• • s

AFRICA 5.511 4,501 2 2 0 a

39 Kennya 4,823 3,866 957 • s

40 Nyasaland 20 17 3 •• ••

41 Somaliland Protectorate 125 122 3
42 Southern Rhodesia 16 15
43 Sudan 16 16 •• •• •• • a

44 Tonganika Territory 326 299 27 2 2 a s

45 Union of South AMca 186 166 * * •• • s

AUSTRALASIA 405 • s • •

46 Fiji 405 44 •• •• • •

Grand Total HUs 84,033 18,206 isjBsn

Notb

—

1,032 emigraata {lom the Punjab were reported as haring embarked at Calcutta during the decade 1911-1920.
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TABLE
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Migration
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VO.

l^ration to the Canal Colonies, 1911 «id 1921.
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322,472

88.966
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42.032
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tm

44,797

01,430

15,534

74,058

1,128

37,45lj

Total

..

8,573

-28,043

70,287

20,834]

70,141

1,663

155,451
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VUI.

Showing the Birth-place of persons according to Tahsil or State of Enumeration.

Persons born in

Bohtak
Jhajjar
Gohana
Sonepat

Gurgaon
Ferozepur Jhirka
Nuh
Palwal
Bewari
Ballabgarh

Number ot

persons enumerat
ed in Tahsil. District ol

ennmeration.

Contiguous
Districts or

States.

iNon-contiguous
I Districts or

States in the
Punjab.

2

PUNJAB

3

25,101,060

4

*21,680,442

British Tkeeitoby 20,685,024 *17350,279

Hissar 136,272 123,919
Hansi 177,043 159,899
Bhiwani 126,015 105,620
Patehabad 195,801 173,473
Sirsa 181,679 153,232

Total 816,810 716,143

Kangra
Debra
Harairpur
Nurpur
Palampur
Kulu

Hoshiarpur

25
Dasuya

D Garh«hankar
^ Una

Jullundur
Nakodar
Philiaur

Nawashahr

289,396
190,650
164,806
177,692

Outside the
Punjab.

7

^,137

522.323

• These figures represent persons bom in the districts where they were enumerated,
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE yjO-continued.

Showing tho Biith-plneo of persons according to Tahsil or State of Eaumerationi

Tabbil.
Number of per-
sons ennmerateri

in Tahsil.

Pebsoks BORN IK

District of

enumeration.

Contiguous
Districts or

States.

Non-contignous
Districts or

States in the

Punjab.

Onteide the
Punjab.

2 3 4 5 6

Lndhiana ' 285,953 238,946 37,992 5,744
Jagraon 164,553 140,383 20,267 2,633
Samrala 117,116 95,651 19,412 1,294

Total 567,622 77,671 9,571

Ferozepore 221,737 173,380 29,708 10,589
Zira 166,373 152,399 12,934 817 223
Moga 209,558 180,372 25,238 2,598 1,350
Maktear 209,643 174,999 25,466 3,152 6,028
Fazilka 290,935 212,100 41.876 3,143 33,816

Total 893,250 17,770 52,006

Lahore 515,613 355,473 45,265 72,660 42,216
Ghuman 295,509 260,870 25,364 6,123 3,152
Easur 320^14 278,636 28,720 7,900 4,058

Total 1,131,336 894,979 99,349 86,683 60,325

Amritsar 450,760 390,607 35,167 17,264 7,722
Tam Taran 294,465 267,716 20,993 4,662 1,194
Ajnala 184,149 165,237 16,919 1,481 512

Total 929,374 73,079 23,307 9,428

Gurdaspur 234,146 7,592 3,065 1320
Batala 275,695 245,995 23,611 4,685 1,604
Pathankot 129,502 9,579 1,606 7,665
Shakargarh 212,849 10,186 935 6,028

Total 852,192 774,616 50,868 10,191 16,517

Sialkot 290,469 263,998 6,887 6,093 14,491
Pasrur 140,788 135,906 3,270 1,047 665
Zafarwal 158,936 148,940 5,691 938 3,367
Raya 196,936 182,351 11,616 2,382 587
Daska 150,694 138,377 10,241 1,316 760

Total 937,823 869,572 37,705 10,776 19,770

Gujranwala 294,567 249,838 35,176 5.744 3,809
Wazirabad 146,248 124,536 17.369 2,184 2,169
Hafizabad 182,766 168,563 10,991 2,009 1^3

Total 623,581 542,937 63,536 9,937 7,171

Khangah Dogran 267,674 148,829 53,454 61,938 3,453
Sharakpur 255,461 165,965 51,299 4,647

Total 523,135 314,794 87,004 113,237 MOO

Gujrat 295,551 283,983 6,460 1,772 3,336
Kharian 250,201 240,883 3,811 1,020 4,487
Phalia 278,294 242,894 27,395 3,656 4,349

Total 767,760 37,666 6,448 12,172

Shahpur 137,899 132,877 3,232 1,174 616
Khushab 168,718 164,383 3,273 453 609
Bhalwal 220,951 186,388 27,839 5,494 1330
Sargodha 192,350 152,960 14,839 21,280 3371

Total 719,918 636,608 49,183 28,401 5,726
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bf yBt^aa-MfcaVJing ta'tdisaip^‘SiaW t>FB^

PEBSONS born in

I

Number of
I

TahsU. leiBons enumewat-
Contiguous

Districts and
States.

'^on-contiguous
Outside thelcd in TabsiL District of Districts and

District

enumeration. States in the

Funjab.

Funjab.
j

1 2 3 4 5 6

>

7
i

. Jhelum 173,122 157,247 7,410 3,200 5,2651

§ Find Dadan Khan 143,338 137,450 3,640 1,236 1,012;

_w
Chakwal 160,608 156,509 2,970 376 753!

w
Total 477,068 HQ 14,020 4,812 7,W

Rawalpindi 262,656 195,076
1

11,655 21,671 34,254:

2,675|Gujar Khan 148,837 4,510 1,111

5*3 Murree 60,969 56,662 153 612 3,5421

' <sr*
Kahnta 96,762 94,047 215 142

pj*^
Total 569,224 486,326 16,533

Attock 173,472 163,415 2,129 2,390 5,538l

Pindigheb 120,097 118,456 752 237 652|

o Talagang 108,501 3,053 113j

HH Fatehjang ^
110,179 107,321 2,223 138 ' 497:

<5
Total 512,249 495,419 7,157 2,873 ^80(H

Mianwali 147,553 mmmm 2,295 2,903;
1 *

Bhakkar 147,121 142;858 1,191 2,638;

Is
Isa Blhel 63,531 59,879 • 329

Total 358,205 343,387 3,815 2,894

Montgomery 222,675 135,284 27,007 53,623 6,761.

• ^ Okara 148,716 106,524 20.964 18,098 3,130i

Dipalpur 200,978 183,535 r2;i39 4,517 787|

il2°
o

Fakpattan 141,417 132,640 5,173 2,673 931:

Total 713,786 557,983 65,283 78,911

Lyallpur 344,852 180,808 :»,580 129,834

i

3,630-
- c4 Samuudii 224,806 134,813 30,530 58,207 1,256'

P4 Toba Tek Singh .

.

232,426 104,250 30,201 2,88T'

<
Jaranwala 177,379 85,103 32,842 56,666 2,76a

' ><
1-3 Total 979,463 504,974 124,153 339,795

Jhang 232,570 227,500 1,487 581

d Chiniot 211,188 201,930 .5,754 2,749 755
S!
< Shorkot 126,801 119,811 3,826 2,455 709

Total 570,559 549,241 12,582 6,1591 2,045

Multan 243,385 214,998 6,471 14,170 7,746

Shnjabad 132,091 129,037 1,922 583 -649

Lodhran 125,353 [f tiiS 1,165 472 650

H Mailsi 113,927 3,230 806 1,070
1-3 Khanewal 127,131 83,754 14,428 26,455 2,494
P

Kabirwala 148,377 128,352 15,824 3,760 441

Total 890,264 788^028 43,040 46,246
1

12,950

Muzaffargarh 178,579 170,919 6,115 879 666

Alipur 146,711 141,711 3;848 494 658

Sanawan 108,970 106,240 2,237 291

i§
Leiah 134,218 128.995 4,124 178 921

Total 56^478 547,865 16,324 1,753 2,536

M Dera Ghazi Khan 193,789 186,763 r,055 2,635 3,336

is
Sanghar 84,759 82,241 604

I 35 1,879

Rajanpur 105,008 102,390 1,841
1

385 392
csS Jampur 85,496 84,668 407

i 183 248

I'"
§

Bilooh transfrontier tract 26,768 26,643 • *
1

114 !

Total 495,810 UHliS 3,907
1

3,352 5,856
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE Vm—cotidackd.

Showing the Birth-place of persons according to Tahsil or State of Enumer^on.

Statk.

Number of
persons

enumerated
in State.

:

Persons BOBK JIX

State of
enumeration.

Contiguous
Districts or

States.

Non-
contiguous
Districts or
States in

the Punjab.

Outside the
Punjab.

1

'

1 2 3 4 5 6

PUNJAB STiTES • 4,416,036 •3,730,163 • • 104E14

Dujana 25,833 19,032 4,755 1,233 813
\ Pataudi 18,097 12,363 3,509 611 1,614

;
Kaisia 67,371 38,581 14,666 2,204 1,920

Bashahr 90,366 85,172 4,772 331 91
Nalagarh 46,868 42,168 3,710 953 37

Keontha] .

.

47,455 21,867 23,290 814 1,484
Baghal •• 26,099 23,554 1,128 383 34

Jnbbul 25,752 22,258 2,861 240 393
Other Sim'a Hill States •• 71,178 62,618 5,788 2,113 659

Bohara .. 20,621 19,060 594 275 692
Nahan ,

,

140,448 125,898 8,080 3,988 2,482

Bilaspur .

.

98,000 88,021 7,534
.

2,393 52
Mandi .

,

•• 185,048 175,483 7,321 1,300 944

Suket .. 54,328 52,736 1,048 463 81
Kapurthala •• 284,275 235,704 43,596 3,963 1,012

IXaterkotIa .. 80,322 65,624 12,427 1,898 373
Faridkot • • 150,661 108,169 31,439 8,069 2,984

Chamba .

.

141,867 136,683
1

1,779 848 2,557
Patiala .

.

•• 1,499,739 1,265,822 183,780 13,277 36,860

Jind ,

.

308,183 232,389 60,515 5,585 9,694
Nabha .

.

« « 263,334 199,780 48,732 4,895 9.927
Bahawalpur • • 781,191 697,181 31,164 22.735 30,111

* These figures represent petions bom in the states where they were enumerated,
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

Showing the percentages based on Subsidiary Table VIII.

PBBSONS born liT Persons bobn in

CO "2
i-T

®

o a> .2. ^
3 . c ay
.5® C =

0'S E ®
o-s-a 3
a-lc -S'
O .2 c 3

!2:fl I o

PUJJJAB .

.

BeITISH TERKITOKr

Hissar
Hansi
Bhiwani
Patehabad

:
Sirsa

Rohtak
Jhajjar

Goh^a
Sonepat

Gurgaon
Ferozepur-Jiiirka

Nuh
Palwal
Rewari
Ballabgarh .

.

Kamal
Panipat
Kaithal
Thaoesar

5-00| K

Hoshiarpur

Garhshankar

Samrala

Ferozepore
Zira

Moga
Muktsar
Fazilka

91 -211 4'92t -07 -20

93-13 5-19:

86-441 12-C2i

lOoj 83-68{ 13-68! 1'69|

lOoj 79-ll| 8-78 7-66 4-45

Ambala
Kharar
Jagadhri
Naraingarh
Rupar

Amritsar
Tam Taran
Ajnala

100 86-66 7-80 3-83 1 71

100 90-92 7-13 1-55 ‘lO

100 89-73 9 19 '80 -28

7-861 2-51 1-02

Simla
Kot Kbai

Gurdaspur
Batata
Pathankot
Shakargarh

95-51 3-

Sialkot

-92| H Pasrur

-12| O Zafarwal

•90j ^ Raya
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

Showing tho percentages based on Subsidiary Table VTTT .

S ^ •d
' O m

‘.I-C g

i
o Cjs

i§S e

Gujranwala
Wazirabad .

Hafizabad

100 95-32 1-56 I’lS
100 97-10 -81 -30

100 94-25 -52 1-1 fi

95-56 1-07

Khangah Dograa
Sharakpur .

.

100
100

55-60

64-97
19-97

13-13
23-14
20-08

Montgomery.

.

fii Okara

Q Dipalpur

Q Pakpattan .

.

1001 60-171 16-63 21-651

Lyallpur
Samundri
Toba Tek Singh
Jaranwala

Total

Jhang
Chiniot
Shorkot

Total

52-43 8-87 37-65
59-97 13-58 25-89
44-85 13-00 40-91
47-98 18-51 31-95

96'^1 2-21 1-17

88-34 2-66 5-82
97-69 1 -45 -44

98-17 -93 -38

95*52 2-84 -70

65-88
!
11-35 20-81

86-50 10-67 2-53

88-52 4-831 5-19

Dera Ghazd Khan
Sanghar
Bajanpor . . j

Jampur . . . . j

Biloch transfrontier tract
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Non-Contiguous

Districts

or

States

in

the

Punjab.

Outside

the

Pun-



CHAPTER IV.

Religion.

SECTION I.—GENERAL DISTRIBUTION BY RELIGIONS AND MEANING OF FIGURES.

75. Reference to •tntistics. 76. Meaning of figures. 77. General distribution of population by reUgions.

78. Local distribution 79. Variation general.

SECTION II.—MUSALMANS.

80, Meaning of Islam. 81. Essentials of Islam. 82. Local distribution. 83. Variation. 84. The
:growth of sects in Islam. 85. Classification of the entries of sects. 86. Strength of sects. 87. Variation in

neets.

SECTION III.—HINDUS.

88. Meaning of the term "Hindu'’. 89. Definition of Hinduism. 90. Definition adopted for Census

purposes. 91. Local distribution. 92. Variation. 93. The growth of Hindu sects. 94. The strength of

:8eets. 95. Variation in sects. 96. Aryas. 97. Brshmos. Devsamaj.

SECTION IV.—SIKHS.

99. Meaning of the term “ Sikh ”. 100. Local distribution. 101. Variation. 102. The growth of Sikh

neots. 103. Strength of sects. 104. Variation in sects.

SECTION V.—CHRISTIANS.

105. Local distribution. 106. Variation. 107. Strength of sects. 108. Variation in sects.

SECTION VI.—JHNOR RELIGIONS.

109. Jains. 110. Buddhists. 111. Pareis. 112. Jews. 113. Indefinite beliefs.

Section I.—General Distribution by Religions and Meaning of Figures.

75. The numerical strength of each religion returned ia given in Imperial

Table VI for each district and State. Imperial Table XV gives the Christian

'

population by sect and race, and Imperial Table XVI which is divided into two

parts, the age distribution of Europeans and Allied races and Anglo-Indians.

In addition to these tables. Table VI-A, printed in Part III as an appendix

to the Imperial Table VI, contains details of sects of Hindus, Musalmans, Jaim
and Sikhs. The distribution of the population of tahsUs by principal religions is

shown in Provincial Table II.

At the end of this chapter will be found the following subsidiary tables in

which the most prominent features of the statistics are exhibited by means of

proportionate and comparative figures :

—

Subsidiary Table /.—General distribution of the population by religions.

Subsidiary Table 11.—Distribution by districts of the main religions.

Subsidiary Table III.—Christians, Number and Variation.

Subsidiary Table IV.—Religion of Urban and Rural population.

76. In 1911 the instructions issued to enumerators for filling in column

4 (a) of the census schedule required that the religion to which a person claimed

to belong must be accepted, and in view of the unvdllingness of large number of

Jains and Sikhs to be classed separately from Hindus, permission was given to

record such persons as Jain-Hindus or Sikh-Hindus. The same instructions were

repeated at the present census with the modification that the use of the terms

Jain-Hindu and Sikh-Hindu was to be avoided as far as possible. Jainism is

indigenous to India, but its tenets are totally different from those of Hinduism,

while Sikhism is a religion with a very distinct worship of its own, and having

attained a position of independence is fully entitled to rank as a separate religion.

Thus, at the present census it was intended to ascertain the true number of Jains

and Sikhs, which could not be done if some of them were returned under the

general head “ Hindus.” In the case of the depressed classes, such as Chuhras,

Sansis, etc., it was laid down that they should be returned as Hindus if they did

not profess to belong to any recognised religion, and the scruples of Hindu enu-

merators in returning Chuhras as Hindus, or the claims of Chuhras to be registered

as belonging to a separate religion, were not allowed to override these instructions.

30 073 persons belonging to these classes were entered imder the name of their

cake or tribe, and they were treated as Hindus in the course of tabulation. The

detail will be found on the title page of Table VI. No alteration was made in the

significance of the terms denoting other religions except that persons recorded

under “ Indefinite beliefs ” were excluded from Christians and shown under

a separate heading Others in Table VI.

Reference

D Statistics.

Meaning
Iflgnree.
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Oentnl
4htrl}utioi

«( population
rali^ons.

77.

Religion.

Actual
number.

Number per
mille of the

total

population.

Musalmans .. 12,95.5,141 506
Hindus 9,125,202 357
Sikhs 3,110,060 121
Christians 346,259 13
Jains 46,019 2
Buddhist 5,918'|

Parsi 598 I

Jews 36 r
I

Indefinite beliefs .

.

15J

Total •• 25,589,248 1,000

gions wliich make up the
total population of both the
provinces of the Punjab and
Delhi. The Musalmans,
Hindus and Sikhs taken
together constitute nearly 98
per cent, of the population,

Musalmans alone contributing

more than 50 per cent. Of
the remaining 2 per cent.,

the number of Christians.

Loral dis-

tribution.
78. The religious distribution of the people by natural di\asions is shown

in the margin. Musalmans prepon-
derate in the North-West Dry Area
and their proportion is smallest in

the Himalayan Division. Hindus on
the other hand abound in the Indo-
Gangetic Plain West but are weakest
in the North-West Dry Area. Sikhs-

and Christians are strongest in the
Indo-Gangetic Plain West, while-

Per 10,000.

Natural Divisions.
Musalmans

Hindus.

Sikhs.

Christians.

Jains.

CO

OQ

2
'O
3

Indo.Qangetio Plain
West 1,756 1,978 856 60 lo

Himalayan 30 642 3 o
,

,

2
Sab. Hi-malayan 1,402 608 223 46 3 ,

.

Nsrth-West Dry Area .

.

1,875 338 134 27 .. .

.

Buddhists appear only in bhe Himalaya!
The relative strength of the main religions in each natural division has been

worked out in Subsidiary Table II. Its examination shows that in the Indo-
Gangetic Plain West the Hindus outnumber the Musalmans, and the Sikhs are
less than half the latter in number. In the Himalayan Division Hindus form the
major portion of the population, and the nxunber of the followers of other religions

is insignificant. In the Sub-Himalayan Area Musalmans are more numerous
than Hindus and form 61 per cent, of the population, the number of Hindus and
Sikhs being 27 and 10 per cent, respectively. The North-West Dry Area is

mainly populated by Musalmans
;
Hindus, Sikhs and Jains taken together being

21 per cent, of the population.

The diagram No. 30 illustrates the distribution of the main rebgions by
districts and States. The length of the strips opposite each unit indicates the
total population, and the difierent shades the proportionate strength of the reli-

gions followed.

NJ 3X PIS!fUBUTICB or TBS KAII BILXGIOIS, BY TIISTRICTS ABO STATX3.
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Pbopobtion >-•3 0

Religion.

per m>lk.
c P. 3
2 c c
cS • “

1911. 1921. g = o
73 ® .is

^ o

Musalmans 508 606 +5-5
Hindus 363 357 +4-0
Sikhs 119 121 +7-9
Christians 8 13 +73-3
Jains 2 2 -1-6

Buddhists , , -23-0
Par.'is , , —8-4
Jews . . -33-3

General

The local distribution AviU be considered in detail under each religion.

79. The inset table compares the strength of each religion per milh of the^ VariaiiMi

^ total population with the rate of variation

per cent, since 1911. It will be observed that

though there has been an increase of 5 7 per

cent, in the population of both the provinces,

the growth and decline of the different religions

has been very uneven. The growth of Christians

and fall in the number of Jews stand con-

spicuous. Among the principal religions the

increase per cent, in Sikhs is a healthy
sign of future expansion. The special causes

influencing the variation in the case of each

religion will be discussed in the following paragraphs.
Section II— Musalmans.

80. The word “ Islam ” literally means (1) peace, (2) the way to achieve Meaning of

peace, and (3) submission. The word in its religious sense signifies complete

submission to the will of God. “ Islam ” in its popular sense is the name by
which the religion preached by the Holy Prophet Mohammed, who appeared in

Arabia over tMrteen hundred years ago, is known.

81. The basic principles of Islam are not contained in the Kalima only, E^mnHgh.

as remarked in the Punjab Census Report 1911, but in the seven articles of faith ****“•

enumerated in the following quotation :

—

'^Amanto billahe wa malaikatihi wa Ivtohihi wa rusolehi wal yaumil akhiri

walqadri khairehi loa sharrehi minallahi taala wal baas baadal maut.

First of all every Musbm must believe in (1) Allah, (2) angels, (3) revealed books,

(4) divine messengers, (5) the last day of judgment, (6) the measurement of good

and evil by God and (7) the life after death. It must be noted however that

these seven cardinals, the rejection of any of which would be fatal to one’s belief

in Islam, do not partake of the character of a dogma. They are, on the contrary,

the aggregate of those verities which furnish the motive power of a Muslim life

in which he translates these principles into action.*

The whole Muslim world after accepting these cardinal principles of Islam,

accepts the Holy Quran as the repository of the law recapitulating every law

revealed to Mohammad and to the prophets who preceded him. To make one

a practical Muslim requires the belief in and practice of the five “ pillars ” of

Islam, namely, (1) declaration of faith in the oneness of God and divine messenger-

ship of Mohammad, (2) prayers, (3) alms giving and poor-rate {zakat), (4) fastmg,

and (o) pilgrimage to the holy shrines of Mecca. These are briefly the main
principles of Islam.

82. The map printed below indicates the relative distribution of the Musal-
Tna-n population by districts and States. Of 12,955,141 Musalmans scattered

” *
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In all these questions relating to Kastem religions, my ftisonal Assistant, She'kh Abdol Majid, s peaks with

ranch greater anthority than I conld, raid I have left entirely to him the exposition of the Islamie position and fatth.
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Vuiatioa.

throughout the provinces, more than three-fifths belong to the Sub-Himalayan

Division and North-West Dry Area, as shown in the Subsidiary Table J. The

Musalnians muster strong in the Attock district, where they form 91 per cent,

of the population. They contribute 88 per cent, each to Jhelum and Dera Ghazi

Khan. In the remaining districts of the Western Punjab their proportion

ranges between 82 and 86 per cent. Generally speaking the Western Punjab is

the stronghold of Musalmans and their proportion decreases as we cross the Punjab

from the West in an East-South-Easterly direction. The supremacy of Islam in

this tract is due to this part being exposed to the raids of foreigners. The Musal-

rnan invaders generally came from the North and West, and seem to have left

their indelible mark on the religious constitution of this tract. In the Centrsd

districts the relative strength varies from 80 to 40 per cent. The number of

Musalmans in the Himalayan Division is 77,425, which is barely 5 per cent, of the

population of that tract. The lowest percentage is reached in Kangra (6 per

cent.) in British Territory, and in Suket (1 per cent.) in the Punjab States.

83. The growth of the Musalman population of the provinces is compared
in the marginal statement with

the rate of variation per cent,

in the total population during

the past four decades. It will be

seen that the figures display a

steady development in the num-
ber of Musalmans since 1881,

notwithstanding disturbing causes

such as plague and malaria, which

Number of Kate op variation

Musftlnxans PERCENT. IN

Decade. in every
10,000 of Musal- Total

population. mans. population.

1881 4,758

1891 4,739 +9-7 4-10-1

1901 4,922 + 12-5 4-6-3

1911 5,075 +•8 -2-2

1921 5,063 -f5*5 4-5-7

In the decade imder review though there is no appreciable difference in

the two sets of the rate of variation so far as provincial figures are concerned, yet

the proportion of Musalmans to the total population presents a slight decre^e

when compared with the 1911 figures.* A closer examination of the variation

during the past ten years in all natural divisions, worked out in the statement

below, shows that Musalmans have not increased as rapidly as the total popula-

tion in the North-West Dry Area where they are largely concentrated. It seems

that they suffered more than their share from the vicissitudes of the decade in

this area, and this accounts for the loss suffered by Musalmans in their projmrtion

Musalmans (actual number).
Increase per gent, in

DECADE.

Natural Divisions.

1911. 1921. Musalmans.
Total popu-

lation.

IndoCrangetio Plain West .

.

Himalayan

4,144,971

74,205

4,491,944

77,425

8-4

4-3

7-2

-8

Sub-Himalayan 3,551,989 3,587,246 1*0 •7

North-West Dry Area 4,504,312 4,798,.526 6-5 9-4

mis ClcCillltJ ill UUC jJlUpUJ-l/lUll Vi. X IXJ. v/.a.j^xu;xxx^vx xx TTC

<}ompare the increase in the relative strength of the different religions in the

Western Punjab where the population is essentially Musalman. An extract from

Subsidiary Table IV is reproduced below for reference.

Number per 10,000 op the population who are

District or State.

Musalman.
|

Hindu. Christian.

1911. 1921. 1911. 1921. 1911. 1921.

Attock 9,088 9,091 380 511 14 11

Bawalpindi 8,362 8,257 884 1,006 152 163
Jhelum 8,840 8,866 670 730 9 9
Montgomery 7,467 7,188 1,248 1,328 11 146
Shahpur 8,330 8,280 1,058 1,142 125 15«
Mianwali 8,787 8,623 1,064 1,284 5 10

Lyallpur 6,113 6,074 1,803 1,853 374 429
Jhang 8,195 8,332 1,424 1,496 4 8
Multan 8,167 8,218 1,564 l,50fi 30 67
Bahawalpur 8,381 8,285 1,403 1,467 3 4
Mnzaffargarh 8,691 9,679 1,197 1,22S 1 8
Dera Ghazi Khan 8,906 8,834 1,072 1,140 1 1

• We have to remember that the percentage of Isiusalmans has fallen from SOS to 50*6 per cent., during
the decade, and that this difference is less than the 1 per cent, of error which may be attiibated to the oensna
figures.
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The examination of the above extract makes it clear that Musalmans
have not advanced as rapidly as the followers of other religions. The causes of
this slow progress are difierent in the case of each district. In the Dera Ghazi
Khan and MuzafEargarh districts where the population is predominantly Musal-
man, the influenza epidemic exacted a heavy toll. The mortality from this

disease was appalling in the rural areas of these districts which are entirely popu-
lated by Musalmans. In other districts, leaving
out Montgomery and Lyallpur, in which the
foreign element as the result of migration (dis-

cussed in para. 40 of Chapter I) is largely responsible
for the decrease in the proportion of Musalmans,
it can be safely concluded farom the figures noted in
the margin that Chuhras, who in 1911 were recorded
as Musalmans, have now been absorbed into Chris-
tianity or Hinduism either by conversion or on
account of the new classification adopted at the
present census.

84. The birth of sects in Islam dates back to the death of the holy Prophet,
when the dispute on the question of his successorship gave rise to strong differences
of opinion among the followers of Islam. Abu Bakar was the first Caliph, then
Umar, then Usman, and Ali was the fourth. But there was a section of
Musalmans who opined that Ali was the only rightful successor to the Prophet.
Thus two divisions sprang up among Musalmans holding divergent \news on this
point. Those who sided with Ali were styled Shias and the rest Sunnis.

There have been four great Jurists in Islam on the Sunni side—Abu
Hanifah, Shafai, Malak, and Ahmad Hanbal. They have written beautiful bocks
on the subject, basing their arguments on the Holy Quran and the
Prophet’s traditions. Every Muslim has a perfect right to follow any one of
them or to make his own judgment on the things concerned, in the light of the
traditions of the Prophet. Those who are guided by the traditions of the
Prophet are called Traditionalists or Ahl-i-Hadis, and the schools of those which
accept the teaching of particular jurists are named after them. But all these
schools of thought never differ from each other in matters which constitute the
basic principles of Islam,

Again, eveiy century in Islam saw men of great piety and learning. The
magnetism of their devotion to Islam and their self-abnegation told powerfully
upon their contemporaries, and they gathered round themselves groups of pupils
and admirers. They represent the esoteric side of Islam. The admirers of these
saintly personages followed their teachings, and every subsequent generation
has regarded them with respect. These admirers were sometimes named after
these Muslim saints such as Qadris, Chishtis, Naqshbandis, Soharwardis, and
Ahmadis. Those great divines enriched Islamic literature with their learned
expositions of Islam, but they never preached anything inconsistent with the
fundamental tenets of Islam. They all respect each other

; they may differ in
their explanation of certain events of a historic or of an academic natxire men-
tioned in the Quran, but their mutual respect is all the same, the reason being
that there can be no two opinions in the essential matters that constitute Islam.
This brief description shows that the so-called sects of Islam are not sects in the
received sense of the word, and the basic structure of the Faith, notwithstanding
all minor divergences, remains unshaken.

85. The method adopted at the present census for classification of the
entries of Musalman sects in the census returns, was practically the same, as in

1911. The sects returned have been grouped in Table VI (Appendix Part III)

under three main heads, viz., (1) Shias, (2) Sunnis, and (3) Eeformers. A small
number of entries which did not appear to fall under either of these heads has

District or State.

Number of Mu-
salman Chuhras
and Musallis.

1911. 1921.

Rawalpindi 8,609 8,558
Jhelum 18,931 14,145
-Shahpur 56,785 56,419
H'.anwali 10,274 8,704
Bahawalpur 23,538 16,293

been shown separately imder the head ‘ Sects analogous to other religions.”

86. The provincial figures for the sects are detailed in the margin. Nearly
_ • l_ T-v »1 • . I D..-. L. I r\ I!.; - 1

-Siiias

Saonia
Hanfi
Uisoallaneous
Qadri
^Shafi

<Jisp?ci6ed

Punjab. D^lhi.
|

Sect.

253,629 2,722'Reformer3

12,466,791 138,681 Ahl-i-Quran

381 loAhmadi
6,600 . . Ahl-i-Hadis

30 . . Mawahid
271 . . Sects analogous to

12,460,509 133,666 other religions..

Pun ab. nmety-seven per cent,

of the Musalman popu-
lation in both the Pun-
jab and Delhi Provinces
is Sunni, and of the rest

more than two-thirds

The grovtii'

o! sects la
blam.

Classifiea-

tios ol tb»
est.ies of
sects.

Strength of
sects.
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returned themselves as Shiaa. Among the minor sects the number of Abl'i-Hadis
heads the list. The figures in the he^ “ Miscellaneous ” under Sunnis are very
small and the reason appears to be in the effort on the part of the enumerators
to return main sects only.

v^atton 87. The figures for the main sects of the Punjab and Delhi combined are

compared in the margin for the two
censuses of 1911 and 1921. It will be
noticed that the increase in Sunnis
and Shias has been more or less pro-

portional to the increase in the total

population of Musalmans, but the

number of Ahl-i-Hadis and Ahmadis
are more than half as much again

than in 1911. The increase in

the number of Ahl-i-Hadis, which is a
sub-sect of Sunnis, shows that they
are now no longer reluctant, as noticed

in 1911, to express their views publicly, and the prejudices against the
followers of this school of thought are gradually disappearing. The additions

to the ranks of Ahmadis is due to the propaganda work earnestly pursued by
the two sections of the community (stationed at Lahore and Qadian) into which
it was divided on the death of Maulvi Hakim Nur-ud-Din, an able successor of
the original founder of the movement. In 1908, when the founder died, the
community had one high school at Qadian, a Theological School, two vernacular

newspapers, and an English Monthly “ The Review of Religions.” The
community has during the past decade extended the scope of its activities by
starting missions in Europe and America. Production of religious literature by
both the sections has done much in drawing men to their side. Two new school
have recently been opened by the Lahore section at Lahore and Baddo-MaUi in the
Sialkot district. The small number of entries returned under the “ Sects analo-

gous to other religions” shows a tendency on the part of the local converts to record

themselves tmder one or the other of the established sects.

Section III.— Hindus-

Msaninj 88. The derivation of the term Hindu is fully discussed in para. 127 of

*^™the Punjab Census Report 1911. The term was originally iuvented by the early

Musalman invaders to designate the people living east of the Indus, but its uso
has in the course of centuries been widely extended so as to cover all inhabitants

of India who believe in the old faith.

DsBiition 89. An attempt was made at the last census to evolve a complete defi-
oiHinJuum. nition of Hinduism and reports were called from the provincial Superintendents

as to the application of certain tests prescribed by the Census Commissioner for

the purpose of determining a criterion which might be taken to separate the pure
Hindu Lorn the low castes, which have adopted some or other form of Hinduism ;

but the result was an extraordinary divergence of opinion. The views expressed
difiered, according as Hinduism was considered to connote a religious, a racial,^

or a social organisation. It was found to include within its pale persons of varioua
beliefs and shades of thought from the orthodox Brahman, dawn to the sweepers
and members of other low castes, who are supposed to cause pollution by touch,

and are not allowed access to Hindu temples. The term is indeed comprehensive
enough, as remarked by the Census Commissioner in 1911, to include a complex
congeries of creeds and doctrines. There are, however, two salient features of the
Hindu religion which, generally speaking, distinguish Hindus from the followers
of other religions, viz., (1) religious or economic objection to the slaughter of cows,

(2) acknowledgment of the supremacy of Brahmans. There are certain secta-

rian groups who disown the supremacy of Brahmans,* but their number is very
small compared with those who still hold the Brahmans to be spiritually and
socially above ordinary human beings.

Sects. 1911. 1921.

Increase or
decrease per

cent.

AH Sects 12,275,477 12,955,141 -f5-5
Sunnis 11,968,758 12,605,472 -1-5-3

Shias 247,532 259,351 -f-4-8
Ahl-i-Hadis 39.083 60,644 -h55*d
Ahmadi 18,695 28,851 -i-54-3
Sects analogous to

other religions 20,104 823 -95-8

•According to Rju Bahadur Pandit Hari Eishen Kaul (Chapter IV, para. 132 (a) of the Censos Report of 1911)1
the acknowledgment of the supremacy of Brahmans, whose claims to superiority ate btsied on birth alone, is "»r^
by lower Hindu castes only.
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Taking the religions social aspect of Hindtrian into consideration,

we can say that in order that a person may be called a Hindu, he should be a
native of India and not of foreign descent, acknowledge the supremacy of Brah-
mans, or, at least, refuse to kill or harm kine, and belong to a recognised Hindu
caste.

90. The census returns comprise Hindus of various beliefs and diverse Deta!tioB

races who may or may not be conadered Hindus according to many orthodox vota- pa-
ries of the micient reli^on. The sole criterion adopted for the purposes of the census

was to treat every person as a Hindu who did not profess to belong to any
recognised religion such as Islam, Christianity, etc. The definition is defective in

the sense that it brings within the pale of Hinduism aU members of the depressed

classes who do not conform to the doctrines of any particular religion. In

the matter of their customs and usages these classes are usually governed by the

religions prevailing in the locality where they are found. It is a well-known fact

that Chuhras and Chamars have no objection to eating beef in villages where
the Muslim element reigns supreme, but not so in Hindu tracts. The formal
adoption of the Hindu religion by these low castes does not improve their social

status. They are looked down on by their Hindu neighbours. No Brahman
ministers to them. They are not allowed to enter Hindu places of worship, and
they are supposed to cause contamination by touch. The^^definition of the term
Hindu migH be improved if we admit a third class of castes, comprising

“
un-

touchables ” who are in the transitional stage, and show them as professing no
specified religion.

91. The inset map illustrates the local distribution of Hindus, who con- locbJ ate

atitute more than one-third of the population of the provinces. tilDwiw.

The most' distinctively Hindu districts belong to the Himalayan Division,

where Hindus amount to 94 per cent, of the population. Hindus represent a
majority, 60 to 79 per cent, of the population, in the Delhi Province and in the

districts and States of the Southern Punjab, the percentage rising in the Kohtak

district to 82 per cent. In the central districts and States of the Punjab their

number varies between 20 to 40 per cent. The proportion of Hindus steadily

diminishes as we proceed westward, and the m inimum 5 per cent., is reached in

the Attock district.
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rtatton. 92. The statement in the margin shows the relative strength of Hindus
in every ten thousand of the popula-
tion of the provinces at the last five

censuses, and gives the rate of variation

per cent, during each decade. The
number of Hindus has increased since

1911 by 4 per cent., but their propor-
tion has declined from 3,628 to 3,566
per 10,000, which means that they have
not advanced as rapidly as the followers

of other religions. The explanation of
this comparative stagnation during the
past decade is foimd chiefly in the small
of increase exhibited by the Himalayan

Oensas.
Population
in every
10,000.

Variation per cent, of the
total Hindu population

during the decade.

1881 4,384

1891 4,408 -H0*7

1901 4,179 -f2-7

1911 3,028 -15-2

1921 3.566 -1-4-0

perrontape

Variation
per cent,

since 1911.

Indo-Gangetic Plain West -1-7-2

m
Himalayan +8

Suh-Himalayan .

.

North-West Dry Area .

.

-t-9-4

and Sub-Himalayan Divisions which contain more
than half of the Hindu population. The figures are

given in the margin. The other causes which seem
to have hampered the growth of Hindus are : (1) con-
version of large number of Chuhras to Christianity,

(2) the separation of Sikhs from the ranks of Hindus,

(3) the effects of influenza on the districts of Gurgaon
and Rohtak, both mainly Hindu, and, possibly,

(4) the evil effects of child marriage and enforced

widowhood.
The Chuhras have always been considered as the chief disturbing element

in the return of rebgions in the Punjab
on account of the flexibility of their reli-

gion. Special instructions were issued at

the present census to return all Chuhras
who did not profess Christianity or Islam
as Hindus but in spite of these precau-
tions, the figures in the margin show that
Hindus have lost 81,229 Chuhras. Chuhras
are found throughout the provinces and
there is no reason to bebeve that

they did not multiply, fari passu, with
the rest of the popiilation. Taking the
increase (5'7 per cent.) shown by the
net calculated loss suffered by Hindus in

Chuhras amounts to 90,704 persons. The above loss seems to be due partly to

real conversions to Christianity, which shows an abnormal increase in the number
of its Indian followers, and partly to the registration of Chuhras as Mazhabi Sikhs.

There is no sharp line of distinction between Sikhism and Hinduism, and it was
due to this that in 1911, 44,000 persons described themselves as Sikh-Hindus.

The change in the political atmosphere of the Punjab during the past decade

has led Sikhs to separate themselves from the ranks of Hindus with the result

that very few persons returned themselves as Sikh-Hindus at the present census.

It seems probable that many Sikhs who were classed as Hindus at the former

oensus have returned themselves as Sikhs at the present one. Again, the districts

of Gurgaon and Rohtak suffered heavily from the ravages of the influenza epi-

demic in 1918. The death rate from influenza in these districts was estimated

us 123 and 96 per mille, respectively. The percentage of Hindus to the total

population in Rohtak and Gurgaon is 82 and 67 respectively. It is also some-
times argued that the prevalence of early marriage and enforced widowhood
have made the Hindus less prolific than other communities, but the evidence for

such belief requires careful sifting. The growth of the Hindu population has

been largest in the North-West Dry Area (9’4 per cent.) which contains a large

proportion of Musalmans, while the Himalayan Division which is exclusively

Hindu shows a *7 per cent., increase only, though both the areas were affected

more or leas equally by influenza and recruitment for the great war.

Beligion.

Actual number ol

Chuhras, Musallh
and Mazhabis.

(-Minciva-e

1911.
1

1921.

— ) decrease.

Hindu 789,915 708,686 -81,229

Musalman .

.

393,718 374,945 -18,773

Sikh 73,160

1

106,70 E

i

-f33,549

population at

!

large, into account, the
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In this connection I am indebted to Mr. H. L. 0. Garrett, I. E. S., who,

during a part of the war was stationed as Recruiting Officer in Ludhiana, a central

Sikh district, for some interesting observations. Mr. Garrett writes :

—

“My experience during 1917 and 1918 in Ludhiana and the adjacent territories was

that there were a large number of families of the Hindu Zamindar class of which those

members who had enlisted in the Army had, as a matter of course, become Sikhs. Those

who in the ordinary course of events would have stayed at home did not do so. When,

as a result of the intensive recruiting at the later stages of the war, the latter were

induced to join up, they too became Siklis. This developed into any ordinary Hindu

of the zamindar class being taken by Sikh Recruiting Officers on condition of his becoming

a Sikh. I have no figures by me but I know from memory that it was almost a daily

occurrence for—say—^Ram Chand to enter our office and leave it as Ram Singh—Sikh

recruit. So much so that the local Hindu Recruiting Committee protested that their

returns were being adversely affected. It would be worth while enquiring from other

ox-Racruitiug Officers whether such was their experience, but my colleague, Mr. Crump,

and myself often commented on the matter and both agreed that the Sikh returns at the

next census would be affected by it. It would further be interesting to ascertain how far

these converts have relapsed after their brief period of military service. Conversion on

other than military grounds just before the war was not common. I have seen allusions,

quoted in the Introduction to my new Edition of Cunningham’s History of the Sikhs, to

the apathy of the Khalsa on the subject.
”

93. It bas been stated that Hinduism includes monotheists, polytheists

.and pantheists. The explanation to this variety of rehgious beliefs and social sects,

practices is generally based on the theory that the ancestors of Hindus were im-

migrants from Central Asia, and that Hinduism, which was originally a pure

and simple creed, has had to compromise with the Animism of the population,

amongst whom it spread by accepting several of its godlings and superstitions.

The explanation, however, loses some force on account of the probable absence of

any organised missionary activity, among the Hindus, at the early stage of their

history. Moreover, compromise implies selection and rejection and the existence

of some agency entrusted with the duty of the selection. As a fact, however, we
find that Hinduism has exercised very little selection, and that it practically covers

all the behefs and customs which prevail amongst the tribe who are included within

its pale. Again, the very theory which forms the basis of this line of argument has
been doubted by a learned Indian Scholar*, who has shown that there is no expres-

sion in the Vedas reminiscent of a foreign homeland, such as is likely to be met
with in the hterature of an immigrant race. According to this authority the

higher forms of Hinduism are evolved from the lower ones, rather than other

way about. This argument is now generally accepted by educated Hindus and
affords an explanation of the origin of certain social customs. If this view is

accepted Hinduism will have developed on rather imusual lines. In other re-

ligions the line of evolution seems to have been from polytheism to monotheism,
but in Hinduism it was probably from polytheism to the higher pantheism.

It is very difficult to trace the growth of sects in Hinduism. As pointed
out above it has no settled creeds which are obligatory on every Hindu. It does
not prescribe any uniform standard for the innumerable sects and castes which
bear its name. However, there are three ways of salvation recognised by the
Hindu rehgious philosophers, namely, the. way of knowledge, the way of faith

and the way of service, and the two broad divisions into which Hindus can be
divided seem to have sprimg up from the difference in the relative importance to

be attached to these three ways. The followers of the great Philosopher Sankara-
eharya mamtain, that the Supreme Being is the only Reality and that the

phenomenal universe is Maya, and that salvation comes only from the realisation

of this fact. They give, in other words, a subordinate position to faith and service.

The followers of Ramanuja, Madhva and Vallubhacharya refute the doctrine of

the non-reahty of the phenomenal universe, and lay more stress on faith and
service than on knowledge. The Hindus may be divided as pointed out in para.

164 of the Punjab Census Report of 1911 into (1) the followers of Vaishnava,

(2) the orthodox grihastis, (3) the uneducated masses, (4) the followers of reformers
whose doctrines do not conform to the principles of either school of thought, and
(5) saint worshippers. The sects which fall under these groups are fully des-
cribed in the Pimjab Reports of the previous censuses, and need no further remark.

• Referred to on page 406 of the Indian Year Book for 1918.
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94. The figures of sects returned are given in the margin according to the
system of grouping adopted in 1911. Near-
ly 84 per cent, of the Hindu population in

the provinces has been registered under the

head “Sanatan Dharm.” The word ordi-

narily means orthodox Hindu, but what
particular form of doxy is to be considered

orthodoxy is not clear. The phrase is

chiefly used in opposition to the Arya
Samaj, and in all probability denotes the

number of persons who were averse to the

use of the term “ Arya.” Thus the figures

under the head Sanatan Dharm include

a large proportion of persons who are

Hindus by religion, but are unable to
define their sects exactly. Sects of low
caste come next in importance. The figures

indicate that most of the members of the

depressed classes stiU follow their own
“ Gurus ” and it is onlyjby the expansion
of the term “Hindu” that they are brought
within the pale of the ancient religion. The
Aryas, or followers of the Vedic Dharm,
rank third (2‘63 per cent.) in numerical
strength.

Other important entries are Sarwaria

(88,837) or Sultani, the worshippers of the-

great Saint Siiltan Sakhisarwar, who settled

down and practised austerities in the

country round Multan
;

Kabir Panthi

(40,505), the followers of Kabir, a pupil of

Ramanand, who was bom in 1440 A. D.
and whose mission was generally directed

against idolatry ;
Panjpiria (27,363), the

worshippers of five saints which every
worshipper is at liberty to select for him-

self: Kalu Panthis (21,257), the followers

of Kalu Bhagat, a waterman (kahar) by
caste, who according to one version

Secta. Punjab. Delhi.

1. Old Sects :

(o) Religions Orders

—

Boiragi 4,41)'! 353
Udasi 2,66] , ,

Faqir 10,606 . •

Sanyasi 1,381 . .

Jogi 2,238 412
Gorakh Panthi 1,216 61

(6) Saint Worshippers

—

Dadu Panthi 374 12

Gugapir 1,812
Kabir Panthi 37,111 9,394

Kalu Panthi 21,257
Kamabansi 5,471 .

Pabaji 5,347 .

' Panjpiria .

.

27,363 A

Rai Dasia .

.

14,490 12,668

Ram Raya 201 .

Sewak Darya 4,073 .

(e) Orthodox Hindus

—

Sanatan Dharm 7,385,196 276,923

. Sects Worshipping
MdSALMAN SAINT3 IK
ADDITION TO THEIB OWN
Gods

—

Sarwaria 88,837 . .

Shamsi 394

. Sects op low Castes

—

Balmiki 221,027 77
Lai Begi 437,295 12,696

Bam Dasia 239,869 130

Balashahi .

.

3,330 ••

. Reformers

—

Arya 210,872 12,281

Brahmo 298 7
Der Dharm 3,597 , ,

Nanak Panthi 9,716 7
Radha Sawami 2,710 402

. Miscellaneohs

—

(a) Miscellaneous Sects .

.

20,481 112

(6) Castes returned as sects 20,429 16

. Unspecified 11,396 ••

^ Sects Analogods to
other Religions 4,196

was the disciple of the Sikh Guru, Arjan, and who according to another, received

supernatural powers from an ascetic who gave him his Gvdri (cloak). The
fi^es under the head “ Miscellaneous ” include Sansis, Bawarias and others who
really profess no religion.

95. The marginal table indicates the changes in the figures of the minor
sects under the five main heads
since 1911. The increase percent,
in the number of the adherents of

the old faith is slightly more than
the increase shown by the Hindu
population of the provinces. The
apparent increase (283’9 per cent.)

in the number of Fakirs since 1911

is probably due to the inclusion

of a number of Bairagis, Sanyasis,

Jogis and others under the generic

term “fakir ” at the present census.

There has been a remarkable in-

crease in the number of persons
classed as Namabansis from 972 to
5,471 :but of this increase an ex-

planation cannot be offered. The
figures, however, suggest that
most of the minor sects are gradually

losing ground, probably on account

Sects. 1911. 1921.

Van-
ation

per cent.

ALL SECTS 8,773,621 9,125,202 4-4-0

1. Old Sects .

.

7,388,24f 7,825,027 4-5-9

(a) Religious Orders 27,326 23,335 — 14-6

Bairagi 7,126 4,760 —33-2
Udasi 2,03! 2,661 4-31-01

Fakir 2,763 10,606 4-283-9

Sanyasi 5,652 1,381 —75-6
Jogi 7,33{ 2,650 -63-9
Gorakh Panthi 2,41f 1,277 -47-1

(6) Saint worshippers 345,318 139,573 -59-6
Dadu Panthi 1,324 386 —70-8

Gugapir 4,85{ 1,812 -62-7

Kabir Panthi 89,254 46,505 -47-9

Kalu Panthi 36,406 21,257 —41-6

Namabansi 972 5,471 -f-462-9

Pabuji 6,226 5,347 -14-1

Panjpiria .

.

77,686 27,363 —64-8

Rai Dasia .

.

106,776 27,158 —74-6

Ram Raya 2,001 201 -90
Sewak Darya 19,821 4,073 —79-5

(e) Orthodox Hindus 7,015,606 7,662,119 4-9-2

Sanatan Dharm 7,015,606 7,662,119 4-9-2
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SeoU. 1911. 1921. aUoa
per cent.

2. Sects woeshippino
Miksauiah SAJBTS tE
ADDPnOS TO THEIB OWE
Gods 232,415 89,231 -61-6

Sartruia .

.

230,988 88,837 —61-5

Siamsi 1,425 394 -72-4

3. Sects of low oasibb .

.

961,311 914,424 -6-8

Balmiki 315,674 221,104 -30-0

Lalbegi 466,172 449,991 -3-5

Ramdasia .

.

199,465 239,999 +20-3

Balashabi

.

3,330 +100

4. Bbfobmbbs. 130,195 239,890 +84-3

Arya 100,783 223,153 +121-4

Brahmo 700 305 —56-4

Dev Dharm 3,094 3,597 +16-3

Nanak Panthi 21,756 9,723 —55-3

Badhasawami 3,862 3,112 —19-4

5. Misokllabeows

—

(a) Miscellaneous sects 10,126 20,593 +103-4

(6) Castes returned as sects 17.715 20,445 +15-4

6. Unspeoifted 1,643 11,396 +591-5

7. Sects asalooods to
OTHEK BEUOIONS 11,964 4,196 —64-9

of the spread of education among
the masses. The decrease in the
number of Panjpirias and Rai
Dasias is striking. It is difficult to

suggest causes for the fall in the

number of Panjpirias, but the loss of

Rai Dasias seems to be due to the

absorption of Chamars into Aryas.

The number of persons registered

under the head “ sect worshipping

Musalman saints” has gone down by
61‘6 per cent., as the result of the

tendency on the part of the Hindus
to withdraw themselves from the in-

fluence of the Musalman pirs. The
decline in the strength of the sects

of low caste illustrates the process of

conversion which has been thinning

their ranks during the decade. The
discussion of the figures of Aryas,

Brahmos, and Dev Samajists will be

found in the following paragraphs.

96.

ment founded by Swami Daya Nand Saraswati who inculcated monotheism and

proclaimed the infallibility of the Vedas. The Aryas accept the Vedas as Divinely

revealed and are opposed to idolatry. They also favour social reforms, such as

the abolition of the custom of early marriage and the introduction of widow

remarriage. In other words their aim is to purge Hinduism of what they consider

later accretions. A fuU description of the tenets and rules of the sect is given in

the Punjab Census Reports of 1891 and 1911, and needs no addition.

The strength of the members of the Samaj has been steadily increasing

from 1877 when the Samaj was founded. In 1891, the adherents of the Samaj

numbered 14,030 (8,103 males and 5,927 females). In 1911 the total number of

Aryas was found to be 100,846 (57,956 males and 42,890 females). In 1901

separate statistics for Aryas were not prepared and hence the number cannot be

ascertained. The number now rewrded under one or the other of the following

denominations :—Arya, Vedic and Vedic

Dharni is shown in the margin. The
increase in the number of Aryas seems to

be largely due to the new process of prose-

lytisation known as Shuddhi introduced

by the members of the Arya Samaj. The
majority of the converts are drawn from

Aqras
VedieDl

Arya3 returned in

Punjab and Delhi as

Persons.

j

Males.

1

Females.

Scots of Hindus 223,153 124,852 98,301

Sects of Sikhs 15

[

8 7

Total 223,163 124,860 93,308

converts from Hinduism to Christianity or Islam and the reclamation of the

depressed classes. The theory of the submergence of caste in the Arya community
appeals most to the lower classes, who look to the new system to raise their social

status and to put them on the same footing as the higher classes. The conclusion

is not inconsistent with the change in the numbers of persons who returned their

caste as Aryas in 1911 and 1921. In 1911 only 213 persons were recorded as

Aryas by caste while in 1921 the number returned under this head is shown in

Table XIII (caste or tribe) as 50,884. The latter number probably includes a

considerable number of low castes, who were allowed to return their castes as

Arya, as the result of the efforts of the Shuddhi Sabha, Hoshiarpur, and of the

Arya Prati Nidhi Sabha, Punjab.

The followers of Vedic Dharm have been registered in all the districts and
’ States of the provinces except the following ;

—

Dujana, Bashahr, Jubbal, Loharu, Bilaspur and
Suket. The districts where the Samaj has made
great headway are noted in the margin. Rohtak
is the only district which for the first time figures

in the census records as the centre of the Arya-

Movement. The caste which has supplied the

largest number of Aryas in this district is that of the
Jat (23,995).

District.
Number of

Aryas.

Bohtak 27,089
Eamal 13,312

Lahore 12,254
Gurdaspnr 36.643

Sialkot 34,946

Delhi 12,281
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97. The number of Brahmos returned in both the provinces is 305, or 395
less than in 1911, a fact which indicates that the movement is losing ground.

The actual number, however, cannot be taken as showing the extent to

which the doctrines have ceased to attract fresh recruits. Aa noticed in 1911
Brahmos are not considered as outcastes from Hindu society, and find no difficulty

in stepping back to the folds of orthodoxy, and thus the progress made, from time
to time, in the numerical strength of the body is

counteracted. Again, with the spread of English

education and the inculcation of social reforms

which formed the chief aim of the Samaj, the

modernist Hindu feels no necessity to separate

himself from the ranks of his co-religionists and
enrol himself as Brahmo. Those who stiU declare

themselves as Brahmo come mostly from towns,

as appears from the statement drawn up in the

margin for districts of the Punjab. The castes from
which the members of this sect are chiefly recruited

are Brahman (82), Khatri (74), Arora (37), Ghirath

(18), Ahir (12) and Jat (10).

There are three sections of Brahmos, viz., the Adi Samaj, the Nababidhan
Samaj, and the Sadharan Samaj. The Adi Samaj condemns idol worship, but
favours the maintenance of the caste system so far as it does not conflict with
religious beliefs. It practically adheres to the doctrines preached originally by
Raja Ram Mohan Roy, the founder of the Brahmo Samaj. Its members style

themselves Theistic Hindus, the chief difference between them and other Hindus
being that they are Monotheists. The Nababidhan Samaj which owes its origin

to Keshab Chandra Sen is less conservative and more eclectic. They consider

the scriptures of other religions as sacred as well as their own. The most enlighten-

ed and advanced section is Sadharan Samaj, which discards caste distinctions

and advocates the raising of the status of women.
98. As is well Imown, this Samaj was founded in 1887 by Shri Pandit

Sattyanand Agnihotri who is also called “ Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan ” and “ The
Dev Atma.” He declared that his life mission was to bring the reign of Truth
and Goodness into this world by bringing changes into the minds and heart of

mankind. When Shri Dev Guru Bhagwan proclaimed his life mission he had a
sincere belief in the existence of “ God,” which he received from his ancestors,

and this belief he held for about 12 years thereafter. But with the gradual evolu-

tion of his attachment to the ideals of Truth and Goodness, he found this belief

to be entirely groundless, and renounced it in 1894, just as he had done in the case

of various other beliefs which he had acquired from his early surroundings. A full

account was given in the last census report to which the reader is referred for

complete information regarding the teaching and development of the Samaj.
The Samaj has done very useful work during the decade in the spread of

moral and literary education among the masses and the introduction of many
social reforms. As many as 5,156 persons are reported to have pledged them-
selves to refrain from one or more such evils as dishonest deabng, bribe-taking,

theft, repudiation of debts and deposits, gambling, and the use of intoxicants.

Scores of persons are said to have made reparation of wrongs (Hani Parishodh)

in various ways. In 1917 the Government made over to the Dev Samaj for

reformation two settlements of criminal tribes in the Sialkot district. The efficient

management of the Dev Samaj claims to have brought about remarkable changes
in the lives of these notoriously criminal people. On the literary side the
Samaj has opened 16 new schools, one High school for boys, 4 schools for the de-

pressed classes, 4 schools for criminal tribes, 3 Primary and one Middle school

for boys, and 4 Primary and IVIiddle schools for girls, during the last 10 years.

The special characteristic of these schools is that along with intellectual education,

moral training is imparted in them. A new college named the Ramsukh Das
College has recently been opened at Ferozepore by an esteemed member of
the Dev Samaj, Shriman Gowardhan Das, B, A., Valdl, High Court, in memory
of his father.

The total number of Dev Samajists in the provinces who returned their
religion as such at the census was 3,597, as against 3,094 in 1911. The districts

Distiicta.
Urban
Area.

Rural
Area.

Lahore 167 4
Simla 24
Montgomery .

.

15 7
Hissar , , ,

.

16 2
Sheikhnpnra .

.

13 , ,

Rawalpindi .

.

10
Sialkot 8
Bohtak 5 3
Ambala 4
Gujranwala .

.

4 , ,

Gujrat 1
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and States registering the largest numbers are Ambala (778), Ferozepore (358),
Sialkot (140), LyaUpur (406), Patiala (428) and Bahawalpur (1,493). There is,

however, reason to believe that the number of followers of this Samaj is much
greater than appears from the census returns. Thus in Lahore which is the
centre of the movement the number has fallen from 133 to 71, which suggests a

E
ossible want of accuracy of the returns. Again in the Delhi Province none has
een returned under this head—a very questionable result. The members of the

Samaj belong to a number of different castes, the most strongly represented being
Bania, Arora, Jat, Bawaria, Khatri, Saini and Brahman.

Section VI.—Sikhs.

99. It is very difficult to define Sikhism because it is not sharply divided
from Hinduism as regards religious beliefs. The Sikhs, hke the Hindus, believe si^
in the transmigration of the soul, the law of Karma, and in the three modes of

attaining union with the Supreme Being. The faith owes its origin to Guru Nanak,
who flourished in the latter half of the 15th century of the Christian Era. Guru
Nanak preached that there is only one true God, he condemned idol worship,

proclaimed the futility of pilgrimages, and declared that the path to salvation

lies through good deeds combined with devotion to the Supreme Being. Thus
Guru Nanak strove not to found a separate religion as a revolt from Hinduism,
but to reconcile the ancient beliefs with the purer creed. Sikhism continued to
exist as a pacific cult till about the end of the seventeenth century when the
political tyranny of the Musalmans, and the social tyranny of the Hindus convert-

ed it into a militant creed. The momentous change was accomplished under
the direction of Guru Govind Singh, the tenth and the last of Gurus. His teach-

ings did not effect any material change in the Sikh creed so far as religious princi-

ples were concerned, but he tried to organise the Sikhs into a separate nation,

and with this object ordained on them the observance of certain rules of conduct,
and insisted on a definite ceremony of initiation (Pahol). The Sikh believer was
required, besides accepting the religious doctrines of the earlier Gurus, to wear
long hair and refrain from smoking. These two distinguishing features were taken
as a standard for judging between Hindus and Sikhs at the Census of 1891. The
rule was retained at the Census of 1901.

The difficulties experienced in the practical apphcation of the definition

led to its modification in 1911. In 1911 the statement of the persons enumerated
regarding religion was accepted without question. The same rule was repeated

at the present census because the term “ Sikh ” includes not only those who
follow the ordinances of Guru Govind Singh, i.e., Kesdharis, but also Sahjdharis.

Both sections accept the tenets held by the Gurus and embodied in the Granth,

and being strict monotheists repudiate the authority of the Vedas.

100. The local distribution of Sikhs is illustrated by the map Panted
below. More than half the total population of Sikhs in the Punjab and Delhi

”
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provinces lives in the Indo-Gangetic Plain West where they represent 18*3 per

cent, of the population. The four chief centres of the Sikh population are Ludhi-

ana and Amritsar in the British Territory, and Faridkot and Patiala among
Punjab States. In the Ludhiana district their relative strength is 415 per

milLe of the population, while Amritsar, which is the most important centre of

Sikh religious activity, has 388 Sikhs to every 1,000 of population. The highest

percentage of Sikhs (44*2) to the total population is met with in the Faridkot

State, and Patiala follows next with 34‘8 per cent. The other districts and States

in which Sikhs are found in considerable numbers are Ferozepore, JuUimdur,

Nabha, Malerkotla and Kapurthala. The Sikh element is fairly strong in

Lyallpur, Gurdaspur, Lahore, Sheikhupura, Ambala and Kalsia. Their pro-

portion in these districts and States ranges between 164 to 139 per miUe. The
smallest proportion (5 per 10,000) is found in Mandi State in the Himalayan Divi-

sion where Hindus predominate. There are no Sikhs in Loharu, Dujana and
Pataudi States,

Variation, 101. The variation in the strength of Sikhs from one census to another

is shown in the margin. It will be observed that

Sikhism has made a very marked advance since

1881. The Sikhs now number 226,331 souls more
than in 1911—an increase of 7‘8 percent,—^whereas

Musalmans and Hindus have increased only 5'5 and

4 percent, respectively. Sikhs have made the greatest

advance (9’8) per cent, in the Indo-Gangetic Plain

West where their proportionate numbers, shown
in the Subsidiary Table II appended to this Chap-
ter, has risen since 1911 from 1,808 to 1,834 per

10,000 of the population. The reason for this relatively more rapid growth of

Sikhs during the last decennium undoubtedly lies in the realisation by the Sikhs
of the fact that their religion is quite in-

dependent of Hinduism, and the conver-
sion to Sikhism of many of the depressed
classes who formerly swelled the ranks
of Hindus. The districts and States in
which the largest increases in the num-
ber of Sikhs have occurred are shown in

the margin. The closer examination of

the figures reveals that Hindus have de-

creased in the districts and States which
show a high percentage of increase among
Sikhs. Statistics of conversion are not

available but the figures of Sikh
Chuhras and Mazhabis registered in

the districts of Ferozepore and
Amritsar suggest that untouchables
are being fast absorbed into Sikhism
as the result of the efforts of the
Sikh preachers. The other contribu-

tory causes are possibly the fre-

Variation pee

Actual CENT. IN

Cenans. I number Total
of S.khs. Sikhs. popu-

lation.

1881 .

.

1,706,163

1891 .. 1,849,371 +'8-4 +10-1
1991 .. 2,1( 2,896 + 13-7 +6-3
1911 .. 2,883,729 +37-1' -2-2
1921 ..|

1

3,110,06( +7-8 +5-7

District or State.

Vaeiation pee cent.
SINCE 1911 IN

Sikh. Hindu.
lotal

popula-
tion.

Jullundur + 17-(i -7-7 -1-2 ’5

Ludhiana + 13-9 +3-2 •+9-7

Ferozepore + 15-3 +11-9 -hi 4-4

Amritsar + 13-C -3-4 -h5-5
Gnrda-par + 13-7 —8-9 + 1-8

KaKia +28T -61 -h2-6
Faridkot +20-3 +3-3 -hi.'i-e

Kapurthala .

.

+18T -4-9 +60

Hindu,
i

Musalman. Sikh.

District.

1911

j

1921 1911 1 1921 1911

i

1921

Ferozepore
Amritsar

91,033

97,347
99,269]

85,336
13,263

984

I

4,221

34

1

3,546

6,360

13,529
14,125

quency of widow remarriage, less disparity in^he ages of husband and wife and
consequently a higher birth-rate. Separate vital statistics for Sikhs are not available

so that these causes cannot be examined in detail.

o-owth oi 102. The history of the Sikh religion shows that till the time of the 9th
SikB seots. Sikhism was never treated as a separate religion and its followers were not

regarded as belonging to an alien religion by Hindus, A new form of baptism was
introduced by Guru Govind Singh, which laid the foundation of a new sect in the
Sikh religion. The Guru explained the doctrines of his new Khalsa religion to
the Sikhs who were invited to attend the great Bisakhi fair at Anandpur in the
year 1699. Thus “since the time of Baba Nanak, Charanpahol has been customary.
Men drank the water in which the Gurus had washed their feet, a custom which
led to great humility

; but the Khalsa can now only be maintained as a nation
by bravery and sldU in arms. I now institute the custom of baptism by water
stirred with a dagger, and change my followers from Sikhs to Singhs or Lions.
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They who accept the nectar of the Pahol shall be changed before your very eyes

from jackals into lions and shall obtain empire in this world and bliss hereafter.

Let ail embrace one creed and obliterate differences of religion. Let no one deem
bimaelf superior to another. Let none pay heed to the Ganges and other places

of pilgrimages. Let men of the four castes receive my baptism, eat out of one

dish, and feel no disgust or contempt for one another.” The Gtiru ordained that

his followers should wear the following articles, viz., Kes (long hair), Kanga (a comb),

Barpan (a sword), Kachh (short drawers), and Kara (steel bracelet). Those who
did not accept the Guru’s baptism were termed Sahjdharis, thus splitting Sikhism

into two broad divisions (1) Khalsas, (2) Sahjdharis. The tenth Guru when
hard pressed by the Emperor Aurangzeb settled himself in Nadiar (Hyderabad

State) where he happened to baptise one Madho Das, a Bairagi ascetic. Madho Das,

known also as Banda, was recognised by Sikhs as their leader on the death of the

Guru. He proclaimed himself as the eleventh Guru and reintroduced the old

custom of “ Charanpahol,” and baptised a large number of Sikhs in this form.

A majority of the Sikhs, however, did not accept the change and the result was,

that four sub-sects arose in the Khalsa religion, viz., (1) Sikhs, (2) Mazhabi

Sikhs, (3) Tat Khalsas and (4) Bandia Khalsas.

The other important sub-sects of Khalsa are Akalis and Kukas. The
word “ Akali ” literally means a God worshipper. Opinions differ as to the

foundation of this sect. Some say that Ajit Singh was its founder, while others

trace its growth to Guru Govind Singh’s days. The blue dress of the AkaH is

said to have been suggested by a piece of blue cloth preserved by Guru Govind
Singh in memory of his troubles, as a remnant of the dress which he wore in imi-

tation of the robe of a Musalman saint, when he tried to escape from the Anand-
pur Fort, where he was besieged by the Mohammadan Army. The sect cf

Akalis has long been known as a militant organisation. Their headquarters

were the Akal Bxmga at Amritsar, and they claimed the leadership of the

Khalsa.

The Kuka sect was founded by one Bulaka Singh, an Udasi, of Hazro in

the Attock District. The doctrines were preached after the death of the founder

by Ram Singh, a carpenter of Ludhiana district, who declared himself an incar-

nation of Guru Govind Singh. The Kukas differ from ordinary Sikhs in the

manner of wearing the turban, and in carrying a necklace or woollen cord, divided

into knots which serve as beads for prayer. They may be regarded as a puritani-

cal Sikh sect. In addition to these sects there are two principal ascetic orders,

namely Udasi and Nirmala. The Udasi sect was founded by Baba Siri Chand,

the son of Guru Nanak, who is alleged to have been a born Yogi. Siri Chand
was not installed on the Gaddi after the death of his father, but he was recognised

as a leader and prophet by the Udasis, who refused to acknowledge Angad, who
was elected to succeed Nanak, as a Guru. Under the leadership of Siri Chand,

Udasis gathered enormous strength and formed themselves into a purely ascetic

order. The Udasis are not uniform in their outward appearances. Some wear

long hair, some have matted locks, while others shave their head and beard. The

Nirmalas allege that their order was founded by Guru Nanak himself.

103. The statement given in the margin shows the numerical strength of
~

I

” the different sects returned in the pro-
Kesdhan. Sahjdhan.

yinces Under the two main divisions—
,— — Kesdhari and Sahjdhari. It will appear

that Kesdhari constitute the bulk of

Hajuri .. .. 246,384 1.613 Sikh population, t. 6., about 92 per

2311̂ i.
cent, of the total population of the

Nihang !! .. Sikhs. The Sahjdharis represent 7 per
^
4

’

53^
cent, of the Sikh population. The dis-

Ram Da^ia .. . . loisGh 209 tricts where their number is largest are

*'601 Montgomery (36,845), JuUundur (29,282)

Sirwaria !! .. 14,2-)! 2,383 and HoshiarpuT (23,492). The remaining

;; ;;
^^^*776 " ee cent, is made up of the sects

Uflspecified . . . . 1.992,386 209,770 analogous to other religions and miscel-

Totai . 2 ,876,320 228,598 laneous sects, Sadhu (575), Nirmala (112),

;

Narankari (21), Gulab Dasi (74), Baba
Kalu (87). Bedi Sodhi (61), Garib Dasi (5), Baba Gurditta (2), Nam Dev (7), Kabir

Panthi (22) and Amraoti (16). Among Kesdharis thvs Tat Khalsas, Ehizuris,

Strensth ot
Sikh sa^
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Variation
la Sects.

and Nanak Panthia occupy prominent positions. The Patiala State being a Sikh
State has the largest percentage of Tat Khalsas. The term though originally

designed to denote the followers of Guru Govind Singh in opposition to the Bandia
!^alsa, seems to have lost its historic significance, as the word Kesdhari is con-
sidered comprehensive enough to include the staunch disciples of Guru Govind
Singh. It is for this reason that we find that in Amritsar, which is the principal

centre of the Sikh rehgion, Sikhs have registered themselves under the general
head “ Kesdharis.” Hazuris are both Sahjdharis and Kesdharis, the number
being 246,384 Kesdharis, and 1,613 Sahjdharis. Hazuris follow the behests of
Guru Govind Singh, and the appellation (as described in para. 219 of the Punjab
Census Report 1911) is used for those who have been initiated at Hazur
Sahib, in Hyderabad, Deccan, wimre the tenth Guru breathed his last. The
Nanak Panthis number 22,486 ^sdharis, and 14,179 Sahjdhaiis. Etymolo-
gically the term covers all Sikhs, because the faith owes its origin to Guru Nanak,
but in its popular sense it designates those persons who have not particularly

attached themselves to the tenets of other Gurus. The only sect worth noticing
under the head Sahjdhari is “ Sarwaria.” The distinguishing characteristic of
the adherents of this sect is that they do not eat Jhatka meat.

The variation in the different sects since 1911 is worked out in the
marginal statement*

104.

Seeta.

Stbehgtj

1911.

I OF Sects,

1921.

Varia-

tion per
cent.

All Sects • • 2,883,729 3,110,06C: 7-8
Kxsdbabis 8,408,014 2,876,32( 19-4
Govind. Slugh ,

.

107,827 42,678 -60-4
Haznri 287,548 246,.‘?84 -14-3
Mazhabi • • 726 2Ml 217-5
Nihang • • 4,270 3,964 —7-4
Kanak Panthi • • 99,601 22,481 -77-4
Panjpiria • • 10,372 4,591 -55-7
Uam Uasia 8,106 10,668 30-4
Ram Rai •

«

20,686 60 f -97-1
Sarwaria • • »

•

63,206 14,26! —73-2
Tat Khalsa « • 344.»68 631,2 9( 54-4
Udasi »

•

879 771 -11-7
Unspecified 1,466,030 1,992,301 35-9
.Sahjshabis 450,823 228,598 —49-3
Hazuri 6,044 1,616 -73-3
Nanak Panthi 176,036 14,17! -91-9
Radhasawami .

.

424 378 —10-8
Ram Rai .

,

5,890 — lCC-0
Ram Uasia 2,206 20! -90-5
Sarwaria 25,88C 2,386 -90-8
Udasi 591 61 -88-8
Unspecified ,

,

. . 233,752 209,771 -10-3
Misceljaneous ,

.

,

.

17,559 1,812 -89-7
Sects AKALooors to other religions • • 7.333 3,331 —54’o

In 1911, there were
2,048,014 Kesdharis

;

there are now2,876,320,
of whom 1,992,386 re-

corded themselves as

such without mention-
ing any sub-sect. The
Sahjdharis now aggre-

gate 228,589 as against

450,823 in 1911. Thus
compared with 1911
figures Kesdharis
show an increase of
19’4 per cent, while
Sahjdharis present a
loss of 49'3 per cent,

in their respective

strengths.

The abnormal in-

crease in the number
of Kesdharis seems

to be mainly the result of accretion from the ranks of Sahjdharis and Hindus.
The conclusion is borne out if we com-
pare the figures of Kesdharis and
Sahjdharis for districts and States which
show the largest decreases in the
strength of Sahjdharis. The figures are

noted in the margin. It appears that
the separatist movement, which was
held largely responsible in 1911 for the
increase in the number of Sikhs and
for a corresponding decrease in the
followers of Hinduism, has done a good
deal during the past decade in popu-
larising the tenets of Guru Govind Singh.
The activities of Khalsas in spreading
their religious doctrines were first

Distnct or City.

Sabjohaei. Kesshabi,

1911. 1921. 1911. 1921.

Ambala 12,052 6,009 82,333 91,429
Hoshiarpur 48,499 23,494 85,354 109,375
Jullundur 42,177 29,282 133,718 176,838
I.udhiana 17,020 5,597 189,520 230,124
Perozepore 15,247 5,113 246,325 297,647
Amritsar 6,140 1,568 246,757 285,436
Gurdaspur 9,674 5,46< 111,383 132,092
ISiaikot 16,690 6,046 65,1 61 68,498
Lyallpur 24,875 7,986 121,276 152,827
Kapurthala 12,516 7,148 41,759 56,926
Malerkotla 3,729 349 17,287 21.479
Patala 67,163 7,532 465,119 514,774
Jind 1,152 85 21,414 27,932

observed at tire end ot the 19th century when a Singh Sabha was organised in
Amntsar City. Its members were then reported to be busy, not only in the city,
but also in rural areas, inculcating the principles of the Sikh faith and urging the
necessity of a separate rehgious and political existence. A new movement was
started by the Tat Khalsa between the years 1905 and 1912, which established a
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central institution called the “Chief Khalaa Dewan.” The objects of this Associa-

tion are fully described on page 157 of the Punjab Census Report, and need not be
recapitulated. It had its branches in nearly all districts and States of the Punjab,

and its scope was limited more or less to social and rehgious organisation and
reformation. It is due to the untiring zeal of the members of this religious body
that the Tat Khalsa show an increase of 54'4 per cent., whereas other minor sects

have lost their separate existence. The third association which is of recent birth

is known as “ Sharomani Gurdawara Parbandhak Committee.” It is an un-

registered body and its aims and objects are declared to be (1) to arrange for the

management of the Sikh Shrines in accordance with the principles of Sikhism and
Panthak Jathedari, (2) to introduce and maintain the Guru doctrines in all the

Gurdawaras, (3) to provide, if necessary, and to make 'arrangements for the

imparting of religious and moral education. The Committee chiefly represents

the Akali sects, but has received support from Sikhs generally in its campaign
for the control of Sikh shrines, in which it has attained a considerable measure of

success.

Section V.—Christians-

105. The map printed below shows the local distribution of Chris-

tians. There are now 346,259 Christians in the provinces, or 13 per mtZfe of chnstisDsu

of the total population. Of these 7*6 per cent, belong to European and allied

races, 1’4 per cent, are Anglo-Indians, and 91 per cent. Indian Christians.

Nearly half the total number of Christians are found in the districts and States

of the Indo-Gangetic Plain West, chiefly in Gujranwala, Lahore and Sheikhupura,

where their proportion per ten thousand of the population ranges between 448 and
411. Next in importance comes the Sub-Himalayan tract which contributes

more than one-third of the total Christian population of the proArinces. The
districts of this tract in which they are chiefly settled are Sialkot and Gurdaspur,

where they constitute 7 and 4 per cent., respectively, of the poprilation. The
districts in the North-West Dry Area which contain a fair proportion of Christians

are Lyallpur, Shahpur and Montgomery. Proportionately the greatest number of

Christians is found in the Simla district (84 per cent.), and the smallest in the

Dera Ghazi Khan district (1 per 10,000) in Bril^h Territory. No Christian was
returned in Dujana, Pataudi, Jubbal and Loharu States.
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Variation. 106. The Christian community has almost doubled itself during the last de-

cade. While in 1911 there were 199,751

Christians in both the provinces, the

number now registered is 346,259, or 73’3

per cent, more than in 1911. The inset

table gives the variation exhibited by the

different racial sections of the Christian

population since 1911. There has occur-

red an actual decrease in European Christ-

ians which is probably due to the reduc-

tion of the British Army in India, and to

diminished commercial activity. As
would appear from the figures noted in

the margin, the decrease is mostly con-

fined to the districts containing Military

Cantonments. It may also be possibly

due to some extent to the partial re-

Race or Nationality. 1911. 1921,
Variation
per cent.

AU races 199,751 346,259 73-3

Europeans and allied

races .

.

32.278 26,313 -18-5

Anglo-Indians. 3,479 4,915 41-3

Indian Christians 163,994 315,031 921

Decrease

District. 1911. 1921. in
strength.

Ambala 5,914 1,403 4,811

Jullundur 1,285 764 521

Ferozepore 2,098 1,224 874
Lahore 4,796 3,847 949
Sialkot 2,287 1,800 487
Rawalpindi .

.

7,054 6,226 828

placement of Europeans 3y Indians in b<

The increase in the number of Anglo-Indians, as compared with 1911, is,

in all probability, partly due to some Anglo-Indians who recorded themselves as

Europeans at the last census, having returned themselves imder their proper

designation, and partly to a growing tendency among Indian Christians to pass

themselves off as Anglo-Indians. The above mentioned facts are proved by the

increase registered in Anglo-Indians in the age group 30 and over, which is

502, or more than one-third of the total increase shown by this community within

the last ten years.

The great rise in the number of Indian Christians between 1911 and 1921
affords a striking indication of the increase in missionary activity during the

decade. In 1881 the total number was 3,796. In 1891 Indian Christians

numbered 19,547, and a decade later the number rose to 37,980. The increase

since 1901 has been more than maintained, and the present census shows
315,031, or an increase of 311,235, since 1881,

The districts and States in which Christianity has made the greatest develop-

ment during the decade are named in the
margin. 'Hie increase in Hissar, Rohtak
and Karnal districts is due mainly
to the zeal and activity of the Methodist
Episcopal Mission. In Kapurthala the
increase appears to be the work of the
Punjab Mission of the American Presby-
terian Church. In Gujrat and Amritsar
the Church of Scotland Mission, and the
Church Missionary Society have done

useful work. In Montgomery several missions are reported to have brought
about the result, the chief among them being the Associated Reformed Presby-
terian jVIission.

District or State. 1911. 1921. Absolute
increase.

Hissar 273 1,024 751
Rohtak 334 10,033 9,699
Kamal 982 3,320 2,338
Kapurthala .

.

107 1,100 993
Amritsar 4,763 12,773 8,010
Gujrat 570 2,373 1,803
Montgomery 581 104,008 9,827

strength of

sects.

107. Detailed figures for the Christian sects are given in Imperial Table

Sect. Punjab. Delhi.

Abyssinian 1

Anglican Communion 63,437 5,937
Armenian 107
Baptist 1,378 1,178
Congrogationalist .

.

31
Greek 3
Lutheran 36 3
Methodist
ilinor Protestant Denomina-

33,039 2,985

tion 6,631 145
Presb

3rterian 133,956 107
Protestant (Unspecified) 16,484 560
•Quaker 1

Roman Catholic .

,

38,215 2,010
Salvationist 38,118 5
Syrian 26
Sect not returned ,

.

1,4.36 390

XV, and the totals for the provinces are

noted in the margin. The Presbyterians

constitute the bulk of the Christian

population of the Pimjab, representing

40 per cent, thereof. Out of 134,063
followers of this sect found in both
the provinces, 1,349 or 1 per cent, are
Europeans, 110, or less than 1 percent,
are Anglo-Indians, and 132,604, or 98
per cent, are Indian Christians. They
have been returned from all the districts

of the Punjab, notable exceptions
being the Hissar, Rohtak, Gurgaon,
Multan, Muzaffargarh and Dera Ghazi
Khan districts. The districts where
they are found in over-whelming majority
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are Lahore, Sialkot, Gujranwala, Sheikhupura and Montgomery. Anglicans

come next in poiat of numerical strength to Presbyterians, numbering 69,374,

of whom 26 per cent, are Europeans, 4 per cent. Anglo-Indians, and about

70 per cent. Indian Christians. The districts where they are most numerous be-

ing Lahore (11,376), Gujranwala (10,287) and LyaUpur (10,045). Roman Catholics

rank third, their number being 40,225. Of these 12 per cent, are Europeans, 4

per cent. Anglo-Indians, and about 84 per cent. Indian Christians. The important

centres of the mission are the Sialkot and LyaUpur districts. The number of

Salvationists is almost equal to that of Roman Catholics, there beiug 38,123

persons of whom 38,091 are Indians, the balance representing the number of

European Officers in charge of the mission work in the Punjab. The largest

number of Salvationists is found in Gurdaspur (16,334), LyaUpur (8,755) and
Amritsar (6,112). Methodists number 36,044 of whom 35,667 are Indians, 331

Europeans and 46 Anglo-Indians. They are confined mostly to the districts of

Lhe i?^bala and Lahore Divisions of the Punjab. Other important sects are

Abyssinian (1), Armenians (107), Congregationalists (31), Greek (3), Lutheran (39),

Quaker (1), and Syrian (26).

The sects included under the heading “ iVIinor Protestant Denominations ”

are the American Church of God Mission (3,944), Brethren in Christ Mission (17),

Church of Christ Mission (1,456), Church of India (11), Mennonite jMission (123),

and Seventh Day Adventists (1,165).

The entries which did not indicate any particular set of beliefs or where

the word “ Protestant ” was only put down in the column for sects, were included

in Unsectarian or Unspecified Protestants.” The detail is given on the title

page to Table XV.
108. The figures of Christian sects for 1921 are compared with those vaiiation ia

of 1911 in the margin. There has been
since 1911 an important increase in the
strength of all sects except Greek, Lu-
theran, and Quakers, the slight decrease in

which seems to be due to the absence of

missionary organisation. Anglicans have
increased from 53,427 to 69,374 or 29’8

per cent. The number of Europeans,
however, returned under this head is com-
paratively small, being 18,471, a decUne
of 3,778 as compared with the figures of

1911, and the increase is made up of 638
Anglo-Indians and 19,087 Indians. The
decrease among Europeans is due to the
causes discussed in paragraph 106 above.
The districts which have sho'wn the largest

increases are Lahore (5,906), Amritsar
(2,937), Sialkot (2,557) and Delhi (3,987).

Decreases have taken place in the dis-

tricts of Ambala (2,546) and Rawalpindi
(963). Armenians now aggregate 107 as against 12 in 1911. Baptists have
increased by 1,216 during the past decade. The number of Europeans, however, has
fallen from 186 to 127, but the niunber of Anglo-Indians and Indian members of

this sect has increased from 1,154 to 2,429. Increases have occurred mainly in Delhi
and in the Ambala district and Patiala State. Congregationalists show an
increase of 6, and Greeks a decrease of 15. The number of Methodists has risen

from 12,850 to 36,044, an increase of 180'5 per cent. An increase has occurred
among Indian Christians, chiefly in Rohtak (9,267), Lahore (5,613) and Gurdas-
pur (2,159). The high percentage of increase imder Minor Protestant Denomina-
tions” is due to the inclusion in this sect of 3,944 persons, who returned
themselves as members of American Church of God Mission. The strength of

Presbjderians has increased by 39,024 or 41’1 per cent. Notable increases have
taken place in Jullundur (1,875), Lahore (9,626), Gujranwala (9,100) and
Montgomery (3,471). Their number has fallen in the districts of LyaUpur
and Shahpm by 2,141 and 4,541, respectively, owing to the emigration of
Indian Christians from these districts to the newly colonised districts of Mont-
gomery and Sheikhupura. Roman Catholics have increased during the last ten

Sect. 1911. 1921.

Percentage
of varia-

tion 1911
to 1921.

All Denominations 199,697 346,259 73-4

Ab3’ssinian 1 100-0

Anglican Communion .

.

5M27 69,374 29-8

Armenian 12 107 791-7

Baptist 1,340 2,556 90-7

Congregationalist 25 31 24-0

Greek 18 3 -83-3

Lutheran .

.

115 39 —66-1

Methodist 12,850 36,044 180-5

Minor Protestant Deno-
minations .

.

1,479 6,776 358-1

Presbyterian . . .

.

95,039 1,34,063 41-1

Protestant (Unsecta-
nan) or (sect not spe-

cified) .• 930 17,044 1732-7

Quaker 3 1 -66-7

Roman Catholic 15,847 40.225 153-8

Salvationist .

.

18,073 38,123 110-9

Syrian (Jacobite) I 26 2,500-0

Sect not returned 538 1,846 243-1
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Jain.

BBddliist.

ParsL

Jew.

In'eOnite
beJjU.

years, by 24,378, or 153-8 per cent. Towards this increase Anglo-Indians

have contributed 507, and Indian Christians 25,360. The number of European

members has gone down from 6,310 to 4,821 or 23-6, per cent. The

districts in which the largest number of converts have been secured are

Sialkot (7,003), Montgomery (3,424) and Lyallpur (7,685). Salvationists

have added 20,050 persons to their number since 1911. The increase is chiefly

represented by Indian Christians. The number shown under “ Sects not retumed”^

and “Unspecified Protestants ” is larger than in 1911 in spite of every effort

to obtain as correct a return of the Christian Sects as possible. Missionary

societies were asked to give slips to their converts showing the name of

the Church to which they belonged so that uneducated Indian Christians might

know what entry they should make, but the result was not satisfactory.

Section VI.—Minor Religions.

109. Jainism was originally a sect of Hinduism, and even now the boimdary

line between the two religions is indeterminate. Jains are still regarded as a

recognised section of Hindu Society, and consequently many Jains returned them-

selves as Jain Hindus in spite of clear instructions to the contrar}^ There are

now 46,019 Jains in these Provinces, or 756 less than in 1911. The decrease

seems chiefly to be due to some Jains having recorded themselves as Hindus.

It is also possible that they are not so prolific as other constituents of the popula-

tion owing to their living in towns, being engaged in sedentary occupation, and

abstaining from nourishing food, such as meat and eggs. Nearly half the total

number of Jains in the Punjab are settled in the districts of the i^bala Division,

chiefly in Hissar, Rohtak and Kamal. There are 4,698 Jains iu the Delhi Pro-

vince' principally belonging to the Bania class. Other districts and States of the

Punjab which possess a fair number of Jains are Patiala (3,249), Sialkot (2,147),

Ludhiana (1,796), Jind (1,548), Amritsar (1,375), Ferozepore (1,211), and Hoshiar-

pur (1,079).

There are two main sects of Jains, known as Digambars and Swetambars.

The important sub-sects are Dhundia and Sathanakwasi. About 44 per cent, of

Jains are Digambaris, and 53 per cent. Swetambaris of all kind. 3 per cent, did

not return any sect and were grouped under the head “ miscellaneous.”

110. Of 5,918 Buddhists enumerated, 3,019 belong to the Kangra district

and 2,052 to Bashahr State. The rest are distri-

buted in the districts noted in the margia. Their

number has decbned from 7,690 to 5,918 since 1911,

and the decrease is shared chiefly by the Kangra
district (873), and Bashahr State (636). The de-

crease in the Kangra district may be due to migration, but in the Bashahr State

the loss seems to be part of the general decrease of 3 per cent, in the population.

111. The number of Parsis acconiing to the recent census is 598 or 8*4

per cent, less than in 1911. They are generally

immigrants from Bombay and their principal

occupation is trade. The districts and States in

which their strength is more than 10 are noted in

the margin. The decrease in their numbers since

1911 seems to be due to migration.

112. The Jews, very few of whom are domiciled Indians, have decreased

from 54 to 36. They have been chiefly recorded in Lahore (13), and Delhi (17),

where Government Ofiices and Military Cantonments are located.

113. The term includes all those persons who did not profess to belong
to any rebgion, but returned themselves as Atheists, Agnostics, etc. At the
previous census they were included among Christians, but now they have been
excluded from the Christians in Table VI, and shown separately imder the instruc-

tions of the Census Commissioner. Their number is 15 of whom 12 are Europeans,
1 Anglo-Indian, and 2 Indians.

Ambala 5
1

Shahpur 2

Simla 20
1

Nahan 10

Ferozepore 6 Bi laspur 76
Lahore 170 Chamba 541

Amritsar 5 Patia'a 3

Gurdaspur 3 Delhi 6

Ambala
S.mla
Ludhiana
Ferozepore
Lahore
Amritsar

.SO

36
19
15
179
58

Gurdaspur
Sialkot

Rawalpindi
Multan
Patiala

Delhi

12
27
41
47
21
72
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I. General distribution of the population by religion. II. Distribution by districts of the main religions. III. Christians,
Number and Variation. IV. Religions of Urban and Rural Population.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

General distribution of the population by religion.

Actual
Religion and Locality. number

in 1921.

itUSALMAN .

.

Indo-Gangetic Plain West
Himalayan
Sub-Himalayan
North-West Dry Area

HINDU

Indo-Gangetio Plain West
Himalayan
Sub-Himalayan
North-West Dry Area

Himalayan
Sub-Himalayan
North-West Dry Area

Indo-Gangetic Plain West
Himalayan
Sub-Himalayan
North-West Dry Area

;buddhist .

.

Indo-Gangetic Plain West
Himalayan
Sub-Himalayan
North-West Diy Area

PARSI

Indo-Gangetic Plain West
Himalayan
Sub-Himalayan
North-West Dry Area

Indo-Gangetic Plain West
Himalayan
S'lb-Himalayan
North-West Dry Area

12,955,141

4,491,914
77,425

3,587,246
4,798,526

SIKH 3,110,060

Indo-Gangetic Plain West .

.

2,189,193
Himalayan 7,610
Sub-Himalayan 570,759
North-West Dry Area 342,498

CHRISTIAN .

.

346,259

Indo-Gangetic Plain West .

.

153,424

* Nora,—There being no entries in the earher decade, no comparison is possible.
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CHAPTER IV.

SUBSmiARY

Distribution by districts

District or State and Natural Division.

I

Number per 10,000 or the

Hindu. Musalman.

1921.
1

1911.
1

1901.

!

1891. 1881. 1921. 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881.

1 2
1

^
1

^ 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

PUNJAB AND DELHI 3,56« ! 3,627 4,179
1

4,408
1

4,384 5,063 5,075 4,922 4,739 4,758

PUNJAB 3,50fi
!

••
1

i

5,105 ••

Indo-Gangeiic Plain West (Total) 4,241
j

4,344 4,864 5,028 4,894 3,764 3,759 3,742 3,658 3,690

Indo-Gangetio Plain West (Punjab) 4,137 i 3,800 , ,

1 . Hissar 6,71f 6,730| 6,969 7,073 6,798 2,644 2,716 2,584 2,565 2,730

2. Loharu Slatt 8,718 8,699| 8,703 9,000 8,888 1,273 1,291 1,289 1,000 1,103

3. Rohtak 8,152 8,320
]

8,463 8,467 8,470 1,619 1,590 1,454 1,448 1,436

4. Dujana Siate 7,794 7,911 7,603 7,747 7,731 2,206 2,089 2,395 2,253 2,269

0 .
Gurgaon 6,747 6,53f 6,692 6,803 6,844 3,180 3,378 3,250 3,138 3,094

6. Pataudi State 8,339 8,2451 8,335 8,328 8,109 1,601 1,708 1,618 1,609 1,841

7. Kamal 6,917 6,954 1 7,060 7,310 7,286 2,843 2,812 2,733 2,511 2,508

8. Jullundur 2,978 3,3091 4,011 4,197 4,284 4,457 4,452 4,588 4,556 4,542

9. Kapurthala State 2,055 2,291 2,979 2,985 3,282 5,644 5,673 5,673 5,691 6,660

10. Ludhiana 2.387 2,540 3,997 4,286 4,448 3,400 3,404 3,oU5 3,494 3,457

11. Malerkotla State 3,668 3,219i 4,956 5,277 2,277 3,537 3,647 3,513 3,546 3,465

12. Ferozepore 2,789 2,853; 2,913 2,844 2,592 4,394 4,362 4.472 4,567 74

13. Faridkoi Stale 2,563 2,869 2,864 2,875 2,830 2,975 2,848 2,882 2,988 2,992

14. Patiala State 4,281 4,006 5,514 5,953 5,008 2,203 2,184 2,23S 2,223 2,190

15. Jind State 7,616 7,737 7,516 8,112 8,430 1,404 1,381 1,373 1,353 1,371

16. Nabha State 6,084 5,079 5,389 5,832 5,102 1,927 1,849 1,965 1,924 1,916

17. Lahore 2,260 2,100 2,378 2,527 2,092 5,724 6,044 6,174 5,999 6,487

18. Amritsar 2,200 2,404 2,744 2,787 2,939 4,559 4,642 4,639 4,556 4,626

19. Gujranivala 1,629 1,907 2,241 2,409 2,064 7,106 6,740 7,028 6,890 7,337

20. Sheikhupura • 1,640 •• 6,325 * • • • • •

Himalayan 9,450 9,453 9,460 9,470 9,474 445 430 453 443 459

21. Nahan State 9,429 9,405 9,469 9,531 9,578 459 434 473 395 377

22. Simla 7,331 7,387 7,509 7,580 7,551 1,534 1,480 1,654 1,602 1,615

23. Simla Bill States 9,545 9,492 9,541 9,629 9,574 5ll 320 337 325 364

24. BiVispur Stale 9,796 9,832 9,805 9,836 9,854 159 151 164 154 146

25. Kangra 9,428 9,413 9,407 9,378 9,409 500 504 516 .
520 53t)

26. Mandi Stale 9,801 9,835 9,785 9,836 9,837 187 155 183 158 159

27. Suket State 9,871 9,880 9,877 9,907 9,865 121 107 122 92 132

28. Chamba State 9,198 9,293 9,335 9,343 9,361 742 644 652 608 592

Sub-Himalayan 2,666 2,736 3,309 3,506 3,617 6,144 6,119 6,062 5,867 5,880

29. Ambala 5,431 5,516 6,252 6,104 6,482 3,019 2,974 2,950 2,911 2,850

30. KaUia State 5,014 5,480 5,750 5.843 6,149 3,555 3,366 3,263 5,U57 2,944

31 . Hoshiarpur 5,395 5,428 6,099 6,040 6,104 3,119 3,068 3,162 3,249 3,219

.32. Gurdaspur 3,037 3,391 4,048 4,201 4,362 4,962 4,878 4,928 4,863 4,752

33. Siaikot 2,324 2,474 2,786 3,315 2,957 6,190 6,174 tijUlo 6,120 6,617

34. Gujrat 759 663 924 951 1,051 8,612 8,729 8,738 8,797 8,816

35. Jhelum 730 670 872 834 1,034 8,866 8,840 6,867 8,910 8,768

36. Rawalpindi 1,005 884 927 939 1,050 8,257 8,362 8,632 8,661 8,667

37. Attock t 511 380 9,091 9,088

Nobth-West Dry Area .

.

1,423 1,358 1,784 1,691 1,632 7,895 8,000 7,901 8,159 8,268

38. Montgomery 1,328 1,248 2,372 2,432 1,966 7,188 7,467 7,215 7,245 7,749

39. Shahpur 1,142 1,058 1,306 1,338 1,400 8,280 8.330 8,449 8,462 8,487

40. Mianwali i 1,284 1,064 1,182 . . 8,623 8,787 8,754

41. Lvallpur J 1,853 1,803 2,638 6,074 6,113 6,120

42. Jhang 1,496 1,424 2,103 2,024 1.642 8,332 8,195 7,803 7,8^5 8,270

43. Multan 1,505 1,554 l,879i 1,943 2,026 8,218 8,167 8,025 7,981 7,897

44. Bak iwa’pur State .

.

1,407 1,403 1,591 1,385 1,592 8,285 8,381 8,297 8,410 8,375

45. Muzalfargarh 1,229 1,197 1,287 1,328 1,279 8,679 8,691 8,632 8,600 8,638

46. Dera Ghazi Khan .

.

1,140 1,072 1,170 1,291 1.285 8,834 8,906 8,803 8,671 8,676

DELHI 6,609 7,140 7,409 7,501 7,511 2,904 2,612 2,428 2,345 2,328

Indo-Qanoetic Plain West 6,669 7,140 7,409 7,501 7,511 2.904 2,612 2,428 2,345 2,328

1. Delhi 6,669 7,140 7.409 .7.501 7,511 2,904 2,612 2,428 2,345 2,328

Note,

—

• Sheikhupura figures for 1911, 1901, 1891 and 1881 are

t Attock figures for 1901, 1891 and 1881 are included in Jhelum

Mianwali and Lyallpur figures for 1891 and 1881 are not
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TABLE II.

of the main religions.

1891. 1881. 1921.
I
1911.

25 26

809 822

1,266 1,368

285 416

2 5 3
1 , , 2
6 7 6

568 574 4T7

712 906 641
960 1,069 875
719 699 663
976 909 879
470 445 397
332 250 129
254 249 190
346 310 217

291 143 91

412 321 280
243 198 111
62

1,112

93
”

90 ”88
66 45 38

111 205 29
80 71 82
21 35 37

4 6 15

4 6 15
4 15

included in districts of Lyallpnr, Gujranwala, Lahore and Sialkot.

and Rawalpindi Districts.

aTailable,
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE HI.

Chritiian, Number and Variation.

Indo-Ganqbtio Plain Wesb
(Punjab) . . . J

1. Hissar
2. Loharu Stale

3. Rohtak
4. Dajana State

5. Gurgaon
6. Palaudi State

7. Kamal
8. Jullundur .

.

9. Eapurthala State .

.

10. Ludhiana .

.

11. Malerkotla Stale

12. Ferozepore
13. Faridkot State

14. Patiala Slate

15. Jind State

16. Nabka State

17. Lahore
18. Amritsar .

.

19. Gujranwala
20. Sheikhupura*

Himalayan

21. Nahan State

22. Simla
23. Simla Hill Statee

24. Bilaapur State

25. Kangra
26. Mandi State

27. Suket State

28. Ohamba State

Sub-Himalayan

29. Ambala
30. Kalsia State

31. Hoshiarpur
32. Gurdaspur
33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat
35. Jhelum
36. Rawalpindi
37. Attockf

North-West Dby Abba ,

.

.38. Montgomery
39. Shahpur .

.

40. Mianwaii:): .

.

41. LyallpurJ ..

42. Jhang
43. Multan
44. Bahavoalpur State

45. Muzaffargarh
46. Hera Ghazi Khan

DELHI§

Indo-Ganoetio Plain Wbs'
1. Delhi

Note—’Sheikhupura figures for 1881, 1891, 1901 and 1911 are included in those of Gujranwala, LyaUpur and Sialkot.

fFigures of 1881, 1891 and 1901 are included in Jhelum and Rawalpindi Districte.

jPigures of 1881 and 1891 are not available.

§ Figures for Delhi province as now constituted are not available for previous censuses.

00

O'J
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f <JHAPTBR IV. BXTBSIBIABT XABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Religions of Urban and Rural Population.

Ntjmbbe peb 10,000 OF Ueban Population Number per 10,000 of Bubal Population
WHO ABE WHO ABE

Natural Division.

Hindu. Musalman. Christian. Jain, Sikh.

IHIHH

Jain. Sikh.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

PUNJAB 4,021 5,060 205 83 628 3,446 5,110 124 9

I.—Indo-Gangetic Plain West 4,156 4,888 145 99 709 4,134 3,629 119 18 2,100

n.—Himalayan 7,178 1,846 672 27 262 9,526 398 4 1 36

III.—Sub-Himalayan 3,482 5,381 399 103 633 2,584 6,221 180 3 1,012

IV.—North-West Dry Area .. 3,793 5,689 123 9 385 1,236 8,069 117 •• 578

DELHI 5,726 3,768 289 127 87 8,230 1,472 246 46 5

I.—Indo-Gangetic Plain West 5,726 3,768 289 127
i

.1

87 8,230 1,472 246 46 5
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Age.

SECTION I.—THE AGE RETURNS.

114. Instructions to eniimeratois. 115. The actual ages returned at the Census, and comparison with
1911. 116. Comparison of Punjab (unselected). English (selected) and American (unselccted) longevity.

117. The “Stationary” Population. 118. Persons over 40 years of age in various castes.

SECTION II.—\TTAL STATISTICS.

119. Births and Deaths. 120. Ratio of female to male births. 121. Deaths in the Punjab, 1 867—1921.
122. Deaths in Punjab Jails.

Section I.—The Age Returns.

114. The Instructions to enumerators which were printed on the cover of

the enumeration book state “ Column 7 (age)—Enter the number of years each
person has completed. For infants less than one year, enter the word ‘ infant.’

”

The actual procedure adopted appears to have introduced at least 4 classes or

cases. These were

—

(1) Cases in which the person questioned gave his age at a figure which
appeared reasonable to the enumerator.

(2) Cases in which the given age seemed improbable, and the enumerator
then either put down the age estimated by himself or questioned

some of the bystanders.

(3) Cases in which the person questioned gave two alternative ages^

almost always differing by an even number, and the enumerator
was left to make his own choice between them.

(4) Cases in which the enumerator questioned a third party, usually

the head of the house, as to the ages of his family and, where, often

the enumerator had no means of applying even the roughest check
to the replies given.

Though the manner of obtaining the record of ages for entry in the census
schedules, was thus, in itself, responsible for heterogeneity, it is doubtful whether
any systematic procedure, vith the material at present available, would produce
any betterment of the returns. To record only the ages given by the persons
questioned might make the returns even more inaccurate than they are. To .

record only the ages as estimated by the enumerators would certainly lead to
large errors due to “ personal equation.” Possibly a definite instruction to the
effect that where two ages are given {e. g., 20 or 22 years, 60 or 70 years) the mean
age, or the whole number next below the mean age, where the mean is a fraction,
might help to limit the individual initiative of enumerators : but even this would
be unlikely to lead to any appreciable improvement. The difihculties in the way
of obtaining anything approaching the actual age-distribution of the population
are thus almost insuperable, and no surprise need be felt at the abandonment
by the actuary (Mr. Acland), at the 1911 Census, of the task of graduating the
female returns, which are more entangled than even those of the males.*

115. If we look at a histogram shovdng the frequency of the age-groups
returned in the Punjab for each year of age, it must be admitted that it resem-
bles the forest of factory chimneys of some big industrial town, rather than the
falhng outline of some smooth hill, whose curves swing easily down to the plain.

The outstanding chimneys are placed where those whose ages (at the last
birthday), are recorded as a multiple of ten. The secondary chimneys are those
for ages which are multiples of five, though that for age 25 actually overtops
that for age 20, both for males and females. Smaller, but stiU prominent smoke-
stacks arise at ages 12, 22, 32, 42, 52, 62 and 72, and so on down to the ages which
terminate with a seven or unity, represented by the smallest of elevationa.t

*No doubt as life insurance operations extend, it will be possible to get a clearer view of the age-distribution,
but tliis can hardly help matters for many years to come. In the meantime the annual vital statistics might well
contain the recorded deaths by each year of age, as this, with the recorded number of births, after correcting
for the effects of migration, would allow of an independent calculation of the age-distribution.

tilr. Acland in commenting on the preference for certain digits in the unit place to express ages, puts the order
of preference as 0, 5, 2, 8, 6, 4, 3, 7, 1, 9.

v o . r-

In the Punjab the order would agree with this for the younger ages, but in the higher ages 9 is preferred in
the unit place to either 7 or 1. The rejuctance of an old man to enter a new decade might account for this pheno-
menon, if it is not the result of random sampling.
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Truly over all these statistics of age hangs a dense curtain of fog and murkiness
produced by those tall smoke-belching chimneys.

Diagram 35.

The great irregularity of the data is illustrated by the above diagram, which
shows the recorded ages for each year, for males. The data for females are very
similar, possibly due in part to the fact that the women’s ages are very largely,

if not wholly, the ages which the men select for them, and they naturally tend
to choose the same ages for their womenfolk as they do for themselves.*

As so much uncertainty attaches to the age-distribution figures, it is of

little use discussing them in detail imtil they have been graduated by the Govern-
ment Actuary, and as his Report on the Punjab figures will not be available till

after this Report has gone to press, the remarks made must not be interpreted

as expressing any conviction on my part.

|r For form’s sake I have had the age figures doubly smoothed by Bloxam’s
method, smoothed again by curve-drawing, as was done in 1911, and then given

a final smoothing by adjusting the second differences. The results, which are

exhibited in the diagrams on the opposite page, have a spurious appearance of

validity, which is, in reality, quite illusive. One obvious defect from which the
curves suffer is that they do not possess any points of inflexion, so that they differ,

in this respect, from some properly constructed tables. For example, the Punjab
Life Table, P Males, for 1911, has a point of inflexion at 38 years, the Agra and
Oudh Tables for 1911 for Males and for Females, have points of inflexion at 29
and 28 years, respectively, while the American Experience Table has two points

of inflexion.t
^

*In this connection it is noteworthy that according to Knibbs (page 112 of Appendix A to the Census of the

Commonwealth cf Australia 1911) “ inaccuracy of statement is more marked amongst Ine males thart amongst

females." The argument is based on the ratio of the recorded to the adjusted number of persons for each age unit.

tJIakeham’s law I = which is often used for graduating life-tables, leads to a curve with two

points of inflexion, and there is no reason so far as I am aware, if the force of mortality at different ages varfes

enough, why there should not be several such points even in a “stationary ” population. If there are more than

2 points of inflexion, Makeham’s law will be, pro ianlo, unsatisfactory.
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Diagram 36.

DIAGRAH SHOWING THL AGt DISTRIBUTION OFIOO.OQQ MALtl

BY ANNUAL PtRlOOS AS SMOOTHED ARITHMETICALLY BYTHE
BLCXAMS METHOD

THt ClOtVE drawn BT free HAND
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The observed numbers in the age-groups, and the smoothed values per

100,000 males, are reproduced in the statement below :

—

Statement showing the age-distribution of 100,000 males by annual periods and their

smoothing by Bloxam’s method from Subsidiary Table I, Chapter V.

Age.
Xuiubt r iK-r

1 00,000 males

.

i

1

l-iret smoothing
;

(Bloxani). .

Second -smoothing
(Bloxam).

Final smoothing
from curve and
adjusted differ-

ence.s.

IJ 3,583 3,583 3,o83 3,807

1 1,670 2,488 2,872 3,379
2 2,210 2,;546 2,764 3,207

3 2,517 2,477 2,617 3,045
i 2,752 2,725 2,722 2,921

o 3,227 2,848 2,798 2,807

0 2,921 3,014 2,889 2,712
7 2,825 2,925 2,889 2,626
8 3,344 2,932 2,899 2,550
9

’

] 2,309 2,724 2,810 2,474
10 3,269 2,902 2,729 2,408

11 1,874 2,-569 2,607 2,341

12 3,713 2,519 2,533 2,283
13 1,681 2,323 2,399 2,226
14 2,059 2,353 2,284 2,169
15 2,288 2,233 2,132 2,112

16 ^ ^
* 2,024 1,992 2,055 2,055

17 1,111 1,758 1,917 1,998

18 2,477 1,941 1,840 1,941

19 888 1,659 1,743 1,884

20 ' * 3,203 1,852 1,700 1,827

21 .. 616 1,505 1,6.55 1,770

22 .. 2,074 1,545 1,684 1,713

23 743 1,714 1,623 1,665

24 1,087 1,803 1,652 1,617

25 4,051 1,549 1,646 1,669

26 1,059 1,648 1,612 1,522

27 805 1,515 1,532 1,475
28 1,240 1,545 1,539 1,436

29 420 1,401 1,492 1,398

30 4,303 1,585 1,472 1,360

31 239 1,414 1,425 1,322

32 1,724 1,415 1,422 1,284

33 384 1,312 1,323 1,246

34 426 1,386 1,261 1,208

33 3,788 1,088 1,196 1,170

36 609 1,105 1,178 1,132

37 234 1,089 1,126 1,103

38 466 1,222 1,146 1,074

39 352 1,127 1,150 1,045
40 4,448 1,189 1,152 1,016.

41 136 1,123 1,066 988
42 545 1,101 1,001 960
43 134 789 908 932
44 242 802 838 904
45 2,886 726 773 876

46 204 772 805 848
47 165 778 831 820
48 361 949 881 792
49 274 931 911 764
50 3,739 974 936 732

51 114 922 844 704
52 384 903 757 676
53 99 489 650 448
54 179 495 556 620
55 1,671 .

439 470 592

56 144 452 518 564
57 100 477 562 536
58 166 727 622 508
59 303 717 675 480
60 2,920 737 716 456

61 97 719 628 432
62 200 682 540 408
63 76 283 441 384
64 117 277 346 362
65 926 244 258 348
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Age.
Number jier

100,000 males.

I'litit smoutiiiug Si-

(Bloxain).

cond emoothiii

(Bloxam).

Final smoothing
from curve and
adjusted difier-

ences.

60 , 64 243 277
67 37 241 276 307
6S 7U 281 264 286
6U 107 273 270 267
To 1.128 283 274 249

71 .>» 274 237 230
-.)

88 260 201 211
73 27 93 160 192
74 33 93 121 176
7-7 296 79 87 162

70 21 81 148
77 19 77 97 134
7S 36 119 U2 124
79 13 117 los 114
SiJ o07 117 117 164

SI 13 111 96 97
82 19 111 7b 86
83 7 27 58 i t

84 9 24 40 GS
S.j - 78 21 22 59

80 7 20 22 70
67 4 IS 22 43
sS 3 27 23 38
89 27 24 33
90 111 •t.-, 27 20

91 C 26
i

22 1 27
92 1

4 26 ! 19 27
93 o 9 16 : 23
94 O 9

1

12
:

21
9-5 29

;

8 1

»
1

19

96 ‘•t S
1

S
!

17
97

» •
' >

8 !
8 ! 17

98 «) -
9

1

13
99 4 S i 9 11

lUO "! 2,3 1- 10 i 0
Ov r loo 9 9 i 9 7

The smoothed values for females, and for males and females together,
have been ca,lculated, but are not printed here, as the process adopted, has neither
scientific validity*', nor, apparently, the sanction of actuarial usage.

e may pass on, then, to consider how the recorded ages by years differ
from those given in 1911. Reference may be made to Subsidiary Table XI,
which contains for each year of age the ratio of the number of males, females
and persons per 100.000 as recorded in 1911 to the corresponding figures for
1921. A few salient points may be noticed. In the first place the ratios differ
from unity, sometimes by a good deal, and there is a tendency for the ratios to
be above or below unity for a number of consecutive ages. Thus for ages 4 to
1 1 (inclusive) fewer persons per 100,000 were recorded in 1911 than in 1921 . From
12 to 51 there are more persons in 1911 than in 1921. while from 52 years and
upwards till the age of 85 is recorded, there w'ere again few^er persons in 1911
than in 1921. The possibihty that there is a falling off in 1921 in the preference
for the ages wdiich are multiples of ten is suggested, but on the whole it is
difficult to sa} w^hether the differences m the recorded ages are the result of the
differential birth-rates n and n -i- 1 0 years ago, respectively, or of anv change in
the aptitude for misstatement w'hich is a feature of all age-relations. The question
could only be answered if the number of survivors for each year of age at each of
the last 2 censuses, were calculated directly from the birth ‘returns, andirom the
deaths each year at each year of age. A comparison of the ratio of the number of
survivors so determined with the ratios of the recorded number of persons as
given in feubsidiary Table XI, would show to what extent the variation of the
ratios fiom iimty is a physiological or a psychological characteristic.

tlK- piLcv,-.-. to the data of Uip'’l5br.wt^lt9l'ct^«^^
application of Bloxain's method la to groat that, appi.ving

mitliodin ItMil.thon- i- no ajiiiii ciablo diftVrcmc lx tnA tf
adopting the smoothed leaults reached by the same

hamolookatthe varvin. niXi of birth^W
mortality, to reali^- hoiv imlikely .siu h cunespondenro tiouici he.''

"'

^
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Epsectation^s of Life.

j

Median Expectation,

Punjab Life

Table Males.

Census 1911.

1

British

i

OIBces

,0.^'-^-’^ Table.

(I
i

8-97 :

10 29-08 .->4-30

20
j

22-03 1 45-91

30 19-30 37-37

4(1 15 '63
i

28-9.3

.'.0 12-77*
!

20-90*

116. There are nianv ways of summarising the results of a Life Table,

so as to compare the chances of life of one population with that of another. The
readiest way of doing so is to compare the expectations of life in the two communi-

ties. Two expectations may be made use of, (1) the actuarial expectation, which

is the ratio of the number of persons of age x and over, to the number who reach

age X, or what is the same thing, the average number of years lived by persons

who reach age x
; (2) the median expectation, which is the number of years after

which a person is just as likely to be alive or dead, or, in other words, is that num-
ber of years for which it is an even contingency that a person vdll survive or die.

The following expectations for EngUsh and Punjab lives are given with

the most emphatic warning, that, whereas the

English data are based on the experience of

insured lives in 60 British life-insurance com-
panies from 1863—1893. and are, therefore, selected

lives, the Punjab data (taken from Table P. Life

Table Punjab, Males in the Actuarial Report
on Chapter V, Age. of the Census of India 1911,

Volume I, page 187) are based on unselected

hves, and that the latter are, therefore, subject

to much greater rates of mortality. The figures
—

are given in the margin.

Probably a comparison of the Mortality Table for the Xorth-Eastern States

________________ of America, constructed by Robert Henderson on
the census retunis of 1900 and 1910 of the Xew
England States, the 3 Middle Atlantic States. Xew
York, X"ew Jersey and Pennsylvania.f which ap-

pears to deal wfith unselected;J; lives, may be more
appropriately used for comparative purposes. The
figures for the life table expectation are noted in

the margiii. Striking as the difference is between
the expectations for the Pimjab and for American
lives, one must be cautious in assuming that the

differences of the mean durations of life are real,

in view, particularly, of the inaccuracy of the

Punjab returns ;
though the whole of the

differences could hardly be explained on tins basis.

117. In actuarial language a ” stationary " population is one in which
the numbers of persons entering and leaving each age-group at each moment,
is constant. It corresponds, in fact, to a state of steady flow in hydrodynamics.
In particular, in a stationary “ population the number of births from moment
to moment must be invariable, or, at least, invariable within the limits of the
discrete intervals chosen for the age-groups. This is of course a state of affairs

never realised in population statistics, and until actuarial calculations have formed
this stationary population our discussion of the comparative numbers of per-

sons in the age-groups at different censuses will be of but slender value. We
want, indeed, to trace the history of the persons born each year, and find out how
many of them are alive in each subsequent year. For this purpose we should
keep our eyes on the natural " population, and follow it through all its vicissi-

tudes of migration up to the time of death.

In the table that follows no attempt has been made to allow for the effects

of migration, and the figures quoted are simply the smoothed age-groups, altered

Comparison
o! Punjab
(unselected)

English (se-

lected) and
American
(unselected)

longevity.

Actuaeial Expectation of life in

THE Punjab and in America.

I

Expectation.

A^fe. Punjab Life

Table Males.

Census 1911.

Xorth E.ist-

ern States,

Mortality
Table (1908-

1912).

0 21-23 50-41

10 31-38 51-97

20 20-72 43-30

30 21-00 35-49

40 17*55 27-90

oO 14-1.3 20-70

The
“Stationary

"

Population.

*The values given are thn-e fmaid by iiitcrjiolatiim in the hfe-tables, using first differences only.

tOiveniin page 107 of ” .Mortality La«s and .Statistics ". R. Henderson, Xew York, .John Wiley and Sons.
London, Chapmanand Hall, 191.7. It should be noted that the death ivtums used aic those of the years 1908

—

1912 inclusive.

jXfie terms '^elected" and un,eiected’’ are used heiv in the sense that impaired live.s are c.vi luded oi in-
cluded as the case might be. The actuarial reja.rts on the Proiineial Census figiire.s are based on the ages of
selections of 100,000 or 2U0,0U0 persons out of each province, but this selection has no reference at all to the state
of health of the persons .selected. It is a pure compilation selection.

In the ease of the present 1921 census, the compilation was made for 100,000 of each sex for each of the
2 main religions, Musalman, Hindu and Sikh, the selections lieing made, though not consistently, from the schedules
of those districts in which the particular religious group predominated. Thus Hindus, of both sexes, were .selected

from the Eastern and Western Punjab. Jliisalraans, of both sexes, were taken from the Western and Eastern
Punjab, and Sikhs, of both se.xes, from the t'entral Punjab. .Actually, the .selection was even more strictly local

than even this explanation shows, as, for example. Western Musalmaus were all derived from the -Atto. k district,

whih Eastern Hindus were all chosen from the Kangra district.
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in each census in the proportion requisite to make the total number of persons

equal to the adjusted total population as given in Imperial Table II, for the

Punjab, as at present constituted, and Delhi. The process, though a rough one,

makes a comparison possible between the numbers in the age-groups, in one
census and another.

Smoothed figures by quinquennial age-groups of the total population of

the Punjab and Delhi at the respective censuses. The population figures are

taken from Table II.

Ace -period.

I

1S81. 1891.
1

1901.
1

1911.

1

1921.

Population, Punjab
and Delhi

f

j

21,151,092 23,288,248
i

24,772,034
|

;

i

24,204,814
1

25,589,248

0--4
1

1

3,110,480

1

3,980,358

i

3,^53,335 * 3,667,392
j

3,956,993
5—9

!
2,654,270 3,267,458 3,277,912 ' 3,227,305 i 3,323,874

10--14 2,384,701 2,792,191 2,852,535 ' 2,811,668
1

2,901,795
15—-19 2,125,494 2,435,743 2,502,425 ' 2,493,828

'

2,506,096
dO--24 1,887,024 2,114,936 2,201,956 2,200,435 ! 2,215,916
25--29 1,658,922 1,841,658 1,926,712 '

1,907,044
!

1,952,116
30--34 1,451,557 1,568,379 1,676,489 1,038,102

1
1,688,317

3.5--39 1,264,929 1,306,983 1 ,426,267
!

1,369,160 ! 1,450,898
40—14 1,078,300 1,093,113 : 1,188.556 1 1,124,667

1 1,239,858
45—49

i 912,407 903,006
1

988,378 929,073 1 1,055,198
.50--54 777,620 736,663 ! 800,711

1

733,478 870,538
oo—-59 11 653,2()0 594,083 1 650,578

!
586,783

1 712,259
oO and over

1

1,202,716
1

739,039 1,.303,836 1

1

1,430,283
1

1

1,719,973

Notk —

F

igures against <30 and over have not Irecn smoothed.

From this table we may construct a rough “ stationary ” population and
compare it vith the Table P, for Males, prepared by the Actuary for the Census of
1911.

!

1
1

2 3

i

j

Population in
J

thousands.

!

Adjusted to give

same total as

in Table P.

Actual figures in

Table P.

Ages 0—

4

at

1

Census 1881 .. .. ..
j

1

j

3,110 1 289 318

„ 10-14 >} ,. 1891 .. 2,792 260 ! 239

., 20—24 „ 1901 .. 2,202 204 198

„ 30—34 if „ 1911 .. 1,638 152 155

„ 40—44
if „ 1921 .. 1,240 115 111

1

1

10,982 1,020
1 1,021

The want of agreement between column 2 and column 3 shows how unwise
it IS to proceed to comparisons iiithout ha\fing fully adjusted life-tables at our
command. The difference seems large even admitting that the- comparison is
not in pat i materia, as Mr. Acland s table was, of course, constructed without
the help of the statistics of the 1921 Census, and of the birth and death records
of the last decade.

The last point to be noted in this connection is that the " stationary
population for which the age-group frequencies are given in column 2 above is
that obtained by following the life-history of the persons between 0 and 4 at the
Census of 1881, and observing how many of them are alive at each subsequent
census. This, of course, gives us a death-rate applicable to persons aged 0 in
1881, aged 1 year in 1882, 2 years in 1883, and so on, wliich may be very different

am I
2, and so on, in 1921, or in the decade

1911 to 1921 It w oidcl be wrong, therefore, to apply these results, quite apartfrom their palpable defec^, in deternuning the actual rates of mortality prevailing
at the present moment This of course, is the information, Life Insurance Com?pames want, and for this they must await the publication of the Actuary’s report.
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118. The marginal table shows the number of males and females over 40, Persons orer°
Ti • 1 40 Tears of

... j r i, * 71
various Funiab '

Table showing the order of number of persona pir m'lle over 40 years of age - - •*

in pr.ncipal castes of the Punjab, Subsidiary Table 4, Chapter V.

No. Castes. Class.

• 1921.

No. of persons
over 40 per

mille.

No. of

males.
No. of

females.
1921. 1911.

1 Kanet (H.) Sliddle class hill

tribe.

266 256 261 253

2 Brahman (H.) Higher and well-to-

do.

251 248 251 247

3 Khatri{H. S.) 248 245 24; 235

4 Kashmiri (M.) 23£ 245 241 237

6 Siyad (M.) 244 234 231 231

6 Mughal (SI.) 241 231 23t 230

7 Dagi or Koli (H.) Low class hill trib? 225 244 23Z 245

8 Rajput (H. M.) Higher and well-to-

do.

238 232 235 226

9 Hami (M.) Criminal 258 216 231 205

10 Jat (H.M.S.) Higher and well-to-

do.

23'; 231 234 226

11 Quraishi (M

)

»» • • 238 229 234 228

12 Pathan (M.) • • 238 225 221 226

13 Ahir(H.) 22‘ 223 221 236

14 Biloch (M )
23C 219 225 225

15 Pakhiwara (SI.) Criminal 237 208 223 222

16 Khokhar (M.) lEgher and well-to-

do.

232 211 222 219

17 Sansi(H.) Criminal 238 208 221 218

18 Chamar (H.S.) Labouring 211 208 214 205

19 Teli (M )
212 209 211 209

20 Qasab (SI.) 211 201 206 201

21 Mussali(SI.) Low class 215 186 201 196

22 Bawaria{H.) Criminal 21t 186 201 188

23 Chuhra (H.S.) Low class 203 185 194 186

24 Slahtam (S.) 205 170 188 180

25 Dhanak (H.) 197 169 183 191

26 Mea(M.) l» * * 176 182 179 200

H.=Kindu, M.=Mu3alman, S.=-Sikh.

Average for the Punjab in 1921 of peisons over 40 years per mille

Average for the Punjab in 1911 of peisons over 40 yeara per miUe

and well-to-do classes.

226.
220 .

age in vaii-

Castes, and also a ous eastes.

comparison be-

tween the number
of persons over

40 in the various

castes at the 1911
Census with that

of 1921. On the

face of it, it seems
as if the criminal

and menial {ka-

min) classes had
an early mortality

which left them
with compara-
tively few people

over 40, but
this presumption
would have to be

tested by exclud-

ing the possibihty

of a recent more
rapid increase in

the births of the

criminals and
menials, and also

by examining the

likelihood of these

classes under-

stating their age

more frequently

than the higher

Section II.—Vital Statistics.

119 . The numbers of births and deaths for males and females, the excess Biiths airf

of births over deaths, and the ratio of female to male births and deaths, are given D®^*^**-

for each year since 1881 to 1920 inclusive, in Subsidiary Table XII to this Chapter.

The question of the accuracy of the retfims of births and deaths has been dealt

with by Mr. Middleton in paragraph 25 of Chapter I, and by myself in paragraph

61 of Chapter II, and in Appendix I. My own belief is that there is a serious

amount of omission in both birth and death returns, though in some districts,

and, as it happens, in the whole of the Pimjab taken together, the balance of

reported births and deaths corresponds pretty closely with the change in popula-

tion between the census of 1911 and that of 1921, after allowance for emigration

and immigration. The reported figures of the vital statistics of the decade are

given in the margin for the
Vital Statistics for the Punjab.

Stales. Females. Total.

IMl—15
lCil6—20

'
2,269,989

2,175,653

Birtka.

1

2,070,721
1

1,956,743

4,340,710
4,132,396

Total decade 4,445,642 4,027,464 1
8,473,106

1911—16
1916—20

l,r,8e,396

2,07.5,811

Death*.

1,482,307
1,916,671

3,068.703

3,992,482

Total decade 3,862,207 3,393.878 7,061,185

whole of the Punjab, which,

of course, excludes the Delhi

Province. The figures are

quoted for the 2 quin-

quennia 1911—1915 and 1916
—1920. From these figures,

adopting as the approximate
excess of immigrants over
emigrants during the de-

cade, 30,000 (15,000 males
and 15,000 females), we make
the following calculation of
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the 1921 population from that of 1911 :

—

i

Males. Females. Total.

Population 1 91

1

13.093,640
j

10.697,727 23,791,367

births 1911—1920 4,445,042 4,027,404 8,47,3,106

i 1 7.539,282 1 14,725,191 32,264,473

Subtract deaths 1 91 1—1920 3,002,207
;

3,398,978 7,061,185

13,877.075 !
11.326,213' 25,203,288

Add excess immigration over emigration 15,000
j

1,5.000 30,000

Calculated population 1921 ' 13,892,075
j

11,341,213 2.5,233,288

Census population 1921 13,732,048 1 11,.369,012 25,101,060

Difference, excess calculated over census |jopulation r 160,027 - 27,799 132,228

The difierences between the calculated populations male and female, and

those given by the census figures, are indicative (so far as we accept the accuracy

of the census figures, and of the calculation of emigration and immigration) that

while male births are less frequently unreported than male deaths, for females

the reverse is the case. The tendency to omit the births of females, is even greater

than the tendency to omit reporting their deaths, though, as has been observed,

there is reason to suppose that in both cases the number of omissions is considerable.

m^*tomaie
The ratio of female to male births which, according to the figures, has

Mrtte. risen from 0'87 in the decade 1881—1891 to round about 0‘90 since 1891, has been

given only to two places of decimals in Subsidiary Table XII to this Chapter, and
even to that approximation the figures are probably not to be relied on. At any
rate, those who wish to make the deduction that there has been a genuine inc rease

in the ratio of female to male births since 1881, do so at their own risk. The
apparent rise since 1891 may be explained by the slight increase in the efficiency

of registration, which continued until the burden of the war on District Officers,

and the turning of their attention to the more immediately pressing problems

of recruitment and of anti-revolutionary measures, caused a slight relaxation

in supervision of the chowkidar’s (village watchman’s) returns of births and
deaths.*

The ratio of females to male deaths exhibits considerable irregularity,

the highest reported ratio being r05 in 1904, and the lowest 0'85 in 1920. The
comparatively high ratio of 0'97 in 1918, has been attributed to the efiects of the

influenza epidemic, to which a higher proportion of females than males succumbed.

The other variations must be referred to their causes by medical experts.

Deaths in 121. According to the scheme elaborated with Colonel Forster, I. M. S.,

Director of Public Health, Punjab, the deaths from the following categories of

diseases have been examined from 1867 onwards, for the elucidation of the sea-

sonal variation. The categories were :

—

(1) deaths from all causes.

(2) „ ,, cholera.

(3) ,, ,, small-pox.

(4) „ „ bowel complaints.

(5) „ „ plague.

(6) „ „ fevers.

(7) ,, ,, all causes not specified imder groups (2)—(6) inclusive.

The 55 years have been separated into two periods, m., from 1867—1896

(30 years) and from 1897—1921 (25 years), the latter period corresponding to the

intensive colony-development policy of the Punjab Government, which has been

the big factor in Punjab economic history in the pas(t fifty years. A further

advantage of this separation is that it will enable successive groups of 30 yee^g^

statistics to be compared, as the figures up to and including 1926, 1956, 1986

so on, become available. The method adopted for preparing the statistics is knoWn

as Newsholme’s. In this method the daily death-rate is determined by dividn^^

the total number of deaths from the particular disease by the number of days ^

*Up till quite recently the chowkidar’s remuneration was round about Es. 3—Ks. 4 a month,

about £ 3 a year. For this sum he had to have every birth and death in his village entered up by the circle pa

and then tramp with his registers once a week to the nearest jwlice station, it might be 10

wonder he sometimes neglected his duties,

the utmost consternation.

ecK wxne nearest jx)uce stauoiijii' *

In such cases a fine of 4 annas (four pence) would sometimes p
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the year, while the number of deaths in each month is divided by the number of
days in the month. The ratio of the second quotient to the former, expressed as
a percentage, gives a number indicative of the relative intensity of the disease
in the month in question. By averaging these percentages for a good many years,
we determine to what extent there is a seasonal recurrence of intensity.

By grouping the years according as the mortality from the disease consider-
ed was low, normal, or high, any differences in the seasonal recurrences for mild,
moderate or severe epidemics can be isolated. All relevant data are collected in
Appendix 4 to this volume. I leave to more competent persons the task of inter-

preting the results, in terms of fluctuations in the climate, food-supply, dates of
fairs*, natural immunity, and medical treatment.

The reader is referred to Appendix 4 for further notes on the subject.

122. It has been observed, from time to time by, various writers on the
subject that a fair comparison of the death-rate in jails, and in the free population,
is possible only if allowance is made for the fact that persons undergoing impri-
sonment consist mainly of persons in the healthy middle ages of life, and of very
few young children and aged persons.

Thus, in Punjab jails the death-resistant group of males, aged 16—40, com-
prises no less than 80 per cent, of the jail population, whereas in the population at
large this age group includes only about 40 per cent, of persons alive. In this way
jails escape the major portion of-the high infantile mortality and of the deaths
among the aged. To institute a comparison of the healthiness of jails and of the
free-hving persons outside, it is necessary, therefore, to correct the crude jail

death-rates for the effects of the differential size of the age-groups.
There are two standard ways of doing this, named respectively, the “ direct”

and " indirect " methods of correction. In the ” direct ” method the death-
rates for each age-group in jails are applied to the numbers of persons in the
corresponding age-groups of the free-population, and a total death-rate calculated.

In the "indirect’' method the death-rates for each age-group in the free

population are applied to the mimber of persons in the corresponding age-group
of the jail population, and an “ expected ” total death-rate calculated

;
the ratio

of the actual total death-rate in jails, to the expected ” death-rate forms a
factor, which multiplied by the actual jail death-rate, gives the " indirectly

”

corrected jail death-rate. Colonel Ward, I. M. S., Inspector-General of Prisons,

having very kindly supphed me with the figures of

—

(1) the ages of admission of convicts into Punjab jails,

(2) the mortality rates based on the average daily population,

for the eleven years 1911—1921 inclusive, the corrected jail death-rate has been
found by the “ indirect ” method referred to above.

t

The results for males only are given in the table below :

—

MortMty per mille in Punjab Jails,

Year.

“ Fxpected ”

death-rate in jails

if it were the

same for each
age-group as

in the general
population.

Actual death-
rate in jails,

as given in

I. G. of Prisons

Report.

Ratio of column
3 to column 2.

General death-
rate per mille

from Sanitary
Report.

Corrected jail

death-rate :

column 4 into

column 5.

1 2 3 4 5 6

1911 .. 19-38 29-20 1-51 34-05 51-42

1912 .. 11-44 20-06 1-75 26*63 46-60

1913 .. 12-13 17-72 1-46 30-19 44-08
1914 .. 12-91 26-99 2-09 31-96 66-80

1915 .. 20-97 26-81 1-28 36-33 46-50
1910 .. 12-42 21-71 1-75 30-70 53-73
1917 .. 15-08 28-02 1-86 37-91 70-51

1918 .. 64-53 ,58 "31 0-91 80-96 73-67
1919 .. 14-34 23-25 1-62 28-34 45-91

1920 .

.

14-64 i6'G5 1-14 28*55 32-55
1921 .. 13*45 17-55 1-30 30-13 39-17

•Colonel Forater, to whose help, both mental and material, I am greatly indebted, points out that
changes in the dates of fairs have marked effects in determining changes in the dates of onset of such a disease as
cholera.

fHad time permitted I would have calculated the corrected jail death-rate by the “ direct ” method as well,
For this purpose, however, the laborious abstraction of the deaths by age-groups is a necessary preUminary, and
after looking at the original documents, which gave the mortalities for each Punjab jail separately, I concluded
that the task, important though it is, could not be undertaken at present.

Deaths in

Panjab Jails.
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As it stands the table shows that, with the single exception of 1918, when
the jails escaped much of the mortality from the severe influenza epidemic,
the healthiness (as shown by the death returns) in Punjab jails from 1911 to
1921 was below that of the free population. Now, there are a great many points

to be noticed before jumping to conclusions unfavourable to prison ad-
ministration.

Average duration of sentence in Punjab Jails, 1914.

Firstly, the ages adopted in the calculation above are those of convicts

on admission. Actually we want
the ages of convicts during the

term of sentence. A calculation

for 1914 given in the margin
shows that we may adopt 1 year

as an approximate figure for the

duration of sentences in Punjab
jails, and that therefore we
should add, roughly, half a year

to the ages of prisoners on
admission to get the ages of those

undergoing imprisonment. This

wiU very shghtly alter the cor-

rected death-rates in favour of

the jails.

Period of sentence.

Adopted
means in

years.

Convicts

in thou-
sands.

Product.

I month and under 0-06 31 1-86

6 months to over I month .

.

0-30 68 20-4

1 year to over 6 months 0-80 46 36-8

6 years to over 1 year 2-0 37 74-0

10 years to over 5 years 7-0 5 35-0

Over 10 years 12-0 0-4 4-8

Transportation for life and 20-0 1-8 360
term.

189-2 208-86

Average duration, excluding transportation, 0'92 years.

Average duration, including trajasportation, I'lO years.

Secondly, there is in jails a certain number of deaths of persons, who have
been concerned in riots and affrays, and may have received such severe injuries,

that they have died shortly after admission.

Thirdly, a large nmnber of convicts are persons who earn a precarious

iivehhood outside prison, and belong to the relatively poorly-clad and Ul-fed

portion of the population. In other words the jail population is not a pure
random sample from the general population.

Lastly, there is the psychological effect of captivity* which, even in the

healthiest surroundings from the standpoint of sanitation and medical attention,

has a depressing effect on the prisoner’s physical “tone ” and lessens his resist-

ance to ^sease.

* This is the factor to which Col. Forster, I.M.8., Director of Pubhc Health, attaches great weight.
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CHAPraa V. STXBSIDIABY TABLES.

1. Age distribution of 100,000 of each sex by annual periods. II. Based on Imperial Table VII. Age distribution of
10,000 of each sex in the Province and each Natural Division. Ill, Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in each main religion.

IV. Based on Imperial Table XIV. Age distribution of 1,000 of each sex in certain castes. V. Proportion of children under 10
andof persons over 60 to those aged 15—^ and also of married females aged 15—40 per 100 females. V-A. Proportion of children
under 10 and of persons over 60 to those aged IS—10 in certain religions, and also of married females aged 15—40 per 100 females.
VI. Variation in populsd^ion at certain age-periods. VII. Reported birth-rate by sex and Natural Divisions (for British Territory
only). VIII. Reported death-rate by sex and Natural Divisions (for British Territory only). IX. Reported death-rate by sex and
age in decade and in selected years per mille living at same age according to the Census of 1911 (for Punjab and Delhi, British

Territory only). X. Reported deaths from certain diseases per mtlie of each sex. XI. The ratio of the number of males, females
and persons per 100,000 at the Census of 1911 to that of the Census of 1^1 foreach year of age, as recordedin the Census Schedules.
XII. Statement showing the Births and Deaths since 1881, Punjab ( British Territory) including Delhi.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

Age distrSbution of 100,000 of each sex by annual periods.

Age.
1

Males.
1

Females.

Hindu. Sikh. Musalman. Total Hindu. Sikh. Musalman. Total.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

TOTAL 100,000 100,000 100,000 300,000 100,000 100,000 100,000 300,000

Under 1 3,800 2,962 3,986 10,748 4,148 4.098 4,104 12,350

1 1,448 2,005 1,558 5.011 1,626 1,759 1,906 5,291

2 2,261 2,024 2,344 6,629 2,627 2,343 2,755 7,725

3 2,551 2,197 2,803 7,551 3,030 2,620 2,995 8,645

4 2,673 2,345 3.239 8,257 2,999 2,711 3,194 8,904

5 3,269 3,190 3,221 9,680 3,297 3,307 3,449 10,053

6 2,898 2,378 3,486 8,762 3,134 2,798 3,838 9,770

7 2,735 2,935 2,804 8,474 2,937 2,831 3,117 8,885

8 3,113 2,880 4,040 10,033 3,348 2,696 3.786 9,830

9 2,293 2,411 2,223 6,927 2,337 2,421 2,191 6,949

10 3,174 2,922 3,712 9,808 3,187 3,140 3,376 9,703

11 1,664 2,417 1,541 5.622 1,635 1,857 1,447 4,939

12 3,650 3,386 4,102 11,138 3,052 2,871 2,739 8,662

13 1,641 2,047 1,355 5,043 1,469 1,695 1,332 4,496

14 2,009 1,965 2,204 6,178 1,840 1,842 1,869 5,551

15 2,241 2,604 2,018 6,863 1,894 2,114 1,950 5,958

16 2,025 2,138 1,908 6,071 1,946 1,622 1,913 5,481

17 1.013 1,311 1,010 3,334 892 949 779 2,620

18 2,448 2,726 2,266 7,430 2,374 2.120 2,518 7,012

19 794 996 875 2,665 613 721 728 2,062

20 3,186 3,470 2,954 9,610 3,910 3,289 4,344 11.543

21 695 744 508 1,847 392 683 413 1,488

22 1,932 2,440 1,850 6,222 1,978 1,828 2,016 5,822

23 684 912 633 2.229 526 531 454 1,511

24 913 1,090 1,257 3,260 932 810 1,071 2,813

26 4,260 3,974 3,919 12,153 4,590 3,710 4,842 13,151

26 1,042 1,146 988 3,176 1,004 1,111 1.121 3,236

27 731 906 778 2,415 600 764 522 1,886

28 .. 1,295 1,195 1,229 3,719 1,467 1,590 1,356 4,413
29 333 363 565 1,261 338 316 351 1,006

30 4,436 4,295 4,177 12,908 5,192 4,938 5,328 15,458

31 212 190 314 716 143 158 225 526
32 1,751 1,758 1,664 5,173 1,528 1,395 1,606 4,529
33 349 426 377 1,152 280 356 177 813
34 364 359 556 1,279 400 479 585 1,464

35 3,894 3,990 3,481 11,365 3,696 3,973 3,780 11,449
36 703 541 583 1,827 613 450 562 1,625

37 231 245 227 703 184 202 195 581

38 471 533 395 1,399 583 533 396 1,512

39 227 190 640 1,057 189 231 154 574
40 4,782 4,461 4,102 13,345 5,173 5,418 4,937 15,528

41 132 114 161 407 118 no 124 352
42 658 557 420 1,635 556 570 339 i,46o
43 172 149 80 401 84 154 55 293
44 141 148 436 725 132 208 97 437
45 3,088 2,983 2,588 8,659 2,954 3,350 2,693 8,997
46 252 190 171 613 179 165 132 476
47 164 m 137 495 102 148 51 301
48 411 350 323 1,084 460 429 370 1,259
49 185 135 502 822 161 164 91 416
50 3,991 3,530 3,695 11,216 3,606 4,359 3,940 11,905

51 123 95 123 341 82 99 89 270
52 431 437 285 1,153 323 389 211 923
53 83 145 68 296 43 81 34 168
54 .. 120 124 294 538 103 311 60 474
55 1,742 1,486 1.785 5,013 1,398 1,636 1,333 4,367
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE U.

Based on Imperial Table VTI.

Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in the Province and each Natural Division.

Punjab. I Delhl

Under 1 .

.

1—2

2—

3
3

—

^

4—

ar

Total under 5 .

.

5

—

9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—1 9 ( inolusive )

20—24 (inclusive) . .|

23—29 (inclusive)

30—34 (inclusive)

35—39 (inclusive)

40—44 (inclusive)

45—49 (inclusive)

50—54 (inclusive)

55—59 (inclusive)

60—64 (inclusive)

65—69 (inclusive)

70 and over

Mean age .

.

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN
WEST.
0—^ (inclusive)

5—9 (inclusive

)

10—14 (inclusive

15—19 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive

)

40—59 (inclusive)

60 and over

HIMALAYAN.

0-—4 (inclusive)

5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—19 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive)

40—59 (inclusive)

60 and over

SUB-HIMALAYAN.

0—4 (inclusive

)

5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—1 9 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive

)

40—59 (inclusive )

60 and over

NORTH-WEST DRY AREA.

0—4 (incliBive)

5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—19 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive)

40—59 (inclusive)

60 and over

Noi:m.—1. Figures of age-periods 60—64» 65—69 and 70 and over are not available for 1881, 1891 and 1901, and have

been eollectivelj worked out for 60 and over.

2. Figures of 1901 do not include the population of Biloch Trans-Frontier.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE lU.

Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in each nuun Religion.

Punjab and Delhi.

1921. 1921. I 1911. I 19C1. 1891.

CD

a

1

ALL RELIGIONS
0—4 (inclusive)

5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—19 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive
)

40—59 (Inclusive)

60 and over

Mean age

HINDU

0—4 (inclusive)

5—9 (inclasive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—19 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive)

40—59 (inclusive)

60 and over

Mean age

MUSALMAN—

0—4 (inclusive)

5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—19 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive)

40—59 (inclusive)

60 and over

Mean age

CHRISTIAN—

0-—4 (nclusive)
5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—19 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive)

40—59 (inclusive)

60 and over

Mean age

SIKH—

0—4 (inclusive)

5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

1.5—19 (inclusive)

20—39 (inclusive)

40—59 (inclusive)

60 and over

Mean age

1,457 1,538

1.217 1,104

1,047 1,420

3,720 3,338

1,053 1,409

3,724 3,356
1,667 1,541

1,.328

1,533

1,237

816

1,518

1,586

1,106
769

2,823
1,563

2,878

1,535

608

250 24-1

1,394

1,520

1,691

1,671

3.015 2,783

24-9 232

.5,039 3,922
1,691| 1,718| 1,317 1,078

26-21 25-81 26-61 22 -0! 262

1,546 1,70

1,294 1,30

3,079 3,158

1,717 1,681

23-3 20

1,3171 1,261

254 24-7

25-2 25

1,6331 1,520| 1,8091 1,788

26 11 26-71 23-91 23-81 2601 25
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

BASED ON IMFEBIAL TABLE XIV.

Age distribution of 1,000 of each sex in certain castes.

PUNJAB.

Males.—

N

uMBBBpcr miU* aged. IFemales.—Neubee per mille aged

SUBSIDIABY TABLE IV-A.

Proportion ot eblldren under
12 and ol persons over 40
to those aged 15—40 in

certain castes, also of married
females aged 15—40 per

100 females.

To

o
1

1o
C

Oi

7
cc

1

1o
io

o
T

Sr
a

1

to
tc
c

T3
O
to
c3

CO TTO
o
£

'Cu

1

1. Aggarwal (Hindu) .

2. Ahir (Hindu)
3. Arain (Musalman) .

4. Arora (Hindu)

5. „ (Sikh)

6. Awan (Musalman) .

7. Barwaia (Musalman
8. Bawaria (Hindu) .

9. Bharai (Musalman)
10. Biloch (Musalman) .

.

11. Brahman (Hindu) .

.

12. Chamar (Hindu) .

.

13. „ (Sikh)

14. Chhimha (Hindu)

15. „ (Sikh) ..

16. „ (Musalman)

17. Churah (Hindu)

18. „ (Sikh)

19. Dagi or Koli (Hindu)
20. Dhanak (Hindu) .

.

21. Dhobi (Musalman)
22. Dogar (Musalman)
23. Faqir (Musalman) .

.

24. Ghirth (Hindu)

25. Gujjar (Hindu)
26. „ (Musalman)
27. Hami (Musalman) .

.

28. Jat (Hindu)

29. „ (Sikh)

30. „ (Musalman
31. Jhiwar (Hindu)
32. „ (Sikh)

33. „ (Musalman)
34. Julaha (Hindu)

35. „ (Musalman) .

.

36. Kamboh(Sikh)

37. „ (Musalman)
38. Elanet (Hindu)
39. Kashmiri (Musalman
40. Khatri (Hindu)

41. „ (Sikh)

42. Khoja (Musalman)
43. Khokhar (Musalman)
44. Kumhar (Hindu) .

.

45. „ (Musalman)

46. Lohar (Hindu)

47. „ (Musalman) .

.

48. Machhi (Musalman)

49. Mahtam (Sikh)

60. Mali (Hindu)

70 I 362

366 212
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CHAPTER V .

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

BASED ON IMPERIAL TABLE XIV.

Age distribution of 1,000 of each sex in certain castes.

DELHI.

SUBSIDIABY TABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IVA.

Proportion of children under 12
and of persons over 40 to those

aged 15—40 in certain castes, also
of married females aged 15-^

per 100 females.

Males.—Nttmeer per mille aged Females.— umber per mille aged|

Proportion
or PERSONS
OVER 40 PER
100 AGED
15—40.

Castes.

1. Aggarwal (Hindu) .

.

2. „ (Jain) .

.

3. Ahir (Hindu)
4. Arain (Musalman)
5. Brahman (Hindu) .

.

6. Chamar (Hindu) ..

7. Churah (Hindu)
8. Dhanak (Hindu) .

.

9. Dhobi (Hindu)
10. „ (Musalman)

1 1 . Dagi or Koli (Hindu)
12. Faqir (Musalman) ..

13. Gujjar (Hindu)
14. Jat (Hindu)
15. Jhiwar (Hindu)

16. Julaha (Hindu)
17. Khatri (Hindu)
18. Kumhar (Hindu) .

.

19. Lohar (Hindu)
20. Machhi (Musalman)

21. Mali (Hindu)
22. Meo (Musalman) .

.

23. Mughal (Musalman) 115
24. Nai (Hindu) 118
25. Pathan (Musalman) 88

26. Qureshi (Musalman) 122
27. Rajput (Hindu) 79
28. „ (Musalman) 80
29. Saini (Hindu) 128
30. Sansi (Hindu) 117

31. Sayad (Musalman) 113
32. Sheikh (Musalman) 102
33. Sunar (ffindu) 84
34. Tarkhan (Hindu) .

.

73
35. Teh (Musalman) 119

122i loOj 471 437

1351 172|
'

I

1331 1621

417. 211
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CHAPTER V.
SUBSIDIARY TABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

Population of children under 10 and of persons over 60 to those aged 15—40 and also of married

females aged 15—40 per 100 females.

DiSTEiCT OB State and
Natdkal Division.

PUNJAB AXD DELHI

PUNJAB

Plain

Proportion of childben both sexes
PER 100.

Persons aged
15—10.

Indo-Gangetic
West (Total).

Indo-Gangetic Plain
(Punjab).
1. His?ar .

.

2. Ijoharu State

3. Eohtak
4. Dujana State

5. Gurgaon
6. Pataudi State

7. Kamal
8. Jullundur
9. Kaparlhala State .

10. Ludhiana
11. Malerkotla State

12. Eerozepore

13. Faridkot State

14. Patiala State

16. Jind State

16. Nabha State

17. Lahore
18. Amritsar

19. Gujrauwala
20. Sheikhupura

Himalayan
21. Nahan State

22. Simla .

.

23. Simla HiU States

24. BUaspur Slate

25. Kangra
26. Mandi State

27. Sukel Slate

28. Chamba State

Sub-Himalayan
29. Ambala
30. KaUia State

31. Hosliiarpur

.32. Gurdaspur

33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat .

.

35. Jhelum .

.

36. Rawalpindi

37. Attock

North-West Dry Area,

38. Montgomery
39. Shahpur
40. Mianwali

41 .
Lyallpnr

42. Jhang .

.

43. Multan

44. Buhaii'alpur State

45. Muzaffargargh

46. Dera Ghazi Khan

DELHI
Indo-Gangetic Plain

West.
1 .

Delhi

76

77

75

69

64

70 ..

87'

104;

87;

72!

7o|
72'

75!

76i

74!

64'

81
78!

75'

81!

74'

71

74
72
82

4
671

64

64!

7o!

62
74

6L
63; 69|

571 59

58
55
67

66i

71

68
;

701

63'

56'

67
68

67
70

64|

of

O

711

68

77!

80

67]

76]

61

60

60
7o;

72!

66
70
76

661 82

Married females aged
15—40.

061

27
53
5S

6
-!

51

61

78]

661

67

75|

82

841

84
81

68:

86

83

86

83]
85'

941

90
791

<6

80

54
54

54

6

198|

199

198

200

214
242

186]

195]

178

185|

187
192
197

197
188
217
211

!=• O

179
8
168]

170 159

166;

176|

1531

169j

150:

147!

148!

174]

185,

I7l|

154
187

I85l

150
1391

154
150
166
151

150
157
166
154

153
172
180

17a

16a

191
200

]

160
175
149
150
156
168
180
160
167
191

2081

Proportion of persons aged 60

AND over PEI 100, AGED 15 40.

Number of
.married females
AGED 15 10 PER
100 FEMALES OF

ALL AGES.

1921.

P=,

18 17!

17i 16

I

16; 15

61 57 64 198 160 147 163 17

61 59 67 207 156 148 171 uai
63 61 67 198 I68j 157 169 19

63 66 73 210 184; 171 184 15

67 70 75 197 167 178 mat
78 72 70 Him 179 173 18

* * 224 * * * 18

58 57 61 148 141 139 154 21

57 57 59 133 137 135 17

32 30 35 120 121 117 7

53 52 57
131

141 1
129 126 139

18
24

63 61 65 160 ^ loOj 163 23

61

47 j58
67
60

158
128

144;

119, j
139

158
152

21
16

59 59 63 147 138 ^ 138 148 26

71 68 71 196 182 166 176 22

53 54 58 179 151 141 154 16

57 60 65 184 158 155 167 17

68 66 71Hi 168 164 167 26

75 71 74 214 199 173 193 20

82 75 73 214 209 176 170 24

79 72 78 207 193 176 186 24

69 72 78 186 170 172 191 28

65 68 72 177 166 173 187 19

80 * * 194 * * 21

81 78 84 21S 212 17

84 79 91 237 227 214 233 19

7t 1 78 7( 221 204 213 19

90 82 * 214ll 222 i 198 « 17

81 72 248! 229
j

195 » 18

8t 81 91 239! 220 ! 210 226

7S 77 76 218! 206 201 16

7' 77 8C 195! 18S 200bE 16

7i 76 8C 192 190 193 187 16

8‘ 81 8. 19 i 202 20£ 16

15 , 9

•• 15 •• •• 9

150 .. •• 9

15‘

13i

19j

is!

24,'

14

251

13i

19; 16i

13i 11

25| 22

22
j

20
201 19j

19j 2i

17 17

15i 17

16]

is!

18

19!

20

17!

17

18
15
12

161

20
18'

18
14

19
15
15
22
18
21

20
21
17

18

15

15
17

16!

17
18:

14
13

13
14

9 10

1911. 1901. 1891.

0 c
• a m SC

_si s S s

1 s S s m\
12 13 14 15 16 17

15 14 15 15 8

1
13 13 14 14 7

1
11 12 12 14 7 6

16! 18 13 17 7 6

12; 13 13 14 6 5

19l 17 17 17 8 6

12! 12 12 13 4 4

16i 16 15 16 5 4

lO] 9 10 10 6 4

19 19 i9 19 8 8

17 16 18 17 8 7

15 14 18 18 8 6

16 14 20 18 7 6

12 13 13 13 7 6

12 13 12 13 7 7

13 13 14 15 6 5

12' 13 13 14 6 5

15 15 15 16 6 5

12 15 14 14 7 6

16 16 18 16 8 7

16 15 18 15 8 7

m « *

17 16 16 15 9 8

15 14 14 13 6 5

8 11 7 11 3 5

|l6 16 15 15 9 8

18 16 16 15 9 7

19| 16 Ue 15
11 19

14 12 >
1 6

24 19 24 13 10

18 16 17 16 9 8

12 12 12 14 6 6

13 12 13 14 6 C

21 19 19 19 9 c

16 15 16 15 7 f

20 18 19 18 9 8

20 17 18 17 10 8

21 17 21 17 12 11

17 15 le 14 c

17 15
* * * *

1( 14 le 14 £

r It r 14 11 1

i( 14 21 I" 12 1(

r 1£ If 14 * *

1. 1£ K 12

1 9 If 2] If If If

1.5 14 14im
1 5 If 1. D
1mi 1;

1 7 1. If L

18 I 19

32; 34|

321 .

32| 35!

32;

I /

311 36
30; 35'

341 36'

32| 35
34
32

341

31
32
31
32
31

31
32
32
31

'

31
32
30
31

35|

391

381

35
35
34
34
37

34j

3l|

33
33
32
31

30
30
31

34!

31

Slj

29|

30

31

30

28|

30

34]

33
34

38
38

38

20
34!

35

21
37

38

35
35
37
34
33
34
35!

34
35
35
37
35
34
34
32
*

36|

39|

37

J36|
35|

361

38
36

33
35
35
34
33
32
32
33
34
32

32

30

31
30
32
30
32
34
34
34

34
34
36
34
35
36
36
35
35
35
35
33
33
35
35
35
35
35|

34|
*

36|

39
38

37

35

36

35

34
36
35
35
35
34
32
32
34

32|

30
29
33
34
30
33
33
34|

34

36
35
39
37
40

39
39
39
37
39
38
37
36
38
38
38

38
39
33
*

38
42
40

39

36
37
37
38

37
39
38
38
36
39
36
34
36
*

35

33
33
*

A

32
35
37
37
36
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SUBSmiART TABUB V-A.

retortion of childron undor 10 aad ^ ponoas ovor SO to Bioio ogod IS—40 in certain religions, and also of
married females aged 15—40 per 100 females.

PBOPORTioir or ohildbek both Pbopobtioh or pkesohs aged 60
SEXBS PEB 100. AND OTEB PEE 100, AGED 15—10.

Nathbai. DrnsiON and Relmion. I Pertona aged Marriedfemales
I 15—10. aged 15—40.

1921. 1911.
I

1921,
j

1911, I M^es. Females. | ales, [Females,

PUNJAB AND DELHI

PUNJAB

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN
(TOTAL).
Hindu
Musalman .

.

Christian .

.

Jain
Sikh

WEST

INDO-GANGETIC
(PUNJAB).
Hindu
Musaknan .

.

Christian .

.

Jain
Sikh

HIMALAYAN

Hindu
Husalman
Christian

Jain
Sikh

SUB-HIMALAYAN

Hindu
Musabnan
Christian

Jain
Sikh

PLAIN WEST

NORTH-WEST DRY AREA

Hindu
Musalman
Christian

Jain
Sikh

DELHI

INDO-GANGETIC PLAIN WEST

Hindu
Musalman
Christian

Jain
Sikh
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Variation in Population at certain age-periods.

Disteics OB Statb Asn Nattbai. DmaioB. Period.

1 9 1
PUNJAB AND DELHI .. ..

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921 1

L INDO-GANGETIO PLAIN WEST (TOTAL) .

.

^

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

1. Hissar . . . . . . .
.

^

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

2. Loharu State . . . . .

|

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

3. Rohtak .. .. ..

(

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

4. Diijami Stale ... .

. |

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

6. Gurgaou .. ..

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

6. Pataudi State . . . . .

•

|

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1^1

7* •• a*

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

8, JoUnndni .. .. ..

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

9. Kapurtiala State . . . . .

. |

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

10. Ludhiana .. .. ..

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

11. Maleriotla State .. ..
...|^

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

12. Ferozepore , . . . . . .

.

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

13. Faridicat State .. .. ..-j

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

14. Patiala State .. . . •

j

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

"

15. Jind State .. .. .. ..j

1891—1901
1901—1911

_
1911—1921

•*

16. Nabka State ... .. ..-j

' 1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

••

Variation per cent, in Population {Increase +,
Decrease—).

1

.
1

,
.

£ ^

OJ.fc
i

14 ive 1
O g

1

CO
!

<33 >
»o .u

& «
1

a
1 3 I s 3

o"5 1

c
:

2*0
C i d

40 ncl

l

+31-61 +26-8

-1

+6-81 +12-41 +16-7
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Variation in Popidaikm at corti^ age-periodt

—

ccmdvded.

Distmct OB Statb asd Naiwbal DmaiON.

Variation for cent, in Population {Ineroaet +,
Docrtato—).

33. Sialkot ••

34. Gnjrat ••

35. Jhelnni ,

,

3«. Ba-walpindi .

.

••

37. Attock ••

IV. NORTH-WEST DRY AREA

38. Montgomery ••

39. Shalipur ... ••

40. Mianwall ••

41. Lyallpor ••

42. Jhang ••

43. Multan »

44. Bahawalpur Stale ••

45. Muzafiargarh

48. Dera Gluua Khan • •

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

1891—1901
1901—1911
1911—1921

2-8 4-27'I

Not available.

4- 100-01 +100-01 + 100 -

0] +100-01 +100-01 +100-0

+33-1 +44-2

+33-2 +28-

+38-3 +36-4

+37-9 +36-1
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VD.

Reported birth-rate by sex and Natural Divisions.

(FOR BRITISH TERRITORY ONLY).

NITMBER or BIBTH3 PEE 1,000 OF TOTAL POPtJLATtOH (CENSVS OF 1911.)

Punjab. HimOayan. Sab-Bimalayan.

Males.

Females.

i
Females.

10 11 12 13

23 20 21 20
23 20 24 23
23 20 22 21
23 21 24 23
22 19 25 24

24 21 26 24
22 19 28 26
18 16 25 23
22 19 24 22
23 20 24 23

Notb.—

(

ajFiguresofpopulationarethosegiveninlmperialTablellof 1921forl911,anddo not include figures for Biloch
Prans-Frontier Tract.

(6) Figures of births of 1911 and 1912 for Delhi not being available, the adjusted figures for 1911 and the average of the
remaining years for 1912, have been assumed to represent the figures of each of these years.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII.

Reported death-rate by sex and Natural Divisions.

(FOR BRITISH TERRITORY ONLY.)

Number of deaths per 1,000 of total population (cbnsus of 1911.)

mnaiayan. Sub-Hirnatayan.

Note.—(o) Figures of population are those given in Imperial Table II of 1921 for 1911, and do not include figures for Biioch
Trans-Frontier Tract.

(6) Figures of deaths of 1911 and 1912 for Delhi not being available, the adjusted figures for 1911 and the average
of the remaining years for 1912, have been assumed to represent the figures of each of these years.

”
(c) Total mortality attributable to Influenza in 1918 was 962,937 and 23,176 in the Punjab and Delhi respectivelv

which is equivalent to nearly 5 per cent, of the population of 1911 for both the provinces.
^
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OHAPTEB V. S0BSIBIABY TABLES

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

Reported death-rate by sex and age in decade and in selected years fer mille living at same age according to

the Census of 1911 (for Punjab and Delhi, British Territory only).

Average of
DECADE.

All ages

Under 1

1—1 (inclusive)

5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 (inclusive)

15—19 (inclusive)

20—29 (inclusive)

30—39 (inclusive)

40—49 (inclusive)

50—59 (inclusive)

60 and over

Note,—Figures of population are those given in Imperial Table Vll of 1911.

Females.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE X.

Reported deaths from certain diseases per mille of each sex.
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OHAPTBB . Sl/BSIDIABT TABUS.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE XI.

The ratio of the number of males, females and persons per 100,000 at the census of 1911 to those of the

census of 1921, for each year of age, as recorded in the census schedules.

Age. Males. Females Persons. Age. Males. Females Persons. Age. Males. Females. Persons.

1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 3 3 4

Jnder i 113 115 115 34 116 •84 104 68 •90 •57 •82

1 1-07 r03 1-09 35 •93 •98 •94 69 •• •28 -30 •33

2 93 •99 •95 36 1-30 115 1-26 70 - 94 •92 •93

3 1-02 1-00 ro2 37 .. •92 •85 •87 71 •• •59 1-00 1‘21

4 •91 •94 •93 38 •• 1-09 1-05 108 72 •44 •55 •61

5 •92 •92 94 39 •69 •93 •67 73 • • •33 •40 •39

6 • •
•96 •92 •96 40 1-10 115 111 74 • • •33 SO •42

7 • •
•86 •90 •90 41 • • 119 1-56 1-31 76 - •47 ‘65 '59

8 •93 •88 •93 42 .. ro2 1-03 76 •

»

•71 •69 •65

9 • •
•91 •86 •90 43 .. 1-21 •93 1-08 77 • • •21 •67 •23

10 •
•96 •89 •94 44 •89 1-01 •97 78 •22 •60 •36

11 •
•82 •90 •85 45 1-06 •90 •98 79 •64 •47 •44

12 • • TOO •98 1-02 46 116 1-30 1-24 80 1-10 71 •96

13 • •

•9i •86 •90 47 •92 •86 •87 81 •62
.

•67 •56

14 «

•

1-06 •96 r03 48 • » 1-02 •85 •94 82 •68 •93 •88

15 • • 102 •94 •95 49 .38 •60 •43 83 •86 0 •75

16 116 115 116 50 ~ 1-08 ro7 1-06 84 •56 •80 •71

17 •96 •98 •95 51 1-19 1-29 1 20 85 •61 ‘55 •67

18 1-08 1-06 106 52 •88 •72 •84 86 •60 •07 •20

19 •86 •82 •85 53 •• •91 •92 •88 87 •50 0 •33

20 .

.

1-22 116 ri 6 54 • • 98 •60 •78 88 2-00 •25 CO

21 •

.

•94 •97 •91 55 • • •80 79 •80 89 * 2-00 2-25 2-00

22 110 rii ro7 56 .. 1-20 1-31 118 90 1-23 •56 •95

23 •89 111 •95 67 •77 1-07 •82 91 •• 0 2-00 •40

24 . .
•94 116 TOO 58 •74 •73 •74 92 1-75 •14 •66

25 115 ri2 1*12 69 •22 •53 29 93 4-80 8-00 4-60

26 116 1-18 114 60 -- •85 •98 •91 94 •66 67 •67

27 . . 113 1-32 117 61 •95 li>7 •95 95 •66 •60 •52

28 , , 119 101 109 62 — •74 •70 •75 96 2-60 •10 •50

29 •74 80 •80 63 •53 •86 •63 97 •66 1-33 •67

30 1-09 1-10 1-07 64 . . •54 •29 •42 98 0 •67 •25

31 •82 1-30 •99 65 - •75 •64 •70 99 1-00 •33 67

32 1-09 ri2 113 66 92 •83 •88 1 100 and over •86 •87 •97

33 • 1-20 107 116 67 •• 1-38 1-06 1-27
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123. The only instruction to be noted as regards the entry of sex in column

5 of the enumeration schedule is that, eunuchs and hermaphrodites should be

entered in the column as males. Thus, though in certain parts of the Punjab

(Delhi for example) there exists a fair number of eunuchs, no separate record of

these has been obtained. No separate reference need be made to any of the

Imperial or Provincial tables contained in Parts II and III, as practically all the

census statistics have been classified according to sexes, and only the foUo^ng

references to the subsidiary tables printed at the end of this chapter muU be

necessary.
, j- •

Subsidiary Table I gives the general proportion of the sexes by natural divi-

sions, districts and States, both for the actual and “ natural population, the
‘‘
natural” population excluding those who were born outtide the Punjab and

enumerated within it, and including those enumerated outside the Province, sa

far as they are known, and born within the Punjab. The corresponding figures

for all the censuses since 1881, inclusive, are also given in this table.

Subsidiary Table II gives the number of females per 1 ,000 males for different

age-periods by religions at each of the last 3 censuses, for the Punjab and Delhi

together, and also for the Punjab and Delhi separately, for the Cer^us of 1921.

Subsidiary Table III gives the proportion of females for different rehgions

by age-groups for the Indo-Gangetic Plain West, Himalayan, Sub-Himalayan,

and the North-West Dry Area, separately.

Subsidiary Table IV gives the number of females per 1,000 males for certain

selected castes, the caste names under each religion being entered in alphabetical

order. * it, -t

Subsidiary Table V gives the actual number of births and deaths reported

for each sex for each year since 1891 for British Territory only, and gives also the

number of female to male births, as well as the proportion of female to male deaths

for the same periods.

Subsidiary Table VI gives the number of deaths for each sex at dinerent

ages, for the six years 1913—1918 inclusive, the figures for the Punjab and Delhi

being exhibited separately.

Subsidiary Table VII gives the proportion of females per 1,000 males for

each Tahsil and State for the Census of 1921, these figures being necessary in order

to construct the isopleths of distribution of similar sex proportions over the Pro-

vince.

124. In the whole of the Punjab 25,101,060 persons were enumerated^

of whom 13,732,048 were males and 11,369,012 were females, being a proportion

of 828 females per 1,000 males, while in the Delhi Province out of a population

of 488,188 persons there were enumerated 281,633 males and 206,555 females,,

being a proportion of 733 females per 1,000 males. For the ‘ natural popula-

tion the Punjab had 819 females per 1,000 males, and Delhi 788 females per 1,000

males, showing that the efflux of males from the Pimjab, and the influx of males

into the Delhi Province, were greater than the corresponding efflux and influx

of females. In dealing in paragraph 51 of Chapter II ^th the subject of the

accuracy of the census figures, the conclusion was tentatively arrived at that an

error of 1 per cent, might be adopted as a working hypothesis of the difference

between the actual and the enumerated population. It is now necessary to

observe that it seems likely that the greater part of the assumed error will be

due to the ouiission of females, and a relatively smaller part of the inaccuracy

will be due to the omission of males. It might be possible, for example, that

the error in the enumeration of males amounts to only, say, J per cent, whereas,

the error of omissions in the case of females might amount to over per cent.

Adopting these figures for the error, hypothetically, we find that the percentage

error in the proportion of males to females in the 1921 Census will be just over

1 per cent. If this is so, all the figures showing the number of females per 1,000

males will have a standard error of about eight or nine. These possibilities must
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be borne in mind, when comparing the proportions of the sexes at different censu^s

and in different localities. For example, the number of females per 1,^ m^es

in 1911 was 817, as against 826 in 1921, the difierence in these figures being le^

than the standard error of their difference on the above a^umptioM, it

would be somewhat unsafe to deduce that there has been a real mcrease m the

number of females per 1,000 males during the last decade. The same reasoning

would appfy in comparing, say, the proportion of females per 1,000 mams in

JuUundur (807) with that of the adjoining State of Kapurthala (816), it being

possible that the observed differences are due solely to errors in enumeration, aim

not to any fundamental change in racial or economic causes. On the other han^

a difference of 25 in the number of females per 1,000 males in one locality and

in another, or in one and the same locality at difierent epochs, would be double

the standard error of the difference and should, therefore, be regMded as of pro-

bable significance. Tlius, for example, Kangra (946), tbe Simla Hill States

(917), Mandi State (944), and Dujana (908) have almost certainly a greater

proportion of females than the Kalsia State (761), Ambala (766), Lahore (751),

and Malerkotla (711). Again, in comparing the proportion of females at the

1901 Census with that of 1921 it is probable that the drop in the number of

females per 1,000 males from 854 to 826 is a real one.

In comparing the proportion of females per 1,000 males of one reh^on

with another, or of one caste with another caste belonging to the same religion,

we might, in certain cases, be rash to accept even a (fifference of 25 per mille

as proof of a genuine difference between the proportions of the sexes. On the

other hand, in comparing the proportions of the sexes in different age-groups we

are probably on fairly safe-ground for ages below 10 and above 30, but between

those ages, which are the average marriageable limits for females, it is possible

that the sex proportions differ considerably than those given by the return. Dis-

crepancies may arise from the largely prevailing custom of early mamage, and

from the tendency, noted by Rai Bahadur Pandit Hari Kishen Kaid, for the

reputed age of a ^rl to jump straight up to 20 years as soon as she is married.

This would account for the great defect in females of ages 10 to 20 which is a

feature of the returns for aU religions during the last 3 censuses. The point will

be further commented on in a subsequent paragraph.

125. The proportion of females to 1,000 males for each of the last 5

censuses for various Pro- provinees,

vinces and States in

India is given in the

marginal table, and it

win be seen that exclud-

ing the Andamans and
the Delhi Province, which
contain an abnormal
number of males due to
the great number of male
convicts in the one case,

and to immigration from
cooly gangs in the other,

the Punjab has the small-

est recorded number of

females per 1,000 males
of any Indian Province
or State, with the ex-

ception of Baluchistan

(735). Without detailed

analysis of the figures of

other Provinces and
States it will be unwise
to believe that the whole

of the differences between the proportions of the sexes in the Punjab and other

Provinces of India is to be attributed to a real defect in the number of females

in the former province. On the other hand, knowing the disregard for female fife,

except during the marriageable ages, which prevails in the Punjab, it should cau^

no surprise that females do not outnumber the males. In studying changes in

Proportion of females to 1,000 males.

Province.

1921. 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881.

Bihar and Orissa 1,029 1,043 1,047 1,040 1,024

Madras 1,023 1,028 978 1,024 1,014

Central Provinces and Bihar 1,002 1,008 1,019 985 973

Burma 955 959 963 959 877

Bengal 932 945 960 973 994

Bombay 919 933 945 W8 938

United Provinces of Agra and
Oudh 909 915 937 930 925

Bajputana Agency 899 909 905 891 848

Kashmir State 890 886 884 880

Xorth-West Frontier Province 848 865 833 843 819

Punjab 828 817 854 850 844

Coorg 831 799 801 804 775

Baluchistan 735 788 820 • . . .

Andaman and Nicobar 302 352 319 167 157

t>1’ i 837 884 900 881 851

A^am 926 940 ^9 942 953

Delhi 733 914 862 861 896

Baroda State 932 925 936 928 917

Central India Agency 954 974 973 913 896

Gwalior State 880 903 906
”964 968Hyderabad State .

.

966 968 964

Mvsore State 962 979 981 991 1,006

Sikkim State 961 951 916 934
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the number of females per miUe in the Punjab during the last 40 years, an
apparent increase in the number of females is observable from 1881 to 1901 :

between 1901 and 1911 there was a marked drop from 854 to 817 females per

1,000 males, and between 1911 and 1921 there has been again a rise to 828 per

miXLe. That the drop in 1911 and the subsequent rise in 1921 are, at any rate,

partially real is indicated by the great female mortality (1,000 females or

over per 1,000 males) which obtained during the years 1902 to 1905 inclu-

sive. Since 1891, only in those 4 years and in 1918, the year of the Influenza

epidemic, were there more female than male deaths. An exact study of the

proportion of female to male births and deaths, and their bearing on the

census figures of the proportion of females to males, cannot be undertaken here.

The proportion of females to males for each of the last 5 censuses by
natural divisions is given

Natural Divisions. 1921 . 1911 . 1901 . 1891 . 1881 .

marginal table.

The only observable

systematic variation in
Indo-Gangetic Plaiii West . . 805 795 842 839 836 the figUteS is that shown
Himalayan .. .. 907 901 892 890 878
Sab-Himalayan .. .. 852 827 880 863 856 *^7 number 01 fe-

North-West Dry Area . . 827 825 838 847 835 males in the Himalayan

Delhi .. .. 733 .. .. .. ..
Area, which has Steadily

1
,

increased from 878 per
mille in 1881 to 907 in 1921. This tract appears to tend to draw away gradually
from the rest of the province.

At this stage we may at once compare the proportion of females per 1,000
males for the whole of the province by reference to the diagram below :

—
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This diagram shows very clearly the feature referred to above namely the high
proportion of females in the Himalayan tract. The lowest number of recorded
females per 1,000 males occurs in two large areas (which in reality may be only
one) stretching across the centre of the Punjab. The general features of the
isopleths are explicable as a crater-hke area with a central depression, contain-
ing a low proportion of women, in the colony areas, and in that part of the Punjab
in which Sikhs predominate, and where, at any rate, till recently, female infanti-

cide prevailed*. No finer gradation of the number of females per 1,000 males
than by giving the isopleths for 800 and 900 females per 1,000 males, respectively,

is attempted, as the previously noted possibihfeies of error are confirmed
by the irregularities of the detailed isopleths.

The effect of immigration and emigration on the proportion of the sexes
has already been noted, and the details are given in the table below. Of the total

1921. 1911.

Males. Females. Total.
Proportion

of

females

to

1,000

mnlea.

Males. Females. Total.
Prnpoition

of

females

to

1,000

males.

Actual Total Punjab
Population. and Delhi .

.

14,013,681 11,575,567 25,589,248 825 13,314,975 10,872,775 24,187,750 81T
Punjab 13,732,048 11,369,012 25,101,060 828
Delhi 281,633 206,555 488,188 733

Deduct Total Punjab
Immigrants. and Delhi .

.

423,341 389,566 812,907 920 3.52,039 308,180 660,219 875
Punjab 319,399 307,738 627,137 963
Delhi 103,942 81,828 185,770 788

Add Total Punjab
Emigrants. and Delhi .

.

372,494 246,090 618,584 661 314,789 201,823 516,612 641
Punjab 342,396 206,990 649,386 605
Delhi 30,098 39,100 69,198 1,299

Natural Total Punjab
Population. and DelU .

.

13,982,834 11,432,091 25,394,925 812 13,277,725 10,766,418 24,044,143 811
Punjab 13,755,045 11,268,264 25,023,309 812
Delhi 207,789 163,827 371,616 788

of 812,907 persons enumerated in the Punjab and Delhi in 1921, but born outside
these Provinces, 423,341 were males and 389,566 were females, being a proportion
of 920 females per 1,000 males. Of persons bom in the Punjab and Delhi and
enumerated outside the proportion of females is only 661 per 1,000, the actual
numbers being 372,494 males and 246,090 females. The Punjab, therefore,
draws to itself more females than it parts with: the effect is not surprising in view
of the probable shortage of females in this part of India. The proportion of

females according to rehgious
groups is given in the mar-
ginal table, which shows
that the proportion of females
to 1,000 males descends from
the Jain (853), Musalman (843),
Hindu (825), Christian (782)
and Sikh (764). The only
steady variation exhibited by
any other of the figures by
religion is that exhibited by

Christians which has risen from 465 females per mille of males in 1891, to 782 in

1921. This increase must be attributed to conversions from the ranks of low caste

Indians, the initially low proportion being due solely to the fewness of female

Europeans, who were, not so long ago, the only representatives of the Christian

community in the Punjab.

•I do not wish it to be inferred from this that I have any evidence that female infanticide does not still exit A
in the Central Punjab, but only that I have been out of touch with the local conditions since 1 916, and am, therefore,

unable to say for certain whether female infanticide still prevails or not. A sudden change in a very established

practice of this kind seems unlikely.

Statistically there is very strong evidence for the prevalence of female infanticide in 1921 from the kink in

theses isopleths for 800 females per 1,000 males in the south of the Jullundur district, whichis more nototioas thai»

any other part of the Punjab forindnlj^nce in this practice.

Beligion.

Aetna],

1921. 1911. 1901. 1891. 1881.

All Religions 826 817 854 850 844
Jain 853 850 853 872

Mosalman 843 833 878 871

Hindu 825 820 845 843

Sikh 764 746 779 784

Christian 782 707 580 465
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Of detailed figures for all ages, as well as for the quinquennial

males In dii- age-groups up to 40 years of age, are given in Subsidiary Table IV to this chapter,
ferent castes. ;ffiii(itis the castes with a high proportion of females are the Ghirath (955),

Dagi or Koli (946), both these castes being of low social position, and, therefore,

not predisposed to conceal the existence of females, and Kanets (936)

:

while the Hindu castes with a low proportion of females are the Rajput (796),

Ahir (794), Jat (789), Chhimba (780), Gujjar (778) and Sansi (720). Among the

castes of the latter group, that is, those containing proportionally few females,

the Rajput is notorious for his practice of female infanticide/ while, of the others

the Sansi is a criminal tribe, And the Gujjar, though it numbers a large pro-

portion of agriculturists, is also a caste with a soniewhat unsavoury local repu-

tation.*

Among the Sikhs, Khatris alone (917) have a large proportion of females

per 1,000 males, while Tarkhans (795), Nais (769) and Jats (726) have the lowest

proportion of females. Female infanticide probably accounts for the low
proportion of females among Jat Sikhs, but there is no particular evidence of

the existence of this custom among Sikh barbers and carpenters. Among Musal-
mans, the highest proportion of females is found among the Khojas (975), and
they are followed by the Mahar (923), Awan (907) and Qassab (904). The two
lowest castes are Sheikh (780) and Harni (725) ; aU the other Musahnan
castes except those mentioned have between 800 and 900 females per 1,000 males.

The Hami, hke his Hindu confrere the Sansi, belongs to a criminal tribe, and the

fewness of the number of females among them may be attributed to this cause;

but it seems probable that the lowness of the number of females among Sheikhs

results from the concealment of the existence of their womenfolk.

The marginal table contrasts the position of certain leading castes in

relation to the proportion of females for

Caste. 1921. 1911.

Pathan 827 757
Sheikh 780 807
Brahman 821 809
Khatri 825 814
Rajput 845 819
Biloch 835 838
Mughal 889 841
Aggarwal 834 851
Sayad 875 875
Qi^shi ' * 884 896

1911 and 1921. In 1911 the Pathan had
the fewest number of females per 1,000

males, and was followed by the Sheikh,

Brahman, Khatri and Rajput in the
order named. In 1921 the Sheikh, as

already noted, had the fewest number of

females, and was followed in order by the
Brahman, Khatri, Pathan and Aggarwal.
This change in the relative order of the

proportion of females in difierent castes

indicates that physiological causes are probably more potent than social custom,
and that it would be rash to associate too closely variations in sex proportions
with variation in tribal characteristics. This latter point is very clearly brought
out if we correlate the number of females per 1,000 males for each caste as given
for 1911, with the corresponding figures for 1921. 57 castes have been so corre-

lated and the co-efficient of correlation is found to be 0’67. Though this is a high
correlation, it is very far indeed from being perfect, and shows that during the

10 years elapsing between 1911 and 1921 there has been a very marked change
in many castes in the proportion of females to males. Only if we were to corre-

late the proportion of females per 1,000 males at a considerable interval, say,

100 years, would it be possible to assert that the sex ratio was a tribal character-
istic. It is worth recording that the co-efficients of variation of the numbers of
females per 1,000 males from caste to caste were almost identical in 1911 and 1921,
being 5'68 per cent, for the latter census and 5’72 for the former.

already seen in paragraph 115 of Chapter V how unre-

“the liable are the figures for the age-retums, and in comparing, therefore, thepropor-
4iaerent age- tion of females to males for the different age-groups we might not unnaturally
croaps.

expect the results to be confusing and inconsistent inter se. In the Pimjab we
cannot even fall back on a scientifically constructed life-table of males and females
for the purposes of comparison, as Mr. Acland, who dealt actuarially with the
figures for 1911 and constructed a life-table for males, found the figures for female
ages too unreliable to graduate. It has been necessary therefore to compare
the crude figures of the number of males and females in each age-group, aim it

• There is a Panjabi saying that kuUci aur bUii tk, rangar our gujjar do, which being interpreted puts
these two castes on the level of cat and dog.

'
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is surprising to find that the results for different reli^ons and for different censuses
are so accordant. The results are exhibited graphically in the diagrams which
follow, and it will be observed that the curve showing the relative numbers of
females to males follows similar courses for different rehgions, and for the same
reU^on at different censuses. The observed correspondence may be due to a
reahty underlying the phenomena, or it may be spurious. In the latter case the
agreement between the sex-age-distributions at different censuses would be expli-

oable by reference to the constancy of the habit of misstatement, which must
obtain in any large and conservative population. The correspondence between
the curves for Hindus, Musalmans and Sikhs may hkewise be a specious
oonespondence, and arise from the essential homogeneity of the Punjabi popu-
lation in respect of such traits as the inaccurate statement of ages. For example,
in many branches of conduct and in his attitude towards social and economic
problems, the Jat Sikh of the Central Punjab resembles the Arain who lives in
his own village much more nearly than the latter does a Musalman Arain living

in the United Provinces. Nevertheless, it seems improbable that the whole of

the correspondence between the different curves showing the proportion of females
to males for different ages can be put down to a mere tendency to minimise
or exaggerate ages, or to conc^ the existence of females of marriageable
ages, which is common to all religions in the Punjab. There is a possibility,

therefore, of a smaller proportion of females to males between the ages of 10 and 20

0
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These give the number of females per 1,000 males for all rehgiona, and
ior Hindus, Musalmans, Sikhs and Christians separately for the 3 censuses, 1901,

1911 and 1921, and display that remarkable similarity of feature which has
been already referred to. In comparing the figures for the difierent censuses

ior Hindus, Musalmans and Sikhs, the great deficiency in the number of females

in the marriageable ages from 10 to 20 is most striking. The deficiency was
greatest in 1911 when the curve dropped far below its 1901 position. In 1921
the curves had moved part of the way towards their position in 1901, but are
stiU somewhat below it. For Christians the greatest defect is in the number of
females between the ages of 20—30, a fact which must be attributed to the later

age of marriage among Christians as compared with the people of other religions.

For Christians, however, the fewest number of females of marriageable age was
found in 1901, and the number has risen steadily since then up to the present
time. If the proselytisation of low caste Hindus, Musalmans and Sikhs conti-

nues it seems certain that the distribution ciirve for Christians will approximate
more and more closely to the features of the curves of those religions. More
particularly, this result is likely to be accelerated by the increasing tendency to
defer the age of marriage among Punjabis of all non-Christian religious groups.
This feature is well marked in the diagrams, there being a perceptible tendency
for the minimum number of females per 1,000 males to leave the group 10—15
years for the group 15—20 years. In the case of Hindus, the miriimmn has
actually shifted to the 15—20 group in 1921, probably for the first time in recent
history, while for Sikhs the shift took place between 1901 and 1911. For Chris-

tiana the reverse process is at work and the minimum has shifted backward from
the age-group 35—30 years in 1901, to the age-group of 20—25 years in 1911

;

and there it stiU remains. It may be interesting to suppose, just for a moment,
that the figures of the relative numbers of males and females for each age-group
really correspond with the facts, and to attempt to explain the variations of the
relative frequency of females to males for each age-group. More males are bom
than females, roughly in the proportion of 10 males to 9 females. Among Musal-
mans and Hindus a greater mortality appears to occur among boy children than
-Among ^rl children during the first five years of life, and up to the age of 4 the
proportion of females is well maintained if not actually increased. From the,
Age of 5 to 15 years the drop in the proportion of females is very marked, and
this may be due to the neglect of female children during the years preceding
puberty. From the age of 15—25 years the female is in demand, and -will have
more attention paid to her, so that during those years the proportion of females
rapidly increases. There is a drop in the curves for Musalmans and Hindus
towards the ages of 25—30, and this may be attributed to the mortality arising
from early child-bearing. After the age of 30 the proportion of females rises to
another maximum between the ages of 40 and 50 which corresponds to the close
of the usual span of female fertility. Thereafter the curve drops away towards
the high ages, women of over the age of 50, especially among the poorer classes,

suffering considerably from neglect, if not from actual privation.
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It is instructive to compare tlie figures with the corresponding figures for

the proportion of females to males in Engalnd and Wales according to the Census

of 1911. The resiilts are exhibited in diagram 41 below ;—

•

The explanations offered for the variations in the curves for Musalmans, Hindus
and Sikhs in the Punjab may apply to the peak in the Enghsh curve which oc-

curs between the ages of 20 and 30, and to the slight subsequent drop between

the ages of 30 and 40. That is to say, that at the marriageable ages of 20 to 30

females have much greater care and attention bestowed upon them than males

of the corresponding ages, but that the mortality of child-bearing produces a
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slight re-action after the age of about 27 years in favour of males. Most marked
of all, however, is the fact that apart from this particular phenomenon associated

with marriage, the proportion of females to males in England and Wales rises

continuously from childhood to old age, indicative of the excessive care lavished

on women in England qua women, and not merely qua child-bearers. Social

reformers may well stand aghast at the neglect of, and the contempt for female

hfe shown by all religious groups in the Punjab
;
but no less extensive, and, pos-

sibly, fraught with serious consequences to the future of the race, is the excessive-

pampering of females in England, and its correlative the undue neglect of male
life.*

*In discussing the matter with Colonel Forster, I.M.S., Director of Public Health, Punjab, he bas made ILe-

ioUowing acute observations which bear on the great disproportion among females and males at the higher ages in.

England. During the past half century there has been a steady tendency for females to acquire property and
sums of money in their own right. Now, whereas, a man has, through the force of traditional and social custom, a

tendency to spend his money for the benefit of the woman, the woman has no traditional tendency to spend her

money for the benefit of the man. The consequence is that, in enjoying the benefits of little comforts and luxuries,

woman in England is steadily increasing her advantages over the man, and the effect of this process on the relative

male and female mortality can hardly be negligible. In the Punjab the independent woman, e.g., the orphan

daughter or widow, has, under customary law, only the right of maintenance, and she may never alienate thfr

ancestral xuoperty except for neoeasity, the onus of proving which is put upon her.
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CHAfXEB VI. SUBSroUBY TABLES.

1
I. General proportion of the sexes by Natural Divisions, Districts and States. 11. Number of females per 1,000 males at 1

1 different age-periods bv religions at each of the last three censuses, Punjab and Delhi. I!I. Number of females per 1,000 males I

1 at different aga-peii^ds by relilrions and natural divisions (Census of 1921 ), Punjab and Delhi. IV. .Number of females per 1,000 I

1 males for certain selected cities. Punjab and Delhi V. Actual Number of Births and Deaths reported for each sex during I

1 decades IS91 —1900, 1901—1910 and 1911—1920 (for British Territory only), VI. Number of deaths of each sex at di&rent ages.

1

VII, Proportion of females per 1,000 males (By Tahsils), Census 1921.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I •

General proportion of the sexes by Natural Divisions, Districts and States.

Number of Females to 1,000 Males,
|

Disteict or State and Naidbai. 1921.
1

1911. 1 1901.
1

1891.
1

1881.
1

Drvisios.

Actual Natural Actual Natural Actual Natural Actual Natural Actual Natural

Popula- Popula- Popula- Popula- Popula- Popula- Popula- Popula- Popula- Popula-

tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion. tion.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 mm 11

PUNJAB AND DELHI .. 826 819 817 811 854 846 844 844 844

PUNJAB 819 • . • •• -• •• - •

Indo-Ganoetic Plain West (Total). . 802 795 795 787 842 829 839 825 836 828

Indo-Gangetic Plain West (Punjab) 795 .. .. , . . , . ,

ms1. Hissar 875 855 836 840 870 86C 870 860 843
2. Loharu Slate 882 1,154 909 866 92.5 829 852 824 838

3. Rohtak . . .

,

811 816 893 858 884 844 8691 832

4. Ihijara State 908 SIC 904 787 637 897 921 863 773

5. Gurgaon .

.

854 878 846 911 868 910 81C 894 875

6. Patau U State 893 712 722 906 lot 761 877

7. Karnal 827 814 827 814 844 8U 843 825 852 826

8. JuUundur 807 767 783 743 847 802 841 81C 81

S

9. Kapurtha’a State 816 768 785 746 851 86( 8.34 823 822 767

10. Ludhiana 780 748 724 823 786 822 815

11. Mahrkotla State 711 752 752 757 849 836 859 867 843 845

12., Ferozepore 801 82f 782 791 827 815 826l 833 822 829

13. Farid t ot Slate 789 756 765 772 802 785 800 796 763

14. Patiala Stale 791 787 776 780 846 817 826 818 810

15. Jind State 816 819 812 839 838 825 862 825 865

16. Nabha Slate 792 78C 786 786 818 815 791

17. Lahore 751 791 741 775 815 816 821 811 796

18. Amritsar .

.

790 765 774 759 829 79E 828 803 803

19. Gujraiiwala 788 794 782 78] 846 834 821 842 849 834

20. Sheikhupura 783 793 •• •• •• • •

Himalayan 907 912 892 913 878
21. Nahaa Siati 824 846 822 849 798 845 792 836 775

22. Simla 488 606 591 923 542 1,025 689 883 656
23. Simla Hill States

24. Bilaapur State
917

874

96C

877 1
907 917 888 911 876 8671

25. Kangra .

.

946 919 921 897 925 915 922 913 919 9211

26. Mandi Stale 944 958 935 942 915 936 933 945

27. Suket State 897 923 893 888 88£ 887 926 793 861
28. Chamba Slate 911 916 924 927 923 924 921 927 917

Sub-Himalayan 852 834 827 880 862 863 85f 856
29. Ambaia .

.

776 773 755 814 821 82C 814 8531

30. Kalsia State 761 786 817 738 824 748 835
31. Hoshiarpur 822 832 806 882 85C 873 864 872 864
32. Gurdaspur 811 802 783 776 844 84o 838 83£ 848 845
33. Sialkot 837 814 782 891 854 87] 852 876 853
34. Gujrat 879 858 861 843 927 897 846 876
35. Jhelum .

.

976 895 855 979 911 918 888 897
36. Rawalpindi 827 873 848 866 819

1 854 1 894J 826 892.
37. .Attock 934 902 879 Not available.

-North-West Dry Abba 827 841 847 838 85f 847 855 835 843
38. Montgomery 815 849 828 848 862 85( 853 851 831 832
39. Shahpnr .

.

836 826 824 869 919 89f 912 901 892
40. Mianwali.. 885 89C 898 877 895 Not available.
41. Lyallpur .. 792 85f 761 86C 745 506 Not available.
42. Jhang 868 862 846 889 852 849 844 826
43. Multan 824 84( 832 846 829 854 819 85C 813 846
44. Bahavxtlpur State 816 827 814 829 822 833 846 824 834
45. Muzaffargarh 842 839 847 842 842 84^ 842 854 835 849
46. Dera Ghazi Khan 819 809 831 832 835 838 817 837 811 828

DELHI 733 788 -- . . . . , . , . ..

Indo-Ganqetio Plain West 733 . - . . , . , .

1. Delhi 733mm •• •• •• ••

Note 1. District and divisional figures in column 9 include the emigrants to other provinces except N.-W. Frontier.
2. Figures for Punjab and Delhi in oolumn 9 include emigrants from N.-W. Frontier to other provinces of Inia eice^ Ponjalb
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE H.

Humber of females per 1,000 males at different age-periods by religions at each of the last three Censuses,

Punjab and Delhi.

5-9 „ .

10-U
15-19 .

20-24
.. .

25—29

Iota] 0—29 „

30—39
40—49 „
60—59
60 and over

Total 30 and over

'Actual Population!

^ " Natural Popula-
' < lation.

1921.

AllReu-
GX03IS.

Hisdtt. Musalman. Chbistian. Jain.

1

Total 0—4 inclusive
6-9

,,

10—14 „
15-19 „
20—24 „
25—29 „

otal 0—29 „
30—39
40—49
50—59 „
60 and over

otal 30 and over

OTAI. rActual Population
ALl. <

AGBS. (^Natural Population
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE lU.

Humber of femaUs per 1«000 males at different age-periods by religious and natural divisions

(Census of 1921)—PUNJAB.

rotal 0—

i

inclusive

6—9 „
10—14 „
15—19 „
20-24
26—29

rotal 0—29 „
30—39 „
40—19 „
50—59 „
60 and over

rotal 30 and over

Total fActual Population
ALL <

AGES. (_Natural Population

Kobth West Dey Abea.

iJnder 1

1

2
3
4

rotal 0—4 inclusive

5—9 „
10—14 „
15—19 „
20—24 „
25—^29 .. *

total 0—29 „

30—39 I,
»

•

40—49 „
50—59 „
60 and over

total 30 and over

Total fActual Population

ALL -i

ages. (_Natural Population
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE m.

Number of females per 1,000 males at different age-periods by religions mid natural divisions (Census of 1921)

DELHI.

Aob.

1

Under 1 .. «

.

1 .

.

2 .

.

3 * •

4 • •

Total 0—4 inclnsivB ,

.

G—

9

$t • •

10—14
»» • •

15—19
»i * •

20—24
•» * *

25—29 ft * *

Total 0—29
ti • • »

30—39 ft • « •

«

40—49 »> • * «

t

60—59
»» * * •

»

60 and over ,

.

«

t

Total 30 and over ,

,

t

Total TActual Population
ALL -<

AGES, Population

• •

Inbo-Gasqetio Plain West.

AU
Religions.

Christian. Jain.

1

Sikh.

5 6 7

1,089 765 972

794 852 786

910 1,064 846

980 1,088 2,187

1

1,045 1,339 562

985 1,011 976

1,035 1,000 844

886 531 630

823 863 425

361 851 311

679 784 290

678 838 465

657 756 264

678 704 330

791 690 338

779 759 437

690 727 301

682 794 406
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Caste.

1

HINDU. -

1. Aggarwal .

.

, .

2. Ahir

3. Bralunan .

.

. .

4. Chamar

5. Churah ,

.

6. Dagi or KoU . .

7. Dhanak . A

8. Dhobi . .

9. Gujjar

10. Jat , .

11. Jhinwar

12. Julah

13. Kumhar .

,

14. Khatri

15. Lohar

16. Mali ,, ••

17. Nai ,

.

A .

18. Rajput ..

19. Saini .

«

. .

20. Sunar . A

21. Sansi ..

22. Tarkhan .

.

JAIN.

• ••

1. Aggam al .

.

• ••

MUSALMAN.

1. Arain • «

2. Dhobi » e

3. Faqir • • f ••

4. Mughal •• ••

5. Meo .

,

6. Machhi .

.

. • f »

7. Pathan • • 1 • -•

8. Qureshi •• t •

9. Rajput ••

10. Sheikh • • ••

11. Sayad ••

12. Teli •• ••

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV—DELHI.

Number of females per 1,000 males for certain selected castes.

Number of females per 1,000 males.
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Number of Deaths of each sex at different ages.
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SVBSIDUBT TABLKS.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Proportion of females per 1,000 males (by Tahsils) Census 1921.

PbOPOBTION op PKIVtAT.R^ PJSB 1,000 MALES,

1 Hissar

^ 2 Hansi
00 3 Bhiwani
S 4 Patehabad

5 Sirsa

•< 6 Rohtak

g 7 Jhajjar

Q 8 Gobana
Ph 9 Sonepat

10 Gurgaou
1 1 Peroze pur-Jhirka
12 Nuh
13 Palwal
14 Rewari
lo Ballabgarh .

.

O&llcl, ^ 90 Montgomery .

.

^65 91 Okara
OS 92 Dipalpur
« O 93 Pakpattan .

.

Lyallpur
Samundri
Toba Tek Singh
Jaranwala

•< 20 Ambala

^ 21 B^arar

^ 22 Jagadhri

S 23 Naraingarh
24 Rupar

25
26

Simla
Rot Rbai

27
28
29
30
31

32

Kangra
Debra
Rurpur
Hamirpur
Palampur
Kulu

. 33 Hoshiarpnr .

S 34 Dasuya

PH 35 Garbshankar
36 Una

Jbang
Chiniot
Shorkot

— —

••

Multan
Shujabad
Lodhran
Mails!

Khanewal .

.

Kabirwala .

.

B, G, Kban ,

.

Sangar
Rajanpur
Jampnr
Biloch Trans-Frontier

.
44 Perozepore

» 45 Ziia

^ 46 Moga
CI4 47 Maktsar

48 Fazilka

83 Attock
84 Pindigheb .

.

85 Talagang
86 Fateh Jang .

.

87 Mianwall
88 Bbakkar
89 Isakhel

1 Nabba
2 Patiala

cj;
3 Loharu

SI 4 Paridkot
S 5 Kapnrtbala
B 6 Mandi
® 7 Suket

8 Cbamba
9 Bahawalpur

10 Jind



CHAPTER VII.

Civil Condition.

SECTION I.—GENERAL.

128. Listruction to enumerators. 129. Practical universality of marriage. 130. Widows. 131. Widow
re-marriage.

SECTION U.—FERTILETT DATA AND ALLIED TOPICS.

132. The Family Census. 133. Sex of the firstborn. 134. Age of the woman at marriage. 136. Effect of
age of woman at marriage on fertility. 136. Size of families. 137. Variation of fertility with duration of mar-
riage 138. The most favourable time to be born.

SECTION ni.—COUSIN MARRIAGE.

139. Contrast between Hindu and Musalman communities. 140. Enquiry into percentage of consin
marriage. 141. Tendency to marry cousins most marked for first marriage.

Section I.—General.

128. The instruction to enumerators for filling up the schedule in respect

of column 6—“married,” “ unmarried ” or “ widowed,” was as follows :

—

“ Enter each person whether infant, child or grown-up as married,

unmarried or widowed
;
divorced persons should be entered as

widowed.”

instrueiion Further the supplementary instruction to supervisors printed as Appendix
Enumera-I to the Code of Census Procedure, 1921, stated

—

“ Column 6.—A woman who has never been married must be shpwn
in column 6 as unmarried, even though she may be a prostitut^/^

or concubine. Persons who are recognised by custom a*
married are to be entered as such, even though they had <«?, •

gone through the full ceremony, e. g., the widows who haSe

taken a second husband by the rite known as karewa or chpddtr

andazi.”

The karewa or chaddar andazi marriage is, as is well known, a most shadowy

affair, and in the Central Punjab forms one of the most frequent causes pf c^.

minal litigation, the death of a husband being commonly the signal for the widov

to attempt to escape from her late husband’s home, an attempt which is ooun'-

ered by the deceased husband’s brothers bringing a complaint under spctioi

498 of the Indian Penal Code. In such cases the brother who happens jto le

the complainant, will assert that a marriage by karewa or chaddar andaz^ hig

taken place, the performance of the ceremony being strenuously denied by tl^

widow. The introduction of a volimtary system of marriage registration, which

has been introduced into the several ^stricts of the Punjab, has helped Iq

give greater certainty as to whether such a marriage has taken place or not.

,

The figures regarding civil condition distribution according to age. and

sex are given in Imperial Table VII. This table is divided into three parts : iPait

A shows the distribution for the Punjab as a whole and for the Punjab States fcr

both groups, and for Delhi, for each main religion by age, sex and civil concfitioi.

Part B gives the distribution for districts and States, and Part C gives sitohr

details for cities and selected towns, in which the figures for Buddhists, Parss

and Jews are also included. Further information is contained in the subsidia:^

tables to this chapter.

Subsidiary Table I gives the distribution by civil condition of 1,000 6f

each sex, religion and main age-period for each of the last five censuses.

Subsidiary Table II gives the distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of 0ach

sex for various age-periods by religions and natural divisions.

Subsidiary Table III gives the distribution by age and civil condition

of 10,000 persons of each sex and religion. '
i

Subsidiary Table IV gives the proportions of the sexes for different ireli-

gions by natural divisions, and for various age-periods.

Subsidiary Table V gives the distribution by civil condition for 1,000 ^ '

«ach sex for selected castes at various ages.
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The remaining subsidiary tables embody the main statistics obtained

from the Family Census.

Subsidiary Tables VI, VI-1, VI-2, VI-3, VI-4, VI-5 and VI-6 give the
number of children bom and alive for various durations of marriage, and for male
Jind female children separately. The sex of the firstborn child is also given, and
the age of the woman at marriage, together with the number of children bom to

women of various ages at marriage. Subsidiary Table VI gives the figures for

all the caste-groups among whom the enquiry was made, while the other Tables

VI-1, VI-2, VI-3, VI-4, VI-5 and VI-6 give the figures for each caste-group

separately
;
Table VI-1 dealing with the clerics, VI-2 with agriculturists, VI-3

with traders, VI-4 with artisans, VI-5 with menials and VI-6 with criminals.

Subsidiary Table VII-A shows the gfoss fertility for males and females

for each year of marriage up to 10, and thereafter by quinquennial periods up to

30, for each caste-group separately.

Subsidiary Table VII-B gives the same information for the nett fertility,

that is, for the number of children actually alive at the time of the Family Census.

Subsidiary Tables VIII-A and VIII-B give the comparison of the observed

lertilities (gross and nett) together with the graduated values determined by
calculation.

Subsidiary Tables IX-A, IX-B, IX-C and IX-D give the results of a special

enquiry into the frequency of cousin marriage among Musabnans in the Attock,

Muzaffargarh and Gurdaspur districts, and the Delhi province, respectively.

129. The proportion of males who live anything like the allotted span of Prartioa

years and remain unmarried is very small, and the proportion of females

even smaller. In the whole of the Pimjab only 5*6 per cent, of the males over 60,

and 0'7 per cent, of the females, have never been married. The percentage of un-
married men over 60 (which excludes widowers) is 2‘9 per cent, for Chiistians,

3'8 per cent, for Musabnans, 71 per cent, for Hindus, 9‘0 per cent, for Sikhs and
01 per cent, for Jains. Spinsters over 60 years of age form 0*3 per cent, of the

age-groups for Sikhs, 0*4 per cent, for Hindus, 0'7 per cent, for Jains, I’O per cent,

for Musalmans and 1'8 per cent, for Christians. The relative fewness of females

among Sikhs is responsible for the relatively high proportion of unmarried men,
and for the relatively low proportion of unmarried females among this rebgious

group as compared with the corresponding proportions for other regions groups.

During the last 40 years there has been a tendency for fewer males to remain
unmarried among those of 60 and over . Details are given in the marginal table.

On the other hand there seems
to be a tendency during the
last 40 years to postpone the age
of marriage, as in the younger
age-groups from 5 to 19 the pro-

portion of unmarried males has
increased somewhat since 1881.
Taking, for example, the age-
group of 15—19 years, the per-
as follows :

—

From To

.

.

GO'S per cent. 64'9 per cent.

.. 71-0 „ 77-6 „

.. 63-6 „ 73-1 „

Only among Christians has the reverse tendency been observable, and the
number of unmarried between 15 and 19 has fallen from 92'1 per cent, in 1881
to 70‘3 per cent, in 1921 . The reason for this drop among Christians is undoubted-
ly the fact that in 1881 the Christians enumerated were mainly Europeans, among
whom there would of course be a large proportion of unmarried males between
15 and 19. The conversion of a number of Indians to Christianity during the
last 40 years would, therefore, bring about a reduction in the proportion of un-
married males of the yoimger ages. The question of the age of the woman at
marriage is discussed in detail in paragraph 134 of Section II of this Chapter.

Percentage of unmarried men over 60 (excluding widowers) for each

of the last five censuses.

1881. 1891. ^ 1901. 1911.
'

1921.

Hindas 8-7 8-2 8-0 7-6 71
Musalmans 51 4-1 4-0 4-5 3-8

Christians 8-7 2-9 31 3-8 2-9

Sikhs lO'O 9-9 9-8 101 9-0

oentage of unmarried males has increased

4

Hindus
Musalmans
Sikhs
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Widows.

Widow re-

marriage.

At any given time, irrespective of age, rather more than half the males
and about two-
fifths of the
females alive

are unmarried.

The figures for

the British

Territory, Pun-
jab States and
the Punjab
and Delhi are

given in the
marginal table.

Civil conditioo.

1921.

CSvil condition.

1921.

Males FemaJes. Males. Females.

BRITISH THKKllUKi' (PUAJAH AJNH BRITISH TERRITORY (DELHI).
DELHI) Unmarried .

.

438 346
Unmarried .

.

538 408 Married 464 521
Married 375 460 Widowed .

.

98 133
Widowed .

.

87 132 TOTAL PROVINCES PUNJAB AND
PUNJAB STATES. DELHI).

Unmarried .

.

518 372 Unmarried .

.

535 402
Married 388 482 Married 373 464
Widowed .

.

94 146 Widowed 88 134
BRITISH TERRITORY: (PUNJAB). PUNJAB PROVINCE

Unmarried . . .

.

641 409 Unmarried .

.

537 403
Married . . •

1
373 459 Married 375 463

Widowed . . .
. |

86 132 Widowed 88 • 134

-4ge-periuds.

Married persons per milk, 1921.

Male.
1

Femalet.

Hindus.

GO

1
a
d
QQ

P Jains. Sikhs.

Hindus.

a
<d

S

ai

9
a

Jains. Sikhs.

Undei 5 2 1 2 3 1 1

5—9 (incla.ive) 22 8 6 6 68 25 i6 24
10—14 113 OU 80 63 362 185 194 221
15—19 330 213 388 258 848 680 810 780

table which shows the number of

married males and females for

each of the first four quinquen-

nial age-groups. It will be

observed that 33 per cent, of

male Hindus and 85 per cent, of

female Hindus are married before

the age of 20, while among
Musalmans the corresponding

figures are 21 per cent, for males

and 68 per cent, for females. These

and 88 per cent, of Hindu females were married before the age of 20, while 28

per cent, of Musalman males and 76 per cent, of Musalman females were married

before the age of 20.

130. One consequence of the very early age of marriage is that many
women are left widowed before they reach the age of puberty. Thus in the Punjab
at the Census of 1921 there were no less than 27 widows under the age of 5, there

were 2,835 under the age of 10, 8,963 imder the age of 15, and 26,400 widows
under the age of 20. Taking the widows between the ages of 15 and 19

as typical, the Jains show the highest percentage of widows (3’2 per cent.),

Hindus come next with
3'0 per cent., Musalmans
next with 2’9 per cent.,

Sikhs 1-7 per cent, and
Christians 0'3 per cent.

The proportion of widows
below the age of 40 is

shovm for the last five

censuses in the marginal

table.

Proportio>' of widows per 1,000 is the ages
OF 0—39 (inclusive).

Religions;
Punjab and Delhi. Punjab,

j

Ddhi,

1921. 1911. 1
1901. 1891. 1881. 1921.

i

1

1921.

Hindus 49 68: 47 68 54 49i 43

Musalmans 29 32; 30 72 34 29j 27

Jains 79 10 li 59 90 69 77'

1

92

131. . ...
combated by various reformers. In the Punjab the most prominent body which

has undertaken this branch of social reform is the Vidhva Vivah Sahaik Sabha of

Lahore, under the Presidentship of Sir Ganga Earn, Rai Bahadur, c.i.e., m.v.o.,

which was inaugurated in 1914. The objects of this society, as given by

the Honorary Secretary, are

—

(1) to encourage and arrange widow-marriages ;

(2) to place proper literature in the hands of the public.

The society has brought about the following number of widow re-marri«

ages :

—

1914-15

1916
1917
1918
1919
1920
1921

1922

12

13

31

40
90
220
317
453
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Thus the Sabha is steadily expanding, and is effectively bringing about
n, steady increase in the number of widow remarriages. From the list of marriages
published for 1921 some very interesting information is available, namely, that
out of 317 widow-marriages arranged by the society, no less than 47, viz., 15 per
cent, took place between parties of (hfferent castes

;
a fact which is in itself

evidence of a tendency to loosen the bonds of marriage within the caste. One
notable feature of these inter-caste widow-marriages is that the widow has, in
nearly every instance, to marry below her owm caste

;
thus a Brahman widow will

marry an Arora or Aggarwal, a Rajput widow wiU marry a Khatri or a Sud, a
Khatri widow will marry an Arora, but, of the 47 marriages between parties of

different castes, I can only find one instance, that of an Arora widow who married
a Khatri gentleman, where the widow gained in social status by remarriage. How-
ever this may be, it is clear that the aims of the Vidhva Vivah Sahaik Sabha
are philanthropic, and that it is doing a valuable work for the community in

saving young widows from degradation.

Section II.—Fertility Data and Allied Topics.

132. A special census, commencing in August 1920 and completed in

July 1921, was carried out at the suggestion of the Census Commissioner for India,

in order to obtain data for discussion of the problems of the effect of the duration
of marriage on fertihty, of the size of the family, of the age of the woman at mar-
riage, of the effect of primogeniture on longevity, and the hke. The enquiry
was a voluntary one, and no pressure was brought to bear to obtain rephes. It

follows that the data do not necessarily form a random sample of all marriages

of the type to which the enquiry was confined, namely, to families in which both
parents were ahve at the time of the census, and in which there was, or (presum-
ably) had been only one wife. The data recorded were as follows :

—

(1) Name of the district or State.

(2) Name of the informant.

(3) Informant’s caste.

(4) Informant’s age.

(5) His wife’s age.

(6) Duration of marriage.

(7) Number of children born alive—(a) male, (6) female, (c) total.

(S) Number of children still alive—(a) male, (6) female, (c) total.

(9) Sex of the first-born.

The figures obtained were sorted to show the numbers of children, male
nnd female, born ahve, or still hving, number of childless marriages, the age of

the woman at marriage, and the largeness of the family ahve at the time of the
nensas, classified according to the age of the woman at marriage, for marriages

of five years’ duration and over.

The data were further classified in six large groups each of which com-
prised a miscellany of castes, though there is a general homogeneity of occupation

in each group. For example—
(1) group 1 is comprised mainly of genealogists, priests, writers and

merchants
;

(2) group 2 is almost wholly comprised of the agricultural castes
;

(3) group 3 is formed from the trading classes
;

(4) group 4 comprises artisans, carpenters, masons, goldsmiths and
what not

;

(5) group 5 is formed from other manual workers and menials, such
as oilmen, sweepers, washermen, butchers, potters, barbers and
so forth

;

(6) group 6 is comprised of no less than 108 castes, some of whom
have famihes of very high standing, such as the Ahluwalia,

Qazilbash, Sheikh and Chishti, but of whom the majority
belong to the tribes which lead a wandering, criminal and
generally precarious existence, for example, the Bazigar, the
Bawaria, the Pakhiwara, the Chirimar, the Sansi, the Kanjar,
the Mullah, the Nat and the Hami, to mention only a few of

the more noted castes.

TheTamilr
Cansiu.
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Sn of (ba

Srst-born.

The actual caste names which are included in each group are given in

the following list ;

—

List showing the castes grouped togetherfor the purposes of the Family Census enquiry.

Group 1.—^Bhat (Bhatra), Bhat or Rai Brahman, Padha, Ulema, Kayasth, Khatri.

Group 2.—Arain, Awan, Ahir, Bahti, Bishnoi, Biloch, Bodla, Pathan, Thakkar, Jat, Janjua,

Chang, Dogar, Dhund, Eathi, Eajput, EaWat, Sansar, Sati, Sayed, Saini, Qureshi, Karal, Kamboh,
Kanet, Khokhar, Gaddi, Gakkhar, Gujjar, Ghirath, Lilia, Lod^, MaU, Moghal, Maliar, Mahton,

Meo.
Group 3.—Arora, Bania, Bohra, Bhabra, Bhatia, Khoja, Dhusar, Sud, Khakha, Mahajan.

Group 4.—Tarkhan, Tank or Toba, Eaj, Earn Garhia, Sonar, Lohar, Mair.

Group 5.—Od, Batwal, Barar, Barwala, Baledi, Beldar, Bhil, Pasi, Teli, Jolaha, Jhiwar,

Chamar, Chanal, Chuhra, Chhimba, Dagi and Koli, Daoli, Dosali, Dhanak, Dhobi, Dhogri,

Domna, Eihar, Sarera, Gholam, Qa&sab, Komhar, Kanera, Kori, Gandhila, Lilari, Mossalli, Mochi,

Mahtam, Mehra, Mirasi, Nai, Hadi.

Group 6.—^Abdal, Arab, Arya, Agir, AhlowaUa, Aheri, Bazigar, Bagri, Bawaria, Baddon,
Bokhara Bangali, Bhatra, Bhand, Bharai, Bhatiara, Bharbhonja, Bahropia, Bhanjra, Bhojki,

Bairagi, Patwa, Pachahdha, Paracha, Pakhiwara, Phiphra, Perna, Penja, Tajik, Tagah, Tork,

Tambob, Tanaoli, Thori, Thathiar, Jangida, Jogi, Jogi-Eawal, Jhoja, Jhabel, Chirimar, Chishti,

Changar, Chorigar, Khalsa, Khanzada, Khomra, KhuBhabi, Darogar, Daodpotra, Darzi, Dabgar,

Eahbari, Eababi, Eor, Sansi, Sapela or Sapadha, Sirkiband, Shoragar, Sheikh, SikUgar, Faqir,

Qazilbash, Qalandar, Kapri, Kathia, Kachhi, Kangar, Kormi, Kashmiri, Kakkezai, Kalal, Kalwar^
Kamangar, Kanjar, Kanchan, Konjra, Kehal, Khatik, Gadi, Gaxa, Garri, Gagra, Gadaria,

Gorkha, Gosain, Ghai, Ghosi, Kedari, Labana, Machhi, Mazhabi, Mojawir, Mallah, Maniar, Miana,
Megb, Mina, Natak, Nat, Longar, Niaria, Harni, Hali, Hijra, Hesi.

The number of families for which data were obtained was 166,419, the

division according to caste-groups being as follows. For convenience I have
given a general name to each group corresponding to its principal component

Caste-group.

Number of fami-

lies for which
data were re-

corded.

Number of fami-
lies with a dura-

ration of marri-

age of 5 years

and over.

1. Clerics 16,611 15,532

2. Agriculturists 74,813 69,406

3. Traders 11,879 10,918

4. Artisans 7,649 7,086

5. Menials 31,832 29,289

6. C'riminals 23,635 21,280

166,419 153,511

district and State, as well as by the natural geographical divisions of Indo-Gange-
tic Plain West, Himalayan, Sub-Himalayan and North-West Dry Area, it is

clear that, if the data are reliable, as they probably are to within the same limits of

accuracy as the Census proper, they form a mass of extremely valuable material,

to the examination of which one might appropriately devote months of labour,

were it feasible to do so.

It is out of question even to print anything but the bare totals for the

Punjab of the figures for each caste-group and for all caste-groups together.

These are given in Subsidiary Tables VI, VI (1), VI (2), VI (3), VI (4), (5) and
VI (6), the numbers in brackets referring to the caste-group number assigned in

the list on this page. Only a few of the many interesting paths of enquiry, which
invite seemingly to distant bournes can be pursued, and even these must
be trodden warily, else we shall soon be lost in a forest of perplexity.

133. The following are the data showing the observed numbers, and
the ratio of the numbers of female to male first-bom children, according to dura-

tion of marriage for all caste-groups

Duration of marriage in yean*. 0-4. 6—9.
j

10—14.

!

i

I

16—19. 20—24. 26—20. 30 and
over.

Number of female first-bom 5 3,054 10.358|
1

12,32lj 10,982 9,766j 6.242
1

13.806.

Number of male first-bom

Batio of numbers of female first-bom

3,925 12.21^

i

16,317 14,260 13,034'
1

i

8,497 20,266

to male first-bom 0-778 0-84^ 0-755 0-770 0-749

1

0-735 0 681
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On the whole, therefore, there is a tendency for there to be more female

first-bom in the case of marriages of duration between 5 and 10 years than for

marriages which have lasted less than 5 or more than 10 years. The observed

ratio for the first 10 years of duration of marriage is as follows for each year sepa-

Duration of marriage in years.* 0
1

1

1

2

1

^ «
i

8 9

Ratio of numbers of female to male first-

born 0 0-785 0-755

i

I
0-757

1

0*849j 0-825 o-seej 0-852 0-846

likely to be a girl than a boy, it is more hkely to be a girl for marriages which had
lasted (in 1920-21) from 5 to 10 years than any other time, and the maximum
likelihood of a female first-born is for those marriages which took place 7 years

before the Family Census, that is in 1 91 3-1 4. t

Now, in the first place, it is obvious that the duration of the marriage

after the birth of the first child can have no possible effect on the sex of the first-bom,

and as the first-bom children of parents who had been married, say, 15 years in

1920-21, may have been bom in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd years of marriage, the ratio

of the sexes of the first-bom of parents, whose duration of marriage was 15 years,

includes births which took place from the 1st to the 15th year of marriage.

What we really want to know is whether the sex-ratio of first-bom children

varies with the variation in the years elapsed from marriage to the date of birth

of the first child, and on this problem the light obtained is only indirect. Thus,

we know that marriages of long duration will include cases in which the first-bom

child was born after several years of marriage, while marriages of short duration

cannot include such cases
;
but numerical precision cannot be reached as to the

exact way in which the first-born sex-ratio varies with the interval between mar-

riage and the birth of the first child. All that it is possible to say is that there

is an indication that the first child when it is born in the early and late years of

marriage is more likely to be a boy than in the middle (5—10) years of married

life. Even this conclusion must be regarded as subject to error from the conceal-

ment of female births, to which the Punjab is prone. If this tendency (as there

are reasons to think possible) is more marked for children bom in the early and
late years, when disappointment at bearing a girl-child may be most intense, then

our figures may be of no use at aU from a physiological stand-point.

Lastly, in this connection it will be necessary to examine the general ratio

of female to male births, any variation in which, for example an increase in this

ratio, during the last 30 years, would produce a smaller female to male ratio of

first-born children for marriages of long duration (in 1921) than for marriages of

short duration ; and this would vitiate, pro tanto, the tentative result suggested

above.
For this purpose we will compare the ratio of female to male first-bom

for each year of duration of marriage with the general ratio of female to male
births. The question arises “ which year should be adopted for a comparison ?”

Take for example marriages which have lasted 8 years
;
some of them will have

had their first-bom child in the first year of marriage, some in the second, and so

Showing percentage of childless forth. Now the percentage of childless marriages for

marriages of various durations is as shown in the margin.

Pewntage figures show the percentage of childless marriages

offirat-born on the total number of marriages which have lasted
chUdren. from “n” fo “w 1 ” years, where is the tabled

value of the duration of marriage. Thus of 100 mar-
riages which have completed 4 years, 37 per cent, are

childless at the end of the 4th year. From this result,

assuming that we are deahng with marriages in which
there is no mortality in the first 10 years, we find

the percentage of first-born children occurring as in

column 3 of the marginal table, so that the majority of

Duration
of

marriage.

Percentage
of childless

marriages

0
1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

99
84
61
37
26
19
13

9
8
5

1

15
33
14

11

7

8

4
1

3

* Here a marriage classed as of duration 3 years, say, aill hare lasted less than 4 years and not less thas
3 years. A marriage of 0 year’s duration is one that has lasted less than 1 year.

f The statement in the text is not eqairalent to saying that the maximiun likelihood of a female first-born

is for mairiagea of 7 years’ duration.
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first-born occur in marriages of 2 years’ duration, that is in the 3rd year of

marriage.*

\Ve may assume, therefore, that the first child is most usually born in

the 3rd year of marriage, and that consequently for a marriage in the 9th year,

say, that is of 8 years’ duration the first child was born 6 years previously. For

marriages in the 1st and 2nd years it will be appropriate to assume that the first-

born child has occurred 0 years previously. So, for marriages which had, say,

8 years’ duration at the time of the Family Census (1920-21) it will be proper to

compare the sex-ratio of the first-born with the sex-ratio of all children bom in

1915. For marriages of 7 years’ duration the comparison must be made with

the general sex-ratio of births in 1916 and so on. The following result is

reached

Duration of marriage
in years.

Year for which the
general sex-ratio at

birth IS selected.

iSex-ratio of first-bom

female/male.

General sex ratio at

birth.

0 1921 0-00

1 1920 0 78 0-M
2 1920 0-75 0-90

3 1920 0-76 0-90

4 1919 0-81 0-89

5 1918 0-85 0-89

6 1917 0-82 0-91

7 1916 0-87 0-91

8 1915 0-85 0-91

9 1914 0-85 0-91

Ag« ot tlie

traman
marriage.

some part of the variation of the sex-ratio for marriages of longer duration is to ibo

attributed to a secular change in the general sex-ratio, yet the proposition is pro-

bably true that while the proportion of female to male births is about 9 to 10,

the proportion of female to males among first-born children is only about 8 to 10.

If the data are rehable the result is of great physiological and sociological sigm-

ficance
;
but, however attractive fearless assertion may be, it is wiser to remind

the reader of the pride that the Punjabi takes in his male children, and of the

effect that pride may have in causing him to misstate the sex of his first-born, t

134. When we observe that there were 64 persons (37 males and 27
a* females) who were widowed before the age of 5, enumerated in the 1921 Census, the

youthfulness of some bridegrooms and brides has been sufficiently emphasized.

As is well-known, consummation of the marriage does not take place (perhaps

many years later) till the muklawa ceremony has been performed, the bride in

the meantime living with her parents. Even so the marriage proper will take

place as soon as possible after the girl has reached the age of puberty. Unlike

the schedides of the main census, the Family Census schedules record the duration

of marriage dating from the time at which the woman came to five in her hus-

band’s house, and therefore the “ duration of marriage ” does not correspond with

the period elapsing since the time of the civil marriage, nor with the time elapsed

since the commencement of cohabitation. In fact, the recorded “ duration of

marriage ” will ordinarily date from the time of the muklawa (home-bringing)

ceremony, which usually takes place several years after the initial nikahoTshadi

This would not be exactly true if the Family Census was not a strictly random selection from all mairiagep.

It is probable that it is not so, and that District Officers naturally tended to get information about marriages which

had larger rather than smaller fami lies.

tThe percentage of childlessness for each of the first ten years of marriage for each caste-group separately

is as follows :— ,

Duration of marriage. 0 1 2 3 4 5

1

^

1

8 9 years.

Caste-group 1 100 80 49 37 24 16 15 10 5 4

„ „ 2 -

.

99 84 51 37 26 19 12
;

9
1

i

9 4

3 •• • 100 86 50 40 28 17 10 9 7 i 6

„ „ 4 • • 100 80 39 34 23 18 13 9 9
1

^

ff »» 5 • • • • 99 88 67 41 29 22 17 11 7 1 7

„ „ 6 100 83 49 32 27 18 12 10 8
1

«
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(civil marriage), and, not infrequently, a good time before the actual
consummation of the marriage with the husband.f

In studjdng the data of the Family Census, therefore, it must be remembered
that when we find that 15 per cent, of the women were below the age of 10
at marriage, that this denotes that these girls had been married civilly

at a very young age indeed, and had actually come to reside in their husband’s
horde (though not necessarily to cohabit with him) before the age of 10.

The results obtained from the Family Census are exhibited in two tables,

the first showing the actually observed numbers of women of each age at marriage,
and the latter the relevant percentages. The data are given separately for each
caste-group.

*

Table showing the actual number of women whose “ age at marriage ” is given.

Below 10 10—14. 15—19. 20—24. 25—29. 30—34.
!

35—39. 40 and
over.

TotaL

Am. Castes 23,413 55,673 48,685 16,761 5,409 2,106 875 589 153,511

Oaste-group 1 .

.

3,490 6,447 3,988 972 290 118 129 98 15,532

2.. 9,330 24,361 23,422 8,353 2,417 1,007 317 199 69,406

3., 1,603 4,631 3,384 950 235 68 35 12 10,918

„ 4.. 950 2,627 2,319 790 244 90 43 23 7,086

„ 5.. 5,179 10,395 8,823 3,241 976 393 157 125 29,289

6.. 2,861 7,212 6,749 2,455 1,247 430 194 132 21,280

Table showing the percentage numbers of women whose “ age at marriage ” is given.

Below 10 10—14. 15—19. 20—24. 25—29.

!

30—34. 36—39. 40 and
over.

Total.

Aii Castes .

.

15-2 36-3 327 10-9 3-5 1-4 0-J 0-4 100

Caste-group 1 .

.

22-5 41-5 25*7
1

6*2
1

1-9 0-8 0-8 0-6 100

5 » 2.. 13 Aj
1

35-1 33-7 12-0 3-5 idi
0-5 0-3 100

99 3.. 14-71 42-4 31-0 8-7 2-2 0-6| 0-3 ^ 0-1
f

' 100

99 4.. 13-4 37-1 32-7!

1

11 -21 3-4
1

1*3 0-6 0-3 100

99 5.. 17-7 35-5 301
1

111 3-3 1-3! 0*5 0-4 99-9

99 6..

12.

13-4

•11

33-9 31
-7!

11-5 5-9 2 0j
1

0-9j 0-6 99-9

girls below the age of 10 than any other caste-group. Next in order of preference
for very young wives come menials (17-7 per cent.), then traders (14-7), and lastly
agriculturists, artisans and criminals, all of whom marry when 13-4 per cent, of
their wives are below the age of ten. Caste-group 3, comprising a majority of
traders, has the most marked aversion of all to marry women above the age of 40. t

§ Hardly less striking that the immatiirityof the wife at the time of arrival at her husband’s home is the
immaturity of the husband himself. Among certain tribes of the Central Punjab this immaturity may result in
ths girl-wife reaching puberty before the boy-husband, a circumstance of which the boy’s father is apt to take
advantage. A Puujabi saying pithily sums up the consequences by concluding that “ the Brstbom child is the
«hild of his graniHather and not of his father.” The genetic effects of this practice will be that the correlation of
the characters of the putative father and son will faU below the value of about one-half which is the anticipated
correlation for true paternal inheritance. The point will be discussed further in examining the anthropometric
data collected by the ^ter from the Central Punjab, a task which is deferred to Chanter XI.

• L
marriage must be interpreted in the sense explained, viz., “ age at which the woman comes to

live m her husband s home.
trhe general agreement betw^n the figures for various caste-groups is, perhaps, partial evidence that

the Family Census results are not entirely vitiatsd by the i^e-distortion which was a feature of the age returns in
the main census. ^
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Efleetoiage 135. In order to determine what efiect, if any, early or late marriages

atmOTtege on fertility, it would be necessary to compare the number of children born
on fertmty. for aU “completed” marriages, that is to say of 30 years' duration and over, the only

variable factor being the age of the women at marriage. Even tliis would not
enable a just estimate of the effect of early or late marriages to be made, as, should

early or late marriages tend to increase mortahty, this consequence would be
obscured, omng to the exclusion from the data of marriages in which one parent
had died.

At first sight the requisite information might appear to be available on
examining the figures of the number of children for all marriages, of whatever
duration, classified according to the age of woman at marriage. The data are exhi-

bited in the statement below ;

—

Statement of the percentage age-groups of age of woman at marriage with 0, 1, 2, 3 to 5 and 6 to 10 living children

for all caste-groupsfrom the Family Census records.

Age of woman at marriage in years,
j

!

1

Below
1

.

'''
1

1

:

1

10—14
:

i
;

15—19 20—24 25—2930—34 35—39

1

1

j

40
1 and
over.

1

1

Total.

Percentage on enumerated childless marriages . .1
' 19-

1

39-1 26-8 8-6

i

3*3
1

1-8 0-8

1

0-5| 100
i

Percentage on enumerated marriages with 1 childi

living .. ..1 16-9
t

37-6 30
-Gi

9-4 3-o;

1

i

1

0-6;

1

0-7| 100

Percentage on enumerated marriages with 2:

children living . . .

. j

i lo-2
1

1

, 37i:

j

30
’Ol

10-6

'
1

i

3-6; I'O
!

0*7

1

0'4i ion

Percentage on enumerated marriages with 3 to 5
children living

1

14-3
i

34-8
1

33-2:

1

11-9

i

1

3-7j 1-3 0-5 0-2 100

Percentage on enumerated marriages with 6 to 10
children living 13-8 36-4 32-2! 11*7;

1

1

1

2-6i
1-3 0-7

1

0-3 100

Percentage on enumerated total number of mar-
riages with 0, 1, 2, 3 to 5 and 6 to 10 children

living 15-2 36-3

1

1

31-7j 10*9

!

3
-5; 1-4

1

o-ej 0-4 100

The conclusions which this table suggests are exactly those which :fit in
with our preconceived notions of the evil effects of early or late marriages. For
this very reason we must be careful to see what fallacies may underlie the seeming
simplicity of the data.

Thus, if we look down the columns for the age of the woman at marriage,,

we observe that as the number of children increases—

(1) the proportion of marriages for the age of woman at marriage
below 10, diminishes,

(2) the proportion of marriages in which the woman is between 10'

and 14. diminishes,

(3) the proportion of marriages in which the woman is between 15
and 2;) at marriage, increases,

(4) the proportion of marriages in which the woman is over 30, dimi-
nishes.

Three explanations seem possible, namely—

•

I.—That in the years immediately preceding the Family Census of
1920-21, there had been an increase in the number of very
early or very late marriages. As a recent marriage must
necessarily tend to be a childless marriage at the time of the
Family Census, this would account for the relatively high
proportion of childless marriages and marriages producing a
small number of children, for women marrying below 15 and
over 30.

IT.—That when the age of the woman at marriage is below 15 and
over 30, that the mortality rate of either parent, or both parents,
becomes higher than in the general population. This would
tend to make such marriages of short duration, and, therefore
relatively infertile.

III.—That when women rnarry below 15 or above 30, the resulting
marriage is less fertile than marriages which take place when
the woman is between those ages.
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Explanation II is, in a sense, virtually tlie same as explanation III, as

if either parent dies, as a consequence of the immaturity or excessive maturity

of the woman, at the time of marriage, this is a legitimate argument against such

marriages. The first explanation is not, I think, consonant with what is generally

believed as regards the increase in the age of woman at marriage during recent

years, and therefore explanations II and III may be accepted as correct alter-

native interpretations of the data, and admit the conclusion that marriages in

which the woman is below 15 or above 30 years of age at marriage are relatively

infertile.

136. In order to compare the relative fertihty of one section of the popu-

lation with another, it is desirable, in the first instance, for simplicity’s sake,

to examine only the figures for “ completed ” marriages, which will be the

term applied here to marriages of 30 years’ duration and over. For this purpose

the table compiled below is apposite

—

Staiement of (he percentage offamilies with 0, 1, 2, 4, 8 and 12 living children for “ completed " marriages of 30 years^

duration and over.

Caste-geoitp NiraiBESS.

1

1

2

l

3

i

1 4

1

' 5 6 1—6

Percentage of families with 0 children living 6 04 5-66 4-68 5-69 7*68 6-56 6-12

Percentage of families with 1 child living 28'66 18*77 20*20 18*62 20-77 20-98 20-62

Percentage of families with 2 children living 32-82 32-59 27 09 30-90 31-32 31-68 31-85

Percentage of families with 3 to 6 children living 26-39 35*53 38-81 36*76

•

33*66 32-67 34-04

Percentage of families with 6 to 10 children living 6-06 7-36 907 7-91 6-49 8-03 7-27

Percentage of families with 12 or more children

living 0-03 0-09 0-16 0-13 0-08 0-08 0-11

This indicates that for “ completed ” marriages sterility is very low form-

ing only about 6 per cent, of all such marriages
;
the highest degree of sterility

(7*68 per cent.) being found among menials (comprised in caste-group 5) and the

lowest (4'68 per cent.) among traders (caste-group 3).

The most usual size of family for “ completed ” marriages is from 3 to 5
children, except among clerics (caste-group 1 ) for which a family of 2 is more
common than any other. The mean size of family for “ completed ” marriages

has been calculated by assuming that where the number of recorded children

is between 3 and 5 it was actually 4, where it is recorded as between 6 and 10 it

was actually 8. The results are recorded in the

margin. The results in the first column of

figures give the living children, and for marriages

of such long duration as 30 years, which
are the only ones included in these data, the

number of children lost by death is con-

siderable. The results given in the second

column of figures show the total fertihty,

that is the total number of children born,

whether ahve or not at the time of the Family
Census. Thus, while artisans have the greater

gross fertihty, they come only second to

traders in nett fertihty, whilst the lowest

fertihty, both gross and nett, is possessed by the

clerics.

Mean size of families, i. e., of living children

for “ completed ” marriages.

Caste-group.

Number of

living

children.

Number of

children

born.

1. Clerics .

.

3 70 6-15

2. Agriculturists .

.

4-03 5-70

3. Traders 4-27 6-05

4. Artisans 4-10 6-24

6. Menials 3-88 5-83

6. Criminals 4-05 5-45

All Castes .

,

3-99 6-68

Size ci

families
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^Var^ion 137 ^ The terms “gross” and “nett” fertility have been used in the

with dorationpreceding paragraph to denote the number of children bom in the past to a single

of marriage, marriage at any given moment, and to the number of children of a single marriage

alive at the time of the Family Census. The terms will be used in this sense

throughout.

To obtain the “ gross ” and “ nett ” fertihties for any given duration of

marriage the number of children bom and alive, as shown for each caste-group in

the sorters’ tickets, was divided by the number of marriages for various durations

of marriage.*

The results are given in Subsidiary Tables IX-A and IX-B for the “ gross
”

and “ nett ” fertilities for males and females separately. Naturally the gross

fertility rises more or less steadily right up to marriages of 30 years ’ duration and
over, both for males and females. The nett fertility, however, for females shows

signs of diminishing as the dm’ation of marriage approaches 30 years.
Diagram 42.

niAr.RAMS S.H0WINr, GROSS AND NLT FLRT\UTY l^l-L, FDR ALLCULDRLW

BORHAUVLANDCHILDRLN NOW HVIKalrORVARYlNC. DllRATlOMOF

= MARRIA&L ACCOROING TOTHL PUNJAB CLHSdS l9£\ ="

6 *

§

u.0

1
hiO

FOR CAS-n: GROUP I.

J

AMr, atmuA, &ngroxeiu,BUM/rAn,

PAOnk, ULHA
, MwrM,

i<mnoN ormMetu-A erofx nerturr

j^~ aeoa* x— ooesx*-

eWfCTlOHV PARABOLA AST riRTlUTT

r<’^zt¥9 * itogx—0055 x*

1

A
tA

f y.

—1
/

,
ftwjsr rarnLiTT

w mmrrr

» 15 eo £5 30

WRATIOli or MARIUAGS W fSkR-S

95

.
ate UJiely to read a ^nsus report, or even a chapter, right through, it is necessarv t.,repeat that the duration of mamage is measured from the time the wife comes to live in her hiwhunH’.. j

does not date from the time of the civil marriage.
o e m ner nusoana s house, and
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As the figures for the gross and nett fertilities show certain irre^arities,

which can hardly be due to anything but chance or minor inaccuracies in the

statistics, it seems desirable to graduate them by means of some appropriate

formula. This was done for all caste-groups separately, and for the totality of

caste-groups. The graduation used was that of an equation of the second degree

fitted by the method of least squares, the condition imposed being that the fer-

tility (both nett and gross) was zero for a marriage of a duration of 0'7 years.

This period, which is equivalent to about months, corresponds to the mimmum
time from the time of marriage within which a child is likely to be born.

Disgram 43 .

§

(4.

0

1
1*4

V3

I

DIAGRAMS SHOWING GROSS ^NQ NLT fLRT>LlTY(\.L FOR ALL&HilORE.N

BORN ALiVLAND CHILDRLN N0WLIV1N&)F0R VARYING DURATION Of= MARRIAGE. ACCORDING TO THL PUNJA^B CLHSUS\9 2.I=

FOR CASTL GROUP II

ARAlti. Amti, AHIJS.&AH7/, ULOCH...

aODLA, PmAH, THAKAf^,JAr, JAtiJUA, CHAHO

COOAR OhUHQ j RAJPUTt PAiVAT, - -

J’AT/', J-AYAO, SAim % KAhROr;--'

(Mh OAMAR . GUJARi AfAUt M£H^

MOGAL,MAUAR.^ULAt LOOA > MAM70N - - *

j j
PSAnury

//STAtATiLfTf

\0 i5 20 ZS

Ol/PAT/ON or MARRfA&E WT/tAZS

tOUAT/O/V OF parabola GROSS rEKTiLfTy
y=^— 233a + -S3 S€Jr-C7 0 vr X*-

tOUATION or PARABOLA /fCT FTRSILiTY
270S^ 0OM/ X*

,, , - I,.— - „ ^
The resultant equations connecting the number of children bom {y) witk

the duration of the marriage in years (x) are as follows for each caste-group :

—

All caste-groups

Caste-group 1 ..

Gross fertUtty curve,

. .y=:—-2331-1--sses®—-00471 ^

. .y=—-2608-1--3769*—-0063x2

. .y=—-2332-f--3356af—-0047x *

. .y=—-2303-1--3319®—•0042x *

. .y=—-2296-f--3308»—•0041*2

. .y=—-2177-f-3136®—-0038*2

. .y=—-2154-1--3050*—-0040*2
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The similarity of all these equations is remarkable, and they show that

during the first few years of married life we may say that, roughly, one child is

bom in every 3 years. The rate of child-bearing shows a steady falling oS with
duration of marriage, and practically vanishes, for ordinary Punjab conditions,

after 36 years of married Ufe.

Diagrams 42, 43, 44 and 45 exhibit the actually observed values of the

gross ” and “ nett ” fertilities
; together with the curves of graduation, for

caste-groups 1, 2 and 3 (clerics, agriculturists and traders) and all castes together.
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Special attention may be drawn, to Diagram 42 which gives the fertihty

curves for the clerical, rehgious and generally hterate classes. In this case the
graduation cannot be described as at all successful, as the observed fertihties

rise sharply till 3 children have been bom, after about 7 years of married hfe, and
thereafter rise very slowly indeed. Contrasted with all the other curves* the
failure of the graduation is conspicuous, and the conclusion seems probable that
the high class Hindu knows something of the effective use of contraceptives.

Dhgram 45.

DIAGRAM ShOVflNG GROSS AHD NLT f£RTlUTY(l.LFOR ^aCH'.LDRLN jl

BORNAUVE. iWD _CH1LDRL1^ tiOW UViN&dFOR VARVING OURATiON OF |l

I=== »4ARRIAGLACCORPlf<&TOTHL PUNJAR CENSUS
|

s FOR ALLCASTL GROUPS==
tQUKftOM or fAKABOLA OKOfS FSJtTlUrY

yto—^551 5«3X- «OC.9‘7

CQUfcnoN or parabola net rteriLi-vf

y—'—'ItU ^ Z4l6X.~OOS9 jt*

..
aiAgiauuturca3t!j.jraup3 4. 6sucl (L toe wluok<o'(iir>iborta,5rilaatiooformuia atfota»cl»«t>»sto..meutowjttiHiea«tu*id*ta.

, u »ua o, loi wuoa
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For the rest the diagrams must speak for themselves.
Th8 most 13 g, It has been trenchantly observed that many of us are very unfor-

time to be tunate in the choice of our parents. Ha\ing chosen one’s parents however, it

born in. is not unimportant to choose the right moment to be born at. The question of the
“ handicapping of the firstborn ” has been dealt with by Professor Karl Pearson.*

It seems clear that the data of the Pmijab Family Census would provide

some answer to the Question “ what are the relative chances of sur\ival of a child
a.

born in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and subsequent years of marriage ?” The difficulty

is to find the appropriate form of analysis. An attempt to examine the problem
is made in Appendix o, to wliicli the mathematical reader is referred.

The results alone are of general interest, and may be briefly summarised
here. If we represent by a co-efficient lim, the ratio of the hkehhood of survival

for a given number of years, of a child born in the ?u-th year of marriage, to

the likelihood of siuvival for the same number of years of any person,j then if

\ni is greater than unity, it is clear that the m-th. year of a marriage is a favourable

year for a child to be born in
;
if Am is less than unity the ui-th year is an unfavour-

able one to be born in.

Year of marriage.
Relative chance of

survival of child born in

that year of marriage.

1 1-08

112
3 1-OS

4
i

1-08

o 1-01

0 1-01

7 (••90

8 0-94

9 0-88

lu 0-78

The figures in the margin give the re-

lative chance of survival for children born
in each of the first ten years of marriage.

This, of course, affords only a rough in-

dication of the relative prospects of sur-

vival of the firstborn as compared with the

laterborn children, but serves to show,

if the method of analysis is valid, that it

is better to be born in the first six years

of marriage than later on.

Section 111.—Cousin Marriage.

Contrast be- 139. There is hardly any social phenomenon more striking than the

cleavage between the Hindu and Musalman in respect of the custom of inbreeding,

man Com- /Unong the latter community inbreeding is almost enjoined as a duty, in the
munities. former it is wholly taboo.

The Hindu must marry, unless he has adopted Arya tenets, within his

caste
;
he must marry within his section

;
but he must not marry within his

gotra or clan. The Musalman definitely seeks a near relation, a first cousin for

preference, as his bride.

Here, if anywhere, is a genetic experiment on a large scale, which ought,

one may suppose, to decide the vexed problem of the advantages and disadvan-

tages of cousin marriage. As the two great communities, speaking of the Punjab
as a whole, live side by side, eat the same food, follow the same pursuits, and,

at any rate among the rural population, which forms nearly 90 per cent,

of the whole, are scarcely differentiated at aU in respect of house accommoda-
tion and environment generally, the material seems admirably adapted to show
whether cousin marriage is a eugenic or a dysgenic practice.

Enquiry into 140. An essential preliminary is to determine the percentage of cousin
percentage otmarriage among Musalmans, and for this purpose I had a special enquiry carried

rtijge? out by my Personal Assistant, Sheikh Abdul Majid, LL. B., in the districts

of Attock, Muzaffargarh and Gurdaspur. He received careful instructions to

include all cases, whether the husband and wife were related or not, so as not

to exaggerate the percentage of cousin marriage, and these instructions were,

I beheve, adhered to. In order to prevent mistakes in entering up the relation-

ship of husband and wife, when it existed, a detailed genealogical table was drawn
up, and the synopses have been based directly on these genealogies. The total

number of cases recorded is 855 for the 3 districts, and the data cover 10 different

castes. The data for the Sayad caste alone was recorded in aU the three

districts.

1 have not access to the literature of the subject at the present time, but if my recollection serves me Pro-
fessor Paarson found that the firstborn son was more unstable than the laterborn sons both in mental and physi-
Qal characteristics.

tThe general survival rates have been taken from Table P, Life Table, Males, page 187, Census of India
Report 1911, Volume L Part L drawn up by Mr. Aeland.
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The summarised results are given in the table below :

—

Number and 'percentage of certain castes who marry relations.

Distiiot. Caste, Desoription of wife.

Mabrying 1st cou-
sins.

Maseyino Cousins.

Number. Percentage Number. Percentage

Total
cases*

f First wife 81 60 108 67 161

Awan] . - <

1 Other wives 2 5 7 19 87

r First wife 62 48 68 63 108
Haliars . .

'

( Other wives 0 •' 2 18 11

(
First wife 1 20 4 80 6

Attock .

.

Qureshis . . <

1 Other wives 0 0 * 0

(
First wife 3 20 12 80 15

Rajputa . . }

l Other wives 0 • • 1 17 6

{ First wife 12 80 14 93 15

Sayads , . !

1 Other wives 0 3 60 6

Total District .

.

161 42 219 60 363

First wife 77 41 97 62 188
•

Bilocbs .

. j
Other wives 2 10 8 33 21

(
First wife 2 9 6 23 22

Pathans . ^

1 Other wives 0 1 11 9

Muzafiargarh. .
•<

( First wife 17 63 17 63 27
Qureshis . . ?

- i Other wives 0 0 • • 4

r First wife 2 29 2 29 7

Sayads .. 5

c Other wives 0 0 •>s 1

Total District .

.

100 36 130 47 279

t First wife 28 32 36 41 87
"

Arain . . <
- ( Other wives 1, 1 14 7

(
First wife 4 33 4 33 12

Gujiars . . <

t Other wives 0 — 0 6

( First wife 8 14 • 12 21 68
Gordaspor . . < Jats . . !

1 Other wives 1 10 1 10 10

(
First wife 7 23 8 27 30

Raipats '

( Other wives 0 •• 0 — 1

(
First wife 0 .. 1 20 6

Sayads . . i

1 Other wives 0 •• 0 - U

Total District .

.

49 23 63 30 213

TMAt AraocK. MtTZAETABGAfiH AKB GUEDASPITB I

DiStBTCTS .. 1 300 35 412 48 855

1
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The above summary does not distinguish between marriages of cousms
of other grade than first cousins, and for the detail of marriages between first

cousins once removed, second cousins and so forth Subsidiary Tables IX-A,
IX-B, IX-0 and IX-D should be consulted.

Of the 3 districts Attock and Muzafiargarh are distinctively Musalman
districts, while Gurdaspur contains exactly 50 per cent, of Musalmans. The
variation of the percentage of cousin marriage among Musalmans with the varia-

tion in the proportion of Musalmans in the population of the district is very
remarkable. The figures are these

—

PSBCEKTAaX OF MrSALMANB WHO MABRY
Percentage of Mosalmaiiat

District. total popQlation of district.

First Cousins. Cousins.

Attock .... 42 60 91

MuzaSargarh .... 36 47 87

Gurdaspur .... 23 30 SO

The conclusion is most strongly suggested that in districts where there are

relatively fewer Musalmans, their natural preference for marriage with a near
relative is modified by contact with the exogamous Hindu. The converse pro-
position, however, is not true, as may be noted in the Muzaffargarh ^strict, where
though there is no less than 81 per cent, of Musalmans, the Hindu population
recorded no single instance of a cousin marriage from among 203 cases into which
enquiry was made. In the Attock district, from among Khatris, no cousin mar-
riages were observed, though marriage within the section, as well as within the
caste, is practically universal. Of the 3 sections of Khatris, the Khokharan,
BShri and Bunjahi, the first named is a purely endogamous section, but the
last two are reported now to be inclined to inter-mar^ one with the other. We
may conclude, therefore, that Hindus are uninfluenced in the direction of cousin
marriage, or of any kind of endogamy, by their Musalman neighbours. *

* Since the above chapter was written the following data have been obtained for the Delhi Province in
which there is 29 pec cent, of Musalmans.

Ifumbtr and percentage of certain Musalman castes who marrp relations.

DELHI raOVINCE.

I

Total
..|

16 7 26 11 229

The absence of cousin marriage among Jata and its rarity among Meoe are not suipriaing in view of tlw
fact that both castes are converted from Hinduism.
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141. Lastly, among Musalmans it is much more likely that the first

will be a cousin than the second or later wives. This is to be attributed to the mc^ market,

greater social importance of, and the closer observance of custom demanded from*"*^*^
a first marriage than from a second. In the first marriage the man follows the

dictates of the tribe, in the later rnwriages he pleases himself.
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I. Distribution by CSvil Condition of 1,000 of each sex, religion and main age-period of last five censneee, Punjab andi

and Delhi. III. Distribution by main age-periods and Civil Condition of 10,000 of each sex and religion, Punjab and Delhi. IV.
tion of 1,C00 of each sex at certain ages for seleeted castes, 1 unjab and Delhi. VI, VI (1). VI (2), VI (3), VI (4), VI (5), VI (6).

Bach slip corresponds to one marriage. VII-A. Statement showing gross fertility for male and female cWldren bom srliva

and female children new living for varying duratiorrs of marriage for caste groups. VIII-A. Statement showing the observed and
VIII-B. Statment showing the observed and calculated average net fertifity (»'. e., for children living) for varying dura
Attock District. IX-B. Kelationship of husband and wife (Mosalmans), Muzaffargarh District. IX-C. Relationship of hna
rifled dates of Hindu marriages for Uie Punjab, 1910—1921, as given by Pandit Devi Dial Jotshi

SUBSIDIARY

Distribution by Civil Condition of 1,000 of each sex, religion and

Uttmatried. Widowed.

ALL REUGIONS.

^nder 5
5—9 (inclusive)

10—14 „
16—19
20-39
40—69
60 and over

13 14

HINDU.

6—9 (inclusive)

10-14 „
16—19 „
20—39 „
40—59
60 and over

MUSALMAN.

Under 6
5—9 (inclusive)

10-14 „
1 15—19

20—39
I 40—59 .,

60 and over

CHRISTIAN.

Jnder 6 .

.

6—9 (inclusive)

10—14 „
15—19
20—39
40—69
60 and over

Jnder

5

6—9 (inclusive)

10—14 „
16—19
20—39
40—69
60 and over
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STJBSIDIABT TABLES.

Delhi. U. Distribution by CivU Condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain ages in each Religion and Natural Division, ^njab
Proportion of the sexes by Civil Condition at certain ages for Religions and Natural Divisions. V. Distribution by Qvil Condi-

Showing the data collected from the Family Census, Punjab, 1920-21, for marriages for which both husband and -^e were alive,

for varying duration of marriage for caste groui» (Punjab Census 1921). Vll-B. Statement^showing net fertility for male

calculated average gross fertility (*.£., for all children bom alive) for varying durations of marriage for different groups,

tions of marriage for different caste groups (Punjab Census 1921). IX-A. Relationship of husband and wife (M^almans),

band and wife (Musalmana), Gurdaspur District. IX-D. Relationship of husband and wife (Musalmans), Delhi Province, X, Autho-

TABLE I.

main age—period of last five Censuses, Punjab and Delhi.

Female.

Unmarried. i Married.
|

^idowtd.



SUBSIDIARY TABLE l.-eonduM.

Distribution by (Svil Condition of 1,000 of each sex, religion and main age-period of 1921.

ALL RELIGIONS.

Under 5
6—9 (iaclusire) .

10-14 „

20—39
40—59
60 and over

HINDU.

Under 0
6—9 (iaoludvB)
10-14

’•

20—39
40—59 „
60 and over

MUSALMAN,

Under 6
6—9 (inclusive)

10-14 „
15-19 „
20—39
«-59 „
60 and over

OHBISTLAN.

Under 5
6—9 (inclusive)

10-14
15-19 „
20—39
40-59 „
60 and over

Under 5
5—9 (inclusive)
10-14
15-19
20—39
40—59
60 and over

Under 5
5—9 (inolusive)

10—14
15—19
20—39
40—59
60 and over
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.

Distribution by Civil Condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain ages in each Religion and Natural

Division.—Punjab.

MALES.

REUQIOX AMD NaIVBAL DIVISION.

PUNJAB.
All Religioni

Hindu .

.

Mnsalman
Christian

Jtun
Sikt .. .. •

iNDO-GANGETIC PLAIN WEST
All Religions

Hindu .

.

Husabnan
Christian

Jain
Sikh .

.

HIMALAYAN.
All Religions

Hindu .

,

Musalman
Christian

Jain
Sikh .

.

gUB-HIMALAYAN.
All Beligions

Hindu .

.

Musalman
Christian

Jain
Sikh .

.

NORTH-WEST DRY AREA.
All Religions

Hindu .

.

Musalman
Christian

Jain
Sikh .

.

All Ages.

§ .s

a E
o <5

» ss

6—9
(inclusive).

10—14
(inclusive).

'O
! S

•S ^

15 16

5811 6
6531 6

369 557

711 251

6781 262
751, 128

PUNJAB.
All Religions

Hindu .

.

Musalman
Christian

Jain

UroO^GANGETIC PLAIN WEST
All Religions

Hindu .

.

Musalman . . 1

Christian

Jain
Sikh .

.

HIMALAYAN.
All Religions

Hindu .

.

Musalman
Christian

Jain
Sikh .

.

SDB-HIAIALAYAN.
All Religions

Hindu .

.

Musalman
Christian

Jain . . • •

Sikh .

.

NORTH-WEST DRY AREA.
All Religions

Hindu .

.

Musalman
Christian

Jain
Sikh .

.

21 61 886 53
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OBAFTBB VII. BI7BSn>UBY TABUES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IIL

Distribution by main age-periods and Civil Condition of 10,(HM> of each Sex and Religion.

Religion and age.

1

Males. Females.

Unmarried.

'

Married.

Widowed.

Unmarried.

Married.

Widowed,

1 2 3 4 6 6 7

PUNJAB.

ALL RELIGIONS.

Auj Ages .. 5.370 3,752 878 4,029 4,627 1,344

0—9 (moluaive) * • • • 2,708 19 2 2,951 64 2
10-14 „ • • 1,124 88 5 824 275 5
15—39 • • . • 1,373 2,126 246 239 3,165 276
40 and over 165 1,619 625 15 1,123 1,061

HINDU,

Au. Ages .. « 5.087 3,922 991 3,651 4,772 1,677

0—9 (inclusive) • • • 2,659 33 3 2,817 105 3
10-14 „ « • • • 1,046 132 8 694 394 9
15—39 • • • • 1,286 2,306 299 132 3,265 371
40 and over 196 1,451 681 8 1,008 1,194

KUSALMAN,

Au. Ages .. 5,514 3,702 784 4,302 4,507 1,191

0—9 (inclusive) • • • • 2,846 13 1 3,061 42 2
10—14 „ • • « • 1,174 61 2 898 204 4
15—39 * • • • 1,379 2,046 214 321 3,101 225
40 and over .

.

• • 115 1,582 667 22 1,160 960

CHRISTIAN.

All Ages .. 5,825 8,467 708 4,760 4,352 888

0—9 (inclusive) .. 2,901 12 .. 3,327 33 2
10—14 « • . . 1,185 41 3 1,007 151 3
15—39 » • • > 1,663 2,021 214 390 3,049 154
40 and over . . 76 1,393 491 36 1,119 729

JAIN.

All Ages 5,199 3,581 1,220 3,888 4,237 1,875

0—9 (inclusive) .. 2,554 12 3 2,794 22 1

10—14 • • • • 1,095 93 6 923 214 8
15—39 . _ . . 1,284 2,355 373 162 3,160 599
40 and over •- 266 1,121 838 9 841 1,267

SIKH.

All Ages - .. 5,534 3,519 947 3,885 4,754 1,361

0—9 (inclusive) 2,559 8 1 2,832 36 2
10—14 . . 1,139 77 3 866 247 3
15—39 1,555 1,958 228 181 3,164 219
40 and over 281 1,476 715 6 1,307 1,137
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CHAPTEB VII. SUBSIBIABT TABIKS.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE ID.

Distribution by main age-periods and Civil Condition of 10,000 of each Sex and concluded.

Religion and age.

Males. Females.

Unmarried.

Married.

o

o
Unmarried.

Married.
Widowed.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

DELHI.

ALL RELIGIONS.

All Aoe3 .

.

• • 4,382 4,639 979 3,459 5,214 1,827

0—9 (inclusive) •-» 2,140 22 2 2,719 75 2
10—14 862 144 7 583 368 6
15—39 1,279 3,033 384 141 3,825 299
40 and over •• 101 1,440 586 16 946 1,020

HINDU.

All Ages .. . . 4,220 4,666 1,114 3,265 5,304 1,431

0—9 (inclusive) .. 2,137 26 2 2,671 82 1

10-14 „ 835 170 10 507 422 7
15—39 ,, ,, ,, 1,137 3,144 442 78 3,904 335
40 and over . . ,

.

• • 111 1,326 660 9 896 1,088

MUSALMAN.

All Ages . . , . ,, 4,642 4,642 716 3,834 5,051 1,115

0—9 (inclusive) _ 2,206 12 2,846 57 3
10—14

, . 960 81 3 757 253 5
15—39 1,403 2,812 207 3,672 208
40 and over

_
. . ,

,

• • 73 1,737 443 24 1,069 899

CHRISTIAN.

All Ages
. • 5,651 3,883 466 4,296 4,830 874

0—9 (inclusive) 1,780 51 2,593 117 ..

10—14 510 201 9 554 378 4
15—39 3,227 2,540 178 1,027 3,480 248
40 and over 134 1,091 279 122 855 622

JAIN.

All Ages .

.

4,389 4,274 1,337 3,140 4,841 2,019

0—9 (inclusive) 2,040 8 2,548 29 14
10-14 „ , , 982 107 4 216 5
15—39 „ 1,161 2,780 409 72 3,663 697
40 and over 206 1,379 924 10 933 1,303

SIKH.

All Ages .

.

. . 3,968 5,371 661 3,910 5,401 689

0—9 (inclusive) 1,272 10 2,845 25
10—14 590 76 5 789 88
15—39 2,050 4,054 381 263 4,511 138
40 and over -- 56 1,231 275 13 777 551
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Proportion of the sexes by Civil Condition at certain ages for Religions and Natural Divisions.

NTTMBEE of females per 1,000 MALBS.

0—9 (inclusire). I 10—H {indusive). I 15—39 {inclusive). I 40 arid over.

Natural Division and
Religion,

PUNJAB.

All Religions
Hindu
Musahnan
Christian

Jain
Sikh

LNDO-GANGETIC PLAU
WEST.

All Religions
Hindu . •

Musalman .

.

Christian .

.

Jain . • *

Sikh

All Religions
Hindu
Musalman .

.

Christian .

.

Jain
Sikh

SUB-HIMALAYAN.

All Religions
Hindu
Musalman .

.

Christian .

.

Jain
Sikh

No males in these age-periods.
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CHAPTER Vn.

PUNJAB.

1. Aggarwal H.
2. Ahir H.
3. Arain M.
4. Arora H.
6. Arora S.

6. Awan M.

7. Barwala M.
8. Bawaria H.
9. Bharai M.

10. Biloch M.
11. Brakman H.

li Chamar H.
13. Chamar S.

14. Chhimba H.
15. Chhimba S.

16. Chhimba M.

17. Chuhra H.
18. Chuhra S.

19. Dagi and KoliH.

20. Dhanak H.
21.

22. Dogar
23. Faqir
24. Girth
25. Gnjjar

26. Gujjar

27. Hami
28. Jat
29. Jat
30. Jat

31. Jhiwrar

32. Jhiwar
33. Jhiwar
34. Julaha

35. Jolaha
36. Kamboh

37. Kamboh
38. Kanet
39. Kashmin
4'). Khitri
41. Khatri

42. Khoja
43. Khokhar
44. Kumhar
45. Kumhar

46. Lohat
47. Lohar
48. Machhi
49. Mahtam

60. MaU
{61. Maliar

1 62. HaUah
1 53. Meo

SUBSIDIARY

Distribution by Civil Condition of 1,000 of each

DISTRIBUTION OF 1,000 OF EACH SEX

12—19 (inciusire). 20—39 {inclusive).

a ^
s

s-t *13
cd

s ^

999
1,000

988
992

1,000 0

1.000 0
999

1,000

999
999

i,oooi 0
998

1,000 0
1,000 0
999 1

979 20

935 62
965 34

jBEI
990 10
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SUBSlDIAKir TABLKS.



27%

CA3TK,

1

PUNJAB

—

concluded.

54. Mirasi M. ..

55. Moohi M. .. . •

56. Mughal M. .. . .

57. MudsalU M. ..

53. Nai H. ..

59. Nai S. .. , ,

60. Niii M. .. , «

61. Pakhiwara M. ..

62. Pathan M. ..

63. Qjsab M. .,

64. Qureshi M. .. . «

65. Rajput H. .. . .

86. Rajput M. .

.

. .

67. Sami H. .

.

68. Saioi 8. ..

69. Sausi H. ..

70. Sayad M. .. . ,

71. Shoikh M. .. . .

73. Suuar H. ..

73. Suuar M. ,.

74. Tarkhan H. ..

75. Tarkhan S. ,.

76. Tarkhan M. ,.

77. Toll M. ..

DELHI.

1. Aggarwal H. ..

3. Aggarwal (Jaiuj , .

3. Ahir H. ..

4. Araiu M. ..

6. Brahman H. .. , ,

6. Chamar H. .. ^ ,

7. Chuhra H. ..

8. Dhanak H. ..

9. Dhobi H. ..

10. Dhobi M. ..

11. Dagi an 1 KoliH. .

.

12. Faqir M. ..

13. Uujjar H. .,

14. Jat H. ..

15. Jhiwar H. ..

16. Julaha H. ..

17. Khatri H. .,

18. Kumhar H. ..

19. Lohar H. ..

20. Machhi M. ..

21. Mali H. ..

22. Meo M. ..

23 I Mughal M. ..

24, Nai H. ..

25, Pathan M. ..

26. Qureshi M. ..

27. Rajput H. ..

28. Rajput M. .. , ,

29. Saioi H. ..

30. Saasi H, ..

31. Sayad M. ..

32. Sheikh M. ..

37 . Suuar H. ..

34. Tarkhan H. ..

35. Teli M. .. ••

All ages.

631| 387

447 61

SUBSIDIARY

Distribution by Civil Condition of 1,000 of each

DISTRIBUTION OF 1,000 OF EACH SEX

12—19 (inclusive)-

\

'd
'U

,

!

G9
i

s
-r'

c i

o
c

982 17

989 11

969 29

984 14

976 2C
965 34

979 20

969
946
944
979

31
54
48
21

BMI:

933
909
987

63
88
13

9
934
974

66
23

887 104

976! 231 1

2

917 76

173i 11

209 16

318 23

I32| 13

279} 26
267 14

i

!
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TABLE V

—

concluded.

sex at certain ages for selected castes.

.4NJ) AlIE BY CIVIL CONDITION.

40 and over. 5—11 112— 19 pO

—

Z9(i?u:lusive), I 40 and over.

& hS ! ^

31 I 32

9 24

17 4C

20 3£

17 £

12 n
14 29
19 24
10 34
11 30
12 63
32 25
11 36
17 6
15 9
38 26
12 60
13 19
22 11

10 36
18 6
18 6
13 27
11 13

-5
a i?

& s

66| 94
961

78

age by civil CONDITION,

49 552 3991 298 5C

76 659 366 312 4{

71 564 365 337 51

26 771 204 353 Bi

74 608 320 314 i',

21 761 218 308 51

24 685 291 356 54

33 675 292 293 51

89 612 298| 353 6C

79
36
17

84
74 6
54 6

203 1,000

152 1,000|

139 1,000

107 1,000

97 992
115 1.000

158 1,000

123 1,000

142 1,000

128 1,000-

157 1,000

117 .1,000

131 1,000

62 1,000

168 1,000

119 1,000

185 1,000

191 1,000

291 3

32 8

82 0

98 6

36 4

196 3
143 3

292 0
21 6

39 0
89 0

263 16

168 1

42 0

108 1

7c 0

C 0

73 1

138 4

48 0

158 0

14 0

61 0

34 0

44 14

780, 21 7
7321 45 6

769} 11 1

741 80 6

766j 43 8
8901 14 7

8151 16 6
863; 0 0
775 28 17
731' 0 120
7971 34 14

761 18 11

559 11 13
840 6 1

810 17 7
875 16 8
796 9 14
840 39 2
837 22 6
787 16 68
791 30 11

782 7 4
668 13 38
773 1« 9
719 6 20
670 12 213
777 14 24
727 29 2
687 296 9

630 148 0
416 13 22

470 12 16

784 10 23

831 28 0
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

bowing the data collected from the Family Census, 1920-21, for marriages for which both husband and wife!

were alive. Each case corresponds to one marriage.

Oastb Group Nos. 1 to 6.

Part I. Total No. of cases 166,419.

Duration of mar-
riages in years

PONJAB.
1. Total No. of

eases

2. No.of malechiid-
ran bora alive 3

3. No. of female
children born
alive . . .

.

4. No. of male child-

tea now living 3
3. No. ' of fem^e '

children now
living . . .

.

6. No. of child-

less marriages . . 303
7. No. of male

first-born

8. No. of female
first-born

9. No. of families

nkth 0 children

living

10. No. • of families

with 1 child

living .

.

11. No. of families
|

with 2 childran

living

12. No. of families

with 3 to aehild-
ren living

13. No. of families

with 6 to 10 child-

ren living

14. No. of families

with over 10 child-

ren living

Pari II.

Age of woman at lUnder
marriage. 8.

1. No.- of families

with 0 children

living

2. No. of families

vHth I child liv-

ing

3. No. of families

with 2 children
i

living. .

4. No. of families

With 3 to 5 child-

ren living

6. No. of families

with 6 to 10
diildren living .

.

6. No. of families

with over 10
children living.

.

Markiaoes of 6 years’ duration and over. Total No. or cases 153,.511.

Totals of columnsl 15,637| 7,77
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI (1). .

Showing the data collected from the Family Census, 1920-21, for marriages for which both husband and

wife were alive. Each case corresponds to one marriage.

Caste geoup No. 1.

2. No. of families with

1 child living

3. No. of families with

2 children living

4. No. of families with

3 to 5 children living

5. No. of families with

6 to 10 children liv-

ing
6. No. of families with
over 10 children liv-

ing

Totals of columns .

.

2,203 1,2871 l,80t 1,050 1,293
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI (2).

Showing the data collected from the Family Census, 1920-21, for marriages for which both husband and wife
were alive. Each case corresponds to one marriage.

Caste group No. 2,

Pabt I. Total No. or cases 74,813.

Duration of mar-
riages in years.

PUNJAB.

1. Total No. of cases

2. No. of male
children bom
alive

3. No. of female
children bom
alive

4. No. of male child-

ren now living.

5. No. of female
children now
living

6. No. of childless

marriages
7. No. of male first-

born
8. No. of female

firstborn

9. No. of families

with 0 children

living

10. No. of families

with one child

living

11. No. of families

with 2 children

living

12. No. of families

with 3 to 5 child

ren living

13. No. of families

with 6 to 10
children living .

.

14. No. of families

with over 10

children living .

,

Pabt II. MaEBIAOE of 5 YEABS’ DCBATION AND OTBB, ToTAL No. OP CASKS 69,406.

Age of woman Under
at marriage. 8

1. No. of families

with C children

living

2. No. of families

with 1 child liv-

ing
3. No. of families

with 2 children

living

4. No. of families

with 3 to 5 child-

5. No. of families

with 6 to 10
children living.

6. No. of families

with over 10
children living.

Totals of columns
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI (3).

Showing the data collected from the Family Census, 1920-21, for marriages for which both husband
and wife were alive. Each ease corresponds to one marriage.

CaSTB GEIODP No. 3.

PUNJAB.
1. Total No. ofcases

2. No. of male
children bom i

alive

3. No. of female
children born
alive

4. No. of male
children now
living

6.

No. of female
children now
bving

6. No. of childless

marriages
7. No. of male

first bom
8. No. of female

I

first bom
9. No. of families

with 0 children

living

10. No. of families

with 1 child liv-
|

ing
1 1. No. of families

with 2 children

living

12. No. of families

with 3 to 5 child

ren living

13. No, of famihes
with 6 to 10 child

ren living

14. No. of families

with over 10
children living.

.

Past II. MaRBIAOES of 5 YEABS’ DITEATION AND OVEB. ToTAL NO. OF CASES 10,918.

Age of woman gnder 9
at mamage.

1. No. of families

With 0 children living

2. No. of families with
1 child living

3. No. of families -with

2 children living

4. No. of families with

3 to 5 children liv-

ing

5. No. of families

with 6 to 10 children

living

6. No. of families with

over 10 children

living

Totals of columns . .1 1,0 1,303 680 923 83
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI (4).

Showing the data collected from the Family Census, 1920-21, for marriages for which both husband and wife

were alive. Each case corresponds to one marriage.

Caste group No. 4.

Past I. Total No. of cases 7,649.

Duration of marr
riages in years.

PUNJAB

1. Total No. of

eases

2. No. of male
children bom
alive

3. No. of female
children bpm
alive

4. No. of male child

ren now living

5. No. of female
children now living

6. No. of childless

marriages
7. No. of male

firstborn

8- No. of female

firstborn . .:

9. No. of families

with 0 children

living

10. No.- of families

with 1 child living

11. No. of fainilies

with 2 children

living

12. No. of families

with 3 to 5 child-

ren living

13. No. of families

with 6 to 10 child-,

ren living . . .j

14. No. of families

with over 10

children living .

.

13, 92 129j

1

9

t

53

i

. 1

1

16 40
1

! 8 44

•• 14 35
I

1

13' 74 50j

i

4 4 <

[

7 43i

. I

1

1

11 36

13? 76 56

i

. i

1

16 71

167 162 223|

91 103
i

160i

59 85 176

72 75 117

48 62 111

36 37 41

64 68 97

47 67 85

68 46 65

88 98 108

9 16 43

108 107 87 162

43 61 45 91

j

7 18 16 46

1 ..

Age of woman
at marriage.

1

Under
8

i

1. No. of families

with 0 qhildren

living
j

61

2. No. of families with
1 child living! 142

3. No. of families with
2 children livipg 142

4. No. of families rtith

3 to 5 children

living . .

.

282

6. No. of families with
6 to 10 children

living
1

71

6. No. of families with
over 10 children living , ,

Totals of columns 688

33 27

110 97
i

83 134

211 243

44 41

1 .

.

688 262 797 314 492 482 642 1,004 334! 239 7901 244' 90
i I

I t
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI (5).

Showing the data collected from the Family Census, 1920-21, for marriages for which both husband and
wife were alive. Each case corresponds to one marriage.

Caste group No. 6.

Duration of

marriage in years,

PUNJAB.
1. Total No. of

casts ..

2. No. of male
children bom
alive

3. No. of female
children bom
alive

4. No. of male
children now
living

6.

No. of female
children now
living

6. No. of childless

. marriages

7. No. of male first

bom
8. No. of female

firstborn

9. No. of families

with 0 children
living

10. No. of families

with 1 child liv-

ing
11. No, of families

with 2 children

living

12. No. of fanulies

with 3 to 5 child

ren living

13. No. of families

with 6 to 10
children living .

14. No. of families

with over 10

children living .

79 472 536 695 761 980 908 835 1,351

i

I

740 6,012 5,244 4,560 2,643 6,016 31,832

1 40 145 262 428 679 753 923 1,589 1,215 10,550 11,537 11,912 8,051 18,842 68,927

•• 24 120 253 372 541 668 818 1,510 1,062 9,896 10,264
1

10,601

1

7,520 16,262 60,011

1 31 119 218 207 499 500 667 1,180 925 7,987 8,628 8,529 5,980 13,252 48,873

iJ 103 182 273 486 505 603 1,164 841 7,436 7,656 7,541 5,283 11,043 43,123

78 417 304 286 218 214 158 88 100 65 260 112 116 36 93 2,533

1 35 128 226 304 405 395 396 647 359 3,180 2,942 2,608| 1,451 3,461 16,438

•• 20 104 184 239 361 356 351 604 326 2,672 2,190 1,937 1,156 2,462 12,861

78 426 346 341 314 294 233 150 192 86!

t

465 280 220 79 239 3,743

1 180 m 357 457 414 351 542

!

233l 1,441 735 665 261 646 6,540

•• 10 33 79 179 190 226 390 2o3i
!

1,849 1,148 7681

1

372 974 6,461

•• • • 10 11 49 71 107 226
1

166i 2,166 2,812 2,524j 1,464 3,141 12,747

1 •• 1 1

'

2 91 268

1

493{

i

465 1,009 2,331

.

.

.

.

, , .

.

, . , , . . . . 1

1

• •
!

2 7 10

Part II.

Age of woman at
marriage.

1. No. of families

withO children

living

2. No. of famihes
with 1 child

living

3. No. of families

with 2 children

living

4. No. of families

with 3 to 5 child

ten living

5. No. of families

with 3 to 10

children living .

.

6. No. of families

with over 10

children living .

.

Marriages of 5 tears’ dttration and over. Total No. op cases 29,289.

20 ! 26
19 to

I

to

24 ! 29

3,268
j

1,911 3,278 1,337 1,91

13 14 15

158 140 280

423 435 672

456 428 744

762 809 1,970

124 124 424

1 1 3
L

ill 1,937 157 125 29,28
I
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4 5

633 774

368 699

332 521

282 444

266 402

155 139

243 35C

235 279

230 204

309 387

80 138

14 45

••

0
0

^5
to

i

20
to

25
to

30
and

Totals oi

Rows.
.4 19

j

24
; 29 over

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI (6).

Showing the data collected from the Family Census, 1920-21, for marriages for which both husband and
wife were alive. Each case corresponds to one marriage.

Caste group No. 6.

Part I. Total No. of cases 23,635.

Duration of mar-
riages in years.

PUNJAB.

1. Total No. of

cases

2. No of male child-

ren born alive .

.

3. No. of female
children born
alive

4. No. of male
children now
living

5. No. of female
children now
living

6. No. of childless

marriages
7. No. of male first-

born
8. No. of female

firstborn

9. No. of families

with 0 children

living

10. No. of families

with 1 child

living

11. No. of families

with 2 children

living

12. No. of families

with 3 to 5
children living .

.

13. No. of families

with 6 to 10
children living .

,

14. No. of families

with over 10
children living ..

680
1

j

631

525
!

488
1

1

521 ! 449

94 66'

384 313

331 280

160 128

371 276

209 177

68 74

4,604 3,499 3,131 1,826 4,305 23,636

7,430 7,390 7,783 5,213 12,870 45,611

6,777 6,597 6, .541 4,414 10,609 39.42£

5,661 5,725 5,913 3,677 9,447 34,072|

i

5,144 4,604 4,976; 3,101 7,348 28,585

164 78 77 68 78' 1,935

2,530 1,891 1,789 1,068 2,511
1

12,409

l,910j 1,530 1,265 69C- 1,716 9,291

1,722 I,807l 1,673

Age of woman jUnder I

g
at marriag.-. 8 8 19

1. No. of families

with 0 children

living

2. No. of families

with 1 child

living

No. of families

with 2 children

living

No. of families

with 3 to 5 child-

ren living

3. No. of families

with 6 to 10

children living

No. of families

'

with over 10 i

children living

'

otals of columns l,247i 430f 1941 132121,2
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII-A.

Statement showing gross fertility for male and female children born alive for varying duration of marriage

for caste groups (Punjab Census 1921).

Average number of male and female (childeen) born alive at Census of 1921.

Duration of maebiagb.

Group I. Group II.

8
to

i*3
QJ

1
a 3 1

^
!

B
a

0—1
1—2
2—3
3—4

4—5
5—6
6—7
7—8

8—9
9—-10

10—14
15—19

a
a -3

a

1 17 104
1-34 1-23

1-81 1-52

2-37 2-06

Group VI,
I
All Groups.

3-19 2-90

: 2 -

0 -

01 31 0

0-94 0-82

2-61
1

2-32

3-04
!

2-84

0-53j 0-63
I

0-52

0-67|

0-84

1 55 1

1-44

1-78
!

1-63

2-99 2-46 3-C8

Duration of marriage.

Average number of male and female children ltvino at Census 1921.

Group I, I Group II. I Group III.
f
Group IV. I Group V, I Group VI, I All Groups.

1-541 2-02

2-26
1-74 2-25 1-87
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE Vin-A.

Statement showing the observed and calculated average gross fertility (i.e., for all children born alive) for

varying duration of marriage for different Caste Groups.—(Punjab Census 1921).

Duration of marriage.

3—4

4—6

5—6 .

6—7

7—8

8—9

9—10

10—14

15—19

20—24

25—29

30 and orer .

.

i

0-305 0-47

0-831 0-82

0-015' 0-10

0-197! 0-42

4-363 5-03

4-927 5-35

6-703i 0-70

4-167 4-11

4-937 4-91

5-S35 6-25 6-464

0-09 0-010 0-10

0-38 0-189 0-42

0-67 0-593 0-73

1-22 1-152

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII-B.

Statement showing the observed and calculated average net fertility (t. e., for children now
living) for varying duration of marriage for different Caste Groups.—(Punjab Census 1921).

DuBATIOS or MABKIAOB.

Group I I Group II. | Geoup ill. I Group IV.
|
Group V.

0-013 0-07

0-102 0-31

0-414 .0-55

0-685 0-73

1-293 1-31

3-105 3-12

1-839 1-81

2-373 2-01

4-2281 4-361 4-0221 4-2
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OHAPXBB vn. SUBSroUBT TABLBB.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX-B. I

Relationship of husband and wife (Musalmane), Muzaffargarh Distriet.
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OHAFTEB Vn. SUBSIDIABY TABIB8.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX-C.

Relationship of husband and wife (Musalmans), Gurdaspur District.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX-D.

Relationship of husband and wife (Musalmans),Delhi Province.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE X.

Luthorised dates of Hindu Marriages for the Punjab. 1810—1921, as given by Pandit Devi Dial Jotshi
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CHAPTER VIII.

Literacy.

SECTION. I.—GENERAL LITERACY.

142. Reference to statistics. 143. Definition of Literacy. 144. Extent of Literacy. 145. Local distri-

bution of Literacy. 14G. Literacy by districts. 147. Literacy by Natural Divisions. 148. Literacy by cities

and towns. 149. Literacy by religions, lot*. Effect of the proportions of Hindus and Mnsalmans in the total

population on the literacy of each community. 161. Literacy by castes. 152. Literacy by occupations.

SECTION II.—LITERACY AND THE STATISTICS OF THE EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.

153. Adult literacy. 154. Literacy in Schools, and extra-scholastic literacy- 155. The numbers required

to replace loss of literates by death. 156.' Speculative increase in male literacy in British Territory during the

decade 1921-31. 157. Expansion of Education since 1961.

Section I.—General Literacy-

Reference 142 . Tlie figures for education by religion and age are given in Imperial
to Statistics,

yjjj . ^ containing t’ne provincial summary, Part B details for dis-

tricts and States and Part C details for cities and selected towns, and Imperial

Table IX, which gives the details of education by certain selected castes, tribes

and races. While the Imperial Tables give the absolute figures, the data giving

the proportionate amount of literacy per mille of population are contained in the

Subsidiary Tables.

Subsidiary Table I gives the literacy per mille, by 4 age-groups, by sex

and religion for the Punjab and Delhi separately.

Subsidiary Table II gives the number of hterates per mille by age, sex and
locality for each district, State and natural di\fision.

Subsidiary Table III gives the literacy per mille by religion, sex and locality

for each district, State and natural division.

Subsidiary Table IV gives the same information as Subsidiary Table

III for English literacy.

Subsidiary Table V gives the variation in literacy in each of the 5 censuses

since 1881—1921 for males and females separately, and for the 3 age-groups 10—14,

15—19 and 20 and over for each district, State and natural division.

Subsidiary Table VI gives the number of literates per mille for each caste,

and also hterates in Enghsh per 10,000 of population.

Subsidiary Table VII shows the growth in the number of educational

institutions, scholars and expenditure from 1889-90 to 1030-21, based on the

returns of the Education Department, Punjab.

DefinWon 143. The instruction contained on the cover of the enumeration book
oi Liteiaey. jg2i Census, read as follows :

—

“ Column 14—(Literate or ilhterate)—Enter against all persons, whO'

can both read and write any language, the word ‘ literate’

;

against persons who cannot read and write any language make
a cross in this column.”

The supplementary instructions to supervisors, given in Appendix I tn

the Code of Census Procedure of the Punjab 1921, read as follows ;

—

“ Column 14—A person should not be entered as literate unless he
can write a letter to a friend and read the answer to it.”

Except for verbal alterations these instructions are exactly the same as

those given in 1911, and as pointed out in paragraph 413 of the last Census Eeport,

the definition adopted in the 1911 and 1921 censuses demands a higher standard

of hteracy than did the instructions at the Censuses of 1881, 1891 and 1901. Com-
parison of the figures of literacy, therefore, between the last two Censuses of 1911

and 1921 with the literacy obtaining at any of the 3 previous censuses will be
misleading. Comparison between the returns of literacy for the 1911 and 1921

Censuses wiU, however, be feasible, provided no insistence is made on minor differ-

ences, which may be the result of inaccurate returns.

Extent oi 144. Out of a total population of 25,101,060 persons in the Punjab, 967,94^
ite laey. persons, comprising 882,537 males and 85,406 females, were returned as literate

in the present census. In the Delhi Province, out of a total of 488,188 persons,

52,458 persons, comprising 45,389 males and 7,069 females, were returned as-
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literate. Of the total population of age 5 and over, the numbers of literate per-

sons in the Punjab were 45 per mille ;
of literate males 74 per mille, and of

literate females 9 per mille : the corresponding figures for the Delhi Province

were 122 per mille of literate persons, 180 per mille of bterate males and 40 per

mille of Hterate females. The proportion of literacy, therefore, in the Dellu

Province is nearly 3 times that of the Punjab, a circumstance associated

with the fact that out of a population of about 488,000 in the Delhi Province,

no less than 304,000 live in Delhi City itself. Of the literate males in the

Punjab, 16 per cent, and of

literate females 14 per cent, are

literate in Enghsh. In the Delhi

Province, the percentage of

hterates in English, out of the

total number of literate persons,

is 31 per cent, for males and 26

per cent, for females. Comparison

of the number of literates and of

literates in English per mille for

1911 and 1921 is given in the

marginal table.

IlTEBATE.
Liteeate is
English.

Tebeitobial Dxnsioir.
1911 1921. 1911. ! 1921.

1

i m
O)

i

® .

i

Males
Foma

Males a Males
Foma

Males a
r?

British Territory

1

65 6 67 8

i

1

9 1| 11

Native States 51 3 52i 4
1

3; ..
5|

..

Loeal DU*
Mbutlon ot

145. Diagrams 46 and 47 show the local distribution of literacy in tbe

Punjab
;
the curves of these maps separating regions of literacy of below 50 per

mille for males from regions where literacy for males exceeds 50 per mille. These

diagrams are based on Tahsil and State figures of literacy and, therefore, most
of the kinks, which it may be noticed, are very numerous in the isopleths for 1911,

are representative of local variations in literacy, as indicated hy the returns. Both
the diagrams for 1911 and 1921 present the same general features, that is to say,

that a relatively high standard of literacy obtains in a great part of the North-

West of the Punjab and in its Eastern and Central regions : but between these

two regions there is an mexpected strip with a low proportion of literates which
covers parts of the Sialkot, Amritsar, Lahore, Sheikhupura, Ferozepore and
Montgomery districts, in which hteracy is below 50 per mille. There is another

region of low literacy which is mainly comprised in the districts of Hissar, Rohtak
and Karnal.
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The main features of the distribution of literacy in various tahsils of the
province, as is exhibited by diagrams 46 and 47, are readily explicable by refer-

ence to a map of the Punjab showing the parts of the Province in which there

are few or many schools per head of population, A diagram (No. 48) showing
the population served by each school has been drawn and is reproduced below

—

It will be observed that the area in which there are more than 4,500 person*

per school in the centre of the Pimjab corresponds fairly closely with the area in

<liagram 47 in which the literacy falls below 60 per miUe. Similarly, there are more
than 5,600 persons per school in the Bhiwani tahsil, included in the area

of low literacy which sweeps across Hissar and Kohtak : but, conversely,

although there are few schools in the tahsils of Bhalwal, Fhalia, Hafizabad and
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,
DIAGRAM A9.

DiAGRAM SH0W:N'G THE

EXTENT OF LiTERACY GENERALLY AND
LITERACY AMONG MALES PER MiLLE BY CISTA.CTS.
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Chiniot, this is an area in which literacy exceeds 50 per miUe. Naturally the

mere number of schools in any tahsil is not an exact index of the number of

Uterates to be expected in the general population, and on the whole it is surpri-

sing to find such a close correspondence between the two sets of figures as is

exhibited by diagrams 47 and 48. The figures for the number of schools are those

supplied to me by the courtesy of Mr. G. Anderson, Director of Public Instruction.

Punjab, and apply to the year 1921-22.

146. The diagram given in the margin shows the extent of literacy general- Literacy by

ly, and of literacy among males per ®

mille by districts, the falling away of

the curves for male literacy and for

literacy generally being roughly con-

current, as might be expected in view
of the fact that male literacy is over

8 times the extent of female literacy.

The extent of literacy in the first

3 districts, namely, Sirda, males 211

and females 156 per mille ; Rawalpindi,

males 120 and females 19 per mille
;

and Lahore, 100 per mille for males and

23 per mille for females, is due to

exceptional circumstances. Simla con-

tains a very large proportion of Euro-

peans and educated Indians, Rawalpindi
has a very large Cantonment, and
Lahore is the education! centre of

the Punjab. Kamal, Sheikhupura and
Hissar are the most backward districts

in the Punjab, Sheikhupura being but a newly created district, and Hissar and
Kamal remote from the capital of the province. LyaUpur with 52 males and 6
literate females per mille is strikingly backward in spite of the fact that it fairly

bristles with schools except in the Chiniot Tahsil.

147. The diagram given in the margin shows the proportionate literacy Literacy by

for males and females by natural divisions, the

Sub-Himalayan Area coming first, and the North-
West Dry Area last in the proportion of literates,

both male and female. It would be a far cry to
correlate the extent of literacy with geological

formation or chmatic conditions. No diagram is

given to indicate the extent of English literacy
by natural divisions, and the following obser-
vations must suffice. Among males the Sub-
Himalayan tract with 155 literates per 10,000
comes ffist. The Indo-Gangetic Plain with 128
literate males, the Himalayan with 85 literate

males, and the North-West Dry Area with 70
literate males per 10,000 follow in the order
named. As regards females the Himalayan Area
with 26 per 10,000 comes first, closely followed
by the Indo-Gangetic Plain with 25 per lo,000.
The Sub-Himalayan Area comes next with 16
literate females per 10,000 and the North-West
Dry Area is the last xvith only 4 females
literate in English per 10,000 of population^

The marginal table will show

DIAGRAM 50 ,

. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE NUMBER
OF

PERSONS PER lOOO WHO ARE LITERATE
3Y

NATURAL DIVISIONS.'

MALES tTT2 FEMALES !

Natoial Diviaion.

[Kumber of

literate

Imalea per
10,000 for

jagra 5 and
over.

Sab-Himala:^
Indo-Gangetic Hain
Himalayan
North-West Dry Area

Number of

canton-
ments.

10
4
4
1

that the extent of English
male literacy is largely depen-
dent on the presence or absence
of Cantonments which usually
contain a considerable number
of European troops.
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Uteney by
Citits and
Toms.

148. The margiiial table shows the literates fer mUle for certain cities

and selected towns. As compared with 66
hterate males and 8 literate females in the

province as a whole, the 8 cities and
selected towns of the Pimjab provide us

with 213 literate males and 64 literate

females jter mille and this is an indication

of the greater extent of hteracy which
obtains in urban as compared with rural

areas. The reasons for this need no elabora-

tion.

Uteraey by
Bdigions.

LiTEBiTB per mille.

(3ty or Town.
Males. Females.

Ambala 275 62
Ferorepore 248 78
Lahore 244 97
SialKot 234 59
Jnllundnr 223 63
Delhi 208 49
Rawalpindi 199 87
Amritsar 158 18
Mut'an 114 .31

Religion.

1911 • 1921.

Males.

Females.

Males.

Females.

All religions 63l 8 74 9
Hindus 95' 7 113 18
Sikhs 94| 12 93 13
Jains 464! 24 506 47
Musalmans 27i 2 37 4
Chi^tians .

.

235 125 140 93

per mille at the Censuses of 1911 and 1921.

Hindu, Musalman, and Jain rehgions show
an increase in hteracy both male and
female, while a decrease is exhibited by
the Christian rehgion : Sikhs have
remained almost exactly in the same
state of hteracy as they were in 1911. The
decrease of hteracy among Christians is

undoubtedly due to the inclusion among

The greatest relative advance is that made by the Musalman community, but
it is stiU very backward in education, and will have to make up a great deal of

leeway before it approaches the standard of hteracy among Hindus. The educa-
tional stagnation of the Sikhs is possibly due to a real increase in hteracy com-
bined with a diminution arising from the conversion of the comparatively ilh-

terate Mazhabi to the ranks of Sikhism. However this may be, the fact remains
that Sikhs, who were equal to Hindus in hteracy in 1911, have now faUen some
way behind them. Another factor in the situation is possibly the fact that a
knowledge of Gurmukhi is not a key to any Government appointment in the
same way as the Urdu language is, and this may to some extent explain the grow-
ing neglect of the national language of the Sikhs, From among Christians, Eiuro-

peans are almost universaUy hterate, the numbers being 905 per mille for males
and 933 per mille for females, for ages 5 and over, while among Indian Christians

the corresponding numbers are only 46 and 34 per mille. Among the rehgious

communities which only supply a very small fraction to the total population of

the province, namely, the Parsi, the Jew an3 the Buddhist, a very high standard
of hteracy prevails. Parsis have 723 hterate males per mille, and 746 hterate

females per mille. Jews have 273 males and 286 females per mille, and Buddhists
206 hterate males and 18 hterate females per mille. The 3 communities, the
European Christian, Parsi and Jewish differ from aU the other rehgious communi-
ties of the province in possessing a greater proportion of hterate females than
hterate males.

EBeot of 150. A very striking relationship between the percentage of Hindus in

SoBs^^°^°of
various districts of the province and the percentage of hteracy among Hindus

Hi^os and n^ay be noticed.* The association is this: As the percentage of Hindus

***the"*totai
total population diminishes in going from one district to another so the

population percentage of hteracy among Hindus increases, although the increase of hteracy
«n tte uter- (Joes not bear a hnear relationship to the diminution of the percentage of Hindus

oraimnnity. in the total population. Thus in every district in which the percentage of Hindus
hes between 60 and 100 the percentage of hteracy is about 5 or 6 ;

but in districts

with less than 10 per cent, of Hindus the percentage of hteracy among Hindus is

over 25 per cent.

The most probable explanation of this, suggested by Sheikh Abdul Majid,

my Personal Assistant, is that in those districts in which there is a large propor-
tion of Hindus, most of them will be found to be engaged in agriculture, whereas
in the districts with relatively few Hindus most of them wiU be engaged in trades
or professions. For Musalmans a similar relationship obtains, that is to say,

the proportion of hterate Musalmans is greater in those districts where there

(*My attention vas drawn to this fact by Vx, Abdul Majid, M. A., my Bead Computer.)
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are few of them than in districts where there are relatively more Musalmans:

but the percentage of literacy among Musalmans does not rise above 10, even

in those districts where there are less than 5 per cent, of Musalmans. Considera-

tions of time and economy prevent the reproduction of the very interesting dia-

grams which illustrate the foregoing argument.

151.

The absolute figures of literacy by caste are given in Imperial Table Literacy by

IX, while the proportions per 1,000 of literates, and per 10,000 for literates in

y.ngliab are given in Subsidiary Table VI for 1911 and 1921. Imperial Table IX
is particularly useful because it difierentiates Hindus, Sikhs, Musabnans and

Jains in each caste
;
the absence of this differentiation in some of the caste tables

is a fruitful source of errors of interpretation, as there are so few castes, especially

among predominantly Hindu and Sikh castes, which do not contain a large pro-

portion of persons belonging to other religious communities.*

The castes which show the highest proportion of literates are sliown in the
_

Caste. 1921. 1911. Caste. 1921. 1911,

Shatri 231 250 Sheikh 87 74

Aggarwal 209 212 Sunar 82 80

Arora 172 210[Khoia 67 58

Brahman 122 113Pathan 57 53

Sayad 97 83 Moghal 53 49

Qureshi 92 77l

margin. It wiU be noticed,

that there has not been much
change in the relative position

of the castes since 1911, the
predominantly Hindu castes

being far superior in literacy

to the Musalmans. The castes

2 Dogar 6 Malliar 6
6 Dumna 5 Mallah 6
9 Harm 3 Meo 6
5 Kumhar 6 Mochi 6
2 Machhi 4 Mussalli 1

5

2

Mahtam
Mali

4

6

Teli 7

with a proportion of less than 10 fer mille of literates for 1921 are as follows

Bawaria
Bharai

Baloch ~
Chamar
Chuhra
Dagi and KoU
Dhanak

These castes are nearly all low in the social scale, and are engaged in

menial occupations or crime. The castes which show a relatively large proportion

of female Uterates are the Khatri (60), Arora (29), Sheikh (25), Sayad (23) and
Qureshi (22).

152.

The figures of literacy by occupation for the Censuses of 1891, 1911 uteraey by

and 1921 are given in the table noted below— ooenpattons.

Number of literates per l.OOi'.

Serial

No.
Caste. 1891 1911 1921

Serial

No,
Caste. 1891 1911 1921

I AOBIODI.TUBS 14 19 23 V Artisans 20 26 26
1 Arain 7 11 17 1 Chhimba 19 28 33
2 Awan 14 13 20 2 Kashmiri 17 34 39
3 Ghirath 8 11 16 3 Lobar 11 14 17
4 Jat 13 17 19 4 Nai 10 13 16

Kamboh 12 16 15 5 Sunar 76 80 82
6 Labana 10 23 30 6 Tarkhan 15 23 23
7 Moghal .

.

30 49 53 VI Criminal Tribes 2 3 3
8 Fathan .

.

41 53 37 1 Bawaria 2 4 2
9 Rajput 12 26 33 2 Harni 2 3 3

10 Saini 16 26 35 3 Pakhiwara .

.

3 17
n Priests asd Devotbis 97 107 117 VII Others 7 10 13
1 Brahman 102 113 122 1 Barwala 5 7 11

2 Sayad 71 83 97 2 Bharai 2 4 6
TTT Hunters (Mabtam) .

.

4 9 4 3 Jhiwar 6 11 12

IV Traders 173 191 177 4 Jogi-Rawal .

.

17 24 43
1 Arora 203 210 172

2 Khatri 218 250 231

3 Sheikh 62 74 87

and it indicates that the greatest advance in literacy in the last 40 years has been

made by agriculturists; artisans come next.

Section U-—Literacy and the Statistics of the Education Department.

153,

A boy or girl at school, even when literate, is only potentially impor-

tant : so the value of any system of education is to be tested by the efficiency of
“***

Among Sikhs practically the only important caste which is composed almost exolnsively of Skhs, is theRam-
rhia and even in this there are a certain nnmber of lEndns: these have recently been claiming to be excluded

from the caste on the ground that they are really Dhiman Brahmans. The matter is dealt with in Chapter
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Literacy
in Scbools,

and extra-

Seholastic

Literacy.

the adult members of the Community. If, therefore, literacy in the census
meaning of the word and social efficiency are correlative, the Punjab has bettered

itself but slightly during the last decade. In 1911 from among 7,038,795 males
over the age of 20 in the Punjab and Delhi 665,453 were literate. In 1921 out of

7,308,792 males over 20 in the Punjab and Delhi 705,683 were literate. Thus
literacy among adult males rose from 9-45 to 9-65 per cent, during the decade.

The difference between these two figures, 0‘20 per cent., is less than twice the
probable error of the difference, namely, 0T35,* so that however much we may
expect adult literacy to have increased in the 10 years betw'een 1911 and 1921,

we are not justified in concluding that it has done so, except for reasons other

than those based on the census returns.!

154. It is desirable to examine the figures for hteracy in schools, both in

order to determine the extent of extra-scholastic literacy, and also with a view
to estimating the likelihood of the extension of literacy in the Province and of the
proportion of adult literates which is likely to result in future years from a given

yearly outturn of literate scholars by the Education Department.;}; Though
there is not complete unanimity, the consensus of opinion in the Department is

in favour of treating one-third of the 4th Primary and aU of the 5th Primary
classes in 1911 as hterate

;
while in 1921, when the old 5th class had ceased to be

a Primary class, two-thirds of the 4th Primary class are to be regarded as

literate. We obtain then the following estimate of the number of literate persona

(males and females) in Departmental Schools.

1910-11. 1920-21.

Fraction of IV Primary scholars
; i in 191 1 : 1 in 1 921 33,000 30,97&

Scholars in classes above IV Primary in schools and colleges . . .

.

42,402 99,431

Total literate scholars 75,402 130,407
Literates under 20 years old according to Census (British Territory, including Delhi

Province in 1911 excluding Delhi in 1921) .. 174,684 220,640
Extra-scholastic literates, below 20 .. 99,282 80,233
Literates in British Territories 774,846 833,492

Extra-scholastic literates of all ages 699,443 703.085

Liieraie Males over 20 for the Punjab
and Delhi.

Thxxs while extra-scholastic literates below 20 have decreased by 19,000

.
persons, consequent on the closing down of many
private educational institutions during the

decade, there has been a very slight increase in

the numbers of extra-scholastic literates of

all ages. The results suggest that the efforts

of the Department of Education to increase

the literacy of the Province have been almost

completely nullified by the diminution in

private educational enterprise. It is not
surprising, therefore, to find that “ effective

”

male literacy, which we may regard as a

touchstone of the utilitarian value of education

has advanced only from 9‘45 to 9'65 per cent,

for the whole of the Punjab and Delhi. The
relevant figures are noted in the margin.

The num. 155 . Taking the figures of life Table P for the Punjab, for males, as given

to Replace in the Actuarial Keport on page 187 of Volume I, Chapter V of the Census of
loss oi iite- India Eeport for 1911, we see that out of a population of 2,122,761 males, 41,738

enter their 20th year of age each year : so that by a simple sum in proportion

we find that out of 11,306,265 males in British Territory in 1921, 222,305

males wiU attain their 20th birth-day each year.

1

1911.

1 !

[

1921.

Punjab
Delhi

1 665,453

1

670,000

35,683

Total
' * 665,453
1

705,683

Total Males over 20 for the

and Ddhi.
Punjab

Punjab
Delhi

I 7,038,795

1

7,144,124

164,668

Total 7,038,795 7,308,792

•Assuming that the probable error of the returns for the percentage of literates is 1 per cent, for either census,

the probable error of the difference of two figures of 9'5 per cent, is X 0’095 = 0'135. The assumption of a

probable error of 1 percent, does not seem excessive in view of the vagueness of the test question, apart from the

errors arising from complete omissions.

t Of literates over 20 a small population will be scholars and coUepans, and these might be excluded in esti-

mating the number of adult literates who are “effectives ” so far as the community is concerned. From the very

interesting “ Report on the Progress of Education in the Punjab during the quinquennium ending 1921-22 ” it may
be fotmd (vide General Table X, pages LII and LEil) that there were 3,272 pupils over 20 in schools and Arts

CoUeges. Of these 277 were in the Primary classes, leaving almost exactly 3,COO literate scholars over 20.

must make acknowledgment of the great courtesy and assistance received from Mr. Q. Anderson, Diieoto..

of Education, Mr. Tydeman, Mr. Maqbul Shah and other Officers of the Department, both in supplying me with

the necessary statistics and in discussing their bearing on the census figure 'literacy.
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This is equivalent, in a “ stationary ” population, to saying ttat 222,305

males over the age of 20 die each year. Now the proportion of literate males

over 20 to the total number of males over 20 is for British Territory, 1 to lO'Sll,

so that assuming there is no difierential death-rate adverse or favourable to hter-

ate males as contrasted with iUiterate males, the number of literate males over

20 who die each year is 21,560.

Roughly speaking then, British Territory in the Pimjab will require 22,000

literate males of the age of 20 to be turned out each year, in order to maintain

the present standard of 9'7 per cent, of male literates over the age of 20.

In order to maintain a standard of 20 per cent, of literates among
males over twenty years of age, it would be necessary to turn out about 45

thousand hterate males each year. As the Education Department actually produces

47,000* hterate males each year, it would, if its efforts are maintained 'pro rata

with the increase in population,! secure the eventual attainment of 20 per cent,

of male hteracy in British Territory in the Province, pro\nded that relapses into

ilhteracy are not too common. As some educational authorities admit, there is

a great proportion of boys who have passed through the primary schools, who are

scarcely hterate at the moment of their leaving school
;
these must relapse into

illiteracy in a very short time. Some quotations from the admirable “ Report

on the Progress of Education in the Punjab during the Quinquennium en^ng
1921-22 ” may be permitted. The Inspector of Schools, Ambala Division, writes

—

' The boy that passes out cf the present day Primary school can }:ardly be termed

literate. He is not even able to carry on correspondence with ease. The parent in the

village finds that his boy has gained no accom.p!isbm.ent worth having as a result of four

years’ ' or even longer stay at school.
”

Sardar Bishen Singh writes

—

“ The existing curriculum, overburdened as it is, This coupled with the four

class school, has made the boy more liable to relapse into illiteracy.

It seems probable, therefore, that even when the Department is in a posi-

tion to turn out 60,000 literate boys per annum, the percentage of relapse will

always be high. In the argument that follows we will assume that the Education

Department is only able to produce 50,CC0 males of the age of 20 who will be

permanently hterate.

156. It is perhaps worth while to hazard an estimate of the increase

in literacy among males over 20 in British

Territory, on the assumption of the production

of 50,000 stably literate males annually during

the next decade. The figures in the margin
show the numbers of the literate males of 20

years of age produced year by year w'^ho wiU be

ahve in 1931.

To this number 443,300, have to be added
the survivors in 1931 of the existing male
hterates of 20 years age and over

;
these now

number 566,323. Adopting the figures of Life

Table P we find that a proportion of 0"656 of

them will be ahve in 1931. This gives 371,508

survivors of males who were literate prior to 1921, and the total number of

male literates over 20 in British Territory will be constituted as follows :

—

Survivors in 1931 of male hterates over 20 in 1921 . . 371,508

Liter tes produced, during the dtcade 1921-1930 . . 443,300

and alive in 1931.

Total . . 814,808

Assuming an increase of population at the rate of 5'5 per cent, during

the decade the number of males above 20 in 1931 will be 6,161,000, so that

(Survival rate.

!

Survivors.

1921 0-794 39,7C0

1 922 0-815 40,7(;0

1923 0 835 41,700
1924 0-850 42,800
1925 0-877 43,800

1926 0-898 44,9C0

1 927 0-918 4.'5,9CO

1928 0 039 46,900

1929 0-959 47,9C0

1930 0-980 4i',CC0

443,300

•This 18 tlie numbt r of htudents in the 4th Primoiy ejafs according to General Table X, page Lll of the
Report on the Progress i>f Education in the Punjab for 192C-21. Mr. Anderson, the Director of Education,
informs me that his Department expects to turn out an average of 60,Ct0 literates annually during the next
decade.

fThe present annual increment of population is about 0'55 percent.

SpeculatUe
Increase in

male llters'y

in I: til’s .-i

Territory r.ui'.

mg ito dei

taie 1921-31.
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.AND /;

^totau number of scholars ' 1

SCHOLARS IN PUBLIC INSTITUTIONS-

tlie percentage of male literacy for males over 20 years of age in British Territory

will be then 13’2 per cent., as compared Avith a figure of 9’7 per cent, in 1921.

Too many assumptions are involved to make this prediction of any great

certainty, but it does at least afford guidance as to the probable increase of

literacy during the next decade consequent on a given educational pohcy.

In particidar, if in future years there are less than the assumed annual number
of relapses into illiteracy of 1 0,000 per annum, or a greater outturn of initially

hterate persons the resultant hteracy at the Census of 1931 wll be in excess of

the 13‘2 per cent, calcidated above, and vice versa.*

157. I close the chapter by giving two diagrams, which illustrate the

growth of the number of scholars and in the expenditure of the Education De-
partment during the last

20 years. Before attempt-
—— ^.oiAGfiAw 51.. _ jj^g discuss the relative

increase of expenditure

and of the number of

scholars, it would be neces-

sary to correct the former

figures for the change in

the purchasing power of

the rupee, and thus the

enquiry would lead us

too far afield to be pursued
any further here. Mention
may however be made of

the calculation by the

present writer of an
index number of prices

based on the Lahore
wholesale prices of 24
leading commodities which
shows that prices have
increased from 100 in

the year 1910—14 to 202
in 1921. Since then there

has been a marked fall in

prices, but even so, more
must not be expected from
an expenditure of three

rupees at the present time
than from two rupees

before the war. While
therefore expenditure on
Education expressed in

rupees has trebled in the

10 years 1910-11 to

1920-21, the effective ex-

penditure expressed in

purchasing power is now
probably only about
double what it was 10
years ago. Progress dur-

ing the next decade will

indicate to what extent
the community is getting a return for its increasing outlay.

' DIAGRAM 52

, tllAGRAM SHOWING tHE total EXFfNDlTURE '

' OF THE EDUCATION DEPARTM£NT.^=
‘

•The numerical dependence of the amount of literacy on the number of scholars is exhibited by a correlation
co-e£Scient of 0'.507, obtaining between the ratio of male scholars to male population bettneen 6—16 years and
the number of hterate males per millt of males for each Punjab district.

The co-efficients of variation from district to district of the ratio of scholars to popnlation, and of the per
milk number of hterate males, are almost exactly the same, being 28‘3 and 27-4 per cent, respectively.
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CHAPTEE VIII. SUBSIDIARY TABLES.

I. Literacy by age, sex and religion (Pnnjab and Delhi). II. Literacy by age, sex and locality. III. Literacy by
religion, sex and locality. IV. English literacy by age, sex and locality. V. Progress of education since 1881. VI. Literacy
by caste (Punjab and Delhi). VII. Showing the growth in the number of educational institutions, scholars and expenditure
from 1889-90 to 1920-21 from the returns of the Education Department, Punjab.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

Literacy by age, sex and religion.

Rsuqion.

1

PUNJAB.

ALL RELIGIONS.

.

Hindu

Musalman

Christian

„ (European, etc.)

,, (Indian) .

.

i

Budcfliist

Jaia -

SikhP

P^i

.^ew

DELHI.

LL RELIGIONS

'ndu

usalman

Christian

„ (European,

„ (Indian)

Buddhist

Join

Sikh

etc.)

Parsi

Jew

Number per mille who are literate. Number per mille

5 and over who
are literate in

English.
A ll age.s 5 and

over.

5—9
{inclusive).

10—14
(inclusive).

15—19
(inclusive).

20 and over.

Total.

1
Males.

1

aS

"3

1

1

Males.

CO
o
a
S Males.

1

x
c
3

Males.

0

a
r® !

Males.

1

FemalcB,

Total. Males.

f

CC

"S

a

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

I

•- V 9 S 5 i 1! 9 5 1' 9^t c .

• 6il| IK 1 1 9 8 2 1. 14-1 2 14 2 K1 If 1

•

1

22j 3i i 2 9 5: 4f 5 (
1

••

• • 120
i

j

140 9; 31 44
1

71 105 144 119 189 lOS 96 lie 69

914! 905 931n f 862 888 822

y Not available.
-

4
• •

40j
46 31u 1 19 22 16

• • lisi 206

i

IS ..
1

!
.

.

i

53 •• uej 16 271 23 8 15 ••

• • 296

i

506j 4-

!

34' 15 334 76 567] 73

1

653 44
1

30 55 1

• • 59

1

93; 13
1

'

5; 2
;

69 19

1

iiej 27 117 13 7 11 ••

• • 732 723 746 474' 273
1

643' 720 643

1

’ 750

i

766 831 580 623 513

•• 278 273 286 -•

i

1

••

1

i

375 222 273 143

122 180 40 32 21 122 41 190 217 37 57 10

99 150 26 22 11 114 30 176 38 177 27 26 43 2

12ol

1

182 31 29 10 110, 37 176 48 227 32 23 39 2

•

1

5or 560 411 254 375
1

274 333 478 398 644 436

1

418 491 306

843 806 969
1 f 843 806 969
V Not available

287 324 249 J 1 152 188 115

1,000 1,000 1,000 •• •• •• 1,000 •• 1,000 333 333 333

466 699 162 193|

1

4 584|

1

92 753 254 798 191 82 139 g

517 616 247 273! 176 333I

]

271 538 418 684 229 155 195 47

855, 833 905 286 •• 750 666 1,000 943 652 667 619

1

412m 364 •• -• •• •• 500 1,000 353 273
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE UI.

Literacy by religion, sex and locality.

PUNJAB

Inbo-Gangetic Plain West
1. HLssar
2. Loharu State

3. Bohtak .

.

4. Dujana State

5. Gurgaon .

.

6. Pataudi State

7. Kamal
8. Jullundur
9. Kapurthala State

10. LudMaua ..

11. Malerlcotla State

12. Ferozepore
13. Faridkot State

14. Patiala State

15. Jind State

16. Fabha State

17. Lahore
18. Amritsar i ,

19. Gujraawala
20. Sheikhupura

Himalayan

21. Nahan Slate

22. Simla ...

23. Simla Bill Slates

24. Bilaspur State

25. Kangra .

.

26. Mandi State

27. Suket State .

.

28. Chamba State

Spb-Himalayan

29. Ambala
30. Kalsia State

31. Hoshiarpur
32. Gordaspur
33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat
35. .Jhelum ...

36. Rawalpindi
37. Attook

Noeth-West Dey Are *

38. Montgomery
39. Shahpur
40. Mianwali
41. Lyallpnr
42. Jhang
43 Multan
44. Bahawalpur State

45. Muzafiargarh
46. Dera Ghazi Khan

Cities

Selected Towns
Total Cities and Selected Towns

DELHI

Indo-Ganqetio Plain West
1. Delhi
Delhi City

*

Musalman. Christian. Jain.

Males.

'S

o
Males.

Females.

Males.

X
*5

8

4 5 6 7 8 Q

37 4 140 93 506 47

44 7 119 84 487 39

27 2 236 226 476 35
59 13 556
50 4 31 14 505 28
75 1

33 2 266 187 529 46
72 3 620 •• ••

36 4 60 51 424 17

59 10 312 154 593 130
38 4 47 52 592 63
60 13 415 433 521 39
62 0 278 267 452 71
32 5 382 161 517 102
26 2 145 167 671 40
39 4 288 280 484 20
43 4 269 266 392 28
32 4 95 167 636 43
74 15 171 126 536 78
43 4 103 95 461 63
33 7 22 15 339 48
28 2 27 31 605 ••

87 11 771 887 650 114

64 10 650 750 576 250
259 87 795 941 881 316
66 5 729 468 6S0 . .

40 . . 1,000 1,000
64 9 573 515 38
70 6 1,000 1,000 . , .

59
52 5 656 417 1,000

46 4 180 102 579 o00

69 10 703 796 640 117
36 3 550 71
55 5 k 59 561 78
48 7 32 31 ,

.

41 5 76 24 544 59
34 3 102 98 1,000 1,000
54 2 596 486 432 22
62 3 757 675 568 58
30 1 828 616 1,C00

24 3 79 31 585 91

22 2 45 30 600
28 2 28 18 1,000
22 . . 690 700
31 3 18 7 669 48
24 2 165 65 1,000 333
24 3 431 182 462 250
17 1 686 633
22 2 779 127 500
25 1 600 438 496 95

142 39 650 513 392 52
146 38 470 455 593 97
144 39 641 484 546 88

182 31 560 411 699 162

182 31 560 411 699 162
182 31 560 411 699 162
209 37 763 663 723 194

Nose.
—

^The fignrea in this table axe for persons of 5 years of age and over only.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

English literacy by age, sex and locality.

&—

9

Disteict os State and Naitjeal
Division.

PUNJAB AND DELHI

PUXJAB

Indo-Gangetic Plain West
(Total)

Indo-Gangetic Plain ^(’est

1. Hissar
2. Loharu State

3. Rolitak

4. Ditjana State

o. Gurgai in

6. Pataudi State

7. Kamal
8. .Jullundur

9. Kapurthala State

10. Ludhiana
11. Materlotla State

12. Ferozcpore

13. Paridkot State

14. Patiala State

15. Jind State

16. Nabha State

17. Lahore
18. Amrit=iar

19. Gujranivala

20. Sh'-ikiiupura

Himalay.an

21. Nalian State

22. Simla
23. Simla Hill States

24. Bilacpur State

25. Kangra
20. JIandi State

27. Suket State

28. Chamba State

Sub-Himal.ayan

29. Ambala
30. Kalsia State

31. Hoshiai'pur

.32. Gurdaspur
33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat

35. Jheluni

36. Rawalpindi
37. Attock

Xokth-West Dry Area

38. ilontguniery

39. Shahpur
40. Mianudli
41. Lyallpur

42. Jhang
43. Multan
44. BahawaVpur State

45. Muzaffargarh

46. Dera Ghazi Khan

DELHI

Indo-Ganoetic Plain West
1 Delhi
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

Progress of education since 1881.

Distkict OB State ahd
ATEKAL^ Division. Males. [Females

16 17

98 78

56, 40
116 65

244 1 i I

176! 137

mm

PUNJAS AND DELHI

PUNJAB

Indo-Gangetic Plain M'est
(Total) .

Indo-Gangetic Plain West

1. Hissar

2. Loharu State

3. Bohtak
4. Dujaaa State

. Gorgaon

. Pataudi State

7. Karnal
8. JuUundw
9. Kapurthala State

10. Ludliiaua

11. Malerkotla State

12. Ferozepore
13. Fandkot State

14. Patiala State

15. Jiiid State

16. Nabha State

17. Lahore
18. Amritsar
19. Gujranwala
20. Sheikhupura

Himalayan

21. NaJian State

22. Simla
23. Simla Hill Stales

24. Bilaspur State

25. Kangra
26. Mandi State

•21. SuketState

28. Chamba State

Sgb-Himalayan

29. Ambala
30. Kalsia State

31. Hoshiarpur
32. Gurdaspur
33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat
35. Jhelum
36. Rawalpindi
37. Attock

Nobth-M'est Dey Aeea

38. Montgomery .. 51; 57 69 62| 49| 6
39. Shahpur . . 53! 06 72^ 661 48 10
40. MianwaU . . 521 60 67i . . i . . 2
41. LyaUpur . . 52| 52 45i . . i . . 6
42. Jhang .. 73 71 97,' 77 67 g
43. Multan .. 63' 86 lOli 84 70 7
44. Bahawalpur State .. 27: 37 51i 57' 4^ 2
45. Muzaffargarh . .

50' 67 65 68 57 4 !

46. Dera Ghazi Khan . . 57' 48 67) 70' 46 4

^ i

i

DELHI . . 161; ! _ _ 34 .

.

Indo-Gangetic Plain West 161' . . ,
'

I

'

34
"

•• i6i‘ .. !! !! I !! 34 !!
:

i

LyaUpS forTsM 1891. 1901 and 1911. of Attock for 1881. 1891 and 1901 and of

a Cl

20
97

21
95

12u; 110

2: 3
1 7 5

9 5
8 6
2 2
4 2
4 1

42
42
42
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VL
1

Literacy by Caste.—Punjab.
-

Number per 1.000 who are Literate.
Number per 10,000 Literate in

ElfOLISH.

4 7

6 11 . ,

6 11 1

5 8 , ,

6 12 , ,

16 28 1

6 9 1

i I

144 258;

141 25:

29 52i

142 2551

1! l|

4' 7!

6
|

12!

174' 312!

32 62!

6 10'

15 27'

13 24
92! 167

559 976

62 118
46' 821

2) 4
104| 189

119 212

11 21!

150 273!

46 801

45 82i

118 178;

164 297

I3I 222 386
38 68
17 30
5 9

114j 198

-s! .1

10! 20
61 12

PeraaleB.
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OHAFIEB VIU. SUBSIOLiBY TABI;E8.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Literacy by Caste.—Delhi.

Caste.

Number EEH 1,000.
Number pee 10,000
Literate in Enoush.

Literate. Illiterate.

1

! f. Pomales.

Total.

>

t

j

Males.

i

Females

1

Total.
i

i Males.

,

1

Females
*3

0
C“

1 *>

1

1

1

1
3 4 5 i 6 7 8 9

-1

10

1. -Aggarwal 3l3j 541 (>5' 459 92£ 591 1,001 41

2. Ahir
51 41 97f 959 99- 31 6( 2

3. Arain 3 7j 6i •

96C 934 09S 6)i; Hi>

4. Brahman 23 5 341 6. ’ 76^
>1

651 93' 651

1

51 1.071 34

5. Chamar .

.

•• 1
1

.. 09(•1 1,0(X

1

<•

1

6, C'huhr.i ,

.

•• ••
)

S 99.'

I

092 1,000 .3 > , .

7. Dagi and Koli I3i'

1

21 987 979 999
1

loj It

8. Dhanak • • •• 4 997 996, 1,0<X) ..
1

..

9. Dhobi ••
'i

8 09.5 092; 999 3 5 ..

10. faiiir .

.

•• <
)j 13 991 082, 1.000 4 7 ..

11. Gujjar .. •• •• 13i 23 987 977' 1,000 14 25

12. Jat •• 59 1 905 941' 999 02 111 1

13. Jhiwar .

.

• • •• •• 27
!

41 O
973' 9591 998 1.5 24B

14. Julaha .

.

•• 7
i

12 993 988' I.iWO 3 0B
1.5. Khatri .

.

•• •• •• 38ii 590 98 619 410 i)02 1,689 00 B
16. Kumhar •• 7 12 1 993 988| 999 1

0

17. Lohar •• ..

.

35 56 3 905 944| 997 43 72

18. Machhi .

.

• • •• ir. l.S 12 934 982! 988 19 14 29

19. Mali •• •• 27 46 ij

973 954; 998 19 33

20. Meo •• •• 25 43 1 975
i

957| 999 33 .53 6

21. Moghal .

.

•• •• 203 295 87 797 7051 913 579 LOlO 40

22. Nai
HOi 51 6 970| 949 994 32 59

23. Pathan .

.

•• -•
1

118j 182 10
i

882i

i

818' 981 250! 422 I

24. Qureshi .

.

-• in 185 25
j

S89i 815 5)75 300! 494 83

25. Rajput .

.

107' 152 30 sosi 848: 970
1

243 365 35
26. Saini •• •• •• n| 25 1

1

980i
1

975j 999 18 .34

1
1

;

1,000 l.OOCi l,lKJO , .

28. Sayad .

.

-• ••
i

261 379 94 739 621 006 T04 1.191 4
29. Sheikh .. 99 158 21 901 842 97!) ^ 145 248 S

30. Sunar •• -• •• 139 2:io 25 861 770 975 39 69
31. Tarkhan.,

69,

'

107!
1

o 931 893 oaj 65 103

32. Teli

”1 ” 988 978 1,000 13 .3 ••
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VU.

Showing the growth in the number of educational institutions^ scholars and expenditure from 1889-90 to

1920-21 from the returns of the Education Department, Punjab.

1889—1890. 1890—1891. 1891—1892.

bcbokrs. Institutions. Scholars. Institutions. Scholars.

OMegiaU
CoUeges .

l^ion i
Professional Col-

^ leges

Schcol Educa- ( Secondary Schools

tion. General i. Primary Schools .

School Educa- ^ t Training Schools .

lion. Special. J_A11 Others

Prieote Instil!!- S Advanced
lions. (.Eie.n5nt,iry

Total

Expenditure on cduoati.'n

1892—1893.

1 . . 124 .

.

257 2 6 44,778' 1,646

1,726 2 99 83,249 9,012

5 . . 342

7 .. 782

794] . . 9,408

5,520 998 83,’905{ 11,998

8,317 1,323 223,0561 2^667

Rs. 25,33,609

1893—1894.

oUegiate Edu-
cation.

School Educa-
tion, General,

School Educa-
tion, Special.

Private Institu-

tions.

r Arts Colleges .
.j

< Professional Col- i

C leges

f Secondary Schools

C Primary Schools

t Training Schools

C AU Others
f Advanced

t Elementary

Total

Expenditure on education

1895—1896.

CoUegiate Edu-
cation.

School Educa-
tion, General.

School Educa.
lion, Special.

Private Ineti'.u-

tions.

f Arts Colleges . . 9
-i Professional Col-

leges . . 1

( Secondary Schools 296

C Primary Schools 2,468

J
Training Schools 6

t All Others .. 9

I Advanced .. 488

\ Elementary . . 4,381

Total

jcpenditure on education

7,658 l,006j 242,72

Es. 30,27,966

1898—1899.

Collegiate Edu-
cation.

School Educa-
tion, General,

chool Educa-
tion, Special,

-rivate Institu-

,
fwn«.

fArts Colleges

Professional Col-

{_
leges

t Secondary Schools

\ Primary Schools

S Training Schools

} All Others

- j
Advanced

^ Elementary

Total

mditure on education

200 8

61,697i 2,550
32ll 102,458i ll,070j 2,339

322 ..

1,718; 173

6,687: ••

64,335| 8,62S

238,6ot{22,43C

Es. 32,20,666

1896—1897

9; .

.

l,17l'
j

.

.

1, 231, 7

315:
'31 58,600; 2,528

2,453i 317 108,3331 10,713

6 .

.

352

1

.

,

10 2 1,562 241
504 ,

,

7,264 ,

.

4,340 519 67,167 7,753

7,638 869 244,680 21,242

Ks. 30,72,714

1894—1895.

9 , .. 1,003 » t

1 .. 211 ..

290 ' 29 52,632 2,161

2,446! 333 108,426 10,980

e! .. 342 . ,

8l .. 1,366 • «

493! .

.

6,746

0 00 62,660 12,235

7,362 1,280 233,385 25,376

Ks. 27,70,430

1897—1898.

10 . •

1 ..

339 32
2,423 319

6
10 3

445
4,100 506

7,334^ 860

Bs.

105,352 12,068
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CHAPTEE VIII. SUBSIOIABY TABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Showing the growth in the number of educational institutions, scholars and expenditure from 1889-90 to

1920-21 from the returns of the Education Department, Punjab—co/i?tnited'.

1901—1902.

Institutions

^oUegiati Edu-
cation.

School Educa-
tion, Genial,

School Educa-
tion, Special.

Private Inetitu-

tiona.

CArts Colleges

V Professional Col-

j leges

j
Secondary Schools

j Primary Schools

1

Training Schools

All Others

5
Advanced

^Elementary

Total

xpenditure on education

dllegiaie Edu-
cation,

chool Educa-
tion, Oentral.

chool Educa-
tion, Special,

rivate Institu-

tion.

f Arts Colleges
< Professional Col-

leges

( Secondary Schools

1Primary Schools
I, Training Schools

i Ail Others

S Advanced
i,
Elementary

Total

nditure on education

1903—1904.

Institutions. I Scholars. I Institutions. I Scholars.

1905—1906.

10 1,396' > *

3 1 624' 34

288 36 69,506' 2,956

2,930 459 127,087 16,770

5 1 422; 63
17 12 2,179; 567

226 3,907
47,633!

36

2,845
1

50j 11,707

6,324 1,074] 242,624!

Es. 49,65,576

32,123

1907—19('8. 1908—1909. 1909—1910.

Collegiate Edu-
cation.

School Educa-
tion, General.

School Educa-
tion, Special.

Privaie 1 nstita-

tions.

f Arts Colleges

t
Professional Col-

legesleges

5
Secondary Schools

i Primary Schools

J
Training Schools

CAll Others
( Advanced

t Elementary

Total

Expenditure on education

GoUegiale Edu-
cat,on. jgggg

Schacl Educa-
J
Secondary Schools 307

f iion. General. ^Primary Schools 3,321

School Educa- ( Training Schools

Hem, Special. X All Others

Private Instil*- J
Advanced

tion. CEleoAentary

Total .

Expenditure on education

146,290 21,615 149,642 22,672

1911—1912 1912—1913.

9 . •

6 i

31 7i

1

56

3,689|

20; 8
6

186
2,384

1

908
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Showing the growth in the number of educational institutions, scholars and expenditure from 1889-90 to
1920-21 from the returns of the Education Department, Punjab— coMclirdcrf.

1913—1914.

Institutions. Scholars.

Class of Institution.

CollgiateMu-
cation. i

Professional Col-

leges

School Educa- ( Secondary Schools

tion, Oeneral. ^ Primary Schools

School Educa- 1 Training Schools

tion. Special. < Primary Schools

Private Inalilu- C Advanced
tions. tPr’imary

..j 2,263j 1,0031 45,626 18,518

Total ..| 7,0681 1,869] 375,769 65,187

Expenditure on education

.. 7,0681 1,869) 375,769 65,187

. Ks. 93,21,575

921
1 3

107,390j 10,272
234,192! 41,161

1916—1917. 1917—1918. 1918—1919.

Collegiate Edu-
cation.

School Educa-
tion, Oeneral.

School Educa-
tion, Special.

Private Institu-

tions.

C Arts Colleges

Professional Col-

leges

( Secondary Schools

^Primary Schools

I

Training School-

All Others

5 Advanced

X Elementarj-

Total

Expenditure on education

6
434

5,084
13
38
167

37,581114,7341 1,671

3,564
1

59'

>1

si 872

I
I

'

!

>! 1,902] 407,036.69,70

Bs.l,08,63,320

112,050 11,286
242,335 43,254

116,460| 13,74
246,771

!

42,91

1919—1920.

Collegiate Edu-
cation.

School Educa-
tion, Oeneral.

School Educa-
tion, Special.

Private Institu-

tions.

rArts Colleges
-< Professional Col-

1..
leges

f Secondary Schools
(.Primary Schools
f Training Schools
(All Others.

1

Advanced.
Elementary

Total

Expenditure on education

5,162 1,001

35
13,936

47,212
359
669
188

12,700,
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158. The statistics of language are given in Imperial Table X, where they netamet

are grouped under three, main headings, viz., the Vernaculars of India, Vernacu-*® Statistia*

lars of other Asiatic Countries, and European Languages. In this chapter the

figures will be discussed according to the scheme of classification drawn up by
Sir G. A. Grierson, and prescribed by the Census Commissioner. At the end

of this chapter will be found the subsidiary tables showing—
(Z) the distribution of the total population by languages,

{II) the distribution of important languages of the provinces by natural

divisions, districts and States, and

{III) the number of hooks published annually in each language.

159. The instructions issued at this census with respect to the entry of Acennwy

language, were the same as in 1911. The enumerators w^ere required to enter return*

the language ordinarily used by each person in his home. The rule was fully

explained to the enumerators, with the result that registration of dialects in place

of main languages was generally avoided. The few entries relating to dialects

made in the enumeration books inspite of the precautions taken, were classified

in the compilation office on the method detailed on the title page to Table X.
The statistics must be taken as fairly accurate, as no vitiating tende ncy was
noticed at the time of preliminary or final enumeration. Only in the case of

aboriginal tribes, whose special languages were described by their caste names

in 1 91 1 ,
the figures appear to be somew'hat unreliable. 2,521 persons have recorded

their language by caste names as against 12,136 in 1911. Table XIII

(caste) shows that members of aboriginal tribes such as Bawraria, Sansi, Od, etc.,

are still found in large numbers in many districts of tlie Pimjab,- and there is no
reason to believe that they have lost or abandoned their special languages. The
only reason seems to be that the enumerators have not been able to discriminate

between them and Punjabi (the difference in vocabulary being very slight).

160. Statistics o|. the distribution of the main language classified accord- General

ing to Sir G. A. Grierson’s scheme are exlfibited in Subsidiary Table I. The
vernaculars of the provinces belong to one or other of the 2 hnguistic famihes,

viz., the Tibeto-Chinese and the Indo-European with a sprinkhng of unclassed

lanyruages. The languages of the Tibeto-Chinese family w'ere returned by about

38,000 persons, or 2 per mille of the population in both the provinces. The
languages of the Indo-European family are spoken throughout the pro-

vinces, nearly 25,514,000 persons (or 997 per mille in the Punjab and 990

in Delhi) ha\fing returned languages belonging to tliis head. The languages classed

under the head “ Indo-European family,” belong chiefly to the Sanslcritic sub-

branch of the Indian branch of the Aryan sub-family, the number of the speakers

of the Eastern group of the Eranian branch, Aryan sub-family, and of the non-
Sanskritic language being 4 per mille and less than 1 per mille of the population,

respectively. 2,521 persons in the Punjab speak iinclassed languages of India,

and Persian and English belonging to the Eranian and Teutonic groups of the

Indo-European family, are spoken by 1,686 and 31,443 persons respectively

in both the provinces. Persons spealdng languages of the Dravadian family
number 2,206 in the Punjab and 437 in Delhi while 6 persons were
registered as speaking the Malaya language of the Malayo-polynesian family,

in Rawalpindi (1), Patiala (2) and Delhi (3). A majority of the people speak
languages of the Western group (Sanskritic sub-branch of Aryan sub-family)

which isrep resented by Punjabi, Western Hindi, Rajasthani, and Western Pahari
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The Punjabi is spoken by 60‘6 per cent, of the population of the Punjab, and
Western Pahari which belongs to the same sub-branch is the language of 4*4 per
cent, of the population. Western Hindi, wliich comprises Urdu, Hindostani, and
other Hindi dialects used in the Eastern districts of the Pimjab and Delhi, is

spoken by 14‘2 and 94‘1 per cent., and Rajasthani by 2 8 and 2’3 per cent, of

the population in the Punjab and Delhi provinces respectively.

Tibeic-Chincse Family.

The Tibeto-Chinese family comprises the Tibeto-Burman languages, which
are further divided into Tibeto-Himalaya'n languages ie. a., Tibetan, Bhotia, Balti,

Ladakhi belongingo o to the Tibetan

Lancu.ge iPunjab. 1

1

Delhi.

TlBET.tX CEOCP.
Tibetan

1

1

' 5,074 6
Bhotia (others) .

.

3 ,994
'

Balti . . • • 10

Ladakhi 128 ••

Total ,

,

9,200 G

Peo^couixaused Himalayas
GEOTJP.

Kanauri . . .

.

!
1

1

22,09S • •

Lahuli G,578, * •

Malani .

.

1 396 • *

Total 29,072 • •

Assim-
BomEsa
group.

nbeto-
Himi: layan
braneb (Tib<

an group).

161.

group and Kanauri, Lahuli, Malani falling

under the Western sub-group of the

Pronominalised Himalayan group) and
Assami-Burmese languages, such as

Assamese and Burmese. The speakers of

the languages of this family now aggregate

38,378 a.s against 41,615in 1911. The figures

of the Tibetan group and Pronominahsed
Himalayan group are noted in the margin.

The figures against Bhotia (others) include

2,888 persons, who returned their langu-

age as Bhotani. All these persons were
enumerated in the Kangra district, where
the Bhotia spoken, closely resembles the .

Tibetan language : so these figures have
been shown under the Tibetan group.

The languages belonging to the Tibeto-Chinese family which can
be classed under the Tibeto-Burman .sub-

family are spoken by 203 immigrants
enumerated in the places named in the

margin.

162. This branch is divided into

two groups of which the first is the Tibe-

tan group, which includes the Tibetan and
Bhotia. The pure Tibetan was returned
chiefly from Simla, Kangra, Curdaspur,
Keonthal, Maudi, Patiala, and Bashahr.

Tile Bhotia was registered in Kangra. The figures of Bhotia also include Balti,

Bhotani, and those entries of Bhotia in which there was no specification of

the country, and in which caste or tribe of the speakers did not admit of any
definite classification.

Pronominal- 163. All the languages of this group that appear in the returns belong
isei Himaia- to the Western group,?, c., Kanauri, Lahuli, and Malani. Kanauri is the language

(^estexn**sab-of Kanets in the Bashahr State, while Lahuli and Malani is confined to LahiU,
group). a tract of the Kangra district. Lahuh was classified at the last census under the

Tibetan group as distinguished from Chamba Lahuli ;
but the characteristics of

both the languages being the same, no attempt has been made at the recent

census to separate them.

TheD ava- 164- The Dravadian languages include Kanarese, Tamil, Telugu, Mad-
ilaa family, rasi, and Malayalam. Tamil is the language of 2,314 immigrants of whom 1,923

were enumerated in the Punjab and 391 in Delhi. In the former province the

Lahore district alone contributes 1,310 immigrants speaking Tamil. Telugu
was returned by 264 persons in the Punjab and 46 in Delhi

;
while Malayalam is

represented by 27 persons found in Ambala and Patiala.

Indo-European Family, Aryan Sub-Family.

Eraoian
languages belonging to the Eranian branch (Eastern group)

branch. of the Aryan sub-family are Balochi and Pashto.

(a) Balochi.—Balochi or the language of the Ealoch nation was returned
by 56,013 persons in the Dera Ghaji Kban district arctcO in the Baha-
walpur State out of 57,145 persons registered in the Punjab as speaking this lan-

guage. The number of speakers is 13,530 less than in 1911, though the strength

Name of District or State. Burmese.^Assamese

1

Attuck .

,

1

•Etulitsbk « • • • i

Simla .

.

1

Juliundor .. .. 2
Ferozepjra .

.

4
Lahore ,

.

183
Ran alpindi .

.

3
Kalsia 2
Simla Hill States .

.

1

Lelhi .. 3 2
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of Balochs by caste has fallen only from 532,499 to 532,148 during the last ten

years. This shows that Balochs are giving up their tribal language and prefer to

speak the dialects prevalent in those parts of the Punjab where they reside.

The decrease of 12,908 in Dera Ghazi Khan among the Balochi-speaking population

seems to be due to the general causes discussed in Chapters I and IV, which have
affected the population of that district.

(6) Pashto .—Pashto is the language of Afghanistan. In the Punjab it

is spoken by Pathan settlers in the border districts of Attock and Mianwall. In
Attock the Chhachi tract close to the border of Hazara and IVIianwali, and the

part of the district which lies west of the Indus is inhabited by these Pathans.
The different entries found in the enumeration books and classified as Pashto
u,re Pashto (59,494), Afghani (171), Chhachi (32), Kabli (1), and Pathani (5). The
number returned in both the provinces under this head is 59,703 as against 67,174
in 1911. The increase in the Mianwali district from 15,191 to 19,290 speakers

is more than counterbalanced by the decreases, occurring in the Attock district

and districts of the Lahore Division.

166. The only language belonging to the non-sanskritic sub-branch of the

Indian branch of the Aryan sub-family spoken in the provinces is Kashmiri. The branch
***

number of persons speaking this language was 8,523 in 1901 and 7,190 in 1911 ;( Kashmiri),

but has now fallen to 4,690, a fact which shows that Kashmiris who have settled

in these provinces have adopted the Pimjabi language of their neighbours. This

is amply proved if we compare the strength of Kashmiris returned in the caste

Table XIII ^vith that shown by the language table. Kashmiri now appears in the

return as the language of 4,690 persons though Kashmiris themselves have a
strength of 169,761 ;

in other words only about 3 out of every 100 Kashmiris
stiU retain their own language. The districts and States
supplying the largest number of Kashmiris as spealdng
their own language are noted in the margin. The figures

include immigrants who usually rush to the Punjab
during the winter and earn their living generally by
cutting wood.

Simla
Kangra
Lahore
Amritsar
Gurdaspur
Kawalpindi
•Giijranwala

Chamba

740
451
547
567
485
710
263
30G

North-Wastern Group.

167. Lahnda is the name given by Sir George A. Grierson to the language Ufcnia,

of the Western Punjab. It is difficult to draw any distinguishing line between
Lahnda and Punjabi spoken in the Central and Eastern Pimiab as it emerges into

Lahnda very gradually. In the words of Sir George A. Grierson wn may take a
conventional line running north and south through the Eastern Central Punjab
and call everything to the east of it Punjabi, and everything to the west of it

Lahnda, but it must be understood that the change from one language
to the other is so gradual that many typical Lahnda pecuharities will be
found on the east of the line and many typical Pimjabi peculiarities on the
west. The conventional line adopted by Sir G. A. Grierson, is illustrated

hy the map on page 353 of the Punjab Census Keport of 1911 and needs no
further remarks. The various names under which Lahnda has been registered

in difierent parts of the province are Lahnda (904,098), Dhanni (25), Dhanauchi
(103), Jatki (631,914), Jhelumi (7), Kachhri (2), Multani (2,342,954), Peshawnri

(70), Pothowari (423,802), Thalochari (494), and Ubhechi (2). These names
represent sub-dialects of Lahnda, which according to Sir G. A. Grierson

has 3 main dialects, viz., Southern or Standard, Xorth-Eastern, and North-
Western.

The form of Lahnda which has been designed as the Standard is that standard

spoken in the Doab of the district of Shahpur. It has three sub-dialects, the
®*'‘**®*^

Standard proper, Multani, and Thali or Thalochari. The Standard proper is spoken
in the Shahpur, Jhang, Lyallpur, Montgomery, Gujranwala and Gujrat districts,

and the different names by winch it goes are Jatld (in Jhang and Lyallpur),
and Kachhri (in Kachhi or alluvial portion of the Jhang district). Multani is

spoken in the districts of Multan, Muzaffargarh, Dera Ghazi Khan and in the
Bahawalpur State. Multani differs from the Standard of the Shahpur Doab in
pronunciation. Thai or Thalochari is found in the districts of Mianwali, Jhelum
Shahpur, Jhang, and the north of Muzaffargarh.
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North*
Eastern
Billocts.

North-
Western
Dialect.

EinltL

Harhat).

Oriya.

BengalL

Western
Hindi.

Hindostanl

The home of North-Eastern Dialect of Lahnda is the Pothowar plain

in the Punjab, which consists of the eastern part of the district of Jhelum and the

plains portion of the district of Rawalpindi. It is designated by several names
based on the tribes using it. The form spoken in the Pothowar is known as

Pothowari, and that used in Jhelum as Jhelumi. In the district of Attock it is

called Awankari, and across the Indus as Peshawari or Hindko.

The North-Western Dialect beginning in the ruiddle of the Salt Range
extends in the Punjab northwards through Western Jhelum into the eastern

part of the Attock district. In the Jhelum district it is known as Dhanni.

Lahnda is spoken now by altogether 4,303,479 persons, of whom 3,682,856

are residents of the Multan and Rawalpindi Divisions. In these divisions it is the

language of nearly 50 per cent, of the population and the number of its speakers

has fallen by O’ll per cent, during the last ten years which is about 7 per

cent, less than the rate of increase of the general popul.ation. The loss in percent-

age is due to the influx of large numbers of immigrants from the Central Punjab
to the new colonies of Montgomery, Multan, Shahpur and LyaUpur.

168.

Sindlii as its name shows is the language of the pro\nnce of Sindh but
it extends beyond the borders of Sindh into the south-western corner of the

Punjab. It is closely connected with Lahnda, and in the Southern Lahnda
Dialect, Sindhi pronunciation is usually follov^ed. The largest figures were
returned from Bahawalpur (16,732) where Sindhi is indigenous, and Lahore

(1,162) and Multan (350) which receive immigrants from Sindh on account of their

being big trading centres.

Southern Group.

169.

1,511 persons were enumerated in both the provinces as speaking
Marhati as against 815 in 1911. The majority of Marhati speakers wasreturned
from Lahore division, which comprises important trading centres hke that of

Amritsar and Lahore. The different names employed to denote this language
in the census returns were Dakhni and Konkani.

Eastern Group.

170.

Oriya is returned for 3 persons in the Punjab who were found in

the Ambala district, and for 1,177 persons in Delhi. The large number returned

as speaking Oriya in the Delhi province is made up of immigrants from other
provinces to Delhi on account of its now being a seat of the Government of

India.

Bengah is spoken by 4,852 persons in the Punjab and Delhi provinces,

a large increase over the figures of the previous census. The increase is

contributed mainly by Delhi 2,037 persons and by Lahore 680 persons, and
the reason lies in the increased facihties offered by these places to immigrants
for employment as clerks.

Western Group.

171. The languages grouped under this bead are Western Hindi, Rajas-
thani, Gujrati, Punjabi, and Western Pahari. Western Hindi, which includes
Hindostani, Urdu, and other Hindi dialects, are spoken by 4,020,473 persons
of whom 3,560,863 were enumerated in the Punjab. In both the provinces it is

the language of 157 fer mille of the population and the number of its speakers
has risen by 5'07 per cent, during the last ten years, which is nearly equal to
the rate of increase of the general population of the provinces.

172. The three principal dialects of Western Hindi differ from one another
very little in vocabulary and expression, and hence it is very difficult to
define them properly. Hindostani literally means the language of Hindos-
tan, but in the linguistic survey it is the name given to the dialect whose
home is the Upper Gangetic Doab in the country round Karnal, Ambala, and
Delhi, but which is coimnonly used as the lingua franca of India. It is capable
of being written in both the Persian and Dev Nagri characters, and the excessive
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use of Persian and Sanskrit words is generally avoided when it is used for litera-

ture. It now appears as tke
speech of 624,410 persons or

92,889 less than in 1911. The
decrease in the number of

Hindostani peakers has occurred

on account of the large number
of persons having given their

language as Urdu in the districts

noted in the margin where it is

supposed to be the spoken

District.

Huidostasi. Ubdit.

1911 1921 1911 1921

Hi&sar 1,070 183 7,535! 14,840
Ourgaon .

.

6.521 51,938; 174,960
DelW . . 329,835 1104,130 161,4271 309,020
Karnal .

.

« . 712,500 488,765 18,979. 325.397
Ambola .

.

• • 435,086 2 2.568j

1

407.560

173. Urdu, according to Sir George A. Grierson, is that form of Uiiidos-

tani in whose vocabulary Persian words (including Arabic) are of frequent occur-

rence, and can, therefore, only be written in the Persian character. The name is

said to be derived from the Urdu-i-Muallah or Royal Military Bazar outside the
Delhi Palace. Urdu has been returned at this census as the mother tongue of

1,610,070 persons (1,301,051 in the Punjab and 309,020 in Delhi) wliich shows a
large increase over the figures (494,290) of 1911. The local distribution of Urdu is

indicated by the map printed below. It is in fact the most widely spoken

Di.tgram 53.

NUMBER PERIQOOO OF

Urdu.

STATES HS

LchAPU {

OuJAffi 2

Pa riuAj/* - 0
A Al. i/A - • • • - A

.N 4 -
•i

•j

5t/«rr- - -

KAPijr'i ?• a

3
PAP'OHOJ . - - 10

ChA'-»ba II

PATtMLA- - . - ‘2

Jl^D
' »

-

BAHAAfAt Puft -

of all the dialects of Western Hindi, being the speech of 52 and 633 per mille of the

population in the Punjab and Delhi provinces respectively. There, is not a

single district or State where its speakers have not been registered. Tiie increase

been more or less general

shounng notable increases

in the strength of the Urdu-speaking population has

throughout the provinces.

District and State. ' 1921 1911

Hiasar 14,840 7,585

Rohtak 199,217 76,751

Gurgaoft 174,960 61,938
Karaal 325,397 18.989

Ambala 407,560 2,568
Ferozepore 12,750 8,421

Montgomery 4,273 2,892

Multan 4,984 186
Nahan 8,345 3,627
Patiala 22,711 9,383
D«lki 309,020 161,427

The districts and States

in Urdu are given in tlie margin. The
general increase has resulted cliiefty from
the distinguishing line between the two
dialects Hindostani and Urdu becoming
indeterminate in the course of yera’s. Modem
Urdu is less Persiam'sed than it was some
30 or 40 years back, and can claim to fulfil

the requirements of a lirjua franca capable of

being understood over the wliole of the Delhi
Province and a great part of the Punjab.
In proof of the above fact the reader
is referred to the writings of K. B. Sheikh

Abdul Qadir and the lata Maulvi Nazir Ahmad w'hich are remarkably free from
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Arabic and Persian expressions. The other cause of this increase is found in

the Urdu-Hindi-Punjabi controversy observed in 1911 which resulted in all

Musalmans returning their language as Urdu, instead of lEndostani, as distin-

guished from Hindi, a word adopted by Hindus for denoting Hindostani spoken

by them. The pubhcation of Urdu books and newspapers has also influenced

the Urdu figmes to some extent. One may conclude that the strength of parti-

san sentiment, and the small hnguistic difference between Urdu and Hindos-

tani are largely responsible for the \dolent fluctuations from census to census

of the recorded" nuinbers of Urdu speaking persons ;
here if everywhere a decision

must be reached not by the mere counting of heads but by the refined methods

of analysis of ethnographic and linguistic scholarship.

The statement drawn up in the margin shows the districts and States

in which important decreases have taken place during

tlie past decade in Urdu figures. The decrease in

Lahore and Pataudi seems to be due to the proper

care exercised in the filhng in of Language column of

the schedule, because these two places were specially

noted in 1911 for the inaccuracy, so far as the

registration of Urdu was concerned. In Eawalpindi

the decrease is due to the replacement of Urdu by
Hindostani for causes imlmown to the writer. In 1911

one person was returned as speaking Hindostani

and 16,452 persons as speaking Urdu, while the

present figures show 11,574 speaking Hindostani and

2,696 Urdu. In Nabha State where Musalmans are in

minority, the decrease appears to be the natural

result of Urdu, Hindi and Punjabi controversy, the

name Hindi hating been substituted for Urdu as

margin will show. The other decreases do not require

othei Hindi. 174. The entries classified under this head are Ahirwal, Ahirwati, Arya
Bhasha, Bangar, Bangaru, Bhasha, Bhojwah, Brigashi, Brij Bhasha, Brijk,

Deswah, Dev Nagri, Hariani, Hindi, Hirwai, Jati, Khadri, Nagri, Purbi, Rana,

Bhasha, Shastri, Shuawati. Hindi pure can be called that form of Hindostan

which contains Sanskrit words and hence can only be written in Dev Nagri charac

ters. The chief dialects of Hindi spoken in these provinces are Jati, Deswdli,

Bangri, Ahirwati, Hariani, and Purbi. The first five names represent the dialect

spoken in the Bangar and Kadher tracts which is designated by various names
according to locality and caste of the speakers. The tract on the west bank of the

river Jumna in the districts of Karnal and Delhi is described in the linguistic

survey as Khadir, while the Bangar tract extends right across the Kamal dis-

trict into the State of Patiala and includes portion of Jind, Rohtak, and Gurgaon
districts. Purbi was registered in almost every district or State, and is the dialect

of immigrants from the United Provinces. The gain of 7,116 since 1911 in the

Hindi-speaking population is due to the causes discussed under Urdu.

District or State. Decrease.

Simla 1,332

Lahore 2,386

Amritsar 2,500

Sialkot 2,694

Rawalpindi .

.

13,756

Pataudi 15,636

Malerkotla .

.

1,495

Faridkot 1,453

Nabha 6,113

Urdu
Hindi

1911

7,326

68,819

1921

1,213

75,256

the figures quoted in the

any special explanation.

Rajasthani. 175. Rajasthani or the language of Rajputana has been returned by
713,761 persons (702,996 in the Pimjab and 10,765 in Delhi) as against 725,850

in 1911. Its important dialects are Bagri, Marwari and Mewati whose strength

is given in the margin. The other entries found in

the sorters’ tickets and classified under Rajasthani are

detailed on the title page to Table X. Of these

three main dialects Bagri and Mewati are the only
indigenous languages of the provinces. The districts

where Bagri is mostly used are Hissar (185,732), Gur-
gaon (60,278), Ferozepore (44,615), Loharu (20,232),

Patiala (138,494), and Jind (2,567). Mewati is the spoken language of the
Gurgaon district. Marwari is the language of Marwari immigrants or their

descendants. In Delhi alone which is the chief trading centre it is returned for

9,274 persons. In Bahawalpur the figures 23,908 under this head are open to
doubt and probably refer to Bagri.

Punjab.
I

1

1

Delhi.

Bagri
i

459,996: 1,487

Mawari 36,0631 9,274

Mewati 206,178, 4
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176.

Lahore
Rawalpindi
jVrianwali

Multan
Delhi

177.

Gujrati which is not a vernacular of the province appears in the Guirae.

returns as the language of 1,895 persons. All these

283 are immigrants scattered over the provinces, the

districts returning above 100 are named in the mar-

602 gin.

Punjabi is the dominant language of the . Punjab, and it is spoken Punjabi.

over the greater part of the eastern half of the province with the exception of

Simla HiU States and Kulu (district Kangra), where the language spoken
is Pahari, and in the Ambala, Kamal, Hissar, Eohtak and Gurgaon districts

where the language used is some form of Hindostani. It is now spoken by
15,215,120 persons (15,207,955 in the Punjab and 7,165 in Delhi) or nearly by 606
and 15 per mille of the population in the Punjab and Delhi, respectively. The
map printed below indicates the distribution of Punjabi language by districts

and States per 10,000 of the population.

Map indicating the distribution ofPunjabi Lanjuaqe.

Diagram 54

Its strengdh

Group. District. Increase.

Hoshiarpur 13,067

JuUundur 18,870

Ludhiana 50,947
Ferozepore 164,921

Lahore 89,589
Amritsar 51,240

Shahpur 37,481

Montgomery 57,812

Lyahpur 64,783

Bilaspur 4.658

Kapnrthala 17,092

Patiala 102,797

Jind 11,417

Nahha 14,809

Ambala 25,976

Gujrat 78,899
Rawalpindi 60,172

Attock 90,428
Mianwali 43,323
Jhang 155,174

Multan 17,768
Faridkot 26,801
Nalagarh 18,460

Chamba 14,034

y 7'8 per cent, since 1911. The districts and
States showing considerable increases are

grouped in the margin. In the places in

group I the increase is more or less equal

to the increase in the general population

during the period 1911—1921. In Ambala
and Faridkot the figures appear to have
been exaggerated at the expense of Western
Hindi, whose figures show a decrease of

28,279 speakers in Ambala and 2,210 in

Faridkot. The figures of Gujrat have been
effected by the transfer of considerable areas
from the Sliahpur district. In Eawalpindi,.
Attock, jMianwali, Jhangand Multan, it seems
that probably Punjabi has been wrongly
entered in place of Lahnda. The increase
in Nalagarhi is accoimted for by the proper
classification of the dialect knownas Nalagarhi,
which is nothing but a species of Punjabi and
quite different from Western Pahari. The
abnormal increase in Chamba is attributable to
wrong classification or mistakes at enumeration..
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Dialects

of Panjabi.

Standard
PonjabL

Dogrl

Western
Pahari.

Important decreases have occurred in the strength of Punjabi speakers

in the Kangra (219,433), Sialkot (38,406) and Jhelum (53,588) districts and Kalsia

(11,413) and Nahan (4,755) States. In 1911 all persons in the Kangra district

(except the Kulu Sub-division) were classed as speaking Dogri, a dialect of Punj-

abi : but at the present census no rigid geographical ilistinction was adopted,

and the recorded number of Punjabi-spealdng persons in Kangra has dropped from

7,955 per 10,000 in 1911 to 5,125 in 1921. Prior to 1911 only about 4per cent, of

persons are recorded as Punjabi speakers in the Kangra district, the remainder

haring been sho^m as speaking Pahari. The apparent decrease in Sialkot has

resulted from the transfer of the major portion of Raya Tahsil to the Sheikhupura

district. In Jhelum there has been a general decrease in the population, and

also most of the population returned in 1911 as speaking Punjabi has been classi-

fied as Lahnda-speaking, in accordance ^vith the Linguistic Survey. In Kalsia

and Nahan States Punjabi speakers appear to have been erroneously

enumerated as Hindi speakers.

The two well-lmown dialects of Punjabi are Standard Punjabi and Dogri.

The former is spoken in the plains of the Pxmjab and a portion of the neighbour-

ing Simla Hill States, the latter chiefly in the Kangra district and in those parts

of Sialkot, Gurdaspur and Chamba, which adjoin the Kangra district and Jammu
State.

Dogri 394,430
Januiali 845
Kandiali 21,896
Kangri 1,483

Bhatiali 4

The decrease in Kangra

178. The purest form of Standard Punjabi, according to Sir G. A. Grierson,

is Manjha or Punjabi spoken by Jats of the Manjha, the Sikh tract of the Central

Punjab north of the Sutlej. The different entries in the census schedules

designating Standard Punjabi were Punjabi (14,795,309) Bilaspuri (627), Kahhuri

(347), Malwai (104), Gurmukhi (26), Lahori (27), Jangli (1), and Nalagarhi (1).

Kahhuri or Bilaspuri was returned by 605 persons in ]Mandi, and by 159 in Suket,

while the dialect spoken in Bilaspur itself was returned as “ Punjabi ”
; Malwai

sub-dialect of Punjabi was recorded in the Ferozepore district. Bilaspuri in

censuses previous to 1911 was called Pahari, but now, as has just been observed,

is shown as Punjabi, Gurmukhi, which is a script and not a dialect, appears

as the spoken language of 22 persons in Gujrat and of 311 in Dellii.

179. The entries classed as Dogri are noted in the margin with their

respective strength. The aggregate now returned

under this head is 418,678 as against 757,375 in

1911. The largest decreases have occurred in Kangra

(218,717), Gurdaspur (82,698), and Sialkot (51,634),

as already explainecl in para. 177, is due to the

cla,33ification under AVestern Pahari of some of the population which was shown
in 1911 as speaking Dogri. In Sialkot and Gurdaspur no differentiation seems

to have been made between Standard Punjabi and Dogri (the two dialects of

Punjabi), and the word Punjabi was used for both these dialects : hence we
find that there is no falling off in the total strength of persons returned as speak-

ing Punjabi at the last two censuses.

180.

AVestern Pahari. according to Sir G. A. Grierson, is the Aryan language

spoken in that part of sub-Hunalaya, which extends from the Jannsar Bawar
tract of the district of Dehra Dun to Bhadarwah in the Northern Punjab. It is

bounded on the East by Garhwali, on the North by the Tibeto-Chinese languages,

on the South by Hindostani and Punjabi, find on the South-west by Dogri.

Grierson holds that the speakers of AVestern Pahari are of mixed origin, the origi-

nal inha])itant3 of this tract, the Khasa Gnjjars, having been conquered and
assimilated by Rajput imuiigr.ants from the south. Inter-marriage between
Rajputs and Kha.sa Giijjars,a.nd a firsion of the languages spoken by them formed
the natural secpience of the invasion; and it is for this reason that AVestern Pahari

and Rajastfiani are akin.

The comparative statement in the margin .shows the number of persons
speaking dialects of the'[five

groups, viz., {a) Simla Group,
(6) Kulu Group, (c) Mandi
Group, {d) Chamba Group, and
(e) others, into which AVestern

Pahari was divided at this and the last censuses. It is now spoken by 1,097,021
persons, or 44 per mille of the total population as against 933,363 in 1911. The
figures of the present cen3;is show an increase of 115,518 or 14 per cent, excluding

1

Consua. Total.

{'>)
!

Simla
Group.

(^) 1 0 1

Ku'u Mandi
j

Group,
j

Group.

(d)

Chamba
1 Group.

( )

1

Others.

1921
1911 ..j

1,097,021'

993,36.3

427,7 10!

405,008;

126,793! 237,934

122,970! 237,377]

139,262
130,138

ia3,323
91,870
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the figures in group (e) over the estimated figures (816,181) for 1891 given in the
linguistic survey for the above four groups, while the increase in population in

Nahan, Jubbal, Bhagal, Keonthal, Kulu, Mandi, Suket andChamba, where Western
Pahari is chiefly spoken, is about 23 per cent, since 1891. The difierence between
these two percentages is due to the classification of some of the Pahari entries

belonging to these four groups under “ others ” for want of the specification of

the dialects to which they belonged.

181. The Simla group consists of a number of dialects and sub-dialects Sijnia group.

go J72
detailed on the title page to Table X. Figures of the

KeonthaU ! ! ! ! 62,013 important dialects are given in the margin for the
•• present census. Kochi is chiefly spoken in .the"

’ Bashahr State, where 60,678 persons speaking this

dialect were enumerated, the other places where its speakers were noted being
Keonthal (166), Bhagal (804), and the Mnor Simla Hill States (524). Keonthali
is spoken in the Keonthal State and the central portion of the States round the
Simla district. It was returned by 28,239 persons in Keonthal, and by (23,752)
persons in Bhagal. In other places the largest figures (9,611) were noted in
the Minor Simla Hill States. Sirmuri is the languages of Sirmur or Nahan,
and that part of the Jubbal State which adjoins Nahan, while Bhagli is confined
to Bhagal and Kunihar States.

182. The dialects included in the Kulu group are Koli, Kuluhi, and Kuiu group.

Kulu-Suraji. These dialects are chiefly spoken in Kulu proper and the number
of their speakers has risen from 122,970 in 1911 to 126,793 in 1921.

183. The Mandi group includes 3Iandiah and Suketi, which are the Mandi
languages of Mandi and Suket States, and a few entries of Mandi, Suraji and gronp-

Naraingarhi. This group is now represented by 237,934 persons.

184. This group comprises the dialects kno\vn as Bhadarwahi, Bhar- chamba
maun, Chamiali, ChambiaU, Chmahi, and (ladi, which were recorded mostly in group,

the Chamba State.

Northern Group.

185.
Ambala
Simla
Kangra
HosMarpiu
Rawalpindi
Mianwali
Multan
Punjab States

Delhi

The term Central Pahari denotes a group of dialects spoken in central
•• Kamaun and Garhwal in the United Pro\inces. The Pahari

;; 46 strength is shown in the margin. Among the States

;; jg
the largest figures come from Keonthal (169) and

1 Jubbal (289) where the number of immigrants from
•;

Garhwal and Teri Garhwal was 160 and '215 respec-
; ; 53 lively.

186. Eastern Pahari commonly known as Naipali or Gorkhali, is the Eastern
Aryan language spoken in the State of Nepal. At this census, it was returned Pahari”"

by 9,301 persons (9,243 in thePtmjab and 58 in Delhi) while in 1911 its speakers
numbered 8,653. The increase is probably due to the increase in the number
of Gurkha soldiers employed during the decade. The places returning fitrures of
Naipali speakers above 100 are Kangra (2,236), Lahore (566), Gurdaspur *(2 581)
Kawalpindi (2,591), Nahan (256), Mandi (197), and Chamba (461).

187. The figures for Gypsy dialects represent a decrease of 9,61 5 as com-
pared with the 1911 figures but the returns are doubtful, as was noted in the DWectl
opening paragraph of this chapter. It is true that most of the members of castes
such as Bawaria, Sansi, can understand the Punjabi language, but their mother-
tongue has undergone very little change. Of the Gypsy dialects enumerated
at the present census the most important is Odki spoken by 2,516 members of
the “ Od ” tribe. The Ods are nomads who usually wander about with their
families in search of emplo3Tnent on earth-work, often taking with them
enormous herds of sheep and goats.

Other Languages.

188.

The speakers of other Asiatic languages aggregate 1,793 as against Asiatic

2,745 in 1911 in both the provinces. The general faUing ofi under this head
due to the decrease of 685 persons speaking Persian. Arabic has been returned
by 45 persons in the Punjab and by 8 in Delhi, but it is not clear whether some
of those who have givenJheir language as Arabic are merelv Arabic scholars
or genuine Arabs.
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Non-Asiatic 189. English is the only important non-Asiatic language being spoken
Languages.

26,829 persons in the Punjab and 4,614 in Delhi. Out of the total of

31,728 persons enumerated as speaking the languages of this group, English

speakers now represent 1 and 10 per mille of the population of the Punjab and
Delhi provinces, respectively. The strength of the language is 202 more than

the total number of Europeans, Armenians and Anglo-Indians given in Imperial

Table XVI : but for this comparison, 285 persons have to be added who returned

other European languages, which means an excess of 485 persons. The excess

is explained by the fact that weU-educated Indians and Indian-Christians have
begun to use Enghsh in their homes. The distribution of the English language

by districts and States depends mainly upon the presence of mihtary cantonments

and big official and business concerns. Hence we find that greatest number of

English speakers (6,706) is returned from Rawalpindi where a big cantonment is

located. The next in importance are Lahore and Delhi with 4,991 and 4,614

English speakers, both of these places being the Headquarters of the respective

provincial Governments. The detail of other languages returned under this head

is as foUows :

—

Portuguese (211), French (18), Dutch (3), Flemish (20), German (1),

Greek (12), Irish (8), Italian (11), and Russian (1).

MisceUaneous.

Remarks
about
Linguistic

boundaries.

The influen

ce ol Educa-
tion on local

dialects.

Literary

activity in

different

languages.

190. In the Punjab and Delhi provinces, generally speaking, there are no

fixed natural boundaries of the kind described in the linguistic survey for the

different languages and reproduced in the discussion about each language in this

chapter, which act as insuperable barriers to language. The boundaries of

language are nebulous and indeterminate, and there is no sharp transition as we
pass from one locality to the adjacent one. The result is that any attempt at

a demarcation of boundaries is apt to be misleading, because different dialects

shade off one into another so gradually that it is not always possible to say that

dialect A belongs to one language and dialect B to another. It is for this reason

that the native of one part of the Pimjab can express himself and be understood

in another. There are many words and expressions common to the different

dialects of the province. The dialects differ from each other in vocabulary

rather in grammar and they are, in fact, nothing but variants of the main language

as spoken by the different classes, castes or tribes or in different locahties.

191. Education has done little to obliterate local dialects but in so far as

literacy in English has increased owing to its use as a medium of instruction,

the incorporation of English words and phrases has, in many instances, led to

uncouth and hybrid forms of speech. Thus though well-educated Indians with a

few notable exceptions still speak the dialects they always spoke, yet it is

common to find them using a certain propottion of Enghsh and other foreign words
in their conversation. Indians use Enghsh words and phrases not only when
talking to an Englishman, but also to each other

;
this does not, however,

mean that local dialects are not developing in a natural way. The use of foreign

words is not confined to Indian languages but such borrowing occurs in every
language. It is thus clear that education has so far tended very httle, during
the past 30 or 40 years, to the unification of languages, and it is unhkely that local

dialects wiU disappear whether we adopt Enghsh, Urdu, Hindostani or Pimjabi as

the medium of Primary Education. At present a boy, who is educated at a school

where Urdu is the medium of instruction, does not only not speak Urdu at his

home, but never cares to keep his knowledge of it ahve after he leaves school.

This argiunent is sufficient to take much of the sting out of the controversy

which has raged over the merits and demerits of Hindi, Urdu or Pimjabi as
the medium of instruction in Primary Schools.

192. The number of newspapers and periodicals has risen from 74 in 1891,
166 in 1901, 229 in 1911 to 270 in 1921. Of these 270, 45 are written in Enghsh,
181 in Urdu, 27 in Gurmukhi, 13 in Hindi, and 4 in mixed languages. The
above figures show that Urdu is the most popular medium for the circulation

of news, the number of Urdu papers having increased from 64 to 181 during the
past 3 decades. There is a great deal of hterary activity in other languages which
indicates the general awakening among the masses. Many periodicals are of
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a communal character, and these generally deal with matters concerning the

community in the interests of which they are founded. The comparative state-

ment below shows the increase in the number of newspapers of different langu-

ages, since 1891-

Year. Total. English. Urdu. Gunnnkh . Hindi. Bilingual.

1891 74 4 64 1 3 2
1901 166 17 135 5 7 2
1911 229 25 177 17 9 1

1921 270 45 181 27 13 4

Circulation of the Newspapers and
Periodicals in the Punjab in 1921.

Dailies

Weeklies
Monthlies
Others

113,072
159,680
95,170

26,371

^
1.. . j J

if not the journalistic enterprise of the province, and at the moment of writing

(March 1923) the number of “ live ” papers circulating in the Punjab is only

236, including daihes, weekhes and other periodicals.* Most of these publica-

tions have a circulation of under 2,000 copies, the actual total circulation as

reported for 1921 being given by the figures in the
margin. The total circulation of daily papers only
amounts to one for every 222 persons in the province.

This suggests an ignorance of and indifierence to public
events and contemporary pubhc opinion, which is far

from being the case. Actually for every paper printed
or sold there are 20 persons who read its contents, or hsten to it being read
in the street of the smaller towns, or in the “ chaupals ” of the larger villages,

and the men who listen wiU in their turn pass on it at least a part of the news to
their women folk, or to friends and relations when visiting villages remote from
lines of railway or off the main routes.

Id3. The number of books published during the decade 1912—1921,
inclusive, and the languages in which
they were published are shown in the
margin. The details are given for each
year since 1912 to 1921 in Subsidiary
Table III. Over two-thirds of the
total number of books pubhshed in the
Punjab are in either Urdu or Punjabi

;

English books form about lO’o percent,
of the books pubhshed. Enghsh seems to have lost ground since 1918 when
books in Enghsh were nearly 15 per cent, of the whole, but the rise in 1915—1918
was clearly only a circumstance arising from the war, and compared to the pre-
war years Enghsh more than holds it own.

Urdu
Punjabi
English
Bilingual

Hindi
Arabic
Trilingual

Sindhi

.. 6,282 Persian .. 156

.. 6,162 Sanskrit 86

.. 1,826 Pashto 54

.. 1,354 Multani 53

., 748 Kashmiri 24

.. 291 Polyglot 21

.. 174 Others 17

.. 162
Total . . 17,410

* The only illustrated paper published at present in the Punjab is “ The Nation,” which is written in
English and has a Sunday supplement.
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L Distribution of total population by language according to Census. II. Distribution by language of the population of
each district. III. Showing the number of books published annu^y in each language from 1911 to 1921.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

Distribution of total population by language.—according to Census.

Language (with main heads given
in Sir George Grierson's classi-

fied scheme).

Toiajl koibze of speakers (000 *3

OMITTED).

Punjab.

XoiBEE per
mille OP THE
POPHEATION.

TOTAL

I.—TIBETO-CHINESE FAMILY
Tibeto-Bunnan Sub-Family .

.

Tibeto-Himalayan branch
() Tibetan Group

1. Tibetan ..

2. Bhotia (others)

3. Others .

.

() Pronominalizsd Himalayan
Group. ,

Weatren 8ub~Grovp ..j

1. Kanauri
2, Patni ..

2. Kangloi . . ..i

4. Lahuli .

.

o. Bunan or Gahri
IL—INDO-EUROPEAN FAMILY—

Aryan Sub-family

(1) Eranian Branch
(Eastern Group)

1. Balochi

2. Ba,shto

(ii) Indian Branch
Nox-Saxskritic Shb-brasch
Kashmiri

Sasskeitic Seb-bp.a>ch
(a) North-Western Group

1. Lahnda or Western
Punjabi .

2. Sindhi .

.

(6) Southern Group
1 . Marathi .

.

2. Others .

.

(c) Eastern Group (Bengali)

(d) H'es/cra Group
1. IVestern Hindi

(1 ) Hiudostani

(2) Urdu ..

(3) Other Hindi

2. Kajasthani

(1) Bdgti

(2) Marwari
(3) Mewati

(4 ) Others

H'hera chiefly spoken.

Simla, Kangra, Gurdaspur, Keon-
thal, Mandi, Patiala and Bashahr.
Kangra.

Bashahr.

Chamba and Kangra.

Dera Ghazi Khan and Bahawalpur,
KawaJpindi, Attoek, Alianwab
and Dera Ghazi Khan.

Simla, Kangra, Lahore, Amritsar,
Gurdaspur. Eawalpindi, Gujran-
wala and Chamba.

Lahore, Shahpur, Jhelum, Rawal-
pindi, Attock, Mianwafi, Mont-
gomery, Lyallpur, Jhang,
Muzati'argarh, Dera Ghazi Khan
and Bahawalpur.

Lahore, Multan and Bahawalpur.

Ambala.

Lah.jre, Simla, Rawalpindi and
Delhi.

Ambala Division, Perozepore,
Lahore, Rawalpindi, .Sialkot,
Dujana, Pataudi, Kalsia, Kaban,
Patiala, Jind, Kabha and
Delhi.

Kama!, Rawalpindi, Lahore and
Delhi.

Rohtak, Gurgaon, Kamal, Ambala
and Delhi.

Hissar, Rohtak, Gurgaon, Kar-
nal, Kalsia, Nahan, Jmd,
Kabha and Delhi.

Hissar, Gurgacn, Ftrozepore.
Loharu. PatUila and Bahawalpur,

His-sar, Gurgaon, Perozepore,
Loharu, Patiala and Jind.

Bahawalpur,
Gurgaon.
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CHAPTER IX. SDBSIBIABX TABI.es.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE 1.

Distribution of total population by language.—^According to Census—(included.

1 Total numbeb of speakers (OOO’s %
omitted).

NrMBER per mitle

Language (with main heads given
I

OF THE p/^'PTTT. A «JrUJt

in Sir George Grieson’s
cJassified scheme). Punjab. Delhi.

Punjab and
Delhi.

TION, li'here chiefly spoken.

1921.
1

1921. 1921. 1911. Punjab. Delhi.

1

1 2 3 5 6 7 8

ii, Gnjriti 2 1 3 i 1 Lahore, Rawalpindi, Multan
and Delhi.

4. Pun-abi 1.5,20S 7 1 .5,2 1

5

u,in 606i 15 Hissar, Ambala, Jullundur,
Lahore Division, Gujrat, Shahpur,

j

j

Jhelum, Montgomery, LyaUput
Kalsia, Bilaspur, Nalagarh,
Kapurthala, Slalerkotla, Farid-

i . Standard

t
kot, Phulkian States and
Bahawalpur.

14,7SS 7 14,796 13,3-54 .589; Hi.ssar, Ambala, Jullundur and

)

Lahore Divisions except Kangra,
Gujrat, Shahpur, Jhelum,
Montgomery, LyaUpur, Kalsia,

i

1

Bilaspur, Xalagarh, Kapurthala,
Malerkotla, Phulkian States
and Bahawalpur.

2. Dogri

•5. Western Pakiri

419 419 757 17
i

Kangra, Gurdaspur, Sialkot
and Chamba.

1,097 , , 1,097 993 44
(a) Simla Group 428 428 405 17 .

.

Kangra, Simla Hill States and

(6) Kulu Group
Kafaha.

127 . . 127 123 0 .

.

Kangra, Simla Minor Hill States

(c) Mandi Group
and Mandi.

238 238 237 9 ,

,

Mandi and Suket.
(d) Chamba Group 139 139 136 0 .

»

Chamba and Kangra.
(e) Others

( e ) Northern Group

165 165 92 7 Simla, Kangra, Gurdaspur,
Rawalpindi, Chamba, Simla EBU
States, Nahan and Mandi.

10 10
1

10
1. Central Pahari 1 . . 1 .

,

Simla, Keonthal, Simla Minor

2. Eastern Pahari
States.

9 . . 9 y , , ,

»

Kangra, Gurdaspur and

1

Rawalpindi.

lil.—UNCLASSIFIED LANGUAGES. 3 3 12

I . Bawaria )

4
2. Odki .

.

3. Labani .

.

3 3; o
9

Dera Ghazi Kban.

4. Others .

.

•• <• .. 1 .

.

PART 11.—OTHER LANGUAGES.

liSDO-EUROPEAN FAMILY 2S 5; 34,. 39 i! 10

(a) Eranian Group (Persian)
(b) Teutonic Group (English) 27

i

5

2<

32:

3
36 i! 10

Lahore, Ludhiana and Rawalpindi.
Ambala, Simla, Jullundur, Feroze-

(

r

I

i

1

pore, Lahore, Sialkot, Rawal-
pindi, Multan and Delhi.

I
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SCBSIDIASr TABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE U.

Distribution by language of the population of each district.

Disteict oe State axd Natueal
Ditision.

Numbee pee 10,000 OF the population speaking

fVestem Hindi.

PTOJAB

Indo-Gakgetic Plain West

1. Hissar
2. Loharn Slate .

.

3. Rohtak
4. Dajina State .

.

o. Gurgaon
6. Pataudi Staie

7. Kamal
8. JuUundur
9. Kaparihala State

10. Ludhiana
11. Maderkotla State

12. Perozepore
13. Paridkot State
14. Patiala State .

.

15. Jind State

16. Nabha State
1 7. Lahore
18. Amritsar
19. Gujranwala ..

20. Sheikhupura .

.

Himalayan

21. Nahan State ..

22. Simla
23. Simla Hill States

24. Bilaspur State

25. Kangra
26. Mandi State

27. Saket State

28. Chamba State

Sub-Himalayan

29. Ambala
30. KaUia State .

.

31. Hobhiarpur
32. Guida.spiir

33. Sialkot

34. Gujrat
35. Jheluiii

36. Rawalpindi
37. Attock

Noeth-West Dby- Abea

38. Montgomery .

.

39. Shahpur
40. Mianwali
41. Lyallpur
42. Jhang
43. Multan
44. Bahawalpur State

45. MuzafEargarh .

.

46. Dera Ghazi Khan

DELHI

Indo-Gangetic Plain West

1. Delhi

36 584

259; 926

1 7.846;

Others.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.

Showing the number of books published annually in each language from 1911 to 1921.

L*nga»ge.

12ot 1711 2191

bauaknt

Peisiftn

2&4 i 193 185

30 42 52

5

i

9 8

19 11
1

558
{

468 6491

MnltAni

12. ••

13. Laade • a

14. Maadiali (HiU Diidect)

15. Khowai • •

16. Prakrit

17. SUujguai •

18. Trilingual ... •

19. Polyglot •• •

Total ... 1,642| 2,22lj l,72lj 1,751| l.ftiej 1,699| 1,403| l,848j 1,947

BliMABXS,
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Section I.—General.

Reference 193. As at previous censuses the data regarding only four infirmities
to statistics.

recorded. These were insanity, deaf-mutism, blindness and leprosy. The
statistics relating to these infirmities are given in Imperial Tables XII and XII-

A

and in six Subsidiary Tables.

Imperial Table XII gives the distribution of the various infixmities by age

and sex for the Punjab, British Territory, Punjab States and Delhi separately.

Unfortunately this table contains some serious errors which were only discovered

after the tables had been finally printed, and it has not been possible at this

stage to do more than note in the text below some of the corrections which are

required.

Imperial Table XII-A gives the distribution of infirmities for castes, tribes

or races, and single infirmities only are dealt with.

The information contained in the Subsidiary Tables is as follows :

—

Subsidiary Table I gives the number of afficted persons per 100,000 of the

population at each of the last 5 censuses for each district. State and Natural Divi-

sion.

Subsidiary Table II gives the age-distribution of the infirm per 10,000
infirm persons of each sex for the Punjab and Delhi separately, and for the

Punjab and Delhi together for each of the last 5 censuses.

Subsidiary Table III gives the number of afflicted persons for each
age-penod per 100,000 of each sex, as well as the number of females afficted

per 1,000 males.

Subsidiary Table IV gives the population and number of infirm persons
for certain distinctively Hindu, Sikh and Musalman castes.

Subsidiary Table V gives the proportions of infirm persons among Hindus
and Musalmans, the difference of these proportions, and the ratio of this differ-

ence to its standard error.

Subsidiary Table VI shows the number of persons by sex suffering from
single and dual infirmities, and must be taken to replace the legend of Imperial

Table XII, and to correct pro tanto the contents of that table.

Subsidiary Table VII is a list of certain Albinos in the Punjab, 1923.

intrueUcns 194. The instruction printed on the cover of the enumeration book was as
to enumeia- foUowS :

—

“ Column 16 (Infirmities)..—If any person be blind of both eyes, or
insane, or suffering from corrosive leprosy, or deaf and dumb,
enter the name of the infirmity in this column. Do not enter
those who are blind of one eye only, or who are suffering from
white leprosy only.”
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The further instruction contained in Appendix I of the supplementary
instructions to Supervisors contains the following entry :

—

Colunm 16.—Care is needed to prevent the entry of persons suffer-

ing from leucoderma or white leprosy and other infirmities

not falling within the scope of column 16.

Persons blind of one eye should not be entered. Only those totally blind

of both eyes should be included. A man must be both deaf and mxite in order

to be included in this column.”

These instructions are practically identical with those issued in the censuses

of 1901 and 1911 except that with regard to deaf-mutes the enquiry was only
restricted to those born deaf and dumb.*

Dual infirmities were recorded
; but, in no instance was any person shown

-as suffering from triple infirmities. The complete table of single and dual in-

firmities, so far as it can be reconstructed by the help of the legend on Imperial

Table XII, is given in Subsidiary Table VI, and this shows that the number of per-

sons suffering from single and dual infirmities is greater than that shown in the

Imperial Table. It is not necessary to discuss here how the error arose.

195. Variation in the number of the infirm per 100,000 of the total popu- variation_— lation since 1881 is exhibited in the st’ioe i88i.

SINCE 1881 . table in the margin, there is pro-
^ bably no significant change in the

proportions of these infirmities during

the last decade
;
but loolfing to the

figimes in all 5 censuses together,

there seems to be a general tendency
for a decrease of recorded infirmi-

ties during the last 40 years. Consi-

derations of time prevent the ap|)li-

cation of the proper statistical criteria for these apparent differences, and
without such tests it would be unwise to regard any of the changes as indicative

of fundamental improvement.

Infirmity.

Punjab Province. Delhi.

1921. 1911.
1

1901. 1891. -

!

1881,

1

1921.

Total .

.

389 377 439 o04j 744' 190
Insane .

.

28 26> 35 29 16
Deaf-mutes 90 84; 80 981 122 33
Blind .

,

260 2o4l 305 Soil 529! 140
Lepers ,

.

11 13 19 261 45! 2

Insanity.

196. The local distribution of iusamty in the Punjab and Delhi is shown Local a*,

in the diagram below. This shows the frequency of the disease in three groups,
*’^**’“‘*®“*

DIAGRAM 55.

MAP OF THE P’J.NJAB SMOV/IMG THE
PROPORTION OF INSANE PER 100,000

„ OF THE POPULATION.
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According to the Rev. Arnold Hill Payne {vide article Deaf and Dumb, Encyclopsedia Brittanica, VoL VII,
llth edition), dumbness in the true sense of the word does not exist, and he -would attribute all cases of deaf-mutism
to congenital deafness -which has prevented the sufferer from attempting to speak. The classification of Doctor
Ed-ward M. GaUaudet, of deaf-mutes into the speaking-deaf, the semi-speaking-deaf, the mute-deaf, the speaking-
semi-deaf, the mnte-semi-deaf, the hearing-mute and the hearing-semi-mute, seems more rational although if

the Rev. Hill Payne is right, no hearing mutes exist.
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Age-dhtri-
bOtiOB.

Lahore
Lima tie

As;iom.

namely for tliose districts in Avhich there are lees than 20 insane persons per

100,000 of population, those districts in which there are between 21 and 30 insane

persons per 100,000 of population, and lastly those districts containing over 30^

insane persons, per 100,000 of population. Tn the preparation of this diagram

the figures of Lahore lunatic asylum have been excluded, as it was not possible

to refer all the inmates to their ^stricts of birth. It appears that the Central

Punjab is more free from in.saiuty than either the Western or tlie Xorth-Easteru

Punjab. The light thrown on the probable causation of insanity by the variation

in local distribution is discussed by Rai Bahadur Pandit Hari Kishen Kaul, in

paragraph 49S of the Census Report of 1911, but he has not mentioned in this

connection the only predisposing cause which is likely to afford an explanation

of the moderate to high frequency of insanity in the hills, to wit the existence of

hereditary syphilis, knoum to be prevalent in those regions. In considering the

po3,sible effects of consanguinity on the iuheririance of the insane diathesis Pandit

Hari Kishen Kaul rightly points out that cousin marriage cannot be the sole

cause as Hindus do not contract such alliances. The problem is further examined

in Section II of this chapter in the present report.

197. Diagram 56 given in the margin shows the number of insane persons

per 100,000 of the total

population for each sex

of each qmnquennial age-

period the figures for

which are given in Subsi-

thary Table III at the

end of this chapter. The
curve for males shows
a steady increase up

C.

198.

to 34 years after which
there is an irregular

decrease. As insanity

is not often cured in

the Punjab, the age-curve

indicates that after the

age of 34 mortality

among insane males is

greater than that among
the population at large.

Amongst females the

most rapid increase is

shown from the ages of

0—19 : and there is also a
somewhat notable in-

crease among the older

females which mav be
associated with the

hardships to which wo-

men in the Punjab who
have passed the child-

bearing age are subjected.

The only lunatic asylum in the Province is situated in Lahore, and

the figures for inmates both male and
female for the 10 years 1912—1921

are shown in the margin. The in-

creasing popularity of the institu-

tion rather than any increase in

insam'ty in the general population

is indicated by the figures. It seems
probable that the common people do
not suffer fools as gladly as they
did in the past, and are more ready

Year. Males. Femalos.! Total.

1912 540 143I 683
1913 571 156: 727
1914 581 161' 742
1915 618 172i 790
1916 651 161

1

812
1917 703 172 875
1918 704 168 872
1919 694 163 857
1920 707 . 147 854
1921 678 1761 854

to hand over their insane relatives to proper medical supervision.
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Oeaf-Mutism.
199. The local distribution of deaf-mutism in the Pvmjab is shown m Loeai Ms-

diagram 57. It is shown in Section II of this chapter that Musalmans suffer from

DIAGRAM 57,

MAP OF THE PUNJAB SHOWING THE
PROPORTION OF DEAF MUTES PER 100.000

* ^ OF THE POPULATIONA S
V
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deaf-mutism in a significantly greater degree than Hindus, and this would explain

the appearance of a relatively large amount of deaf-mutism in the Western

Punjab. The greatest amount of deaf-mutism is, however, shown by the hill

States and hill districts of Chamba, Kangra, Simla, Mandi and Nahan where the

number of deaf-mutes exceeds 150 per 100,000 of the population. The Central

No. Natural Divisions. Males. Females.

1 Himalayan 329 240

2 Sub-Himalayan 114 81

3 North-West Dry Area 107 68

4 Indo-Gangetic Plain 69 41

5 Punjab 106 72

DIAGRAM 58

Deaf-mutism has a very wide range

varying from 24 persons per 100,000

in Slalerkotla to 372 persons per

100,000 in the Kangra district. The
proportion of deaf-mutism per

100,000 persons by natural divi-

sions is shown in the margin.

201. Diagram 58 Age-ibtr!-

shows the age-distribu-

tion for quinquennial

periods for males and
females separately, the
figures being based on
those of Subsidiarv

Table III,
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Local dis-

tribution.

Blindness.
201. Diagram 59 gives the local distribution of blindness according to

DIAGRAM 59.

Age-dis'.ri-

bution.

three grades of frequency, per 100,000 of the population, namely, from 0—200,
201—300, 301 and over. The districts and States with the highest proportion of
blindness are comprised in a strip starting from the Hoshiarpur district on the
I'l’orth-East and broadening out to Ferozepore and Hissar on the Rajputana border.
Besides this strip the districts of Gurgaon and Dera Ghazi Khan have both over
300 blind persons per 100,000 of population. The actual highest figure for blind-
ness is shown by Pataudi (470 per 100,000) and it is followed by Gurgaon (419),
Dujana (414), Kalsia (406), Jullundur (392), Ludhiana (381), Hissar (367), Hoshiar-
pur (342), Faridkot (323), Patiala (322), Dera Ghazi Khan (322) and Ferozepore
(319).

^

V ^ n

202. \ ariation in the proportion of bhnd from one age-group to another

is shown for each
sex by quinquennial
periods in diagram
No. 60 reproduced in

the margin. Blind-
ness being essentially

a’disease of old age,

the curves for both
males and females rise

steadily for the higher
age-groups. Only 55
persons, 35 males and
20 females, are record-
ed as blind for ages
below 1 year, and this

is evidence of the
rarity of congenital
blindness.
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Leprosy.

203. The local distribution of leprosy according to 3 grades of frequency

is shown in diagram 61 printed below, and as in the ease of both insanity

DIAGRAM 61.

MAP OF THE PUNJAB SHOWING THE
PROPORTION OF LEPERS PER 100.000

OF THE POPULATION.
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and deaf-mutism the mountainous region of the Himalayas has a relatively large

proportion of infirm persons.

204. Diagram 62, printed in the margin, shows the distribution of leprosy Age-aistri-

“oiACRAvi 62 age iu quinquennial age-"““®“*

number of lepers per 100,000 OF

total population of each sex

FOR EACH AGE'PERIOD.

WAtES
' females

periods for males and females

separately.

In considering all the dia-

grams of local distribution of

infirmities in the Punjab one

ought to bear in mind that there

is a tendency to conceal the

existence of the infirmities of

insanity,deaf-mutism and leprosy,

and that therefore it is possible

that the apparent rarity of these

three infirmities in the Central

Punjab is due largely, if not

• wholly, to the greater sophistic-

ation^ of the Pmijabi in the

Central Punjab as compared to

his brethren in the Himalayan

region and in the extreme West.

This consideration does not apply

to blindness, as sufferers from this

infirmity are under na stigma:

in fact a large number of blind

beggars make their livelihood by

a successful appeal to the

sympathies of the charitable.

Whether the greater frequency of

recorded blindness in certain

portions o£ the Punjab can be attributed to the Mncouise of blind beware

Attracted by the benevolence of the inhabitants cannot be poMtwely atoed

but the p4ibility should be borne in mind. If this is so the diagram of the

distribution of blindness in the Punjab may be indicative of the areas in whic

reside the pious and the charitable.
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Comparatieve
extent o!

infirmity

among
Hindus and
Musalmans.

Section II,—Consanguinity.

205. It has been already remarked iu paragraph 139 of Chapter VII
that the Hindu and Musalman coinmiuiities which differ in no practice of evolu-

tionary import so much as in their observance of out-breeding and in-breeding,

offer exceptional opportimities for studying the good and evil results of cousin

marriage. The data obtained from the special enquiry into over a thousand

marriages among Musalmans in the Punjab show that first-coxisin maiTiages form

about 40 per cent, of all Musalman marriages in Attock, 36 per cent, in Muzaffar-

garh, 23 per cent, in Curdaspur and in Delhi. Possibly for pure Musalman castes,

that is excluding those tribes which are recent converts to Islam, a percentage

of about 25 of first-cousin marriages would be found throughout the Punjab.*

If there is any genetic effect of cousin marriage we should expect it to be

reflected, it may be ever so dimly, in the relative amoimt of infirmities among
Hindus and Musalmans. Unforiimately infirmities have not been classified by
religion, and we can makeonly an approximate reconstruction from Table XII-A
which gives the infirmities by castes, by grouping together the infirm of those

castes which con.sist whollv or almost wholly of Hindus, or Sikhs, or Musalmans.
11 distinctively Hindu caste.®, 2 Sikh, and 17 distinctively Musalman castes were

selected, and the population of each, and the numbers of infirm persons are shown
in Subsidiary Table IV. The castes chosen and the percentage of the persons

belonging to the

particular reli-

gion are shown
in the margin.

The list of castes

may be le^ti-

mately criticised

on the ground

that among Mu-
salmans a few

castes such as the

Meo and Sheikh

include converts

from Hinduism

:

and, further, on

the groimd that

by not comparing

the figures for

I.—niSTINOnViLY HiKDC OaSTcS.

Castf'.

Ahir
Arya
Bania
Brahman
Chuhra
Dagi and Koli
Ghirath
Kanet
Khatri
Mahajan
Rathi

Percentage ofj

Hindus in

caste.

98-

5
100-0

90-7

99-

4
92-4

99-4

99-3

97-2

86-2

951
100-0

II.

—

Distinctively Sikh Castes.

Caste.
Percentage of

Sikhs in caste

Khals-a

Ramgarhia
95-3

87-2

III.—Distinctively JIcsalmax Castes.

Caste.

Percentage of

Musalmans
in caste.

Arain
Awan
Biloch

Julaha
Kashmiii
Machhi
Meo
Mirasi

Mochi
Moghal
Mussalli

Pathan
Qassab
Qureahi
Sayad
Sheikh
Teli

100 0
100-0
90-1

100-0

100-0
100-0
95-8

98-4

100-0

100-0
100-0
100-0
100 -0

100-0
100-0
09-4

infil-mity for each district separately we are introducing an error owing to the

probable association of infirmity uith locality. The latter criticism seems of

some weight as the distinctively Musalman castes mostly inhabit the North-

West of the Punjab, whilst Hindus are mostly to be found in the South and

Ea.st, and the difficulty has been only partially met by dealing separately with each

Natural Division of the Punjab. With these limitations in mind the proportion

of each infirmity among Hindus and Musalmans will be compared.

It is idle to compare the crude figures of infirmity without taking into

account the errors due to the smallness of the samples. For instance, in the Hima-

layan area there are only 147 insane Hindu males and 78 Hindu females as against

16 insane Musalman males and 14 Musalman females, so that by pure chance, say

the chance of death, there might have been temporarily fewer Musalman insane

than the average, and this would entirely ^itiate a direct comparison unlps due

regard were paid to the errors of random sampling, t If we are comparing the

*Thcre are two sources of error which militate agaiuj't exact conclusions. Firstly, the 4 districts in whitih

the enquiry w»ts made can hardly be safely treated as representative of the 30 districts in the two Piovinces.

Secondlv, with 1,000 cases there is still an appreciable error due to random sampling even if the 4 districts were

representative. If we assume that the true X)ercenta^ of first cousin-marriage is 25, the second cause gives rise to

a standard error of X ^ = 13-7 or 1'4 i>er cent. So far then r^dom samphng affects the

result the percentage of first-cousin marriage among Musalmans can hardly be less than 21 or greater than 29,

tThc error of random sampling ” is nothing more than an exact measure of the ^-ell appreciated fact that

small numbere do not afford as good material for generalisation ^ large ones. If you heard Jones make 2
false statements out of 2, you would not be so sure he was a habitual liar, as if you heard him make 100 fah:e

statements out of 100, In reality ail differences of the figures from caste to caste, fromxeh^on to religion
; of th«

data of one locality with those of another, and of the figur^ of one census with those of another should be compared
with the “error of random sampling.” Wh.le the emparision is always desirable, it becomes imperative when
dealing with the small numbers involved in the Tables relating to imfirmities.
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extent of leprosy among Hindus and Musalmans in tlie Indo-Gangetic Plain, the

crude figures are

—

Number of Lepers per Million among
Hindus. Musalmans,

Males . . • • • • 83 47

Females . . • • • 15 24

and our first impulse is to conclude that among males, Hindus are more subject to

the disease than Musalmans, while among females the reverse is the case.

Actually we find on calculation of the standard error of the difference that the

conclusion that Hndu males are more often leprous than Musahnan males is

probably true for the Indo-Gangetic Plain ; but for females there is no significant

excess of the disease among Musalmans.

Subsidiary Table V gives in fuU the figures for the proportions of the infirm

amono' the Hindu and Musahnan communities, the difference in the proportions,

and the ratio of that difference to its standard error. Wherever that ratio is not

at least 3 or over, no significance should be attached to a differential proportion

of infirm persons among the two communities. As, apart from the error of

random sampling, a difference of the proportionate number of infirm persons may
arise fi‘om inaccuracies of the record, it will be wise to defer judgment as to

the reality of some of the differences which satisfy even the statistical criterion.

Out of 32 cases for the 4 Natural Divisions and 4 infirmities, for males

and females, there is a statistically significant difference in 14 cases, and these are

noted below :—
Infirmity. Locality.

|

Sex.
j

Woi'se suffereni.

1

Insanity

i

Inclo-Gangoti(* Plain. i

1

Male.-?. ! Musalm.\ns.

Deaf-mutism .

.

Indo-Gangotic Plain. ; Females. i

j

Musalmans.
Himalavan Area. Females. Mu-salmans.
Sub-Himalavan .-Irea. Male.s. Hindus.

j

North-West Dry .\rea. 1 Malv.
1

Musalmans.

Blindness Indo-Gangetic Plain.

[

1

Males and Females. Hindus.
Himalavan Area.

I

Male's. Hindus.
Sub-Himalavan Area.

j
Males and Female's. Hindus.

North-West Dry Area. 1 Males.
1

Hind as.

Leprosy Indo-Gangetic Plain.

1 Himalayan Area.

Males.

1

Males and Femal‘*s.

Hineleis.

Hindus.

W'e may provisionally conclude that in the Punjab Hindus suffer more

from blindness and leprosy than do Musalmans, but that Musalmans are, on the

whole, more liable to deaf-mutism than Hindus. Hndus and Musalmans seem

equally liable to insanity, no deduction unfavoinable to the latter community

being justified from tlie single instance (out of 8 possible instances) of an excess

of Musahnan insane among males in the Indo-Gangetic Plain.

So far then as this analysis goes there is nothing to show that consangui-

neous marriages are productive of an insane, blind, or leprous diathesis, the Hindu
community containing as many as, if not more persons infirm from these causes

than the Musahnan community.

The question of deaf-mutism is discussed in paragraph 207 below.

In relation to the excess of blind Hindus over the number of blind Musal-

mans it is necessary to recall that blindness is essentially a disease of old age,

and that the Hndu community is shghtly more long-lived, judging from the

crude figures, than the Musahnan. The mean age of Hindus at the present

census was 25'7 years (males) and 24T (females), as against 25-0 (males) and 24-3

(females) for Musahnans : so this may account for a part- of the residt observed

which is unfavourable to Hindus.

206. Deaf-mutism is dealt with separately in its relation to consanguinity Deaf-mnsttaii

because it has been found that its occurrence among the off-spring of related

parents is not very different from expectation assuming that deaf-mutism arises

from a single pair of recessive Mendehan elements, {vide Proc. Roy. Soc. B., Vol.

84, 1911).* For the analysis that follows the proportion of first-cousin marriage

*See also Eugenic’s Laboratory Publications, Memoir Series IV, “ On the measure of the resemblance of

Hist-cousins ” by Ethel M. Elderton and Karl Pearson, and Lecture Series IV “ On the marriage of first-cousins”

by Ethel M. Elderton.
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Albioumi

of 25 per cent, lias been adopted for all four Natural Divisions of the Punjab, this-

being the average suggested by the special enquiry described in paragraph 140
of Chapter VII (Civil Condition). This assumption leads by the methods of the
jiaper cited to an estimate of the relative rates of production of deaf-mutism
from first-cousin marriages and non-consiinguineous marriages respectively among
Musalmans ; and, as we know the proportion of deaf-mutes among the non-in-

breeding Hindu community our residts can be tested by compaiing it with the

amount of deaf-inutisni among the off-spiing of unrelated Musahnan parents.

The results obtained are conveniently exhibited in the following nota-

tion

Let Dy be the observed proportion of deaf-mutes among the iMusalman
population generally.

Let d,„ be the calculated proportion of deaf-mutes who are the offspring

of non-consanguineous marriages among Musalmans.
Let d'„, be the calculuted proportion of deaf-mutes who are the ofispring of

cousin marriages among Musalmans.
Let Dh be the observed proportion of deaf-mutes among the Hindu popula-

tion generally, a population which does not practice consanguineous marriage.

The calcidation has been made for each Natural Division and
for each sex separately. All results are expressed as so many cases in a miUion
of population.

1
Indo-Oaxoetic

1
Plain-.

1
Himalayan

1
Abea.

1 SrB-niMALAYAN

1
Area.

Nobth-West
Dry Abea.

Hales. iFeinales. Hale.s.

I

Female?. Males, ^Females.
i

1

i

Males, ;FemaUs.

Vm
i

1

774i
j 1

' 514

1

3,ti08j

1

3,307 9C4 818
!

1,137 700

1.417 6,6.311 6,m 2..338 2,053 2 ,663 ;
1,813

377I 214
j 2,60oJ 2,346 rm 406 C2S‘ 329

7 to 404 S.OCO 2,236 i.asoj £*73 7561 719

Ratio 'U
5*21

1

6'd 2-6 2-6 4-61
1

51 4'2 5‘5

This shows that if deaf-mutism can be regarded as a Mendehan unit
character its appearance among the non-inbreeding section of the Musalman
community is nearly always less than among Hindus, who never marry their

relatives. The only apparent exception is for females in the Himalayan Area,

when the difference is far too small to be significant. It is highly desirable to
make the whole calcidations afresh for such diverse values of the percentage of
cousin marriage among Musalmans as would be found from a Ml enquiry in
each of the 4 Natural Divisions. The adoption of an aU round figure of 25 per
cent, of first-cousin marriage for all Natural Divisions is necessitated by the
paucity of the material. The results suggest either

—

(1) that Musalmans, apart from the practice of consanguineous mar-
riage, are less liable to deaf-mutism than Hindus, or

(2) that deaf-mutism cannot be associated Avith only a single pair of
allelomorphic Mendelian elements.

207. The condition of Albinism, though it did not form part of the Census
enquiiy, has been so frequently attributed to consanguinity, of parentage, that
it seemed worth while to attempt to discover if it occurs more frequently among
jMusalmans than Hindus. A report was asked for from all Deputy Commis-
sioners as to the Albinos in their districts, and they were supphed with photo-
graphs of two typical Indian Albinos.* Unfortunately the replies showed that
many cases of phulberi ’’ or leucoderma had been included, and all these
cases, numbering over 500, have had to be discarded with the exception of IS
cases reported by Col. Forster, Director of Pubhc Health, and two cases reported
by my Personal Assistant, one of which I saw myself. The results are tabula-
ted in Subsidiary Table VII. 15 cases (one of which from the description of
symptoms of itching and spreading of the white patches given by Dr. Easul, the
District Medical Officer of Health, Rohtak, may be leucoderma) are too few to
base sure conclusions on. Of the 15 cases 10 are Musalmans, 5 the children of
first-cousin parents, and 5 the children of non-related parents. 5 cases are ©f
Hindus, who are of course not the children of related marriages.

^hese were kindly snppBed to me by CoU W. H. C. Foister, I. M. S.rtiirector, Public Uealth, Punjab.
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I. Number afflicted per 100,000 of the population at each of the last five censuses. II. Age dislribnticn per 10,000
infirm peiBona of each sex. III. Numtei afflicted per 100,000 persons of each age-period and number of females afflicted pet
100 males, IV. Showing the piopulation and numbers of infirm for distinctively Kndu, Sikh and Musalican Castes ; Population
of certain selected castes by natural divisions. V. Showing the prcporticn of mfiimity among Hindus and Musahnans, the
difierence of th^e proportions, and the ratios of this difference to its standard error. VI. Showing numbw of persons by sex
sufiering from single and dual infirmities. VII. List of certain Albinos in the Punjab 1923.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

Number afiUcted per 100,000 of the population at each of the last five censuses.

ISSANB. DEAr-MTTTES.

District ob State and
Naxurad Division.

Males.

O O 1 ac I cco CO I X, I a

Females. Females.

!
.

... O 1 00
OJ 05 00 OO

51 39
07 79

58 41 40

3 10; 19

96 1 25 no
96! ..

35 79 115

6! 91 67

9j 107 94

78

84| 102 76
48' 62 43

75j 73 9C

641 103 56
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OHAFTBB X. SUBflrDIABT TABLM.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE UI.

Number afiQicted per 100,000 persons of each age period and number of females aflOicted per 1,000 males.

Kumbee of females

KtTMBER AFFLICTED PER 100,000 OF TOTAL AFFLICTED PER 1,000

POPCLATIOR OF EACH SEX FOE EACH AGE PERIOD. MALES.

Age.
Insane. Deaf-mutes. Blind. Lepers.

Insane. 1
Deaf-mute.

1

'H

OC

a
i3

Males.

Females.

SO

s

cd

s
0

CC

S
s
0

<£ 'a

s

1

1

^
!

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13

PUNJAB.
1

ALL AGES 35
1

20 106 72 259 259 15 6 469 557 00 368

0—4 (inclusive) •• 3 2 24 19 38 26 761 767 653 7C0

5—9 (inclusive) •• 16 9 89 64 71 50 2 1 462 622 609 422

10—14 (inclusive) 29 17 115 89 92 72 4 3 434 580 587 471

15—19 (inclusive) 43 24 136 92 128 89 7 5 439 515 530 579

20—24 (inclusive) •• 50 22 73 123 110 8 5 381 523 765 500

25—29 (inclusive) •• u2. 23 119 68 131 112 10 4 364 466 703 348

30—34 (inclusive) •• 56

1

25 115 73 149 134 16 9 374 539 765 506

35—39 (inclusive) 47 29 186 27 13 469 584 863 363

40—44 (inclusive) •• 52 32 84 230 260 34 17 539 679 989 442

45—49 (inclusive) 35 72 324 362 44 11 536 553 854 197

.50—54 (inclusive)

1

44 34 117 86 482 596 41 15 623 599 1,006 294

So—59 (inclusive) •• 44
'

133 73 841 45 15 484 382 833 236

60 and over 35 35 192 133 1,901 36 18 724 514 866 361

DELHI.

all ages 18 12 32 3J 136 136 3 1 481 753 739 375

0—4 (inclusive)
3 3 7 17 7 1,000 2,000 400

5—9 (inclusive)
6 4 13 21 32 11 “ 500 1,500 300

iO—14 (inclusive) 11 15 32 25 53 35 1,000 006 467

15—19 (inclusive) 15 5 44 26 47 31 250 417 462

20—24 (inclusive) 19| 9 28 27 41 18 333 667 308

25—29 (inclusive) 5 27 21 61 26 167 500 278

30—34 (inclusive) •• 11 29 11 12 121 81 4 1,667 667 437

35—39 (inclusive) 41 19 59 19
i

82 96 m 286 200 714 1,000

40—44 (inclusive) 52 32 58; 71 162 11 5 400 818 452 1,000

45—49 (inclusive) •• 67 15 19 31 193 154 143 1,000 500 ••

50—54 (inclusive) • • 15 21 44‘ 62
1

375 499'mam 1,000 1,000 941 500

55—59 (inclusive

)

•• •• 23' 66 475 79 23 2,000 1,143 ••

1

60 and over •• • 16 22 105 175

1 m 1,454 le . 1,000 1,231 978
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Showing the population and numbers of infirm for distinctively Hindu, Sikh and Musalman castes.

POPULATION OF CERTAIN SELECTED CASTES BY NATURAL DIVISIONS.

iNDO'GANaETIC
Plain' west.

Castes.

1

Ahii

Arya

Bania

Brahman

Chuhra

Dagi and Koli ..1

Ghirath

Kanet ,

,

Khatri

Mahajan

Rathi

Total

Khalsa

Ramgarhia .

.

Total ••

Males. Females.

N.-W. Dey Area. PiiHJAB (Total.)

Males. Females. Males. Femalee.

4
328

6
92

231 233

1,700 1,042

116,371 106,470

2,836 1,753

78,911 74,737

61,585 67,728

146,422 137,381

8,521 6,290

2,129 2,014

69,795 58,220

296.8281 253,7

51 36

397

f

93

1,168 959

19 7

1

26,134 23,282

1,972 1,242

104 41

3,665 2,488

233 206

633 355

18 16

3,586 1,553

330 176

146 84

612 441

4,855 2,757

4,293 3,592

7 169,472 147,614

1 2,333 2,251

41 16,499 14,983

204 123

,488 24,689 23,754

206 69,212 61,702

355 29,045 27,223

176 7,584 7,152

84 18,187 17,260

441 45,736 43,330

,757 34,858| 26,85lj

3,558j

119,214

49,625

23,491

20,109

39,437

12,386

11

89,386

23,209

169,844

448,521

340,684

80,029

65,877

139,404

205,296

I

17,477
I

58,263

1,637,889

1,104,957 911,673
|

47,878 37,199 798, 3,087,266
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV-

howing the population and numbers of infirm for distinctively Hindu, Sikh, and Musahnan castes.

—

continued.

1 Ahir
2 Arya
3 Bajiia
4 Brahman

.

5 Chuhra
6 Dagi and Koli
7 Ghirath
8 Kanet
9 Khatri

10 Mahajan .

.

11 Rathi

IHDO-GANGETIC
FLAIS WEST.

Himalayan.
{
Strs-HmALAYAN. | N.\\'. Dky Abea.I Total Punjab.

Males. iFemales.l Males. jFemales.l Males. Females.l Males. fFemales.j Males. Females.

insane.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV—concluded.

Showing the population and numbers of infirm for distinctively Hindu, Sikh and Musalman castes .—concluded

Total Punjab.

Females. I Males. 'Females.| Males. Females.

1 Ahir
2 Arya
3 Bania
4 Brahman .

.

5 Chuhra
6 Dagi and Koli

7 Ghirath .

.

8 Kanet
9 Khatri

10 Mahajan .

.

11 Rathi

1 Khalsa
2 Ramgarhia

11 Mussalli

12 Pathan
13 Qassab
14 Qureshi

16 Sheikh
17 Tell

1 Ahir
2 Arya
3 Bania
4 Brahman .

.

5 Chuhra
6 Dagi and Koli
7 Ghirath
8 Kanet
9 Khatri

10
i

Mahajan . .

11 ^ Rathi

1
,

Khalsa
2 Ramgarhia

3 Biloch
4 ; Julaha
5 ' Kashmiri
6

'

Machhi
7 Meo
8 Mirasi

9 Moohi
10 Moghal
11 Mussalli

12 Pathan
13

j

Qassab
11 ^reshi
15

{i

Sayad
16

:

Sheikh
17 TeH

2,849l 2,539|

IK

LGPEBS

4 1 815 3'

211 9
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

Showing the proportion of infirmity among Hindus and Uusalmans,

the ratio of this difference to its standard

the difference of these proportions, and
error.

Insanity

Deaf-mutism

Blindness

Leprosy

Insanity

Deaf-mntism

Blindness

Leprosy

Insanity

Deaf-mutism

Blindness

Leprosy

Insanity

Deaf-mutism

Blindness

Leprosy

FEMAtES.

Females.

Musalmani

•>

—4
3-25X10

—4
7-10x10

-3
3-55x10

—

5

8-3x10

o

4-30 xlO

7-74x10

2-.58X10

4-7x10

—4

2-

12x10
—4

4-04x10
-3

3-

79x10—.5

1 -5 X 10

1-

90x10

514 XlO

2-

79x10

2-4x10

jllifference of the

proportions A

Standard error

of ^4

difference A

Batio of col. 4
to col. 5. A/

' A

4 .) 0

1
-4

1-05x10 2-66x10 3-95
—5

6-4x10 3-73x10 1 1-72

-4
9-7x10

— 5j

7*55x10 !
12-85

—

5

3*6X10 1-1 XlO 3-3

2-2x10
— 5;

2*14X10 1-03

-4
1-1 XlO

—5
3*24x10 3-4

-3
1-0x10

—

5

8*63X10 11-6
—5

0*9X10

—-5

0*67x10 1-34

2-9x10

o'o X 10

7-5x10

9-72x10

2-01 XlO

1-07x10

4-2x10

4-71 xlO

8-451 XlO

2-68x10

2-08x10

1-761 XlO

0-745x10

2-6x10

2-33x10

1-29x10

Males.

Insanity

Deaf-mutism

Blindness

Leprosy

Insanity

Deaf-mutism

Blindness

Leprosy

Insanity

Deal -mutism

Blindness

Leprosy

Insanity

Deaf-mutism

Blindness

Leprosy

Females.

Males.

Females.

3-72x10
j

3-26x10
-31

1-

29x10
i-3

2-

99x10

0-96x10

1-95x10
-41

1-31x10 0-83x10

—4

1-

73x10 i 1-64x10
-4

9-73x10 8-18x10
—3

2-

92x10 I 1-96x10
—5

|

9-9x10 5-7x10

-4
3-49x10 4-59x10

-3
0-76x10 1-14x10

-3
2-93x10

3-3x10

2-23x10

6-2x10

2 47x10 304X10
-4

7-19x10 7-00x10

2-69x10
1

2-51 XlO

1-1 XlO 1 2-5x10

4-6x10

1-04x10

3-94x10

0-695x10

0-101x10

-5; -5

0-

9x10 2-985x10
-4 -4

1-

55x10
1

0-678x10

9-6x10 1-09x10

4-2x10
^ 1-90x10

1-

1 XlO
-4

3-8x10
-4

7-0x10
—5

2-

9x10

0-

64x10

1-005x10

1-

45x10

2-

34X10

1-9x10

1-4x10

—

5

5-94x10
—5

0-96

9-0Ox 10
-4

0-21

1-72x10
-5

1-05

1-67x10 0-84
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CHAFTSR SUBSmiABY TABLES.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Showing number of persons by sex suffering from single and dual infirmities.

1. PUNJAB.

Persoss.

S
....

c
Lj

’C3
a

Males.

Insane

Deaf-mutes

Blind

Lepers

Total

6,994

274!

115

20

274' 115; 20 7,403]

I I
!

22 361' 24g! 46, 22,927]

246 64,85^ 26' 65,239]

46! 26^ 2,699! 2,791

7.403, 22,927 65,239, 2,791, ^,360

4,776

174

66

10

6,026

c

1741 66

14,351; 160

160 35,485]

J

p.

3

10

43

16

o
H

5,026

14,7281

35,727'

43
j

16] 1,979 ; 2,048

14,728 35,727
I

2,048 57,529

Females.

2,218]

100
|

49
)

10

2,377

c3
a
o

100

8,010

86

3

8,199

v

S

£
p.

3

49j

86

29,367;

10

10

3j

10
’

720!

29,512 743

a
o
H

2,377

8,199

29,512

743]

40,831

No.’e,—Figures in bold type are for single infirmities.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

List of certain Albinos in the Punjab 1923.

Name, Father’s Name. District. Caste. Age.
Relationship

of -Albinos Other Albinos in family. Reporter.

$

parents.

1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8

Mohammed
Kamzazi.*

Gbulam Rasul Amritsar .

.

Kashmiri
( Sheikh.)

44 ! None 2 brothers (q), 1 sister (A) D. P. H.

Mohammed Jamil* Abdallah Do.
1 Kashmiri 18 Do. 1 brother (a), mother (A) .

.

*>

9&t. Jan Bibi Bhola Sialkot Masbaki 25 Do. 1 brother (.A), 2 sisters (a\
1 grand father (Ai.

'

2 brothers (A), 1 sister (A)
Mobsan All Bagah Shah .

.

1)0. Sayad 60 1st cousins

father (A).
'

Talah Hussain Abdullah Shah Do. Do. 23 Do. .. 3 brothers („), 2 sisters (a)

Salig Ram* Kishen Das .

.

Rohtak Khatii 48 None No brothers or sisters Leucoderma.

Chandu Lai* Mussadi Lai.

.

Do. Mahajan 69 Do. 3 brothers (a), 2 sisters („) tt

Mohammad Sbafi* Raunak Ali .

.

Do. Sheikh . 35 Do. 6 brothers (n) tt

Gama Roshan Ludhiana .. Faqir 13 1st cousins 2 brothers („ A), 1 sister
(A).

Hoshmat UUah .

.

Nasurullah .

.

Bo. Fathan 28 Do. .. 1 brother (A), 1 sister (A) ,

.

M

Snndar Singh Tara Singh .

.

Amballa .

.

Jat Sikh 15 None No brothera or eistera

Baggo Wazira Ludhiana .. Rajput 40 Do. 3 brothers (A -f 2 a) 9*

Parsbottam Das .

.

Dwarka Das Multan Babra 33 Do. 3 sisters (a)

Mol^mmad Hussain Mehdi Hassan Delhi Sayad 17 Do. Nono P. A. (seen by me).

Amanollah Ktmn .

.

NasroUah Khan Meemt Pathan 27 1st cousins 1 brother (A), 1 sister (A) •»

ifr.te—^la column 7 entries should be interjneted thus i—3 bzotheis
is an Altdno sad the other 2 are not Albinos.

(A -f 2a) means that the Albino has 3 brothers one of whom



CHAPTER XL

Caste, Tribe, Race or Nationality.

208. Reference to etatfetics. 209. Census Instructions. 210. Claims for alterations in classification

211. ClassiGcation of castes and modem disintegrating tendencies. 212. Chief Hindu, Mus.-xlinan and Sikh
Castes. 213. ClassiGcation of castes according to their traditional occupations. 214. Variations since 1011. 215.
Enropsaos and Anglo-Indians.

208. The statistics relating to caste, tribe, ra'.,e and nationality are to be Befereaeo

found in six of the Imperial Tables. The chief of these is Table XIII, which statistics,

shows by sex and religion, the number in each caste for each district and State

of the Punjab and Delhi. The other tables are

—

Table IX which gives the education by selected castes, tribes or races

for 4 main divisions of the Punjab separately, namely, the
Eastern Punjab, Central Punjab Hills, Central Pimjab Plains,

and Western Punjab. The table distinguLsbes Hindus,
Musalmans, and Sikhs in each caste in which there are manv
representatives of each religion.

Table XII-A gives the Infirmities by selected castes, but unlike Table
IX does not distinguish the religious groups. The data for

infirmities for selected religions was specially compiled for the
purposes of the discussion of infirmities in paragraph 206 of

Chapter X.
Table XIW gives the data, for certain selected castes and tribes, of civil

condition for quinquennial age-groups, and distinguishes the
religions and tribes in each caste.

Table XVI gives the age-grouping of Europeans and Allied Races
and Anglo-Indians.

Table XXI gives the occupation of selected castes, tribes or races for

the same local divisions as Imperial Table IX.
Proportional figures are given in the Subsidiary Tables as follows :

—

Subsidiary Table I gives the castes classified according to their

traditional occupations, and
Subsidiary Table II gives the variation in the number of persons composing

the caste, tribe or race since 1881.

209. The instructions to enumerators printed on the cover of the enumera- censns ln»>

tion book read as follows :— tracaoDs.j

“ Column 8 (caste).—Enter the caste or tribe of Hindus, Musalmans, Jains,

Sikhs, Aryas, Brahmos and aboriginal tribes, and the race of Christians, Buddhists,
Parsis, etc.”

The supplementary instructions to Supervisors printed as Appendix I to

the Code of Census Procedure 1921 go into great detail, and only a few para-

graphs of these instructions will be quoted here ;

—

“ The castes and tribes in this Province are well known. The names of

exogamous groups, or words indicating locality, occupation or titles should not
be entered. Thus, Bania is a functional term, including many difierent castes

such as Aggarwal, Oswal, Mahesri, etc. Words like Bengali, Hindustani, Madrasi
and Nepali must be rigorously tabooed. Musalmans are divided, not only into

racial groups, such as Sheikh, Sayad, Moghal and Pathan, but also into func-

tional groups such as Julaha, Penja, etc. Names of fimctional groups should
not be noted as tribes except where they are recognised as separate tribes, e.g.y

Lohars, Tarkhans.

In respect of Eaqirs and Sadhus, who have abandoned their caste, the order
to which they belong should be noted in this column

When a person of low caste wishes to return himself as belonging to a high

caste to which he obviously does not belong, Teh ” wishes to return him-
self as a “ Moghal ” he should be shown as belonging to the caste or tribe to which
he is generally supposed to belong. Again if a “ Jat or Sunar ” wishes to be
entered as “ Rajput ” he should not be entered as a Rajput if the people do not
call him a Rajput. Trag Jats of Isa Khel should, for instance, not be returned
aa Niazi Patham even though they should very much wish thia to be done. . .

.
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The fimctional group of Sonars has frequently been treated as a caste,

but this should be avoided as far as possible. Persons who have recently joined

the profession and are not known as Siuiars by caste shoidd be recorded as belong-

ing to their original caste .

Members of the Arya Sainaj, who say that they have abandoned caste or

do not wish to have any caste recorded, may be entered as Arya by caste.

No Sikh should be pressed to name the caste to which he belongs if he does

not wish to do so; in such cases the word ” Sikh " may be entered in this column.

Women.—The caste or tribe of an unmarried girl will be the same as that

of her father. In respect of a married woman the entry should be as stated by

her husband. No encjuiry should be made as to the caste or tribe of a woman
before her marriage. Her present caste or tribe should be asked and the answer

taken down without question. Among Hindus the caste of a woman vdll be that

of her husband. But among ilohamadans the husband may, in some cases,

like to have one of his mves put down as Pathani, the other as Jatti, and a third

as a Bdochni
In order to eliminate incorrect classification an index of castes and tribes

of the Punjab was prepared and circulated for the guidance of district census

officers. This index contained the names of castes and tribes recognised as such,

as web as the names of certain sub-castes and clans, so that when only the clan,

or goira was recorded in the schedide, it could always be referred to its proper

caste. List B contained 42 local and geographical names and functional terms,

for example, Baghban, Beldar, Dogra, Maniar, Paharia, Purbia, Sepi and so forth,

which are not true caste designations. List C gave a number of spmnyms for the

terras used in List A.

While every effort, therefore, was made to prevent UTong entries arising

from ignorance, yet a certain amount of iaaccuracy was inevitable owiug to deli-

berate misstatement. The common source of error under this head arose from

cases in which a group of persons claimed to belong to a higher caste than that

. .in which they were habitually classified.
.aims or

claims for a re-classification of caste which occurred in

the present census are

noted in the margin.

The claims were dealt

with in the following

way:

—

(1) A deputation of

Kanets, Rathis, etc., who
wished themselves to be

styled Rajputs was

received, and it was

decided that there would
be no objection to their

being included amongst

attorations in

dassiflcations.

210 .

Recognised Caste. Caste claimed.

1 Kanct, Rathis, Rawats and Thakars. Rajputs.

2 Nais (represented by Kaja Brahman
Maha Sabha, Lahore)

Raja Brahman.

3 Xais (represented by the Indrapras-

tha Thakur Maha Sabha, Heihi).

Bajput or Thakur.

4 Mahtons Rajputs.

Bhat Brahman Bhat or Brahman Rai

6 Jangida Brahmans.

7 Ikfehra Mehra Bajput.

8 Tamboli Kshatriyas.

9 Hindu Ramc!arhia.s Dhiman Brahmani*.

Rajputs if the Ruling Rajput Chiefs of the places where the community has a

majority did not object. Different opinions were received and accordingly
" "

' Punjab Government theAvith the permission of the

adopted in Chapter Xlll.

follo’ving head
O*
was

Rajput and Aujed Castks.

Rajput.
I

Kanet.
|

R-vthi. 1
Thakur. Rawat.

(2) Claims 2 and 3 were rejectad.

(3) Claim No. 4 was admitted, but it was too late then to issue instructions

to district officers, and the tables still record the number of Mahtons.

(4) After discussion with the representatives of the Brahman Roy Sabha

it was decided that persons recording themselves as Brahm Batt or Biahman

Roi will not be grouped with Bhats, Bhataras, etc., as in 1911.

The instructions to enumerators were—
Persons who described themselves as Brahm Batt or Brahman Roi

should be recorded as such, they should nob be confused with Bhats or Bhataras.”

These instructions had been issued when a protest was received from the

Doaba Brahman Bhat on the ground that many Bhats who had no connection
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with Brahman Bhats or Brahman Rois had taken advantage of the instructions

to record themselves as such. During compilation it was foimd that only 3,566
persons in the Punjab and 21 in Delhi had recorded themselves as Brahman Bhat,
and these were accordingly included among Bhat Hindus.

(5) The claim of the Mehra Rajputs was also admitted. The deputation

asserted that persons belonging to this community were to be found in the districts

of Kamal, Ambala, Rohtak and Hissar and in the Jind State, but on compilation

it was found that only 2,226 persons returned themselves as Mehra Rajputs, and
as these were not in the localities stated by the claimants aU of them were included

among Jhiwars in Table XIII.

The Kambohs represented by the “ All India Kamboj Conference ” wished
themselves to be classed as Kambojs which, they said, was the correct name and
the following instruction was, therefore, issued :

—

“ Kamboh and Kamboj are different forms of the name of the same caste,

which ever term is used by the persons themselves should be recorded.”

After compilation it was foimd that 146,687 persons recorded themselves

us Kamboh and 52,038 as Kamboj. In Table XIII therefore, Kambohs have
been shown as “ Kamboh (Kamboj) ”. As indicative of the great store which
certain communities set on caste may be instanced the fact that the Dhiman
Brahmans sent a deputation long after the Imperial Tables had been printed. This

deputation claimed that the persons shown in Imperial Tabe XIII as Hindu
Ramgarhias, totalling 5,156 males and 4,494 females, comprised mainly in the

districts of Hoshiarpur, Jullundur, Ludhiana and Gurdaspur, should be classed

as Dhiman Brahmans. The deputation was informed that the head in Imperial

Table XIII could not be altered at that late stage, and no useful purpose wo^d be

served by discussing the merits of the claim.

211. The classification adopted in 1891 was based on considerations of ciassinea-

ethnology, history, and function, and was discarded in 1901 in favour of a new
classification by social precedence. The enquiries that were made for this purpose, ^stotegratin*

though they ehcited a considerable amount of interesting information, roused tendeneies.

here and there a certain amount of resentment.*

In Imperial Table' XIII of the present report the various castes are shown
alphabetically, and where more than one religion is returned by the members of a

caste, separate figures have been given for each. In this connection

Mr. Middleton makes some very interesting observations, which I quote in extenso.

He says ;

—

“ My intention was to confine these chapters almost entirely to statistics.

I was going to point out that the learned treatise on caste included in past census

Teports (which are in reality quite extraneous and unnecessary as part of the

census) has led to a tradition that the census Officer is an arbiter on caste questions.

I decline to take up that position. I would have given no decision in caste dis-

putes, but would have mentioned the aspiration of such people as the Ahluwalias
with aU sympathy. I had intended pointing out that there is a very wide revolt

against the classification of occupational castes
;
that these castes have been largely

manufactured and almost entirely preserved as separate castes by the British

Government. Our land records and official documents have added iron bands to

the old rigidity of caste. Caste in itself was rigid amongst the higher castes, but
malleable amongst the lower, we pigeon-holed everyone by castes and if we could

not find a true caste for them labelled them with the name of an hereditary occu-

pation. We deplore the caste system and its efiect on social and economic
problems, but we are largely responsible for the system which we deplore. Left

to themselves such castes as Sunar, Tarkhan and Lohar would rapidly disappear

and no one would sufier. The large number of people who have refused to record
any caste at this census is a sign of progress and the breaking of customary bonds,
it is no reflection on the administration of the census. Personally I am very
strongly in favour of aU caste statistics being abandoned at the next census, though
in this I probably go further than most Europeans. Government’s passion for

labels and pigeon-holes has led to a crystallisation of the caste system, which,
except amongst the aristocratic castes was really very fluid under indigenous rule.

There is no justice in labelling a Government official whose ancestors have
worked m similar capacities as a Sunar, a Tarkhan or by any other term denoting

*Tha3 the Ahluwalias protested agaia^t biing assjciated with Kalala (the distillers of wine). The Kajasth
resented being d^cr.bad as Adham Shudas of a mixed origin, in the Censtn Report of 191L
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a menial occupation with which his family has no connection whatever. Nor ia

there any good to be obtained from constant reiteration of the doubtful fact that
Ahluwabas are of the distilling and wine-selling castes.

If the Government would ignore caste it would gradually be replaced by
something very difierent amongst the lower castes. It is the inflexibility of the
lower castes more than of the higher that paralyses the Indian’s effortsat economic
salvation, and that inflexibihty is not inherent in the caste system itself.”

While there is much in Mr. Middleton’s argument, it is going too far to
saddle Government ^\dth the responsibility for maintaining caste distinctions and
the recognition of caste is a far too radical and inherent social phenomenon to be
materially afiected by the more or less academic classification adopted for the
purpose of the Census reports. Here and there a printed record of a tradition or
historical practice may retain a community in the bonds of an effete institution,
but in the case of caste distinctions it is very doubtful whether these would be
maintained simply on the strength of the Census statistical tables, were, the progress
of social evolution to require their abolition. It may indeed be argued, and has
been argued that Government, so far from maintaining the caste system, has been
one of the chief agencies in destroying it. By the introduction of Western Art,
Sciences and ideas, many of the old village industries have become unprofitable,
and people from all castes ha,ve flocked together in increasing numbers in mills,
mines and workshops, with the result that the traditional caste has been abandoned
together with the traditional occupation. The increase of trade and commerce
and of railway transport, which has brought into contact all grades of the com-
munity, has tended towards the same end. Likewise Western Education has
fostered the idea of equality, and education no longer remains the monopoly of
the higher castes. On the w'hole, therefore, it appears to be nearer the truth that
Government, so far from setting up and maintaining caste barriers, has, by its

pohtical, educational and economic activities, tended to produce a disintegration,
of the caste system

,

Hikdu. Musalman and Sikh castes fob Pitnjab only.
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Hi-ndu Casles. Muaalman Cashs.
1 Jat 1,055 19-3 12 Teli 311 99-4

2 Brahman 992 994 13 Machhi 279 100-0

3 Chamar 974 85-4 14 Pathan 267 100-0
i Chuhra 693 92-4 15 Sheikh 257 100-0
5 Arora 595 831 16 Sayad 250j 100-0
6 Rajput 521 27-7 17 Faqir 2391 86-3

7 Khatri 393 86-2 18 Mirasi 227 95-8

8 Aggarwal 325 92-

1

19 Lohar 219 67-8

9 Kanet 280 97-2 20 Nai 219 60-7

10 Jniwar 226 60-8 21 Kashmiri 170 100-0

11 Ahir 200 98-5 22 Dhobi 151 90-4

12 Kumhar 165 28-7 23 Qassab 122 100-0

13 Daai and Koli 161 99-4 24 Meo 114 100-0

14 Tarkhan 163 26-5 25 Qureshi 98 100-0

15 Gujjar 159 25-3 26 Jhiwar 94 25-3

16 Ghirath 1.36 99-3 27 Maliar 89 100-0

17 Rathi 118 100-0 28 Moghal 89 100-0

18 Nai 108 29-9 29 Khoja 87 100-0

19 Mali 93 98-9 .30 Kamboh 81 40-7

20 Dhanak 87 100-0 31 Dogar 74 100-0

21 Lohar 84 26-0 32 Mallab 70 94-6

22 Sonar 79 61-7 33 Khokhar 69 100-0

23 Saini 73 67-0 34 Bharat 61 98-4

?4 Julaha 59 9-1 35 Barwala 69 894
25 Arya 31 100-0 Sikli Caalia.

Mumlman Ccistu. I Jat 1,823 33-4

1 Jat 2,584 47-3 2 Chamar 163 14-3

2 Rajput 1,329 70-7 3 Tarkhan 140 22-7

3 Arain 1,089 99-8 4 Arora 118 16-5

4 Julaha 583, 9t-l s Kamboh (Kamboj).

.

84 42-2

5 Biloch 531' 100-0 6 Ramgarhia 68 87-2

6 Gnjjar 466 74-2 7 UnspeciBed 67 68-4

7 Awan .

.

440 100-0 8 JHazhabi 64 98-5

8 428 93-4 9 Khatii 63 13-8

9 Kmnhai 386 67-2 10 Mahtam 63 67-0

10 Mnssalli 361 100-0 11 Saini 54 42-2

11 Tarkhan 313 50-8 12 Jhiwar 62 13-9

212. The marginal
statement shows tho
castes of the 3 great
commimities which
contribute 50,000 or
more to the popula-
tion of the Pimjab
province. The ac-

tual total strength is

shown as well as the
percentage of the
main rehgion in

each caste. The
pure castes, namely,
those in which the
members of only a
single rehgious
group are comprised
are as follows ;

—

Hindus.
Eathis, Dhanak,

Arya.

Musahnans.
Biloch, Awan,

Mussalh, Machhi,
Pathan, Sheikh,
Sayad, Kashmiri,
Qassab, Meo,
Qureshi, Mahar,
Moghal, Khoja,
Hogar, Khokhar.

Sikhs.

There are no pure
castes.
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The castes which include the fewest of other rehgions are the Mazhahi (98’5

per cent, of Sikhs), Ramgarhia (87'2 per cent of Sikhs), and Mahtam (67‘0 per
cent of Sikhs).

Castes which show great admixture of all three religious communities are

the Jat (19'3 per cent. Hindus, 47‘3 per cent. Musalmans, 33'4 per cent. Sikhs,)

Rajput (2T7 per cent. Hindus, 70'7 per cent. Musalmans,) Kumhar (28'7

per cent. Hindus, 67’2 per cent. Musalmans), Gujjar (2o-3 per cent. Hindus, 74*2

percent. Musalmans) and Nai (29‘9 percent. Hindus, 60‘7 per cent. Musalmans).
As was to be expected, the functional castes, such as Kumhar, Tarkhan, Guj-
jar, Nai, Lohar and Julaha contain a great proportion of two or more of the
main religious communities.

As regards the pure Hindu castes the Dhanak belongs especially to
Hindostan and not to the Punjab proper, and is confined to the South-East of

the Province. It is a low caste tribe and even the Chuhra is said to look down on
it. The Rathis are said by Mr. Rose to be

(1) a tribe of Jats in Rohtak who are among the old inhabitants of the
tract, and claim to be by origin Tanwa Rajput, or

(2) a caste of Rajputs found in the Kangra Hills and in Chamba.
According to Hutchison the Rathis ;

—

“ as a hill tribe, are older than the Brahmos and Rajputs, who came from
the plains at a latter period

;
and we may safely conclude that the oldest strata

among them are descended, either directly or by the half-blood, from the early
Aryan colonists of the hills. The first Aryan immigrants, as we now know, inter-

married freely with the aboriginies, resulting in a fusion of the two races from
which may have sprung the various low caste tribes now forming such an impor-
tant part of the population. But the completeness of the fusion was not at all

times uniform, and later waves of immigration may have remained more or less

isolated, forming the nucleus of the community which now comprises the Thakurs
and Rathis We may, therefore, regard the Thakurs
and Rathis as being now a conglomerate people, representing the ultimate
product of the welding together of many different contributions to their ranks.”

The term Arya refers to those Hmdus who have adopted certain religious

beliefs, and, therefore, naturally, does not include any Musalmans or Sikhs. Of
other nearly pure Hindu tribes the Brahman (99’4 per cent), Kanet (97'2 per cent),

Ahir (98‘5 per cent.), Dagi and Koli{99'4 per cent.), Ghirath (99‘3per cent.) and
Mali (98'9 per cent) may be mentioned. Of the purely Hindu castes, the Rathi,
the Kanet, the Dagi and Koli, and the Ghirath are residents of the hills, and
were, therefore, more hkely than Hindus in the plains to resist conversion to
Islam. On the other hand, the absence of any pure Sikh castes is to be attributed
to the fact that Sikhism was a religion adopted by Hindus, who would naturally
retain their original caste.

213. As pointed out in paragraph 212 no attempt has been made at this ciassiflea-

Census to group castes according to their social standing, but in Subsidiary Table
I an effort has been made to classify them as far as possible according to their tradi-
tional occupations. The subject will be dealt with in detail in Chapter XII, and
it will suffice to refer here to the groups in each province according to occupa- P**^*®”*-

tional classification. The list is

given in the margin.
214. The variation in popula- vatiafionA

tion of the various castes since i®***

1881, is exhibited in Subsidiary
Table II appended to this chap-
ter, and these variations should
be compared with a figure of 5*6

per cent, increase in the total
population of the provinces,
Punjab and Delhi. The more
noticeable increases are found in
the case of the Kamboh (+15 3
per cent.), Khokhar {-M5-4 per

qent.), Mahtam (-M5-3 per cent.), Mussalli (-1-16'6 percent.), Qureshi (-f40'2
percent.), Rathi (-f-20-7 per cent.), Khoja (-1-38T per cent.), and Rajput
( -f 16'6 per cent.)

;
while marked decreases are shown by Chuhra (—17*4 per

Punjab. Delhi.

c*o c
2

d'o «
.2 «.2

Traditional occupation
Proport

per

mill

populat
Traditional occupation

S « o'
^04

Cultivators 454 Cultivators .

.

258
WeavetB and Carders 79 Traders and Pedlars 247
Traders and Pedlars 77 Weavers and Carder* 112
Leather workers .

.

64 Priests and Devotees 107
Priests and Devotees 56 Leather workers 101
Scavengers 54 Astrologers .

.

79
Astrologers 40 Cattle rearers 50
Carpenters 41 Scavengers .

.

49
Cattle rearers 36 Confectioners 26
Fishermen and Boatsmen.

.

30 Fishitmen and Boat-
men.

26
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cent.), Dumna (-49 0 per cent.), Ghirath ( —19-9 per cent.), Kanet (-28'6 per
cent.) and Sunar (— 17‘9 per cent.).

Whether these variations are significant, and if significant, to what causes
they are to be referred, would require more examination than is possible at the
present stage.

Table XVI gives the data for sex and age of the European
Indiam and Anglo-Indian population for each district and State in the Punjab. The

distribution of Europeans and Allied Races in the various districts of the Punjab

Distribution of Europeans and Allied Races in Districts of the Punjab. ^ shown iu

^ the table in
Districts contributing pbrsons. . r

tne marcnn.

Under 20.
1

20 to 50. ! 60 to 100.

1

101 to 500. 601 to 1,000
1,000 to

2,000.

o •

over 2,000.
The districts

containing

Hissar.

Kamal.
Jhang.
Dera Ghazi
Xhan.

Rohtak.
Lndhiana.
Sheikhapura'
Gujrat.

i

Gnrgaon.
Kangra.
Gujranwala.
Shahpur.
Jhelum.
Montgomery.

|

Lyallpur.
j

Hoshiarpur.
Amritsar.

Gurdaspur.
Attock.

. Mianwali.
^ Muzaffar-

garh.

JoUundiir

1

Ambala.
Feroze- ^

pore.

Sialkot.
1

Multan. I

Simla. liead-

Lahore. quarters of

Government
and then the
districts con-

Distribution of Anglo-Indians in the Districts of the Punjab. tiajDing HUll'

Below
5.

1

6 to 20. 21 to 50.
j

61 to 100.

1

101 to 500.
501 to

1,000.

uaij caui/Uii*"

over 1,000. ments nat-

turallv have
Rohtak.
Kangra.
Hoshiarpur.

Ludhiana.
. Perozepore.

V .Attock.

Jluzaffargarh

Dera Ghazi
Khan.

Lyallpur.

Kamal.
. lundnr.

Sheikhupura
Jhelum.
Montgomery

1

Jaang.

Gurdaspur.
Gujranwala.
Gujrat.

Shahpur.

Mianwall.

1

Hissar.

Gurgaon.
Amritsar
Sialkot.

1

1
!

Simla.

Rawalpindi.
Multan.

1

i

i

Ambala. the greatest

number of

Europeans.
No othercom-
ment on the
figures is re-

Quired. The
total num-

her of British subjects of European and Allied races, including Armenians
was 21,546 comprising, 15,860 males and 5,686 females. Of the total,

number of persons 21,154, or over 98 per cent., reside in British Territory. No
definition of the term Anglo-Indian was adopted for the preparation of the
Census Schedule. The total number of Anglo-Indians recorded in the Census
is 4,499 (2,397 males and 2,102 females). The districts of Lahore,
Ambala, Rawalpindi and Multan alone include more than 100 Anglo-
Indians each. If the term Anglo-Indian is to include aU those who
have Indian and English blood in their veins from their recent ancestry

then the census figures seem remarkably small, and there appears to be
no immediate prospect of obtaining the correct number of persons who should
be classed as Anglo-Indians in this sense. The total number of persons
returned as of European and Anglo-Indian descent is 26,454 while the number
of persons returning one or other European languages as their mother tongue
was 27,075. The agreement is as close as could be expected.
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I. Castes classified according to their traditional occupations. II. Variation in caste, tribe, since 1881.

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

Castes classified according to their traditional occupations.

Steekgth 000 ’s

OMITTED.

Agiicnlturists

() Laotholdees

() CtrLTTVATOBS

1. Jat

2. Eajput
3. Arain
i. Biloch

5. Arvan
6. Kanet
7. Pathan
8. Kamboh
9. Ghirath

10. Meo
11. Saini

12. Mali

13. Moghal
14. Rathi
15. Maliar

16. Qurcshi

17. Khokhar
18. Labana
19. Tagah
20. Lodha
21. Thakkar
22. Naik
23. Others

15,835! 23

20 ..

(c) CUXTIVATOKS AND CaTTLE
EEAREES.

24. Dogar
25. Gujjar

26. Ahir
27. Others

(i) GeAZIERS AKD DAXEYMElr
28. Gadaria
29. Others

(e) Fisheemen, Boatmen, eto
30. Jhiwar
31. Machhi
32. MaUah
33. Othere

(/) Hdntees and Foweebs
34. Mahtam
35. Others

{g) Exteaction of Mineeals
36. Agari

37. Others

{h) Barbees
38. Nai

(») Washeemen
39. Dhobi

(j) Wbavees and Caedees
40. Julaha
41. Chamar
42. Kashmiri
43. Others

Dyers
44. Chhimba
45. Others

Tiulors

Garpenteis

46. Tarkhan
47. Ramgarhia
48. Lohar
49. Others .

,

11,395,

5,464
1,880,

1,091

531
440
288
267!

199

137
114
128
94
89

118
89.

98
69
66

Blacksmiths
50. Lohar
51. Others

Masons
Potters

52. Kumhar
53. Others

Glass and lac workers
Gold and silversmiths .

.

54. Sunar
Brass and coppersmiths
Confectioners and grain purchasers

55. Jhiwar
56. Machhi
57. Others

Oil pressers (Teli)

58. Teli

Distillers

Butchers
59. Qassab
60. Jhiwar
61. Others

Leather workers
62. Chamar
63. Mochi
64. Khatik
65. Others

Basket makers and mat-makers
Scavengers

66. Chi: bra

67. Massalli

68. Dhanak
69. Dagi and Koli .

.

70. Others
Traders and p^ars

7] . Khatri
72. Arora
73. Bania
74. Sheikh
75. Others

Carriers by pack animals
Priests and devotees

76. Brahman
77. Sayad
78. Bairagi

79. Jogi

80. Others

Bards
Astrologers

81 . Brahman
82. Others

Writers

Singers and dancers

83. Mira"-!

84. Bharai

85. Others

Labourers
Domestic Servants

15 Village watehmen and menials

10 86. Barwala
. 87. Others

5 Others
. 88. Faqir

Punjab.
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SUBSIDIARY TABLES

5. Bania .

,

6. Barwala
7. Bharai .

.

8. Biloch .

.

9. Brahman
10. Chamar
11. Chhimba
12. Chuhra .

.

13. Dagi and Koli
14. Dhanak
15. Dhobi .

.

16. Dogar ..

17. Dumna .

.

18. Faqir .

.

19. Ghixath
20. Gujjar .

.

21. Jat

22 . Jhiwar .

.

23. Jogi-Rawal
24. Julaha .

.

25. Kamboh
26. Kanet .

.

27. Kashmiri
28. Khatri ..

29. Khoja .

.

30. Khokhar
31. Kumhar
32. Labana .

.

33. Lohar .

.

34. Machhi .

.

35. Jlahtam
36. Mali

37. Maliar .

.

38. Mallah .

.

39. Meo
40. Mirasi .

.

41. Mochi .

.

42. Moghal .

.

43. MussaUi .

.

44. Nai

45. Pathan .

.

46. Qassab .

.

47. Qureshi
48. Rathi .

.

49. Rajput .

.

50. Saini

51. Sayad .

.

52. Sheikh

53. Snnar .

.

54. Tarkhan
65. Teh

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II.

Variation in caste, tribe, since 1881.

3 26]

Percentage

of

net

variation

1881—1921.
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Occupation and Industries.
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248. Introductory. 249. Economic conditions of labour. 250. Overcrowding of labourers in towns
and other industrial centres. 251. Cottage industries. 252. Speculative.

”

Section I.—General survey of occupations.

216. The statistics of occupation and industries will be found in Imperial
Tables XVII to XXII. Table XVII is a general table, showing the number of
persons following each group of occupation, according to the scheme of classifica-
tion prescribed by the Census Commissioner, for each district and State, and for
the four cities of Lahore, Amritsar, Multan and Delhi. Table XVIII shows the
subsidiary occupation of persons whose principal occupation is agriculture. This
table is sub-divided into three parts for (1) rent receivers rent navervi and
(3) farm servants and field labourers.

. t 1 tub payers, ana

Table XIX gives the number of persons pursuing certain selected subsi-
diary occupations combined with certain principal occupations.

Table XX shows the distribution of occupations by rehgion for each pro-
vince as a whole, and for the cities of each province.

° ^

Table XXI furnishes particulars of occupations of selected castes and races
in areas where they are especially numerous or otherwise important. The occu-
pations are arranged under 13 main heads which correspond to the sub-classes of
the scheme of classification.

Table XXII which embodies the results of the industrial census is divided
into seven parts :

—

Part I shows for the province as a whole the number of persons employedm each land of industry, distinguishing between industrial establishments in winch
mechamcal power is used, and those in which it is not, and classifying them
according to the number of persons employed.

Befwenc*
0 Statistics.
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Part II gives the district figures without the classification of establishments

according to power and number of persons employed given in Part I.

Part III gives the classification of industrial establishments according to

the class of owners and managers.
Parts IV and V deal with the caste, race, and birth-place of skilled and

unskilled workmen respectively in selected industries.

Part VI furnishes details of the power employed in factories.

Part VII gives the number of looms in use in textile establishments.

The salient features of the statistics are exhibited in the following two
sets of Subsidiary Tables appended to this chapter;

—

Occupational Subsidiary Tables.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

IX-A.

General distribution by occupation (Punjab and Delhi).

Distribution by occupation in Natural Divisions.

Distribution of agricultural, industrial, commercial and professional population

in Natural Divisions, Districts and States.

Occupations combined with agriculture (where agriculture is the subsidiary occu-

pation).

Occupation combined with agriculture (where agriculture is the principal occupa-

tion).

Occupation of females by sub-classes and selected orders and groups (Punjab

and Delhi).

Selected occupations 1921, 1911 and 1901.

Occupations of selected castes (Pimjab and Delhi).

Number of persons employed on the 18th March 1921 on Railways and in the

Irrigation Department, in the Punjab and Delhi.

Number of persons employed in the Post Office and Telegraph Department on
the 18th March 1921 in the Pimjab and Delhi.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

Industrial Subsidiary Tables.

Distribution of industries and persons employed.
Particulars of establishments emplojing 20 or more persons in 1911 and 1921.

Organisation of establishments.

Place of origin of skilled employees.

Place of origin of unsldUed employees.

Distribution of certain races in certain industrial establishments.

Proportional distribution of adult women and of children of each sex in different

industries.

Distribution of power.

Actual entries of occupation returned are given according to groups and in

alphabetical order in Appendix B to Part IV of the Census Report.
System oi 217. The system of enumeration was the same as in 1911. Of the 16

AndMture census Schedule, three were provided for the entry of occupation
as given in the margin. In column
9 was to be entered the principal

occupation or means of livelihood

of all persons who actually did work
or carried on business whether per-

sonally or by means of servants, or
who lived on the income of private

information, OcctjpATio:y or mea>’s of sub-
sistence OF ACTUAL WORKERS. For dependants

the occupation of

the workers by
whom supported.

Principal. i Subsidiary.

9 10 11

i

property or on their pensions, etc. Column 10 was reserved for any occupation

which the actual worker, shown in column 9, might pursue in addition to his princi-

pal occupation, or for any supplementary means of livelihood which he might
possess. It was specially laid doivn that column 10 was to be left blank in the

case of dependants, or those persons who had no additional occupation. In the

case of women, children and old or infirm persons who did not do work or carry

on business, either personally or by means of servants, the principal occupation

of the head of the faimly or other person who supported them was to be shown in

column 11. These general instructions were supplemented as in 1911 by special

directions issued regarding the filling in of each colunm. The directions put
briefly were :

—

“ (1) Column 9.—Only those women and children should be shown
as workers who help to augment the family income. To illus-

trate this rule it was stated that a woman who looked after
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her house and cooked the food was not a worker but a depen-

dant, whereas a woman, who collected and sold firewood

or cowdung was thereby adding to the family income and
should be shown as a worker. Similarly, a woman who regularly

assisted her husband in his work {e.g., the wife of a potter who
fetches the clay from which he makes his pots) was an actual

worker, but not one who merely rendered a little occasional

help.

(2) Vague words like “ Labour ” or “ Service”' or shopkeeping should

be avoided. In the case of service, distinction should not only

be made between the different i:inds of service, but the exact

occupation followed should be recorded. In the case of clerks,

the occupation of their employers must be shown. Persons

bving on agriculture must be distinguished as rent receivers

{malik) and rent-payers {mazariah).

Column 10.—^Wliere a man has two occupations the principal one is

that on which he relies mainly for his support and from which
he gets the major part of his income. Subsidiary occupation

should be entered if followed at any time of the year (whether
followed throughout the year or during a part of it).”

In spite of the clear instructions issued, and of the trouble taken by district

officers to train the enumerators, the entries returned in the schedules are not
free from doubt. In numerous cases, particularly in the Multan district, generic

terms like “ Labour ” and “ Service ” were used, and such entries for want of exact

specification were classified as belonging to the general group. It is for this

reason that the number returned under the head “ Insufficiently described occu-

pation ” is excessive.

The compilation of Table XVII showing occupations of population was
very difficult, and every precaution was ’

f aken to make it as accurate as possi-

ble. An alphabetical index of occupation was prepared in Urdu on the basis of

the index supplied by the Census Commissioner. The task of marking the occu-
pation entered in the sorters’ tickets of Table XVII with the group number was
entrusted to one Inspector, who was placed in liharge of a batch of selected com-
pilers trained previously for this purpose. The work of the Inspectors was super-
vised by the Personal Assistant who was in general <;harge of the compilation office.

When this branch of the work was finished, the group totals were transferred
to the compilation sheets.

218 .

1

1

1

1891.

i

1

1901.

!

lon.j 1921.

Classes 7

1

7 «! 4
Sab-classes .

.

, , , , 12 12
Orders .. ..j 24 24 55 66
Groups 478 620 169j 191

)ws the number of classes, sub-classes,
orders and groups into which occupa-
tions were separated at the last four
censuses. The only alterations in
the classes since 1911 is that arising
from the inclusion of sub-class 9
(persons living on their income) in
class D instead of class C. This

wao j.iic*u.c aiuci Auipciiat ^ If xi pruiuea, aua lu coiiseQuen.cc
the figures in that table in columns 1,013 to 1,018 must be diminished by the
figures in the corresponding columns 1,203 to 1,208 of sub-class 9 : the correspond-
ing columns for the totals in class D must be increased by the same figures.

Scheme ot
elasslfleafloe.

The only change in the orders is the addition of order 56 “ other unclassi-
fied non-productive industries ”. WLeu we come down to the groups however
there is a considerable increase in their number as well as a shuffling of occupations
between the groups. It is clear, therefore, that while comparison between the
numbers of persons engaged in the various classes, sub-classes, and orders of
occupations for the years 1911 and 1921 is feasible, it is very difficult indeed to
make a comparison of the occupations in the different groups. So far as progres-
sive chaises are concerned we are not in a position to make a comparison with
the conditions obtaining prior to 1911.
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General dis'

tribution of

occupations
in the pro-
vinces.

Punjab I

dustiles.

219. The statement noted below exhibits the actual and proportional

distribution of population of the provinces by occupational classes and sub-classes»

the supported population including both actual workers and dependants.

Class and sub-class.

Punjab. Delhi.

Population
(supported).

No. per

1,000 of

the popula-
tion.

Population
j

No. per
(supported). ! 1,000 of

ithe popula-

1

tion.

*

A.

—

Production OF RAW iiATEBiALS .. 15,213,502 606 143,050 293
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation 15,191,206 605 142,310 291

II.—Exploitation of minerals 22,297 740 2

B.

—

Preparation and supply of material substances 7,0-t4,618 281 256,314 625
III.—Industry 4,831,248 193 150,766 309
IV.—Transport 487,660 19 29,926 61
V.—Trade 1,722,710 69 75,622 155

C.

—

Public Administration and Liberal Arts .

.

958,411 38 35,141 72
VI.—Public force 263,269 11 9,560 20

VII.—Public Administration 158,828 6 8,742 18
VIII.—Professions and Liberal .Ai ts 536,314 21 16,839 34

D.—Miscellaneous 1,884,529 75 53,683 no
IX.—Persons living on their income 63,915 3 4,376 9
X.—Domestic service .

.

639,103 25 23,688 48
XI.—Insufficiently described occupations 572,934 23 19,989 41
XII.—Unproductive 608,577 24 5,630 12

The above distribution is exhibited graphically in Diagram 63 below ;

—

OIAC==AM

GENERAL DISTRiBUTION OF THE POPULATION .

:°.c=t'4c by, occupation TAUB-CLASS.ES).

1 £<‘'l.ri’TaTrM Of AW'..AL54VECCTAr.C'i

I'P’.ClTATlONCf MINCRAI.S •

*

!l »%Cv'5’RY

-

1 •V TSaMSPjRT

•. trahe: •
-

•

» . ?vc.:C FORCE • '
-

V3TRAT101

7

Pt*'JA8
TOTA-C’CrvUATCt— DELHI

TOTAL P0?AA7!3Jl
L-1—

a__ ••1 frCf£5‘jlCj\5 gL!0£FAL ARTS 51

A PCF')WjviaG0ff^“'j£iff»C01ltJ3W»'5fiT •

-

/i . . . < COMtSTlC SE-iVlCEWROtR 52X

A AIJHS’.FTOtNTLY DtSCAlSEO 0CCUPAT««

a XILUf*PR00UCTlMt. - -

a

, 220. From the statement and illustrative diagram the premier position

winch agriculture holds among the industries of the province is clearly emphasised,
60’5 per cent, of the population depending on agriculture for their means of
subsistence. Out of a total of 15,213,502 persons supported by the production
of raw materials no less than 15,191.205 persons are supported by the exploitation
of animals and vegetation

; of the persons engaged in the exploitation of animals
and vegetation 99'9 per cent, depend on pasture and agriculture for their liveli-

hood, and OT per cent on fishing and hunting. The total number of workers
and dependants supported by ordinary cultivation (as distinct from the growing
of special products and market gardening, forestry and raising of farmstock) is

14,775,303. Over 12-| millions, or almost exactly half of the population, are
ordinary cultivators

;
just over 1 million, or 4 per cent., live on the incomne from
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the rent of agricultural land; 2 per cent, of the population or 506,000 are farm-
servants and their dependants, and 628,000 (2| per cent.) belong to the group
field-labourers and their dependants. Only 39‘5 per cent, of the population depend
on employment other than agriculture for their means of livelihood

;
of these 19

per cent, are engaged in industries of different kinds (5 per cent, in industries of

dress, 4 per cent, in textile industries and the remainder in other industries).

The number registered imder the head Transport is 487,660 (2 per cent, of the

population). Of the total population supported by transport as a means of occu-

pation 408,333 persons (84 per cent.) are employed in transport by road and rail

;

trade supports nearly 7 per cent, of the population
;
public administration and

liberal arts 3‘8 per cent. The miscellaneous class accounts for 7'5 per cent, of the

population. Professional beggars alone number 585,186 or nearly four times as

many as public servants, civil employees and their dependants), and it actually

exceeds the total nmnber of persons (536,314) supported by all the professions and
liberal arts put together.

221. The population of the Delhi Province recorded for the 1921 census Delhi indas-

was 488,188, of whom no less than 304,420 live within the limits of the municipal-

ity, the Imperial Area, old and new cantonments and civil lines, thus less than

38 per cent, of the Delhi Province lives in rural areas, and it is not therefore surpri-

sing to find that only 29 per cent, are dependent on cultivation. Industries support

-31 per cent, of the population, trade 15‘5 per cent., and miscellaneous occupations

11 per cent., of which domestic serrice accovmts for 4'8 per cent., and professional

beggars less than 1 per cent., compared with 2‘3 per cent, of professional beggars

in the Punjab. Whether this disproportion in the number of beggars in the

Punjab as compared with the Delhi Province is due to the absence of charitable

sentiments in the latter place, I am unable to say.

222. National prosperity is generally measured by the value and variety Economio

of a country’s material possessions, its food, and houses
;
by the mechanical

power at its disposal, its instruments of precision in use for scientific research and ^tions.

for the practical arts of navigation, medicine, surgery, and warfare : by its objects

of luxury and virtue, its books, its paintings, it.s music, its ornaments, and by its

games.
Now the material resources of no coimtry, even of such vast extent as the

United States of America, provide all the requisites of modern civilisation in its

highest form, and some of tliem have to be brought from abroad. As
imports have to be paid for by exports, it is clear that unless a country has the

most exceptional variety of natural resources it cannot be prosperous without

exports. It is conceivable for example that America endowed as she is with coal,

iron, cotton, wood, and water-power, would be fairly prosperous without exporting

anything
;
butthePimjab, for half a century at least, is hardly likely to produce

a tithe of the various articles which modern civilisation demands, and without
exports would have to forego most of the benefits which modern civilisation

confers on the nation which can buy outside the confines of its own borders.

Thus from the stand-point of natural welfare the various occupations may
be grouped into (1) occupations concerned wholly or partially with exports, (2)
occupations concerned solely in the production of articles of local consumption.

It would be foolish to assert that one group is more important than the other
;

both groups contribute to the natural well-being ; but it is the occupations that
lead to export that are the safer gauge of that surplus production of wealtli which
every nation must secure if she is to be prosperous.

This conception leads to the economic cross-cleavage by virtue of which
all occupations may be regarded as productive of an exportable surplus or not.

It may be objected that theoretically there is no economic distinction between
the labour of a man who grows 5 acres of wheat of which one acre is exportable
surplus, and that of a man who grows tobacco for his owm consumption, both add
to the gross wealth of the province; but only the former adds to its net wealth,

that is to its transferable capital. As it is the accumulation of capital which
enables great developments in industries to proceed, the distinction appears to
be vahd, in spite of its resemblance to the doctrines of the Physioeratic School.

Now taking the figures for 1920-21 the value of all the articles exported
from the Punjab was about 40 crores of rupees of w'hich only 3 groups of articles

supplied exports of over 1 crore of rupees, these being grains and pulses (23 crores)

oilseeds (1| crores) and raw cotton (4| crores). Thus these three agricultural
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products (food-graias, cotton and oilseeds) togetlier provide about 75 per cent,

of tbe total value of tlxe provincial exports. Of tbe remaining 10 crores of rupees,

wortli of annual exports, raw materials form the larger proportion. The only

important articles manufactured in the Punjab which are exported are chemicals-

(11 lacs), leather (11 lacs), iron and steel (48 lacs) and sugar (82 lacs). Thus the

pro^’ince has moved but a very little way towards the preparation of its natural

products for inunediate human use, and we are justified, therefore, in saying that

the exportable surplus, and, in consecjuence, tire wealth of the province is depen-
dent almost wholly on agriculture, and that without the production of that excess

quantity of raw material the annual increase in the wealth of the province croreu

would "be diminshed by nearly 35 crores of rupees. If, therefore, the Punjab is ter

forego the value of its exported agricultural produce, while maintaining its annual
income, there would have to be a gigantic development of industrial enterprise

so as to balance the loss of 30 crores or more which is armuaUy exported from the

prortnee as raw material. Such a development seems to be out of the question,

during the next decade.

ThePre- 223. It has already l)een noted that agriculture supports over 60 per

^^^ricStwe
population of the Punjabi Of the total nimiber (15,191,205) supported

by agriculture 35 per ceurt. are actual workers, male and female, and a large pro-

portion of these are peasant proprietors. But the Punjab is by no means wholly
a country of peasant proprietors, and accordmg to Mr. Calvert, there is an increasing

tendency for it to become a country of petty landlords living on rent. This ten-

dency is very marked in the figures of the last decade, as the number of persons
lirtng on income from rent of agricultural lands has increased from 626,000 in 1911
to 1,008,000 in 1921. On the other hand the numbers of farm servants and field

labourers has actually decreased from 1,192,000 in 1911 to 1,134,000 in 1921.
Mr. Calvert writes:

—

“ I am inclined to think that the increase in rent-receivers is to a con-
siderable extent covered by persons who are able to represent
themselves as living on rent owing to the rise in prosperity.

Rawalpindi and Jhehun have amassed large sums during the
War

;
Lyallpur, Shahpur and Gujrat have amassed wealth by

the rise in price of agricultural produce. The decline in
labourers and the increase in the number of tenants indicate

a tendency to rent the land rather than cultivate through
hired labour.”

jMr. Calvert estimates the number of owners of holdings of over 48 acres,

to be about 200,000. If we take the number of persons per family as 4‘5, that
is to say, equal to the number of persons per occupied house in the Punjab, the
number of persons supported by the rent of agricultural lands will be about
900,000, which agrees very closely with the 886,000 shoum for total workers and
dependants by the census figures.

Industries 224. \VIien the importance of agriculture to the wealth of the province
appreciated, the fact that other industries exist in the Punjab may be

’noted. Some of these are actually important, but the majority of them can
only be regarded at present as in their infancy, and are therefore only of potential
value to the province. Of the 28'1 per cent, of persons engaged in the prepara-
tion and supply of material substances just over two-thirds are engaged in industries
the proportion of workers and dependants among the different industries being,,

as noted in the margin. Thus the most important industries at the moment are
those that come under the head “indust-
ries of dress and the toilet, ” textiles,

wood, ceramics and metal industries!
Of those engaged in industries of ^ess
and the toilet, shoe, boot and sandal
makers provide no less than 51-2 per
cent., while barbers, hairdressers and
wig makers provide 26-1 per cent., and
tailors, milhners, dress makers, damera
and embroiderers of linen 12-2 per cent
Washing, cleaning and dying provides
for 14-6 per cent, of persons,^ under
this head.

Proportion of persons in different industries in the
Punjab.

Textiles 21'0 per cent.

Hides, skins, and hard material from the
animal kingdom 1-4

tr

Wood 10-5 »»

Metal 4-9
»>

Ceramics 7-6
»»

Chemical products .

.

3-2
»»

Pood indnstries 4-4
tt

Industries of dioss nnd the toilet 26-4 tt

Furniture industries • . 0-5
t»

Bnild ns industr es .

.

. . 3-3
»»

other m'scellaneoiis and undefined
iedostries .

.

.. 17*0
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The chief textile industry is that of cotton-ginning, spinning, sizing and
weaving which provides for no less than 93 per cent, of persons engaged in the

manufacture of textiles. The only other textile industry of present importance
is that of the manufacture of rope, twine and string

;
but the industries of fibre

preparation, wool-carding and spinning, silk-weaving and spinning, and
the preparation of lace, crepe, and embroideries are all probably capable of a

large amount of development, and are potentially important.

Of those engaged in wood industries, carpenters, turners and joiners pro-

vide 80 "I per cent., while basket-makers and thatchers and workers in bamboo
and reeds support 17‘4 per cent, of persons.

Of those engaged in ceramics the vast majority are provided by the potters

and earthen-pipe and bowl-makers (79'4 per cent.) and brick and tile makers
(19-4 per cent.), while there are 0‘9 per cent, of persons engaged in themanufacture
of glass bangles, glass beads, and necklaces and glass earstuds. The glass industry

generally, w^hich had a splendid opportunity during the war and the absence of

Austrian competition, has failed to make much, if any, progress.

Of the workers in metal the vast majority are employed in the manufacture of

implements and tools of iron (88'4 per cent.), while next come the workers in brass,

copper and bell-metal (lO'l per cent.). Workers in other metals except precious

metals (tin, zinc, lead, quicksilver, etc.) provide only 0‘5 per cent, of aU workers

in metal. The number of goldsmiths and silversmiths has not been recorded

independently and they appear imder order 18, group 98, as “ workers in precious

stones and metals, enamellers, imitation jewellery makers, gilders, etc.” As
this group comprises no less than 175,696 persons, it seems hkely that goldsmiths

and silversmiths and their dependants exceed 100,000 in number.
The production of chemicals may be referred to as a potentially important

andgrowingindustry for which there may be a great future in the Sub-Himalayan
region when the supply of electric power from the Himalayan foothills has become

an accomplished fact, at anything like the cheap rate (150 rupees per kilowmtt

year) estimated by the experts. In particular the production of nitrates from
atmospheric nitrogen may become a source of great wealth to the province. At
the present moment the vast majority (94-4 per cent.) of persons engaged in che-

mical industries depend on the manufacture and refining of vegetable oils. The
manufacture of soap, candles, lac, cutch, perfumes, and miscellaneous drugs account

for 2'1 per cent., the manufacture of matches and explosive materials for 1’7 per

cent., and the manufacture of aerated and mineral waters and ice 1*3 per cent, of

the persons supported by the manufacture of chemical products.

225. The total number of workers and dependants under the head transport

is 487,660, and these form 6'9 per cent, of those engaged in the preparation and
supply of material substances.

Of those engaged in occupations under the sub-class transport, workers

and their dependants engaged in transport by road account for just over one-half,

while railway employees account for one-third, the remaining one-sixth being

made up of workers and their dependants engaged in transport by air (O'l per

cent.), transport by w^ater (11'8 per cent.), and wmkers and their dependants in

the post office, telegraph and telephone services (4’4 per cent.). Of those engaged

in providing transport by road the major portion are owners and drivers of camels,

mules, asses and bullocks, who form 64'3 per cent, of aU transport workers. The
owners, managers and employees of coimtry-carts and other vehicles account

for 13'0 per cent, of transport workers.

226. The sub-class trade includes 22*4 per cent, of the workers and their

dependants engaged in the preparation and supply of material substances, and
occupations under this sub-class are divided into 17 orders and 34 groups. The
largest order is that of “ other trades in food-stuffs” which covers the large number
of retail shopkeepers of oil, salt, fruit and vegetable sellers, grain, pulse, and tobacco
sellers, and dealers in sheep, goats and pigs, hay, grass and fodder. In the present

census the ordinary has been included under the order “other trades

infood-stufis,” whereas in 1911 he did not appear under thi s head, so that the num-
ber of workers and dependants ofthe petty shopkeeper t}q)eappearsto have increased
from 5,248 in 1911 to 675,477 in 1921. Actually we must look to group 135 of

the 1911 census to find the data for the numbers of petty food-sellers under the
head “ shopkeepers otherwise unspecified”. As these were found to number 676,945
in 1911, the < un-tel-seller would not appear to be thriving. But the two census
figures are not strictly comparable.

Tnnspoit.

Tiadei
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After the petty shopkeeper the most important trader is without doubt
the money-lender. The term bania which is tlie ordinary equivalent for money-
lender covers a much wider range of occupations than mere money-lending.

According to the classification adopted at the present census, bank-managers,

money-lenders, exchange and insurance agents, money-changei-s and brokers and
their employees form a single group comprising 9 3 per cent, of those engaged in

trade, whde group 122 includes brokers, comnussion agents, commercial travellers,

warehouse ovmers and their employees accounting for I’o per cent, persons engaged

in trade. The variation in the numbers of money-lenders is examined in paragraph

237 below. After money-lending, trade in textiles occupies the mo.st important

position finding support for 7‘o per cent, of those engaged in trade. IiT'^iidition,

trade in skins, leather and furs supports TS per cent, of those engaged in thtde^^

and trade in wood 1'2 per cent. Trade in chemical products includes the prepara-

tion and sale of drugs, dyes, paints, petroleum, explosives, etc.

Trade in clothing and toilet articles furnishes support for 1'4 per cent, of

those engaged in trade, wliile dealers and hirers in mechanical transport, motors,

cycles, carriages, carts, boats, elephants, camels, horses, cattle, asses and mules,

form 3'8'per cent, of all traders. Less than 1 per cent, of all traders are engaged in

trade in metals, pottery, bricks and tiles, trade in building materials occupies OT
per cent, and dealers in fuel form 0'4 per cent. Traders of other sorts form 15'5

per cent, of the transport workers, and these are mainly general shopkeepers

and shopkeepers otherwise unspecified.
Public ad- 227. These occupations provide for the support of only 4T per cent, of

”b8r^fhe population, divided among the army and police (2-5 8 per cent.),public adminis-

tration (lo'o per cent.), professions and liberal arts (52‘3 per cent.) and persons

living on their income (6'3 per cent.). Thus only just over 1 per cent, of thepopula-

tion is engaged on the protection of the province from external aggression and in

the maintenance of internal law and order. These numbers can certainly not be
said to be excessive. The total Imperial Army at the last census is given to be

74,614, which is only 0 36 per cent, of the population of British Territory, wliile

the army of Indian States includes 9,515 males which is only 0'22 per cent, of their

])opulation. The total police force of the province, including village watchmen,
is 27.357 for British Territory and 5,697 for the Punjab States, which is only 0T3
per cent, of the population both for Briti.?h Territory and the Punjab States.

Including village watchmen the actual numViers in the police were 33,054 which is

less than 1 policeman for every 4 square miles of British Territory. In view of

this and the preceding figures it can hardly be argued that the Pimjab is over-

policed.

The professions and bberal aits support. 536,314 persons, or just over 2 per

cent, of the total population.

Of those supported by the professions and liberal arts, religion accounts

for 16’8 per cent., law 3'4 per cent., medicine 8'6 per cent., instruction 10'3 per

cent., and letters and arts and sciences 16' 7 per cent. The strong appeal which
religious sentiment has for the most of people in the Punjab is well emphasised

by these figures
;

indeed for the most part the people seem to prefer vicarious to

personal religious exercises and observances. This conclusion must not be inter-

preted as implying an absence of deep religious feeling ;
on the contrary there are

imdoubtedly many devout and orthodox Hindus, Musalmans, Sikhs and Christians

to whom religion means something more than mere adherence to dogma
; but it

is unquestionably true that religion is not merely symbolised by tlie idol, the

prayer or the priest but is the religion itself in the eyes of the vast majority.

The number of lawyers of all kinds includiirg Kazis, law' agents and Mukh-
tiars is 2,477 actual workers or just under 1 for every 10,000 inhabitants of the

Punjab. This does not seem an unduly large number and it is to his prominence

in the educated and political life of tie commumty rather than to his nunrerical

strength that the lawyer owes his apparent ubiquity.

Medicine accounts for 8 6 per cent, of the persons supported by pubhc
administration and bberal arts. This includes medical practitioners of all kinds,

dentists, occulists, and veterinary surgeons, midmves, vaccinators, compounders,

nurses, masseurs, etc. »

Instruction accounts for the support of 10-3 per cent, of the persons engaged

in the professions and bberal arts, school teacher's forming a greater proportion

of these.
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The letters and arts and sciences support 89,516 workers and dependants.
This would seem to be a satisfactory state of affairs until it is observed that 68 ’2

per cent, of these persons are music composers and masters, players on all kinds

of musical instruments, singers, actors and dancers
;
while no less than 17'2 per

cent, are conjurors, acrobats, fortune-tellers, and the like. The actual number of

well-educated persons engaged in the pursuit of letters and arts and sciences is

small, and is included in the groups 176 (architects, surveyors, engineers, and their

employees) and 177 (authors, editors, journalists, artists, photographers, sculptors,

astronomers, meteorologists, botanists, astrologers, etc.). These two groups to-

gether supply 4,350 male and 108 female workers. There are scarcely 20 research

workers in the Punjab, so great is the neglect of the advancement of knowledge
in the province.

228.

The miscellaneous occupations of the province suffice for the support Miseeliane-

of 7‘2 per cent, of the population pretty equally di\'ided between domestic service,

insufficiently described occupations, and improductive occupations. Domestic
ser\dce need not be enlarged on, but among the insufficiently described occupations

there are a certain number of persons who shoidd be shown under the sub-class of

trade or industry. The vast majority of this sub-class is provided by ‘ labourers

and workmen otherwise unspecified ’ (group 187).

Of the unproductive occupations, inmates of jails, asylums and hospitals

form 2’6 per cent., while beggars, vagrants and prostitutes account for the

remaining 97 '4 per cent.

If we add to the mrproductive persons (2'4 per cent, of the population) the

numbers of persons living on their incomes we find tliat only 2 7 per cent, of the

population are not contributing to the national income or are not dependants of

those who do contribute. On the whole, therefore, the Punjab may be regarded

.as a nation of workers.

Section II.—Local Distribution of occupations-

229. In this section it is proposed to examine the local distribution of a introductory

few of the more important occupations of the Punjab, namely, of agriculture,

industry as represented by a few specified groups of occupations, trade, the dis-

tribution of the money-lending class, of priests and ministers, and finally of the

unproductive group of beggars, vagrants, witches and wizards. Diagrams based

on the percentage of persons supported by each of these industries w^re prepared

from the tahsil figures of occupations, and the isopleths were drawn. Unfortunate-

ly the exigencies of time and economy prevent their reproduction, and a verbal

description must suffice.

230. As is well-known agricrdture is a miiversally prevalent occupation, Local dis-

an’d only in one tahsil in the Punjab, that of Lahore, is less than one-third of the

population supported by agriculture. Between Lahore 25 per cent, and Kulu
93 per cent, there is, however, a considerable diversity in the percentage of persons

supported by agriculture. The regions in which the percentage is below' average

are those which are favourable to industry and trade; the tahsils in which reside

the greatest percentage of persons supported by agricultme are in those zones w here

no alternative occupation is possible, namely, in the Sub-Himalayan region and
in the tracts lying outside the area of perennial canal irrigation. If in fact we
exclude the Sub-Himalayan Area the apparently anomalous conclusion is reached
that the area which is most favourable to agriculture has the smallest proportion

of persons engaged in this pursuit, while the unwatered deserts of the South-East
Punjab, Dera Ghazi Khan and the Thall support a very high percentage of persons

by agriculture.

The explanation is simple. Agriculture is the primitive industry of the
Pmijab, and in those areas in wffiich agricidtirre flourisihed in the past trade sprang
up, roads w^ere built, and there resulted that surplus of wealth which has alw^ays

formed the loadstone of ability and enterprise. Where agriculture flourished

industries have most readily flourished too. Put in other words we may say
that surplus wealth is essential for industrial development, and each coimtry can
most readily obtain a surplus of wealth by following the path w'hich its natural
resources malces easiest. In future years, as in the past, the prosperity of Punjab
industries is likely to depend on the prosperity of the basic occupation of agriculture.
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Local dis-

tribution

industries.

Local distri-

bution ol

trade.

A very notable area in wliich there is a high percentage of agricultural

occupation, in spite of the fact, that it is well served by perennial irrigation is the

Lower Bari Doab Colony, the explanation being of course that tliis colony is of

recent development, and though many niandis and cotton-ginning factories have

been set up. agriculture still supports more than 60 per cent, of the

population. It would not be surprising if 10 years hence the number of persons

supported by agriculture in the Lower Bari Doab Colony is less than 60 per cent.,

and approaching the 55 per cent, which obtains in the Lyallpur and Chiniot tahsils

of the Lower C^ienab Colony.

The same tendency is boimd to be perceptible in the Ferozepore district

and the Bahawalpur State where the extension of irrigation from the Sutlej

Valley Project will be an accomphshed fact in the near future. The 68 per cent,

and 69 per cent, of persons engaged in agriculture in the Fazilka and Muktsar

tahsils, respectively, cannot fail to be very much reduced before long by the in-

fluence of perennial irrig.ation. To sum up, therefore, -ue may say that canal

irrigation draws people aVay from agriculture toward trade and industry. Para-

doxical as it may seem the Punjab Canals are the chief industrialising agents of

the province.

231 . The groups named in the margin have been selected as representative
’ of the industries of the Punjab. The groups support 2,144,379 persons, being

8
'2 per cent, of the total population

and being over 44 per cent, of the

persons engaged in all industries.

The local distribution stands out very
clearly on the map as a T-shaped
distribution, the head of the T stretch-

ing along the North-Western Rail-

way from Rawalpindi to Ambala and
the leg of the T down the Lyallpur
Colony. As has been remarked in

the previous paragraph, Punjab in-

dustries are flourishing in just those
areas where agricidtrure flourishes and

railway conmnmications

Group.
{Total work-
iers and de-

j

pendants.

25. Cotton-ginning, cleaning and press-

ing . . .
.j 91,886

20. CoUon-.spinning ..j; 108,201
27. Cotton-.sizing and weaving ! 756,001

44. Carpenters, turners and joiners, etc.l

Other workers in iron and makers
of implements and took, princi-

1 407,267
48.

pally or exclusively of iron 211,486
5.3. Potter and earthen pipe and bowl-

makers. . . . •! 293,443
81. Barbers, luir-dtesser- and wig-

i

makeis .. ..i 276,095

Total 2,144,379

have been developed as a matter of course

where good

232. The occupations specified in the 4 groups named in the margin, have
been selected as representing the
chief occupations under tins sub-
class. These occupations furnish a.

total of 1,221,109 persons, being 4'

7

per cent, of the total population,
and just over 71 per cent, of the
persons engaged in trade. The local

distribution is curious. The area
in which over 5 per cent, of the popu-
lation is engaged in trade covers
about one-third of the Punjab, and
forms in addition to a solid block of
parts of the districts of Rawalpindi,
Jhelum, Sialkot, Gujrat, Gujranwala,

(Shahpur, Lyallpur, ^Nlianwali, Multan, Muzafiargarh, Montgomery and Jhang,
several isolated places like Pathankot, Amritsar, Dipalpur, Ludhiana, and Bhi-
wani, together with a narrow stretch of territory between Ambala and Sonepat
along the Ambala-Delhi Chord Railway.

Of the castes which are engaged extensively in trade the Aggarwal {79-1
per cent.), Arora (65T per cent.), Khatri (58'0 per cent.) are Hindu and the Khoja
(50'2 per cent.) alone is a Musalman caste

;
so trade is a distinctively Hindu occu-

pation, and it is not, therefore, surprising to find the greatest 'proportion of traders
in the North-West Dry Area where Musalmans predominate. In the rest of the
province where Hindus and Sikhs are more numerous than Musalmans the tradine
instinct of the Hindus is of smaller commercial value, °

Group.
ITotal work-

!
ers and de-

.'pendants.

121. Banks, establishments of credit,

esohange and insurance (bank
managers, monej’-lenders, ex-

change and insurance agents,

money changers, and brokers

and their employees)
123 . Trade in textile^ (trade in piece

goods, wool, cotton, silk, hair,|

and other textiles) .

.

132. Grocers and sellers of vegetable!

oil, salt and other confhments!

152. General store-keex)ers and shop-l

keepers otherwise, unspecified

Total

161,485

130,020

675,477

254,126

1,221,109
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233. The Sub-Himalayan Area contains the greatest proportion of priests
^ ^

and ministers, under which head are classed Sadhus, Parohats, Mahants, Mullahs

or Maulvis, Mujawars and Fakirs and others, these being more than 20 per mille ministM*.

of the total population in Daska, Zafiarwal Pasrur and Raya of the Sialkot district,

and in Pathankot and Shakargarh of the Gurdaspur district, and also in the tahsils

of Hoshiarpur, Una, Garhshankar of the Hoshiarpur district, Saiurala of the

Ludhiana district, Naraingarh of tlie Ambala district, and Hamirpur of the

Kn.ngra district. Most of the Central Punjab contains between 10 and 20 priests

and ministers pennille of population, while a very large tract of land in the North-
West Dry Area and in the South-East contains less than 10 priests and ministers

per mille of population. Thus priests and ministers prefer the old settled districts

to the colony areas, but are showing a tendency to migrate towards tlie latter.

Priests and ministers as a class may be said to avoid areas in which famines were
prevalent in the past and where scarcit}' of food may sometimes obtain even under
present conditions.

234. The total number of persons under group 189 is 590,514, of whom 4*®-

the actual workers are 208,784 males and 41,631 females. The profession of beg-

ging is one that apparently can be adopted at an early age, and it seems probable witeiM*

that the number of actual workers must exceed the number of dependants although
*’*•**•

this is contrary to the figures given by the ceirsus report. The local distribution

of beggars corresponds very closely with what \ve know of the distribution of ma-
terial wealth in the Prmjab, the canal colonies showing the largest proportion of

beggars and the Soutli-East, extreme North, and the Himalayan region the smallest

proportions.

The general agreement betw^een the ascertained local distribution of occu-

pations and the distribution that might be anticipated a priori is evidence of the
general relative acciu’acy of the occupational tables. In other words the
amount of misclassification of occupations which occurs in the tables is probably
roughly proportionate to the total population of each district or tahsil. The
extent of systematic misclassification, however, cannot be determined from the
consideration of the local distribution.

235. The main features of the distribution of population by main heads Dbtriba-

of occupations is shown in the f°i“

accompanjdng rliagram which

shows for each of the natural

divisions the relative number of

persons engaged in agriculture,

industry, commerce, professions

and other occupations. As

already noted in paragraph 230

agriculture provides a relatively

large proportion of occupations
'

in the Himalayan region
; in-

dustry flourishes in the Sub-

Himalayan tract
;
trade is very

strongly represented in the

North-West Dry Area
;

while

professions are most common in

the Sub-Himalayan and Indo-

Gangetic Plain West and are

least important in the Hima-

layan tract.
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DiBeuItic*

comparison.

Section 111.— Comparison with Previous Censuses.

236. It has already been pointed out in paragraph 218 that an entirely

new scheme of classification was introduced in 1911, 4 classes and 12 sub-classes

replacing the 7 classes of 1901, the number of orders l)eiug increased from 24 to

155 and the number of groups reduced from 520 to 169. In .spite of the complete

change of classification an attempt was made at the last census to compare the

numb^er of persons supported for each group in 1901 and 1911, and the results are

shown in Subsidiary Table VII of Chapter XII of the 1911 census. This table

shows more conclusively than any amount of argument, how impossible it is to

trace the variation of persons engaged in different occupations at two ep<x"hs it

there has been any change in classification. If we were to accept Subsidiary

Table VII of the 1911 Census at its face value the only conclusion would be that

within the 4 major classes of occirpation Punjab labour and industry was most
remarkably fickle and volatile. Nothing could be further from the truth, as it

is well known that it is the hardest thing in the world for a Punjabi to break
loose from the bonds of his traditional

Table ahowing change in occupation between liWl

and 1911 from the Subsidiary Table VII of Chapter
XII, Census 1911.

). Income from rent

tural land

2. Ordinary cultivators

3. Agents, managers
estates (not planters), clerks

and collectors, etc.

4. Farm servants and field labour-

ers

b. Tea, coffee, cinchona, rubber
and indigo plantations

7. Fruit, flower, vegetable, betel,

vine, arecanut, etc., growers

8. Wood cutters, etc.

of agricul-

—9 per cent.

.. -M68'6
of landed

occupation. Sonic alteration in the num-
bers of persons engaged in the occupa-
tional groups would be expected during
the course of a decade, but it i.s quite
impossible that variations of the extent
noted in the margin can be genuine.

The figures chosen are not selected for

their particularly liigh percentage of

variation, and prove simply that com-
parison by groups from one census to
another, where the groups have been
altered in any way

,
is out of the question.

The difficulty exists, even if in a slightly less pronounced form, in comparing
the 1911 figures with those of

1921, and the marginal table

which gives the proportional

distribution of the population
of the provinces under the

main heads of occupation,

and the percentage variation

during the decade must

730'9

174-9

—88-7

-f-lo'8

-!-16o-l

Cla=.s and t.ub-class.

Population '

, . .

supported i
Variation

per 1,000 of 'ent.

' the total , in strength

population in®'*!'’® 1911.

1911. 1921.

A.

—

Pbobuctiok or kaw matebial 601 600 +5-6
I.—E.vploitation of animab and vege- 600 .599 +S-7
tation.

IL—Exploitation of minei-ab 1 1 -36-2
B,—Pbepaeation and stjppi.y of ma- 298 28) + 1-7

TERIAL SUBSTANCES, ,

III.—Industry 203 195 + 1-4

IV.—Transport 30. 20 —27-0
V.—Trade 6.3 70 ;-i5-6

C.

—

Public adjiisisthation and 42: 39 -4-4
LIBERAL ARTS.

1

VI.—Public Force it 11 +2-7
VII.—Public admiiiistr.ition 6 6 hlDl
Vlil.—Professions and liberal aits 2o 22 —n-2

D.

—

Miscellaneous 59 76 +35-6
IX.—Persons living on tbeir income

•>' 3' + 15-8

X.—Domestic service 2l| 26' +30-5
XI.—lasufficiently desciibed oocupa- 111 23 + 124-]

tions. ;

XII.—Unproductive 25i __2^

not
The
of

the

be regarded

increasingis undoubtedly due, to

occupation, and this is borne

tuimbers uiuler sub-class 11

wbicb tbe number of persons

Group.
Actual
workers
(males).

19. Coal mines
2). Mines and metallic minerals (gold, iron,

manganese, etc.)

22. Other minerals (jade, diamonds, bmestone,

etc.)

23. Rock, sea and marsh salt

24. Extraction of saltpetre, alum, and other

substances soluble in water

Total

1,107

4

3,565
688

3,167

8,531

as exact,

increase of the number
persons supporred by
production of raw

material, namely, 5’6 per
cent. agrees closely with
the increase of the total

population. Most of the other
changes are somewhat dubious.
Tor example, the strength of
sub-class 2, exploitation
to 23,037. The decrease

vagueness in the description of

by the great increase in the
insufficiently described occupations “ in
has increased by 124 per cent. Nor does

the number of persons (3.427)
employed in mines as determined
at the Special Industrial Census,
taken only 2 mouths after the
general Census, tally \\ith the
figmes of the Census itself, for
which the numbers of
workers are shown in the

falling off occurring
in the number of transport workers
IS inexplicable except on the

out

actual

margin.
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assumption that a certain number of persons engaged in that occupation have
now preferred to describe themselves as traders, in which the percentage variation

in strength is+ 15‘6 per cent.

237. Partly as illustrative of the foregoing arguments, but mainly because Changa to

of its own intrinsic interest, a comparison between the number of money-lenders*^^

in different districts at the last 2 censuses has been attempted. ttonofmon^-

Tn 1911 money-lenders were included together with bank managers, ex-

change and insurance agents, money-changers, brokers, etc., in group 106 while

in 1921 they are included in group 121 which comprises also bank managers,
exchange and insurance agents, money-changers and brokers and their de-

pendants. In 1911 the total number of workers and their dependants was 193,890

as compared with 166,960 in 1921, from wliich one miglit conclude that the number
of money-lenders has very much decreased during the last decade. The possi-

bility, however, suggests itself that some money-lenders (who will usually de-

scribe themselves as ‘-'banias,” have been entered under group 107 (brokers, commis-
sion agents, conmiercial travellers, warehouse owners and employees) in 1911,

corresponding udth group 122 in 1921. Comparing these two groups we find

an increase of 10‘3 per cent. The safest course, therefore, to adopt is to add
together groups 106 and 107 in 1911 and compare it with sum of the groups 121

and 122 in 1921. The sum of the two groups shows a decrease of 10'4per cent.,

and there is a strong probability, therefore, that the number of money-lenders

in the Punjab has decreased during the 10 years 1911-1921.

If w'e study the local distribution of this decrease in different parts of the

Punjab we find that most of the protdnce has shared in it, the only districts in

which there is an increase of over 10 per cent. I)eing Raw alpindi. Laliore, Feroze-

pore, Hissar, Karnal and Rohtak and the States of Kalsia, Xahan and Xabha.
The greatest increases of all (over 50 per cent.) are sliowm by the distt'icts of Hissar

and Rohtak. Mr. Calvert believes that the growth of the Co-operative Credit

Societies in the Central Punjab has driven the money-lenders aw 3}- towards the

canal colonies. That the money-lender is disappearing from Hoehiarpur, Jid-

lundur where the number of Co-operative (Tedit Societies is largest is unrloubied.

but the Census evidence, so far as it goes, show's that the money-lender prefers

to migrate to the South-East Punjab rather than to the colonies. The districts

of Lahore and Ferozepore show a marked increase in the number of money-lenders

in spite of the fact that there are over 300 Credit Societies in both these

districts. On the other liand the number of uioney-leiiders has decreased

very much during the last decade in the districts of Dera Ghazi Khau, Muzaffar-

garh and Multan where the grow’th of the co-operative movement is less rapid

than in most parts of the Pimjab.

238. To sum up, there has been very little change in the main occupations Susunaiy

of the province during the decade and the observed variations are probably
almost entirely due to errors of classification. Thus agricidtiu’e then, as now,
supported just over 60 per cent, of the population. The persons engaged in the

preparation and supply of material substances has nominally fallen from 29 '7

per cent, to 28T per cent. ; the persons engaged in public administration and
liberal arts has diminished from 4’5 per cent, to 4T per cent. : wdiile the

miscellaneous class has increased from 5 1 per cent, to 7
’2 per cent. The only

conclusion we can draw from these figures is that there has been no significant

change in the occupations of the province. The same conclusion applies to most
of the occupations under the different orders, though, here and there, there may
be a significant change : for example, the percentage of persons engaged in the

perparation of chemical products out of those engaged in industry has risen

from 2‘6 per cent, to 3'2 per cent. The percentage engaged in the industries of

dress and toilet from 23‘3 per cent, to 26'4 per cent, of those engaged in indus-

tries. The diminution in the number of those engaged in general transport and
in transport by road, in particular, has already been commented on, and
possibly is a real decrease ofi-set by the increase in transport by rail from
'21 '0 per cent, of all transport workers in 1911 to 33'2 per cent, in 1921.

Under the head '‘trade” the nun-tel-seller is the disturbing element, and
the diflSculties of classifying liim prevent any detailed comparison imder
the different occupational orders of this sub-class. Under “ public adminis-
tration and liberal arts’’ the proportionate number engaged in “public adminis-
tration” has increased from 14'0 per cent, to 15'5 per cent., and this is doubtless
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a real increase, as also is the iticrease in the number of those engaged in instruction

from 6 7 per cent, to 10'3 per cent. Finally the increase in the miscellaneous

class from 5‘7 per cent, to 7‘2 per cent, of the population is due to the greater

use of the sub-class "insufficiently described occupations ' in which are put all

doubtful cases.

Thus the census figures alone throw but little light on present day Indus*

trial tendencies.

Section IV.—Occupations by Caste and Female Occupations-

Principal '239. The statistics of occupation of .selected castes, tribes, or races are

of
ill Imperial Table XXI, and this discriminates between the religion and

’ locality dealt with
;
while Subsidiary Table VIII shows the proportion of persons

in each caste dependent on the various forms of occupation for a livelihood, and
also the percentage of the number of female workers to male workers. Of the
80 castes, races and tribes examined cultivation of all kinds is the principal occu-
pation of 32 castes. Only one caste has, as its principal occupation field-labour

and wood-cutting, and that is the Chuhra Sikh, of whom 34‘8 per cent, are en-
gaged in these occupations. The castes whose principal occupation is that of

, .... ,
artisans or workmen are shorvur

rercentaffc of persons or each cast^ Who are art|^an3 or workmen. • .r ‘mi t
in the margin. The trading

_ castes are the Aggarwal Hindu,
of whom 79T per cent, are
engaged in trade ; the Arora
Hindu and Sikh of whom 65‘1

percent, and 63T per cent, are
engaged in trade

;
the Khatri,

Hindu and Sikh of whom 58’0
per cent, and 45‘9 per cent, are
engaged in trade, and the
Khoja of whom o0‘2 per cent,

are engaged in trade. The
castes have more than 1 per

numbers in public service.
4‘6 per cent, of Europeans and 11-8 per cent,

of -^glo-Indians have occupations in public
admiiustration. Of the castes which have a certain
number of persons who live on their income, the
Aggarwal Hindu, Sikh Arora. the Khatri both

and Anglo-Indians are the most

Baiwala (Musalman) 34-S Kumhar (Musalman) t>:T2

Chamar (Hindu) 48-2 Lohar (Hindu) 53-8

(Sikh) olO „ (Musalman)
eO-.l Mussalli

71-3

Chhimba (Hindu) 41-8
(Sikh) .j8'3 Xai (Hindu) 75-2

(Musalman) 61-."> .. (Sikh) 66 2
Chuhra (Hindu) 67-7 „ (Musalman) 80-2

(Sikh)

Bhanak (Hindu)

31 '8 Qassab 48-4

3o'3 Sunar (Hindu) 851
Dhobi (Musalman) 740 .. (Musalman) 47-7
Julaha (Hindu) 46-3 Tarkhan (Hindnl 61T

„ (Musalman) 78-2 „ (Sikh) 610
Kashmiri „ 54-7 „ (Musalman) 72-5
Kumhar (Hindu) 53'9 Teli ,, 56-3

Per, entage ut pc-isuiis of each caste in marginally noted

Aggarwal (Hindu)
Arora (Hindu)
Arora (Sikh)

Brahman (Hindu)
Khatri (Hindu)
Khatri (Sikh)

Mughal (Musalman)
Pathan (Musalman)
Qureshi (Musalman)
Sayad (Musalman)
Sheikh (Musalman)

. . 1'3 per cent.

. .2'1 per cent.

. . 2 per cent.

. . 1‘9 per cent.
• .4'7 per cent.
. . 4'0 per cent.

. . 2-0 per cent.

. .2'9 per cent..

. . 2*6 per cent.
. 3'3 per cent.

. -S'S per cent.

Hindu and
prominent.

Sikh.

Occupation.

Cultivation of all kinds
Raising of livestock

Field labourers and wood out

ter.".

Industrie"

Transport
Trade
Public Force
Pubhc Administration
Religion

OeculMitlOIlS Domestic Service

•f women. Beggars, prostitutes, criminals,

inmate" of jails and asylums.

Caste which has the
greatest percentage of
persons engt^ed in
that occupation.

Meo
Sansi
Sikh Chuhras

Sunar Musalman
Anglo-Indians
Aggarwal Hindu
Europeans
Armenians
Sayad
Jhiwar Sikh
Mirasi

Percentage
of persons
engaged in
the occupa-

tion.

97-0
9-9

34-8

87-7

Domestic service is the
principal occupation of the
Barwala and Jhiwar. Begging
or criminal occupation's are the
chief means of livelihood of the
Bharai, the Fakir, the Harni,
the Mirasi, the Pakhiwara and
the Sansi.

The highest percentage of
^•8 peraons engaged in some of the

chief occupations are noted in
25 0 the margin.

78-9
240. Statistics of the

76-6 actual number and proportion
of male and female workers in

given in Subsidiary Table V I separately for the Punjab and Delhi provincesThe orders and groups selected are those in which female workers exceed iSl
per miUe of their total population or in which the proportion of female worW
male M'orkers is high. 'jns.ers
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In the Pimjab 11 per cent, and in Delhi 10 per cent, of the persons returned
as actual workers were women. 58 males out of every 100 are actual workers
in both the provinces, while the corresponding percentage among females is 9.

The list of occupations in which female workers are specially numerous in the
Punjab is given below :

—

Group. Occupation.

Number of

females per
1,000 male

workers.

6 Tea, coffee, cinchona, rubber and indigo plantations 324

15 Bird, bees, etc. 429

21 Mines and metaUic minerals (gold, iron, manganese, etc.) 750

26 Ciotton-spinning 9,686

29 Rope, twine, and string 296

31 Wool-carding and spinning 1,244

38 Lace, crepe, embroideries, fringes, etc., and insufficiently described textile industries.. 1,616

65 Rice pounders and buskers and flour grinders 2,356

66 Bakers and biscuit makers 409

67 Grain parchers, etc. 1,225

76 Hat, cap and turban makers
1,046

87 Stone cutters and dressers 462

101 Others, including managers, persons (other than performers) employed in theatres and
other places of public entertainment, employees of public societies, race course
service, huntsmen, etc.

307

102 Contractors for the disposal of refuse dust, etc.
863

103 Sweepers, scavengers, etc.
667

135 Cardamom, betel-leaf, vegetables, fruit and arecannt sellers
350

139 Dealers in hay, grass and fodder . . . , ,

,

438

172 Midwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, masseurs, etc. .

.

1,516

190 Procurers and prostitutes . . .

.

8,946

There are certain occupations in which women considerably outnumber
men, as for example cotton-spinning, rice-pounding and flour-grinding and erain
parching. & "

In connection with the relative paucity of female workers in the ranks
of actual workers found in both the provinces, the remarks made by Mr Calvert
in his book “ Wealth and Welfare of the Punjab,” are very suggestive *

In dis-
cussing the economic causes of Punjab poverty he writes :

“There is a va^ waste of female labour, due primarily to custom and prejudice Inmost other countnes the proportion of female labour to the whole is hihh •

while its efficiency is equal to the tasks performed
; the contribution to the

national dividend resulting from this forms an appreciable part of the whole
If there were in Western countries a movement aiming at the exclusion of
female labour from all except purely domestic tasks, that movement would
endanger the whole economic fabric, and, if successful, would involve those
countnes in rmn. The Punjab discards what in England and elsewhere is an
absolutely necessary element in the maintenance of their civilisation The
fact that there are tribes, such as Brahmans and Eajputs, which do not aUow
their womenfolk even to work in the fields is alone sufficient to explain their
poverty. The work of women as clerks, shopkeepers, post and telegranh
operators, factory hands, etc., and in connection with the fish industry mar
ket garden, pit-tops, etc., has no counterpart here. In the course of genera*
toons the loss from this waste alone must have made material progress almncf
impossible No European country could maintain its present standard ofliving without the assistance derived from female labour.”
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I suspect, however, that a very large part of the apparent want of em-
ployment of female labour arises from the fact that the classification of occu-

pations was drawm up by men and hot by women ; many women appear as unem-
ployed when they should be classed as actual workers engaged in domestic duties,

in cooking, grinding of grain, drawing water from wells, taking food to their

families in the field, preparing and mending clothes, and last but certainly not

least in child-bearing. In fact the occupational tables ^iU have to be completely

revised before a fair comparison of the extent of male and female occupations

can be drawn.

Section V.—The Industrial Census.

Nature oi 241. The statistics relating to the number and type of industrial estab-
the Statistics lish

m

erits and the employees therein are embodied in Imperial Table XXII. The
data were based on the information supphed on two special schedvdes filled up
by the owners or managers of aU concerns in which at least 10 persons were em-
ployed on any normal working day between the 14th March and 14th May 1921.

Schedule A included descriptions of the mine, factory or other industrial estab-

lishment, the nature of the article produced in it, the nature of the ownership
and the number, sex, race or nationality of the owners or directors and of the

managers, supervisors and clerical stafi, the number and nature of the power
engines, state of the industry, whether perennial or seasonal, and the number
of looms in actual operation in textile estabhshments. Schedule B was used
for recording the caste, race and birth-place of skilled and unskilled labourers

together with their occupations. The detailed instructions for filling in various

columns of the schedule were as follows :

—

Schedule A.

—

Column 1.—State what the nature of the estabhshment is, e. g., jute-press,

jute mill, woollen carpet, weaving factory, glass works, etc.

Column 2.—A general description omy is required of the principal com-
modity manufactured, e. g., coal, cotton, goods, glass-goods, vegetable oil, etc.

Column 3.—^Where any important bye-product is manufactured which has

a distinct commercial value this should be entered in this column, e.g., coke,

or coal gas. If the same estabhshment turns out several distinct classes of goods
or one class of goods at one season and another at another season, the most pro-

fitable should be entered in column 2 and the other or others in column 3.

Column 4.—Ownership.—State whether the establishment is owned by
(o) Government, (6) a local authority {i. e., municipahty, port trust, etc.),

(c) a registered company, (d) is privately owned. If a registered company
state the name under which it is registered.

Column 5.—Number, sex and race or nationahty of directors or owners;

{a) This column will be blank in the case of establishments owned
by Government or a local authority.

(6) Give the total number of directors or owners. Enter the number
of British or Anglo-Indians. In the case of others give the
nationahty of Europeans and foreigners, e.g., American, Swiss,

Chinese, etc. For Indians state whether, Hindu, Sikh, Moham-
madan or “ others.” In the case of foreigners who are British

subject enter the letter B in brackets after the nationahty.
Give separate figures for females, if any.

Specimen entry.—Directors total 10, one British, one Anglo-Indian, one

Sv/iss (B), one American, two Mohammadans, one Parsi, three ffindus.

Column 6.—^Race or Nationahty of Manager.—Enter as in the preceding

column. If a female, state this.

Column 7.—For supervising and technical stafi the number by sex and
race.—^This heading whl include assistant manager, heads of departments and
sections, inspectors, engineers, special technical experts and advisers, etc. It

should not include Foreman, Mates or Mukkaddams who are of the same
general class as the operatives.

Column 8.— Clerical Stafi—Enter the particulars for all persona
employed on clerical work “in the establishment, such as clerks, accountants,
writers, copyist, etci
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Column 9.—Number and nature of power engines with hcffse power

—

(1) In the case of power engines other than electric generators or
motors enter how many engines of each class (steam, oil, etc.),

there are in use and the horse-power of each engine, e. g., three

steam—one 25 horse-power and two 20 horse-power : four

oil—three 15 horse-power and one 10 horse-power, etc,

(2) Electric power is either (a) generated on the premises by steam,
water or od primemovers, or (6) supplied from outside by
agreement. In the case of (a) enter (i) how many (steam
od, etc.), primemovers there are in use and the horse-power of

each and, (ii) how many electric dynamos there are in use
and the power (in Kilowatts) of each.

In the case of (b) enter how many electric motors are installed and their

total horse-power.

Column 10.—State of Industry.—Enter whether the establishment works

—

() throughout the year, or

() during a part of the year only.

In the case of (6) state the months during which or during part of which

the establishment works or is likely to work in the census year.

Column 11.—Number of looms.—To be filled up in the case of cotton,

silk, woollen or jute mills and establishments only.

Schedule B.—
Column 1.—Enter the name of each person;

Column 2.—Enter the sex, male or female.

Column^.—Adult means 14 years or over'; chdd means under 14 years.

In the case of chddren, enter the actual age in years after the word ‘*chdd.”

Column 4.—Ask each person what his caste is and enter what he says if

he gives an intelligent answer. If he says Mohammadan, Parsi, Sikh, enter this.

If he says Hindu ask him his caste Brahman, Koshla, Chamar, etc., and enter

it. If he is an aboriginal he should give the name of his tribe Gond, Kol, etc.

If he is an Anglo-Indian or Indian Christian enter this. If he is a foreigner enter

his nationality, e.g., Chinese.

Column 5.—Enter the district or State in which he was bom and if the

district or State is outside the province of enumeration enter also in brackets the

province or agency. If a foreigner, enter his country.

Example.—JuUundur, Lahore, Howrah, (Bengal), Mirzapur (United Pro-

vinces), China, Jaipur State (Kajputana).

Column 6.—Enter skilled for those who are employed on works requiring

special technical skill and training and are paid above the rates for unskilled

labour. For the rest leave blank.

Column 7.—Enter their actual personal occupation in the establishment at

the time in the case of skDled^operatives only, e. g., fitter, cotton-weaver, engine-

driver, carpenter, etc.

The statistics of the Industrial Census are probably fairly reliable as the

informa^lion was supplied by the owners or managers themselves, but a compari-

son of the annual report on Factories 1921, with Census Table XXII shows that

21 registered factories were omitted from the census record. The list is given

below :

—

Number Average

District. of Estab-
lishments.

Descriptiouf
dailynumber

of persons
employed.

GOVERNMENT AND LOCAL FOND FACTORIES.
Feiozepoie Arsenal 1,698
Lahore Aeroplane workshop 216
Lahore Rasin factory . . .

.

70
Gttjranwala Railway engineering workshop .

.

240
Rawalpindi Gas works 43
Mianwali Railway engineeing workshop 32

ALL OTHER PACTORIE&
Hissar 1 Railway workshop .

.

60
Onjranwala 1 Ice, mineral and aerated water factory .

.

30
G^ranw^a 1 Rice miH . . . .

'
,

,

32
Multan 4 Despatch box aad hospital furniture manufactory • • 161
Bohtak , 1 Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing factories

,

52
Feioz^m 5 Oil mill 20
Ferozepora
Lahore

1

1

Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing factories
Oa mill

140
58
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Humber of 242.^ The total number of factories, mines, mills and other industrial

tabiltaente
Punjab and Delhi is 801 and the total labour employed is

*and em- 61,771 males and 4,755 females : of these 31,652 males or half the total number
pioyees. ^re skilled labourers, and 908 females, or one-fifth of the number of female workers

are skilled workers. The type and number of industrial establishments is shown

Industrial establishments.

1

Total
No. estab-

lishments.

Tcvtal of persons
EMPLOYED.

Male,?. Females.

Growing of special products 31 1,726 303
Mines .. ,.j 17 3,355 72
Quarries of hard rocks 24 1,967 199
Textile and connected industries 203 11,804

1

1,731
Leather industries ,, 15 418 9
Wood industries . , 8 661
Metal industries 37 3,324 2
Gloss and earthenware industries 7 317 24
Industries connected with chemi- 14 257 15

cal products.

Food industries .

.

ITo 4,658 132
Industries of dress .

.

9
1

520
Furniture industries 9 334
Industries connected with build- 199 8,150 2,258

mgs.
Eailway Workshops 32 17,809 3
Production, application and trans- 16 1,738 1

mission of physical forces.

Printing presses 62 4,733 G

Local '''dis-

tribution 0
industries

of children,there being 20 children to every 100 adults.

243, The local distribution of industrit

It udli be noticed that the

railway workshops alone en-

gage more than one-fourth

of the total industrial workers
in the two provinces : in-

dustries cormected udth tex-

tiles employ more than one-

fifth. The other industries

which engage more than 3,000
persons are mines, metal in-

dustries, food industries, print-

ing-presses and industries

connected with building. The
highest proportion of children,

viz., 449 per 1,000 adults, is

found in the glass and earthen-

ware industries
;
tea factories

also contain a fair proportion

given in part II of

Table XXII and a

summary of it is

reproduced in the

margia.
Of the total num-

ber of 763 industrial

concerns, Lahore,

Amritsar, Rawal-
pindi, Patiala State

and the Shahpur
district provide not
less than 351, the

reasons being that

conditions favour-

able to the growth
of one industry are

likely to be favour-
able to the growth of another, the existence of railway facilities, the supply of
power, whether by coal, oil, water or electricity, and the proximity of con-
nected industries being of prime importance. These considerations explain the
position of Lahore and Amritsar in the marginal table.

In Ambala of the 28 concerns employing 1,421 persons, 6 are connected
with cotton, 3 are flour mills, 3 flour mills and kikar khas factories, 7 brick kilns,
3 railway workshops, 2 science apparatus works and 3 printing-presses and 1
is a glass factory. In Kangra, there are 28 tea factories, 3 slate quarries and 1
carpet factory, the number of operatives at work in these factories and quarries
being 2,345.

No. District or State.

No.

of

Ks-

tablish-
monts. No. District or State.

No.

of

Es-

tablish- ments.

1 Lahore 121 21 Hissar 9
2 Amritsar 87 22 Kama] 9
3 Kawalpindi .

.

50 23 Simla 9
4 Patiala State 50 24 Sheikhupura 9
5 Shahpur 43 25 Mianwah 9
6 Kangra 32 26 Jind State .

.

9
7 Ambala 28 27 Hoshiarpur .

.

8
8 Ludhiana 28 28 JuUundnr 8
9 Lyallpur 28 29 Paridkote State 8
10 Gujrat 27 30 KapurthaJa State 8
11 Montgomery .

.

25 31 Ferozepore .

.

7
12 Sialkot 23 32 Gujranwala .

.

7
13 Mandi State 22 33 Gurgaon 3
14 Gurdaspur .

.

18 34 Attock 2
15 Jhelum 16 35 Jhang 2
16 Nabha State.. 13 36 Muzaffargarh 2
17 Multan 11 37 Nahan State .

.

1
18 Bahawalpur State 11 Delhi 38
19 Rohtak 10
20 Bera Ghazi Khan 10 Total 801

In Ludhiana 1 1 factories are connected with cotton, 1 is a flour mill 8
are brick kilns, 2 ice factories and 6 tailoring establishments, the total number of
employees being 793. In Sialkot, which is well known for its manufacture of
sporting goods and metal works, no less than 18 factories employing 827 persons
were registered under these heads. In Gujrat out of 27 factories 5 are wooden
furniture factories and 1 9 brick kilns. In Shahpur there are 14 factories connected
with cotton, 3 flour mills, 22 lime kilns, 2 petroleum wells, 1 salt mine and 1
coal mine. The total labour force is 1,493. In the newly colonised districts of
Montgomery and Lyallpur where cotton is grown on a large scale 32 factories
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or more than half the total number found in both the districts, are engaged in

cotton-ginning and pressing. In Mandi State there are 6 tea factories and 1 6 slate

quarries.

As regards the districts of Lahore, Amritsar, and Rawalpindi, Patiala

State and Delhi province, which contain large cities and towns, the distri-

butions of factories is as given below ;—
Industry. Lahore. Amritsar. Rawal-

i I pindi.

Delhi.

iMines . •

Oottca 23 22 1 n
Wool
Silk

Dyeing
Leather dyeing
Wood
Metal

1

10
4
7

6
7

1

1

5 3

• •

*

’’

2

Glass and earthen-ware 1 1 1 3

Chemical products 2 3 1 1 1

Food 8 13 4 19 3

Dress 1 1 1 . . .

.

Furniture 1 •• 1 1

Building 23 20 18 13 19

Construction and transport 7 1 7 4 4

Production and transmission of physical forces 5 . • 2 2 1

Luxury 28 6 1 2

Lahore exemplifies most types of industrialism except the silk and wool

industry. The prominence of Amritsar depends mainly on textile and con-

nected industries
;

it contains the only silk-reeling factory and dyeing factory

found in the province employing more than 10 persons. In Rawalpindi and

Patiala the high figures are due to the existence of many brick kilns. In Delhi

the extensive building operations, consequent on the transfer of the seat of the

Government of India to that city, alone accmmts for half the number of factories

enumerated there.

244. The marginal statement contrasts the number of establishment employ- variation

ing 20 or more persons in the Pimiab establish-

and Delhi at the last two censuses, pioymg a© or

These figures suggest a far greater in- persons

dustrial development than do the census I921 .

*

figures proper. The general prosperity of

the cotton trade, consequent on the high

prices ruling during the war, and of

the wide extension of the staple Ameri-
can cottons is emphasised by the num-
ber of new miUs set up in Shahpur,
Montgomery and Lyallpur. The growth
of the building industry is also indica-

ted by the figures and, it can hardly be
doubted, represent the facts better than
do the census figures which show an
actual falling off in the total number of

workers and dependants from 272,168 in
1911 to 159,261 in 1921. An important feature of the decade has been the
exploitation of the petroleum fields in the Attock district.

245. The details of the number and kind of industrial establishments classifi-

ed according to the caste or r,^ce of the owners and managers is given in part III of

Table XXIT and shows that the Khatri, Aggarwal and Sheikh in the order named
have the greatest number of persons as owners and managers. The figures are

noted in the margin. It will be noticed

Establishments.

Number in

1911. 1921.

All Industrial Establishments 443 538
Growing of special produce 41 23
Mines 10 17
Quarries of hard rocks 6 20
Textile and connected industries 104 154
Leather industries 3 10
Wood industries 1 5
Metal industries 37 19
Glass and earthenware industries 2 7
Industries connected with chemical pro-

ducts.

4 3

Food industries .

.

61 50
Industries of dress 10 5
Furniture industries 4 6
Industries connected with buildings 97 141
Construction of means of transport 24 27
Production, application and transmission 6 11

Industries of luxury .34 40

Caste.

Establishments.

Owners. Managers.

Khatri 301 329
Aggarwal 51 60
Sheikh 55 60

that the Khatri and Aggarwal castes together

furnish owners and managers of about
half the total number of industrial estab-

lishments in the Punjab. This is no doubt
due in part to the organising abihty of the

^
Khatri and Aggarwal, but is also a conse-

quence of their commanding a large proportion of the floating capital of the country.

Cast*
owmn,

manageis
aid workers
in Indnstrl al

establish*

ments.
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Power-
plant in indu-

strial estab-

lishments.

Handlooms.

Caste.

j

Number of

'skilled work-
lers in indus-

, trial establish

iments accord-

ing to caste.

Sheikh 4,239

Arain 2,960

Lohar 2,418

Khatri 1,700

Tarkhan 1,620

Brahman 1,460

Rajput 1,380

STATEMEI^T SnOWISG XmiEEICAI.
STRENGTH AND CAS TE OF TTNSKILI.ED

WORKERS.

Caste. Number.

Sheikh 1,985
Brahman 1,975
Arain 1,944

Rajput 1,768

Jat 1,763

Chamar 1,683

Khatri 1,396

The caste, race or birth-place of skilled workmen is given in part IV of

Table XXII, and it shows that out of 28,442

skilled workmen (male, female, children and
adult,) 15,777 or over 55 per cent, are provided

by 7 castes alone. The numerical strength of

skilled workers in these castes is noted in the

margin. Unskilled workmen are for the most part

drawn from the same class as skilled work-
men, Sheikh, Brahman, Arain, and Rajput con-

tributing large numbers of workers both
skilled and unskilled. The chief castes providing

unskilled workmen are noted in the margin.

Thus it \\'ill be seen that the Lohar (iron-

smith) and Tarkhan (carpenter) form the typi-

cally skilled labour castes, while the Jat and
Chamar provide the typical unskilled worlcman.

The Sheikh, Arain, Khatri, Brahman, and Rajput
provide both skilled and unskilled workmen in

considerable numbers.

Most of the skilled workmen are born in the

province, only 11 ‘3 per cent, coming from outside

the Punjab, most of them from the United
Pro\inces. As the Punjab contains only 2‘5 per

cent, of foreign-born people, it is clear that the skilled workmen is definitely more
ready to migrate than the average person.

246 Out of 801 factories

in both the provinces, 414 in

the Pimjab and 16 in Delhi

use mechanical power. The
marginal table shows the

number of factories employ-
ing the various forms of

power generation. The total

horse-power used in factories

amoimts to a little over
40,000. The details are given
in the margin.

247. A record of all

handlooms in use in the
Punjab and Delhi pro\dnces
was obtained, distinguishing

between those on which the
ordinary shuttle {nal) and
the fly-shuttle (Japan! nal)

are used.

Power-plant.
1

Establishments.

Punjab. Delhi.

Steam and electrieitv 12
Gas and Steam 1

Steam only 277 8
Oil only 68 1

Water only 16
Gas only 2
Electricity generated on premises 1 1

Electricity supplied from outside 40 5

414 16

PUNJAB.

Power-plant.
No. of esta-

blishments.
Horse-power.

Steam 289 18,259
Oil .... 66 1,349
Water 16 not known.
Gas . . . .1 2 415
Electrioiti' generated on premisc.s ..i 13 9,176

1

killowats.
Electricity supplied from outside . .1 40 12,964

During the preliminary enumeration the enumerator will record on the block
list opposite the house of any cotton-weaver, or of any other person
employing cotton-weavers, the number of looms (khadi) used by such
person, and will record separately the number of looms with the
ordinary shuttle (desi nal) and those with the fly shuttle (Japan! nal)
which is worked by the foot. On the completion of the preliminarv
enumeration each enumerator will report the number of looms of each
sort in his Circle to the Supervisor, who after collecting all such reports
for his circle will forward them to the Charge Superintendent. The
Charge Superintendent will prepare a return in the following form which
he will send to the Tahsildar, before the 1st March :

District Charge No

No. OF Looms in existence.

With ordinary shuttle. With fly-shuttle.

4
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The Tahsildar will prepare a similar return for the Tahsil as a whole and forward
it to the District Census Officer. The complete return for the District

should reach the Provincial Superintendent before 15th March 1921.”

The statistics collected from these reports shovr that cotton-weaving as a
domestic industry is carried on by means of hand-looms in nearly every village

of the Punjab and Delhi provinces. The total for the Punjab is 268,169 with
ordinary shuttles and 2,338 with fly-shuttles (21,418 with ordinary shuttles and
1,559 with fly-shuttles for urban areas and 246,751 with ordinary and 779 with
fly-shuttles for rural areas) and for Delhi 1,066 and 1 respectively.

Section VI —Conditions of Labour and Cottage Industries.

248.

As desired by the Census Commissioner, the Deputy Commis- introduo*

sioners of districts and Census Superintendents of States were asked to send

a brief note on the economic conditions prevailing in their districts and States

under the following heads :

—

(i) Economic conditions and movements of labom.

(ii) Density and overcrowding of labourers in towns and other centres

of trades.

(in) Cottage industries.

(iv) The influence of caste on industrial development.

(v) Conditions of female labour in industries.

(vi) Rural trade.

The summary of the information thus collected is given below for refer-

ence.

249. Inadequacy of labour is reported in Amritsar, Sialkot, Sheikhu- Economic

pura, Lyallpur and Muzafiargarh districts and Suket, Loharu and Nahan States.

In all other districts and States of the province a sufficiency of labour, both skilled

and unskilled, is reported. Agricultm’al labourers are usually dra\vn from low-

castes like the Chamar, Teli, Nai, Lohar, etc. The small number of agricultunsts,

who have become landless through want oft hrift, enter into partenerships in

cultivation "with their ^vell-to-do brethren or work as agricultural labourers
;

but they regard it as beneath their dignity to do earth-work as in the excavation

of canals and in the construction of rail and road embankments. Women
and cliildren help their own relations in cultivation, and are sometimes employed

as agricultural labourers, specially at harvest times. The agricultural labourer

is probably much better off than lie used to be.

The old system of begar (forced through remunerated labour) has almost

disappeared. The kamin or village labourer is no longer content with his heredi-

tary dues, and the custom of payment in kind has saved the agricultural labourer

from the effects of the lise in prices which has been going on more or less steadily

during the last 60 years.

250. The conditions in which operatives live in large towms are probably overcrowd-

more unhealthy than that of the average resident of a village. The remarks of

the District Census Officer, *\mritsar, which is a great industrial centre, are illu- towns and

minating. He writes ... tlSce^S'
“ There are at this time nearly 4,000 regular labourers working in 79 industrial

estabhshments in this city. Nearly 500 of these are permanent labourers,

the others are constantly changing. The average niunber at normal times

is 3,000 and rises to nearly 5,000 in the busy season. The labourers working

in trade-marts are generally unskilled. As for their housing conditions,

perm.anent labourers are sometimes provided with free quarters by the

factory owners. Nearly all outside labourers have got free quarters ;
other

labourers live in such houses as they can afford to rent, skilled labourers

generally li ving in healthier surroundings than the unskilled. A great num-
ber live in narrow lanes. Their social status is low ; an ordinary baboo

getting Es. 30 per mensem in an office claims superiority over a skilled

labourer who is earning Es. 100 montldy. The condition of unskilled

labourers is still worse, the most fortunate among them get free quarters to

live in factories and mills, others hire common shops in batches of 10 or 20.

The remaining are houseless and sleep their night away on platforms

of closed shops.”

251

.

Cotton-weaving is generally done by means of handlooms by Cliamars, cottog# i®-

Dhanaks and Julabas in all the vfllages. The village looms weave Tchaddar,

durries, towels, khes, dhotis and other articles of ordinary use. The thread
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used for fine cloth is usually a mixture of Purbi and Desi, while Desi thread is used

for coarse cloth. The Purbi thread is imported from Cawnpore and Bombay
and the Desi thread is manufactured locally. Village weavers generally weave for

individual customers who supply their own yarn which is orclinarily home-spun.

The weaver is paid either in cash or in kind. In certain cases cloth woven is sold

by the weaver to the middleman who makes a profit of 6 pies per rupee and the

weaver gains Es. o to Es. 8 per cent, of Ms outlay. The length of cloth woven
per day by an ordinary weaver on a Desi loom, is 8 to 10 y^ds, and on looms of

Japan! Nal 15 to 25 yards. The cost of an ordmary loom is from Es.l2 to Es. 20.

The weavers usually work from 8 to 10 hours and are assisted by their wives

and cMldren in the preliminary stages of getting the thread ready for the work.

After the warp is set up the weaving is done by men only. The standard of com-
fort amongst weavers is the same as that of agriculturists.

Other fairly common cottage industries are silk-worm-rearing which is

being developed under the control of the Department of Agriculture, mainly in

the districts of Gurdaspur, Amritsar and Sialkot
;
rope and string-making, ciuing

of hides, pottery, oil-pressing and sugar extraction and shoe-making. Cottage
industries generally are probably well-suited

,
within strict limitations to the

present stage of the Punjab’s industrial development, but many of them have
inevitably to be crushed sooner or later by the more efficient system of mass
production.

Sp«culatlve. 252. It has been pointed out that agriculture is the basic industry of the
province and that during the last 30 years agriculture has been responsible for pro-
ducing a considerable surplus of wealth. TMs surplus is an essential condition of
industrial organisation, and for many years to come the profits from agriculture

must be relied on to supply the capital for the establishment of industrial

concerns. "When cheap powder becomes available and capital less shy than it is

at present, it is possible that the Pmijab may remain prosperous without haidng
recourse to surplus production and to the export of agricultural produce. But
tMs state of affairs, if it is to be permanent, must come about with a TniniTmim

of interference with healthy economic conditions . It is a mistaken belief to suppose
that wealth derived from manufactures is in itself more desirable than wealth
derived from agricultural pursuits.
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CHAPTEB XII. SUBSIBIABT TABLES.

L General distribution by occupation (Punjab and Delhi). II. Distribution by occupation in Katnral Divisions,
in. Distribution of agricultural, industrial, commercial and professional population in Natural Divisions, Districts and States.
IV. Occupations combined with agriculture (where agriculture is the subsidiary occupation) V. Occupations combined with agricul-
ture (where agriculture is the princi})al occupation) VI. Occupation of females by sub classes and selected orders and groups (Punjab
and Delhi). VH. Selected occupations 1921, 1911 and 1901. Vlil. Occupations of selected castes (Punjab and Delhi).
XI. Number of persons employed on the 18th March 1921 on Railways and in the Irrigation Department in the Pimjab and Delhi.
IXA. Ntunberof persons employed in the Post Office and Telegraph Department on the 18th March 1921, in the Punjab and Delhi.

(OCCUPATIONAL)-SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

General distribution by occupation.

Class, SuB-cmAsa i.m> Obdub.

Ntjmbee peb 10,000
OF TOTAIi POPULA-

TIOK.

Pebcentage in each
Class, Sub-class
AND Ordee or

Percentage
of depend-
ants to

Persons
supported.

Actual
workers.

Actual
workers.

Depend-
ants.

actual
worlers.

PUNJAB—
^ 2 3 4 5 6

CLASS A.—PRODUCTION OF RAW MATERIALS .

.

6,061 2,121 35 65 186

SUB-CLASS I.—EXPLOITATION OF ANIMALS AND VEGETATIONS 6,052
I 2,117 35 65 186

Order 1 . Pasture and Agriculture 6,046 2,115 33 65 186
(a) Ordinary cultivation 5,886 2,022 34 66 191
(b) Growers of special products and market gardening 12 5 48 52 no
(c) Forettry 9 4 47 53 113
(dj Raising of farm stock 139 84 60 40 68
(e) Raising of small animals , , , , 78 22 27

Order 2. Fishing and Hunting 6 2 34 66 198

SUB-CLASS II.—EXPLOITATION OP MINERALS 9 4 43 57 133

Order 3. Mines 1 41 59 142

Order 4, Quarries of hard rooks 3 2 46 54 117
Order 6. Salt, etc. 4 2 41 59 144

CLASS B.—PREPARATION AND SUPPLY OF MATERIAL SUB-
STANCES.

2,807 1,020 36 64 175

SUB-CLASS m.—INDUSTRY 1,926 714 37 63 170

Order 6. ,
Testiles 405 159 39 61 154

Order 7. Hides, skins and hard materials from animal kingdom 27 9 34 66 196

Order 8. Wood 202 69 34 66 192

Order 9. Metals 95 31 32 68 ^9
Order 10. Ceramics 147 51 35 65 188

Order 11. Chemical products properly so called as analogous 62 21 33 ,
67 202

Order 12. Food industries .

.

86 35 41 59 142

Order 13. Industries of dress and the toilet 509 176 35 65 189
Order 14. Furniture industries 2 1 33 67 199
Order 15. Building industries 63 25 39 61 156
Order 16. Construction of means of transport 43 57 134
Orderly. Production and transmission of physical forces (heat, light,

electricity, motive power, etc.)

1 38 62 163

Order 18. Other miscellaneous and undefined industries 327 137 42 58 138

SUB-CLASS IV.—TRANSPOP.T 194 73 38 62 165

Order 19. Transport by air 49 51 105
Order 20. Transport by water 23 8 36 64 176
Order 21. Transport by road 98 35 36 64 180
Order 22. Transport by rail 64 27 41 59 143
Order 23. Post office, telegraph and telephone services 9 3 37 63 169

SUB-CLASS V.—TRADE . . . . . . . . .

,

686 232 34 68 195

Order 24. Banks, establishment of credit, exchange and insurance 64 18 28 72 263
Order 25. Brokerage, commission and export 12 4 35 65 188
Order 26. Trade in textiles 62 16 31 i

.
69 218

Order 27. Trade in skins, leather and furs 10 4 36 ! 64 180
Order 28. Trade in wood .

.

8 3 36
1

64 180
Order 29. Trade in metals .

.

2 1 38
1

62 163
Order 30. Trade in pottery, bricks and tiles , , , , 41 1 59 144
Order 31. Trade in chemic^ products . . .. ^ .. 11 4 33 67 199
Order 32. Hotels, cafes, restaurants, etc. 4 2 40 60 150
Order 33. Other trade in food stufb 365 12.7 35 65 188
Order 34. Trade in clothing and toilet articles . T 10 ' 3 34 66 190
Order 35. Trade in furniture 6 2 37 63 170
Order 36. Trade in building materials .

.

1 32 68 212
Order 37. Trade in means of transport 26 9 33 67 204
Order 38. Trade in fuel 3 1 39 61 157
Order 39. Trade in articles of luxury and those pertaining to letters and

the arts and sciences.

7 3 37 63 169

Order 40. Trade of other sorts 107 37 35 65 186
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EtIBSJJDIABY TABLES.

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

General distribution by occupation

—

continued.

PUNJAB

—

condvded.

CLASS C—PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND LIBERAL ARTS

SUB-CLASS \U.—PUBLIC FORCE .

.

Order 41. Army
Order 42. Navy
Order 43. Air-force

Order 44. Police . . . . , . _ _

'

SUB-CLASS VII.—PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (Order 45)

SUB-CLASS ^TII.—PROFESSIONS AND LIBERAL ARTS

Order 46. Religion
Order 47. Law .

. . .

.

' " ]

Order 48. Medicine . . .
, . ,

" ' ‘

Order 49. Instruction . . . . . .

‘

'

Order 50. Letters, arts and sciences . . . . ]

CLASS D.—MISCELLANEOUS

SUB-CLASS IX.—PERSONS UMNO ON THEIR INCOME (Order 51)

SUB-CLASS X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE (Order 52)

SUB-CLASS XI.—INSUFFICIENTLY DESCRIBED OCCUPATIONS.

(Older 53. General terms which do not indicate a definite occupation).

SUB-CLASS XII—UNPRODUCTIVE

Order 54. Inmates of jails, asylums and alms-houses
Order 55. Beggars, vagrants, prostitutes . . ] .

’

|

Order 56. Other unspecified non-productive industries .

.

DELHI-

CLASS A.—PRODUCTION OF RAW MATERIALS

SUB-CLASS I.—EXPLOITATION OF ANIMALS AND VEGETATION

Order 1 . Pasture and Agriculture
(o) Ordinary cultivation

(6) Growert of sptcial products and marlet gardening
(c) Forestry

. . . _

'

\d) Raising of Farm stock .
. 1

1

(e) Raising of small animals ..
”

Order 2. Fishing and Hunting . , . ,
'

\

SUBCLASS II.—EXPLOITATION OF MINERALS

Order 3. Mines
Order 4. Quarries of hard rocks . . . .

"

Order 5. Salt, etc. . . . . . , 1

1

CLASS B.—PREPARATION AND SUPPLY OF MATERIAL SUBSTANCES

SUB-CLASS m.—INDUSTRY

Order 6. Teirtiles

Order 7. Hides, skins and hard materials from animal kinedom
Order 8. Wood . . . . . _ _ _

’

'

Order 9. Metals . . . . . . _ _ ] ]

Order 10. Ceramics . . . . , .
"

1
[

'

Order 11. Chemical products properly so called and analogous' ! 1

Order 12. Food industries . . . . . . _ _ [

Order 13. Industries of dress and the toilet .. H
Order 14. Furniture industries . . . . . . 1

Order 15. Building industries .. .. |

Order 16: Construction of means of transport ..
” 1'

Order 17. Production and transmission of physical forces (heat, light)
electricity, motiTe power, etc.)

Order 18. Other miscellaneous and undefined indmtiie* . . .

,

Number per 10,000 Percentage is each
OP TOTAL POPITLA- Class, Sub-class Percent-

TIOJT. AND Order op age of de-

pendants
to actual

Persons Actual Actual Depend* workers.

supported. workers. workers. ants.

•> 3 4 5 6

382 150 39 61 156

105 47 45 55 124

70 34 48 52 109

67 33 50

74 26 1
35

35 13 38 62 163

63 23 36 64 180

214 80 37 63 168

130 48 37 63 172

8 2 29 71 248
18 7 38 62 161

22 9 39 61 155
36 14 39 61 153

750 322 43 57 133

25 10 37 63 167

255 111 44 56 129

2S& 95 42 58 139

242 106 44

i

56 130

6 5 84 16 18
236 100 42 58 136

* • • * 40 60 150

2,930 908 31 69 223

2,915 904 31 69 222

2,903 901 31 69 222
2,775 S40 35 70 230

65 27 41 59 142
13 S 59 41 70
49 26 53 47 88

12
’

3 26
'

74 290

15 4 27 73 274

• •
!

• • 43 57 133
7

1
3 40 60 147

8 1 15 85 573

5,250 2,240 43 57 134

1,253 41 50 147

358 140 39 61 155
116 55 47 53 112
142 63 44 56 127
201 77 38 62 161
207 86 42 58 140
95 35 37 83 174

152 59 39 61 159
802 279 35 65 187
19

373
9

180
47
48

53
52

112
1087

31
3
18

45
58

55
42

123
71

586 250 43 57 135
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StraSIDIABT TABU».

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

General distribution by occupation—concluded.

CXASS, SrB-CLA8S AITO OkDEK.

Number per 10,000
OF TOTAL POPULA-

TION.

PEBCElfTAGE IN EACH
Class, Sub-class
AND Obdeb of

Percent-
age of

depend-
ants to

actual
workers.

Persons.

supported.

1

1
Actual

' workers.
(

Actual
workers.

Depen-
dants.-

1 2 3 4 5 6

DELHI—
I

SUB-CLASS IV.—TRAA'SPOBT 613 301 49 51 104

Order 19. Transport by air ..

Order 20. Transport by water 18
1

8 46 54 119
Order 21. Transport by road 272 124 46 54 119
Order 22. Transport by rail 283

1
154 54 46 84

Order 23. Post office, telegraph and telephone services 39 ' IS 38 62 163

SUB-CLASS V.—TRADE .

,

1,549 688 44 56 126

Order 24. Banks, establishment of credit, exchange and insurance 112 27 24 76 319
Order 25. Brokerage, commission and export 36 1 20 56 44 79
Order 26. Trade in textiles .

.

252 123 49 51 105
Order 27. Trade in skins, leather and furs 15 7 44 56 126
Order 28. Trade in wood .

.

19
i

9 50 50 100
Order 29. Trade in metals .

.

13 ' 9 67 33 49
Order 30. Trade in pottery, bricks and tiles 8 1 4 59 41 69
Order 31. Trade in chemical products .

.

44 20 46 54 118
Order 32. Hotels, cafes, resturants, etc. 17 10 58 42 74
Order 33, Other trade in food stuffs .

.

579 1 239 41 59 142
Order 34. Trade in clothing and toilet articles 157

i

69 44 56 127
Order 33. Trade in furniture 26 10 41 59 145
Order 36. Trade in building materials .

.

54 38 71 29 41
Order 37. Trade in means of transport 26 12 48 62 109
Order 38. Trade in fuel 17 7 41 59 143
Order 39. Trade in articles of luxury and those pertaining to letters and 68 27 40 60 147

the arts and sciences.

Order 40. Trade of other sorts 107 .54 •50 50 101

CLASS C—PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND UBERAL ARTS 720 359 50 so 100

SUB-CLASS VI.—PUBLIC FORCE 196 123 63 37 59

Order 41. Army 146 98 87 33 50
Order 42. Navy
Order 43. Air-force , , , .

Order 44. Police 49 25 52 48 94

SUBCLASS Vn.—PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION (Oder 45) 179 101 56 44 78

SUB-CLASS Vin.—PROFESSIONS AND LIBERAL ARTS .. 345 135 39 61 155

Order 46. Religion 153 54 36 64 181
Order 47. Law 20 7 34 66 192
Order 48. Medicine 57 27 48 52 no
Order 49. Instruction 65 24 38 62 166
Order 50. Letters, arts and sciences 50 23 45 55 122

CLASS D—MISCELLANEOUS 1,099 641 58 42 72

SUBCLASS IX.—PERSONS LIVING ON THEIR INCOME (Order 51) 90 40 44 56 126

SUB-CLASS X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE (Order 52) 485 281 58 42 73

BUB-CLASS XL—INSUFFICIENTLY DESCRIBED OCCUPATIONS .

.

409 CVUI 65 35 54

(Order 53.—General terms which do not indicate a definite occupation.)

SUBCLASS xn.—UNPRODUCTIVE 115 54 47 58 118

Order 54. Inmates of jails, asylums and alms-houses 5 1 17 S3 476
Order 55. Beggars, vagrants, prostitutes no 53 48 62 107
Order 56. Other unspecified non-productive industries • • • • *
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CHAPTEK SII# BUBSIDIABT TABLM,

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE 11.

Distribution by occupation in Natural Divisions.

Number per mille or total population supported in

OCCUPATION.

Punjab.
Indo-Gan-

,

jetic Plain

West.
;

Hima-
layan.

Sub-
Bimalayan.

North-
West Dry

Area.

Delhi.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SUB-CLASS I.—EXPLOITATION OF ANIMALS AND
VEGETATION.

605 596| 830 569 693 291

SUB-CLASS II.—EXPLOITATION OF MINERALS 1 li 1 1 .. 1

SUB-CLASS III.—INDUSTRY 193 87 222 167 309

SUB-CLASS IV.—TRANSPORT 19 21 9 17 21 61

SUB-CLASS V.—TRADE .. 69 70 24 71 77—
SUB-CLASS VL—PUBLIC FORCE .. 10 6 18 6 20

SUB-CLASS \TI.—PUBLIC ADMTNISTRATION .

.

6 6 3 5 10 18

SUB-CLASS Vin.—PROFESSIONS AND LIBERAL ARTS . 21 21 14 27 18 34

SUB-CLASS IX.—PERSONS LIVING ON THEIR INCOME . 3 3 3 3 1 9

SUB-CLASS X,—D03HESTIC SERVICE 25 27 10 31 22 49

SUB-CLASS XI.—INSUFFICIENTLY DESCRIBED OtCU-
PATIONS

23 14 6 16 51 41

SUB-CLASS Xn.—UNPRODUCTIVE 24: 24

1

7 20 34 12

%
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SCBSIDIABT TABLES
CHAFTEB xn.

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Occupations combined with agriculture (where agriculture is the subsidiary occupation).

Occupation.

Number per mille WHO ABE PABTIAIXY aOEICDl.TtrElSTS.

Punjab. Delhi.

E*rovince.

P

Indo-
Gtangetic

lain W'est

Hima- S
layan.

ub-Hima-.
layan.

i

North-
West

3ry Area. E

Indo-
Gangetio
lain West

3 t 5 6 7

SUB-CLASS I.—EXPLOITATION OF ANIMALS AND VEGE-
TATION 1 1 1

Agriculture •• •• ' •

Pasture 12 32 21 12 4

Fishing and Hunting 33 33 73 2 37 ••

Others 31 12 96 27 16

SUB-CLASS II.—EXPLOITATION OF JONERALS 20 23 6 19 2 45

SUB-CLASS m.—INDUSTRY 42
1

44 156 37 23 11

Textile 34 40 127 32 16 19

Wood 91 189 61 24 18

Metal 77 81 227 61 34 20

Ceramics 32 31 169 24 24 8

Food 22 19 76 14 14 7

Dress and the toilet 53 54 205 44 27 15

Others 28 86 30 26 5

SUB-CLASS IV.—TRANSPORT 28 23 78 33 20 1

SUB-CLASS V.—TRADE .

.

41 43 89 35 35 4

Banks, etc. 104 136 109 161 31

Textiles 27 26 96 23 21 ••

Foodstuffs . . . . . . .

,

39 41 95 30 32 7

Shopkeepers (unspecified) 32 22 44 21 35 3

Others 30 30 51 24 39 1

SUB-CLASS VI.—PUBLIC FORCE 60 59 108 S3 55 18

SUB-CLASS Vn.—PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION .

.

48 51 117 51 34 23

SUB-CLASS \m—PROFESSIONS AND LIBERAL ARTS 57
j

55 163 46 41 107

Religion 68 69 182
{

56 43 33

Others ma 36 131
i

31 37 6

SUB-CLASS IX.—PERSONS LIVING ON THEIR INCO>IE 118 112 203 121 52 2

SUB-CLASS X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE 25 26 52 27 14 6

Cooks and water-carriers, etc. 25 27 51 27 14 6

Others 25 20 67 29 21 8

SDB-CLASS XI.—INSUFFICIENTLY DESCRIBED OCCU
RATIONS .

.

14 11 42 24 10
Labourers and workmen (unspecified) 13 9 44 25 10 .•

Others 22 22 35 18 23 2

SUB-CLASS xn.—UNPRODUCTIVE .. 28 27 42 33 9 12

Beggars, vagrants and procurers, etc. .

.

23 28 43 33 10 13

Others 1 •• •• 4 •• ••
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OHAFTEB xn. SUBSIDIABY TABLES.

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

Occupations combined with agriculture (where agriculture is the principal occupation).

Lasslobss (Rest-eeceivees). CULTIVATOES (REST-PAVEES). Faem seevasts and field laboueebs.

Subsidiary occupation.

No.

per

10,000

who

follow

it.

Subsidiary Occupation,

8.-S

2 s
u 'o

ft o

Subsidiary Occupation.

No.

per

10,000

who

follow

it.

1 2 3 n 5 6

PUNJAB.

TOTAL 1,680 TOTAL TOTAL 613

Rent-payeis 244 Rent-receivers Rent-receivers 46

Agricultural labourers .

.

71 Agricultural labourers .

.

22 Rent-payers 55

Government employees of all kinds 165 General labourers General labourers 79

Money-lenders and grain-dealers 79 Government employees of all kinds .

.

Village watchmen 10

Other traders of all kinds 148 Money-lenders and grain-dealers Cattle-breeders and milkmen .

.

15

Priests Other traders of all kinds Mill hands 3

Clerks of all kinds (not Government) Fishermen and boatmen 1 Fishermen and boatmen 1

School masters 22 Cattle -breeders and milkmen 12 Rice -pounders 1

Lawyers 6 Village watchmen 6 Shopkeepers and Pedlars 11

Estate agents and managers 5 Weavers .

17 Oil-pressers S

Medical practitioners 8 Barbers 11 Weavers 49

Artisans lOJ Oil-pressers 6 Potters 3

Others • • 745 Washermen 2 Leather workers 71

Potters 9 Washermen 2

Blacksmiths and carpenters 41 Blacksmiths and carpenters 11

Others 350 Others 251

DELHI.
TOTAL 3,645 TOTAL 966 TOTAL

Rent-payers 256 Rent-receivers 91 Rent-receivers 6

Agricultural labourers .

.

10 Agricultural labourers .

.

38 Rent-payers 136

Government emxJoyees of all kinds .

.

1,546 General labourers 69 General labourers .

.

MOTey-lenders and grain-dealers 72 Government employees of all kinds .

.

191 Village watchmen .

.

Other traders of all kinds 82 Money lenders and grain-dealers IS Cattle-breeders and milkmen

Priests 164 Other traders of all kinds 17 Mill hands 2

Clerks of all kinds (not Government) Fishermen and boatmen Fishermen and boatmen ••

School masters 10 Cattle breeders and milkmen 71 Rice pounders ••

Lawyers • • Village watchmen 6 Shopkeepers and pedlars 2

Estate agents and managers Weavers 3 Oil-pressers ,

,

••

Medical practitioners • • Barbers .

.

6 Weavers

Artisans Oil-pressers •• Potters 2

Others 1,505 Washermen .

,

•• Leather workers 355

Potters • • Washermen • •

Blacksmiths and carpenters 16 Blacksmiths and carpenters .

.

24

Others 443
1

Others 97
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CHAPTER XII. SUBSIDIARY TABLES.

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Occupations of females by sub-classes and selected orders and groups.

Number of ® .
Q X

1 Number of oa (R

ACTUAL WORKERS.
1 P

ACTUAL WOBKEEa.
a a

Occupation. o
=§ Occupation.

e. Males. Females.
u «
0. <-» Males. Females. ft)

p
o S a

3 ^
3
2o iz: o

1 2 O
o 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

PUNJAB. Order 10.—Ceramics 116,163 12,180 105
52 Makers of glass and crystal ware 76 10

SUB-CLASS I.—EXPLOITATION 4,830,170 483,689 100 53 Makers of glass bangles, glass beads. 1,275 281 22C
OP ANIMALS AND VEGETA- ind neeldaces and glass ear studs, etc.
TION. 56: Brick and tile makers 28,491 3,452 121

Order 1.—Pasture and Agricul- 4,825,648 483.429 100 Order 12.—Food industries 52,805 36,131 684
TURE. 65 Rice pounders and buskers and flour 10,360 24,406 2,35fc

grinders.

1
1(a) Ordinary cuUivztion .

.

4,602,029 472,525 66 Bakers and biscuit makers 6,582 2,690 40£
1 Income from rent of land .

.

286,320 71,459 268 67 Grain parchers, etc. 6,504 7,970 1,22£
5 Field labourers .

.

229,483 27,539 120
Order 13.—Industries of dress 397,298 43,905 111

(6) Growers of special produels and 12,477 1,312 AND THE TOILET.
market gardening. 76 Hat, cap and turban makers 108 113 1,046

6 Tea, coffee, cinchona, rubber and in- 2,278 738 321 77 Tailors, milliners, dressmakers, dar- 48,458 11,160 230
digo plantations. ners, and embroiderers on linen.

(c) Forestry 9,315 1,271 136

80 Washing, cleaning and dyeing 68,417 7,171 123

9 Woodcutters, firewood, catechu, rub- 7,510 1,190 158 Order 14.—Furniture industries 1,406 145 103
ber, etc., collectors and charcoal
burners.

83 Cabinet makers, carriage painters, etc. 1,118 143 128

Order 15.—Building industries 57,575 4,685 81
{e) Saising of small animals 29 3 ’1)3 85 Lime burners, cement workers 684 148 216
Birds, bees, etc. .

.

7 3 429 87 Stone cutters and dressers 383 177 462

89 Builders ( other than buildings made 19,387 2,550 132
SUB-CLASS II.—EXPLOITATION 8,531 1,059 124 of bamboo or similar materials)
OF MINERALS. painters, decorators of houses,

Order 3.—JIines 1,111 47 42

tilers, plumbers, etc.

Zi Mines and metallic minerals (gold, 4 3 750 Order 18.—Other miscellaneous 229,420 114,391 49£
iron, manganese, etc.). AND undefined INDUSTRIES.

lOO Toy, kite, cage, fishing tackle, etc. 3,135 661 211
Order 4.—Quarries of hard 3,565 396 111 makers, taxidermists, etc.
ROCKS, OTHER MINERALS (jADE, 101 Others, including managers, persons 684 210 307
DIAJIOND3, LIMESTONE, ETC.), (other than performers) employed

in theatres and other places of pub-
OQ

Order 5.—Salt, etc. 3.855 616 lie entertainments, employees of
"'^jKock, sea and marsh salt . 688 m 267 public societies, race course service,

hiXtraction of saltpetre, alum, and 3,167 432 136 huntsmen, etc.
other substances soluble in water. 102 Contractors for the disposal of refuse, 466 402 863

dust. etc.
SUB-CLASS IIL—INDUSTRY .

.

1,418,432 344,730 238 103^Sweeper3, scavengers, etc. 168,442 112,342 667

Order 6.—Textiles 233,078 117,180 414 :SUB-CLASS IV.—TRANSPORT .

.

179,261 4,480 2£
Jt> Ootton ginning, cleaning and pressing 27,708 3,207 116
26 Cotton spinning .

.

5,890 57,049 Order 20.—Transport by water 19,995 830 42
27 Cotton sizing and weaving 230,109 51,470 224 109 Labourers employed on the construe- 2,541 301 121
25 Jute spinmng, pressing and weaving 376 120 319 tion and maintenance of atrearriQ
29,Ropo, twine and string 11,093 3.283 296 rivers and canals.
31 VVool carding and spinning 271 337 1,241
SijSilk spinners 901 lat 204 SUB-CLASS V.—TRADE 550,294 33,134 6(
35 Silk weavers 518 84 162 Order 28.—Trade in wood 6,345 867 137
37 Dyeing, bleaching, printing prepara- 2.273 440 194 125 Trade in wood (not firewood) cork. 6,345 867 137

tion and sponging of textiles. bark, bamboo thatch, etc.

3S Lace, crepe, embroideries, fringes. 482 779 l,616j
etc., and insufficiently described Order 29.—Trade in metals )
textile industries. 126 Trade in metals, macliinery, knive.s,

[
1,191 544 457

tools, etc. )
Order 7.—Hides, skins and hard 30,239 2 659 131

MATEBIA.LS FROM THE AIHilAL Order 33.—Other trade in food 297,959 19.984 67
KINGDOM. STUFFS.

39 Tanners, curriers, leather dresseR 14,627 2,305 158 133 Sellers of milk, butter, ghee, poultry. 11,170 1,798 161
and leather dyers, etc. eggs, etc.

135 Cardamom, betel-leaf, vegetables. 24,706 8,637 35C
Order 8.—^Wood .

,

168,293 7,597 46 fruit and arecanut sellers

4g Basket makers and other industries 26,647 5,306 199 139 Dealers in hay, grass and fodder 5,836 2,671 468
of wooden material including leaves 1

and the t hatchers and building Order 35.—^Tbade in furniture. . 4,443 226 51
working with bamboo or reeds or 141 Trade in furniture, carpets, curtains 1,779 190' 107
similar materials. and bedding.
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(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Occupations of females by sub*cla8ses and selected orders and groups

—

eontd.

Numbeb of
ACTUAL WOEKBBS.

OSDI!B 36. TBADE Ilf BUILDING
SLATEBIALS.

143 Trade in building materials other

than bricks, tiles and wooden ma-
terials.

Obdeb 38.—Tbade in fuel
147 Dealers in firewood, charcoal, coal,

cowdung, etc.

Obdeb 39.—Tbadk in abticles of
LUXUEY AND THOSE PEBTAINTNO
TO LETTEBS, AND THE ABT3 AND
SCIENCES.

149 Dealers in common bangles, beads,

necklaces, fans, small articles, toys,

hunting and fishing tackle, flowers,

etc.

SUB-CLASS VU.—PUBLIC AD-
MINISTBATION.

SUB-CLASS Vni.—PROFESSIONS
AND LIBERAL ARTS.

Obdeb 46.

—

Religion
165 Priests, ministers, etc.

167 Catechists, readers, church and mis-

sion service

168 Temple, burial or burning ground
service, pilgrim conductors, cir-

cumcisers.

Obdeb 48.

—

Medicine
172 Midwives, vaccinators, compounders,

nurses, masseurs, etc.

Obdeb 50.—Lettees and abts and
SCIENCES.

178 Music composers and masters, play-
ers of all kinds of musical instru-

ments (not military), singers,

actors, dancers.

55,936

174,739

105,492
93,492
2,460

jSUB-CLASS IX.—PERSONS LIV-
! ING ON THEIR INCOME.
i

Ioedee 51.—Persons living pbin-

I

CIPALLY ON THEIR INCOME.
180!Proprietors (other than of agricul-

1

tural land) fund and scholarship-

holders and pensioners.

SUB-CLASS X.—DOMESTIC SER-
VICE (Obdeb 52).

181 Cooks, water carriers, doorkeepers,

watchmen and other in-do.^r ser-

vants.

SUB-CLASS XI.—INSUFFICIENT-
LY DESCRIBED OCCUPA-
TIONS.

Order 53.

—

General terms which
DO NOT INDICATE A DEFINITE
OCCUPATION.

187 Labourers and workmen otherwise

unspecified.

SUB-CLASS XII.—UNPRODUC-
TIVE.

179,3371 41,2351 23(

22,187 42,8531

Order 55.

—

Beggars, Vagrants, I 206,896 42,633
Prostitutes.

189 Beggars, vagrants, witches, wizards, 208,784 41,631
etc.

A Do. (professional beggars) . . 207,155 41,346
B Do. (others) . . . . 1,629 285
190 Procurers and prostitutes . . . . 112 1,002

191 Order 56.—Other unclassified 4 2
NON-PBODUCTIVE INDUSTRIES.
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SDBsmuwr tabus.

(OCCUPATIONAL)-SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI.

Occupations of females by sub-classes and selected orders and groups—concluded.

DELHI.

iSUB-CLASS I.—EXPLOITATION
OF ANIMALS AND \’EGETA-

I
TION.

Oedee 1.—Pastxjee and Ageicul-
TGEE.

'(a) Ordinary cidtimtion

1 Income from rent of land .

.

4jFarm servants

5 Field labourers .

.

i(c) Forestry

9' Woodcutters, firewood, catechu, rub
' ber, etc., collectors and charcoal

burners.

•(d) Raising offarm stock .

.

lljC'attle and buffalo breeders and

,
keeixus.

SUB-CLAbS II.—EXPLOITATION
OF MINERALS.

SUB-CLASS III.—INDUSTRY .

.

1
Order 6.—Textiles

26{C'otton spimiing .

.

27!Cotton sizing and weaving
32 Weaving of woollen blankets

38 Lace, crepe, embroideries, Lingers,

;

etc., and insufficiently described

textiles industries.

Oedee 7.

—

Hides, skins and
HARD MATERIALS FROM THE ANI-

i MAL KINGDOM.
39!Tanners, curriers, leather dressers and

! leather dyers, etc.

j

Order 8.—Wood
45 Basket makers and other industries of

I

wooden material including leaves
I and thatcheiB, and bmlding

working with bamboo and reeds,

I

and similar materials.

jORDER 10.

—

Ceramics
SoiPotters and earthen pipe and bowl

j

make IS.

5b|Bnck and tile makers

I
Order 12.—Food industries

60'Rice pounders and huskeis and flour

i grinders.

67:Grain parcheis, etc.

|Oedee 13.—Industries of dress
AND THE TOILET.

77lTailors, milhners, dress makers, dar-

I

ners, and embroiderers on linen.

78|Shoe, bout and sandal makers
SOjWashing, cleaning and dyeing
SllBarbers, hairdressers, and wigmakers

IOrder 1.').—Building industries
SGlExcavatoiii and well sinkers

89iBuilders (other than buildings made
1 of bamboo or similar materials),

j

painters, decorators of houses
i tilers, plumbers, etc.

IOeder 18.—Other miscellaneous

I

AND undefined INDUSTRIES.
lOSjSweejiers and scavengers, etc .

'sub-class IV.—transport .

.

iOrder 21.

—

Transport by road ..

112lLabourers employed on roads and
i bridges.

llS'Owners, managers and employees

j

(excluding personal servants) con-
nected with mechanically driven
vebiefes (including trams^

jACTUAL WOSKEKS.

Males. Females.

3 4

40,864 3,27S

50,683 10,570

5,672 1,167

2,393 271

9,360 2,83ll

4,778 2,737

14,516 17
5,929 13

16 6

Females.

!sub-cla8S V.—trade
IOrdeb 33.

—

Other trade in food
stuffs.

135 Cardamom, betel leaf, vegetables,

fruit, and arecanut sellers.

139 Dealers in hay, grass and fodder
Order 38.

—

Trade in fuel.
147 (Dealers in firewood, charcoal, coal,

cowdung, etc.)

Order 39.

—

Trade in articles of
LUXURY AND THOSE PERTAINING
TO LETTERS AND THE ARTS AND
SCIENCES.

150 Publishers, booksellers, stationers,

dealers in music, pictures, musical
instruments and curiosities.

SUB-CLASS VII.—PUBLIC AD-
MINISTRATION.

SUB-CLASS VIII.—PROFESSIONS
AND LIBERAL ARTS.

Order 46.—Religion
165 Priests, ministers, etc.

167 Catechists, readers, church and mis-
sion service.

168 Temple, burial or burning ground
service, pilgrim conductors, circum
cisers.

Order 48.

—

Medicine
172 Midwives, vaccinators, compounders,

nurses, masseurs, etc.

Order 49.

—

Instruction
173 Professors and teachers of aU kinds

Order 50.

—

Letters and arts and
sciences.

1 78 Music composers and masters, players
on all kinds of musical instruments
(not military) singers, actors,

and dancers.
1 79,Conjurors, acrobats, fortune-tellers,

j

reciters, exhibitors of curiosities

and wild animals.

SUB-CLASS IX.—PERSONS LIV-
ING ON THEIR INCOME.

Order 61.

—

Persons living prin-
cipally ON THEIR INCOME

180 Proprietors (other than of agricul-

I
tural land) fund and scholarship-

holders and pensioners.

SUB-CLASS X.—DOMESTIC SER-
VICE (Order 52).

181 Cooks, water carriers, doorkeepers,

watchmen and other indoor ser-

vants.
I

jSUB-CLASS XL—INSUFFICIENT

I

LY DESCRIBED OCCUPATIONS

(Order 53.—General terms wthich
DO not indicate a definite

j

OCCUPATION.)
187 Labourers and workmen other-

wise unspecified.

SUB-CLASS Xn.—UNPRODUC-
I

TIVE.
.Order 55.—Beggars, vagrants,

j

pEOsnruTES.
189,Beggars, vagrants, witches, wizards,

etc.

A Do. (professional beggars) .

.

531 206 388

1

34 5 147

1,212 723 597
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(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Selected occupations 1921, 1911 and 1^.

PtrujAB AND Delhi.

Population Population Population Population Population
supported supported supported supported supported
in 1921. in 1921. in 1921. in 1911. in 1901.

' CLASS A.—PRODUCTION OF RAW MATERIALS.

SUB-CLASS I—EXPLOITATION OF ANIMALS
AND VEOETATION.

Order 1.—Pasture and Agriculture

1
(a) Ordinary Cultivation

j
Income from rent of land

2 Ordinary cultivatoiB

3 Agents, managers of landed estates (not planters), clerks,

rent collectors.

4 Farm servants

g Field labourers

(6) Qrowers oj special products and market gardening

0 Tea, code, cinchona, rubber, indigo plantations

7 Fruit, flower, vegetable, betel, vine, arecanut, etc. growers

(c) Forestry

9 Wood cutters, firewood, catechu, rubber, etc. collectors an(

charcoal burners.,

)
Lac collectors

(d) Saising of Farm stock

[
Cattle, buft'aio breeders and keepers

j
Sheep, goat and pig breeders

}
Breeders of other animals (horses, mules, camels, asses, etc

t
Herdsmen, shepherds, goat-herds, etc.

Order 2.—Fishing and hunting

j
Fishing

j
Hunting

SUB-CLASS II.—EXPLOITATION OF MINERALS

Order 3.—Hines

)
Coal Mines

1

Order 4.—Quarries of hard rocks—(Other minerals

jade, diamonds, limestone, etc.).

Order 5.—Salt, etc.

I
Rock, sea and marsh salt

Extraction of saltpetre, alum and other substances soluble

I
in water.

i CLASS B.—PREPARATION AND SUPPLY OF MATERIAL
SUBSTANCES.

SOE-CLASS III.—INDUSTR T

Order 6.—Textiles
Cotton ginning, cleaning and pressing

Cotton spinning

Cotton sizing and weaving
Jute spinning, pressing and weaving

Rope, twine and string

Other fibres (cocoanut, aloes, fiax, hemp, straw, etc).

Wool, carding and spinning

Weaving of woollen blankets

Weaving of woollen carpets

Silkspinners

1 Silk weavers • • •

Dyeing, bleaching, printing, preparation and sponging of

textiles.

Lace, crepe, embroideries, fringes and insufficiently descri

ed textile industries.

Order 7.—Hides, skins, and hard materials from the
ANIMAL KINDGDOM.

Tanners, curriers, leather dressers and leather dyers, etc. .

Makers of leather articles such as trunks, water b^, sad-

dlery or harness, etc.

Furriers and persons occupied with feathers and bristles,

brush makers.

Bone, ivory, horn, shell, etc., workers (except buttons)

15,213,502

15,176,933'^

14,775,303'

1,008,1 72j

12,619,6131

15,356,552 14,538,276j 14,169,

15,333,515 14,502,144 14,152,

15,318,655 14,489,815] 14,142,1-56

4,910,796 14,016,144 13,887,950

1,012,936 625,869! 8,915,669

12,738,099 12,188,1421 4,537,431

508,841

637,318 .

32,109

4,130
27,979
23,156
18,936'

4
3o2,oo3

75,408
12,512

1,883

262,750
14,860
12,436
2,424

1,192,187 433,653

711

20,121

46,081

23,649

6,273
17,376

20,832

406,766 209,723

39,444

6,328

2,096
358,898
12,299
10,162
2,137

19,322
22,853
7,625

160,023
10,486
7,326

3,160

7,300,932 7,179,75a 7,200,110

4,985,014 4,915,027 5,145,087

1,033,073 1,087,888

92,982 89,743

1
1,307 1,449

31,898 8,349
700 32,223

1,304,624

139,301

959,688

898 )

9,335

592 J
3,370 1 , 0 ^1 ,

1,796 J

8,231 18,786

73,381\ 318,763

312,260
^906

-1-480.8

+39T
—49-7
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SUBSrOIABY TABLESOHAFTBB Xn.

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Selected occupations 1921, 1911 and continued.

Punjab. Delhi. Ptojab and Delhi.
Percentage

6 OCCUPATION.
Popnlation Population Population Population Population

of

variatirm

a supported supported supported supported supiwrted 1911—^1921

0
Ou
o

in 1921. in 1921. in 1921. in 1911. in 1901.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Orders.—Wood 503,258 6,935 515,193 484,719 374,926 -f6-3

43 Sawyers 12,686 86 12,772

1
380,649 275,420 -fir9

44 Carpenters, turners and joiners 407,267 5,819 413,086

45 Basket makers, and other industries of woody material 88,305 1,030 89,335 104,100 99,606 —14'2

including leaves and tha'chens and builders working
with bamboo, reeds or other similar materials

-1-3-7Order 9.—Metals 239,156 9,814 248,970 240,096 326,525

46 Forging and rolling of iron and other metals .

.

1,971 532 2,503 937 1,806 -f-167-1

47 Makers of arms, guns, etc. 252 161 403 115 884 -{-250 "4

48 Other workers in iron and makers of implements and tools

298,775principally or exclusively of iron. 211,486 6,942 217,428 217,927
—

*2

49 Workers in brass, copper and bell metal 24,195 2,541 26,736; 18,943 19,577 -1-41

T

Order 10.

—

Cer.amics 369,595 10,104 379,699 352,704 309,831 +7-7

52 Makers of glass and crystal ware 172 297 469 )
-1-20 -353 Makers of glass bangles, glass beeds and necklaces and glass

[
3,079 7,653

ear-studs etc. 3,236 3,236
284,496 -1-5-3So Potters and earthen pipe and bowl makers 293,443 6,213 299,656 270.043

56 Brick and tile makers 71,658 3,452 75,110 64,788 31,838 -1-15'9

Order 11.

—

Che.mical products properly so-called, 155,809 4,625 160,434 128,225 127,063 +25-1

AND ANALOGOUS
-42-460 Manufacture of dyes, paint and ink 355 16 371 644 2,215

61 Manufacture and refining of vegetable oils 147,117 2,633 149,750

1

120,650 114,793 -)-24-3
62 Manufacture and refining of mineral oils 158 158

Order 12.

—

Food industries 215,033 7,440 222,473 289,684 335,091 -23-2

65 Rice pounders and buskers and flour'grinders .

.

69,STi 1,496 71,373 113,318 173,458 —37
66 Bakers and biscuit makers 24,128 886 25,014 38,728 38,830 -35-4

67 Grain parohers, etc. 31,299 388 31,687 35,682 63,358 -11-2

68 Butchers 41,701 1,195 42,896 46,456 39,996 —7-7

71 Makers of sugar, molasses and gur 2,995 121 3,116 1,964 3,254 -1-68-7

72 Sweetmeat makers, preparers of jam and condiments, etc. 42,004 2,534 44,538 61,796 22,411 •-14

73 Brewers and distillers 1,944 238 2,182 246 1,765 -1-787

Order 13.

—

Industries of dress and the toilet 1,276,750 39,145 1,315,895 1,147,862 964,788 +14-6

77 Tailors, milliners, dress makers, darners and embroiderers 155,789 6,769 162,558 151,966 108,963 +7
on linen.

78 Shoe, boot and sandal makers 653,893 18,981 672,874 640,490 440,253 +24-5

80 Washing, cleaning and dyeing 186,242 5,575 191,815 177,671 126A46 +8
81 Barbers, hair dressers and wig makers 276,095 5,833 281,928 271,061 282,158 +4

Order 14.

—

Furniture rNDUSTRiES 4,641 924 5,565 8,759 3,026 -36-5

83 Cabinet makers, carriage painters, etc. 3,834 902 4,736 8,724 2,251 —45-7

84 Upholsterers, tent makers, etc. 807 22 829 35 775 -l-2,268-6

Order 15.—Building industries .

.

159,261 18,207 177,468 272,168 132,357 -34-S
85 Lime burners, cement workers 2,088 469 2,557 1,805 3,337 +411
86 Excavators and well sinkers 3,734 75 3,809 6,604 5,331 —42-3

87
88

Stone cutters and dressers .,

Brick layers and masons
1,494

96,974

179
11,753

1,673
108,727 1

164,031 106,989 -32-7

89 Builders (other than buildings made of bamboo or similar 54,971 5,731 60,702 99,728 16,700 —39-1

materials) painters, decorators of houses, tilers, plum-
lieis, etc.

Order 16.—Construction op means of transport 1,184 366 1,550 1,734 2,843 -106
90 Persons engaged in making, assembling or repairing motor 96 203 299

} —18-1vehicles, cycles. ) 1,684 2,620
91 Carriage, cart, palki, etc. makers and wheelwrights 959 121 1,080 3

92 Ship, boat aeroplane builders 129 42 171 50 223 -f242
93 Order. 17.—Production and transmission of Physical 1,659 1,490 3,149 1,610 890 +95-6

forces (heat, light, eleotricity MonvB powers,
etc.) (Gas workers and electric light power).

Order 18.—Other miscellaneous and undefined in- 819,575 28,689 848,164 807,581 9U,960 +5
dustries.

94 Printers, lithographers, engravers, etc. 3,928 714 4,642 4,869 5,873 —4-7
96 Makers of musical instruments 89 108 197 365 1,102 —46
97 Makers of watches and clocks and optical, photographic. 1,696 335 1,931 1,784 734 -f8-2

mathematical and stHgical instrun-.ents.
183,948 190,89298 Workers in precious stones and metals, enamelleis, imita- 175,696 8,252 135,240 -3-6

tion jewellery makers, gilders, etc.
988 2,479 8,91999 Makers of bangles, or •eads or neckl.ioes of other materials 1,491 3,560 —72-2

than glass and makers of spangles
,
rosaries, lingams

and sacred threads.
9

16,073
1.882

636,646 1
591,270103

103

Contractors for the disposal of refuse, dust, etc.

Sweepers, scavengers, etc, . . • .

1,873
621,573 786,602 +T1
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(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIL

Selected occupations 1921, 1911 and 1901

—

continued.

1

Punjab, i Delhi.

i

Punjab and Delhi.
Percentage

Group

No. OCCUPATION.
! .

'

1

Population jPopuIation

1

supported
j
supported

1 in 1921. ; in 1921.
1

1

1 1

'

j

Population iPopulation iPopulation
supported supjjorted supported
in 1921. ! in 1911,

j

in 1901.

'

; i

variation

1911—
192).

I

SUB-CLASS IV.—TRANSPORT .. ..1

i

j

Obdeb 20.

—

Tra.vsport by water .

.

107
I

Ship owners and their employees, ship hrokere, ship’s

1 officers, engineers, mariners and firemen.

08
I
Persons (other than labourers) employed on the maintenance

j

of streams, harbours, docks, rivers and canals (includ-

ing construction).

109 Labourers employed on the construction and maintenance of

streams, harbours, docks, rivers and canals.
10 Boat owners, boatmen and towmen

Obdeb 21.

—

Tsaitspoet by road .

.

Ill Persons (other than labourers) employed on the construc-

tion and maintenance of roads and bridges.

12 Labourers employed on roads and bridges

13 Owners, managers and employees (excluding personal ser-

vants) connected with mechanically driven vehicles

(including trams).

114 Owners, managers and employees (excluding personal ser-

vants) connected with other vehicles

15 Palki, etc., bearers and owners
16 Pack, elephant, camel, mule, ass and bullock owners and

drivers.

117 Porters and messengers

Obdeb 22.

—

Traespoei by bail .

.

18 Railway employees of all kinds other than coolies

i

19 Labourers employed on railway construction and mainte-
nance and coolies and porters employed on railway
premises.

120 Obdeb 23.

—

Post OmcB, Teleobaph and Telephoith Seb-
YICES.

I
SUB-CLASS V.—TRADE

Obdeb 24.—Banks, establishoients or cbedit, ex-
change AND insurance (BANK M.ANAGERS, MONEY-
LENDEES, EXCHANGE AND INSITRANOE AGENTS, MONEY
CHANGERS AND BROKERS AND THEIR EMPLOYEES.)

Obdeb 25.—Brokerage, commission and export (brok-
ers, commission agents, commercial travellers,
WABE-HOtrSE owners AND EMPLOYEES).

Order 26.

—

^Trade in textiles—(Trade in piece-goods,
wool, cotton, silk, hair and other textiles ).

Obdeb 27.

—

Trade in skins, leather and pubs—(Trade
in skins, leather, furs, feathers, horn, etc. and articles

made from these).

Order 28.

—

^Trade in wood—(Trade in wood (not fire-

wood) cork, bark, bamboo, thatch, etc. and articles

mrde from these).

Order 29.

—

Trade in METAr.s—(Trade in metals, ma-
chinery, knives, tools, etc).

Obdeb 31.—Trade in chemical pkoducts—(Trade in
• chemical products (drugs, dyes, paints, petroleum,

explosive, etc).

Order 32.—Hotels, cafes and restaurants etc.
Vendors of wine, liquors, aerated water and ice, etc.

Owners and managers of hotels, cookshops, sarais, eti;., and
their employees.

Obdeb 33.—Other trade in food stuffs
Ksh dealers

Grocers and sellers of vegetable oil, salt and other condi-
ments.

Sellers of milk, butter, ghee, poultry, eggs, etc.

Sellers of sweetmeats, sugar, gur and molasses
; Cardamom, betel leaf, vegetables, fruit and arecanut sellers

Grain and pulse dealers

Tobacco, opium, ganja, etc., sellers

Dealers in sheep, goats, pigs

Dealers in hay, grass, fodder
Order 34.—^Trade in clothing and the toilet articles
Trade in ready-made clothing and other articles of dress

and the toilet (bats, umbrellas, socks, ready-made
shoes, perfumes, etc.).

487,660|
I

239
'

30,047]

20,6471

246,506\

2,60 9j

1,492

1

1 58,51
9j

45,401

161,827

126,384

35,443

21,606

1,722,710

161.486

130,620

26,280

4,66^

26.593\

916,228
1,476

675,477

3

29,926

888

28,250\

16|

13,834i

4

517,586

58,276
239;

709,lS0i

10S,140\

491

6

455,809

20,692;

259,804

2,697] I

6,580 )

164,)

21,118

427,750]

58,919|

21,650
288,484

3,372|

161,472]

47,516
175,651

134,606

2,231

213,618]

i

111,635]

149,453]

149,4531

2,044
203,228

23,572' 23,787, 18,9531

75,622|

5,474]

,798,332,
]

1,555,601, 1,599,214 -M5-e

166,960, 193,890'
1

179,501 —13-9

32,519

i

20,28-2] 46,017 +23-7

142,33-2

1

113,260\
\

58,773 +25-7

27,029 29,762 6,482 —9-2

1

21,077'i

j

17,427 13,254 +20-9

5,205'
1

5,918 486 -12

28,738^

1

42,420 14,610 -32-3

11,00^, 5,474 12,057 +16-2
8,555' 7,288 3,940 -H7-4
2,450: 2,186 8,117 -i-121

944,478\

1,492;

689,311!

37,544;

9,155 ;

93,134;

71,488

8,341

16,659
18,354

31,543

277,996]

656|

5,248

45,529
11,695
91,240
90,807
7,647

9,006
16,168

34M9

717,71l\ +239-7
3,3661 -hl27-4

55,364 -f13,034-7

—17-5

-21-7
+21
—21-3

-P91
-f73-»
+U’^

51,489
34,314

162,389
322,893

10,006
36,048
42,842
25,964
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(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Selected occupations 1921, 1911 and 1901

—

continued.

Punjab. Delhi.

Population Population
supported supported
in 1921. in 1921.

Pensentage
of

variation
1911—
1921.

I

Orbee 35.—Trade in furniture .

.

Hlj Trade in furniture, carpets, curtains, and bedding
112] Hardware, cooking utensils, porcelain, crockery, glassware,

j

bottles, articles of gardening, etc.

I Order 37.—Trade in means of te.ansport
111| Dealers and hirers in mechanical transport, motors, cycles, etc.
115; Dealers and hirers in other carnages, carts, boats, etc.
14b| Dealers and hirers of elephants, camels, horses, cattle, asses,

mules, etc.

_|
Order 38.—Trade in fuel

11
‘I

Dealers in firewood, charcoal, coal, cowdimg, etc.
, Order .39.—Trade in articles of luxury and those
j

PERTAINING TO LETTERS AND THE ARTS AND THE
; SCIENCES.

llSj Dealers in precious stones, jewellerj- (real or imitation) clocks
' and optical instruments, etc.'

liy, Dealers in common, bangles, bend necklaces, fans, small
1 articles, toys, hunting and fishing tackle, flowers, etc,

150 Publishers, boolcseilei's, stationers, rlealers in music, pictures,

I
musical instruments and ciinooitks.

Order 40.

—

Trade of other sorts
151! Dealers in rags, stable refuse, etc.
lo-i General storekcepei's and shopkeepers otherw'isc unspecified
153, Itinerant traders, pedlars, haw kers, etc.
154 Other trader’s (including farmeis of pounds, tools and

! markets).

;

CLASS C.—PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION AND LIBERAL
i ARTS.
I

j

SUB-CLASS VI.—PUBLIC FORCE

Order 41.—Army
153 Army (Imperial) ..
156 Army (Indian States)

, . ] [

’

Order 44.—Police
, . [ [

1 59 Police
I

’

160 Watchmen
, .

’ ’

SUB-CLA^fS VII.—PUBLIC ADMISISTRATIOE
Order 45.—

161 Service of the State
1 62 Service of Indian or foreign State ,

.

163 Municipal and other local (not village) service
"

'
i

!

164 Village officials and servants other fhan watchmen
SUB-CLASS VllI.—PUOFEiSlOES ASD LIBERAL

ARTS.
Order 46.

—

Religion
165 Priests, ministers, etc. . .

”

1 66 ^ligions mendicants . inmates of monasteries, etc.
!

'.

readers, church and mission service .

,

168 Temple, burial or burning ground service, pilgrims, con-
ductors, circumcisers.

Order 47.—Laiv
169 Lawyers of all kinds including Kazis, law agents and

'

mukhtiars.
170 Lawyers’ clerks, petition --writers, etc.

Order 48.—Medicine
171 Medical practitioners of all kinds including dentists, occu-

lists and veterinary surgeons,
172 Midwives, vaccinators, compounders, nurses, masseurs, etc.

Order 49.—Instruction ,. ..
173 Professors and teachers of all kinds

174 Clerks and servants connected -with education .

.

Order 50.—Letters and arts and sciences i

!

177 Authors, editors, journalists, artiste, photographers, sculpt"
tors, astronomers, meteorologists, botanists, astroloeers
etc.

178 Music composers and masters, players on all kinds of musi-
cal instruments (not military), singers, actors and
dancers.

179 Conjarors, tKrobats, fortune tellers, reciters, exhibitors of
curiosities and wild animals.
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OBAFTEB XU. 8UBSIDIABT TABLBS.

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VH.

Selected occupations 1921, 1911 and 1901—concluded.

OCCUPATION.

Punjab. Delhi,
j

Punjab and Delhi.

1

Population
supported
in 1921.

Population'Po pulation^Population
supported

j

supported supported

in 1921. in 1921. in 1911.

Population
supported
in 19J1.

CLASS D.—MISCELLANEOUS

SUB-GTASS IX.—PERSONS LIVIBQ ON THEIR
INCOME. Okdee 51.—Persons livinq princi-

pally ON THEIR INCOME

—

Proprietors (other than agricultural land) fund and
scholarship-holders and pensioners.

SUB-CL.iSS X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE—Obvep. (52)

Cooks, water carriers, doorkeepers, watchmen and other

indoor servants.

Private grooms, coaehmen, dog bojs, etc.

Private motor drivers and cleaners .

.

SUB-CLASS XI.—INSUFFICIENTLY DESCRIBED
OCCUPATIONS—(Order 53.

—

General terms
WHICH DO NOT INDICATE A DEFINITE OCCUPATION.)

Manufacturers, businessmen and contractors otherwise un-
(

specified.
|

Cashiers, accountants, book-keepers, clerks and employees in

unspecified offices, warehouses and shops.

Labourers and workmen otherwise unspecified .

.

SUB-CLASS XIL—UNPRODUCTIVE .. % ..

Order 54.

—

Inmates of jails, asylums, and hospitai.s .

. j

7

Inmates of jails, asylums, and almshouses.
|
J

Order 65.

—

Beggars, Vagrants, prostitutes . .i

Order 56.

—

Other unclassified non-productive Indus-
j

TRIES.

1,884,529 53,683j 1,938,212; 1,430,313 2,323,8

63,915 4,376: 68,2911 58,971 63,9

639,103 23,688 662,791 507,7271
{

594,872

595,387 20,379 615,766 476,505j 568,010

42,283

1,433

3,199
110

45,482

1,543

•)
j

t 31,222

r
264,630

26,862

572,934 19,989 592,923 854^164

1 9,240 1,487 20,727 13 ,
207

'

16,084

26,880 2,252 29,1.32 26,846 85,048

524,533 16,246 540,779 224
,
144

'

747,874

608,577 5,630 614,207 598,985 810,864

15,993
212 16,235 14,405 18,076

592,569
15

5,3SS
"

591,951
15 1

5S4,5S0 192,188
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(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII.

Occupations of selected castes.

Caste and occcpatiok. Caste and occrpATioN.

’io
s- d
i S {i

£ S

S ? S

PUNJAB

-

AGGAEWAL (Hindu}—
I.—Exploitation of ANiiiALS and vegetation .

Income from re nt of land

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Others
III.—Industeies
V.—Teade
VII.—Public admintsteation

IX.—Peesons living on theie income

X.—Domestic seevice

Others

AHIR (Hindu)

—

I,—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Raisers of livestock, etc.

Others

IV.—Teanspoet
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others

X.—Domestic service

Others

ARAIN (Mcsalman)—
I. Exploitation of animals and vegetation .

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others

III.—^Industeies

IV.—Teanspoet
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others

V.—Teaue
Xn.—

L

aBOUEERS. UNSPECmED
Othees

ARORA (Hindu)

—

^Exploitation of animals ant) vegetation .

Income from rent of land

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Others
III.—Industeies

Artisans and other workmen, etc.

Others

IV.—Teanspoet
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others

V.—^Teade

VI.—Public poece

Vn.—PUBUC ADMINISTKATION

Vui.—

A

rts and professions

X.—^Domestio service

XII.—Labourers unspecified ..

Othep-s

ARORA (SiKH>—
j Exploitation of aktmals and vbgetation

Income from rent of land

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Others
TTT—Industries
rV.—

T

ransport
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
V.

—

Trade
VII. Publio administbation
VIII—Arts and peofessioss

IX. Persons livino on theie incojib

ARORA SIKH—C9«c/«d;(?.

X.—Domestic service
XII. LaBOUEEES UNSPEOrFIED
Xni.—

B

eggars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

Others

AWAX (Musalman)

—

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation .

Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
III.—Industries
IV.—Transport
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
VI.—PuRLic force
XII.—Labourers unspeoified
XIU.—Beggars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

Others

IJBARWALA (Musalman)

—

I
L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation .

Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others . . . . .

.

in.—

I

ndustries
IV.—Transport
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
V.—Trade
VI.—Public foece

X.—Domestic service
xn.—

L

aBOUBEES UNSPEcmED
XIII.—Beggars, peostitutes, etc. .

.

Others

BAWARIA (Hindu)—
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
III.—Industeies
rV.—

T

eanspoet
V.—Trade
VI.—Public force
XII.—Laboueees unspecified
Xm.—BEGGASS. PROSTITUTES, CRIMINAL
AND INMATES OF JAILS AND AST
LUMS
Othees

BHABAI (Musalman)—
I.—Exploitation op animals and vegetation

Income from rent of land
Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
in.—Industries
V.—Trade
VIII.

—

-Arts and professions
xn.—Laboueees unspecified
XIII.—BEGGARS, PROSTITUTES, ORIML
NALS AND INMATES OF JAILS AND

ASYLUMS ..
‘

Others
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BILOCH (Musalman)—
I.

—

Explottation op animals and TEOBTATION
Income from rent of land , ,

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

, ,

Field labourers, wood cutters, eto.

Raisers of livestock, eto. .

.

. .

Others , ,

in.—Industries , ,

IV.—TRANSPORT
X.—Domestio serviob , ,

xn.—Labourers unspboipied
Xni.—Beooars, prostitutks, eto , *

Others • •

BRAHMAN (Hindu)—
I.

—

Exploitation op animals and VBOHTATIOK
Income from rent of land

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood outtere, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etd. .

.

Others
ni.—Industries

Artiaans and other workmen
Others . .

IV.

—

Transport
Labourers, boatmen, eto. , •

Others ...

V.

—

Trade
VI.

—

PuBLIO POBOB
vn. PUBLIO administbation
vni.—.^TS AND PBOPESSION3 . .

Religion

Others . »

X.—Domestic serviob
xn.—Labourers unspecipied . .

Xni,—Beggars, prostitutes, etc.

Others , ,

CHAMAR (Hindu)—
I.

—

Exploitation op animals and VSOHTATIOSI
Income from rent of land

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, eto.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
rV.—^Transport
xn.—Labourers unspboihed . .

Others . •

CHAMAR (Sikh)—
I.—Exploitation op animals and TBaETATIOX
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

, ,

Field labonreis, wood cutters, eto. , ,

Raisers of livestock, eto. .

.

, ,

Others . •

III.—INDUSTRIES . .

.Pisans and other workmen . .

Others . •

rV.—^Tbanspobt , ,

Labourers, boatmen, etc. . .

Othen . .

XTT.—Labourebs unspeoipied , ,

XTTT-—Beggars, pbostitutss, etc. , ,

Others . .

QHnmBA (Hindu)

—

1 L—ExfisOitatioh or aiomals and TsoRAXioir
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

, ,

Field labourers, wood cutters, eto. ,

,

Bauen of liveetook, etc. .

.

Othen

CHHIMBA (Hisdc)

—

concluded.

III. iHDtrSTBIES
Atiiaant and other teorkmm

TV.—Transport
V.—Trade
XIL—Labotjbers DNSPUOiraD
Others

mrrmfRA (SisHy—
l.—^Exploitation op animals and tboetatiom

Inoome from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Baisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others , . . , .

m.—Industries
Artisant and other workmen
Others

V.—Trade
Others

CHHIMBA (Mtjsalman)

—

I.—Exploitation op animals and veoetation
Income from rent of land .

.

Cultivators of aU kinds
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Raisers of livestock, etc. . . .

.

Others • • * . • *

in.—

I

ndustries
Artieana and other workmen .

.

Others . . . . .

.

IV.—Transport
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
V.—^Tradb
X.—^Domestic service
Xn.—

L

abourers unspecipied
Xm.—

B

eooars, prostitutbs, eto. .

.

Others . . .

CHUHRA (Hindu)—
1.—Exploitation op animals and veoetation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, eto.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
in.—

I

ndustries
Artisans and other workmen

xn.—

L

abourers uNSPEornsD
XUI.—Beooars, prostitutbs, eto. .

.

Others _
CHUHRA (Sikh)—

I.—Exploitation op animals and vxohtation
Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, eto.

Raisers of livestook, eto. .

.

Others
IIL—Industries . i

Artisans and other workmen
VI. PUBLIO POROK
xn.—

L

abourers unspecipibd

[

XnL—

B

eooars, prostithtbs, eto. ..

Otssss »

•

DAOl AND KOLI (Hindu;)^
I.—Exploitation op animals and vEonAXiON

Cultivators of dU kinds

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
in.—

I

ndustries
Artiaans Mid other workmen
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Occupations of selected castes

—

continued.

Caste and occupation.

Number

per

1,000

woikeiB

engaged

in

each

occupation.

Number

of

female

workers

per

100

males.

Caste and occupation.

Number

per

1,000

workers

engaged

in

each

occupation.

Number

of

female

workers

per

100

males.

1 2 3 1 2 3

DHANAK (Hindu)— GUJJAR (Musalman)

—

L—Exploitation op animals and vegetation 315 24 L—Exploitation of animals ASD VEGETATION 907 7
Income from rent of land 2 4 Cultivators of aU kinds 893 7

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

123 23 Others 14

Eield labourers, wood cutters, etc. 118 35 IV.—Teanspoet 15
Eaisei's of livestock, etc. .

.

66 12 XII.—Laboueees unspecified 16
Others 6 1 Othees 62 17

IIL—Industeies 353 15
IV.—^Tbanspoet 14 18 HARNI (Musalman)

—

X.—DOMESTIC SERIVCE 79 I.—Exploitation of animals AND VEGETATION 547 5
Xn.—

L

aboueees unspecified 52 62 Income from rent of land 26 26
Othbbs 48 43 Cultivators of all kinds .

.

440 5
Field labourers, wood cutters etc. 43 2

DHOBI (Musalman).

—

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

37 .

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation 172 2 Others 1

Income from rent of land 7 13 IIL—Industeies 12 50
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

128 1 IV.—Teanspoet 18m
Eield labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

23 2 V.—Teade 54
Raisers of livestiick, etc. .

.

13 4 XII.—Laboueees unspecified 42
Others 1 XIIL—Beggabs, peostitutes. CBIMINAIS. AND 309

III.—Industeies 740 16 INMATSS OF JAILS AND ASYLTW.
Artiaana and other workman . . .

.

740 IK Othees 18
X.—Domestic sebvice 11 16
xn.—

L

aboueees unspecipied 29 43 JAT (Hindu)-
XIIL—Beooaes, peostitutes. etc. .

.

15 19 1.—Exploitation of animals AND VEGETATION 959 id
Othees 33 9 Cultivators of all kinds 937

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

19 10
0OGAR (Musalman)

—

Others 3
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation 947 3 Othees 41

Cultivators of all kinds 895 4
Eield labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

11 7
Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

40 JAT (Sikh)

—

Others .

,

1 1.—Exploitation of animals AND VEGETATION 960 4
Othees 53 21 Cultivators of all kinds 939 4

Raisers of livestock etc. .

,

15

EAQIR (Musalman)

—

others 6 1

L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation 291 1 VI.—Public foece 12
Income from rent of land 17 14 Othees 25 11
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

199 3
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc ... 45 6 JAT (Musalman)

—

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

29 1 1.—Exploitation of animals AND VEGETATION 862 3
Others 1 12 Cultivators of all kinds 795 3

III.—Industeies 35 65 Field labourers, wood cutters. etc. 24 1
IV.—Teanspoet 14 Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

42 2
V.

—

^Teade 16 5 Others 1
VIIL—Aets and peofessions 7 IIL—Industeies 27

Religion 4 IV.

—

^Teanspoet 21 2
Others 58 Labourers, boatmen, etc. 20 2

X.—Domestic seevtce 13 7 Others 1 1
XIL

—

Laboueees unspecified 21 18 X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE 11 9
XIIL—BEGGARS, PROSTITUTES. CRIMI- XII.—Laboueees UNSPEcnTED 31 1€
NALS AND INMATES OF JAILS AND XIII.

—

Beggabs, peostitutes, ETC. 18 15
ASYLUMS .. 566 Othees 30 4
Othees 14 4

GHIRATH (Hindu)— JHIWAR (Hindu)—
L

—

Exploitation op animals and vegetation 928 27 I.—Exploitation of animals AND VEGETATION 209 IS
Cultivators of all kinds 893 25 Income from rent of land 11 17
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. 13 14 Cultivators of all kinds .

.

123 9
Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

15 13 Field labourers, wood cutters. etc. 55 8
Others 7 Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

14 2
Others , . . , ,

,

72 12 Others 6
GUJJAR (Hindu)— m.

—

Industeies 63 29L

—

Exploitation of animals and vegetation 911 12 Artisans and other workmen 29
Cultivators of all kinds . . . . ,

.

904 14 Others L 3
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

6 9 IV.—Teanspoet
161 9

Others 1 2 Labourers, boatmen, etc. H
in.

—

Industeies 23 188 Others o
IV.—^Teanspoet 14 2 V.—Teade
X

—

^Domestic seevtce X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE 10

XIL

—

^Laboueees unspecified 27 13 xn.

—

LaBOUBEBS UNBPKCIFniD
Othees IS 10 Othees

22
10

1C
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Occupations of selected castes

—

continued.

Casts asd occttpatioh.

Number

per

1,000

workers

engaged

in

each

occupation.

Number

of

female

workers

per

100

males.

Caste and occupation.

Number

of

female

workers

per

100

males.

1 B 1 m 3

JHIWAR (Sikh)

—

KAMBOH (Kamboj) Musalman—-

L—Exploitation op animals and vegetation Hi I.—Exploitation op animals AND VEGETATION 3

Income from rent of land Cultivators of all kinds 707 3

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Hi^ Field labourers, wood cutters. etc. 21 7

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. Raisers of U vestock, etc. .

.

32 4

Others 6 1 Others 2 2

in.—

I

nddstbies 25 33 ni.—

I

ndustbies 36 62

IV.—^Teanspobt 9 Artisans and other workmen Jh 66

V.—Tbade 23 Others 1

X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE 789 56 rv.—^Tbanspobt 32

Othebs 49 24 V.—^Tbade 32

X—Domestic sebvice 10 2

JHIWAR (Mhsalman)

—

XII. LaBOUBEBS UNSPECmED 31 28

L—Exploitation op animals and vegetation 124 3 XIIL—Beggabs, pbostitutes. ETC. 11 16

Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

3 Othebs 26 5

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. 21 2

Others 23 2 KANET (Hindu)

—

in,—^Indhstbies 54 78 I.—Exploitation of animals AND VEGETATION 972 48

IV.—Tbanspobt 1 Cultivators of all kinds 942 49

Laboureis and boatmen, etc. 17 1 Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. 7
1

Others 3 221 Raisers of I’vestock, etc. .

.

20 00

V.—Tbade 18 5 Others 3 2

X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE 715 57 Othebs 28 17

XII. LABODBEBS tTNSPKCrPrED 36
XIIL—BeoGABS, PBOSTirtlTES, etc. 9 46 KASHMIRI (Musalman)—
Oihebs 24 37 I.—Exploitation op animals AND VEGETATION 1^ 4

Income from rent of land 14 23

Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

117 4

JULAHA (Hindit)

—

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. 16 1

L—Exploitation op animals and vegetation 384 35 Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

14 1

Income from rent of land 15 743 Others 1 •

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

285 30 III.~INDUSTRIES 549 13

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. 51 32 .Artisans and other workmen 547 6

Risers of livestock, etc. .

,

26 19, Others 2 1

Others . . .

.

7 156 IV.—Tbanspobt 62 1

n. ExTBAOnON OF MINBEAL3 15 29 Labourers and boatmen .

.

59 1

in. iNDTjaTBIES 465 40 Others •A. 3 1

Artisans and other workmen m 40 V.—Trade 55 3

Others 2 X—Domestic sebvice 28

IV.—^Tbanspobt 23 19 XII.—Laboubebs unspecified 64

V.—^Tbade 10 23 Xni.—

B

eggabs, pbostitutes. ETC. 19 39

X.—Domestic sebvice 18 14 Othebs 62 12

XIL—liABOXTBEBS HNSPEdPIED 61 33
Othebs 45 KHATRI (Hindu)—

I.—Exploitation of animau AND VEGETATION 104 11

Income from rent of land , . 36 22

JULAHA (Musalman)

—

- Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

• • 66 6

I.—Exploitation op animals and VEGETATION 124 3 Raisers of h'vestock, etc. .

.

6 2

Income from rent of land 6 14 Others 7 2

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

! 77 4 III.—Industbies 64 52

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. 1 21 2 Artisans and other workmen 61 561

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

20 1 Others 3 7

Others 1 4 IV.—Tbanspobt 4C 1

in.—

I

ndhstbies 782 24 Labourers, boatmen, etc. 27 I

Artisans and other workmen 782 24 Others ISi .

.

IV.—Tbanspobt 11 2 V,—^Tbade
V.—Tbade 11 5 VII.—Public administbation 6SQ 2

VIII.—Arts and professions 47 a •

X—Domestic sbbtice 14 15 Lawyers, doctors and teachers , etc. 32

XIL—Labodbebs unspecified 22 47 Others 25

Xm.

—

Beggabs, pbostitutes, etc. 13 32 IX.—Peesons living on theib income 7 12

Othebs 23 14 X—Domestic service 1( 26

Others 41 C

7( 16

KAMBOH (Eamboj) Sikh— -KHATRI (Sikh)—
1

1.

—

Exploitation of animals and vegetation 931 2
Cultivators of all kinds 902 2 I.—Exploitation of animals AND VEGETATION 221 S
Raisers of h'vestock, etc. 25 Income from rent of land Si 2]
Others ,

,

4 Cultivators of all kinds .

.

132 4
Xll.

—

^LABOUBEBS UNSPECniED , , 75 Field labourers, wood cutters. etc. i 6

Othebs * • 59 13 Others •• -• 3 1
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KHATRI (Sikh)—concluded.
j

III.—Industries
1

Art.T3A.ns and other workmen . . i

others
IV.—Teanspoet

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
r.—TBADE .

.

VII.—Public adminmste.ation

VTTT Arts AND PEOFESSIONS

Ijawyers, doctors, teachers, etc.

others

j
IX, PkeSO’S living- on THEIE INCOitE • •

X.—Domestic service

Others * •

KHOJA (Musalman)—
T Rtpt.OITATION of anmals and VEGETATION

Income from rent of land

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
III.—Industries

Y.—TRADE ..

XII. Laboueees unspecified

XTTT. Begoaes, fbostitutes, etc.

Othees

IkHOKHAR (Musalman)—
T F.xploitation op animals and VEGETATION

C liltiiTators of dll kinds • •

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
II, EXTEACnON OF MINERALS

III.—Industries

IV.—^Transport

V.—Trade
VTTT Arts AND PROFESSIONS

I^awyers, doctors, and teachers, etc.

others

X.—Domestic service

XIL—Labourers unsprouied

XTII.—Beggars, prostitutes, etc.

Others

KUMHAR (Hindu)—
I Exploitation of anqials and VEaETATIONj

Income from rent of land

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
H,—Extraction of Mineral?

III.—^Industrirs

Artisans and other workmen

Others
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
Xn.—Laboueees unspecified

Others

KUMHAR (Musalman)-
_ _

L—EXPW>TrATlOK OF ANiHAiS AND TEQBTATIOJI

Income from rent of land • • ' *

Outtivators of all kinds .

.

• » • •

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. ' • • *

1

OtiKIS

CUIIHAE (Mijsalmas)

—

concluded.

III.—IlIDtrSTBIES

Artisans and other workmen
IV.—Teanspoet
V.—Tbade
X.—Domestic seevtce
XIT.

—

Laboeeees ussPECrriED
XIII.—Begqaes, PEOSTirrTES, etc.

Othees

1.0HAE (Hindu)

—

I.

—

Exploitation op animals and
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Kaisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
IIL

—

Industeies
Artisans and other workmen
Othees

VEGETATION

AND VEGETATION)
LOHAR (Musalman)

—

I.—Exploitation of animals a
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Kaisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
III.— Industeies

Artisans and other wcarkmen

Otheks
X.

—

Domestic sebvice
XII.

—

Laboueees unspecified
Othees

27opIACHHI (Musalman)—
• I

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetatton!
Income from rent of land .. ..]

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
III.—Industeies
IV.—Teanspoet
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
V.—Trade
X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE
XII.—Laboueees unspecified
XIIL—Beggars, peostitutes, etc. .

.

Others
MAHTAM (Sikh)—

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Fishing and hunting
III.—Industeies
Others

MALI (Hindu)

—

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood cutten, etc. . . .

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
III.—Industries
V.—Tbade . . .

.

]

'

X.—Domestic sebvtce
OrstEBi



(OCCUPATIONAL)—SOBSIDIARY TABLE VDI.

Oecupations of selocied castes

—

cmitinued.

Casts asd oaomPAXioir.

be S

. “I S

Ou® S* ° Caste asd ocoupation.

JIALIAR (Musalman)

—

i

L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Culiivaiorg of all kinds .. .

.

.
.

:

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Eaisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
HL—Industries
IV.—Transport

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
X.—Domestic service
XTT.—Labourers unspectfied
XIIL—Beggars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

Others

UALLAH (Musalman)

—

1.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation..
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc.

Fishing and hunting
Others

III.—Industries
ir.—TBANSPOBT

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
XTT.—Labourers unspecified
Others

MEO (Musalman)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Others
Others

MIRASI (Musalman)

—

1.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc.

Others
HL—Industries
VIII.—Arts and professions
X—Domestic service
XIL—Labourers unspecified
X1IJ.—BBOOAB8. PBOSTITVTES, CBIMI-
NALS AND INMATES OF JAILS AND
ASYLUMS ..

Others

MOCHI (Musalman)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.
RaiSeis of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
in.—Inoustribs

Artisans and other workmen
Others

X—Domestic service
XII.—^Labourers unspeoifibd
XIIL—Beggars, prostitutes, etc.
Others

VEGBTATIOH

IMOGHAL (Musalman)

—

61 I-—Exploitation of animals and vegetation 681|

7j
CuUiralors of all kinds . . . . . . 656

.2i
Field labourers, hood cutters, etc. ..

9I Eaiseis of livestock, etc. .

.

5 Others

71 IIL—Industries
. , . . . . 79

7; IV.—Transport
. . . . . . 4:

g|
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others

4g V.—Trade

« yi
.—Public force

34 .—Public administration

28 VIII.—^Arts and professions
X.—Domestic service
XII.—Labourers unspecified

j
XIIL—Beggars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

2 Others .
. _ _

’

14

1 MUSSALLI (Musalman)

—

2 —Exploitation of animals and vegetation
4 Cultivators of all kinds .

.

5 Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

H Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

36 Others . . . .

’

[

‘

]

3 IIL—Industries
. , [ \ ^

3 Artisans and other workmen
IV.—Transport

. . .

.

^ X—Domestic service

26 ^5^IL—Labourers unspecified . .

*
. . 15

16 XIII.—Beggabs, pbostitdtes, etc. . . .

.

Others

(NAI (Hindu)

—

5i I.—Exploitation of animals and veoetation|
5i Income from rent of land
1 Cultivators of all kinds .

.

37 Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Raisers of livestock, etc. . .

Others
IIL—^Industries

4 Others
26
2 NAI (Sikh)

—

3 L Exploitation of animals and vegetation
3 Income from rent of land . . .

.

'

71 Cultivators of all kinds . . . . \ ]

41 Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

15 Raisers of livestock, etc. . . . . \ [

11 Others

53 III.—INDUSTBIES .. \\
”

Others

BjNAl (Musalman)—
5' L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

j

Income from rent of land
I Cultivators of all kinds . . . . ] [

j

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. . . |

’

J; Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

J: Others
J iJi.—jNDvsTBiEs .. ;;

;
} Others
,|

••....
JPAKHIWARA (Musalman)

—

K I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
W Income from rent of land
t| Cultivators of all kinds . . . . _ ]

^
Held laboniers, wood cntteis, etc. .

.

K Raisers of livestock, etc. . . . . [ [

ij hashing and hunting
H Others ,

,
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(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII.

Occupations of selected castes—continued.

C S-.— 3 g. o Casts asb ocooTAnos.

PAKHIWARA (lIuSALMAS)—condttJed.
III.

—

Industeies
V.

—

Trade
XIL

—

L.ABQUEERS UNSPECIFIED
XIIJ.—BEGGARS, PROSTITUTES, ORIMI
NALS AND INilATES OP JAILS AND
ASYLUMS ..

Others

PATHAN (ilUSALMAN)

—

I.

—

ESPEOITATION op ANIMALS AND VEQEIATION . .

Cultivators of all kinds

Fiild iabouren, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others

III.—Industries
Artisans and other workmen
Others

IV.—Transport
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
V. rSADB
VI.—Public force
VII.—Public administration
X.

—

Domestic service . . . . . .1

XII.

—

Labourers dnspecifibd
Xm.—Beoqars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

Oi'BBRi

QAS3AB (Musalman)—
L

—

Exploiiation of animals and vbqbtation
Ineome from rent of laud
Cultivators of all kinds

Pield labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others

III.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—Transport

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others

V.—Trade
XII.—Labourers unspecified
OlHERS

JURE3HI (Musalman).—
L

—

Exploitation op animals and vegetation ,

Cultivators of all kinds

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
HI.— Industries

Artisans and other workmen
IV.—Transport

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
V.—Trade
VIL

—

Public administration
VIIL

—

Arts and professions
Reiiaion

Others
XIII.—Beggars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

OlHERS

RAJPUT (Hindu)—
L—Exploitation of animals and vbgbt.ation

CuUivators of all kinds

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others

^ o a

RAJPUT (Hindu)—coaefitded.

30 IIL—Industries
41 Artisans and other workmen
& Others

IV.—Transport
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

12 Others

29 V.—Trade
VI.—Public force
X.—Domestic service

8 Others
5

10 RAJPUT (Musalman)

—

28 I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation .

.

Cultivators of all kinds

21 Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

24 Raisers of livestock, etc, .

.

4 Others

1

III.—Industries
1 IV.—Transport
1 V.—Trade
2 VL—Public force

VII.—Public administbation
. . XII.—Labourers unspecified

8 Others
9
18 3AINI (Hindu)—
8 L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation .

.

CuUivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. . . .

.

3 Raisers of li vestock, etc. .

.

4 Others
2 III.—Industries
6 Artisans and other workmen
1 Others

3 -V.—Trade
VI.—Public force

13 Others
1

1 SALNI (Sikh)

—

5 I.—Exploitation of animals and teosiation .

.

2 Cultivators of aU kinds .. .. ..|

23 Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .. ..1

14 Raisers of livestock, etc.

Others
VI.—Public force

6 Others
6
3 SANSI (Hindu)

—

1

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation .

37 Income from rent of land
37 Cultivators of all kinds .

.

2 Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

1 Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

3 Others

2 HI.—Industries
IV.—Transport

7 V.—Trade . .

’

6 XIL—Labourers unspecified '

.

.

8 XIII.—BEOOARS, PROSTITUTES, CBIMI
12 NALS AND INMATES OP JAILS AND
19 ASYLUMS .. .. ..

Others

19SAYAD (Musalman)

—

19

5

L Exploitation op animals and vegetation
8 Income from rent of land
1 Cultivators of all kinds
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Occupations of selected castes—continued.

8AYAD (Musalman)

—

concluieJ.

Field labourerci, wood cutters, etc.

Riisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
UL—Indusxbibs . . . .

IV.—Teassport
Labourers, boatmen, etc. .

.

Others
V.—Trade
VL—PUBUC FORCE
VIL—Public ADjninBTRATiON
VIIL—Arts and professions

Religion

Others
X—Domestic service
xrf.—

L

abourers unspecified
XIIL—Beooars, prostitutes, etc.

Otsbbs . , „ ,

,

SHEIKH (Musalman)—
L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Income from rent of laud
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
IIL—Industries

Artisans and other workmen
Others

IV.—Transport
Labourers, boatmen, etc.

Others
V.—TRADE
VL—PUBUO FORCE
VIL—Public administration
VIIL—Arts .and professions
Reliaion

Lawyers, doctors, etc.

Others
X—Domestic service
XII.—Labourers unsfbcifibd
XUL—Beggars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

Others
SONAR (Hindu)—
L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
IIL^INDUSTRIES
V.—Trade
Others

SONAR (Musalman)—
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES

TARKHAN (Hindu)—
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood outtei’s, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
XIL—Labourers unspecified
Others

TARKHAN (Sikh)—
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Income from rent of laud
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Fi<»M lab nrars. w-nd ote

ARKHAN (Sikh)—conchtded.

Raisers of livestock,etc. .

.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—^Transport
XII.

—

Labourers unspbciitkd
fi'ptnj'wc

ARKHAN (Musaman)—
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Raisers of livestock, etc, . .

O.hers
III.—INDUSTRIES
XII.

—

Labourers unspecified
Others

14TELI (Musalman)—
I.

—

Exploitation of animals and vegetation
M Income from rent of land

15 Cultivators of all kinds .

.

3 Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

2 Raisers of livestock, etc. .

.

1 Others

1 III.—INDUSTRIES
21 IV.

—

^Transport

21 V.—^Trade

2 XII.

—

Labourers unspecified

1 Others
1 EUROPEANS—

IV.—Transport
3 Owners, managers, ship’s ofiScers, etc.

Labonrei's, boatmen, etc.

VI.

—

Public force
8 Commissioned and Gazetted Officers.

.

2 Others

5 VII.—Public adiiinistbation

21 Gazetted Officers

7 Others

13 VTII.

—

Arts and professions
17 Religion

8 Lawyers, doctors, etc.

Others

22 Others
22
25 ANGLO-INDIANS—
7 III.

—

Industries
5 Artisans and other workmen
14 Others

6 IV.

—

^Transport
9! Owners, managers, ship’s officers, eta

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

I
V.

—

Trade
71 VL

—

Public force
81 Oommissioned and Gazetted Officers.

.

2| Others . . ... ^
2: VTI.

—

Public ADMiNiSTBATfON
25 Gazetted Officers

• Others . . . . „
27 VI II.

—

Arts and professions
79 Reliaion

27 Lawyers, doct.ars, cto.

21 Oth?rs
IX

—

Persons livino on their income
X

—

Domestic service
4 XL

—

Contractors, clerks, etc.
33 Others
13 ARMENIANS—

IV.—Transport
V.—Trade

4 VI.

—

Public force
33 VIL

—

Public administration
2 VIIL

—

Arts and professions
1' TX. T.TVTNO ON -rNFm TNrOWTl

391 ..

Number

of

female

workers

per

100
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Occupations of selected castes

—

continued.

Castb and ocottpamon.

BRAHMAis (Hindu)

—

concluded.

X.

—

Domestic sebvick
XII.—Labourers unspecified
XIII.—Beggaes, prostitutes, etc. .

.

Others

CHAilAR (Hindu)—
I.—Exploitation op animats and vegetation

Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—Transport
V. ^—Trade
Xn.-*-LABOUEEES unspecified
Ojhebs

CHUHRA (Hindu)—

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—^Transport
VL

—

Public force
•VIL—PuBuc administration
X—Domestic service
XU.—Labourers unspecified
Others

IHANAK (Hindu)—
L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Cultivators of all kinds . . „
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Others
lU.—

I

ndustries
IV.—Transport
X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE
XU.—Labourers unspecifibd
Others

DHOBI (Hindu)—

L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Others
HI.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—Transport
X—Domestic service
XU.-—Labourers unspecifibd
Others

DHOBI (Musalman)

—

III.—INDUSTRIES
IV,—Transport

AGI AND KOLI (Hindu)—

L—Exploptatton of animals and vegetation
CuUiiatora o] all Innda

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Others
III.—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—^Trade
X—Domestic servic.e

XII.-—Labourers unspecified
Others
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FAQIR (Musalman)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and vboetation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Others
HL—iNDUSTBIEa
IV.—Transport
XIL—Labourers unspecified
XIIL—BEGGARS, PROSTITUTES, CRIMI-
NALS AND INMATES OF JAILS AND
ASYLUMS

Others

GUJJAR (Hindu)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
CuUivatora of all kinds

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Raisers of livestock, etc. ,.

Others
UL—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
XIL—Labourers unspecified
Others

JAT (Hindu)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of all kinds

Others

IIL—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—^Tradb
VI.—Public force
Others

JHIWAR (Hindu)—
1.—^Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Others

IIL—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE
XII.—Labourers unspecified
Others

JOLAHA (Hindu)

—

1. Exploitation of ani.mal3 and vegetation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—Transport
V.—^Tbade
VHL—Arts and professions
X.—Domestic service
XH.—Labourers unspecified

, Others

KHATBI (Hindu)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and veostation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Keld labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Others
III.—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—TRADE .

.

KHATRI (Hindu)

—

concluded.
VII.—Public administeatios
VIII.—Arts and professions
IX.—Persons living on their income
X.—Domestic service
Others

KUJIHAR (Hindu)—
1.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Cultivators of all kinds . .

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
X.—Domestic service
XII.—Labourers unspecified
Others

LOHAR (Hindu)—
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Income from rent of land
Cultivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—Transport
X.—Domestic service
Others

.VIACHHI (Musalman)

—

III.—-Industries
IV.—Transport
X.—DOMESTIC SERVICE
Others

MALI (Hindu)

—

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
CuUivators of all kinds
Field labourers, wood cutters, etc.

Others
III.—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
X.—Domestic service
XIL—Labourers unspecified
Others

MEO (Musalman)

—

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of aU kinds

III.—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
VI.—Public force
X.—Domestic service
XI 1.—Labourers unspecified
Others

MOGHAL (Musalman)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of aU kinds
Others

III.—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
VL—Public force
VII.—Public administbation
IX.—Persons livino on theib income
X.—Domestic sebvioe ...
Others
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UAI (Hindu)

—

I.—Exploitation or antmals and vboetation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Others
III.—INDUSTRIES
IV.—Tbanspoet
V.—Trade
X—Domestic service
Others

jPATHAN (Musalman)

—

I.—Exploitation op animals and vegetation
CuUiveUort of all kinds

IIL—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
VI.—Public force
VII.—Public administeation
IX.—Persons living on their income
X.—Domestic service
XIll.—

B

eggars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

Others

(JURBSHI (Musalman)—
HI.—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
VII.—Public administration
IX.—Persons living on their income
X—Domestic sbrvioe
Others

RAJPUT (Hindu>—
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegxtaiion

Cultivators of all hinds
Others

HL—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
VL—Public force
VII.—Public administration
X—Domestic service
Xn.—

L

abourers unspecified
Others

RAJPUT (Musalman)

—

I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
CaUivators of all kinds

III.—Industries
IV.—Transport
V.—Trade
VL—Public force
VH.—Public administration
X.—Domestic service
Othebs

SAINI (Hindu)—
I.—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

Cultivators of ill kinds
Field labourers, wood cutters, ete.

Others
IV.—Transport
XII.—Labourers unspecified
Othebs

SANSI (Hindu)—

L—^EXPLOrTATIDN OF ANIMALS AND VEaMIASIO.V
CullivBtors of all kinds .

.

HL—Industries
IV.
—'Ibanspobt

SANSI (Hindu)

—

concluded.

j VL—Public force

1 VII.—Public administration
X.—Domestic service

19 XII.—Labourers unspecified
XIII.—BEGGARS, PROSTITUTES, CRIMI

14 NALS AND INMATES OF JAILS ANl
9 ASYLUMS ..

Others

SAYAD (Musalman)

—

1 L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

j Income from rent of land

4 Cultivators of aU kinds .

.

1 Others
III.—Industries
IV.—Transport

Labourers and other workmen
14 Others

(9 V.—Trade
31 VL—Public force

5 VII.—Public administeatioh
Vni.—

A

rts and professions
Religion

7 Lawyers, doctors, etc.

Others

9 IX—Persons living on their income
X—Domestic service . . ....

67 Others

15SHEIKH (Musalman)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and veoeiation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

5 Others

4 IIL—Industries

g IV.
—

^Transport

5 Labourers, boatmen, etc.

1 Others

5 V.—TRADE ..

VII.—Public admznistbation
VIIL—Arts and professions

5 X—Domestic service

28 XII.—Labourers uNSPECinBD
20 XIIL—Beggars, prostitutes, etc. .

.

Others

3 SUNAR (Hindu)

—

3 111.—INDUSTRIES
30 IV.—Transport

V.—Tbade
Others

TARKHAN (Hindu)—
2 L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation

IJ Cultivators of all kinds .

.

Field labourers, wood cutters, etc. .

.

Others

17 III.—INDUSTRIES
7 IV.—Transport

J61 V.—^Tradb
X.—Domestic service

’ MTT.—^Labourers unspboified
Others

9
TELI (Musalman)

—

L—Exploitation of animals and vegetation
Cultivators of all kinds .

.

. Oth»s
83 III.—INDUSTRIES
E IV.—Transport
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Occupations of selected castes

—

concluded.

Casts and occupation. a®g.o
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Caste and occupation.

ELI (Musalman)

—

concluded.

V.—Teadb
XII.—Laboueebs unspboieibd
Others

UBOPEANS—
rV.—

T

banspobt
Owners, managers, ship’s officers, etc

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

VL—Public eoece
Commissioned and Gazetted Officers

Others
VIL—^Public administeation

Gazetted officers

Others
VIII —Arts and professions
Beligion

Lawyers, doctors, etc.

Oth^
Othbbs

2 3

23
i

30

ANGLO-INDIAXS—
IIL—Industeies
IV.—^Transport
Owners, managers, ship’s officers, etc.

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

VIL—Public administration
Gazetted officers

Others
VIL—^Aets and peofessions
X.—Domestic service
Others

ARMEXIAKS—
IV.—^Transport

Owners, managers, ship’s officers, etc.

Labourers, boatmen, etc.

V.—^Tradb
VI.—Public force
VIL—^Public administration
VIIL—Arts and professions
IX.—Persons livino on their income

os lO oo— ,^o
’'3

• i
^

18
-2 ^

sl| S*

^ S O
So

^ ®
fc, ® •
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(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX.

Number of persons employed on the 18th March 1921 on Railways and in the Irrigation Departm ent in

the Punjab and Delhi.

Class of person,' eiuploveu.

' Europeans
' and

Anglo-
Indians.

Rsmabks.

RAILWAYS.

TOTAI. PERSjOJs'S employed

Persons directly employed —
Officers

Sulwrdinates drawing more than Rs. 75 p. m.

>, „ from Rs. '20 to Rs. 7.j p. m.

„ „ under Rs. 20 p. m.

Persons indirectly employed—
Contractors

Contractors' regular employee-

Coolies

IRRIGAllUiv DEPARTMENT.
Toial persons EMPLOY'ED

Persons directly employed—
Officers

Upper subordinates
Lower subordinates
Clerks

Peorrs and other servants

Coolies . .

*

Persons indirectly employed—
Contractors

Contractors’ regular employees
Co

C Punjab

i Delhi
2,0n

25
8M

J Punjab
{.Delhi 1

33

5 Punjab 1,0 i9 2,476 ) One Indian
(.Delhi . . i 18 49

j on leave.

1 Punjab i 11 3 1,666 ') 21 Indians

) Delhi 722 i on leave.

t Punjab

i Delhi

( Punjab

ii
Delhi

t Punjab
} Delhi

J Punjab

i Delhi

(OCCUPATIONAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX-A.

Number of persons employed in the Post Office and Telegraph Department on the 18tb March 1921 in the

Punjab and Delhi.

Teleoeaph De-
partment.

( larw of person® employed.

(1) POSTS AND TELEGRAPHS.
Total persons employtid .

.

Supervising officers (including probationary superintendents and inspectors

of post offices and assistant and deputy superintendents of telegraphs and

all officers of higher rank than these)

Postmasters including deputy, assistant, sub and branch postmasters

Signalhng establishment including warrant officers, non-commissioned

officers, military telegraphists and other employees

Miscellaneous i^ents, schoolmasters, station masters, etc.

Clerks ci all hands

Postmen . . • - • • '
'j l

’

Unskilled labour establishment including line coobes, cable guards, battery

men, telegraph messengers, peons and other employees

Road establishment consisting of overseers, runners, clerks and bookin

agents, boatmen, syces, coachmen, bearers and others

^
(2) RAILWAY MAIL SER-YICE.

Total persons employed .. ••

Supervising officers (including superintendents and inspectors of sorting) .

Clerks of all kinds

Mail guards, mail agente, van peons, porters, etc. .

.
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I. Distribution of industries and persons employed. II. Particulars of establishments employing 20 or more persons in
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women and of children of each sex in different industries. VIII. Distribution of power.

(INDUSTRIAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

Distribution of industries and persons employed.

GENERAL DISTRIBUTION OF INDUSTRIES AND PERSONS EMPLOYED.

NUMBER OF PEESONa EMPLOYED.

P

1

Direction,
Supervision

AND Clerical. e
Unskilled Labourers.

inclTistnax J^tablLsJi'

ments.
3
e8

mo
o
h
o

%
3
3
'S

o
H

Districts and States where
chiefly located.

Total.

Europeans

and

A
nglo-

Indiana.

Indians.

g

o

On

Adults,
Children.

•

il

Females.

Males.

Females,

Males.

SD

0
u Males.

Females.

Males.

Females.

Males.

Females.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15

[PUNJAB 763 57,019 4,217 312 5 2,139 28,865 775 23,391 ' 2,85S 2,312 585

1. Growing of special

products.

Tea factories

34 Kangra, Mandi State 1,726 303 7 1 82 320 9 1,041 224 276 69

34 Kangra.Mandi State 1,726 303 7 1 82 320 9 1,041 224 276 69

2. Mines 17 Jhelum, Shahpur, Attoek 3,355 72 21 61 1,420! 28 1,788 37 65 7

Coal mixes 8 Jhelum 1,87J 7 1 . . 27 764' .. 1,052 7 35 . ,

Salt mutes 4 Jhelum 675 49 3 9 509 26 152 IS 2 4

3. Quarries of hard
rocks.

23 Jhelum, Mandi State,

Kangra.
1,264 185 3 35 377 48 755 96 94 41

i . Textile and connect-
ed industries.

203 Lahore, Amritsar, Gur-
daspur, Montgomery,
Multan, Nabha State,

Shahpur, Patiala

State, Ludhiana.

11,804 1,731 34 583 5,160 83 5,433 1,548 594 100

CoTT02f Gxsmm
AND PRESSING,

164 Lahore, Amritsar, Mont-
gomery, Lyallpur,
Multan, Nabha State.

7,266 1,595 3 413 * • 2,167 34 4,454 1,464 229 97

Woollen mills .

.

Carpet factories

3

12

Lahore, Amritsar, Gur-
daspur.

Amritsar, Gurdaspur

1,888

1,429

74

2

28

I

70

53

928

1,076 2

806

66

71 56

233

3

5. Leather industries IS Lahore, Gujranwala 418 9 , , 24 273 9 109 . . 12 . .

8. Wood industries 7 Lahore 538 ,

;

2 • . 13 278 221 . . 24 , .

7. Metal industries 35 Gurdaspur, Lahore,
Amritsar, Sialkot,

Rawalpindi.

3,233 2 79 1 161 1,178 1 1,562 253 • •

Iron works 14 Lahore, .Aniritsar, Sial-

kot.
1,099 2 13 1 61 574 1 362 • • 89

8. Glass and earthen-

ware industries.

4 Ambala, Lahore, Amrit-
sar, Rawalpindi.

249 9 14 37 120 7 78 2

9. Industries connected
with chemical pro-

ducts.

13 Amritsar, Lahore, Mian-
wali, Bahawalpur
State.

222 15 ’ • ’ * 24 87 I 104 II 7 3

10. Food industries .

.

112 Ferozepore, Amritsar,
Lahore, Shahpur,
Patiala State, Baha-
walpur State, Mont-

4,530 132 42 287 1,168 1 2,865 126 168 5

Flottr muxs 127 Shahpur, Amritsar, Pati-

ala State, Lahore.
4,174 418 8 •• 298 1,323 22 2,400 372 145 24

11. Industries of dress 9 Ludhiana 520 , , 3 , , 34 , , 393 , , 59 31
12. Furniture industries 8 Gujrat 305 , , 1 19 206 66 13
13. Industries connect-

ed with buildings.

180 Lahore, Amritsar, Roh-
tak, Ambala, Hoshi-
arpur, Ludhiana,
Gujrat, Rawalpindi,
Shahpur, Patiala

State.

6,238 1,753 287 2,917 593 2.445 802 589 358

Brick kilns 161 Lahore, Amritsar, Roh-
tak, Ambala, Hoshi-
arpur, Ludhiana,
Gujrat, Rawalpindi,
Shahpur, Patiala

State.

5,953 1,700 258 2,841 593 2,278 754 576 353

14. Oonstmction of

means of transport
28 Ambala, Lahore, Rawal-

pindi, Bahawalpur,
State. Patiala State.

17,228 2 75 1 284 • • 11,272 1 5,582 • * 15 • •

Railway wobkshops 19 Ambala, Lahore, Rawal-
pindi, Bahawalpur
State.

16,864 51 246 11,080 5,480 7

cS A
o ^ re a

o -1
um

1

s,

o
04

0

0 .O OD

l-a.S

x
o
n
.a
.a

,
o

o

c *

3 8
!a-H'

16

66|

161

161

20
41

67
123

145

213

39

2
22

1

2

41

56

29

247

251

17

56

205

205
21
19|

8
103

38|

31

'.1

47
85

88

449

44

39

38

63
45

134

1381
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(INDUSTRIAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE I.

Distribution of industries and persons employed—

general distribution of industries and persons employed.

Industrial Establish-

ments.

NUMBER OF PERSONS EMPLOYED.

Dibectioji,

Supervision
AND Clericae.

listi'icts and States where

chiefly located.

ec I eS

•I la
es

, aj

10 11

PUNJAB

—

concluded .
\

j

16. Production, appli-
!

cation and transmis-'

sion of physical

forces.

Electric power
house.

16. Industries of Lux-
ury.

Printing press .

.

DELHI

Quarries of hard
rooks.

Wood industries
Metal industries
Glass and earthen-

ware industries.

Industries connected

with chemical pro-

ducts.

Pood mdustries
Furniture industries.

Industries connected I

with buildings.

Brice kilns » 1

9. Construction of

means of transport.

10. Production, appli-

cation and trans-

mission of physical

forces.

11. Industries of Lux-

Rawalpindi, Lahore,

Ludhiana.

Ambala, Simla, Lahore,

Amritsar, Sialkot.

Ambala, Simla, Lahore,

Amritsar.

DELHI 2,787 13$

513 ..

71 ..

21 ..

905 132

789 132
342 1

27 .. 627 ..
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(INDUSTMAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE H.

Particulars of establishments employing 20 or more persons in 1921 and 1911

.

Estabushments employing
20 OE moee peesons.

•s =:

3
°

< a

'C ®

5 o

1

PUNJAB & DELHI.

2 3 4 3

Total Establish- i 1921 538 23 17 20
MENTS, [1911 443 41 10 5

Directed by Govern-
ment or Local-

^1921 93 2 5 13

Authorities. 1^1911

Directed by Regis- Cl 921
tered Companies (.1911

Owned by Private Persons

—

Europeans or Anglo- f 1921
Indians.

Indians

Others ..|i-

A,—PUNJAB.

NUMBEE OF PEESONS 11921
EMPLOYED. (.1911

Direction, Super- f 192]
vision and Clerical. (.1911

Skilled workmen .

. |

Unskilled labourers -T

Adult women per J 1921
1 ,000 adult men. (. 1 91

1

387 20 7
312 32 6

6 1421 10 1

1 80l 3 1

1 ,000 adult men. (. 1 91

1

Children of both / 1921
sexes per 1,000 adult \ I9ii

B.—DELHI.

57,153 1,851 3,427 1.403 12,759 352
45,532 3,914 2,757 2,250 8,312 102

1,970 67 82 34 525 19
2,791 279 107 48 749 6

[27,932 309 1,448 412 4.869 225 24711,010
20,179 737 611 89 3,506 59 .. I,666j

27,251 1,475 1,897 957 7,365 108
22,562 2.898 2,039 2,113 4.057 37

125 219 21 132 2 97 ..

129 124 291 17 205 ..

112 280 39 164 99 125
127 270 95 26 132 ..

NtTMBEB OF PERSONS f 1921 5,271
EMPLOYED, tl911 3,7M

Direction, Super- f 1921 246
vision and Clerical. (.1911 293

SkiUed workmen ..[\^\
W

Unskilled labourers { 2,110

Adult women per (1921 212
1,000 adult men. ( I9ii 1261,000 adult men. ,1911 126

CJhildrenof boAhseies f 1921 151
per 1,000 adult. (.1911' 199

717 ..

. -- 1,968

1 ..

98

513 .'.

- - 1,387

203 ..

503

76 ..

.. 271

48 350

101 1811

3 81

. 2
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(INDUSTMAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE III.

Organization of Establishments.

lyDUSTEiAi. Establishments.

S “

oS
!^ c3

ts!.'

e8 C C*!
pi

d .. .

^ 3 tE £c *3 "
e- o S "D

PUNJAB.

1, Under the Local Govern-
ment OR Local Ahthoritt

2. Registered Companies

() With European or Anglo-

Indian Directors.

() With Indian Directors ..

(c) With Directors of differ-

ent races.

Privately Owned

(o) By Europeans and Anglo-

Indians.

(6) By Indians

(c) By joint owners of differ-

ent races.

1. Under the Local Govern-
ment OR Local Authority.

2. Registered Companies

(o) With European or Anglo-

Indian Directors.

(6) With Indian Directors .

.

(c) With Directors of differ-

ent races.

. Privately Owned

() By Europeans and Anglo

Indians.

() By Indians

(e) By joint owners of differ-

ent races.

1

factory, column No, 6, directed

by Europeans and Indians,

1 factory, column No. 8, directed

by Europeans and Indians.

1 factory, column No. 15, direct-

ed by Anglo-Indians and
Indians.

2 factories, column No. 16, direct-

ed by Europeans and Indians.

3 factories, column No. 17, direct-

ed by Europeans and Indians.

1 factory, column No. 18, direct-

ed by Lidians and Europeans.

5 47 One factory has two owners,

one Khatri and one Sheikh.

2 factories, column No. 6, direct-

ed by Japanese and Chinese.

1 factory, column No. H, direct-
ed by Europeans and Indians.

2 factories, column No. 16, direct-
ed by Europeans and Indians,

1 factory, column No. 18, direct-
ed by Anglo-Indians and Indians.

1 factory, column No. 14, directed
by Chinese.
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(INDUSTRIAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV.

Place of origin of skilled employees.
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(INDUSTRIAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE V.

Place of origin of unskilled labourers.
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(INDUSTRIAL)—SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII.

Proportional distribution of adult women and of children of each sex in different Industries.

PUNJAB.

Adult women

Children

Male

Pemala

DELHI.

Adult women

Children

Male

Female

(INDDSTRIAL)-SDBSIDIARY TABLE VIII.

Distribution of Power.

—^ ^ so +3 2
"2 a) ® 2 a»

ll o S

O I SQ ^
u I » c3 o
-2 Sis 2
p 3 -3 « 6 3 5

o tj B
ft O cS

PUNJAB.

Steam

On.
Waxes
Gas
Electricity
() Generated to the pre-

mises.

() Supplied from without

DELHL

Steam
On,
Watbb
Gas
Elsoteicixy

() Generated to the pre-
mises.

() Supplied from without

Bemabks.



APPENDIX 1.

The EEBOB in VII4L statistics as detebmineo fbom census enumebations, on a pbo-

BABUE hypothesis AS TO THE EBROBS OP THE CENSUS.

Let US call the number of persons recorded as

immigrants at any census as
,
where n is the year of

the Census. We will call the recorded number of

emigrants E'„

.

Let Iq be the number of immigrants in the nth year.

E„ „ „ emigrants

B„ „ „ births

D„ „ „ deaths

Then if the inter-censal rise in population is R,

R=Sum (In +B„—En—D„)
B—D—R—n(I—E). (I)

provided that I„ and E„ are constant throughout the decade and' equal to I and E
jespectively.

Now assum migrants enter at the mid-point of the year, we have

In-H0=I'n S^^+In+l ^+1,1+2® *+ +In-rloS^

where s is equal to the proportion of survivors after one year, and assuming a constant

death-rate.

Hence

In-H 10— (^n -HI 0 +3^11 -I- 9+ _ . .3® I
j)

Asanminor that immigration is constant from year to year and equal to I per annum.
sio—

1

I„\io=I'n
8—1

S*"—

1

or I — (l„+,o—1'„ s^®).

Bimilarly

gi (gl0_l)
(ID

Bn-4-10=E'n -fE„+ j -f , + +En + ioS^

{yaanniing as before equal survival rates, and again assuming constant emigration,

, I
s'"-!

si«+ES^
s—

1

Where E is the annual rate of emigration.

3-1 ( ,

Thus I—E=

(III)

gJ(glO_l)

'Call the inter-censal gain by migration M,

Then,

In + 1 0—En + j 0—S * ®
(
r„ E'n )

10 (3-1) r

,

M= tln+lO E„+jq

—

8 (I'n E'n )

8^ (3l»—
1)1

.—b"” fl' —FA\| (IV)

This result (IV) gives the calculated gain from migration from the number of persons
recorded at each census as having been born inside a given area and enumerated outside it

(E') and bom outside it and enumerated inside it (I').



2

The assumption made of a survival proportional to the number of persons living

at each age is probably not so true as the assumption of a definite constant decrement
of population, especially between the ages of 36—76 (vide page 92, Census Report of England

and Wales 1911). Call the annual decrement S. Then our equations become

^

Writing as before

In + 1
= 1

,, + a=In + j
=

1,1 + ==I ior the annual

immigration ,

I„ + io=I'u (l-lOc)-I (10-50r)

i.Uio-rn (1-108)

therefore 101 —— (II A)
1—5f

E;.x«-E'„ (
1-108

)

and 10 E=- — (HI A)

l-5c'

these equations give the total migration (emigration and immigration) during the decade.

If we put 8=20/1000=1/50

10I=(i„^xo-r„ 4/5)/(9/10)=10/9. 4+10-8/9.

=1/9 (10. 4 + 10-8. rj.

We have seen how au approximate calculation of the immigration and emigration

during an inter-censal decade may be made, leading to formulae II and III based on a

geometric decrease of population, and to formulae II A and III A based on an arithmetic

decrease of population, with age (Middleton’s assumption.)

Let us write the total immigration and emigration in a decade as i and e

respectively, then if b and d are the true number of births and deaths and R the inter-censal

rise in population

R=o-ri—d—

e

so that b- d=R— (i— e)
(IV)

Let B and D be the total number of inter-censal births and deaths from the

records of vital statistics. Then in general the recorded number of births and deaths

will be less than the true number of births and deaths, so that b>B and d>D, and we

may write

,
b=B+k andd=D-i-k',

where k and k are both greater than zero.

Hence k—k'=(b-d)—(B—D)
Thus the error in (B—D)is k—k'

; but this alone gives us no information as to the error of

B or D separately, and the deduction (made in para. ‘25 of Chapter I of the Report) that

when k—k' is positive k' is zero, and when k—k' is negative k is zero, is not justified.

It is now necessary to re-examine the whole question from thep oint of view of the

probable errors of the census returns.

For convenience let us write the total number of immigrants and emigrants during

the decade as ‘ i
’ and ‘ e ’ respectively, and the immigrants and emigrants enumerated

at the two censuses as ip, ii, Og, e^. Then we have from the previous equations (II A
and III A.)

ii—io{i—108)
i
— _jj

^

^

1—5c

^1— (i—108)
and e= — =le ^—»te

o

1—58
where i=l/(l-5S) and m=(l—10c)/(l—58).

b—d=R—f(ii— —®o)
from (IV);

Call the excess of immigrants over the emigrants Sq, at the respective censuses,

b—d=R—Is j -fms ^

or b—d=px—po—Isj-f-jnso

Call 6 r
tbe standard error of any variable x, then (r being the correlation between the

errors in any pair of variables)

2

^
2
p J q-e

2
p Jq-w *s„

—

2i6p i©p,

—

2tI$p iBs ^ -f2r»i©p q-

2il6p ,fo I
—2rniep^6s^

—

2lmiQs jGa^
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Let the proportionate standard errors be

V for p^ and p i

w for and s

and let r be the same for all pairs of variables.

We assume that there is no error in I and m, so

0 ij =7^'Po "+Pi")+w^(l^a,2+,;j2,^2)_2rv^(pj),)-2rvw(?piSi)

+2rvwmp iS^ 4-2rvw?p^.s j—2rvwm])^Se—2rZww %
where all the p's and s’s are mean values.

0..-d ^(P3 *+P 1
- d-2rp^p i) -I-w 2(Z 2s

i
2

2s^ ,—2drm^ s i)

—2rv\v{Zp i—lp do~lp,s 1 +»ip,sj
Let us take a special case and put

Po=Pi=P anda^=3i=3
then

0b-d=^ v 2
p

2 ^ 2^2 (li-p),i2—2Tlm'—2TV\tps. (l—,n~l-i-m)

=2v 2p 2
( l_r) -I-w 2s 2

(Z
2 2_2 rb«)

Now we may write ®d and^r' being the correlation in
assuming the error in the births and deaths are errors of the birth and death
proportionate to their numbers (figures.

fl,!^=u2 (b 2+d2—2r' b d)

where u is the proportionate error in b and d respecti\ ely

Putting in our special case b=d
2u2b2 (1-r')

therefore

u =v P_2

b2

(1—r) ,

(1^ -hM^—2 T I m)

(T=?) b'^
• 2 (1—r')

(V)

This formula gives the proportionate standard error in the birth and death return
(u) in terms of the proportionate census standard errors (v), in the standard error of enumera-
tion in emigrants and immigrants (w), in the correlations in errors of the various census
returns (r) and in errors of registration of births and deaths (r')

In applying the result (v) difficulties arise owing to our ignorance of the probable
errors of the census, and of the values of the correlations.

We might expect the correlation of the errors in the populations at different censuses
to be much smaller than those of births and deaths, the latter bein<^ based on rphi-rr,^

made by the same men.

We may put as an example r=0’4; and r'=0'7

U-=V2P4
b ^ b ^ 2 X

I
'L

as s/b is small we may neglect the second term and writing p/ b=3*
u®=18v^ or u=V'v/iy

and if v=l % u=4'24 %

2
s-.Z2-|-w2

—

I m

u gives the calculated percentage standard error of the births or deaths in the decade
determined from the census figures, which latter we have assumed to have a standard
percentage error of unity.

Lower limit of error in vital Statistics.

We get two groups of equations from the typical form

b-d-(B-D)=C.

which may be written as

b-B-(d-D)=C.

where we will take b>B and d>D, i.e., that the error in the vital statistics is always on
the side of omission.

Call Ej, the error in the number of births.

Ed ,, deaths.

then suppose we find from the census returns and the returns of births and deaths that
Er—Ed =E, where Eg and Ej, are both>0

* Roughly p= 25,000,000 and b= 8,500,000.
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then we get (i) if C>0
Eb >C

(ii) if C<0
Ei, >C

Hence if we take together all those districts for which C>0, we find on the average that

Eb /B>C say ;
and if we take together all the districts for which C<0, we find on the

average that E'd /D'>C'.

Now it seems to be a reasonable assumption that in those districts where we know

nothing about the error in the death-rate, that it amounts to a fraction ‘ k ’ of the

lower limit of the error in the districts for which we have such knowledge.

Thus

Eb /D=k. E'd /D' and Eg -Ed -f-O

E'b /B'=k.EB /B

and approximately B=D andB'=D'

Hence, Eb /B-C/B-{-Ed /B

=C/B+Eb /D
=C/B+k. E'd /D'

Similarly

E'd /D'=C'/D'-hk. Eb /B . and E'd =E'b +C'
=C'/D'-fk. /D'

or

(l-k")=C'/D'-hk. C/B
D'

C'/D'-hk.C/B
Ed /D-

(iV)

If we assume that k=J, this is equivalent to saying that the error in the death-

rate in the districts where the birth-rate error is in excess is the error in the death-

rate in those districts in which the death-rate error is in excess, and the birth-rate is

assumed to be wholly free from error.

Putting C'/D' =7-4 and C/B=4-0

E't, /D'=9-4/1=37-6/3=12-5 % (error in death-rate)

and E'b /B' =5-1

Ep /B=(4-0-j-4x7-4)/|=10'3 % (error in birth-rate)

and Ed /D=6-3

thus the percentage errors in the birth-and death-rates in the districts where the

birth-rate is more in error are 10-3 and 6-3, and in the districts where the death-rate

is more in the error are 5*1 and 12-5.

The average error of birth and death-rates is thus

10-3-f6-3-h5-l-i-12-5 34-2

=8-5%
4 4

Another alternative is to assume that where the birth-rate is more in error than the

death-rate, the error of the latter is k times (k<l) the former, and vice versa.

We shall then have,

EB/B=C/B-l-k-E„/B
E'D/D'=C'/D'-Fk.E'D/D'.

Eb/B.=C/B. l/(l-k)

E'd/D'=C'/D' 1/(1—k)

Assuming that in the districts where the birth-rate is more in error than the death-

late that the latter is half the former, we get

k=i
Eb/B=2C/B
E'd/D'=2C'/D',

•and assuming the same values of C and C' as before, we get

Errors in

Birth-rate Death-rate

In Districts where the error in birth-rate is greater . . 8 0 % 4-0 %
In Districts where error in death-rate is greater . . 14'8 % 7-4 ^
The mean of these results is

8’0-l-4 0-i-14’8-l-7*4 _ M’2 _ g.g

4 4

Dn an average therefore 1 birth or death in 13 is not recorded.
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The figures given below are the percentage errors on the recorded births. The actual

births will number 1G8'5 to lUO recorded.

The percentage errors on the actual births will be

8-5/108-5=7-8 %
that is about 1 in 13.

Thus we reach the conclusion that the vital statistics of the Punjab are likely to be

about 7 or 8 per cent, in error, and that, provisionally, errors of about 1
1
per cent, in the

birth-rate and of say 5 per cent, in the death-rates may be adopted as probable. FinaUy

it is clear that the census figures of 1911 and 1921 do not establish the accuracy of the

vital statistics to a greater degree of accuracy than 7 or 8 per cent, of error.

Since making the above deductions slight arithmetical errors were discovered in

Mr. Middleton’s table on page 54, and the following revised table must be adopted instead:

—

Calculation of the 'percentage errors of the birth ani death returns on the assumptions

that in any one district one at least of the returns is absolutely correct.

Percentage excess error of

Districts.

Birth-rate Death-rate

C positive. C negative.

1 Hissar 3-4

2 Eamal 1*2

3 Jullundur 0-9

4 Ludhiana 3-8

5 Ferozepore 0-09

6 Lahore 1*7

7 Amritsar 0-48

8 Simla 145-2

9 Kangra 4-4

10 Ambala 0-26

11 Hoshiarpur 4 27

12 Gurda.«pur 8-5

13 Sialkot
8-0

14 Gujrat 12-61

15 Jhelum 9-36

16 Bawalpindi 6-18

17 Attack 16-6

18 Montgomery 22-6

19 Shahpur 25-4

20 Mianwali 9-8

21 Lyallpur 9-7

22 Jhang 8-0

23 Multan 5-79

24 Muzaffargarh 7-29

_25 Dera Ghazi Khan 13 3

Total 195-89 132-94

Average 3265 7-0

If we adopt the corrected values of the excess errors in the birth and death-rates

instead of Middleton’s values, then excluding Simla, the percentage excess error is

10'14 % for the birth-rate

7‘00 % for the death-rate.

Let us take these as 10 % and 7 % respectively,

i. e., C/B=10 and C7D'=7
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(» ) Then on the assumption that the error in the death-rate in the distiicts where the
birth-rate error is in excess is half the average error in the districts where the

minimum can be fixed.*

EB/B=C/B-b^ E'/D'

E'd/D-C'/D'-M. E/B
We get

Eb/B=18, Eo/D=6, EV/D'=12, E'b/B'=9

Average =11-25 %.
• 4

(ii) On the assumption that the error in the birth-rate, where the death-rate error is in

excess, is J the error in the death-rate, and vice vena.

E' /D'=C7D'-ME'd/D'

EB/B=C/B-f^ Eb/B

We get

Eb/B=20. Eb/D=10, EV/D'=14, E'b./B'=7.

Average error = =i2-75 %•

Taking the mean of the two results we may say that the average error of the

birth and death-rates, assuming the censuses are correct, is 12 %.
If we treat this as the standard error and adopt an estimate of 1 %for the standard

error of a census, the standard error of the birth- and death-rates is given by

Ev 2=(12)2+(4-24)*

=144-f 18=162

Ev -12-7 %
This is the percentage error on the recorded births and deaths. Asstuning the errors

are always in defect the percentage error on the actual births and deaths is

12-7 X 100 „ 0,

112-7

This result is still more unfavourable to the accuracy of the vital statistics, and it

may exaggerate their incorrectness.

However it is clear that whatever the standard error in the vital statistics is, whether

5, 8, or 11 per cent., we are very far from being justified in assuming these statistics to be
really close to the truth.

• Note that dashes indicate that we are dealing with distiicts in which the death-iate eiior is in excess.
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APPENDIX 2.

The relationship between density of rural population per square mile with the District

percentage of cultivated area.

Briefly, there is, as Mr. Middleton states a clear association between density of rural

population and percentage of cultivated area in each District, but the conclusion that density
of population increases faster than the percentage of the cultivated area, can hardly be said to
be established without a laborious analysis. Speaking statistically the law of density could
only be accepted, if it were shown

—

(o) that the regression of density of population on percentage of cultivated area

is not linear.

(b) that the regression curve is concave upwards.

Now, the testing of these points, making allowance for the errors due to the smallness
of the sample, is a considerable task ; but we can get an approximate result by fitting the data
with second and third order parabolae. If this is done we find (calling “ D ” the rural density

per square mile, and “ k ” the percentage of cultivated area)

D= —23 -260+6 -989 k— 026 k*

D = 23 -741 +4 005 k -f 023 k ‘—•0002 k *

These equations show that

—

() the relation of density to cultivated area is expressed very nearly by a straight

line, both the square and cubic terms being small up to a percentage of 80
for the cultivated area, which is above the limit found in this data;

() as judged by the quadratic the curvature is convex upwards, which is exactly

the opposite conclusion to that reached in paragraph 18;

(c) as judged by the cubic, there is an almost negligible concavity upwards for

values of k less than 38 per cent., but that for higher values of k the curve

is once more convex upwards.

It is by no means certain, without a much fuller analysis, whether the curvature would

be positive or negative, if the errors of random sampling could be eliminated, and it is not

intended to set up any law in opposition to that of Mr. Middleton. Unless, however, he has

used other and wider material than that discussed here, judgment as to the nature of the

divergence from linearity of the association of density of population and cultivated area must

be suspended. In fact one might in slang phrase say that the data give a very good imitation

of linear relationship.*

The data and the quadratic and cubic parabolae are shown in the diagram below

—
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APPENDIX 3.

Mean Scaxab Distance.

Let 03 find the mean scalar distance of a triangle

ABO from the Apex A

The value is given by

® =—
j
y-j j

'

y
—

» integrated over the area of the triangle.8

The limits of r are 0 and p sec. fl
,
for 0 < 9 < ^

The limits of r are 0 and p sec. 0 , for 0 < 9 < a

where a and ^ ate the angles which the perpendicular p makes with the sides A 0
=and AB respectively,

OaU the area of the triangle A, then

AS
r/3 - p sec. fl /“ T

=
J j

rSdrdS + j J I

p sec. 0

* dr d9
o o o o

/
p ® sec. ® 9 r P ® sec. ® 9 , -
-^^-3 d 9 + j

—
3
— de

p’

3
'

j
f sec. ® 9 d 9 + f sec.

I

o o

3 9 d 9

Now Jsec.s 9 do = J
see. 9 d tan 9

= sec. 9 tan t®n 9 sin 9 sec. - 9 d 9

= sec. 9 tan
9—

J'sin - 9 sec. ® 9 d 9

= sec.9 tan 9—
•J'd

9 sec.® ® + J
® 9

.*.2^860. ® 9 = sec. 9 tan 9 + log tan

^
^
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Thus

AS = p®

AS = 6
+ sec. /> tan (i + log tan

-flog tan

sec. a tan a

sec. a tan a f sec. /3 tan /3-flog tan
^

~
) 1

If the triangle is isosceles a - /3. and the mean scalar distance is then

"Szt: sec. a tan a + log tan

|
^

^ ^
Now we have for the triangles formed by joining the terminals of a side to the centre

(

Figure.

(1 )

Hexagon

Square

EquHateral triangle

a Sec a tan a
Log

Sum cola.

4 and 3.

p3/A"‘ 3 S VA- s/Vq

(2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

30= *666667 5493061 1-215973 2'2T9507 2-771819 •377197

45= 1-414214 •S313736 2-295588 1 2-295588 •382598

60= 3-404102 1-3169577 4-781060 1/2-279507 i
2-097410

1

•403647

Now call Q the whole area of the figore,

e.. Q=6A for the hexagon

=4A for the square

=3A for the triangle Unilateral)

For a circle from the centre S/VQ=’3'3'6126
^ ^ ^

Returning to the general formula, a graphic method of determining the mean^ scalar

distance, applicable to an irregular boundary, will be developed.

We have

if
r ^ dfl d r

If
integrated over the whole area of the figure.

r dd dr



Ji

0 P2= «. 0 Q 2

then if 0 Q=R, we get 3 r ^ S i=2 1. R 8 R
and

. iJ
I Z R de. dR.

//'
r dfl dr

where the integrals extend over the outer and the inner curves respectively.

Calling A the area of the original curve

a' the area of the constructed curve

and the mean scalar distance can at once be obtained planimetrically.

Let I be the unit of length on which 0 P is measured

0 Q2

and where O P=0 Q we get,

1^0 P=0 Q.

In order to calculate gra phically the mean scalar distance for any contour from any
point, it will suffice to measure the area of the two curves in the same unit, and multiply

two-thirds of their quotient by the distance adopted as imity, for which the two radii

vectors are equal.

The contours of 4 villages together^ with the semi- cubical curve for the calculations

DIAGRAM SHOWING'ACTUAL VILLAGE BOUNDARY .

ANO CURVE WHOSE RADIUS VECTOR IS THE.SEMI W]
; 0F.,C.

THAT OF THE BOUNDARY FOR THE OETERMINAtIom'oF THE MEAN SCALAR DISTANCE.'

S'ttle—l Inch = S Miles

^

of the mean scalar

distance are shown

in the attached

diagram. The rela-

tive data for these,

and 2 other villages

are given in the

statement below,

and the figures in

col. 7 of this state-

ment show that the

shape of the village

boundary and the

position of the

abadi, is far from

being as favourable

to agricultural ope-

rations as they

might be.
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District. Tahsil.

Area

in

square

miles.

•377

197

s/

A

Sfean

scalar

distance

lor

hexagonal

bound-

ary

of

<A)

Actual

mean

seals

distance.

8»

lit
'S o X
4,

o C . 0
CiO « ]x
« ® MS'

a Cl T5

n
O S 6 7 8

Bissar Hissai 8-7324 1-111617 1-498937 74 3

Kamal Earnal 6-0986 •931677 1037739 89 8

Ambala Ambala 1-6473 •483944 •579858 83-5

Rohtak Robtak 3-1430 ‘657832 •718351 91-6

Ludhiana Ludhiana 2-8618 •637840 •689661 92-4

Jullnndhar Jullundhar 1-1372 -402092 •445322 90-3

Rbmaekb.

9
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APPENDIX 4.

MORTALITY FROM VARIOUS DISEASES,

(A). The annual death-rate from 1867 to 1921 (inclusive) from (1) cholera, (2) .^mall-pux, (3) bowel
comp'aincs, (4) plague, (5) fevers, (6) all “oth-'r

’’
causes, and (7) all causes, (B)—The seasonal variation of the

deaths from the above causes for the 2 periods 1867— 1896 (iiO years) and 1897— 1921 (25 years). (C).—

A

comparison of the urban and rural death-rate.- from the rause.s enumerated in (A) above.

The object of this Appendix is merely to summarise in convenient form the broad sta-

tistical features of the deaths as classified in the Pubhc Health returns since 1867.

The three sections into which the Appendix is diedded will be taken seriatim.

(A).—The annual death-rate from 1867 to 1921 {inclusive) from (1) cholera, (2) small-

pox. (3) bowel complaints, (4) plague, {b) fevers, (6) all other ” causes, (7) all causes.

The death-rates have all been calculated afresh from the original data of mortality from

each disease for the Punjab (British Territory) as constituted from time to time, the North-

West Frontier Province being excluded from 1900 and onwards. The actual census returns

for 1868, 1881, 1891, 1901, 1911 and 1921 have been used for the years named
;

but for the

inter-censal periods the population has been found by intercalating geometric series, whose end

terms coincide with the actual census populations. The whole set of enumerated and cal-

culated populations is shown in the table in statement 1. For the sake of comparison of the

growth of the population before and after the separation of the North-West Frontier Province

the figures for the territory comprised in this Proydnee have been added to the Punjab figures

since 1900 (inclusive). The figures sufier from the detect (so far as comparison goes) of the ex-

clusion since 1911, of the part of the Delhi population which lies to the west of the Junma
for which separate figures are not available in the tables.

The interpolated population will differ from the actual population, sometimes by large

amounts, and it would have been better to use the 'vdtal statistics of births and deatlis to deter-

mine the population at one census from that of the preceding census, and then apply a geo-

metric progression to the residual differences between the calculated and observed populations

at the later census.

The diagrams may now be consulted.





NS
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DEATHS
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40
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PLAGUE.

YEAR

ALL OTHER CAUSES

THIS INCLUDES DEATHS FROM INJURIES & RESPIRATORY DISEASES ALSO-

18G7 1875 1885 »895 1905 1915 1921

YEAR

No.6366-S-(20C
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(S)—The seasonal oariation of deaths.

The seasonal mortality has been studied by Newsholme’s method, in which the average

daily death-rate is determined in two ways (1) by dividing the total mortality of the month
by the number of days in the month, and (2) by dividing the total mortality of the year by
the number of days in the year. The ratio of the quotient in (1) to the quotient in (2), expressed

as a percentage gives a measure of the relative intensity of the disease month by month, as

compared to the average intensity throughout the year. The percentages for each month,

year by year, haadng been determined, the mean monthly intensity and the standard deviation

are readily determined for any particular group of years. In the present case the statistics

for 186 f—1921 have been divided into two groups, namely, 1867—1896 (30 years) and
1897—1921 (25 yeare), the objects aimed at being (1) to obtain eventually a comparative

series of groups each of 30 years’ duration as the figures for future years become available;

(2) to distinguish the pre-colony era from the colony era that was inaugurated by the start-

ing in 1897 of the Lower Chenab Canal, and (3) to discriminate the seasonal variations

which arise from chance from those which are basic, and may, therefore, be expected to be
common to both groups of years.

The diagrams below give the means and co-efficients of variation of the mortality rates

calculated in the manner described for each month for the two groups of years separately.
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(C) Comfarison of the urban and rural death-rates from various diseases.

The full statements of the deaths year by year from each disease in rural and urban

ureas are too lengthy to be reproduced. From the tables only the following results are

noted ;

—

Disease.

Average
ANNUAL DEAl

per mil

Rural area=.

OF THE
H-RATES
le.

Towns.

Cholera (1877—1921, exducling 1885—1888) 0-30 0-56

SmaU-pox (1877— 1921, rxcl.idmg 1885— 1888) oei 0-94

Plague (1901—1921) 6-53 4-73

Fevers (1877—1921, excluding 1885—1888) 22-88 20-69

Bowel complaints (1877— 1921, excluding 1885—1888) 0-66 2-51

Respiratory diseases (1902—1921) .. .. ..
'

2-32 5-77

Injuries (1877—1921, excluding 1885—1838) 0-35 0-40

-All “other ” causes (1877—1921, excluding 1885—1888) 6-80 11-26

All causes (1877—1921, excluding 1885- 1888) 3604 41-58

We may summarise the statistical conclusions indicated by the 3 classes of figures in

respect of each disease. The medical expert must interpret them in the light of lus own tech-

nical knowledge.
CHOLERA.

General <rew.d.—The mcrtaliry from cholera shows no f-igns of general diminutioii in tie

55 years 1867— 19'21.

Seasonal nariaiion.— Cholera is most evident during tie summer months
;
though there

is a very marked difEeience between the seasonal variation in the l.'t and 2nd group of years.

During 1867— 1896 the cholera mortality curve had a double humip, but is orJy singly humped
in the later years 1897—1921. Light i.s thrown on this phenomenon by considering separately

years of high, medium, and low cholera mortality, as it :s found that the years of medium and

low mortality exhibit a double hump, the first in Jlay or Jime, the second in September
;

while years of high mortality have only a single maximum in August.

The variability of deaths from cholera (shown by the dotted lines on the diagrams) is

very high, as .might have been anticipated from its epidemic character.

IJrban and rural areas.—Cholera produces a much greater mortality in towns than in

villages. Out of 39 years the rural areas had a greater cholera mortahty in only 7 years.

SMALL-POX.

General trend.—The seasonal variation curves for 1867—1896 and 1897—1921 agree

very closely ; so do their variabilities. Maximum mortality is to be expected in May.
December is the month in which there is the greatest uncertainty as to an outbreak.

Urban and rural areas.— Small-pox caus<s l.| time.- the proportionate number of deaths

in towns than it docs in vJlages. In only 8 years out of 39 was there a greater rural than

urban mortality.

BOWEL COMPLAINTS.

General trend.—There appears to be a very steady tendency for deatbs from bowel

complaints to diminish, and since 19C0 the death-rate has not exceeded 1 per rnille.

(Seasoiitti The incidence of bowel complaints is greatest at two parts of the

year. May and October. The variability is low. in no case exceeding 25 per cent., the causes

which produce bowel complaints being apparently more or less similar in character and inten-

sity from year to year.

Urban and rural areas.—Town dw'ellers are e.ssentially more subject to bow'el complaints

than residents in rural areas. Out of 41 years 1877—1881 and 1889-—1921, in no single year

was the mortahty in urban less than in rural areas from this cause.

PLAGITE.

General trend.—So far as any general tendency is exhibited by a disease which appears

first in recent Punjab liistory in 1901, it might be supposed that plague is disappearing.

Seasonal variation.—The data are too limited lor a secure determinaticn.

Urban and rural areas.—Rural .areas suffered more than urban areas in 12 out of 21

years ending 1921.
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FEVERS.
General trend— Since 1885 the general tendency appears to be for a constancy of the-

death-rate from fevers ; the high mortality in 1918 is due to the Influenza epidemic.

Seasonal varicUion.—Two maxima appear in the seasonal chart. One in May-June

is due to relapsing fever—the other in October-November to malaria. The variability is low,

for the most part being below 30 per cent., consonant with the endemic character of these

diseases.

ALL “OTHER” CAUSES.

General trend.—Thi- appears to have been upwards from 1867 to 1908, with a slight

tendency to diminish since.

Seasonal vmation.—As might have been expected there is very little variation from

month to month in the deaths from “ other ” causes, which includes deaths from all sources

except cholera, smaU-pox, bowel complaints, plague and fevers. Agreeably 'R-ith this the

co-efiScients of variation are very small ; in February, July and August they are below 10-

per cent, in both groups of years.

Urban and rural areas.—Deaths from “ other ” causes in towns always outnumber

proportionately the numbers of deaths in rural areas.

ALL CAUSES.
General trend.—The general death-rate whether due to physiological causes or to a

better reporting agency, rose, on the whole, from 1867—1890 ;
since then it appears to be on

the average fairly stationary, though there was great mortality in 1908 and 1918.

Seasonal variation.—Deaths from fevers constitute about 75 per cent, of all deaths

in the Punjab, and the seasonal variation accordingly follows the fever chart fairly closely.

Urban and rural areas.—The general urban death-rate is greater than that in the rural

areas in 37 out of 41 years.

STATEMENT 1.

Statement showing the population of Punjab from 1887 to 1921 (calculated).

No. Year.
Population of the

British Punjab.
No. Year,

Population of the
Br.t.sh Punjab.

Popula'ion of Punjab m
comprised piior to 1900.

1 1867 17,611,498 29 1895 21,488,470

2 1868 17,611,498 30 1896 21,646,766

3 1869 17,703,839 31 1897 21,806,210

4 1870 17,796,665 32 1898 21,966,822

5 1871 17,889,971 33 1899 22,128,624

6 1872 17,983,770 34 1900 20,330,339 22,291,614

7’ 1873 18,078,079 35 1901 20,330,339 22,455,819

S 1874 18,172,864 36 1902 20,294,517 22,586,175

9 1875 18,268,143 37 1903 20,258,756 22,717,296

10 1876 18,363,932 38 1904 20,223,056 22,849,165

11 1877 18,460,214 39 1905 20,187,437 22,981,802

12 1878 18,557,006 40 1906 20,151,869 23,115,212

13 1879 18,654,310 41 1907 20,116,362 23,249,408

14 1830 18,752,107 42 1908 20,080,926 23,384,367

15 1881 18,830,437 43 1909 20,045,631 23,620,113

16 1882 19,042,975 44 1910 20,010,217 23,666,644

17 1883 19,237,493 45 1911 19,974,956 23,793,983

18 1884 19,434,000 46 1912 20,W4,848 23,983,764

19 1885 19,632,514 47 1913 20,116,000 24,175,091

20 1886 19,883,045 48 1914 20,185,372 24,367,918

21 1887 20,035,631 49 1915 20,266,004 24,562,291

22 1888 20,240,271 50 1918 20,326,896 24,768,210

23 1889 20,447,022 51 1917 20,398,026 24,965,677

24 1890 20.655,866 62 1918 20,469,356 25,154.737

25 1891 20,866,847 63 1919 20,541,026 25,355,392

26 1892 21,020,552 64 1920 20,612,896 25,667,641

27 1893 21,175,384 65 1921 20,685,024 26,761,500

28 1 1894 21,331,364
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APPENDIX 5.

ChaKOE of survival foe children born in various tears of MARRn!T> life.

Take a single parental pair who have been married x years. Let the chance, that a
child bom in the pth year of marriage survive till the beginning of (p+l) th year, be F
[Properly Rp\rill vary with the ordinal No. of the child, children born after the first having
a better survival rate than the first-born.]

Let the chance, that a child born in the pth year of marriage lives from the beginning
of the qth up to the end of the qth year of its age, be Bp

,

Then the children bom in the first year of married life alive at the end of the first

year are—

f 1 1

The children alive at the end of the 2nd year are—
f j R 1,

1

R 1,

2

(aged 1 to 2)

-ffjRg,, (aged 0 to 1)

The children alive at the end of the 3rd year are —
® i> 1 ^ i> 2 3 2 to 3)

-ffa Rj.i R 2,a (aged 1 to 2)

+f 3 R 3,

1

(aged 0 to 1)

The children alive at the end of the xth year are —
f

1
R 1, j

R j, 2 R i)x ^ 1 to x)

+f 2 1^ 2.1 1^2 2 Kg,*-! (aged X—

2

to X—

1

)

-l-fa Rg,! Rg.g K 3>x_2 (aged X—

3

to X—2)

•* •• •• •• •• •• »• •• »• *• •• ••

Rx.i (aged 0 to 1 ) (1 )

There are in the summation—^ different R's. That is for a marriage of 30 years

duration the number of R's will be 465. By putting all the R's equal to each other we are

therefore making a pretty liberal assumption. It seems, however, necessary to do so, in order
to get practical conclusions.

Pat

R 1*1

—

K i>2

—

==^21 2

Ku*
R 2>*— 1

R*
,
1—

R

'Then the number of children alive at the end of the xth year is (from I pair of

parents)

I* = f 1 R* (aged x—1 to x)

-f f 2 R*“‘ (aged x—2 to x—1)

+
-f- f* R (aged 0 to 1)

begottsn by parents who have completed x years of married life.

Now we are given the number of marriages in their xth year, and the number of

children alive of marriages in their xth year.

Let f* = number of children alive from parents in their xth year of marriage.

m* = number of parents in their xth year of marriage.

Then I* = m* x jl*

.• =:f,R* + f2R*“" + + fxK- (A>-

m*

Tfdre the values of 1* and m* from the tables.

For the 0th recorded year of marriage x=l

„ 1st recorded year of marriage x=2
ai^ soon.
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If b = total number of children bom to parents now in their xth year of

marriage.

Djt = m, (f 1+ f 2 + f

)

~=^l+f2+f3+ fj (B)

If we go back to the general expression (1) we have successively, by putting
x= 1, 2, 3,

~ = f
1 1) 1

mi

== fi Ki, iSi, 2 + f 2 I^2>1
LU 2

h
=fllll,llll, iRi, 3 -1-12^2, iR 2, 2 "hfaRs*!m 3

'x

= fjRl, iRl, 2--..Ri;X+f2R2;lR2>2^2>3*‘'’‘*B2» 1 "}••••••••

+ ^ X Rx 9

1

This gives us x equations to solve —- —^
^ — unknowns

Ri)i R 1) 2
R i> 3 R u X

R 2i 1 R 29 2
R 29 3 R 29 I— 1

The ‘ f’s ’ are given bv equations (B).

Now it seems reasonable to assume that the survival rate of children in their «th

year of age born in the /«th year of marriage of their parents, is equal to the general

survival rate for the nth year of age multiplied by a factor depending only on the duration

of marriage at the time of birth.

We then have

Rm,n—Rm Rn
Thus we get

= fi Ki Ri
mi

I =f2Ki^RxR24-f2K2Rlm

=fiKi® R1R2R3 + fe K2' K1R2 + fa K3R1m

fiKi’^RiRaRa Rx + f2K2Ri"R\Ri
nix

(C)

+fx kx r’i
'

'

j

We may now put in (C) the actual survival rates for the general population Ri, Rg,

Rx and the values of tie f’s determined from (B', and we have x equations to de-

termine the X unknowns Kj, K,, Kg Ks which give the influence of duration of

marriage at birth on the survival of the children at all ages.

If we call Lx the number living at age x according to table P of the actuarial Report

for the Census of 1911 (p 187) in our notation

Rx =
Lx—

1

So the values of R„ R, Rio 9
should be found from this table and then

-substituted in equations of type (C).

To start with take all groups together. From Table P, Life Table Punjab, males

page 187, Census of India Report 1911, vol. I, part I, the survival rates R are given by
subtracting the percentages in col. 4 from ICO and eximessing as a decimal, i.e..

Rj= -7021

V
2 = -9061

R 3 = -9323

R^ == -9503

etc., etc.

The f's are determined from equations (B) and taking the fertility for the first ten

years only, equations fC) then give 10 equations for the 10 unknowns Kj,.
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.
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—
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(Death registration 41
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